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VOX

VOX is the journal of the Australian Advisory Council on
Languages and Multicultural Educatic.:. It is a medium for the
exchange of intonation on language slrolicy and multicultural
education issues, and in particular, the National Policy on
Languages. Two issues will be published each year.

This issue is presented in two sections. The first section
contains information about ACCLAf4E, fr^ activities, the
implementation of the National Policy on Languages and recent
developments in languages policy in Australia and overseas.
The second section consists of contributed articles relating to
afferent aspects of languages policy.

Articles, with photographs or other illustrations where possible.
are invited for consideration for future issues. Articles should be
approximately 3000 words, and follow the conventions of this
issue. All correspondence should be addressed to the:

Publications Manager.
AACLAMESecretanat
Department of Employment. Education and Training.
PO Box 826, Woden, ACT. 2606, Australia.

COVER:
The cover Illustration of the Tower of Babel is a rendenng from
a 19th century engraving belonging to the Granger Collection,
New York.

The Tower of Babel is said to have been built in the land of
Shinar (Babylonia) some time after the Deluge. According to
the story in Genesis 11:1-9. the Babylonians wanted to build a
city and a tower whose top would reach to heaven. Their
project angered Jehovah and as a punishment for their
presumption he confused their language so that they no longer
understood one another and scattered them over the face of the
earth. The story appears to be an attempt to explain the
existence of diverse human languages and races.

Design by Socrates Paschalidis, GRAFI& Canberra. ACT.
Typesetting by CPP Communications. Canberra, ACC'.

40 Commonwealth of Australia 1989
ISSN 1032-0458

This work is copyright Apart from any use as permitted under
the CopyrightAct 1968, no part may be reproduced by any
process without written permission from the Director Publishing
and Marketing AGPS. Inquiriesshould be directed to the
Manager, AGPS Press, Australian Govemment Publishing
SeMce, GPO Box 84, Canberra, ACT 2601.

Printed In Australia by Better Printing Service, 1 Foster Street, Queanbeyan NSW. 2620
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From the
Chair

This third issue of Vox is appearing about half-
way through the planned implementation of the
National Policy on Languages (NPL). The princi-
ples of the NPL, and the programs flowing from
them, appear to have been well accepted and in
several cases to have been incorporated into new
languages policy Initiatives so that their longevity
seems reasonable.

Though the Adult Literacy Action Campaign has
come to the end of its planned life, the celebration
of International Literacy Year and the Govern-
ment's financial commitment to this in conjunc-
tion with increased activity in the field has
generated renewed and expanded interest in the
adult literacy area.

The National Aboriginal Education Policy, to be
Issued soon, will give further impetus to support for
Aboriginal languages. Also, the National Agenda
for a Multicultural Australia will guarantee a longer
life to the Federal Government's involvement in
cross-cultural education and the teaching of lan-
guages other than English. In addition, the contin-
ued focus on Asian studies and languages at the
federal level seems assured with the allocation
under the NPL having been extended for a further
two years.

The Federal Government, however important its
co-ordinating, leadership and funding role, is still
only a relatively minor player In this game. The
States have realised the need to redress the past
neglect of language teaching and learning Vic-
toria, Western Australia and New South Wales
have new and very encouraging policies, while the
other States have ongoing commitments or establi-
shed policies.

In this issue of Vox, in the first section, we feature
language policy developments In New South

pi2/434c°

Joseph Lo Blanco
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Wales, having previously looked at develop'. 'rim
in Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia. Me
articles on the Languages Institute of Australia
report on an exciting development in language
teaching/leaming at the tertiary level which has
come about largely under the auspices of the NPL
and with extensive input from AACLAME The
roles of the Canadian Commissioner of Official
Languages and the Maori Language Commission
are discussed in articles taken respectively from the
publications Language and Society and New Set-
tlers and Multicuhural Education Issues.

In the second section, as is now established
practice, we feature contributed articles. Michael
Clyne and Stephanie Jaehding complete the ex-
amination and comparison, commenced by Clyne
in Vox 1, of the trends and factors in language shift
between the 1976 and 1986 censuses; Phillip
Jones discusses UNESCO's involvement in literacy
activities and the international and historical contr.
of International Literacy Year; Anna Shnuka.
article describes and analyses language shift and
maintenance in the Tortes Strait, a lesser-known
part of our island-continent while Robert Dixon's
article deals with the astonishing complexity of
issues concerning Australia's multifarious, unique
and original languages, and the general threat of
extinction which they face. 71m Mehigan provides a
spirited defence of the place and relevance of the
study of literature in language learning, Camilla
Bettoni writes about Italian, a more recent addition
to Australia's linguistic demography, and for years
now, Australia's second most widely spoken lan-
guage, while the article by Anne Pauwels considers
the question of gender and language reform. The
articles by Griffin, Martin and Tomlinson, and by
Rado and Reynolds deal with different aspects of
language learning assessment.

-a_
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The Tower of Babel
by Heinrich Stefonik

Myths explore the human condition. They are
simple but not simplistic stories. One of the most
enduring is centred on the building of a tower in the
ancient land of Shiner. also known as Babylonia. It
is also one of the most misquoted myths. usually
used to buttress the view that thA world's many
languages (about 6000) are decidedly a nuisance, a
punishment.

The front of Vox reproduces a 19th century
drawing. Tradition has it that the tower was one of
those high, stepped ziggurats, ruins of which are still
found in Mesopotamia.

According to Sumerian tablets refemng back to
the third miaenium B.C., 'there was once a time
when the whole universe, the people in unison. to
the god Enlil in one tongue gave praise.' The
Hebrew version of the myth, written a good
thousand years later, repeats the theme of the
whole world speaking one language. But then the
scribe introduces an important new element by
maintaining that one day the leaders of Babylon
said, tome let us build ourselves a city and a tower
with its top reaching heaven. Let us make a name
for ourselves.. .'

Reaching for the stars in a grandiose and expen-
sive gesture is something that our century can
readily comprehend. Although they had no rockets.
no computers and no lasers, the old Babylonians'
extravagance is barely matched by that of our own
lime.

So successful were the ancient builders that they
disturbed the biblical Yahweh, who was overheard
to remark: 'This is only the start of their undertak-
ings! Now nothing they plan to do will be beyond
them.' He then decided to go down and confuse
their language. 'And.' the narrator concludes. 'that
is why it was called Babel, since there Yahweh
confused the language of the whole world, and
from there Yahweh scattered them all over the
world.'

The biblical scribe explained 'Babel' by the root
'betel', to confuse. Most philologists however reject
this as a blatantly tendentious piece of folk
etymology and say that, in fact, 'Babel' means
'Gate of God'.

The obscure scribe's explanation persists none-
theless. Still, it is curious that the Babel myth

4
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continues to be widely expounded as telling us that
linguistic diversity is a punishment. Any fair-minded
reading should rather lead us to a very different
view: diversity is a theocratic stratagem to cur the
ground from under the all too human nr2,-_ t-mards
megalomania. Given the moral visicn of the story.
Yahweh's intervention surely has to be construed
as a blow against unwholesome hegemony abetted
by monolingualism. The tower al Babel remains
forever a warning against insensate pride and
overreaching.

Isn't the story telling us. really, that small is
beautiful. that linguistic pluralism is a safer and
more sensible foundation for humanity's affairs?

The tower myth Indeed comments on Important
aspects of the human condition. It can still teach us
much: but It can hardly encourage us to hanker for
a world in which only the same language is spoken.

Dr Hetnnch Stefanie is a member of AACLAME
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BREAKTHROUGH:
Languages Institute of Australia
by Joseph La Blanco

A major and vet!, important development in
language policy is about to get underway in Aus-
tralia. On 19 June 1989 the Minister for Em-
ployment. Education and Training announced the
establishment of the Languages Institute of Aus-
tralia (UAL

Mr Dawkins stated:

'This is an exciting deuelopment in language
education in Australia and is further proof of the
Federal Labor Government's determination to see
through the full implementation of its Notional
Policy on Languages.

The LIA is nor just an exciting innouation which
will dramatically improue the quality and extent of
language education in Australia, it also represents a
new form of co-operatiue institutional structure.
Euentually all of Australia will be directly connected
to the UA.

The UA has been funded from programs of the
National Policy on Languages and the Common-
wealth's Key Centres of Teaching and Research
Program. Over $1 million has been allocated in the
first year.

The LIA will consist of a central secretariat to be
based in Melbourne. a Language Testing Unit
(University of Melbourne in collaboration with the
Brisbane College of Advanced Education) three
Research and Development Programs ie Language
and Society (Monash University). Second Lan-
guage Acquisition (the University of Sydney in
collaboration with the Macarthur Institute of Higher
Education) and Language and Technology (the
University of Queensland). A national data-base
and clearing house on languages will be set up from
the Queensland base of the LIA.

In addition the LIA will set up Teaching and
Curriculum Centres and eventually one will be
based In all States and major cities of Australia.

The concept of some form of LJA has a long
history which is extremely interesting and reveals
widespread support for the notion of the LIA.

In 1975 the idea of a National Language Plan-
ning Commission was floated with a focus on
language planning issues rather than on language
education activities. During 1980-81, a group of
applied linguists met frequently over about six
months to discuss language policy issues. A
National Institute of Languages was one of the
Ideas discussed. The ideas were crystallised In a
paper on the subject by Emeritus Professor Michael
Halliday (then professor of Linguistics at Sydney
University).

- VOX

A group called the Professional Language As-
sociations for a National Language Policy (the
PLANLangPol Committee). established formally in
August 1981. brout.:9 ingather six national profes-
sional associations with an interest in language
the Applied Linguistics Association of Australia. the
Australian Linguistic Society. the Aboriginal Lan-
guages Assoaatm. the Australian Association for
the Teaching of English. the Australian Federation
of Modem Language Teachers' Associations (AF-
MLTA) and the Australasian Universities Lan-
guages and Literatures Association. In theirJanuary
1983 report. A National Language Policy for Aus-
tralia. the PLANLangPol Committee put tonvard a
considered proposal for a National Languages In-
stitute.

The AFMLTA proposed the establishment of a
National Language Information and Research Cen-
tre in 1978 in a submission to the Commonwealth
Government. prepared initially at the request of the
Council of the AFMLTA. This proposal was up-
dated in 1984. The National Language Information
and Research Centre was originally envisaged as
something a little different from the Institute. The
major emphasis in 1978 was the need for collecting
and disseminating Information, and for coordinat-
ing existing efforts In educational language plan-
ning. This need was seen by PLANLangPol as
being superseded by the notion ol the Institute.

In its 1984 report. A National Language Policy.
the Senate Standing Committee on Education and
the Arts considered several mechanisms for Im-
plementing a national policy on languages. Includ-
ing a national institute of languages and a national
advisory council. It favoured the establishment of a
broadly representative national advisory council on
language policy (recommendation 2). conferred
with advisory, coordinating and policy research
functions, reporting regularly to both Common-
wealth and State Governments. rather than the
establishment ol a national institute of languages.
AACLAME is the manifestation ol this proposed
advisory body.

The report. National Policy on Languages also
advocated the formation ol an advisory council to
oversee and advise on implementation of the
national pokey on languages, together with the
establishment of key centres of research. teaching
and learning In a number of areas, including:

Aboriginal languages and bilingual education;
community languages.
applied English;
intensive language training for Australian re-
presentatives overseas;

5
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national clearinghouse on language teaching,
research and information accessing curriculum
data bases:

tertiary education (or the deal, using Australian
Sign Language:
Asian languages.

Each of these was intended to provide a neces-
sary infrastructurel foundation for the ultimate set-
ting up of an 'institute' which, it was envisaged, did
not necessanly need to be other than the coordin-
ator of these activities.

More recently. the possibility of establishing a
National Institute of Languages was raised by the
Asian Studies Council In the context of its Inquiry
into the Teaching of Asian Studies and Languages
in Higher Education.

In November 1988. the Australian Research
Council advertised $240.000 for the establishment
of a Key Centre for Teaching and Research in
Languages. Although a shortlisting of the 12 ap-
plicants for this centre took place the whole matter
was overtaken when the Minister for Employment,
Education and raining decided to upgrade the
Key Centre to a languages institute. AACLAME
was requested to provide advice on its structure
and functions. All the original applicants were adv-
ised to modify their p:oposals to Incorporate the
budget and broader mandate of a languages in-
stitute. Under the auspices of the Australian Re-
search Council, a Selection Panel met on 31 May
1989 with the shortlisted applicants. A consensus
was arrived at for the new structure in keeping with
the accepted charter and functions which AA-
CLAME had devised.

In its report to the Minister the Selection Panel
noted that since no model Is available, either in
Australia or overseas, the most appropriate struc-
tures will have to be developed as the LIA grows. A
particular emphasir will be required on commun-
ications, including electronic communications, and
on cohesive policies, to establish and maintain the
ethos of Languages Institute of Australia as a
cooperative national enterprise. This will require
regular face-to-face meetings and conferences, as
well as communication by electronic mall. These
activities will generate significant costs, but the
benefits will be high.

In general terms, the seven designated functions
of the Languages Institute will be met through
various centres and structures of the Institute as
follows:

Function 1: Professional development through
the provision of existing courses and
the development of new courses

6

Function 2:

Function 3:

Function 4.

Function 5.

Function 6:

Function 7:

within Research and Development
Programs and Projects, at Teaching
and Cumculum Centres, and through
Nationally Coordinated Programs.
Data-base data Input will be via the
Centres and Programs. Responsibility
(or the communications and inforrna-
non management in the network will
lie specifically with the University of
Queensland.

Research through the Research and
Development Programs and Projects.
Policy advice through the Advisory
Council and the Executive Commit-
tee.

Testing through the Teting Unit
and through designated Research and
Development Programs for language
testing, with the tests delivered at Tea-
ching and Curriculum Centres.
Vocational courses through the
provision of existing courses, and new
courses developed within Research
and Development Programs and
Projects, at Teaching and Curriculum
Centres and designated delivery
points, and through Nationally Coor-
dinated Programs.

Housing the secretariats of national
language associations as appropriate,
and depending on the location of the
secretariats, within Teaching and
Curriculum Centres.

The Panel also noted the potential of the LIA to
provide a new model which might be applied to
other areas of teaching and research in Australia.
The model proposed, which combines some
features of Key Centres with a distributed network.
and has strong emphases on communications for
the sharing of ideas, expertise and matenal, puts
forward a unique cooperative approach for geogra-
phically distributed centres for teaching and re-
search.

The Languages Institute will consist of a central
Secretariat and a number of distributed activities In
the centres, programs and projects. The underlying
goal of this structure is to enable the LIA to have the
maximum outreach, as well as to coordinate and
focus the expertise in the languages field across
Australia.

The centre of the LIA, the central Secretaliat, will
coordinate the work of the whole Institute and act
as a link between the Institute and governments.
users and the private sector. The Secretariat, to be

9
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Languages lnslilule
of Ausiralia

CTIARTER
The Languages Institute ofiludralia (BA) Willcvnleibute to
improving the qualiy and relevance of language education in keeping
with lbe goals and priirciples yr/heNational Policy on Languages and
alustrvlia is social economic. and cultural needs.

1-11.NCTKANS

Thel-14 Will:

Offer national leadership and guidance on language education issues by:

providing professional development activiffes for language lecturers,
teacher trainers and leachers;

creating and operating a data baselclearingbouse on language
education issues and regularly dissembraling information from these;

facilitating and conducting meant needed to improve practice in
language education;

regularly assessing language education needs by providing advisory
and consultancyservices to government, unions, business and the

-communior on relevant language issues.

Offer practical support for language education acrasludralier by:

providing, on a cost-rear very basis, a language testing service and
associated consultancy activities appropriate to various professions
Including the deelopment of proficiency measure/mitts/rumen/3-
in English and in other languages;

organisthg special-purpose vocational language teaching outside the
antral bearrhg sin/dunes of tertiary Mshlulions on a fte-for-servicr basic

offering a base in Which to house the secretariats of national
language associations,

.10r
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established in Melbourne, will consist of a Director
and appropriate administrative and support staff. It
will report to an Advisory Council, which will
include representatives of the higher education
institutions in each state and territory. The
Secretariat will be advised on day-to-day opera-
tions by an Executive Committee. In formulating
policy and making allocations of resources the
Secretariat will be advised by three panels:

Teaching and Curriculum
Research and Development
Resource and Clearinghouse

Initial allocation: $240,000

Teaching and Curriculum Centres, eventually in
each major city, will act as local agents of the LIA.
Their principal functions will be to collect and
provide information, and to mount and organise
courses. There will be initially one such Teaching
and Curriculum Centre, located in the Secretariat in
Melbourne. The Teaching and Curriculum Centres
will be responsible to the Teaching and Curriculum
Panel.

Initial allocation: $45,000

Research and Development Programs, which will
be responsible to the Research and Development
Panel, are major programs of research, concen-
trated primarily but not exclusively in one location,
and designated to undertake major research inves-
tigations on the general pattern of Key Centres.

Initial allocations:
Language and Society

(Monash University) $150,000
Second language learning

(University of Sydney) $150,000
Language Testing Unit

(University of Melbourne) $170,000
Language Testing

(Brisbane College of Advanced
Education) $80,000

Language and Technology
(University of Queensland) $100,000

8

Research and Development Projects are shorter-
term projects with narrower goals. The Research
and Development Projects will be responsible to
the Research and Development Panel. There will
be no Initial allocation, pending the appointment of
the Research and Development Panel.

Nationally Coordinated Programs will focus ex-
pertise in key areas like course development and
language methodology. This expertise is to be
found in many locations around iestralia, and the
Nationally Coordinated Programs will provide a
means of coordinating these resources to fulfil
specific goals, as determined by the Research and
Development Panel. The Nationally Coordinated
Programs will be responsible to the Research and
Development Panel. There will be no initial alloca-
tion, pending the appointment of the Research and
Development Panel.

Review of the teaching of
modern languages in higher education

As the process of setting up the Languages
Institute gets under way a related development
should be mentioned which will also enhance
language education quality at the tertiary level. At
the request of the Minister for Employment, Educa-
tion and Training, and the Prime Minister, AA-
CLAME is commissioning a Review of the teaching
of modern languages in higher education. The
Review will be funded under the National Policy on
Languages and will become a joint project with the
LIA when it becomes operative. It is expected that
the next issue of the AACLAME Newsletter, UP-
DATE, will have a more detailed article on the
Review.

Conclusion

The LIA and the Review will bring to the Higher
Education sector a level of attention and interest in
languages which will inevitably greatly contribute to
meeting the goals of the NPL

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The Languages Institute of Australia:
A model to mobilize Australia's language resources

by Roland Sussex

The question of how to mobilise Australia's
language resources evoked a great deal of thought
and discussion in the early months of 1989. ever
since the Minister announced that the earlier plan to
establish a Key Centre for Applied Language
Studies would be changed and enlarged into a
national languages institute.

Precursors

Most institutes overseas do not provide a ready
model for a languages institute in Australia being
specifically designed to foster, preserve and re-
gulate a national language. The Academia Fran-
caise has this function. Similarly, the national lan-
guage institutes in the countries of Eastern Europe
like Poland. Czechoslovakia. Hungary and the
USSR are responsible for preserving and propagat-
ing the country's national language. But Australia.
though it does have a de facto national language.
has a different need for a national languages in-
stitute. English is the national language of so many
countries that Australia probably does not need a
national language institute of the Polish or Hun-
garian type. Indeed. bodies which do cover the
national role of English like the Center for
Applied Linguistics in Washington. D.C.. or the
Centre for Information on Language Teaching in
London are more specifically concerned with
individual aspects of language often not only Engl.
ish. within their geographical scope.

Australia's language needs are defined in the
National Policy on Languages. and it is the plural
'languages' both here and in the 'Languages
Institute of Australia' which is crucial. In Australia
we have a multiplicity of languages. with multiple
needs. This means in turn that the kind of institute
we choose must be responsive to many different
languages and many different kinds of policy re-
quirements.

The problem of geography:
Distance and dispersal

The underlying problem in any national institute
In. Australia concerns the conflicting interests of
centralizing and concentrating resources on the one
hand, and on the other hand the dispersed nature
of the Australian population: if an institute is to be
located in one place, how can it respond effectively
to needs In distant parts of Australia? In education
we have state-based systems which. though they
are now moving towards some degree of national
consensus on goals. traditionally do not operate in
a national context. But even here, particularly in the

VOX

larger states. there is a problem of central authonty
versus local responsiveness. Language and lan-
guage policy are essentially matters of communica-
tion. Is it possible to create a national institute which
will both provide a means for concentrating and
coordinating national expertise. and allow for a
distributed network which will be responsive to the
many diffenng local needs for language education
language research and language policy throughout
Australia?

Concentrating resources

The first problem. given the present uncoordin-
ated nature of Australia's management of 115 Ian
guage resources. is how to concentrate those re-
sources sufficiently to produce viable results. The
Governments Key Centres policy involves defining
a field of research where Australia needs to perform
more effectively. among applications from expert
research groups and teams. and making a grant to
the winner. in three-year cycles. with a review at the
end of three years. This strategy places resources in
one location, so that at least some research can be
properly funded. It also has the 'honeypot effect.
so that other researchers in the field will tend to
gather to the prop.. ct which is more generously
funded. because of the enhanced research environ-
ment which it offers in terms of personnel and
equipment. it can also happen that researchers in
adjacent fields will direct their research more in the
direction of the Key Centre. This policy has worked
well in Bntain. for instance. for those disciplines
which have been judged to be a national pnonty

But it will not do merely to declare that languages
are a pnonty area. and to put a block of money in
one location to encourage teaching and research
Australia is too large. And its population. including
its expertise in language areas. is spread too wide
and too thinly. Unlike Bntain. Australia cannot
easily draw on a large research population in a
single location. And unlike Amenca. we do nut
have sufficient density of population to overcome
the tyranny of distance. The single-location ap-
proach was taken by the National Centre on Adult
TESOL at Macquarie University. This centre. by
virtue of energetic outreach policies. is showing that
it can not only draw expertise to itself. but also
effect the distribution of the results of its work to
other centres in Australia. But the work of the
National Centre on Adult TESOL has a more
coherent and focused bnef than the Languages
Institute of Australia. which covers not only more
languages, but more aspects of the function, teach-
ing and research of languages in Australia There
are two possibilities: follow the Adult TESOL
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model, put resources in one location, and do the
best possible over bringing together existing expert-
ise: or look for another model.

The first option of establishing the LIA at a
single location, and concentrating the resources
there was the choice originally favoured by the
Australian Research Council in its instructions to the
applicant institutions when they were invited to
revise their Key Centre bids for the Languages
Institute. There is a lot to be said in favour of this
choice. It is organizationally simple: it has been well
tested: and it has a good chance of succeeding in
stimulating research and teaching at a single loca-
tion. The trouble is that Australia is not only large:
its centres also tend to be parochial. This means
that there was a real risk, if the LIA was put in one
location. that it would not be able to bring together
existing research which is being done all around
Australia. Unlike some other disciplines. where it is
possible to point to one or two special centres of
concentrated expertise. language teaching and re-
search Is energetically pursued at many centres in
Australia, and it would be a waste of talent and
established performance to limit the LIA to one
centre. While the 'honeypot effect might have
some result. the resources available would not
make it possible to draw all the necessary personnel
and resources together at a single location. The LLA
would inevitably be limited by its geographical
isolation, and the research and teaching which did
not fall geographically or by virtue of funding
and resources within LIA would be partly lost to
the national institute.

The solution chosen for the LIA is to select major
areas of language teaching and research in different
locations, to agree with them on specified goals,
and to provide sufficient funding to enable them to
make a serious attack on a designated set of
relevant problems. The chosen programs of re-
search build on existing expertise, so that there is
already a basis for research. Monash University Is to
have a research program In language and society.
which builds on the existing work on sodolingulstics
for which they are well known. The University of
Sydney receive a research program In second
language learning: and the University of Queen-
sland a research program In technology and lan-
guage learning, Including the management of the
national data-base for the Institute.

Language Testing is a special need. Australia has
an obvious and urgent need for language testing. Its
variety of languages, language functions, education
systems and accreditation methods are not well
coordinated. NAATI, the National Accreditation
Authority for Translators and hemmers, operates
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nationally for translating and interpreting, but has
little connexion with other language-assessing or
accreditation bodies. But there is little other consen-
sus nationally over the goals of assessment, targets,
accreditation and testing.

The language testing issue has been solved in a
special way. A Language Testing Unit will be
established at the University of Melbourne, and will
be directed by Professor Alan Davies. who Is
currently head of Applied Linguistics at the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, The Unit will concentrate on the
development. trialling and implementation of lan-
guage tests across the whole range of language
needs in Australia. It will work In collaboration with
an associated research and development program
into language testing curriculum and methodology
at the Brisbane College of Advanced Education
under the direction of Dr David Ingram. whose
work on the International English Language Testing
Service is well known and who. Incidentally, was
among the first to advocate a national language
centre for Australia at least a decade ago.

The Selection Panel has emphasized that the
LIA's research programs should be points of con-
centration and coordination rather than exclusive
allocations. For this reason it has specified that
other researchers in each field should be able to
approach each designated research and develop-
ment program, either directly or through the LIA,
with proposals for further research. And there are to
be shorter-term research protects which will be
managed by the Research and Development Panel,
and for which individuals and Institutions will be
invited to compete as resources allow.

In certain areas like language teaching meth-
odology the expertise Is too widely distributed
around Australia to allow the formation of cen-
tralized research programs. To cover this need the
Selection Panel has recommended the establish-
ment of Nationally Coordinated Programs, for
which submissions will be sought during the first
year of the existence of the LIA, to provide leader-
ship and loci for the Investigation of specific
problems.

Outreach: Distribution

But having a number of focused programs, with
collaborative potential for other scholars around
Australia, will not of itself ensure that the work of
the LIA will be properly distributed around Aus-
tralia. In order to meet this need the Selection Panel
specified that there should he Teaching and
Cuniculum Centres, eventually In each major city
In Australia The goal of these Centres MI be to act
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A number of countries have developed
national institutes of languages with roles
similar to the LIA.

The Centre for Applied Linguistics (CAL)
in Washington publishes a newsletter, con-
ference reports, language journals, some
teaching materials and surveys. It engages
in research, development and advisory ac-
tivities, surveys the literature, publishes
bibliographies and operates a set of
'clearinghouses', including the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguis-
tics. CAL serves as a secretariat for various
associations. ft is also responsible for advis-
ing on the funding of linguistic research,
though it does not administer research
funds of its own. Interestingly CAL is
celebrating Its 30th anniversary In 1989
while Australia embarks on the creation of
its LIA.

The SEAMEC- sponsored Regional Lan-
guage Centre in Singapore differs some-
what In that it has a major teaching role,
offering courses In second language teach-
ing and applied linguistics for teachers from

many countries In South-East Asia. It also
conducts, promotes and disseminates re-
search, acts as an Information centre, runs
conferences and workshops, provides ex-
pert consultancy services to regional
govemment Institutions and organisations,
and publishes regular newsletters, the
RELC Journal, and monographs,

The Centre for Information on Language
Teaching and Research (CILT) In London,
administered by the British Council, was
established In 1988 In order to 'collect and
coordinate information about all aspects of
modern languages and their teaching and
make this information available for the ben-
efit of education In Britian'. (CILT, General
Information Leaflet, January 1977: 1). Fin-
anced by the pepartment of Education and
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Science in Britian, the Scottish Education
Department, and the Department of Educa-
tion for Northern Ireland, it is controlled by a
17-person Board of Governors represen-
tative of all levels of education throughout
Britian. CILT provides advice on language
teaching materials and research on all lan-
guages taught in Britian, including ESL. It
provides an advisory service, liaises with
professional associations and organisations
in Britian concerned with languages, and
extends internationally, through Its research
information services. It maintains an exten-
sive reference library, including audio-visual
holdings in courses and materials. CILT
also sponsors conferences, provides adv-
isory and consultancy services, conducts
surveys and has an extensive publications
list. It does not, however, conduct research.

A relevant example of a languages In-
stitute for the Australian situation Is the
National Language Research Institute In
Tokyo. This carries out applied linguistic
research, as well as taking responsibility for
developing methods and materials for train-
ing teachers of Japanese to speakers of
other languages. Because of the much
greater linguistic complexity In Australia
than Japan, It could be claimed that the
need for an equivalent body Is proportion-
ately greater.

There are also national language in-
stitutes In West Germany and in most eas-
tern bloc countries.

A survey commissioned by the World
Federation of Modern Language Teachers'
Associations, and tabled at its November
1983 Executive Committee meeting, listed
41 Institutes or language Information and
research centres In Europe and 'Africa
south of the equator', with more In countries
on other continents except Australia,
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as a local agent of the LIA: to coordinate the
mounting of courses in the area, the collection and
provision of information on language matters, and
the organization of language-related services within
the framework of the LIA. The first of these Teach-
ing and Curriculum Centres is to be set up at once
in the Secretariat, so that the mechanisms for
organizing the work of teaching and curriculum
coordination can begin from the start of the LIA. It
is expected that other Teaching and Curriculum
Centres, ideally located with other LIA operations
and close to facilities for supporting language teach-
ing, will be established within the LIA's first year of
operation.

What will the LIA look like from the point of view
of some typical users of language services and
information?

The LIA will be many things to many people.

For the language student the Teaching and
Curriculum Centre. on behalf of the LIA, would be
able to provide information on

language courses of all kinds;

what courses in a given language are available at
what level: for instance, that Beginners' Korean
is available at the local CAE; that distance-mode
degree courses in Korean are available through
an Institute of Higher Education in another city;
and that full degree and post-graduate offerings
in Korean are available at a University in another
state. Advice on self-access study materials,
books and chances to study Korean at summer
courses In Korean could also be ',mailable.

For the language teacher the Teaching and
CuMculum Centre, on behalf of the LIA, could
answer queries on topics like

curriculum design, course materials and resour-
ces for teaching say Beginners' Korean;
short courses on language teaching meth-
odology;

degree courses on applied linguistics;
testing Instruments developed at the LIA Testing
Unit.

For the language researcher the Teaching and
Curriculum Centre, on behalf of the LIA, could
provide advice on questions like:

current research on language teaching and tech
nology at the LIA Language and Technology
Research Program;

current research on second language at the LIA
Second Language Learning Research Program
and elsewhere;
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current research on language and society, and
language and multiculturalism. at the LIA Lan-
guage and Society Research Program;
current bibliographic information on language
and linguistics research in Australia and over-
seas.

For the language program administrator the Tea-
ching and Curriculum Centre, on behalf of the LIA,
could provide information on questions like:

state and federal policy affecting language
program maintenance;
regulations for accreditation, assessment and
testing of language curricula.

A visit to the Teaching and Curriculum Centre
could give access to LIA publications, reports and
documentation, and a selection of published
materials, audio and video resources, and related
materials, for language teaching.

Review of language teaching

Over the last few months AACLAME has de-
veloped a proposal for a national Review of lan-
guage teaching, in response to a request from the
Prime Minister. Reviews have already been corn-
pleted, as part of a national policy of review
adopted by NBEET, of Engineering, Law, Com-
puter Science and Psychology, and the results have
had a major effect on planning, restructuring and
assessing the performance of these disciplines. The
national review of language teaching is already
beginning with the collection of information on
courses and resources of personnel and material.
The LIA has allocated $165,000 of its funding to
support the review, and will share with AACLAME
the coordination and management of the review.

Coordinajon and communication:
Tying it all together

The LIA would be a loose federation of activities
If it were not for two key factors: a central office to
make sure that all the LIA's activities are properly
coordinated; and a means of communication to
ensure that Information and materials are dis
tributed around the LIA's various Research and
Development Programs, and IN Teaching and
Curriculum Centres.

Overall responsibility for coordination will rest
with the Smetana which will consist of a set of
offices in the city of Melbourne. and staffed by a
Director and appropriate personnel 10 handle ad.
ministration, research and coordination. The
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Secretariat will act as the hub of the LIA and its
various activities, and will be the central point of
contact between the LIA and the public. the gover-
nment, and the private sector. (The various Teach-
ing and Curriculum Centres will act as local points
for purposes which belong properly to each geogra-
phical area.) The Selection Panel placed particular
emphasis on the need for strong coordination of all
the activities of the LIA. Without excessive top-
down control, the LIA should ensure that the
research and cuniculum work done in its vanous
programs. and the information gathered and coor-
dinated in the national data base, should be dis-
tributed as widely and as quickly as possible to the
end-users. particularly the Teaching and
Curriculum Centres. The key to this operation is to
devote major resources to developing and main-
taining a network of communications.

Communication will involve both meetings of
personnel and the transmission of information and
expertise. The Executive Committee and the Adv-
isory Panels will require regular meetings to discuss
and coordinate the work of the Institute, and the
various research and development teams will need
to meet for research coordination workshops, on
the model of the programs of research funded
through the Alvey Directorate in Britian. Commun-
ication on a day-to-day basis will make heavy use
of telephone and FAX, and especially of AARNET.
the Australian Academic Research Network. which
will be operational by the end of .989, and which
will offer new opportunities for the linking of re-
search in Australia. Unlike the present ACSNET,
which is a nation-wide computer network prin-
cipally devoted to electronic mail, AARNET will
enable researchers at one location to log on to
another computer on the network anywhere in
Australia. This means that the data-base of the LEA
will be maintained on a computer at the University
of Queensland. and will be available to all LIA users
around Australia who can access (by direct line or
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modem) a local computer which is connected to
AARNET. Furthermore, it will mean that expensive
or special-purpose software and data-bases, in
many languages. can be maintained on a computer
at one location, and used by researchers elsewhere.
And communication of research reports,
documents, and mail will be virtually instantaneous
around the AARNET network. The LIA will be the
first Key Centre-like entity to use AARNET for
coordination on a national scale. This kind of
communication, which is so obviously vital for a
country like Australia, could provide a model for
other institutions and research activities.

The future: Coordination of Australia's
language resources

The LIA has an ambitious brief: to coordinate
teaching, research and information on language
and languages in Australia. It will concentrate in-
itially on languages other than English. but there is
an urgent need for coordination with activities in
the area of English both English as a mother
tongue and TESOL and Aboriginal languages.
Discussions on coordination in these areas are one
of the priorities of the LIA during its early years.

The LIA is a concept, and a vision. which has
grown up over the last decade. The idea has been
fostered by researchers, teachers and adminis-
trators in the field of applied language studies and
language policy with a strong commitment to a
more systematic approach to language In Australia.
In the LIA we have the chance to set up a national
languages Institute of a new and special kind.

Professor Roland Sussex is Head of the Centre for
Language and Research at the University of Queensland
and a member of the implementation Committee for the
Languages Institute of Australia.
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Developments in Language Education
in New South Wales

Continuing the series on languages policy developments in each State, the following
article provides a detailed look e- -scent developments in New South Wales. The article
was prepared by the NSW Dept lent of Education. Other States that have featured in
previous Issues are South Australia and Tasmania in VOX I and Victoria in VOX 11.

The announcement that the Commonwealth
Government would support recommendations
made In the National Policy on Languages report
prepared by Mr. J. Lo Bianco was welcomed in

as tangible evidence of the Government's
commitment to language education. The report
and the announcement of funding came at a time
when N.S.W. was closely examining its own prov-
ision in this area. The policy itself has helped inform
debate both in professional circles and the com-
munity at large on issues related to language educa-
tion. The funding, both under the Australian
Second Language Learning Program and the Asian
Studies Council has supported the implementation

of numerous innovative and exciting language lear-
ning programs.

It is the intention of this article to provide an
outline of the major developments in language
education in N.S.W. since the beginning of 1988.

Those developments will be examined in connec-
tion with:
1. The State Language Policy Report
2. Initiatives under the Australian Second Lan-

guage Learning Program
3. Initiatives supported by the Asian Studies Coun-

cil.

1. The State Language Policy Report
In June 1988, the Minister for Education and

Youth Affairs, the Hon. Dr. T. Metherell, MP,
established a Working Party to undertake a full
review of the provision of language education In
N.S.W. primary and secondary schools. This
review was to cover the areas of:

a. English as a Second Language
b. Bilingual Education
c. Languages other than English

The Working Party was to make recommendations
to the Minister on a policy to address the language
needs of N.S.W.

To meet its Terms of Reference, the Working
Party investigated the wide range of issues as-
sociated with language provision and examined all
data available on existing programs. Most of this
data pertained to Government schools with very
little Information being available on Languages
other than English (LOTE) and English as a Second
Language (ESL) provision in the non-Government
sector al that time.

a. English as a Second Language

In Its Report the Working Party observed that
while all languages have Intrinsic value. English Is
Australia's national language. All Australians should
therefore have the opportunity to develop their
facility in English to the level necessary to realise
their potential and participate fully In society. For
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this reason and because many Australians have
language backgrounds other than English, the
Working Party felt that the teaching of English as a
Second Language should form part of the total
education process in New South Wales schools.

It was noted that there continues to be an
increase in the number of children entering New
South Wales schools who are of language back-
grounds other than English and who have minimal
or no English. This has led to the greater demand
for ESL programs in schools and yet the substantial
reduction in 1986 in the level of Commonwealth
funding for the ESL General Support Element has
meant that the number of currently funded teach-
ing positions does not meet the Identified needs.
The Working Party noted that while the Common-
wealth maintains Its policy of increasing immigra-
tion without a corresponding increase in the level of
funding for ESL teaching, the disparity between
identified need and the level of provision will
increase.

In response to this and other urgent needs
highlighted in Its Investigations, the Working Party
made a series of recommendations on matters
affecting the quality of ESL provision. These in-
cluded considerations of staffing, teacher qualifica-
tions. professional development, the appointment
of administrative personnel with ESL expertise, as
well as clarification of the status and role of Inten-
sive Language Centres and Units.

17
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b. Bilingual Education

While Bilingual Education was included in its
Terms of Reference, the Working Party found that
full bilingual programs are not available in New
South Wales schools, although language programs
of a bilingual nature complement both the ESL and
LOTE provision. The Working Party recognised the
value of bilingual programs and advanced recom-
mendations seeking to increase the number of
available teachers In the field of bilingual education
and proposing initiatives for developing programs
where the curriculum is taught in English and
selected languages,

c. Languages other than English

The Working Party recognised the importance of
understanding and speaking the languages of other
nations as a way of ensuring long-term social,
economic and international advancement. It in-
dicated that New South Wales must continue to
develop its existing language resources through the
maintenance and development of languages
spoken by N.S.W. communities. At the same time
the Working Party recognised that all students must
have the opportunity to learn a language other than
English.

In the area of LOTE the Working Party analysed
the provision at all levels of the school system. It
found that:

Only 18% of candidates presented a language
other than English at the 1987 Higher School
Certificate.

Approximately 13% of Government high
schools in metropolitan Regions and 27% in
country Regions offer no LOTE programs.
Approximately 30% of Government high
schools in metropolitan Regions and 30% in
country Regions have only one language tea-
cher.

Fewer than 5% of central schools offer a LOTE
program.

2. Initiatives under the Australia
Learning Program

a, Above-establishment appointments
In 1988

In 1988 the major Initiative of the NSW Depart-
ment of Education under the Australian Second
Language Learning Program IA5LLP) was the

1S. a VOX

The Working Party considered that the place of
languages in the curriculum needs to be recognised
and promoted. The view that the languages curren-
tly offered in New South Wales should continue to
be available for study through a range of provisions
was endorsed.

After examining the implications of the National
Policy on Languages for language development in
New South Wales. and after considering the per-
ceived needs of the State, the Working Party
determined that the following languages are of
specific importance and should be regarded as
priority languages in New South Wales: Arabic,
Chinese (Mandarin), French. German, Indonesian,
Italian. Japanese, Korean, Modem Greek, Russian,
Spanish and Vietnamese. Of these Chinese. Indon-
esian, Japanese, Korean, Russian and Spanish
should be given priority for new school programs
and for special measures of support to enable. In
the long term, their more widespread introduction
into schools.

In order to redress the decline in the number of
students learning languages and to ensure a supply
of people with skills and qualifications in LOTE, the
Working Party made a series of recommendations
addressing critical issues such as: choice of lan-
guages for study, equity and opportunity for lan-
guage study, availability of resources, teacher sup-
ply and qualifications, and support services.

One of the most significant recommendations
centres on a requirement for all students in Year 7
to undertake the study of a language other than
English for a minimum of 100 hours. 1993 is the
proposed date for lull implementation of this re-
commendation with a review to be conducted In
that year to determine the feasibility of extending
the language study requirement to 200 hours over
Years 7 and 8.

The Working Party presented its Report to the
Minister who tabled it in Parliament on 1 December
1988. Subsequent to an analysis of public respon-
ses to the document, the Government will deter-
mine a State Language Policy for N.S.W.

n Second Language

appointment of 25 teachers of nominated lan-
guages to selected secondary schools above the
schools' normal staffing establishment.

The languages chosen were Arabic, Chinese,
Japanese, Spanish and Vietnamese.
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Appointments were made as follows:
Arabic 1.0
Chtilese 9.0
Japanese 11.0
Spanish 3.0
Vietnamese 1.0

The task of the teachers was, and continues to
be, the promotion of student and community in-
terest in the study of the respective languages, as
well as the development of teaching materials for
use on a state-wide basis. Schools will have the
benefit of the appoIntritsnts for the life of ASLLP
after which It Is expected that student Interest will
justify the continuation of the appointment within
establishment. As a result ui the program more than
3.500 students over the range Years 7-12 have
access to the study of a language that would
otherwise not have been available. Monitoring of
the programs this year shows a trend towards the
establishment of viable elective classes in most
schools as well as an overall increase in the number
of students studying the languages. In various
instances this 'seeding' program has proven so
successful that additional staffing has been sought
by schools to meet students' demands.

b. Professional development

A wide range of professional development ac-
tivities has been made possible with the use of
ASLLP funding. To support the 1988 initiative a
residential induction program was held for the
above establishment languages teachers. This ac-
tivity focused on general language teaching meth-
odology as well as materials production.

A further thrust of the N.S.W. professional de-
velopment program has been to support those
teachers in leadership positions in their schools.
Given the broadening of the language offerings in
the State and the number of new initiatives in
languages education it is imperative that teachers in
leadership positions be equipped to respond to new
demands. The first of a series of two activities for
Head Teachers of Languages (Subject Co-ordin-
ators) was therefore held in 1988. This was com-
plemented by a follow-up course In June 1989.
Attendance at both courses was pleasingly high and
topics treated ranged from methodological Innova-
tions within the framework of the A.L.L. Project to
discussions of cuniculum and program develop-
ment. The conferences have provided Head Tea-
chers with the opportunity to meet with their peers
and discuss both formally and Informally a wide
range of professional concerns.
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The Head Teachers Conferences were sup-
plemented by a conference for teachers qualified to
hold Head Teacher positions, but not yet occupy-
ing one. Matters for discussion were similar to those
of the Head Teacher Conferences. In many Instan-
ces these teachers are defacto subject co-ordinators
in their schools and play a vital role in the viability
of languages programs in schools without establi-
shed Head Teacher positions.

In the case of both conferences the participants
largely determined the agenda and were responsi-
ble for the running of the programs.

Professional development activities to date have
had the effect of bringing :Jgether key people in the
languages field to update their knowledge in a
broad range of professional matters. At the same
time they have provided for the establishment of
mutual support structures which are of vital impor-
tance to the maintenance of the momentum gen-
erated by the ASLLP funding.

c. General support for languages

Some funds are being allocaled in 1989/1990 for
the production of promotional materials for lan-
guages. To date little promotional material has
been available to support languages education. A
multimedia kit containing information covering
topics such as the nature of language learning,
care& paths in languages and opportunities availa-
Me for study, will be produced. The material will be
aimed at the community at large as well as students,
teachers and school executives.

d. Initiatives for 1989/1990

The 1989/1990 funding period will see a further
expansion in the provision of Languages teaching
staff to schools. Reacting to AACLAME's 1989/
1990 priorities, the N.S.W. Department of Educa-
tion has decided to address "continuity" in lan-
guage learning programs as the major thrust of its
initiatives under ASLLP.

The choice Is In keeping with an overall strategy
which will see the linking of th inmary 'Commun-
ity Language' courses to the languages provision In
secondary schools which includes the 25 'seeding'
positions established in 1988. There are currently
90 Community Language positions In 11 languages
In government primary schools. A strategy to es-
tablish exemplar continuity programs In up to 14
primary/secondary clusters state-wide Is being Im-
plemented In 1989. German, Greek and Italian
have been added to the five languages targeted In
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1988. A consultant with expertise K-12 has been
employed to support the programs and funds have
been made available to assist schools with establi-
shment and travel costs.

The implementation plan for this strategy sees a
maximum of two teachers being assigned to a
duster of schools which will include a secondary
school and its 'feeder' primary schools. In the initial
stages students within the range of Years 5-7 will be
taught with an allocation of at least two hours per
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week to each class In the primary schools, with the
secondary allocation conforming to the established
organisation pattern of the schools in question.
Significant community support has been shown for
the programs which are currently being funded in
both metropolitan and country regions.

This initiative is an Important step in strengthen-
ing the language provision In N.S.W. and will
provide substantial additional opportunities for sus-
tained language learning in the Kindergarten to
Year 12 range.

3. Initiatives Supported by the Asian Studies Council

a. National program

New South Wales has accepted carriage of a
national project to expand the avenues for teachers
to gain qualifications in Asian languages. The
project has three phases.

The first phase invloved a National Conference
on Thacher Supply for Japanese and Mandarin in
Australian Schools and was held in Sydney 1st -
2nd December 1988. The conference provided the
opportunity for an appraisal of the current provision
in the area of Japanese and Chinese as well as
significant discussion, both formal and informal.
associated with issues of teacher supply. The
proceedings of that conference including recom-
mendations have been published and distributed
nationwide. Further copies are available from the
N.S.W. Department of Education.

Given the Identified shortfall In teachers of Asian
languages, the second phase of the program In-
volved detailed negotiations with tertiary institu-
tions with the aim of setting up specific courses for
teachers to gain qualifications in these languages.
The courses are fully accredited by the tertiary
institution In question and meet the standards for
employment as a teacher of the target language
with the N.S.W. Department Education.

The third phase of the program, which is con-
sidered vital In assuring national applicabbility of
this initiative, has come In the form of an undertak-
ing from the tertiary Institutions to make materials
from these courses available for nationwide dis-
tribution. In an attempt to supplement this material
and at the same time target the area of pre-service
training, a consultancy position In Chinese was
established at the Hunter CAE. The aim of this
initiative is to produce course outlines which would
lit within the B.A. and EI.Ed programs of that
institution. These courses are to have an Asian

Studies/Chinese focus. All materials produced by
the Hunter CAE will be made available nationally
as appropriate.

After lengthy discussions courses were establi-
shed at Macquarie University in Japanese and the
University of Newcastle in Japanese and Chinese.
Teachers have also been funded to undertake the
University of Queensland's external Course in Writ-
ten Japanese.

The results of these initiatives have been very
encouraging. Some 90 teachers from both the
public and private sectors are enrolled in courses in
Japanese and Chinese in 1989. Course results
have been outstanding with group performance
being significantly superior to the average for the
courses in question.

b. State-based initiatives

State:based strategies under Asian Studies
Council funding have been concerned with the
professional development of teachers of Asian lan-
guages. The initial focus has been on teachers of
Indonesian, Chinese and Vietnamere.

N.S.W. has a large Indonesian teaching establi-
shment but the fortunes of the language have
suffered a severe decline in recent years. Less than
50% of the teachers who have qualifications in the
subject are at present teaching It. A conference,
which brought together over 65 teachers of Indon-
esian from all parts of N.S.W., was highly successful
In motivating teachers and re-awakening their In-
terest in, and enthusiasm for, the subject. Substan-
tial mutual support networks have already been
established and a significant amount of material will
ba produced as a result of the activity. It Is hoped
that the conference will form the basis of a continu-
ing revival In the fortunes of Indonesian In New
South Wales. it-

ca .
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A course for teachers of Chinese was also held.
Because most of the teachers of Chinese in N.S.W.
have training from overseas institutions, they do not
have a great deal of experience in the Australian
educational environment. A course of wide focus.
which provided insights into techniques of both a
methodological and socio-cultural nature was.
therefore, considered to be of most use. The course
involved over 30 teachers from both day schools
and the Saturday School of Community Languages
and was based on a series of workshops run over
five evenings. Topics addressed included contem-
porary language teaching methodology, classroom
management and an investigation of the nature of
the Australian classroom as well as some insights
insights into the cultural context of teaching Chin-
ese in Australia. These topics were supplemented
with material on current syllabuses and texts as well
as general information on assessment and
programming. Interest in the course was high and
attendances held well over the five nights. Based on
the obvious success of the Chinese course it is
intended to hold similar courses for teachers of
Vietnamese and Arabic in the second half of 1989.

To supplement these state-based activities for
teachers of Asian languages funds are being
allocated for the provision of competitive study
awards for teachers who may wish to expand their
knowledge by experiences overseas. Submissions
have been invited from interested teachers for the
award of cash grants which are aimed at assisting
with the cost of fares, accommodation and tuition.
These awards will be tenable during the 1989/1990
summer school vacation.

A great deal of work has also been undertaken in
the Hunter Region (based on the city of Newcastle)
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to expand the offering in Asian Languages. This
Region has taken the lead in the introduction of
Asian Languages Into its secondary schools with a
firm undertaking that all Hunter Region secondary
schools will teach Japanese by 1990. A range of
professional development activities has been un-
dertaken by the Region to support this aim and
work is progressing well towards its achievement.

Conclusion

The picture of languages in N.S.W. presented in
this article reflects the situation at a point approx-
imately half way through the life of the ASLLP
program. The funding from both ASLLP and the
Asian Studies Coundl has provided a significant
boost to the position of languages in this State. The
appointment of above-establishment teachers in
1988 has presented the opportunity to widen the
languages provision to include languages which
had been previously taught in only a limited num-
ber of schools. The 1989/90 initiative will sup-
plement this process by also providing vital links
between established secondary programs and the
considerable primary offering.

Professional development activities have
provided the opportunity to refresh the revitalise
key people in languages education as well as
targeting areas of need especially by way of suppor-
ting a significant growth in the teaching of Asian
languages.

The period to the end of 1990 will be crucial for
the development of languages programs in N.S.W.
and the support provided to this State under the
National Policy on Languages will enhance that
development.

4 J.
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Around the World
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There are many interesting developments taking place around the world In the area of languages
policy and planning. The following are items of interest from Canada, New Zealand and the
United States,

The Commissioner as Linguistic Ombudsman
by D'iberuille Fortier

The Commissioner of Official Languages in Can-
ada was the erg federal commissioner to be assig-
ned the responsibilities of an ombudsman and thus
he concerned with the defence of citizens' nghts. In
1978 such duties were also assigned to the Chief
Commissioner of the Canadian Human Rights
Commission and in 1983 to the Privacy Commis-
sioner and the Information Commissioner.

The concept of an ombudsman as we know it
today had its ongin in Sweden in 1809 and was
introduced in Finland in 1919. Only in 1967,
however, did ombudsmen's offices begin to
proliferate to the point where they are now to be
found in nearly all democratic countries and in nine
Canadian provinces. This phenomenon is attributa-
ble to the increasing complexity of relations be-
tween government institutions and citizens.

Today's ombudsmen. commissioners or public
protectors frequently have a mandate closely re-
lated to human rights and exist in order to assist

Irlbewille Falter

citizens in exercising their rights with respect to
public authonties. In a sense. they are the ambas-
sadors of the everyday to government. It is worth
pointing out that, in Canada. language rights were
enshnned in the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms in 1981 and were reaffirmed in 1988 in
the Supreme Court decision in the Mercure case
(Saskatchewan). which made explicit the link be-
tween language rights and human lights by stating
that language rights 'are a well-known species of
human nghts and should be approached accordin-
gly.'

The Commissioner, like most of the ombudsmen
who are responsible to the legislative rather than
the executive power. is an agent of the Parliament
of Canada. to which he presents a report annually.
This direct link to Parliament gives him added
authority in terms of the measures he can take with
respect to federal institutions. Moreover, like that of
other ombudsmen. the position of Commissioner
was created to provide citizens who believe their
tights have been infringed with the services of an
impartial and easily accessible intermediary.
thereby avoiding the complexity, cost and delays
inherent in recourse to the courts. He receives
complaints and conducts investigations and audits,
either in connection with these complaints or on his
own initiative. in order to make recommendations
to the institutions in question that are designed to
rectify contraventions of the Act. All of his investiga-
tions are conducted in secrecy, and he ensures that
the anonymity of complainants is always preserved,
unless they wish their identity to be revealed.

The Commissioner of Official Languages must
notify the deputy head of each institution, or the
equivalent. before conducting an investigation.
Priority is given to making Informal representations
to the institutions concerned. based on persuasion
and negotiation. In order to ensure that corrective
action Is taken as quickly as possible and In accor-
dance with the principles of administrative fairness.

The Commissioner of Official Language differs,
however, In some Important respects from other
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ombudsmen. First, his powers are based on a single
Act concerned with a single subject: the official
languages. This makes him a specialized ombuds-
man. Second, the 1988 Official Languages Act.
whose lever and spirit be is responsible for enforc-
ing. is a quasi-constitutional Act; that is. it springs
from the Constitution itself and thus has primacy
over other Acts, with the exception of the Canadian
Human Rights Act. Further. the basic feature of the
Official Languages Act is that it spells out the
meaning of the equal constitutional status of the
official languages within the federal administration.
There are three components of this equality: service
provided to the public, the language of work of
government employees, and the equitable par-
ticipation of both official language groups. Among
other things, these three components affect inter-
group relations and the psychology of individuals.
They have an impact on politics, as well as econ-
omic and administrative implications. These atten-
dant factors have a direct influence on the in-
stitutional changes underway, which can be
brought to fruition only if official language
majorities and minorities agree with the changes
recommended, or at least are prepared to accept
them. Accordingly, the Commissioner is called
upon to exercise his role as, ombudsman in a
dynamic manner so as to promote language reform
In Canada in a spirit respectful of the rights of all the
parties concerned.

The role of the Commissioner of Official Lan-
guages has been strengthened in several respects
by the 1988 Act. In particular, it provides for court
remedy (Part X) whereby a complainant, or the
Commissioner with the complainant's permission.
may apply to the Federal Court If this is the only
way in which respect for rights can be won. This
added recourse will very likely make it possible to
obtain decisions on complex issues that were
previously impossible to resolve. Furthermore, the
Commissioner is called upon to intervene on behalf
of public servants who believe their rights have
been infringed because the language requirements
of a position were not established on the basis of
objective criteria (Section 91). This new provision
provides government employees with a safeguard
against administrative practices that might adver-
sely affect their careers.

Complaints: A key to opening doors
It scarcely needs repeating that complaints are

the essential tool of any ombudsman. The tole of
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well-founded complaints as the spur to language
reform can hardly be overemphasized. Far from
underestimating their importance. the Commission-
ers have always believed that one complaint may
represent dozens, or even hundreds, of contraven-
tions and therefore deserves their attention and that
of their colleagues. Each complaint carries a
twofold message, for it brings to light a contraven-
tion of a right and. In addition, frequently points to
the source of the contravention which, in many
cases, is systemic in nature collective agreements
that violate rights, inadequate government policies.
unsatisfactory directives or procedures, and so
forth.

25.000 complaints
Since 1969 the Office of the Commissioner has

investigated more than 25.000 complaints. They
have been a decisive factor in the progress made by
language reform in Canada. The number of com-
plaints received has more than doubled in recent
years; it passed the 1,000 mark in 1985 and
reached 2,200 In 1988. This is attributable in part
to the high visibility of the program during debate
on the 1988 Act In Parliament and to greater
awareness on the part of the public and govern-
ment employees of their rights. Of the 2,200 com-
plaints received annually, approximately 85%
(1,870) come from the general public and 15%
1330) from government employees. Investigation of
these complaints has enabled the Office of the
Commissioner to identify the shortcomings of the
previous Act and of the policies and procedures
promulgated by federal Institutions. It has also
made it possible to recommend changes, most of
which were accepted by the Government and are
now incorporated in the 1988 Act.

As far as clients' satisfaction with the office of the
Commissioner's services is concerned, a survey
taken in 1987 showed that the investigation of a
complaint leads to correction of the contravention
in nearly 50% of cases (the goal is to exceed a 75%
success rate in the near future) and that 86.4% of
the correspondents were pleased with the services
offered.

It is hoped that these services will contribute to
promoting the equality of status of Canada's two
official languages.

This article was taken from Language and Society.
Number 26, Spring 1989
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Tangata Whenua Perspective
What is the Maori Language Commission?

The Maori Language Act 1987 declared Maon an
'official' language and conferred the rght to speak
Maori in legal proceedings. At the same time, the
Act established the Maori Language Commission.
whose pnnciple (unction is 'to promote the Maori
Language, and in particular. its use as a living
language and as an ordinary means of Commun-
ication' (Section 7(b)).

Background

A number of unsuccessful bills were introduced
into the New Zealand Parliament during the 1980s.

I
1/4
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all aimed at confemng some kind of 'official' status
on the Maori language. It was the Imminent release
of the Waitangi Tribunal's findings on the Maori
language claim (released as WAI 11) that finally
prompted the Labour Government to introduce the
1987 bill. The Act as it was assented to. fell
considerably short of the Tribunal's recommenda-
tions, as the Government appears to have decided
that the approach least likely to provoke a backlash
is one in which changes are introduced gradually.

It is to be noted in this regard that the Act is already
undergoing revision, and is likely to be amended.
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Structure

The Commission itself is bipartite. consisting of a
five-member Commission proper, supported by a
small secretariat. The Commission, headed by a
full-time Commissioner, meets monthly and is es-
sentially a policy-making body. The other members
of the Commission are appointed by the Governor-
General on the recommendation of the Minister of
Maori Affairs for a term of three years. The
secretariat serves as an administrative and research
base for the Commission, to ensure that their
decisions are well informed and well executed.

Philosophy
In the Commission's view. 'promotion' of the

Maori language involves a double thrust. The first is
the concern of Maori themselves, and more es-
pecially, of those who are fluent speakers of the
language. The central truth of any attempt at
language maintenance is that a language needs
speakers. One of the most important functions of
language is communication between individuals. It
is a complex code of symbols, the knowledge of
which must be shared by both speaker and listener
alike for communication to occur. This code must
be re-created in the brain of each new speaker-
listener, it is not acquired by transplant or by
medication. In order to re-create this code, the child
must be regularly exposed to a wide range of
language stimuli. In simpler terms, Maori children
(or any children for that matter) will not become
speakers of Maori unless they hear that language
spoken around them, unless they engage In activity
in that language, for some considerable time each
day. The Commission supports the work of Ko-
-hanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori. since It sees
Maori-medium education as an essential part of
Maori development. The Commission Is also con-
tinually involved In consultation with Interested
parties from the Maori community such as
kaumatua, teachers and broadcasters.

The second aspect of the Maori Language Corn
mission's work Is directed at the Pakeha establish-
ment. As has been stated above. the ultimate future
of the Maori language rests with the fluent Maori
speakers of today. But these speakers, along with
language learners can expect to see recognition of
the value of their language In the public arena.
Government departments have a large role to play
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In this respect. Thu Treaty of Waitangi requires the
Government to protect the language as a mange of
the M8on people government departments
therefore have a moral obligation to take account of
the language dimensions in any forward planning.
The first few positive steps have already been
taken, with a number of departments adopting
Maori names alongside their English title (for exam-
ple Te Manatu Ahuatanga Tawahi. Tauhoko
Ministry of External Relations and Trade), and
many others advertising positions in a bilingual
lormat. New Zealand Post recognises the Maori
names of the major cities in its postal services, and
many receptionists answer the phone with 'Kia
oral'. These moves may be considered by some
critics as mere tokenism, but even if this is so. the
stage of tokenism must be reached before it is
possible to move beyond it. More public service
positions are expected to be designated as bilin-
gual, along with recognition (and appropriate re-
muneration) of Maori language skills. The Commis-
sion hopes also to see more written material coming
out of government departments in bilingual (or
multilingual) versions.

Current Tasks
The Commission is naturally involved in inany

projects at one time. It is in a continual process of
consultation, calling and attending hui with a wide
range of interested parties, from kaumatua and
teachers, through to broadcasters and publishers.
to judges and budding lawyers. A considerable
number of submissions to government agencies
have been prepared. stressing the Importance of a
Maori language dimension In a variety of aspects of
official policy.

The Commission acts as a consultancy service on
all matters relating to the Maori language and keeps
a running database of newly coined terminology. It
Is also In communication with agencies in otter
counties who have a similar function in promoting
Indigenous and/or minority languages. This ex-
change of ideas and information allows both parties
to develop better strategies for language mainten-
ance.

Now. This article was taken from New Settlers and
Multicultural Education Issues. Volume 6. Number 1
1989. Published by New Zealand Department of Educa-
tion.
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Language Education and Society
The Role of the Centre for Language Education and Research

The Centre for Applied Linguistics ICALI was
established thirty years ago to Amenca in response
to growing concern that there be greater com-
petence in international communication and aware-
ness of global issues among Americans. CAL
provides expertise in linguistics and language train-
ing, with particular emphasis on English language
literacy, workplace skills, bilingual support services.
and foreign language matenals development and
testing.

The Centre for Language Education and Re-
search (CLEAR). established in 1985 at the Univer
sity of California. Los Angeles (UCLA). is affiliated
with CAL. The work of CLEAR is aimed at expand-
ing language resources in the U.S.. and to this end
its endeavours are concentrated in three main
areas: the development of coherent language
education programs and materials: on-going re-
search in language education: and the training of
educators who are sensitive to the importance of
language in content instruction.

By its research, CLEAR has substantially con-
tributed to knowledge of how children acquire
languages and the ability to read and write them.
particularly within the bilingual education or foreign
language context. CLEAR has also underscored the
different rates at which students develop 'social
language, versus the more lormal 'academic lan-
guage' associated with successful participation in
the classroom. An understanding of these differen-
ces Is important for selecting educational strategies
to maximize student learning. In a related vein. a
major research contributicn by CLEAR has been to
demonstrate the schollstic benefits of integrating
language and content histruction. and that content
mastery in one language readily transfers to mas-
tery in the second language.

In training. CLEAR has provided models of
innovative in-service education. Teachers have
been trained to integrate language and content
instruction in school districts around America
from elementary school levels through college and
university courses. In this connection. CLEAR has
been responsible for identifying cunlcular resources
for language education, for compiling a Directory of
bilingual immersion programs, and for the develop-
ment of innovative tests and other assessments that
provide valid indicators of performance In a first or
second language.

VOX

CLEAR has also helped to describe the current
state of language education in the U.S. A nationally
representative survey of foreign language educa-
tion in U.S. schools showed that only 22% of
elementary schools offer any foreign language in-
struction. A number of innovative programs are
being implemented in schools around the country.
however; and these were identified and descnbed.
They include bilingual immersion, content-based
ESL and foreign language immersion programs. In
program development. CLEAR has shown that
two-way bilingual programs (where language min-
ority and majority students study together as peer
models of the target languages) are an effective
mechanism for providing quality education and
strengthening language resources.

Prospects: The unfinished agenda

Despite these and numerous other accomplish-
ments, the national agenda for language education
remelt , unfinished. With the closing of CLEAR on
May 31. 1989. the U.S. is left without an orches-
trated effort to pursue such concerns.

As language educators interested in the future.
CLEAR believes that a coordinated effort. with
solid commitments from policy makers, will be
necessary to address the challenges posed by the
increasing need for multilingual competence on the
part of all Americans.

The Importance of effective foreign language
instruction and the value of bilingualism on the
part of all residents must be recognised.

It is imperative to continue to seek ways to
increase the educational achievement of lan-
guage minonty students.

Innovative programs must be empirically
evaluated through long-term followup of
program participants.

Research on the predictors and special charac-
teristics of bilingualism must be continued.

Appropriate student text and teacher reference
materials must be developed through
collaborative relationships among researchers.
practitioners. and commercial textbook publi
shers.

Researchers and educators must loin together In
the development of innovative language educe-
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bon programs, tests and assessment instruments.
and the evaluation of alternative educational
models.

The advantages of new technology in language
education and multicultural education must be
fully exploited.

The language education needs of the U.S. will
not be mat unless this area is given explicit attention
by relevant government agencies A centralized

24

institute, perhaps with a network of research sites
and demonstration projects. Is needed to ensure
both the coherent development of policy and
curricular design In this area, and the appropriate
dissemination of knowledge to practitioners, resear,
chem. and policy makers.

CLEAR Steering Committee
Russell N Campbell. U C.L A.
G Richard Tucker. Center for Applied Linguistics
Concepcion Valadez. U.C.L.A.
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Contributed
Articles
The following articles by noted academics and
practitioners In the field of language policy and
education are intended to provide, collectively,
an indication of the broad scope of language
policy, and, Individually, an introduction to
some key Issues and concerns In specific areas.

The views expressed In the articles are not
necessarily those of AACLAME or the
Department of Employment, Education and
Training,
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The Original Languages of Australia
by R M WElbcon

Language is a marvellous and rather mystenous
thing. Every human being knows at least one
language. Children learn languages effortlessly
and any child will learn any language. Place an
Aboriginal child in a Chinese village, a European
child in an Aboriginal camp and they will soon
speak the language of that society. For an adult,
however. learning languages takes considerable
effort there are the strange sounds to master.
rules of a different grammar, and thousands and
thousands of words.

About four thousand distinct languages are
spoken across the six continents of our world.

SaNISOROMal

-Children learn languages effortlessly and
any child will learn any language.

There are some properties which they all share
word classes Noun and Verb. grammatical relations
Subject and Object. But there are also many points
of difference the verb generally comes towards
the end of a sentence in Yidiny (originally spoken
around Cairns. North Queensland), in the middle
of a sentence In English. and at the beginning in
Fijian. Vocabularies of different languages organise
and classify the world In diverse ways.

A language is perhaps the most important
possession at any tribe or nation.

A language Is perhaps the most important pos-
session ol any tribe or nation. Their laws and
legends, stories and songs are expressed in that
language. And the way in which they view the
world depends in part on the structure of their
language. Think of the dilferent ways in which
science evolved in China and Europe: this was
because its practitioners thought along significantly
different lines, determined in part by the languages
they spoke.

Languages are always changing

No language is ever static: compare Shake-
spears with modern English novels and plays. or
lust consider the difference In speech habits bet-
ween older and younger generations In Australia
today. Gradually. under the appropriate social and
geographical conditions, two mutually Intelligible
dialects of a single language may move further
apart and become two mutually unintelligible Ian -
muages.
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Two thousand years ago one language, Latin.
was spoken over the whole of the Roman empire.
Then the empire collapsed: communication bet-
ween France, Spain, Rumania and Italy broke
down. Sounds changed, grammar shifted, old
words were lost and new ones gained and this
happened separately In each area. Today we have
a number of distinct languages. all developed from
Latin and all belonging to the Romance family.

No language is ever static.

Knowing Italian doesn't allow you to understand
Spanish It is a separate language that has to be
learnt, which is a definite task (although not so hard
as learning an unrelated language such as Hun-
garian or Swahili, since there are many words
similar In form between Italian and Spanish, and
fair grammatical parallels/.

Table 1

English Italian French Spanish

eye occhlo we cso
ear orecchio oreille orate
hand mano main mano
lett hand sauslra gauche izquierda
loot piede pied pie
mother madre mere madre
tether padre pare padre
waler acqua eau ague
stone platys perm plectra
house can matson casa

ham. French and Spanish all deveioped as separate
languages within the last two thousand years. from dialects at
late Latin. Many wows have a similar tallhough only
occasionally idenhcall term between Mese languages but a
number, such as let nano are quite diflerent.

Table 2

English Italian French Spanish

we
you ism
You 10

lo is yo
not nous nos
tu tu tu
vol VOUS vas

When. over lime. one language develops into a number of
separatelongues. grammar lends to diverge more slowly Than
vocabulary. MI the pronouns ol these three Romance
languages are related Note that the pturals both end in ious
in French. m 'arm Haan and In -as in Spanish. showing that a
regular phenols, ohange hes taken place.
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The Australian language family

Abongines have been in Australia for tens of
thousands of years. If the dozen or so modern
Romance languages could develop from Latin in
the space of two thousand years it is scarcely
surprising that the original Australian language
(which linguists call sproto-Australian' ) has given
nse to the approximately two hundred and fifty
modern-day Aboriginal languages of Australia.

Proto-Australtan may have been spoken some-
where on the north coast. perhaps in the vicinity of
Darwin. It would have belonged to a single group la
tube or a nation, depending on the terminology
you prefer) of just a few thousand people. Then. as
Aboriginal people spread out through the contin-
ent, their numbers would have increased, one tribe
would have split into two or three. communication
with distant groups would have been lost. These
are the conditions under which separate languages
emerge.

In most cases a language dies because its
speakers switch to another language.

The map shows approximate locations for
Kan-alarm Wiradhun and Ngyambaa, spoken in
Inland New South Wales. These were separate
languages, as different as are Italian, French and
Spanish. Anyone knowing one of the languages
would not automatically be able to understand
either of the others it would have to be learnt. In
fact Kamilaroi, Wiradhun and Ngiyambaa show
some similarines they make up one subgroup of
the large Australian language family, lust as the

-Momenta tongues make up one subgroup of the
vast IndoEuropean family.

VOX

We do not have an overall picture of what the
language situation was in Australia at any one time
in the past. We know what languages were spoken
in the Sydney region in 1788. and in Melbourne
and Brisbane about 1830. But the languages of
eastern Arnhem Land were not documented until
the 1930s, and by that time there was no one left
who spoke the languages of Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane.

Reasons for language loss

Over a penod of tens of thousands of years there
developed about two hundred and fifty distinct
languages in Australia. In 1788 came the first
cataclysmic contact with the invader. The past two
hundred years have seen the gradual but inexora-

Table 3

English Kamilarol Wlradhurl Nglyambaa

eye ma mil mit
ear dna wudha maim
hand mare mare mars
left hand ngurriba mesa
fool dhina truing drama
mother ngambaa gum gunit
lather Mtn babel baabaa
water gall gating galll
stone yaral walang garul
house walaey ngurang nguraa

Wiradhun is quite closely related to Ngiyambaa and both of
masa languages ere laxly closely rotated to Kamilarm. making
up one subgroup within the Australian 'amity. Notice certain
recurrent sound correspondences where a word ends in a
short vowotin Kentaro', in a long vowel in Ngiyambas and in
vowel plus rig in Wiradhun

" Wiradhun, is no 'anger spoken. the word for left hand
appears not to have been recorded.

Table 4

English Kamllaroi Wlradhurl Nglyambaa

ngaya ngedhu
we two malt nee
we all ngiyani nowt
you nginda ngInclu

ngedhu
ngallt
noyeni
ngindu

Just like Italian. French and Spanish. Ina three closely related
Austrahan languages Kentaro'. Wiradhun and Nglyambaa
nave similar grammar.. including pronouns. Note Thal Me
snouts' forms end in -urn Wiradhun and Noyambas but in -a
in Umtata' And Kamilam has also changed dh (a sound Ake
d, but with the tongue touching the teeth) to y.
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Me decline of Australian languages. Several in
terrelaied (actors have been responsible for this:

White insistence. In many missions and govern-
ment settlements children were separated from
their parents at an early age and placed In boys'
and girls' dormitories where only English was all-
owed; children heard speaking their native lan
guage would be punished. Even where this did not
happen, the local language might be banned in
school: and adults employed by a European were
often forbidden to communicate in their own lan-
guage in the workplace.

'Language death usually takes place over a
number of generations. each of which learns

a little less of the traditional language. and
uses it a little less, until all there is lett is a

generation speaking English with lust a lew
Aboriginal words incorporated.'

Aboriginal choice.choice. Many Aborigines have de-
cided to make the best out of the situation they find
themselves In, a minority group in a European-type
society. Parents who want their children to 'suc-
ceed' may speak to them only in English, the
language of the new Australia.

Shift of cultural emphasis. People who speak
two languages generally use them in different cir-
cumstances. A Polish migrant may speak that lan-
guage at home, in church and at an ethnic gather-
ing. but will use English at work and at the football
club. Similarly, Aborigines might a few genera-
tions ago have used their autochthonous lan-
guage when hunting together and at corroborees
and other social gatherings, but switched to English
at work, In a dancehall or in a P&C meeting.
Gradually, less time was devoted to hunting and
social Interaction of the traditional type. As these
social domains dropped out of use, so did the
language that was used In them.

Media pressure. English Is used almost ex-
clusively In radio, TV, videos, newspapers.
magazines, books and school Instruction. This
media barrage naturally encourages a child to
speak English. rather than any other language to
which II may be exposed at home.

Death of speakers, One way of killing a Ian-
gunge Is simply to get rid of all the speakers. In a
few places In Australia there were massacres of
such severity that there were literally no speakers
left to pass a language on to the next generation.
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There is known to have been a language called
Yeeman spoken around Tarooma in south-east
Queensland. That Is all we know its name. Not a
word of the language was recorded belore the
entire tribe was wiped out in 1857.

Death of all speakers is, however, unusual. in
most cases a language dies because its speakers
switch to another language. There are today some
people who identify with the Canberra tribe and
many who call themselves Tasmanian, they speak
English. with the addition of at most a few words
from their original language.

Stages of language loss

Languages can die in different ways. Members of
one generation may grow up speaking an
Australian tongue as their first language. Many
changes occur in their lifetime. At the mission or
settlement to which they are sent, their children
may be put in dormitories and learn only English.
The languages die out abruptly, with the parents'
generation; the last speakers are still full speakers of
the language.

But language death is usually slower than this
and takes place over a number of generations, each
of which learns a little less of the traditional
language, and uses it a little less, until all there is left
is a generation speaking English with Just a few
Aboriginal words Incorporated

'There is a few languages. like Yeeman, for
which only the name is remembered, and
perhaps others that disappeared without

even that being noted.

A number of stages can be distinguished
between the healthy state of a language X and ils
effective disappearance:

STAGE 1: Language X Is used as the first
language by a lull community of hundreds of
people and is used In every aspect of their daily
lives. Some of these people will also know other
languages (another Australian language, or English,
or both) but only as a second language. Everyone
thinks In language X.

STAGE 2: Some people still have X as their first
language land think In It) but for others it Is a
second language. with English as the preferred
medium land these people may think In English, or
in a mixture of English and XL At this stage the
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language is still maintained in its traditional form.
with the original phonetics, grammar and
vocabulary (although the second language
speakers will not have so wide a vocabulary as
traditional speakers).

STAGE 3. Only a lew old people still have X as
their first language. For most of the community.
English is the dominant lanuage (which they think
in). Some of those with X as a second language
may still speak it in a fairly traditional way, but
younger people tend to use a simplified form ul the
language, perhaps putting together words from X in
English word order. The original conceptual system
of X may have been replaced by the English
system. Instead of having separate labels lur
mother's brother and father's brother Irelations that
have a quite different status within the kinship
systems of even,: Australian mbel they may use one
label to cover both kinds of kin this could be a
word from X whose meaning has been altered, or
Just the English uncle.

VOX

STAGE 4. Nobody now knows the full. original
form of X. no one could fully understand a tape
recording made of a traditional speaker one or two
generations before. Some members of the
community speak a modified version of X, with
simplified grammar; at most they will know a few
hundred words. Even this is likely to be mixed in
amongst English sentences. The younger people
speak a variety of English that includes just a few
wards from X

STAGE 5. Everyone in the community speaks
and thinks, in English There may be a few words
from X still used but these are treated grammatically
as if they were English words (with plural s, past
tense -ed, and so on)

Now people use the expression 'speak a
language' to mean different things. Many people
think of a language in terms of its dictionary and
ignore the complex grammatical rules which are the
main factor distinguishing one language from

An opening Korn a notebook of William Dawes. Wed Grammatical lorms of the language at N S Wales. in the neighbourhood of
Sydney. in the year 1790' Dawes look down a paradigm of the verb to eat on the classical model, and on the lacing page
recorded notes on contexts in which Benelong used various forms of the word.
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another. Some people at Stage 5, who use a couple
of dozen words from X, say that they speak X. They
do so only in a most limited sense, which is quite
different from having a full command of the
language at Stage 1 or Stage 2,

It Is difficult to get exact information on the status
of Australian languages (partly because there are
such a lot of them to consider). There is nowadays
probably no language at Stage 1. used In every
sphere of life by all the members of a sizeable
community. At a tough estimate there may be
about 25 languages at Stage 2. 45 or so at Stage 3.
around 50 at Stage 4. and about 100 at Stage 5.
(including some that are now completely lost, with
not even a few isolated words being remembered).

Stages 1-5 descnbe one kind of language loss
(which we can call Type A) where the loss is
gradual. There is another kind. Type B, involving
perhaps 30 languages that are dying out morn
quickly, effectively going straight from Stage 1 to
Stage 5. Type B languages are remembered by a
handful of old speakers, but nothing of the
language is known by later generations.

What is known about the languages?

Some of the officers in the First Fleet had a good
education and an enquiring disposition. Lieutenant
William Dawes took down the conjugation of verbs
and the declension of nouns for the Sydney
language, following the grammatical model of
classical languages. (This was a fortunate choice.
since the languages of Australia do have the sort of
complex grammar that is characteristic of Greek
and Latin.)

'II is a sad tact that speakers often do not
realise that their languages are being lost

until it is too late to do much about it.'

During the next 170 years, however, pitifully
little work was done on recording and descnbing
the languages of the continent. There were just a
few useful grammars by interested missionaries and
an assortment of short word lists by white settlers
(mostly gathered during the period 1870-1910).
Some languages passed out of use with scarcely
anything recorded.

Since about 1960, and especially since 1970,
trained linguists have begun studying both living
languages and also languages that are on the point
of extinction, being remembered by just a few old
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people. For about 50 languages, good matenals
have been provided or are in active preparation
full grammars. collections of traditional stories and a
decentsized dictionary: in many cases. primers and
other curriculum materials have also been
produced. For perhaps 110 languages we have fair
materials some grammatical information, a
partial dictionary, and sometimes just a little
transcription of stories. For another 50 or so
languages the materials are poor fragments of
grammar and a few medium-sized word lists.a

'Every Aboriginal language in Australia is
currently at risk.'

Finally, there are approximately forty languages,
all no longer spoken, for which the materials are
minimum just a handful of short word lists
(sometimes. only one). There are a few languages,
like Yeeman. for which only the name is
remembered, and perhaps others that disappeared
without even that being noted.

The materials available for numbers of
languages in the various stages (and for type 8) can
be summarised fit must be emphasised that these
figues are all approximate estimates):

Materials
Available

Type A
Stage

Type B

2 3 4 5

good 15 20 5 1 10

fair 10 20 30 30 20

poor 5 10 35

minimal

Only recently has any attempt been made to
instruct native speakers of Australian languages in
the principles of linguistics. This happened when in
1974 the School of Australian Linguistics was
established at the Darwin Community College
!later, Darwin Institute of Technology).

Almost all the materials available on Australian
languages have been gathered by while linguists.
Some Aboriginal people bemoan this; but it Is a fact
that If white linguists had not done the work almost
nothing would be known about Australian
languages today, and most of the rewarding
bilingual educational programs could not have
been put into operation.
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What can be done?

It is a sad fact that speakers often do not realise
that their languages are being lost until it is really
too late to do much about it. Once there is no one
left to remember the traditional language it will be
very difficult to revive It, even if good materials are
available. For an adult to learn a language is a hard
task and there must be some motivation one
must want to speak with certain people who only
know that language, or wish to read certain
materials that are only available In that language, or
something similar.

There are no recorded examples of a language,
which has ceased to be actively used, being
revived. Hebrew is sometimes mentioned, but
Hebrew in fact never dropped out of use, being
always employed in religious services.

Every Aboriginal language in Australia is
currently at risk. If the proper steps are not taken.
then in a hundred years time none of them may be
spoken (save for a few words mingled into English).

VOX

The languages that have the best chance of
survival are those at Stage 2. If a full bilingual
program is implemented, children may learn to
speak both their own language and English. If a
body of traditional legends and stones Is written
down and recorded on video, there will be
motivation for people to maintain the traditional
language. By doing so they will be able to keep in
touch with their traditional culture.

Languages at Stage 3 are well on the way
towards being replaced by English. But this
progress may be halted, or at least slowed down, if
the right sort of programs are introduced. These are
languages for which there is some chance of
survival (although not, in most cases, a vend, high
chance).

Looking at the matter realistically, languages at
Stages 4 and 5 have no chance whatsoever of
survival as a living, spoken tongue. They are just
too far gone for there to be any known technique of
linguistic resuscitation.

My Fuller (on lell), woo died In 197e was one of the lest fluent smokers of Thw. the language of the Calana-Yornabeh region,
and thought In dal languor. Her hastier Katie Mayo (an rd) speaks Yitliny with a laic amount of English mine In. Photo
courtesy al the author
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As aliuddy mentioned. people generally do nut
tutognise that the survival of their language is
threatened until it is al Stage 4 (or perhaps at the
end ul Stage 31. when it is really too late to do
much alium it. Languages at Stage 2 and the early
part of Slags 3 are Ow ones that require assistance
(even it Owe speakers du not currently realise this)
and that is where funds for language maintenance
Mill be concentrated.

Conintunitiss at Stages 4 and 5 cannot hope to
iugain thee unginal language. They may wish to
learn as much as they can about it. from old
sources This wil help to enhance a sense of
identity and pride i i tradition But it is not language
maintenance anti should not be tended Iron,
money earmarked lor language maintenance.

How can InitgUngus survtvc?

Every language embodies a unique culture, a
special way of viewing the world. This is why
linguists make efforts to record all they can, even of
a language that is remembered by lust a taw old
people and destined to pass away with these
speakers. A study of Australian languages explains
the philosophical stance of Aboriginal people, how

Young girl from the Banana community in the Northam
Twomey, Autensa practising reading

a
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Hwy relate lo each whet arid to the land. how they
claseilyand utilise the plane and animals of the
continent

A living language is an emblem of a robe or
nation. something that binds people together Into
one community and also encapsulates their
traditions, religion, law and an.

There is one main prerequisite for a language to
survive the attitude of its speakers. If parents use
the language In speaking with their children. and
insist that it he used back. the chances of survival
are bound to be good. Many Aboriginal people
acknowledge this and follow it. It requires no
money at all.

Funds lot Implementing bilingual school
curricula, making videos, providing pnmers and
dictionaries and so forth, will then greatly assist the
chance of survival. Ii is nght that the government
should make funds available for this purpose. But
money alone is likely to be of little account if the
nght attitude of speakers the use of the language
in the home is lacking.

Much good work is already being done. There
are a number of successful bilingual programs.
although more are urgently needed. Some
communities are producing videos, and there is
some broadcasting in Australian languages; this is a
useful stan and must be expanded,

A great dual of care is needed in allocating the
funds earmarked for language maintenance. First.
they should only go to languages at Stages 2 and 3,
and secondly, they should only go to communities
which are observed to be taking the first step of
using the language when speaking to each other,
and particularly to children.

'There is one prerequisite for a language to
survive; the attitude of its speakers.'

Ideally, the funds should be distributed by a
committee consisting of people who are native
speakers of Australian languages and who have
training in linguistics. Since there are few such
people available at present, the committee could
include some linguists familiar with the Australian
language situation and some native speakers of
Australian languages. The committee should
consider each application (or language
maintenance funds most carefully, assessing the
nature of the language situation and taking advice

11. from any linguist or other expert familiar with It.
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Chadian at Wirt/ in Me Northam Territory. Antrall, Ietunhg to reed In YoIngo Marna. Photograph couneey of the Australian
Inatflule of Aboriginal Studies

it Is surely a tragedy that so many of the original
languages of Australia are, or soon will be, extinct
A couple of dozen languages are still in a healthy
slate.

Every effort should be made towards enabling
these languages to stay healthy into the indefinite
future. Many Aboriginal people want to maintain
their own languages alongside English and are
doing what they can to achieve this goal. They

should be supported by a concerted national effort,
followed through in an informed, responsible,
realistic and skillful manner.

R M W Dixon is Professor of Linguistics. Australian
National University. Canberra. He has been
documenting Aboriginal languages since 1963, has
published grammars of four languages. is currently
working on dictronanes for two of these and is the author
of a genera! survey. The Languages of Australia
:Camhndge thlIWIIIN Press P801
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UNESCO and Universal Literacy
by Phillip W Janes

With the declaration by the United Nations of
1990 as International Literacy Year, it is timely to
consider the role and influence of the United
Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organ-
ization (Unescol the UN's key Specialised
Agency committed to literacy work. Although the
literacy levels of millions of people around the
world have been directly touched by Unesco. per-
haps of equal significance have been the Ideas
surrounding literacy promoted by the Organisation.
This paper explores Unesco's moral and material
rationale for universal literacy, and the character of
its technical approaches as they have evolved over
the past four decades.

Literacy and the Unesco Mandate

It is not immediately obvious to any reader of Its
Constitution that the achievement and mainten-
ance of universal literacy lie at the heart of Unarm/ B
endeavours, and have since the Organisation was
established in 1946. In a strictly formal sense,
Unesco has a single purpose to contribura to
peace and security through international collabora-
tion in education, the natural and social sciences,
culture and communications. This collaboration,
the Constitution says. Is designed expressly 'to
foster respect for justice, the rule of law, human
rights and the fundamental freedoms'. This basic
purpose is often given expression In Unesco circles
In high-minded and idealistic terms, but at the
beginning It was designed to be a functional, prac-
tical agency. The early Unesco was to mount a
program that:

enshrined a moral perspective to guide national
policy formulation;
promoted high-level intellectual contact and in-
vestigation;
was practical and people-oriented, and
was standard-setting.

10111141fl

It is not immediately obvious to any reader of
its Constitution that the achievement and
maintenance of universal literacy lie at the

heart of Unesco's endeavours.'

From the very beginning, It was recognised that
once the task of post-World War Two reconstruc-
tion was well-advanced. the new Organisation's
program would have a major functional emphasis
in the developing countries, many of which were
yet to become Independent ol colonial Me. At the
same time, all countries were intended to benefit
from the consideration of Issues and problns in a
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global context, with expressions of the universality
ol humanity being seen as an important guide to
practical activity, and not merely as a euphonious
and abstract principle.

At the Establishment Conference (London.
November 1945) it was mainly political and dip-
lomatic discussions that put in place the principles
and aspirations just described. All official delegates
were hazy about tne incise nature of Unesco's
program, except that it, above all, be functional and
largely conducted through governmental mechan-
isms (Unesco being Inter' not 'supra' national). Yet

'Unesco was obviously capable of
heightening tensions as much as

easing them.ems
a very small number of delegates from developing
countries ware quick lo forge a link between the
general ideals ol Unosco Ifor universality, peace,
human rights and progress) and the urgent
achievement ol global literacy. Chief among them
was the Mexican delegate Jaime Torres Bode(
poet, educator, politician, diplomat and future
DlrectorGeneral of Unesco who argued that a
world campaign for universal literacy was an essen-
tial first step In the fulfilment of the Organisation's
declared purposes. lie went on:

Are there not fobs in which the Illiterate prove
more satisfactory than those who have been to
school? This argument conceals a bitter sophis-
try. The more fully convinced we are of the
importance of higher culture the more earnestly
we should denote ourselves to seeing that it
reaches more extensive strata of the population
every day . . . Any form of partiality in education
implies disastrous consequences, whether we
are dealing with the ready philosophy of elemen-
tary education regarded as a universal remedy,
or as the less ready philosophy of higher educa-
tion regarded as a basis for the light to rule. That
is the real issue.'

This argument came to have enormous In-
fluence among those delegates fumbling to find as
quickly as possible something practical for Unesco
to do. It came to be applied, not just to the levelling
up of economic and educational standards within
countries, but between them as well. From this time
on, a climate of opinion quickly accumulated In the
early months that literacy could justifiably occupy
centre stage in the Unesco program: It summed up
Unesco's general Ideals and purposes: It captured
them symbolically, being both high-minded and

3';
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practical it was of global significance; and was a
sound expression of human rights in action. As a
result, literacy's dominance of the Unesco program
was pLsured for decades.

Programming Realities

Despite the optimism and enthusiasm that
surrounded it, the infant Unesco quickly brought
politics and diplomatic manoeuvnngs to the heart
of debates, and Unesco was obviously capable of
heightening tensions as much as easing them. Bitter
ideological disputes marred early sessions of the
General Conference. Yet for those seeking refuge
in a practical functionalism (governments could
presumably agree on program activities if not on
their rationale' further disappointments come in
abundance. Primarily because of a dramatic about
face by the United Stales of Ammo (USA I govern
ment, the various UN agencies lust established

Senator Bob McMullan, Mn Margaret Whitiarn and Mn Heal
Year In Australia
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were largely by-passed as channels and mechan-
isms for USA assistance for post-war reconstruction
and for economic development in Africa. Asia and
Latin Amenca.

The Marshall Plan and Point Four schemes were
to see a triumph of USA bilateralism, with mul-
tilateral agencies consequently denied resources
commensurate with their mandates. Other western
members took the USA lead and, as a result, the
regular budget of Unesco has never exceeded that
of a medium-sized provincial university. This is an
enormously significant point, especially when ques-
tions are raised about Unesco's impact on the
world. The very real limits to its resources have
forced 11 to put a premium on exchanges of per-
sons, information and ideas, on the collection of
statistics. on the testing of a very limited core of
experimental activities, and on intensifying the
moral pressure put on the world's governments to

Ha*e al the lunch of are preparations for International literacy

7
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tackle for themselves the key educational, scientific,
cultural and communications issues facing them. As
a result. Unesco became very much a 'people-to-
people' organisation. fostering those deliberations
and considerations required before most practical
programs (financed by other bodies) could be
mounted,

'The regular budget of Unesco has never
exceeded that of a medium-sized provincial
University, This is an enormously significant
point, especially when questions are raised

about Unesco s impact on the World;

The Unesco literacy program Is highly typical In
this regard. It has reflected, by and large, these
proppamming realities since operations began In
1917. The moral argument against illiteracy was
put in place, its economic consequences analysed,
statistics collected and disseminated. new teaching
Methods devised, teaching materials distributed,
and seminars, advisory missions and publications
organised. At the heart of It all has been an
unquestioning faith in both the moral and the
malarial justifications for global literacy, keeping the
pressure on governments to maintain it as a central
objective, and to Induce other agencies with more
handsome resources to Include It in their work. This
Iasi aspect became Important in the decade from
about 1965, when relatively considerable sums
from the World Bank and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) were applied to
adult literacy programs, mainly as a result of Unes-
co's skill In persuading them to do so.

INN

'At the heart of it all has been an
unquestioning faith in both the moral and the

material justifications for global literacy.'

Last, Unesco's program in literacy has sought,
but not with much success, to assist governments to
And an appropriate balance between promoting
universal literacy through primary schooling and
through programs aimed at those found to be
poorly literate In later years of their life. Experience
in many countries now shows that co- ordination
between school-based literacy programs (for chil-
dren) and community-based programs (for young
people and adults) Is a crucial ingredient in a
successful literacy strategy in most developing
countries, and for many of the developed ones as
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well. II anything, Unesco has fostered a tension
between the two approaches. especially in terms of
how educational systems are best planned.

Underlying Concepts In Unesco's
Literacy Program

The history of the Unesco literacy program
underscores Unesco as a reflective organisation.
cuncerned with exploring and popularising promis-
ing ideas. Accordingly. the literacy program has had
at its heart the development of a series of concepts
about literacy, expressed primarily In terms of its
social value and economic potential. The first global
concept that linked literacy with development was
'fundamental education', a concept that was
quickly put together at the Organisation's establish-
mint and which drew heavily on approaches to
colonial education. especially In British East Africa.
In short, it was a means of enriching literacy
teaching.

'In the 1940s and 1950s, fundamental
education was seen as a special, even
unique, contribution by an international

agency to development problems.'

Sfe10,
At first, 'fundamental' referred to basic, mass.

popular education, directed to as many people as
possible, seen as a component of democracy and
as an instrument for promoting it. Later, in the early
1950s. the Unesco Secretariat came to apply 'fun-
damental' to the curriculum, referring to the min-
imum knowledge and skills deemed essential for
attaining an adequate standard of living. It saw
literacy as an aid to development in that it provided
a means of communication, and could be applied
to development work in agriculture, health, com-
munity programs, land reform and so on.

In the 1940s and 1950s. fundamental education
was seen as a special, even unique, contribution by
an international agency to development problems.
Its approach was far broader than those of the other
UN Specialtsed Agencies. In fact, it implied a
criticism of much other technical assistance and
foreign aid, with its stress on democracy and on
alienating many of the 'appalling' social con-
sequences of much development work. Its broad
approach, In fact, had the effect of providing
Unesco with considerable institutional Influence in
those early years of the UN system, as fundamental
education came to be regarded as synonymous
with development work Itself.
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Leaning the alphabet In Ethiopic
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This prominence, by 1955, was being attacked
by others in the UN system, notably the UN Bureau
of Social Affairs in New York which. in a successful
power struggle with Unesco, seized control of much
UN development-oriented policy work forging
an approach it termed 'community development'.
For the next eight years or so, Unesco was more or
less obliged to cast its approach to literacy in terms
of community development, a services-oriented
approach which down-graded literacy in favour of
seeing it as merely one of a range of development
strategies encompassing physical infrastructure.
functional activities (such as health and education).
and action to consolidate community awareness
and co-operation. As a concept to guide program-
ming. 'community development' was weak: It was
at best an expedient device to cloak power plays in
the UN system and to give some theoretical
legitimacy to the short-lived dominance of the UN
Bureau ol Social Affairs over the range ol UN
Specialised Agencies.

In the context of the enthusiasm surrounding the
launching ol the first United Nations Development
Decade. the General Assembly adopted In 1961 a
set of Suvislipunsored proposals Intended to lead
10 a World Campaign for Universal Literacy. The

General Assembly's stance was clear and unam-
biguous: illiteracy acted as a brake upon the
advance, both of individual counMes and of human
society as a whole. along the path of economic and
social progress. The Assembly invited Unesco to
draw up plans for a ten-year program to achieve
universal global literacy, an opportunity eagerly
seized upon by the Org.. rusanon.

N=01.4,

As a concept to guide Programming,
"community development" was weak.

_ -

Despite the unanimous voting in their favour. the
Unesco proposals did not win a ready acceptance
in the UN system, and there commenced a penod
of intensive lobbying designed to lushen the am
Oasis on universal literacy. The USA ambassador.
for example, argued that literacy mit anon must
not be pursued al the expense of other areas. such
as general education. technical In ming and
vocational training, or industrial dwelt,' vent gen-
erally. Bingham's statement is Mimi !ling lot a
variety 01 reasons, and not simply but tuse a con-
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stituted the USA response to a set of Soviet
proposals concerning the mass eradication of
Illiteracy. Its Interest lies chiefly In Its pointing
towards USA Slate Department policy on educa-
tion In the third world. a policy which emphasised
'the progressive building of national school sys-
tems' and other priority programs, such as 'general
education, training ul technical personnel and in-
dustrial development'.

A more detailed and significant critique of the
Unesco proposals was made in February 1964 by
Adam Curie 'Harvard University) whose arguments
were to be of considerable importance In bringing
about the selective approach of 'functional literacy'
rather than that of a mass campaign. The sorts of
arguments in Curie's monograph won the day, and
what emerged was Unesco's Experimental World
Literacy Programme, launched, by and large, In an
effort to save face with third world counties whose
expectations had been raised by the earlier
proposals for a massive campaign.

This then, is the background of the third global
concept, 'functional literacy'. Its origins are the
supreme example of the tendency in Unesco con-
ceptualising to depend more on the demands of
practical considerations than on normative and
theoretical deliberation, and to develop approaches
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capable of eliciting wide political acceptance and
support from the UN funding agencies. The origins
of functional literacy were bound up tightly with the
factors that prevented the launching of the World
Campaign for Universal Literacy. In brief, the term
referred to an approach in which mass attacks on
'illiteracy' were rejected, In which traditional pat-
terns of motivation, Infrastructure, teaching meth-
ods and reading materials were set aside, and in
which the identification of key sectors in which
Illiteracy could be seen to hinder development was
of overall Importance. This very general sal of

'Function literacy referred to an approach
in Which masa attacks on IllitereCy were

retooled.'

concepts, however, led to a much more specific use
of the term In the Unesco program, building literacy
Into a program of vocational education and train.
Ing. This emphasis away from an instrumentalist
and Freirelike view of literacy to one that saw
functionality In economic, developmental and
vocational terms was a direct result of UNDP
funding cnteria. UNDP could only be persuaded to
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support the latter view of functional literacy, prefer-
ring in fact the term 'work-oriented literacy'.

The critical element In the concept appeared to
be the relationship between newly trained, newly
literate workers and the development. if not of their
community or country, then of the sector in which
they were employed. It was this :ilk that the
experimental program pnmarily was to test, despite
the chronic lack of detailed planning in the early
stages of the program. The point is that In many
ways the concept was revolutionary, especially in
terms of this link between development and the
worker, Illiterate peasants or factory workers had
often been described in the literature as being
stubborn, conservative, and bound to tradition.
while the implicit assumption of functional literacy
was that they are both intelligent and teachable,
and capable of playing the key role in the develop-
ment process themselves. Here the concept had
important philosophical links with the thinking of
Paulo Freire. However, it came to be that all these

'Unesco abandoned the use of any single
conceptual approach to literacy and any

structuring of the program around a single
global strategy.

elements were reduced to the question of the
relationship between newly-gained literacy and
levels of productivity, both collectively and in-
dividually. The official view of functional literacy
saw It strengthening existing economic systems,
rather than transforming them.

The Expenmental World Literacy Programme
(1966-74) was implemented to test these ideas. It
remains Unesco's most substantial practical
program in the literacy area. Although several
dozen countnes received technical assistance, at the
core of the EWLP were 11 UNDP-financed pilot
projects designed to test the functional literacy
argument, to innovate and popularise the Idea, and
to evaluate the results obtained. In all, 1,028,381
persons were enrolled in 20,000 classes with
24,000 teachers On average, 24% remained until
the final stage of their courses (a respectable figure
for adult programs in many countries). Most classes
were agriculturally.onented: 55% of participants
were women, and the averge age of participants
was 25 years. Average attendance rates were high,
varying from 64% (Ethiopia) to 92% (Iran); the
average being 80%. Expenditures totalled
$US27,184,973, of which 40.6% was provided by
UNDP and the remainder, on the whole, by par-
ticipating governments (Algeria, Ecuador, Ethiopia,
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Guinea, Iran, Madagascar, Mali, Sudan, Tanzania,
India and Syria).

The major objective of the EWLP was ex-
perimental it was Lis concemed with massive
increases in literacy rates. Accordingly, evaluation
was a prominent concern, and in fact the final
Unesco-UNDP evaluation The Experimental World
Literacy Programme: a Critical Assessment (1976)
is among the finest pieces of critical and qualitative
writing on literacy issues to appear over the past 40
years.

airaemaargneweievalletaiS

Rarely does one find a Unesco statement or
program pressing fowara the psychological

or consciousness-raising possibilities of
literacy being valuable lor their own sake:

Once UNDP financing of the EWLP had ceased
in 1974, Unesco was quick to broaden its approach
to literacy away from a nannwly economic and
vocational instrumentalism, to incorporate a much
more politically and culturally dynamic view of the
neoliterate. Accordingly, Unesco abandoned the
use of any single conceptual approach to literacy
and any structuring of the program around a single
global strategy, in favour of a more professional,
situation-specific approach which gave Unesco
considerable latitude in its technical advice to
governments.

If anything. Unesco time deliberately
overstated the economic benelils of newly-

acquired literacy.

The irony is that this was precisely the period
(especially in the late 1970s and early 1980) when
Unesco. for public relations reasons, could well
have done with a major point of focus In its literacy
program. a rallying point which could demonstrate
its relevance and effectiveness. As a result of Its
professional convictions, Unesco staff adopted a
flexible approach to literacy, and strategies on a
case-by-case basis at the national level. Thus,
literacy became less prominent In the overall
Unesco program, coming at a time when school.
based programs (especially universal primary
education) became the focal point of the Unesco
program In education.

The abandonment of any single, global strategy
has been offset to some extent by more regional
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emphasis to Unesco programming. For example. in
1986 Unesco launched Its Asia-Pacific Programme
for Education for All (APPEAL), designed to
promote Unesco's traditional moral and economic
values concerning literacy, but in a way more
directly related to the circumstances of Asia and the
Pacific. In Its infancy. APPEAL appears to hold
some promise as a programming mechanism and
as a means of shanng information, but its funding
remains scanty and its potential impact on the
region containing the bulk of the world's illiterate
population is extremely fragile. International
Literacy Year has been declared for 1990, under
Unesco auspices. and may provide greater impetus
to and support for such regional strategies as
APPEAL.

Concluding Comments

It is a charactenstic of international agencies to
seek to be at the forefront of trends. Often, useful
ideas and programs are prematurely discarded in
the quest to appear to be among the first to make
new ground. At one level. Unesco's literacy
program reflects this tendency. The venous con-
ceptual shifts outlined in this paper reveal Unesco's
quest for an up-to-date, ever-innovating program.
What has shaped therm however, has been a set of
diplomatic compromises. budgetary considerations
and inter-Agency rivalries rather than any intellec-
tually rigorous assessments of Unesco's work.

At the same time, Unesco's thinking about
literacy has occurred within a fairly rigid set of
political parameters. The human rights rationale for
universal literacy has had an enormous political
influence on Unesco's stance, but has not usually
provided detailed guidance for the program, merely
a rationale for it. Running parallel with this em-
phasis on human rights has been the not altogether
consistent focus on the social and economic ben
efits of literacy. All aspects of the Unesco education
program, in order to secure program prominence
and a reasonable share of the budget, have had to
demonstrate their capacity to contribute to econ-
omic and societal well-being. Thus the program for
literacy has been built upon two pillars the moral
and the material and tensions between them
have not yet been satisfactonly resolved.

Rarely, for example, does one find a Unesco
statement or program pressing forward the psy-
chological or consciousness-raising possibilities of
literacy being valuable for their own sake. In-
dividuals gain benefit from literacy when and be-
cause their environment Is transformed because of
the growth of literacy In society. This Is an enor-
mously signil icant point, and has brought about a
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lurther general emphasis in the Unesco literacy
program the stress on seeing literacy as a means
of Increasing technical efficiency and worker
productivity. Such an emphasis emoys, of course.
widespread political, inter-governmental and even
ideological support, leading to a view of literacy as
morally neutral, as a tool might be.

Unesco has always neglected to explore that
facet of literacy policy to do with the values in-
herently acquired through literacy teaching, as op-
posed to the attitudes and skills deliberately taught.
If anything, Unesco has deliberately overstated the
economic benefits of newly-acquired literacy, seek-
ing through this tactic to raise its own participation
in programs of economic development. Its techni-
cist view of literacy reflects, above all. what govern-
ments demand.

'Unesco. more than any other agency, has
the mandate. experience and potential to

question the wisdom of a singual approach
to global development.

The Unesco literacy program, since 1946. has
reflected a disturbing lack of diversity of approach-
es, despite the on-going quest to discover some-
thing new. What this has amounted to is a channel-
ling of the attitudes and behaviour of the newly-
literate into narrow and pre-determined paths. This
temptation, common among International agencies
of all kinds, is to seek an ideal, single path to foster
advances in human culture, happiness and well-
being. Unesco. more than any other agency, has
the mandate, experience and potential to question
the wisdom of such a singular approach to global
development. This is the most important issue
facing its literacy program, as it seeks to touch the
lives of many hundreds of millions of persons
whose view of themselves, their culture and their
world may never be the same as a result.

An extensive survey and listing of detailed
source material concerning the history of the
Unesco literacy program can be found in: Phillip W.
Jones, International Policies for Third World Educa-
tion: Unesco, Literacy and Development. London
and New York: Routledge, 1988, ISBN 0-415-
00445-4.

Phillip Jones teaches in International and Development
Education al the University of Sydney. He is a former
asessiant director al the International Development
Program of Australian Universities and Colleges. and is a
member of the Australian National Commission /or
Unesco.
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Language Shift and Maintenance
in Tones Strait
by Anna Shnukal

This article aims to provide background informs-
non on current efforts by one group of indigenous
Australians. the Tones Strati Islanders. to maintain.
develop and revive their traditional languages.

In the multilingual Island communities at Tunes
Strait. the upheavals which occurred lollowing
European Invasion and economic exploitation in
the mid-nineteenth century were reflected In chan-
ging linguistic allegiances. as first one and then a
second language were introduced Into the region.
The previously stable balance between the tiro
indigenous languages was disturbed as the in-
troduced languages began to assume important
new functions in Islander life. As the traditional
languages came to be perceived as symbols of past
custom and therefore irrelevant to the contem-
porary life which was then evolving, they began to
lose ground to the two non-traditional languages.

The Tones Strait Islanders

Although 1988 statistics show an Islander
population of nearly 8.000 in the Shan and Cape
York. it Is estimated that some 14,000-16.000
Islanders live elsewhere, mainly In Queensland
coastal cities and towns. Since the region was
opened up to European-con...oiled rnanne Indus-
tries from the 1840s. the Melanesian Islanders.
once hunter-gatherers, gardeners and fisherpoople
living in monolingual communities, have become
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progressively more integrated into th. broader Aus-
tralian society and economy. During the past three
decades there has been mass emigration from the
outer islands to the mainland and to Thursday
Island. the administrative and commercial centre of
the Strait. In search of better employment and
education opportunities. Those who remain live
today in multilingual communities, some of which
are beginning to lose their viability.

The present soda-linguistic situation

In pre-contact times two unrelated indigenous
languages were spoken In Tortes Strait (see map),

Kala Lagaw Ya (sometimes referred to as
Mabuiag), the western Island language, which
belongs to the mainland Pama-Nyungan lan-
guage family. and was once spoken by both
Western and Central Islanders. The name refers
to the dialect spoken in the near western islands
of Badu and Mabumg. Kalaw Kawaw Ya refers
to the dialect spoken in the far western islands of
Saibai. Dauan and Boigu. Together. these two
dialects are spoken by some 2.000-2.500 Wes-
tern Islanders living in the Shalt.

Although a variety of the language was once
spoken in the central Islands, a shift began
towards Tones Strait Creole (discussed befowi
about seventy years ago. On Waraber. Purina
and Mame. there remain only a few elderly
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traditional language speakers; on Yam there are
no indigenous language speakers. During their
lifetimes the oldest Central Islanders, once
primarily Indigenous language-speakers, have
become primarily creole-speakers. Among the
people of Kubin on Moa Island, the shift to the
creole began only about thirty years ago, alth-
ough the residents of St Paul's Community. also
on Moa Island. (along with those of Hammond
Island, another church-run mission) had swit-
ched to the crecie immediately after its establish-
ment early this century.

Meriam Mir also known as Miriam), the Papuan
language of the Eastern Islanders, now has fewer
than 250-300 'full' speakers in the islands.
although there are more on the mainland. It Is no
longer heard on Erub and Ugar and today is a
viable community tongue only on Mer, where
intergenerational transmission ceased some forty
years ago. The first post-war generation of
Murray Islanders are 'semi-speakers' and their
children have only a passive knowledge of the
language. Even the older members of the com-
munity rarely use Menem Mir 'right through'
they constantly code-switch between Meriam Mir
and Tortes Strait Creole, the preferred language
of the children and young adults. Yet, as so often
happens when languages begin to die, Menem
Mir Is becoming highly valued as the most
evident symbol of Murray Island nationalism and
a disappearing past.
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Traditional dancing at a wedding on Seibai Island.

One result of contact was the importation of two
non-indigenous languages:

Tortes Strait Creole, also called Broken. Pizin
and Blaikman. an Englishlexifier creole descen-
ded from nineteenth century Pacific Pidgin Engl-
ish and still popularly believed to be a 'corrupt'
and Inferior variety of English. The region's first
lingua franca, Pacific Pidgin English was spoken
by marine workers of many different nationalities

Torres Strait Islanders. Pacific Islanders.
Europeans. Aborigines. New Guineans. Indon-
esians and Filipino' Around the turn of the
century it was creolised by the children of Erub.
Ugar and St Paul's Community and eventually
became the regional common language (Sh-
nukal 1983. 1985b).
Today, Torres Strait Creole has the largest num-
ber of speakers In the Strait some 4,000 first
language speakers and 3.000 second language
speakers and is the primary community lan
guage of the central and eastern islands and of
Mot Hammond and Thursday Islands. It also
expresses aspects of the Islanders' modem Iden.
filY, such as panIslandemess and a specifically
Tortes Strait Islander ethnicity, constructed
through opposition to European and Aboriginal
ethnicity.

VOX

Recently the creole has begun to assume a role
in six domains which until only a few years ago
would have been the sole preserve of English.
These are:

education, where it has long functioned unol.
fictally as a bridge between the traditional lan-
guage and English but where its use in pre-
school and primary school now has official sup-
port from the Queensland Education Depart-
ment

broadcasting, where Radio Tortes Strait emits
fourteen hours of programming each week In
English. Torres Strait Creole and Kale Lagaw Ye
and where the Commonwealth Department of
Employment. Education and Training DEED
has plans to broadcast ACCESS and ENCLAVE
courses via satellite using English and some
TOMS Strait Creole commentary;

publishing, where the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade has recently issued a Torres
Strait Creole version of their pamphlet explain-
trig the Tones Strait Treaty provisions and where
the Tortes Strait Islanders' Media Association
Intends to produce a newsletter in English.
Torres Strait Creole and Kale Lagaw Ya based
on its broadcast material,
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services provision, where there are plans to use
the creole to disseminate wntten health, social
security, customs. immigration and quarantine
information;
an oral history protect, funded by the Depart-
ment of Employment, Education and Training
(DEED. where for the first time the focus was on
the non-traditional life of Islanders and the lan-
guage of the project was the creole,

gospel translation, by the Summer Institute of
Linguistics (SIL).

As a language of literacy and broadcasting the
creole will be in functional and distributional
competition with English for the hrst time and.
also for the first time, will become relatively
accessible to whites. Under such circumstances
and if other sociocultural trends continue, it is
doubtful whether it will survive as a linguistic
system separate from English. The creole may
well follow the path of American Black English.
eventually becoming a sociolect of Australian
English symbolising Black rather than
specifically Tones Strait Islander. ethnic identity.

English, which for most Islanders is an index of
European-style context. formality of discourse.
acquisition of prestigious knowledge and age
stratification. Although command of English is
the most commonly stated goal of Torres Strait
Islander education, until recently its domains
were marginal to most Islander concerns. being
used almost exclusively for official speeches.
church ritual (though not informal worship, re-
ligious instruction or prayer), the classroom,
literacy and the media.
During the past ten to fifteen years. however.
English has become an integral part of the
linguistic repertoires of younger Islanders who.
unlike their parents. received secondary educa-
tion from native English speakers. In the past. for
example. almost all island council positions were
held by a few elderly men. Today several island
chairmen, and one chairwoman, are young re-
turnees from the mainland who received their
education in mainstream Australian schools and
tertiary institutions. One of these also holds the
chairmanship of the Island Co-ordinating Coun-
cil. the most powerful political position in the
Strait. Their excellent command of written and
spoken English (a sign of acquisition of
European knowledge and an ability to mix with
whites) was undoubtedly a major factor in the
election of these younger candidates,

Thus Torres Strait today is a quadrilingual
speech area with each of the lour languages
having a distinct, though sometimes overlapping.
functional, demographic or geographic place
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within the system The majonty of Islanders are
bilingual or, in the case of most Western Islan-
ders under thirty-five, trilingual: older (slanders
generally speak their traditional language plus
the creole; younger people the creole and Engl-
ish. while younger Western Islanders speak their
traditional language, as well as the creole and
English which they learn when they attend
secondary school on Thursday Island or
Flarnaga.

Linguistic Viability
It is often said that when a language dies. a world

dies. But the converse is surely equally true: when a
world dies, a language dies.

In bilingual or multilingual societies a language
may cease to be transmitted by parents to their
children for a variety of reasons, but a critical point
is reached when intergenerational continuity of
transmission is halted. for whatever reason, since
this appears to signal the lack of viability of a
language. In order to survive. a language needs a
social function among the youngest generation of
speakers, but on those islands of Torres Strait
where the traditional languages have been dis-
placed by the creole. it would appear that the
children came to perceive their world as so different
(culturally, socially, politically and economically)
from that of their parents that their parents' lan-
guage was no longer appropnate as an expression
of this new world or of the children's place within it.

Thus, social, economic and political trends open
have unintended linguistic outcomes. Even today.
purely educational decisions are tending to weaken
the authority of traditional life and the languages
associated with it. One example is the takeover of
the outer island pnmary schools in 1985 by the
Queensland Department of Education. Today there
are European principals and one fully-qualified
Islander principal in all outer island schools. Torres
Strait Islanders have always been eager to learn
'proper English' but there have been few models of
the language available to copy. indeed. one of the
hoots responsible for the adoption of the creole

ra identification as English. As a result of the
'education policy English language models are

now available on every island and are more in-
tegrated Into community Ilfe Thar, previously.

Another example is the week-long Grade 5
education camp on Thursday Island. where wes-
tern island children mix with other outer island
children. whose language is the creole, and learn
the new 'town' language from them. For many it is
their first plane ride, their first visit lo 'town' and
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their first expenence of life away from their com-
munity, a life which many of them find more
attractive than community life.

Contributing further to the weakening of the
traditional languages. though again unintentionally.
is Radio Torres Strait's policy of broadcasting
primanly in English and Tortes Strait Creole. Alth-
ough some introductions and announcements are
made in Kale Lagaw Ya and there are plans for
programs in Meriam Me. the present practice rein-
forces the idea that the present and future life of the
Strait belongs to the two non-traditional, rather
than the two traditional, languages.

Even more important, however, will surely be
the impact of commercial television broadcasting to
the outer islands via satellite dish. Although govern-
ment regulations insist that 'educational. Aboriginal
and rural programs' must be provided, all broad-
casting will be in English. In a paper based on
research into language maintenance in Aboriginal
communities, the Friends of Bilingual Education
11986:2) write: 'with their economic life destroyed.
tribal Aboriginal people find themselves almost
totally dependent on English-speaking Australia for
their livelihood, In this powerless state. the status of
their way of life is challenged by the dominant
English-speaking culture with its supenor numbers
and matenal goods. Television and videos have
had a telling effect in this regard (and soon satellite
reception will make TV available in more isolated
areas). In communities where some of the strongest
remaining languages are spoken. this situation has
had an effect on the language of the younger
generation parents report that they speak to their
children in the traditional language but the children
will answer only in English. This is the beginning of
language loss.'

Post-contact demographic and linguistic shifts
have produced an unstable sociolinguistic system.
On the one hand, there is increasing pressure from
the two imported languages to replace the two
indigenous languages as more appropnate indices
of contemporary Identity: on the other, the Indigen-
ous languages themselves are not equally viable.
While the eastern island language Is dying, there
continues to be normal transmission between
parents and children in the western Islands (with the
exception of Moe, Hammond and Thursday
Islands) and both dialects of the weitn island
language appear to be strong, although undoub-
tedly under threat.

On Mabutag, for example, the pre-school tea.
chars have begun to use the creole as their medium
Of instruction as a preliminary lo learning English.
Where this has happened below, the children have
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come to use the creole as their peer-group lan-
guage and indigenous language transmission has
ceased only a few years later.

On Dauan. the smallest of the three far western
islands, there have been several recent marriages
between 'big' (important) men and central island
women, whose only language is the creole. Other
small, multiplex communities have been shown in
the past to be vulnerable to the linguistic influence
of a few high status individuals.

Only a few years ago. Saibai children were not
exposed to the creole until they left the island for
secondary schooling on Thursday [stand or
Bamaga. Today very young children on Saibai are
being taught the creole by their visiting Bamaqa
cousins.

Indigenous language maintenance
programs

On the majority of the western islands Kale
Lagaw Ya continues to be a viable community
language. transmitted normally from parent to
child. Quite a deal of linguistic work has been
carried out in the language and a new orthography
was prepared several years ago by Ephraim Batt, a
Mabuiag Islander. During the past few years. SIL,
the School of Australian Linguistics (SAL/ and the
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies have
sponsored literacy programs and some materials
production. with SIL most heavily involved in Bible
translation and literacy work. :n 1981 an adult
education course for non-speakers, coordinated by
the Department of Abonginal Affairs, was briefly
taught at Thursday Island College of Technical and
Further Education.

Although the western islands are still the most
isolated in the region. their inhabitants are in-
creasingly being integrated into the rest of Torres
Strait. Aware of the vulnerability of traditional
language speakers to the shifts outlined above, the
people of Saibai. Boigu and Dauan recently applied
for and received federal govemment funding for
school-based indigenous language and culture
maintenance programs. Designed and adminis-
tered primarily by the Islanders themselves, such
strengthening programs are valuable in raising
community consciousness and should be suppor-
ted by everyone concerned with the survival of
Torres Strait Islander language and culture.

As for Meriam Mir. however, no longer intergen-
erationally transmitted but still a potent symbol of
Murray Island heritage and nationalism, there ap-
pears to be Me hope of maintaining it as a viable
community language on the one Island. NW, where
it Is still spoken.
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It has, in the past. received less attention from
linguists and literacy workers, although a linguistics
student at the Australian National University is
currently at work on the first modem description of
the language and a dictionary is in preparation. SIL
has been involved in Bible translation for some
years and recently the School of Australian Linguis-
tics has offered classes in literacy and encouraged
the production of literacy materials.

Now that it is no longer transmitted normally to
the children, there is considerable pressure for it to
be transmitted artificially, through formal in-
stitutional means in the pre-school and primary
school. At a time of scarce financial resources and
general ambivalence about the value and outcomes
of language programs, however, community mem-
bers should be made aware of the limits to such
programs. It is also important that the teachers, who
themselves recognise that they are undertaking a
limed maintenance, rather than a revival language
program, not be scapegoated for the community's
failure to reconcile its rhetoric and practice regard-
ing language transmission. To my knowledge, no
language revival program has been successful once
the language has ceased to be passed on for any
function from parent to child.

Tombstone unvethng ceremony an Masa) (Yorke Island).

Conclusion

It is well known that broad economic, political,
and social movements, together with local decisions
about non-linguistic matters, affect language shift,
decay and death. As individuals and members of
communities, Tortes Strait Islanders have adapted
Linguistically to their changing world and continue
to do so.

As Indices of contemporary Torres Strait Islander
Identity and Instruments of social advancement,
both Tortes Strait Creole and English. the two non-
Indigenous languages of Torres Strait, have flouri-
shed at the expense of the two indigenous lan-
guages, Kala Lagaw Ya and Menam Mir.

Yet there is strong community support for the
maintenance of these languages, together with the
knowledge systems which they alone impart. De-
spite this, funding of some form of bilingual educa-
tion will almost certainly not bring about the revival
of the traditional language in island communities
where that language has lost its viability, where
there are no longer 'self-reproducing speech com-
munities' (Rigsby 1987:11), and where the teach-
ing of the traditional language must be carried out
through the medium of the children's lingua franca,
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Waraber (Sue Island) school children with wawa, (island dales) spread out to dry in the sun.

Torres Strait Creole. It is unrealistic to expect
limited school instruction to revive the traditional
language as a viable community language, no
matter how dedicated the teachers.

There was considerable support among Islan-
ders for some form of bilingual education when this
was presented as a possible option several years
ago, but in the current financial and ideological
climate in Queensland only meagre resources are
available for traditional language instruction
Moreover, while many Islanders were enthusiastic
about programs using English and the indigenous
languages. few were willing to accept English-
Torres Strait Creole programs, even where the
creole was the first language of the children. For
most people, the primary goal of education is to
acquire 'good' English (without which employment
opportunities are limited) and the creole is
popularly believed to inhibit the acquisition of
English.

I believe that planners of successful language
strengthening programs need to take into account
not only the contemporary sociolinguistic situation
but also the hisloncal factors which produced it
This paper is intended to contnbute to the debate
about traditional language maintenance in Torres
Strait by discussing past and present aspects of
language shill In the region.
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Maintaining and Developing Italian
in Australia
by Comilla Bettoni

Sometime during the seventies. Australia
proudly declared itself to be a multilingual society.
As a consequence. all the languages spoken in
Australia changed status: from foreign or indigen-
ous languages they all became community lan-
guages. Throughout the eighties, the official
documents on language matters principally the
Senate report A National Language Policy (1984)
and the Lo Bianco report National Policy on Lan-
guages (1987a) have stressed clearly and loudly.
the importance of maintaining and developing all
Australian languages. Yet with regard to Italian.
which is the most widely used community language
other than English in Australia. little has been done
to reverse the rapid shift and attrition affecting the
use of that language by second generation speak-
ers.11MMr

'Italians in Australia are losing their mother
tongue much more rapidly than their specific
demographic situation would suggest within
the context of Australia's language ecology:

Before suggesting ways of maintaining and de-
veloping Italian. let us look briefly at how and why
language shift and language attrition are affecting it.

Language shift

Italians in Australia are losing their mother
tongue much more rapidly than their specific dem-
ographic situation would suggest within the context
of Australia's language ecology. In fact. Italians are
the largest non-English speaking community in
Australia; they tend to live close to one another in
relatively dense concentrations: and they have a
long history of chain immigration. Furthermore,
their standard language, together with French and
German. but unlike other community languages.
was already taught as CI foreign language In schools
and universities long before the more recent post-
war mass migration. Nevertheless. In the 1976
national census, out of amost one million Australian
people of Italian ungin, only about 450.000 de-
clared that they used Italian regularly (Clyne 1982).

An overall shill of 50% might not look too
menacing at first sight, but this raw figure hides the
increasing speed of the Italian language shift. Clyne
(1982: 27 -56) has shown that. In the first genera-
tion, the shill increases from 5.4% among the older
population to 11,7% among the younger im-
migrants. In the second generation. It Increases
from 18.5% among the children of intra-ethnic
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manages to 81.2% among the children of inter-
ethnic manages. Furthermore. in the second gen-
eration. language shift increases with age: markedly
when children leave their parental home in their
twenties, and dramatically later when their parents
die. Thus Italian is mainly a language used by older
parents in the first generation, and by younger
children in the second. Given the fad that immigra-
tion virtually ceased ten years ago. it is fair to
predict that when the former die and the latter grow
up, there will be far less Italian spoken in Australia.

Language mixing

Most first-generation migrants have an Italian
dialect as their lint language. In dealing with the
Italian situation it should be made clear that by
'dialect' we do not mean either a social or a
geographical variety of the Italian language, but
separate languages geographically distributed
which can differ from the standard and from each
other to the extent of being mutually unintelligible if
they belong to non - adjacent areas. In Italy, dialect
monolingualism marks the lowest socio- economic
classes, but most of its emigrants are upwardly
mobile people and can therefore also speak Italian.
even if markedly 'regional' (that is. spoken with a
heavy local accent) and 'popular' (that is, strewn
with substandard morpho-syntactic features). Eng
lish is their third language. As It is generally
acquired later in life. It remains their weakest, even
if it is the most relevant to their economic success
and their future in Australia.

The children of Italian migrants learn their
parents dialect first but as soon as they socialise
outside the home and join the education system.
Eriaiish becomes dominant. Italian Is their weakest
language, because in Australia ethnic languages are
rarely used outside the home domain and there is
little incentive to learn their higher varieties

In Australia. the relative position of dialect,
Italian and English can be illustrated as follows:

H ENGLISH

L
ITALIAN h

DIALECT I

Within the big diglossia. confronted with English as
the High language, any immigrant variety used by
the Italian community Is Low; but within the little
ethnic diglossia, Italian and dialect contrasted with
each other constitute another High-Low pair. The
dotted lines Indicate that with widespread shift to
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English on the part of both immigrant languages.
and reduced use of the higher immigrant vanety.
especially among the second generation, there are
clear signs of breakdown in both these diglossic
relationships which in simpler terms means that
in the halo-Australian community the functions of
the three languages are not kept rigidly separate. In
fact, if the interactants are all trilingual there are
very few. if any, situations which categorically
require one or the other of the three languages. We
know, for example. that in a Venetian home, a
parents' question in Venetian can be answered
back in English by the children. or that a Sicilian
butcher's greetings can be exchanged in Sicilian.
Italian or English. with no senous penalties for a
marked, unusual use of any language.11

An overall shift of 50% might not look too
menacing at first sight, but this raw figure
hides the increasing speed of the Italian

language shift.'

This diglossic breakdown is evident also through
the mixing of the three languages. Among the lint
generation. as tight a control of the dialect-Italian
alternation is maintained in Australia as there was in
the old country. On the other hand. in the new
situation. given the pressure for acculturation to
Australian life. English interferes conspicuously with
both dialect and /talon. However, given the first
generation's non-native familiarity with the new
language, this happens almost exclusively at the
lexical and semantic levels (see among others
Rando 1968; Ryan 1973. Bettoni 1981).

The children of Italian migrants learn their
parents dialect first. but as soon as they

socialise outside the home
and loin the education system,
English becomes dominant;

Among the second generation. language mixing
is very widespread. Although rapid dialect-Italian
alternation is still perceived in a general global way
by the children, their parents' tight control over
single elements weakens and gives way to heavy
mixing. Even though no research has yet shown
how and how much Italian Intrudes on the dialect,
we do know that in formal interviews in which the
children would prefer to use Italian. the dialect
Intrudes systematically as a compensatory strategy

VOX

Cuing the 1940's. 50's and 60's many Italians settled in rural
areas of Australia.

in order to avoid drastic message reductions in
Italian; in fact, more and more dialect is used as
Italian fails (see. for example. Bettoni 1985. 1987).

With regard to the mixing of English. after
absorbing all the lexical and semantic anglicisms of
their parents. the children add many more of their
own as their dominance in English exerts its pres-
sure. A remarkable increase of English elements in
the Italian or dialect speech of the second genera-
tion, however. is not the sole aspect of their angli-
cisation. Less conspicuous. but more revealing, is
the fact that the same types of transfers from
English used by the two generations perform dd
ferent functions. While the first generation can
alternate new English elements with then vast range
of old Italian elements in order to create expressive
effects that are rhetoncally controlled, the second
generation cannot exploit both codes to the same
extent. They are obliged to use English Hems in
order to make sure that basic communication is
achieved.

In the !tab-Australian community the
functions of Italian, the dialect and English

are not kept rigidly separate.

MEM=1.1SIIIINE

Thus, among the second generation. English
too. like the dialect. intrudes as a compensatory
strategy when Italian lads. The two languages,
however, do not intervene indiscriminately to res-
cue communication. On the contrary, a clear pal-
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tern emerges (Bettoni 1988). In on -going speech
production, the intrusion of the dialect starts off
with short (often monosyllabic) high-frequency ero-
des, prepositions and personal pronouns among
those children who are still quite fluent in Italian: it
proceeds with slightly longer words, such as articled
prepositions, various forms of auxiliary verbs and
modal adverbs, as well as with some high-
frequency nouns and verbs: and it ends up also
with less frequent nouns, adjectives and verbs
among those children who are less fluent in Italian.
On the other hand, the intrusion of English starts off
with some interjections: then proceeds with words
which are either of low-frequency or typically re-
lated to an English-speaking domain: and ends up
with many high-frequency nouns, adjectives and
verbs.

!IiIMNSMOIk

Among the second generaticn English. like
the dialect. intrudes as a compensatory

strategy when Italian fads.

In summary then, the dialect and English are
chosen for completely different Items: namely.
dialect is the favourite source language for function
words. and English for intenections and content
words. The distinction between function words.
content words and Intersections is crucial in many
ways. Suffice to say here that according to a classic
introduction to psycholinguistics (Clark and Clark
1977: 21-22) 'content words are those that carry
the principal meaning of a sentence ... content
words belong to "open classes" of words, and
function words, in contrast, are those needed by
the surface structure to glue content words
together . . . function words belong to ''closed clas-
ses" '. Two important points follow: one is that

In mixing their languages, the speakers of
the second generation not only reveal

implicit perceptions and unspoken
assessments about them. they also clearly

point to the opposite fates of English
and the dialect,

English Is the source language for more Important
and prestigious items, while the dialect provides
mainly servicing words which glue the important
Items together; the second point Is that while dialect
words are not likely to increase (or at most are likely
to Increase only as tokens). English words are likely

so

Work on tobacco farming was usually a family affaa

to increase as types, as the range of experience
widens to take in new emotional. cognitive and
intellectual developments. Furthermore. English is
also the favourite source language for interjections
whose non-referential. expressive. often emotional
character has often been mentioned in the literature
Isee. for example. Poggi 1981).

In mixing their languages, the speakers of the
second generation tneref ore not only reveal Implicit
perceptions and unspoken assessments about them

thus fully confirming the diglossic position sket-
ched above they also clearly point to the op-
posite fates of English and the dialect.

Language attrition

As English and (to a lesser extent) the dialect
lake over. how does Italian erode in the commun-
ity? The first language input that the children of the
second generation receive is their parents' Informal
home language, while their first output is immature
childish language. These obvious remarks are
made here because. atom qh adult Informal Ian
guage and childish immature language are certainly
different. typologically they present striking
analogies. The differences are that the former is
relaxed in a well-known world where communica-
tion Involves faCe10face interactions with a small
group of Inmates who share much of the prag-
matic presuppositions about their universe and its
social structure, while the latter is tense In a strange
world where babies have urgent needs to commun
isate and few means to express them. Yet the
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similarities are that, postulating a continuum of
communicative modes which has at one pole the
pragmatic mode and at the other the syntactic
mode, both the adult Informal language and the
childish immature language can be placed towards
the pragmatic pole. The reason Is that both, be-
cause of their extremely relaxed (Informal lan-
guage) and extremely tense (childish language)
production, do not require careful planning and
tight control.

Like all other children. as they grow up, children
of halo-Australian families do not lose their childish
pragmatic language completely, but learn to use it
only when the situation requires it. They learn to
control it and to alternate it with a more developed
syntactic-type adult language which is the result of
more careful planning and tighter contd. and is
thus capable of expressing a wider range of topics.
of performing more complex tasks, in less im-
mediate, less obvious. more abstract contexts. But
the natural progression from the pragmatic mode to
the syntactic mode, which monolingual children
develop within their mother tongue as their com
municative needs grow and become more corn-

Young IteloAustre lion girls

semeraosa vox

plex does not develop in halo-Australian children
within their dialect or Italian, but across languages.
in English. For them everything that is new, every-
thing that they experience outside the home is
English, not only the formal reality of the school.
but also the reality of their peer group in the
neighbourhood. Even their older siblings who have
already gone to school bring English into the home.

lamlNnMEN

The natural progression from the pragmatic
mode to the syntactic mode does not

develop in halo- Australian children within
their dialect or Italian. out across languages.

in English.

In brief, long before adolescence, well before
language Is fully developed and acquisition of the
mother tongue stops (or slows down), English
surrounds the children with all its syntactic models:
adult as well as childish. formal as well as informal.
written as well as spoken, etc. On the other hand,
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the ethnic languages. simple family tools, get little
help from the outside world. Neglected and un-
developed, they fossilise. A few chats in the neigh-
bourhood, some relative visiting from Italy. a few
films shown by the Special Broadcasting Service
are not enough.

Thus, with regard to their home languages, halo-
Australian children remain too close to the prag-
matic pole in the pragmatic-to-syntactic continuum.
A vicious circle sets in; an inadequate tool Is
abandoned: through lack of use it rusts still further.
Even in those families where parents insist on the
use of either the dialect or Italian, as we have seen
above, English interferes substantially. Hence, to
the two contrastive pairs just mentioned (childish-
adult. and informal-formal language), a third
pidgin-creole pair should be added.

Language attitudes

How do people feel about the languages actually
spoken in their community? There are two oppos-
ing ways of looking at this mixed and eroded
language of the second generation. One is purist
and stresses its shortcomings, not only compared

'A few chats in the neighbourhood, some
relative visiting from Italy, a few films shown

by the Special Broadcasting Service
are not enough.'

SMIIMar
with the language of the first generation, but also
compared with standard Italian in Italy. The other is
more generous and stresses its undeniable, if
limited, communicative achievements. In a mul-
ticultural nation, such as Australia believes itself to
be, any language resource should be treasured.
and the younger generations should be praised for
using their community language(s) as much as
possible. This in turn will ensure that bilingualism is
not only maintained but also developed.

A congenial environment that rewards any eth-
nic language practice, however, has not been
created In the [tab-Australian community. As far as
Its own members are concerned. little clemency Is
shown towards digressions from the purist norm. A
matched-guise experiment which measured the
community's attitudes towards Its own varieties has
produced unequivocal results IBeitoni and Gib-
bons 19881. Tapes of live different lunguage

__varieties were played to a cross-section of the
community In Sydney: Italian, dialect, English, a
light mixture (with some English transfers on a

regional Italian base) and a heavy mixture (with a
lot of English transfers on a dialect base). Among a
wide range of possible mixtures. these rather ex-
treme light and heavy mixtures were chosen as
representative respectively of first-generation
parents when they give their best. most formal.
polished performance, and of second-generation
children when they speak in the relaxed home and
neighbourhood environment. Subjects also were

In a multicultural nation, such as Australia
believes itself to be. any language resource

should be treasured, and the younger
generations should be praised for using their
community language, s as much as possible.'

asked to evaluate the voices they heard (but it was
always the same person speaking) on twelve
parameters that included both solidarity-oriented
traits (such as likeable-unpleasant and mate-
stranger) and power-oriented traits (such as rich-
poor and educated-uneducated).

Within the Italo-Australian community, both
Italian and English rate favourably on all traits. The
light mixture elicits unmarked, neutral responses for
most traits. The dialect too, scores close to the
mean for solidarity traits, though less well for
power-oriented traits. On the other hand, when
dialect is mixed with English to form the heavy
mixture, it is strongly stigmatised on all traits. Its
speakers are considered unpleasant, uneducated,
poor, unreliable, ugly, etc,

1111.1811111XIMICEMEMIIMM6.

'A new continuum emerges which has at the
lowest pole the dialect mixed with English,

and at the higher pole both English and
Italian, as long as the latter is tree Irom

English intrusions,

-
Long-entrenched pre.migration prejudices con-

demning the dialect And lavounng Italian combine
in Australia with new post-migration attitudes con-
demning English interference and praising 'pure'
codes. A new continuum emerges which has at the
lowest pole the dialect mixed with English, and at
the highest pole both English and Italian. as long as
the latter is free from English Intrusions Leaving
English aside as the unquestioned high language in
the big diglossic situation, and concentrating now
on the little ethnic dIglossia, we note that by
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assigning their best ratings to Italian, 'tab-Aus-
tralian people have clearly indicated their desire to
break out of the narrow confines of both their
original dialect and their new Australian mixture. At
the same time, however, by assigning their worst
ratings to the heavy mixture, which is the most
widespread variety among the second generation.
they have also revealed their despair at ever fulfill-
ing this desire under the present circumstances.

Conclusion

The gap between the coveted standard Italian on
the one hand, and the despised eroding mixture
actually used within the 'tab- Australian community
on the other, is too great to be bridged without
help. The figures on language shift show this
clearly. If Australia were seriously interested in
maintaining and developing its language resources.
it would intervene and break the vicious circle of
spiralling language attrition, by helping the ethnic
language of the young second-generation along
both the pragmatic-to-syntactic and the dialect-to-
Italian paths.

'It Australia was seriously interested in
maintaining and developing its language

resources it would intervene and break the
vicious circle of spiralling language attrition.

Instead, schools have not only failed to in-
tervene, but have often actively discouraged lan-
guage maintenance and development. True, Italian
is now the principal language other than English
studied in Australia. with 230,000-260,000
students taking it, 70% of whom are at primary
level, 28% at secondary level and 2% at tertiary
level (Di Biase, in press). But in terms of language
maintenance and development these high figures
remain ineffectual. In fact, the great majority (80-
90%1 of all primary school pupils studying Italian
are found in the so-called insertion classes, which
include too few children of Italian descent 12-3%),
and, in any case, in forty minutes tuition a week do
not reach viable results Bianco 1987b). Furth-
ermore. failing to differentiate between monolin-
gual Anglo-Celtic children (or children of other
ethnic groups with no experience of Italian) and
bilingual halo-Australian children, Australian
schools either Ignore the language skills of the
second generation and place all children In begin -
nets' classes, or overestimate then skills and place
them in advanced classes. In the first cast schools
condemn the children to boredom, II not lo sheer

vox

frustration and dismay, when the children realise
that their childish and informal native tongue is
much more genuine than the fictitious, stilted.
tonal language of their (all too often) anglophone
teacher. In the second case, schools punish the
children for not using properly the more adult
format language concocted by teachers and text-
books.
51.111

'Accepting the local language as a
productive starting point upon which to build
does not mean that it should be proposed as

the goal to reach.'

aee

It is ironic that after declaring Italian a commun-
ity language, most Australian schools have decided
to either ignore or despise the very language
spoken by the community. True again that the
halo-Australia community itself has negative at-
titudes towards the mixed language that children
bring to the class. But, of course, accepting the local
language as a productive starting point upon which
to build does not mean that it should be proposed
as the goal to reach. The community clearly and
emphatically wants Italian for its children: if we are
already half way there why not recognise it?
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Literature and Language Learning
by Thu Mehigun

Defending the value of a liberal education may
appear an unlikely undertaking oven the current of
opinion against the humanities. Recent formula-
tions of policy for higher education by the Federal
Government constitute a challenge to the view that
the humanities have Intrinsic value beyond the
need to provide service courses and train young
people for a job preferably in business or
industry. Allan Bloom's diagnosis of the plight of
the humanities In America In The Closing of the
American Mind makes it clear that this crisis of
confidence in the humanities is being felt beyond

Amidst all calls to restructure higher
education in Australia and make it more

sensitive and adaptable to national
economic priorities, the need to understand

clearly the broader function of the humanities
is more urgent than ever.'

our shores as well. And yet, amidst all calls to
restructure higher education in Australia and make
it more sensitive and adaptable to national econ-
omic priorities, the need to understand clearly the
broader function of the humanities that they
offer instruction on what is desirable to know about
humanity is more urgent than ever. In this article
I will make a case for a literary focus in language
learning and teaching conducted at the tertiary
level.

What should represent the aims of an education
in humanities? I know of no better definition of its
objectives than that Socratic question reformulated
by Bloom: how one should live. It is a question
made unfashionable by the dzmise of the notion of
truth and the concomitant rise of modem theories
of interpretation, such as deconstructiontsm. which
have rejected traditional claims to address the
theoretical whole and extolled the interpretative

AM=

'Fashion and the need to appear relevant
have led much of the humanities off in

pseudo-scientific directions.'

process at their expense. It Is worth adding here
that the spin! of Bloom's book has been poorly
understood and seriously misrepresented both
within Australia and in Bloom's native America. As
far as I can judges Bloom, by refocussing debate on
the intended goals of a liberal education, does not
mean to distort those goals nor to deny their
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manifold nature but, on the contrary, io ealeguard
that universal centre that makes such goals In

their diversity possible

The issue of what is fashionable about kn
owledge cannot be underestimated t3luum des-
cnbes clearly how parts of the humanities have
attempted to ally themselves with the social scien-
ces in order to appear useful. This has to some
extent required them to swatch for the predictable
about mankind and seek prescriptive solutions (or
human behaviour even though the study of
humanity shows it Is notoriously resultant to such
views. Fashion and the need to appear relevant

have led off much of the humanities in pseudo-
scientific directions and made attempts to address
the function of a liberal education appear decidedly
old hat. The way has been thrown open, for
example. to economics and economists who, avail-
ing themselves of the same fashionable cntena,
consider the free market as the basic social phen-
omer el, the rational expression of human relations
to be understood scientifically. The irony a point
well made by Bloom is that the scientific
investigation of the human being takes no account
of what is irreducible or ineffable about that being
and certainly sets no store by his pursuit of
happiness. In sum: 'Civilization. practically identical
to the free market and its results. threatens happi-
ness and dissolves community' ( p. 362).

'Developments in technical innovation in the
labour force will increasingly require the sort
of broad thinking skills that the humanities

have been accustomed to providing,'

Humanities are now under huge financial pres-
sures. Foreign language departments, with the
exception of Japanese and a very few Asian
languages. are especially endangered even though
current large trade imbalances with European
countries like West Germany argue persuasively
not merely for their preservation but for their
growth and extension. Today's competitive global
economy requires the sopnisticated language skills
that existing tertiary language departments already
provide. The pity of it is that the skills they offer are
almost completely ignored. The same may be said
of the humanities in general, since It Is likely that
developments in technological Innovation In the
labour force will Increasingly require the son of
broad thinking skills that the humanities have
always been accustomed to providing. It is instruc-
tive In this regard to consider the close connection

ri
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between ethnic-national languages and the tech-
nical languages of professional sub-cultures. The
languages generated by technological innovation.
particularly in the information and communication
industries, require an increasingly high level of
technical literacy and a return to language as the
basic goal of schooling. Kessler and Quinn show
that the wider the range, or repertoire, of language
controlled by individuals, the greater their capacity
of range over more fields of discourse with com-
plexity and sophistication. Indeed bilingual children
are shown to have significant advantages over their
monolingual peers when it comes to both divergent
and convergent thinking in scientific reasoning.

'Bilingual children are shown to have
significant advantages over their

monolingual peers when it comes to both
divergent and convergent thinking in

scientific reasoning:

While this suggests a strong case for the cultiva-
tion of foreign languages within our tertiary institu-
tions. opposite trends are now everywhere in
evidence. Literature. by which l mean the ac-
cumulated body of a culture's literature. has also
become somewhat of an unfashionable field of
study within language departments and these days
is usually expunged from course descriptions in
departmental handbooks.

Most language departments are now expressly
urged to isolate the study of foreign literatures from
language study so that students may be served
dispassionate dollops of unadulterated language.
even though every language teacher knows that
there can be no language learning without the
culture that literature of any length talks about. The

Our society is beginning to resemble
a well run machine, mechanically sound

but souless.'

fear is that the study of literature might be pursued
for its own sake, that literature might have um
pleasant things to say about the untrammelled
acquisition of wraith for Its own sake, that basic
human aspirations might not be exhausted In the
Interplay of market forces within the free economy.

The current lack of Interest In literature in many
areas of the humanities is hard to understand,

VOX

There is no doubt that a society needs to be
productive and to be managed efficiently. These
are the tangible aspects measured in profit and
loss, import and export and the provision of
matenal benefits to citizens But there are intangible

Literature both instructs and enriches, and it
does so by considering and judging the past.'

things as well without which even the most wealthy
national economy is impovenshed Our society is
beginning to resemble a well run machine. me-
chanically sound but soulless. We refine relentlessly
our metal shell that tames us in ever greater
comfort and with ever greater speed through a
natural environment we scarcely notice. much less
appreciate. We. the fully insured, fully paid up
passengers, have no sense of destination and are
increasingly indifferent to the reasons for our
Journey.

I believe strongly that we need to recover this
interest in ourselves. In the value of our lives
Literature helps us do this. Literature complicates
our view of ourselves by portraying individuals and
groups In situations that, though rarely smelly real.
are nevertheless genuine. Literature debates both
pnvate and putt issues. it deals with the way we
make tudgements and why our behaviour in society
is subtect to proper constraints. Literature

Society needs to know about the past. how
past thinkers reflected on their age and what

they deemed laudable and damnable

celebrates wisdom. upholds freedom and teaches
tolerance, literature descnbes the yearning of the
human spirit and expressly defends its worth. In
short, literature both instructs and ennches, and it
does so by considering and Judging the past.

My argument is that society needs to know about
the past, how past thinkers reflected on their age
and what thou deemed laudable and damnable
about their agy. What these thinkers pass on in all
national literatures is concerned knowledge which
should unashamedly inform the cumcula of depart.
ments of the humanities and be offered confidently
as the basis for a liberal education Good literature
has traditionally been, and should continue to be.
measured against its ambition to address the
question of how one should live There are cultural.
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histoncal and even sexual factors which condition
precisely how this question is put, and a vanety of
methods both scientific and unscientific. both up
to date and traditional is required to analyse how
these factors operate in their specific context
Where new ways to understand literature are
attempted. they should attract funding, even if they
end up making hitle contribution to the scientific

Where new ways to unaerstand literature
are attempted. they snoulo attract funning.
even it they end up matting little contribution

to the scientific unaerstanding of human.,)
to its material well-being but confirm the non-

rational pursuit of happiness.

understanding of humanity or to its material well-
being but confirm the non-rational pursuit of
happiness. In all cases what is important is that the
message of good books should be understood
undistorted by our perspective in the present and
offered to minds both mature and maturing in the
spirit in which they were written.

Good books and good literature are terms I use
carefully. In the wake of the pubhcanon of Bloom's
book. The Closing of the Amencan Mind, there has
been considerable debate about what constitutes a
canonical text, and the point has been made
correctly that white, male and Western literature
should not necessanly hold sway when there is a
wealth of valuable literature that is neither white.
male nor Western In origin. These criticisms.
however. do not distract debate: they in fact
sharpen its locus. Discussion over what constitutes
the proper curnculum is desirable and indeed
should be spirited when so much is at stake.

The point has been made correctly that
white. male. and Western literature should
not necessarily hold sway when there is a

wealth of literature that 16 neither while. male
or Western in origin.

a
The study of good books wnnen In the past will

always involve criticism of the past and may also
imply criticism of the present as well. This is Its
function to appraise what is worth preserving
and to discard what is not Those who appraise
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their erne and are remembered commend them-
selves to the present because they speak out a
message recognized in the present by its sincerity.
its appeal to a universal sensibility we have until
recently been accustomed to calling truth. Higher
education is the only forum society has whose main
task is to debate how these messages are best
understood and to provide the intelligent and the
interested with a way of gaining meanmgful access
to them. The point is that reflection on important
information about past societies and the individuals
who inhabited them: is not only desirable for our
present sense of humanity. it is one of the vital
elements that make our community cohere.

People. diverse in age, culture and social organ-
ization. find their way to one another through an
understanding of what makes them share basic
human concerns. These are the things that the
literature of all nations tells us about, these are the
reasons the literature of other countries is taught
and studied. Clearly, then. the study of all national
literatures has an immutable place within the
tertiary education curriculum not only our own
literature, of course, but not least our own either.

Most importantly of all, we read and study
the literature of other nations because we

need to understand the place we occupy in
that community of nations.

Most importantly of all, we read and study the
literature of other nations because we need to
understand the place we occupy in that community
of nations. Such understanding will have tangible
economic rewords. the prosperity we will then
enjoy will be spiritual as well as material.
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The Interview Test
of English as a Second Language
Mapping Progress at Lower ASLPR Levels
by Patrick Griffin, Lyn Martin and Barry Tomlinson

The development ol the Interview Test of Engl-
ish as a Second Language IITESLI was undertaken
by the Cumculum Branch of the Victonan Educa-
tion Department in 1985. 1986 and revised in
1987-88. The initial work was in response to a
request from the Adult Migrant Education Service
(AMES) for an assessment instrument which would
assist in the evaluation of outcomes of ESL courses.
It was requested that the Instrument show finer
gradations in the measurement of student
achievement than were currently available using
the Australian Second Language Proficiency Rating
Scale (ASLPR). (Ingram. 1984). The ASLPR desig-SEMIS `011711==1.

took some time for me project team to
understand what was meant by a teacher

who announced that a student was a
good one!

natal 7 levels in language ability ranging from no
proficiency to native like. Informal divisions of the
ASLPR levels were already in use in the classifica-
tion of students in the levels up to Level 2 (those of
Interest to the AMES) on the scale. Teachers
vanously descnbed their students as 'good 1T.
'weak Ts' and so on. It took some rime for the
project team to understand what was meant by a
teacher who announced that a student was a good
one!

Assessment of ESL is a very emotional area. The
search for a graded series of tasks for an interview
revealed adherents to venous approaches to lan-
guage teaching and assessment with commitments
to one syllabus or approach, or one theory or one
theme. They could be imagined as a senes of
groups standing in different places, adopting dil-
lerent philosophies, different approaches and dif-
ferent theories. It was as if each group had drawn a
circle around itself, raised an umbrella of rhetonc.
stood under that umbrella and declared everything
inside that umbrella as right, and everyone outside,
as wrong. As the team moved from one group to
the next, It seemed to them that there had been a
failure of communication between groups whose
very reason for existence was the development ol
communication skills in others.

In addition to the disarray that exists In the field.
the team laced the situation of multiple approaches
to teaching and multiple syllabi In the classrooms of
the Adult Migrant Education Service (AMES).

Vox

Within one program there could be a completely
functional approach, a completely grammatical ap-
proach. a sociocultural approach and a psycho-
linguistic approach to language development. The
task was to Identify a screening test which could be
used for placing students in courses. The agenda
was to examine all the objectives of the AMES
courses and develop a screening test based on
those objectives. It seemed impossible. Add to that
the polemics of belief and the problem looked even
harder. There was also the dimensionality debate. It
was decided to step back and start from first
principles.

The literature revealed that the Johnston and
Pienemann (1954) model had a great deal of
currency with teachers at the time. It also showed
that other approaches have a similar degree of
acceptability. There was the Foreign Service In-
stitute (FSI) material and the American Council for
the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) clas-
sifications (LiskinGasparro, 1984). Whatever was
produced had to be related in some way to the

Figure 1 Higgs and Clifford Hypothetical
Relative Contribution Model
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VOX

ASLPR because of its utility. its ubiquity across the
courses, and the extent of the teachers' knowledge
of its rating system.

An additional theory that offered a great deal
was the contributory model of Higgs and Clifford
11982). Working with language instructors, they
had identified five specific areas that were most
pertinent to language development. Their model
examined the relative contribution of vocabulary.
grammar, pronunciation, fluency, and socio-
cultural aspects. These are shown in Figure 1.

'Assessment of ESL
is a very emotional area.

-a
The levels across the bottom of the graph are the

ACTFL classifications or the PSI gradations up to
five. Along the vertical axis is the relative contribu-
tion that each of these makes at each of the
different levels of language development The bot-
tom part of the graph shows the part of language
development important to the AMES at the time of
the project. The heavy dotted line represents
vocabulary whose relative importance peaks
rapidly. indicating that at first a vocabulary must be
established. Then grammatical competence ap-
pears, in the early proficiency development levels,
to be of Increasing relative Importance, followed by
pronunciation. These are not absolute measures of
importance. If the heights of all the lines at any
given point along the proficiency level axis are
added they sum to 100. So they are relative
estimates of importance. The figure indicates that
vocabulary is most Important early, then pronun-
canon then grammar and so on. As the students
reach level three, the order of relative contribution
is grammar, vocabulary, fluency, pronunciation
and socio-cultural element. By the time the
students reach native-like proficiency. all compon-
ents have the same relative contribution. Since the
project concentrated on levels equivalent to levels
0. 1 and 2 the model Informed us that our most
important aspects would be vocabulary, pronuncia-
tion and grammar.

Method

Classroom observations, listening to the way in
which teachers were Intuitively assessing students
provided an Initial guide. When teachers leach they
are continually asking questions, checking, getting
leedback and there Is a large amount of informal,
intuitive assessment occurring. In observing the

58

teachers, the team attempted to mimic that informal
and intuitive style of questioning in an interview in
order to take the learning, the teaching and the
assessment and blend it all together. However, a
large number of teachers used an approach to
questioning in the classroom which was a verbal
equivalent of sentence completion. They would, for
example, point to something and say, 'This is a
. . .?'. It would be very difficult to model an entire
interview on that. A detailed report of these
procedures is given in the report (Griffin et al.
1986).

The Johnston and Pienemann stages of de-
velopment were also taken into account Other
influences were the hierarchical theories of learn-
ing, in particular the Gagne' (19771 mot el. If we
take the stages of learning that Gagne' identified.
chaining is lust the production of sounds without
differentiation. Discrimination is the pronunciation
of words, the separation of words and word order
and being able to tell one word from another, being
able to hear the beginning and end of words and
being able to separate them from one another.
Being able to conceptualize. in concrete terms and
in abstract terms. form the next stages of ,ievelop-
ment. Rule -using involves the combination of many
concepts and the application of these to struct.aral
and social rules of language. Problem- soloing in-
volves the application of rules to address specific
!unctions and problem-situations based in lan-
guage. Finally, cognitive strategies involve the
creative use of language manifested in humour, in
poetry, in irony and In creative expression. It is a
cumulative hierarchy, as one strategy might involve
many problem solutions: one problem might in-
volve the application of many rules, one rule many
concepts and so on.

'It seemed that there had been a lack of
communication between groups whose very
reason for existence was the development of

communication skills in others.'

Johnston's 11985) explanation of the six stages
of development In the Johnston and Renemann
model also Illustrates a great similarity to the first
four or five of the Gagne' progression. However.
their ImplIcational model was conceived and
analyzed as deterministic. Johnston used Gun-
man's (1945) deterministic analysis of his data.
Nevertheless, the Input of the three approaches
blended In quite well. The analysis of course
materials. Interviews with teachers, analyses of alas-

14.
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Table 1 Cross Reference of Johnston & Pienemann Model and the ITESL
LEARNING THEORY WITH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Stage Task Element

VOX

P 4 J Code p J Level

1. chaining Name common objects
2. discrimination Name common actions
3. concepts Describe attributes
4. concepts Give obtain information
5. concepts State possessions
6. concepts identify other actions
7, concepts express time
8. rule make requests
9. rule describe routines

10. rule state plans
11. rule ask questions
12. rule describe actions
13. rule give directions
14. rule possessions- others
15. rule express preferences
16. rule make offers modals polite
17. rule probable actions simple future
18. rule describe complete action simple past
19. problem solve provide information gerunds
20. problem solve provide alternatives conditionals

nouns
verbs
adjectives
copula
pronouns
pronouns
adverbs
polite forms
's marker
future cont.
wh-? form
pres. cont
prepositions
poss adjectv.
comparatives

words formulae
ing
more -ed

possess

ad-verbs

3--SG-s
Aux -ing

p-rep. strand
case 3rd
- er -est
quest. lag. 2-sub comp

ge-rund
dat mvmt

1.2
2
3

4

3

5
4

4
4/5
5
6

6
6

sroom observations and workshops with teachers
identified 20 language tasks which could be or-
dered according to the three approaches and then
validated using teacher judgment to rank them in
the order in which they would be taught. The
relationship among these approaches is presented
in Table 1. In the revision of the ITESL. one item
was removed and a further two were added, mak-
ing 21 Items in the revised form.

Listening to the way in which teachers
were intuitively assessing students provided

an initial guide.'

At the base of the tasks were chaining recogni-
tion and formulaic tasks. In the Johnston scheme
this is descnbed as the 'use oi single words or
form/ale approach to language or levels one or
two. The discrimination of sounds and object
separation, or one verb from another translates to
'using -mg sounds' In the Johnston table at level 2.
So it was possible to progress through the tasks
from naming common objects and actions, descnb-
Ing attributes, giving Information, stating posses-
sions, identifying other actions and so on, to line

each one up with an element of structure and then
compare each one with the teaming theory ap-
proach. the language development model of John-
ston and Flenemann and the Higgs and Clifford
conmbutory model. There was a quite good match
between the levels of development in the gen-
eralized learning theory and the development
progression. Where there is a dotted line in the
table there was no obvious direct match.

There are a number of options available to the
project. The context could have been fixed and
made obligatory together with the eliciting language
so that the only thing that would vary was the
student's response. However, there was the
problem that language is rarely completely tight or
completely wrong. Hence It was decided to use the
Rasch Partial Credit Model (Masters. 1980). This Is
probabilistic and enabled a monitofing of attribute
development. The model postulates that It Is likely
that a student can perform a language task at or
near the level of ability but not If the task is well
above that level. It Is very likely that the student will
adequately peform the task if It Is well below the
level of ability. The assumption is that the person's
ability and the difficulty of the task can be simultan-
eously plotted on the same dimension. This Is a
dimension that it was possible to identify as corn
mon among the literature and practice of teachers.,-
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Art analytic approach to identifying scoring
cntena for the interview items was used. At first the
scoring criteria for each item were structural, but
this changed because of the way the scoring
processes were validated. About 270 interviews
were tape-recorded and a group of experienced
teachers were asked to listen to these and to
identify what it was that discriminated between
different qualities of responses that the students
gave. Their analyses of what distinguished the
students from each other were taken to be the
criteria for the items. They were scored on a three
point scale 0.1 and 2. A zero meant that the answer
was the weakest of three types of responses. it did
not mean that it was wrong. This has led to some
problems, in fact and the revised form of the test is
now being scored using a scale of 1, 2 and 3.
Teachers felt uncomfortable when required to give
a score of 0 to an answer that is partly right!

An analytical approach to identifying scoring
criteria for the interview items was used:

The formulae provided a framework for con-
structing an item bank of test questions that had the
same focus, but which might be applied in various
contexts to incorporate different course content
They should not be seen as an attempt to define a
set of syntactic or grammatical rules for the de-
velopment of language. The (=wise are couched
in a form to ensure that only a restricted and
specific range of language Is used by the interviewer
when developing items to test each objective. The
symbols in the formulae are defined as follows:

< > Elements in angular brackets are replaced by
a word or phrase. Often, restrictions on the
possible inclusion are specified.

Elements listed in between straight lines are
alternatives. one of which must be used.

I Elements in square brackets are optional, i.e.
they may be omitted.

Using the formulae as set out enables each objec-
tive to be tested by an item that is developed to suit
the content required by the teacher. For example,

I I

Num Name Measure Error

21 Tense maw 3.57 ,23
20 Past Pefct 3.01 .19
19 First Condition 2.00 13
18 Gerunds 1.65 .12
17 Simple Past 1.53 12
16 Simple-Futrs 127 .17
11 Wh-Questns 1.03 .11
15 Offers 8 Invites .97 .11
9 SiMPle-Prst .87

14 Comparatives .75 .14
13 Directions .67 .11
10 Futures .50 17
8 Requests .40 13

12 Pres-Cntns 24 11
5 Possessives .19 15
7 Advrb-Time .02 .13
6 Personal-Pms -.10 .15
4 Verb-to-be -.24 .15
2 Verbs -.72 .16
3 Adjectives -1.84 .19
1 Nouns -too .20

Table 2 Interview Item Focus, Relative Difficulty
and Standard Error

the formulae for testing Objective 11 of the ITESL,
Offers and Requests is set out in Figure 2.

Objective 11 could be tested using any of the
following questions:

Lyn wants her friend to come to her home.
What does she ask her?

You want your friend to have a drink.
What do you ask him?

She wants to buy her friend a coffee.
What does she say?

Each of these examples tests the same objective,
but they may or may not be suitable for testing
achievement alter a particular course. Provided the
formulae and restrictions are followed it is possible
to create Interview test questions that are suitable
for a wide range of possible contexts. Further, by
strictly adhering to the formulaic approach, It Is
possible to avoid giving the appropriate response

Figure 2 Sample Formulae Ion Testing Objective 11, Offers and Request, of ITESL

<Pronoun>lwant/4<verb>11<nOun subject>1(<verb>l<modifler><noun>
<noun> <pronoun>

What I does II <noun subject> I I
say I 1c pronoun>)?

do <pronoun> ask

tJo
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Figure 3 Stimulus Material for Objective 11,
Offers and Requests of [TESL

embedded in the stimulus and thereby eliciting an
'echo' response. Each objective has been designed
to avoid both the echo and the verbal equivalent of
the doze test item.

The inteviewer constructing the item needs to
select the context most appropnate to the instruc-
don or placement, the structure (fixed in these
objectives) and the function deemed appropriate.
The content of each component of the formulae
can be altered to suit a particular purpose. The
examples given in the test manual, and tested in the
accompanying test instrument, do not necessarily
belong to a context or function specific to any
group of students. Accordingly, it is appropriate for
the teachers to design their own tests from these
formulae when the aim is to monitor the
achievement levels of their classes.

The example used to test this objective is shown
in Figure 3. The interviewer used this stimulus with
the prompt: 'She wants to buy her Mend a coffee.
Wha does she say?'

There are numerous contexts in which the
student may be tested with this objective,

Social:

He wants to ask a girl to a party
What does he say?
He wants to offer his friend a lift.
What does he say?
He wants to help his Mend paint the house.
What does he say?

Work:
He wants to offer the man a job.
What does he say?

All of the objectives can be adapted In this
manner, The context and the function can be

VOX

altered for each of them to suit the purpose and
content of a course. The task being asked of the
student is to make an offer. But it is a restricted way
of asking the student to do it. Note also that there
are no specific determiners in the formula. That is,
the response is not included in the question in order
to avoid the student 'echoing' the interviewer's
question.

Twenty-one of these formulae have now been
developed, moving sequentially from chaining up
as jar as problem-solving. It was also possible to
ensure that the difficulty of the items increased as
the student moved from item 1 to item 21. Table 2
shows how the difficulty of the items varies and
presents the margin of error associated with each
item. The Rasch partial credit model gives the
estimate of error for each item rather than the
normal estimate of reliability.

The table shows that the item difficulty levels are
very close and that progression from one item to

Figure 4 Distribution of Interview Items and
Students on the Same Continuum
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the next in the test may be problematic. In fact, it is
possible for students to develop their own idiosyn-
cratic path through the items. The distribution of
items as illustrated in Figure 4 shows that some
items can be located at or about the same place on
the underlying dimension.

reacners ten uncorntortaole
wnen require° to give a score ut 0 to an

answer that is party rignt.

The test provides both magnitude and direction
of language task clk.velopment along a measurable
dimension of language and the progression of
language tat provides independent evidence of
the students placement along the dimension. This
enables the teacher to obtain an estivate of the
student's ability. Thus the test can be used to
monitor the student's development in the early
stages of language acquisition. Figure 5 below

1111.1=MII

shows how the group of students interviewed with
the test relate to the items in the revised ITESL

The test's use as a diagnostic tool was also
explored by mapping the responses, using the
partial credit model There are regions of most
likely response. If a score of 12. for example, was
obtained on the first test and a line was drawn
through the figure below at that score, we can see
that the line runs above the shaded area for
'nouns', 'verbs'. 'adjectives' and the 'copula'. It

Proviaea the Formulae ana restrictions are
'Monde° t Is Possible to create interview test
guest ores mat are suitable for a wide range

31 possible contexts:

runs through the shaded area for possessive pron-
ouns and above that of personal pronouns. The
shaded region is the region of highest probability

Figure 5 Diagnostic Chart for Sub-test 1 of ITESL
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for a score of 1. Above the region the probability is
highest for a score of 2. Below it the probability is
highest for a score of 0 given that total score of 12.
if the student's response was such that the score
was much lower than expected, given the overall
total, some exploration of reasons would be worth-
while in order to check if there is need for remedia-
non. If the score is low, but as expected. the teacher
has information for instructional purposes. If the
score is lower than expected. the teacher may have
identified an area in which remediation is required.
Further investigation would be warranted. We be-
lieve, therefore. that tests based on these approa-
ches have the potential to provide both placement
and diagnostic information.
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Trends and Factors in Language Shift
in Australia
by Michael Clyne and Stephanie slaehrling

A recent article in Vox (Clyne 1988a) reported
on some aspects of the language situation in
Australia based on the 1986 Census data. A
comparison of this data with 1976 Census statistics
indicated increased use of some languages leg
Chinese. Arabic, Spanish. Vietnamese) due to new
immigration and increased reporting of the use of
other languages (eg Macedonian. Maltese)
presumably because of renewed language loyalty.
The comparison also indicated a reduction in the
reported use of some languages (notably German.
French and Italian. but also Dutch and. taking into
account the recent influx of migrants. Polish). Pan
of this decrease can be attnbuted to the change in
the wording of the language question from lam
guages regularly used' to 'home language(s)' In
the groups concerned. there are now many adults
who use only English In their own homes and the
community language in their parents' homes. The
previous paper also referred to the clustering of the

'new' languages in New South Wales and the
continued concentration of most of the more
established community languages in Victoria.

In this paper we shall employ cross - tabulations
between first and second generation home lan-
guage use and place of residence (state). sex.
period of residence and age to analyse and explain
trends in the past decade in language maintenance
and language shift.

The 1976 Census revealed a remarkably consis-
tent rank ordering of ethnolinguistic groups regard-
ing language retention, with Greek-Australians
showing the greatest language maintenance rate:
Dutch-Australians the highest language shift to
English only, and people of Italian. Yugoslay.
Polish. German and Maltese backgrounds taking
intermediate positions In that order. This pattern
was almost completely consistent In every state and
territory of Australia, with minor variations in the
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Table 1. Language Shift in First Generation (percentages)

Birthplace NSW VIC OLD

43.1

WA

42.0

SA

38.2

TAS
45.5

NT

453
ACT

41.1

Total
Australia

39.5AUSTRIA 39.9 37.2
FRANCE 27.1 29.3 25.3 27.4 28.2 32.9 23.2 30.2 27.5
GERMANY 41.1 39.5 42.3 43.8 37.8 43.3 48.5 44.4 40.8
GREECE 4.8 3.6 9.3 7.8 4.2 4.9 5.4 6.1 4.4
HUNGARY 24.1 21.6 30.9 28.3 23.3 42.4 40.5 28.3 24.4
ITALY 11.0 8.9 15.9 11.1 9.8 23.2 19.2 15.6 10.5
LEBANON 4.4 5.4 20.8 19.5 10.2 14.7 21.1 14.7 5.2
MALTA 25.6 22.2 44.1 55.3 35.0 74.4 68.2 46.5 26.0
NETHERLANDS 49.0 48.9 48.8 45.0 47.4 461 59.6 51.2 48.4
POLAND 16.7 16.3 20.4 39.8 12.8 16.9 30.4 14.8 16.0
SOUTH AMERICA 8.2 8.4 26.7 19.5 22.5 34.8 18.4 14.8 10.1
SPAIN 11.4 13.0 13.4 17.6 20.1 35.7 12.6 11.9 13.1
TURKEY 4.1 3.3 18.5 9.3 9.5 26.1 29.2 15.3 4.2
VIETNAM 2.8 2.5 4 0 3.0 4.3 10.8 5.2 5.8 3.0
YUGOSLAVIA 7.9 8.6 17.8 11.7 13.9 25.1 33.1 10.4 9.5

Source. Based on cross-tabulation 'Home Lan_guage - English Only - by Birthplace ABS. Census of Australia 1986
Note South American here col.-..,rs only the Spanish-speaking counlnes of South America 'Yugoslav -born includes

speakers of a number of languages. Vietnam-born covers both Chinese and Vietnamese speakers

first generation; and in the second generation from
exogamous manages and endogamous marriages
(Clyne 1982:34,44). The variables that appeared
to be of unequivocal significance in language shift
were: cultural similarity to the dominant cultural
group, a relatively minor role of language in the
respective cultural value system (cf. Smofia 1979,
1981). exogamy, gender (masculinity) and age.

The 1986 Census data was cross-tabulated in
such a way that facilitates comparisons between a
larger number of first generation (but unfortunately
not more second generation) grottos.

First generation language shift

People born in Vietnam (whether Chinese or
Vietnamese speakers), Turkey, Greece and
Lebanon have the lowest language shift (see Table
1). The shift among the Yugoslav-bom (9.5) Is the
same as in 1976 and is now lower than that for the
Italian-born, which has risen from 6.3 to 10.5. The
decrease in language shift among the Polish-born
(from 20.2 to 16.0) may be attributed to the recent
arrivals.

All other group for which there is comparative
data show at least some increase in language shift
since 1976. French and Hungarians, for whom we
did not have cross-tabulations in 1976, form a
group of 'moderate language shifters together with
the Maltese-born to whose ethnolingutstic revival
Clyne (1988a) referred. The substantial Increase In
German language shift and the continuing rise In

64

that of the Dutch accounts for the decrease in the
reported use of German and Dutch respectively_

The 1976 data seemed to suggest (Clyne
1982:36-39) that there was a fairly uniform rank-
ing of states as to relative language shift which
applied to most of the groups. South Australia
tended to show the lowest language shifts, followed
by Victoria and then NSW. By 1986. the lowest
shift rates for Greeks and Italians were no longer in
South Australia but in Victoria; that for Dutch was
no longer in South Australia but In Tasmania; and
the French. Hungarians and Lebanese maintained
their first language in the home more in New South
Wales than either South Australia or Victoria.

The highest language shifts tend to be in the
same states and territories as in 1976, but the
Northern Territory has displaced Queensland as the
unit with the highest shift from German. whereas
for Greeks the highest shift is now in Queensland,
not in Tasmania.

Second generation language shift

As in 1976, language shift is greater in the
second generation than In the first In all the groups.
The difference is least between the Greek-born and
their children. The rank ordering of language
maintenance by ethnollnguistic group in the second
generation where both parents were born In the
same country Is Identical to that of the first
generation, namely (from lowest to highest shift)
Australians of Greek, Yugoslay. Italian, Maltese,
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Table 2. Language Shift in Second Generation of Endogamous Marriages (percentages)

VOX

Birthplace of
Parents NSW VIC OLD WA SA TAS NT ACT

Total
Australia

GERMANY 72.5 70.0 82.7 72.2 57.6 75.8 75.1 69.8 73.1
GREECE 9.1 7.0 20.1 22.1 8.3 5.3 8.3 12.4 8.7
ITALY 30.2 24.4 43.9 36.4 27.6 43.0 42.9 38.2 29.3
MALTA 62.0 53.1 72.6 73.1 70.3 84.0 88.9 74.1 58.8
NETHERLANDS 85.8 86.5 85.7 82.3 MS 84.1 83.5 85.9 85.4
YUGOSLAVIA 15.0 15.0 30.5 32.1 25.1 36.5 42.5 16.0 18.0

Source. Basea on cross-tabulation 'Home Language - English Only - by Birthplace of Parents ABS Census or Australia 1986
Note. Cross-tabulations with language were availablemy for nose second generation groups

and Dutch parentage. Apart from those whose
parents were born in Greece. all the groups have
increased their language shift since 1976, some-
thing that most probably reflects the change in the
question. The decrease in Greek language shift
should be seen in terms of an ethnic revival
(Fishman et al 1985. Clyne 1988) and an indication
of ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles, Bourhis and Taylor
1977).

Apart from the Dutch, all ethnolinguistic groups
recorded their lowest language shift in the first and
second generation in the same state.

Table 3 shows that Greek alone has more than a
50% chance of being maintained in. or as a result of
being raised in. an 'ethnolinguistically mixed'
household. Apart from a transposition of German
and Maltese, the rank ordering of language shift is
the same as for the first generation and for the
second generation resulting from endogamous
manages.

Language shift and regional population
distribution

The fairly uniform ranking in 1976 of state
language shift rates across ethnolinguistic groups
does not occur in 1986. It is in the state where a
group is relatively numencally strongest that its
language shift is lowest. So the Lebanese and
Spanish/South Americans have their lowest shift in

NSW. the Greeks, Italians and Maltese in Victona.
and the Germans. Austrians and Polish-bam in
South Australia. Conversely, the highest shift away
from Italian, Maltese and Spanish is in Tasmania
where their speakers are least concentrated. The
same applies to Greeks in Queensland.

Language shift and gender

The tendency in 1976 for females to maintain
their community language more than males IClyne
1982:42) has become tar more marked (Table 4).
The particularly large increase In the male:female
difference among Italians and Greeks may be
related to the change in the question, since the data
seems to suggest that the fathers are providing the
model of English for the children. Hunganans.
Dutch and Germans show the greatest gender
differences in language shift and Greeks the least.
This may reflect patterns of out-mamage. (Greeks
show the lowest out-mamage rate and Dutch and
Germans the highest). Gender difference, however.
has little impact on general language shift patterns,
as shown by the Hunganan and French-born. The
two groups vary substantially in gender differences
(because of their different migration patterns), but
show approximately the same language shift rate.

It should be noted that the more recently arrived
groups (Lebanese, Turks, South Americans) record
most of the lowest gender differences, while older

Table 3. Language Shift in Second Generation of Endogamous Marriages (percentages)

Birthplace of
Parents NSW VIC OLD WA SA TAS NT ACT

Total
Australis

GERMANY 83,8 84.6 89.4 86.9 84.9 86.6 87.8 83.7 85.4
GREECE 35.7 41.2 56.0 54.1 39.8 59.7 40,5 49.7 413
ITALY 66.1 68.7 80.2 76.3 70.8 88.8 81.0 79,8-7-5788
t,4iirt. A 84.1 86,4 93.7 91.7 89.2 94.2 9171 93.4 88.6
NETHERLANDS 93.1 91,5 91.0 91.8 92.1 93.5 90,6 90.3 92,0
YUGOSLAVIA 57.8 G3.5 78.4 71,1 69.1 84.2 87.9 60,3 65.6-

Source Baser] on crosstabula Don Home Language -English only - by BirInPlace of Parents ABS Census 01Ausaast I986
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established communities, especially from Northern
and Central Europe have the highest (probably as a
result of marriage patterns and assimilationist ten-
dencies). The unusual statistics for Filipinos is
probably due to the large number of Philippines-
born women mamed to Anglo-Australians.

Taking into account the venation between the
1976 and 1986 Census data on this point, it may
be that gender differences in language maintenance
become greater with increased time of residence in
Australia.

All the second generation groups have expenen-
ced a greater language maintenance rate among
females than among males.

Language shift and period of residence

The widespread non-response to the period of
residence question in the 1976 Census made cross-
tabulation pointless. In 1986. such cross-tabulation
offered additional information. In addition to asses-
sing the number of years in Australia after which a
switch from a particular language to English as the
sole home language is most likely to occur, it also
indicated the importance of belonging to a par-
ticular sub-group which migrated at a particular
time ('vintage' f. Kunz 1969) or of having lived
through a specific penod of Australia's history.

Several groups subdivide into a number of
vintages. For Instance, most of the Czech-born

Table 4. First Generation Language Shift to
English Only by Sex

Birthplace Male Female

43.8 35.2_AUSTRIA
FRANDE 28.4 24.9
GERMANY 44.7 36.8
GREECE 5.5 3.3
UsG 'Y 29.7 16.3

13.3 7.2_Dux
6,0 4.3_LEEIANON

MALTA 26.4 23,3
NETHERLANDS__ 531_ 42.9_
PHILIPPINES 182 25.4
'OLAN 9 19.8 11.7
SOUTH AMERICA 11.3 9.3

PAIN 14.2 11.6
4.1 2.8__TIARKEY

YUGOSLAVIA 11.9 6.7

SOLIECO Based on vosslaothanon Home Language -
CVO Only - by Binnoiate - by Sea AaS
Census of Austtaaa 1906
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miarated in 1938-39. in 1947-49, or in 1968,
although there were, of course, some who came at
other times. The Hungarian-born also fall into three
main groups, 1938-39. 1947-49. and 1956-57.
again with some migrating later. There has been a
continuous migration of Germans and Austrians
since the early 1950's, but the largest sub-group
came in the early to mid-1950's. The most recent
sub-group have, on the whole a higher socioecon-
omic status and educational level than their
predecessors. The other significant sub-group as
with Czechs and Hungarians were the refugees
from National Socialism (or Fascism). Members of
the sub-group generally had Jewish connections
although by no means all were practising Jews or
even identified Jews. For Greeks too, the Second
World War marked the boundary between vin-
tages. Another landmark is 1967, when refugees
from the military dictatorship mined the economic
migrants of the 1950's and early to mid-60's.

The Yugoslav-born are so diverse as a category
(Croats, Serbs, Macedonians, Slovenians, Hun-
garians. Albanians, Slovaks, and others) that it is of
virtually no sociolinguistic value. However, the
division between the 'displaced persons' of the late
1940's and the economic migrants of the 1960's
and 70's is still of significance. Before the Second
World War, virtually all the Polish-born in Australia
were Jewish. Some had come in the 1920's: others
immediately before the War. The most important
postwar vintages were the Catholic 'displaced
persons' and the Jewish survivors of the Holocaust
(late 1940's) and the migrants of the past 10-15
years.

On the whole, the data indicates that language
shift tends to increase with a longer period of
residence in Australia (see Figure 1). That this is not
always the case is borne out by remarkably high
rates of 'English only' use among very recently
arrived single migrants presumably due to their
housing or marital situation.

There are clear cut-off points in the way penod
of residence affects language shifts:

After four or five years in Australia, probably due
to pressure from the children (Austrians. Czechs,
Germans. Hunganans, Dutch, but not Southern
Europeans, Turks or Lebanese).

After ten years, in some cases marking the
beginning of a new vintage (a new group of
Poles, with additional opportunities for network-
ing and language maintenance and a new group
of more affluent and/or educated Germans,
Austrians and Dutch, able to utilise improved
means of communication with Europe -
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Figure 1 Language Shift by Period of Residence (percentages)
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frequent trips to the country of origin. visits from
overseas relatives, videos and publications from
overseas). This periodisation probably also re-
flects the changed policies and attitudes in
Australia and the initiatives in education, the
media and libraries. Those groups affected par-
ticularly by this are those which normally show
moderately high to high language shift (thus not
Greeks, Italians and 'Yugoslays whose shift
patterns are more uniform).

After 20-29 years - marking a new vintage in
the case of the post-1956 Hungarian refugees
only.

After 30-39 years lie those who migrated bet-
ween 1946 and 1956). simply the result of longer
period of residence and of assimilahonist pres-
sures at the time of migration.

After 40 + years (le prewar migrants), where a
reaction against political and/or racial oppression
in the country of origin together with wartime
xenophobia in Australia led to language shift in
some families. This applies to Germans. Czechs
and, to a lesser extent, to Hungarians but not to
Austrians. Among the latter, the language shift for
prewar refugees is only marginally higher than
that for the economic migrants of the 1950's.
Some Austrians, by propagating their own
national variety of German, distance themselves
from the German variety of the aggressor and
invader. (The myth of Austria as the victim of
Nazi Germany has become a dominant feature of
Austrian postwar foreign policy.) Language main-
tenance reflected the importance of some of the
refugees' belief in themselves as bearers of
European culture in exile (Clyne 1981:22). This
attitude was especially strong among immediate
postwar Polish 'displaced persons' and is the key
factor distinguishing their relatively low shift from
that of the prewar Polish -born. They have long
integrated into a predominantly English-medium
Australian-Jewish community whose symbolic

Table 5. Comparison ol First Generation Language

ethnic language has since become Hebrew (Kier-
berg 1983. Kouznan 1988, Clyne 1988:74).

While the post-1956 Hungarian refugees have
shifted less than their compatriots who arrived in
1947-49. this was not the case among the refugees
from Czechoslovakia in 1968.

Period of residence and vintage affect different
groups to varying degrees. Language shift does not
increase greatly among Greeks. Italians are affected
more. but Czechs. Poles. Dutch and Lebanese are
groups for which language shift rises substantially
with time.

Language shift by age
in the first generation

We must also take into account the tensions
between the factors 'age' and 'period of residence'.
In 1976, most of the groups studied experienced
their lowest language shift among the over-fifties.
the second lowest in the 30-49 age group, and the
highest language shift in the 20-29 age groups-
(Clyne 1982:42). In 1986. it is still the case that the
oldest age group maintains the community lan-
guage most in the home (despite comparisons
being difficult). The exceptions are due to the
interface of age, vintage and period of residence leg
Greeks. Poles) and the number of elderly people
who came to Australia as single young males and
out-married leg Lebanese, Turks, Yugoslays).

The highest language shift for nearly all the
birthplace groups is among the 25-34 year olds
with a shift almost as high in the 35-44 group
among Austrian-, German-. and Dutch-born. The
35-44 age group experiences the highest shift
among those born in Poland or Yugoslavia. A
feature of the 1986 data is the very low shift among
the children of new migrants from Poland and
Yugoslavia. The low language shift in the elderly
and the higher language shift in the young are
probably due to a combination of factors:

Shift in the Younger Age Groups, 1976 and 1986

Birthplace
1976

5-9 10-14 5-9
1986
10-14 15-24

GERMANY 35.1 35.5 24.8 30.4 40.9
GREECE 5,1 5.5 10.3 8.2 5.8
ITALY 11,7 9.4 18.6 12.2 11,5
MACE 39,6 40.4 31.8 25.6 32.4
NETHERLANDS 47.7 44.1 39.3 31.5 43.2_
POLAND 18.7 12,9 2,0 3,0 6,5
YUGOSLAVIA 11.6 11.1 6.4 6.4 8.0
Source ABS, Census ol Australia t976 and 1986
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Table 6. Language Shift by Age - Second Generation

Source Based on cross-tabuiation Home Language - English Only - oy Birthplace of Parents . ABS. Census of Australia 1986

Birthplace of Total
Parents 0-4 5-14 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 - Australia
GERMANY 44.3 68.0 67.8 76.4 86.4 92.0 93.2 95.8 73.0
GREECE 10.9 4.8 5.1 19.0 34.4 34.8 38.3 41.6 8.7
ITALY 33.1 27.0 20.3 36.7 50.0 51.3 62.3 73.6 29.3
MALTA 51.2 58.1 56.8 63.7 67.1 68.6 70.8 77.6 58.8
NETHERLANDS 69.2 90.5 84.4 85.6 84.1 83.8 86.9 92.8 85.3
YUGOSLAVIA 11.4 9.1 20.5 50.3 58.8 55.7 62.4 58.7 18.0

Schumann (1978) and others have argued that
younger people acquire additional languages better
than older people. and that they tend to be socially
more flexible and motivated. Regardless of what
they may speak to their parents, children tend to
speak English to their brothers and sisters and to
their peer group (see Clyne 1982:27). so that even
those who marry within their ethnic group are likely
to use English as the language of their nuclear
family. Nuclear families are established generally by
people in the 25-34 age group. The home
language shift is often increased or completed when
the children start school or secondary school, by
which time the parents may be in the 35-44 age
group. Older people. on the other hand, revert to
their first language and lose (some of) their
competence in subsequently acquired languages
(see Clyne 1982:59).

Companng the younger generation language
shift rates lie for the 15-24 year olds. those who
would or might still be living in the family home)
with those of the same cohorts in 1976 (5-14 year
olds). we find an actual decrease in 1986 among
the Dutch. Maltese, 'Yugoslays' and Poles. and an
increase among Greeks. Italians (whose shift rates
are traditionally relatively low anyway) and Ger-
mans. This gives us an indication that some of the
ethnolinguistic groups which had previously ex-
perienced medium to high language shifts (es-
pecially the more recently amved families) may be
responding to the more pluralistic atmosphere in
Australia.

Language shift and age in the second
generation from endogamous marriages

As was the case in 1976 (Clyne 1982:48), the
oldest age groups are the ones most likely to shift to
the use of English only because community lan-
guages are generally spoken to people older than
oneself. Another major factor Is the Anglo- confor-
mtst attitudes during and after the two world wars.
With the exception of the Dutch-Australians, whose

language shift is already exceptionally high among
children, all groups experience a sharp nse in the
shift rate in the 25-34 age group (mamage and the
birth of the first child), and among the German- and
Italian - Australians in particular there is another
sharp increase in the 35-44 age group.

Unfortunately, second generation data Is availa-
ble only (or these few ethnolinguistic groups.
However, of these. Greek-Australians now stand
out as the group with an unusual ethnolinguistic
vitality and motivation to maintain their community
language, This is borne out by a comparison of first
and second generation home language use. Among
the 0-24 year olds the second generation show a
lower language shift than the first generation.

Designations of 'Serbo-Croatian'

Varieties may be termed languages either be-
cause of their distance from otner languages or
because they have been elaborated to absorb the
functions of standard (national) languages (Kloss
1978). 'Serbo-Croatian' is in the grey area between
a pluncentric language - one with a number of
different varieties - and two elaborated and
separating languages. Croatian and Serbian. There
have been diverging policies on this in Yugoslavia
itself Ovid 1989. Franolit 1988). As ethnicity and
language are inextricably linked, the claim for the
autonomous existence of Croatian is naturally
made more strongly in our multicultural society.
The 1986 Census data actually shows that 55.4%
of speakers of the national language of Yugoslavia
call their language either 'Yugoslav' or 'Serbo-
Croatian' and 44.5% designate It as either
'Croatian' or 'Serbian'. The claimants of the one
pluricentric language outnumber the others In all
states and territories except the ACT (27.3%) and
Tasmania (48.2%). The 'Serbo- Croatian'!
Yugoslawspeakers are 55% of the total In NSW.
54% In Victoria. 73% In Queensland, 54% in South
Australia, 71% In WA, and 70% In the Northern
Territory. There appears thus to be strong evidence
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Table 7. Age Breakdown of Selected Community Languages

0-4 5-9 ID-14 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-44 65 TOTAL 0-4 5-9 10.14 15-24 25-34 35.44 4554 5544 55 TOTAL

SeeineY
Mel .me
44339
Penh

ARADOLEBANESE
9/9711325 1512 15024
2504 3506 235 33
wo 247 207 37
141 152 100 193

14753
423
ele
242

12023
3486

341

MS

7028 4193
7950 1195
204 177

123 86

2214
729
90
44

NOM
23528

2250
1312

ITAIJAN
2132 4341
4331 7371
1052 1624
810 1329

5-589
11616

3084
250E

57576
3332

9541
7324

12542
25573
5371
1427

12410
2013
5450
5131

15518
25715

7511

0001

12634
21191
11 78
5173

1057
13150
3748
3901

92105
1331
44131
31452

CHINESE 131.71111,
Soper 3019 4538 5002 11236 73430 10554 5127 3855 3781 61382 601 960 1204 2141 3718 4911 0014 Ha 1127 22421
V4Abourne 2303 2871 2971 8566 5353 6222 2857 2013 1894 38900 988 1529 132 437 5030 6221 4601 ROI 1111 21061
Adelaide 349 401 470 1344 103 937 357 296 246 5503 24 41 02 201 261 3111 021 RI 191 1706
Penh 556 753 815 2079 1956 1121 915 527 451 NW 10 14 20 70 101 121 13 13 411 399

01301 901.1811
583194 130 108 258 191 1377 1635 1083 2237 2031 10120 646 821 40 1150 3237 3026 1167 3031 3113 16721
meweeree 136 173 22? 7224 1506 2045 2396 2556 2130 1233 730 907 674 1511 3181 3363 1002 3718 MOO loco
Adelaide 40 91 1941 306 637 959 042 1026 103 3101 342 390 353 OW 1459 1201 559 1100 1490 1404
Perth 90 .141 217 811- MO 1772 1013 1307 1330 31011 216 324 III 419 1219 OM 437 1003 73 33

R1ENCH 1110041103113440110411013151111191VIUORLAY
Sydney 455 634 35 31813 3314 333 2172 1836 1534 17026 4208 3331 311 7101 UR RN IMO 01141 1516 411661
Melbourne 332 405 812 2145 2455 2519 1782 1424 1344 13216 1801 21111 3918 7504 5772 7711 7714 SUM 1481
Adelaide 55 75 157 457 401 420 285 270 239 2393 HO 406 RS 1314 1014 11111 ION III IN 743
Perth 121 178 337 763 923 054 530 429 344 4484 331 601 641 1461 113 171 134 1031 1011 1001

OMAN SPANN
Sydney 406 535 901 2701 3174 4331 4741 4303 2007 24101 2073 3311 31111 630 5754 MOO on 2013 1100 0036
Meibtume 350 012 R5 2018 2937 1717 0575 8201 3027 20066 032 1497 19$ 3111 2677 3037 1970 105 451 17230
Adeline 137' 222' 442 1342. 1353 1434 2051 2904 1814 11057 97 145 113 322 306 302 209 140 65 1744
Penh 146 231 279 816 951 1330 1036 10110 OM 6537 141 235 272 511 509 544 317 WI 71 2768

ROA VIIMMISI
Sydney 3495 5757 3725 15497 50714 13907 1310 345 4255 89205 223 2372 TM MC 736 3323 1013 33 351 231190
Melbourne 4106 7558 12546 29324 3526 19403 21313 10554 4782 123909 2031 2294 2061 4507 0338 2386 795 521 314 21317
Adelaide 432 1340 2010 5910 3751 3252 4131 2510 1366 25368 703 710 ace 1264 1864 627 167 160 3 316
Perth 209 316 407 905 772 753 905 664 577 5509 RA 427 527 1060 1305 525 176 81 55 Ca

in favour of the point of view that Australians of
'Yugoslav' background should be able to decide
themselves how their language should be desig-
nated, whether 'Serbo-Croatian' or Serbian' or
'Croatian'.

Age breakdown of selected community
languages

Table 7, showing the age breakdown of home
users of twelve community languages, may be of
interest to planners in areas such as education and
care of the elderly. In particular, it indicates:

the emerging importance of Arabic as a home
language among school age children in Sydney
and, to a lesser extent, in Melbourne;

the declining importance of German_ among
school age children:

the greater significance or Greek than of Italian in
this age group in both Sydney and Melbourne.

Conversely. in the 55-plus age group:

Italian predominates in all the major centres
under consideration;

German remains in second or third position,
especially among the 55-64 year olds;

there will be a presence of elderly Greek, Dutch
and Polish speakers for some time to come:

Sydney is distinguished by a fairly large group of
elderly Chinese and Arabic speakers.

Summary
The 1986 Census data indicates the unequivocal

significance of demographic variables In language
shift ethnolinguistic distribution, sex, and
marriage patterns. Age Is not so clearcut a factor.
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The oldest groups shift most in the second genera-
tion and In the first generation use the community
language in the home most. The 25-34 year olds
tend to shift most or initiate a sharp language shift.
Language maintenance or shift among the very
young must be examined in relation with penod of
ri.,;acnce and/or vintage.

Cultural distance (including religion) continues
to be an important vanable. Western European
cultures (German. Dutch) akin to Anglo-Australian
seem to prompt language shift. There is an
intermediate group. including the British-Influenced
Maltese. the French and Hungarian, and the Polish
and Italian, with medium rates of language shift.
The lowest language shifts In the ethnolinguistic
groups under consideration are among the
Mediterranean peoples who are either Muslims or
Eastern Orthodox/Eastem rite Catholics Greeks,
Turks and Lebanese. The 'Yugoslays', being partly
Central European and partly Southern European
ethnic groups, some Catholics. some Orthodox, are
between the groups with high and moderate shifts.

In brief, Northern and Central Europeans shift
more than Southern Europeans, and Western
Europeans more than Eastern Europeans. The role
of language as a core value in the respective culture
(Smolicz 1981) may contribute to an explanation of
why Greek and Dutch speakers so frequently find
themselves at opposite ends of the language
maintenance -- shift continuum. Fluctuations bet-
ween the 1976 and 1986 data for particular groups
(eg Maltese, Macedonian. German. Italian) and
variation in language shift rates of specific sub-
groups/vintages (see also Clyne 1988b) would
suggest that this may need to be seen In relation to
ethnolinguisk vitality (Giles et al 1977) and the
policies and attitudes of Australian society. Period
of residence Is also a complex factor Insofar as it is
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intricately linked with vintage and the experience of
Australian attitudes and policies over a given time,
Refugee status can lead to greater language main-
tenance (eg Polish Catholics, Hungarians), greater
language shift (eg Polish Jews) or either (eg prewar
German and Austrian refugees). What has proved
far less important than in 1976 is the ethos and
policies of a specific state, this variable being far
outweighed by demographic consideration.

Many apparent trends in Australia's linguistic
demography are highlighted through the change in
the language question. Despite this there is an
overall increase in the use of Greek in the second
generation, as well as Maltese and .Macedonian.
Where the change in the wording makes little or no
difference, among the children of the newly-
arrived, there is also a decline in language shift. The
patterns of language use in the newel (Arabic-.
Chinese-. Turkish- speaking) and revitalised (Pol-
ish-speaking) groups would indicate a strengthened
trend towards language maintenance.

Implications for the National Policy on
Languages

The above study emphasises the need to keep
language questions constant for at least two cen-
suses (CI. Clyne 1988:22). The 'home language'
question does not provide sufficient data on lan-
guage use for a comprehensive policy on languages
or for comparative purposes. However, the respon-
ses to it in the 1986 census do indicate that more
educational support Is required for many older
established languages, such as Italian, German.
Dutch and Polish for Australia to be able to benefit
from Its linguistic resources. To an increasing extent
the home domain is not the main domain of
community language use (Clyne 1988).

Research will be required on first language
activation and reactivation so that day schools and
part-time ethnic schools can develop the most
appropriate methods of teaching community lan-
guages to children who have more limited home
background in the languages than their counter-
parts In previous generations. Opportunities to
serve children with limited home backgrounds may
be bilingual (Immersion) programs in primary
schools (Imberger 1986, Clyne 1986). Here a new
domain and new conceptual areas (through specific
subjects) may provide the necessary input In a way
which can serve complete beginners in the lan-
guage as well. Considering the very high language
shift In the majority of families based on an
exogamous marriage. parents need to be given
more Information on the best possibilities for
language maintenance, Including bilingual Ian-
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guage acquisition on the model of 'one parent, one
language' (Saunders 1988).

Language policies should take into account the
substantial rise of the 'new languages' among the
young (see Table 7). Arabic and Chinese. both of
which are important international and 'trade' lan-
guages, are already used more in the new Sydney
primary school generation than are Italian and
Greek. On the other hand, languages such as
Italian, Greek. German, Polish and Dutch, will, for
some time, be important for the provision of
services to the elderly.
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Banishing Fear from Assessing LOTE*
Learning: A Profiling Approach
by Marta Rado and Chris Reynold,

It is no easy task, devise ways of assessina nd
reporting on achi eement in LOTE learn,...) inch
validly reflect tt paricula. nature of tar .age.
language develo, neat and the courses define
adopted. Not all %. -rent apciroaches do is. but
profiling seems me e likely be suss. stul than
most. while also pr coding ,for- 3 in about
what a student can D.

Recent statement..
ment policy in the Lie.. national tic e
proposed the use of Iden ,rds .

achievement. This proposal sc. is I.,
only recogninon at the national level ,:r the need
more coordination in cumculu,n and assessment.
but also the growing recognition by school auth-
orities of the importance of recording and reporting
student achievement. While this paper is concerned
with explonng more effective ways of recording and
reporting students' language learning achievements
and, in particular. with what has come to be called
the profiling approach. much of what is proposed
here will be applicable to other areas of the
curriculum.

Profiling involves both teachers and students in
monitoring, recording. assessing and reporting
student progress in a way which students. parents
and other users can understand. This. after all. is
the basis for effecnve learning and teaching. Profil-
ing involves the production of a precise and de-
tailed record of progress and an end-point or
summaave statement of what a student can do on
completing the course. This statement enables the
student to provide authentic and reliable informa-
tion when seeking employment or further educa-
tion. Profiling can be used in any area of the
cuniculum. but in LOTE cuniculum it is particularly
helpful for recording in detail what a student can
and cannot do in a language.

Student Profiles in LOTE

Common In many schools is the grade-and-
comment approach to reporting student
achievement. This provides an end-point and
global grade representing an aggregate of the
specific assessments made of student performance
in the course. This aggregate grade is then
elaborated in a brief mitten comment. The major
limitations to this approach are that the wntten
Information is often not sufficiently precise to be of
real use to teachers or students, consisting as it
usually does of a global or overall grading for a
year's work. accompanied by some very blurred
and Inexact comments which extend or elaborate
ihe information.

' Languages Other Than hnghsh
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Secondly. cumculum accountability in such an
approach is low and the possibilities for valid
decision-making about student learning outcomes
is very limited.

In the grade-and-comment approach. teachers
do not have an adequate basis for monitoring
rtudent achievement and. therefore. for taking ac.
non. Students, not clearly aware of what their
achievements have been and therefore where they
need to focus their efforts for the upcoming penod.
can lose direction and motivation. Indeed, student
motivation and commitment may sink to quite low
levels. LOTE teachers in particular know how
highly motivated and committed students must be tl
they are to maintain the momentum necessary to
learn a LOTE effectively.

The Challenge for Language Teaching
and Assessment

The forms of assessment and reporting which
schools adopt, then, are not matters of minor
importance. to be tacked on. as it were, after the
teaching and learning have been done. On the
contrary. they sit at the very heart of LOTE team-
ing. What we are able to say about a student's
learning in LOTE will reflect our view of the nature
of language, of how language is teamed and of our
operational assumptions about how best to teach it.

Languagt

Elsewhere (Rado and Reynolds 19881 we have
argued for a discourse approach to language. Dis-
course forms are the patterns of language which
speakers use quite unconsciously when. for exam-
ple, they recount an anecdote (narrative discourse
form) or mount an argument argumentative dis-
course form). Because they have been socialised as
language users they *know! that there are certain
rules or conventions to be followed. Those that
follow them skillully are referred to, often with
admiration, as 'good story-tellers' or as being able
to 'argue well'.

Many discourse forms are shared across lan-
guages and the style adopted by any given speaker
Is. as we know at first-hand, heavily influenced by
the context and purpose which that discourse form
serves. Accordingly, the language used will also
vary in style and at times in complexity.

The discourse approach acknowledges the un-
iversal features of language while at the same time
allowing for flexibility and adaptability for specific
languages and for particular groups of learners. It
enables us also to develop a common flexible
framework within which to teach language.

rI J
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Learning Language

The course which a LOTE teacher devises will
best serve the learner if it harmonises with the ways
in which language is naturally learned. We assume
that there are developmental stages in this process
which mirror, to a greater or lesser extent, other
aspects of development. be they personal, cog-
nitive or social amongst many. We assume also that
these developmental stages can be conceived in
terms of the progressive mastery of discourse
forms

vox

Take the very important narrative discourse
form. The work of Dixon and Strata (1981) on
mother-tongue English suggests that there are clear
developmental stages in the use of narrative dis-
course and that mastery of the narrative form
moves from the egocentric to the evaluative. In an
Australian study (Redo and Foster, forthcoming, pp
13-27) it was found that students of both English-
speaking and non-English speaking backgrounds
used evaluative and audience orientation cues and
markers. In telling a story, orientation cues give the
hearertreader factual information about such things

Figure 1 Profiling: Report of progress in learning a LOTE

Progress in I Level

Activities Completed Activity Type

---
Description of ActivityTypes

1

2

3

I
5

6

Discourse Forms I Asst 1 Asst 2 Asst 3

Grade Deecnplors

Discourse Form A Discourse Form B

A

B

Discourse Form C

o
E
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Learner s name

The year or other penal

Language being learned

As for example in ALL Project

Work or Tasks learner undertakes

Type of Work or Tasks learner
undertakes as in ALL Project

Calegorisalion adopted in ALL Project

The range and type of discourse forms
will vary tram course to course

Number 01 Assessments will very
according to local practice

Grade Descriptors have been adapted
from a number of sources
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as persons, objects. time and location, for example,
'He got the money from the counter. Evaluation
cues give guidance in what to think of persons, their
internal states and expenences. for example. 'She
got really mad'. The use of these cues and markers
is a major indicator of the level of mastery attained
by the student in narrative discourse. These re-
search findings provide educators with a basis for
teaching and evaluating. In effect, a language
pedagogy can be built on a model of development
in discourse.

Language Teaching

Language is best taught, not by focusing the
student's attention on the discourse forms as such.
but by attending to learning activities which, as the
teacher plans it, draw upon these forms. Building a
collection of pieces wntten about topics of interest
to the learner, or oral reports on a text or texts the
student has read, and the extension of the range of
topics about which conversation can be undertaken
are some of the more stimulating activities for the

Figure la Profiling: Report of progress in learning a LOTE

Uo Meas.
PA:grassin usligti
Activities Completed

3:5-1015 Wnte a laser of InwlatiOn

Wnte a letter of relusal

Write a letter or acceptance

Interview and be interviewed

mq0

Level &mat

ActivityType

2

2

2

4

Esiamish and maintain relationships and
discuss topics of 'Merest eg inrough the
exchange of information. ideas.
op mons an ludes Wangs.
experiences aria plans

Description of Activity Types

1

2

3

4

5

6

Discourse Forms

1 Leiter

2 Interview Schedule and Protocol

Asst 1 Asst 2 Asst 3

Give information in spoon or wr lien
lorm eg give a !elk. write an essay Or a
set 01 instructions or interview.

Observes the conventions of the
discourse lorm July.
Gives all necessary animation.
Uses a wide range of structures and
vocabulary,
Tasks performed successfully with lull
attention !DUBIN. very law inaccuracies.
Successfully used several idiomatic

jrk---0 expressions.
C B 13 4--* Asks and answers questions in a

relevant and appropriate manner.
Conveys informalion in a way that can
easily he used.
Some inaccuracies of expression, but
meaning in large pan conveyed.

Grade Descriptors

Discourse Form Letter Discourse Form Interview

A

B

C

D

6

Discourse Form C
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Name

School

LOTE

Year

Level

Discourse Forms Grade Descriptors

1 Letter A

2 Interview B

3

4

List of Activities Completed Dunng Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

Activity Type

Descnplion of Activity Types

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2 End-point profile for LOTE

LOTE learner. In the process of negotiating these
activities with the student, the teacher will ensure
that they are designed to enable the progressive
mastery of the range of discourse forms suited to
the student's purposes. Both the teacher's purpose

namely to enhance the student's mastery of a
range of discourse forms and the student's
purpose to complete a range of language ac-
tivites should be reflected In the recording and
reporting of the assessment.

VOX

The final grade level achieved. not an
aggregate

A composite hal not comprehensive

For the clormation of the user

Profiles in a Discourse-Driven
Curriculum

Progress In development In discourse may be
recorded at significant points along the student's
learning path. Criteria for assessing discourse de-
velopment will be derived from discourse and other
linguistic features In combination with a record of
the activities and activity-types which the student
has undertaken. 'Activities are defined as the ways
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Name Jo White, Year pyqp

Scheel MU gieulisma Coal er Level Geant
LOTE II-alias%

Discourse Forms Grade Ehasenptors

1 Letter A

2 Interview B

3

4

List of Activities Completed During Year

Activity Type

I

2

3

4

5

6

Descnpten of Activity Types

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2a End-point profile for LOTE

in which discourse forms are made to function in a
particular context .. for example. a letter may
function as an invitation, a business request, an
expression of sympathy, a literacy text.' (VCE
LOTE Field of Study, 1988: 71. By activity-types
we mean quite simply a grouping of activities
according to the purpose they predominantly serve.
The Australian Language Levels (ALL) Project has
Identified three main uses, namely for Interpersonal
use le.g., discussing topics of Interest), for infor-
mational use (e.g., giving a report) and for 'aesth-
etic' use (e.g., expressing feelings, Ideas In a story,
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Observes the conventions of the
discourse lorm
Gives an necessary uilormation: Uses a
wide range of structures and vocabulary.
Tasks performed successfully with lull
attention Iodated: very f ew inaccuracies.
Successfully used several idiomatic
expressions.

Asks and answers questions in a
relevant and appropriate manner.
Conveys information in a way that can
easily be used and in some doled.
Few inaccuracies of expression.

Give information in spoken or written
form eg give a talk write an essay or a
set of instructions or interview

Part mate insocrai nteraci on related to
sowing a problem making
arrangements, making decisions wan
fliers. and transacting to obtain goods.
services. and public intormenon.

song). For all three categories of activity-types
information should be recorded and reported on
progressively and in summative form.

A Bimodal Profile Approach

Figure 1 Is an example of an uncompleted form
lor recording progress In learning a LOTE. It Is
marked to indicate the four key boxes. Box 1 refers
to work done In two ways. First, the activity Itself Is
Identified and then the category or type of activity Is
designated. Box 2 lists the types of activity accord-

ci
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ing to the categorisation adopted in the ALL
Project. Box 3 refers to the assessments of student
work according to the discourse forms used in this
course for each of which a grade is awarded. Box 4
lists the discourse forms used together with descnp-
tors for each grade level.

Figure la is a completed example of the form for
recording progress in learning a LOTE.

There are several features of the completed
record which should be noted. The first of these is
that. while the activities and the activity types are of
the kind which the ALL Project has prepared (ALL
Guidelines 1988). we have used examples collec-
ted from various sources. These examples do not
fully meet the requirements of the approach we are
explon% here. However. in our opinion there is a
great deal of work still to be done be fore an
acceptable range of grade descriptors for the
various discourse forms becomes available. By
developing the concept that is descnbed in this
paper, we have highlighted the need for such work.

Figure 2. below, is an example of an uncom-
pleted end-point report intended to record a
student's work in LOTE over the period of a year.

The end-point report is designed to be consistent
with the Record of Progress (Figure 11. In other
words. what we have here are two closely related
sheets one for recording and the other for
reporting. For reasons of convenience there are
some minor changes in format from one to the
other. but in all major respects the information
contained in the end-point report is identical to that
presented on the progress sheet.

Figure 2a is a completed example of the end-
point report. It shows how a profile may be desig-
ned which records both the completion of activities
and the attainment of certain levels of proliciency
by the student,

VOX

Key Features

Key features of this approach to recording and
reporting are. first, that it based on student work
undertaken over the period of a whole year or
more. Secondly. it provides clear statements about
the levels of proficiency leached in each discourse
form used. Thirdly, it descnbes language activities
completed by the student so that employers and
other users of the information may have a detailed
picture of what a student has done and can do.

Finally, and by contrast with other approaches.
the profiling approach provides the advantage of
explicitness for student. teacher and user. The
strengths and possibilities of the profiling approach
are real because. where informanon is provided
and understanding is created in a learner's mind.
fear and anxiety are dissipated and opportunities
for effective career onentation are enhanced.
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Some thoughts on Gender, Inequality and
Language Reform
by Anne Pauwels

In October 1988 the fourth edition of the Com-
monwealth Style Manual containing three new
chapters, on copy-editing, publishing and on non-
sexist language use, was launched by the Minister
for Administrative Services. The chapter on non-
sexist language had been commissioned by the
Office of the Status of Women which had engaged
a consultant (myself) to assist in writing the
guidelines on non-sexist language.

Media coverage of the style manual was almost
solely focused on the 17-page chapter dealing with
non-sexist language. It is not surprising that this
chapter monopolised the media reports because it
was new, it was considered controversial and it was
sufficiently non-technical in nature to allow anyone
to have a say. After all, it is perhaps more difficult to
get excited about punctuation or to sensationalise
the issue of italics than to enter into debate about
the representation of human beings in language.

It is perhaps more difficult to get excited
about punctuation or to sensationalise

the issue of italics than to enter into debate
about the representation of human beings in

language.'

It is not my intention In this antcla to review the
media coverage or to use II as a lorum to refute
criticism of non-sexIst guidelines. Instead, my aim is
to reflect on the maid for relorm to ensure a fair
treatment of the sexes In language. I shall also
outline various approaches to the NM of sexist
language reform and discuss soma of ihe difficulties
involved in the process of planning reforms. Finally,
I shall comment on the role of guidelines in promot
ing language relorm.

Is language sexist?

Inherent in a discussion about the need for
reform regarding the representation of the sexes in
language is the question: Is language sexist? Sexism
has generally been defined as the discriminatory
treatment of people on the basis of their sex.

Sexist language Is defined as language which
treats, represents and defines women and men in a
discriminatory manner. In most cases the gender/
sex bias In languages Is In favour of men who are
treated as the norm and the point of reference for
the human species. Women are relegated to a
secondary, often dependent position In language.
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During the past 15 years, hundreds of essays.
research projects and experiments have provided
evidence that many languages express a bias
against women in both structure and use. Most
researchers also point at the negative impact of
such language use on women's self image (see
Thome. Kramarae. Henley 1983). The women's
movement (especially during the 1970s) was un
doubtedly the main force to focus attention and
trigger research on the issue of the linguistic in-
equality of the sexes. Yet there is some evidence
that early (male) grammarians and linguists not
only examined the representation of the sexes in
English. but also conceded that English was biased
against the female sex (see Stanley 1978 and
Baron 1986). However, they stopped short of
recommending reform: they predicted that men
would persist in refusing to grant equal status to
women in language.

The situation in the 1980s can be best described
as one of increasing awareness of, and admission
of, the existence of sexism in language, both in
academic and official circles.

Among academics, especially linguists and other
social scientists, the focus of the debate has shihed
away from the discussion of the extent of sexism in
language to the discussion of the need for, and the
viability of, reform

Sexism in the English language

Since the major focus of this article is on the
issue of language reform, it is not my intention to
give an extensive description of the various forms of
sexism in English. The reader is referred to the
extensive analyses of sexism in English described.
(or example, in Nilsen et al. (1977), Miller & Swift
(1980) and Frank & Anshen 11983).

'During the past 15 years, hundreds of
essays, research projects and experiments

have provided evidence that many
languages express a bias against women

in both structure and use.'

The structure and the use of English reflect and
contribute to the subordinate status of women.
Sexism Is found In the lexicon, In word formation
and in patterns of gender marking in nouns and
pronouns. The abundance of trivialising and de-
rogatory terms (or women, especially In the register
of sexual relations, and the 'semantic' derogation of
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By HUGO KELLY,
Column
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tenable.
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neutral or positive terms (or women (e.g.. mistress.
madam, lady; see Schulz 1975) are testimony of
the attitude towards women as mainly sex objects.
Furthermore, many words and expressions used for
women express their status as a commodity, a piece
of property (e.g., to marry off. to glue the bride
away, Mrs.( Miss).

The language used by men and the terns to
descnbe them are considered the norm. The use of
the same gender (masculine) to mark and refer to
genenc nouns and nouns designating male persons
leads to the imnsibility of women and may cause
confusion about the intended meaning (male re-
ferent?, human referent? see Martyna 1978.
Mackay 1980a, 1980b). If sex-specific nouns are
formed by a process of derivation, it is almost
always the noun designating the female which is
derived from the noun denoting the male, often by
suffixing -ess, -ere, or -tnx to the masculine noun.

'Among academics, especially linguists
and other social scientists, the focus of the
debate has shifted to the need for, and the

viability of, reform.'

These feminine suffixes are seen as having a trivial-
ising effect on the description of women, especially
in relation to job titles and occupational terms.
Trivialisation of women also results from the asym-
metncal use of male-female pairs such as boy-girl.
gentleman-lady, man-woman. Sex stereotyping
and gratuitous sex specification (male nurse.
woman doctor) are a further hindrance to the fair
treatment of women and men in language. Mas
culine genenc nouns ending in -man. the genenc
pronouns he /his are often singled out as the most
controversial forms of sexism and as the most
difficult to change.

To reform or not to reform
sexist language

The acknowledgement that sexism exists In lan-
guage does not guarantee a unanimous decision to
propose reform. Choosing to reform or not to
reform sexist language (use) seems linked to one's
view of the relationship between language and
society. between language and culture If this view
is one of linguistic determinism (the strong version
of the Whorflan hypothesis), language is seen as
causing women's oppression and subordination.
Linguistic reform Is therefore an absolute necessity
to obtain equality of the sexes. An intemctionist
view of the language-society-culture relationship
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also favours language reform since language helps
enact and transact every type of inequality. includ-
ing that of the sexes' (Thorne fir Henley 1975:15).

If language is seen to merely reflect social organ-
isation and cultural constructs. language reform is
considered futile since it would not effect social
change. According to this view social change
precedes linguistic change: for instance. generically
used words such as chairman. statesman or
cameraman will (re)claim their generic meanings,
when social change leads to more women occupy,
ing such positions.

The need for reform has also been justified by
legal argument. Declarations such as the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women. and Sex
Discnmination Acts proclaim the rights of women to
equality in all spheres of life. Equality of the sexes in
language should therefore not be excluded. Others
argue for reform by stressing the importance of
language as a means of identification, as a means of
expressing one's identity. Like other minority and
powerless groups, women feel increasingly alien-
ated from language and language use. Women see
themselves described and defined by words and
expressions which are not their own. They ex-
perience themselves in language through the lan-
guage of others.

'Choosing to reform or not to reform
sexist language (use) seems linked to one's
view of the relationship between language

and culture.'

Besides using the argument that 'social change
leads to linguistic change' opponents of reform
have justified their opposition with arguments of
aestheticism, triviality, unviability and creativity.
The aesthetic argument condemns non-sexist lan-
guage reform because the proposed alternatives
are regarded as awkward, ugly, clumsy and in bad
taste. Resistance to change is thus justified on the
grounds of 'taste'. The triviality argument dismisses
the problem of sexist language as a non-substantive
issue which gets In the way of substantive issues of
equality. According to the 'impossibility or un-
viability' argument. some of the sexist categories or
structures (e.g., masculine generic) do not lend
themselves to change, planned or unplanned. Lak-
off (197545) for Instance, stated that an attempt to
change pronominal usage was futile because the
system of pronouns was less open to change.
Furthermore, non sexist language relorm Is seen as
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curtailing the expressive possibilities of a language.
Language reform is rejected because it stifles lin-
guistic creativity.

I would like to argue for reform from the interac-
tionist point of view. The structure and use of a
language reflect in many ways the culture, the
ideology and the socio-political organisation of the
societwies to which it is linked. However, language
also constrains one's view of reality. For example.
the existence of two hononfics for women, Mrs.
Miss, as opposed to one for men. Mr., forces
language users to consider the issue of manta!
status for women, but not for men. I do not doubt
that social changes have led to some linguistic
changes regarding the representations of the sexes
without the 'interver 'ion' (benefit) of planned lan-
guage reform.

'Besides using the argument that "social
change leads to linguistic change".

opponents of reform have iustif led their
opposition with arguments of aestheticism,

triviality. unviability and creativity.'

The presence of women in international business
and the growing number of women in large busi-
ness enterprises have led to an extension of the
semantic range of the word businesswoman. Busi-
nesswoman no longer mainly conveys an image of
the female owner of a (small) shop. The greater
participation of women m the workforce has led to
such words and expressions as career woman.
working woman. However, in many respects lin-
guistic change lags clearly behind social change.
Despite the ever growing numbers of female doc-
tors and lawyers, for example. the language used to
descnbe members of these professions still renders
a male image of such professionals. In this respect.
language reform could help close the gap between
changes in social reality and linguistic teality. On
the other hand, language reform may also be
desirable to facilitate or speed up the process of
social change. Using gender-inclusive pronouns
and nouns in advertisements and descriptions of
maleidentified occupations may help people per-
ceive such lobs as accessible to men and women.

Which changes; strategies for reform

Those who opt for language reform as a desira-
ble strategy to eliminate discrimination are faced
with the question of which changes are deemed
necessary and desirable in reaching the target of
gendernclusivemonsexist language. Since the

"se..stisse vox

1970s many different strategies for reform have
been proposed. There are strategies advocating the
abandoning of patriarchal language altogether and
the creation of a new woman-centred language
which embodies women's ideas, experiences and
desires. This may involve semantic revaluation of
female words such as hag, crone, witch or the
reviving of old definitions le.g., spinster).
Sometimes changes in spelling, wimmyn for
women or the reorganisation of morphological
boundanes herstory (or history are made to signal
the break away from patriarchal language. In other
strategies the need to make women visible in all
levels of language is stressed. This is usually
achieved by always mentioning both men and
women. e.g.. female and male doctors. caresses
and actors, businessmen and women, and by using
the pronouns she and her genetically.

In contrast to the previous strategy is that of
promoting gender-neutralisation as the desired
strategy to ensure linguishc equality of the sexes.
Agent nouns. especially occupational terms, are
neutralised for gender. Differences in strategies are
often a reflection and a result of differences in
ideological onentation. academic training. profes-
sional orientation and philosophical tradition.

None of the proposals is without its share of
problems and inconsistencies (for a survey of criti-
cism see Cameron 1985). Some are seen to be
linguistically viable, but less likely to effect the
desired change. Other proposals are judged quite
effective in bringing the linguistic inequality of the
sexes to the attention of language users, but are
also condemned as linguistically too radical: they
are seen to cause massive linguistic disruption and
alienation. making their general adoption unlikely.
(e.g.. Daly's language use in Gyn /Ecology 1978).

Planning for reform: some guidelines
and considerations

Clearly the issue of language reform to eliminate
sexism in language is quite complex. In the
previous paragraphs I have shown that language
reform aimed at ensuring the lair treatment of
women and men can be approached from venous
angles. leading to the promotion of diverse.
sometimes opposing strategies and recommenda-
tions. Language plan -.is. policymakers and those
who are asked or woo take it upon themselves to
advise and put forward non-sexist proposals should
therefore be aware of the various strategies and
should be able to evaluate their diectiveness .in
securing linguistic equality of the sexes.

In this section I would Ilke to propose some
guidelines which could help determine the most
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suitable strategies to be adopted. and provide
guidance in the formulation and the selection of
non-sexist alternatives. The guidelines described
below have helped me in drafting the non-sexist
proposals for the Style Manual. However, they do
not offer solutions for quite a few problems as-
sociated with this type of language reform, as I shall
demonstrate by discussing the difficulties involved
in replacing the masculine generic pronoun.

Although the aim of non-sexist language reform
should always be the elimination of linguistic in-
equality between men and women. the approach
taken to reach this objective, and the suggestions
made. may vary somewhat to reflect the different
needs of various groups of language users. Further-
more, different types and domains of language use
may restrict or widen the options for reform.

The avoidance or elimination of sexist
expressions should not result in the loss of

stylistic variation. nor should it lead to
ignoring the linguistic characteristics and

conventions of specific types of discourse:

The needs of language users wishing to make
women. women's achievements and women's ex-
periences visible in their creative writing may be
better served by the strategy of a woman-centred
language than by the strategy of gender-neutralisa-
tion. Editors of government documents are proba-
bly more interested in eliminating sexist expressions
in an unobtrusive manner. Authors of public
documents are in a position to avoid rather than
eliminate sexist expressions which may change
their needs for appropriate alternatives and
strategies.

The avoidance or elimination of sexist expres-
sions should not result in the loss of stylistic varia-
tion. nor should it lead to ignoring the linguistic
characteristics and conventions of specific types of
discourse. When proposing non-sexist alternatives.
attention should be drawn to the fact that non-
sexist expressions may not have the same stylistic
range as the sexist expression. Alternatively, multi-
ple expressions may be suggested. For example.
the replacement of the word postman by postie
may be considered appropriate for spoken, infor-
mal Interaction. Postal worker may be used In a
more formal context where the distinction with
other employees Involved In mail Services is not
relevant. In a job description the word maildelluerer
could be seen as more suitable. It the language of
legislation Is the targeted domain, the non- sexist
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alternatives should be chosen in such a way that
they do not change the legal meaning. Sometimes.
recasting the sentence may be more appropriate
than replacing individual words.

The formulation and/or selection of non-sexist
alternatives should be guided by the principles of
linguistic viability and social effectiveness. Since
these principles do not generally go hand in hand, it
is a major challenge for language planners to find
non-sexist expressions which combine the two prin-
ciples. Information on successful and unsuccessful
attempts at linguistic reform. and the study of
language change, both past and in progress. may
assist in determining the linguistic viability of an
expression. For example. is there any evidence that
reform by means of neologisms is less likely to be
successful than by inducing semantic shift? Are
reforms which move against the direction of natural
(unconscious) language change unlikely to suc-
ceed?

Linguistic viability is also tied, to some degree, to
linguistic prescriptivism. If alternatives are
promoted which, despite their widespread use
through the community, are seen to violate deeply
ingrained prescnptive rules of language use, their
introduction may be opposed vigorously. Factors
such as ambiguity, conceptual availability, im-
ageability. simplicity and functional range of the
suggested alternatives may also have an impact on
their linguistic viability (see Mackay 1980c).

Of course the linguistic options for change must
also be evaluated in tens of their effectiveness to
reflect and/or to bring about social change. For
example, is the use of gender-neutral words such as
doctor, lawyer, chairperson, engineer. nurse effec-
tive in promoting the idea that there are indeed
female doctors. lawyers and male nurses?

As I mentioned earlier. taking these guidelines
into consideration does no, guarantee problem-free
suggestions for reform. The issue of replacing the
masculine generic helhis) clearly demonstrates that
the guidelines may be helpful in formulating alter-
natives, but not in selecting the alternative(s) to be
promoted.

The pronoun problem

Many suggestions have been made with regard
to the replacement of the masculine generic or the
avoidance of Its use. There are proposals which
favour the strategy of pronoun avoidance. These
Include recasting the sentence in the second per-
son. In the plural or In the passive mode to avoid
the use of a pronoun in the third person singular.
The repetition of the noun and the deletion of
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gratuitous pronoun reference are also used to avoid
the masculine genenc. Other proposals advocate
the strategy of replacing the masculine genenc by
la) non-sexist pronoun(s). Possible candidates for
the role of non-sexist pronouns are:

- a new, sex-indefinite (epicene) pronoun
- the dual. gender-inclusive pronoun heishe: he

or she; she or he etc.
- singular they

It is a major challenge for language planners
to find non-sexist expressions which

combine the two principles of linguistic
viability and social effectiveness.

--

Other suggestions have included granting she
the status of genetic pronoun to be used in alterna-
tion with he. or using a genenc pronoun in a sex-
exclusive way (see Cameron 1985) i.e. women use
she as a genenc pronoun and men use he. Alth-
ough there are indeed contexts in which the use of
a generic pronoun can be avoided. it is not realistic
to solve the masculine genetic pronoun problem
solely by strategies of pronoun avoidance. M many
contexts there is a need to indicate a referent by
means of a pronoun. It is therefore crucial to
propose non - sexist pronouns which could function
as alternatives to the masculine genetic.

A new, sex-indefinite pronoun

In many respects. the introduction of a new
epicene pronoun would be most effective in
producing the desired outcome. As a neologism.
it is unlikely to have marked male or female
connotations so that its meaning would be truly
genenc. Its distributional patterns would be iden-
tical to those of the masculine generic. i.e.. the
new pronoun could replace the masculine gen-
eric in all contexts without causing anaphoric
ambiguity or confusion. Its use would be simple
and would not interefere with stylistic demands.
However, the fact that the pronoun is new, i.e.,
lexically unavailable, is seen as a major hin
thence. Over the past 200 years there have been
several attempts at Introducing an epicene pro-
noun (see Baron 1986). So far all attempts have
failed In gaining widespread acceptance.

The dual, genderinclusive pronoun
The dual pronoun he or she does not have the
disadvantage of being lexically unavailable. It is
also clearly genderinclusive In form and mean.
Ing. However, Itn use is considered problematic

from a stylistic point of view. The use of a dual
pronoun is described as longwinded. cumber-
some and pedantic, especially in speech. Some
cntics also see functional problems associated
with the substitution of the masculine genenc by
the dual pronoun.

Bolinger (1980) believes that the use of a dual
pronoun complicates the anaphoric function of
pronouns. He argues that a pronoun in its
anaphoric function adds no information: we
could as well substitute a mathematical symbol.
Such virtually empty words behave as empty
words normally do. they are de-accented. to
attract as lade attention as possible' (Bolinger
1980.951. The use of a dual pronoun does not
allow this de-accentuation to take place: 'it re-
fuses to take the back seat that all languages
reserve for pure anaphora' (Bolinger 1980:961.

Singular they

Singular they is not only )exically available, but
has also a longstanding history of widespread
use as n genenc pronoun. According to Bodine
11975) the use of singular they was widespread
in written (therefore presumably also in spoken)
English until the 19th Century when the pres-
criptive grammar movement opposed its use in
both speech and wnting. Despite the actions of
prescriptive grammarians to eliminate singular
they on the grounds that it violated the rule of
number agreement with its antecedent (no such
concerns were expressed with regard to the
violation of the gender agreement in the case of
the masculine genenc) singular they has persis-
ted both in speech and writing.

The issue of replacing the masculine
generic hehts clearly demonstrates that the

guidelines may be helpful in formulating
alternatives, but not in selecting the

aiternativees to be selected.'

A longitudinal study which I have recently
completed (Pauwels 1989) confirmed wide-
spread use of singular they in the speech and
wnting of university students. Increasing use of
singular they was also observed in the media.
Although factors such es lexical availability and
widespread use favour the promotion of singular
they as a sexindefinite pronoun from a linguistic
paint of view, there are some other linguistic
factors which hinder its promotion. The dis
tributional patterns of singular they and the
masculine generic are similar but not identical. r.
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There are quite a few contexts in which the
replacement of the masculine generic by singular
they would be problematic. Mackay
(1980c:357) quotes as functional problems the
tradition of using human pronouns to express
personal involvement with non-human an-
tecedents 'Death and his brother sleep'. or the
awkwardness of sentences such as 'I hear Mary's
doctor just broke their leg' where sex is unkn-
own. The reflexive pronoun themseif is also seen
as 'soundfing) bizarre in close proximity to its
singular antecedent e.g. The cover of the book
must be designed by the author themsell
(Mackay 1980c:3581.

The fact that singular they is still regarded as
ungrammatical hampers its acceptance as the
most viable alternative to the masculine generic.

Finally, the effectiveness of singular they in
conveying a sex-indefinite meaning has not yet
been investigated thoroughly

IMME111110,111111 Altaie

'The fact that singular they is still regarded
as ungrammatical hampers its acceptance

as the most viable alternative to the
masculine generic.'

The decision regarding which pronoun to
promote as the most adequate and effective re-
placement for the masculine generic is clearly dif-
ficult. It is therefore not surprising to see that most
guidelines for non-sexist language use list all
strategies for the avoidance of the masculine gen-
etic.

Promoting language reform: guidelines
for non-sexist language use

Guidelines are considered the main and most
appropriate vehicle for the promotion of non-sexist
language reforms with regard to public and official
language use. Both public and official types of
language use (e.g.. language of legislation, lan-
guage of educational publications, language of the
media. language of bureaucracy) are seen to be
most in need of reform because of their Influence
on determining. transmitting or changing the ways
in which the sexes are portrayed. Generally. the
aim of guidelines for nonsexist language use is to
make authors, editors and public speakers aware of
sexist language and id give guidance to them on
how to avoid or eliminate sexism in language use
This Is done by succinctly describing the ways in
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which a language discriminates against one sex, by
oudinina strategies to ensure linguistic equality of
the sexes and by providing non-sexist alternative
words and expressions. Although the guidelines
encourage language users to avoid sexist expres-
sions, they do not prescribe the ways M which this
should be done. Furthermore, being neither a
dictionary nor a grammar. the guidelines are not
exhaustive in their listing of non-sexist alternatives.
nor do they describe in detail how these alternatives
should be used in different contexts. Decisions
about stylistic and contextual appropriateness are
left to the user.

Although it is too early to gauge the impact of
guidelines on public and official language use in
Australia. the effectiveness of guidelines in promm
ing non-sexist language use will depend largely on
the willingness of publishing companies. media
organisations and other public and private instill.
bons to adopt them and to implement them in a
constructive manner.
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From the
Chair

The success of the lirst three issues of our
evide.it in 'he range. quality and sources of material
c this. our fciurth Indeed. we have so many go( al
cuticles available and promised that An 5 and even

aie already taking shape

The important news. accornpaiwnig this N.11,.
the widespread support of the NPL principles
and programs -- which maim political parnes
demonstrated dining the March Vigil 1(ALoil elec
Icon campaign Attu( xates ul Ilia N4111011,11 Policy on
Languages have ',twat), maintained that time
should he cross piate sum-Hat In the NPI.and a high
'egret. it tit inserisils inr a balanced set 1,1 programs

n in evidence

III his maim statement on ilisougration ethnic
'Mans and uwiunihwah.nt. f tainoctions for the
Future it it niy Minister. the I Ion R.1 I lasekv
aim( united his ("ovenitnent comm.Imein to 1.1,11
tlinit'd sapper Inca National Polio on Languages,
in ludi int d ha arced program nil second language
training lit Aiishillion s111101s 11,11111111,1411/11 ,1111.1

OX1),HISIill of I:littlish as a Second 1,111.411411_41. 1)10,4
1,1111s II n high adults c111,1 children. t1111.4 111V 1,14,11641

1011, National 'know ot Language Servn rs

FIWIL acre also highly supporte statements
hi an the other maim political parties

liner In home. on 2h Mauch PPM. the AA:
LAME hosted a review seminar in Canhel la Entitle!'
National Pi chic nn Languages the Next Decade
the plirpose nl the seinillar Was 10 ei insidei !hi direr
lions and priorities loi the NPL. in the future In par
ucular. it suggested detailed implementation
tratgles tor priority programs In the NPI second
trim Participants nicluded represenMlikes of eye' y
state cducati 1 department. the National Council
for Independent Schools. the National Call tolit Edu
alum Commission. and peak organisations and

Conviinnwealth covet ninon departments with an
.: arrest in languages poll( v issues Incas the nisi nom
that AACLAME had Nought stir 11 al diverse group
initially' The outcomes were very productive and
In ,cistcrienoc both pleasant and IruilfUl

,

Alt , kial;kescl,

Inseph I it Branco

VOX

This fourth issue ca Lim touches ductile or inch
tin all aspecu of our evolving policies on lan-

guage national curnculian planning, nit. national
relations. CoMMUllity languages. language testing.
English as a Foreign Language. interpreting and
translating and bads "fliese topics are addressed in
Part I of the journal This section also features lan-
guage policy developments in both the Australian
Capital lin1111111; ar id the Ni crt hem Termini: Previous
1,,NLIOS have looked at development's in New South
Wales Vicinna. Tasmania and South Australia.

As is 111. 111M 0 1101.11411,11. Part Ii comprises contri-
buted articles We ate honoured to include a tasonat
ing article on he languages of Spain from the Hon.
Mr Lynn Arnold. Malmo for Ethnic Affairs. Industry.
Trade and Technology. Agriculture. and Fisheries in
the South Aug' alum C 'ccA/Pitimer-a

Tills Issue also tackles wvaalisation in various
areas Bothd Smoky/ and I discuss the rationale for
revitalising multicultural education in our respective
rawly. mule Bei maid Spolsky's at. tide looks It the
role of Mann bilingual education in language revitali-
sation in New Zealand Merrill Stain et ai investigate
0:ether the learning uI a third language is enhanced
:fin 'ugh litiracy incaws Lust language While this and
It. IS based on research in Cal tad& 14 us of considera

hie relevance to educationalists in Australia,

Charles Puce brings us back to Australia with an
overview of the whirl's ol the Pis!, Census as they
relate to langliage rerenuu tI iy Anresue and Genera-
tion Anne NIcLaren and Helen Tebble discuss the
important question of the appropriate linguistic and
r-ultural b,danr e in Icinguacli tear twig ,r a specific pro
ilcssions and how this issue ' addressed in their
higher education institution Elaine McKay com-
pares the study of Asia both el Aiisti cilia and over-
WcIS Robert Eagleson 01,4111', OW tor usury Plain
English H1 all contexts

As usual the commis i f I; n I lei nind me of the
dwersity of the NPL and as gists

3
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Developments in Language Education
in the Australian Capital Territory and
the Northern Territory

Continuing the series on languages policy development in each State. this section provides a
detailed look at recent developments In both the Australian Capital Tenitory and the Northern Tenit-
ory government school systems. The articles were prepared by the ACT and NT Departments of
Education respectively.

Other States that have featured in previous issues are South Australia and Tasmania (Vox 1), Vic-
toria (Vox 2), and NSW (Vox 3).

Developments in Languages Other Than English (LOTE)
in ACT Government Schools

LOTE in ACT Government Schools

A Guiding Document for ACT Government Schools
will be published In 1990. It includes guiding pnrit
pies and guidelines for the implementation of prog
rams. The document states that the learning of Ian
guages is an important element in the education of
all students. Every student should have the opportu
nity to learn at least one language other than English
for as many years as porsible. Studients should have
access to language programs from early primary
years since research shows that children of this age
group team linguistic patterns easily. and then
attitudes to other cultures are at a formative stage

At this point LOTE learning is not compulsory in
ACT schools. The Department of Education is. how
ever. promoting LOTE learning through a variety ol
means. including the allotment of staffing points to
primary schools introducing a LOTE program. The
position paper sets out strategies for developing
practical. activities-based communicative programs
along the ALL (Australian Language Levels!
Guidelines which will encourage language use. The
quality of programs will be regularly monitored to
ensure that they are ngorous. intellectually demand-
ing and of high quality

In the past ten years schools in the ACT have been
free to develop their own curriculum. based on stn
dent needs and community resources. In the 1990s
there will he more emphasis on planning. rnonnonng
and measurable outcomes hi LOTS. programs a
being organised in dusters within each region K.
of ler learning pathways ttoin Kindergarten to Yea'
12 or ai least. ideally. to a minimum level ol proh
ciency At various stages. however. learners have the
option to exit In int a program 01 choose anothei
LOTE Beginning courses are lound in primary, high
sc hoot and at the senior secondary level

Their Ole programs m Twenty I it HIV eighty pit
'nary schools and tit all BecutuldrySCIK06 Most high

4

schools offer two or three languages. and some col-
leges offer five or six. At the secondary level schools
are now expected to oiler at least an Asian and a
European language Languages taught in ACT
schools are French. German. Indonesian. Italian.
Japanese. Mandarin Chinese. Modern Greek and
Spanish These languages are taught at various
levels At the senior secondary school. for example.
the levels include Beginning. Intermediate. Contino
mg and Advanced (native speaker level), which
includes courses for the International Baccalaureate
There are also twenty two slier - school programs for
communits; languages

Resources provided by
other governments

Franco-Australian bilingual program
(Telopea Park School). The bilingual French
program al Telopea Park School evolved as a
result of an agreement between the Australian
and French Governments in 1983 to provide
bilingual education for children from
Kinderganen to Year 10. The Australian Govern-
ment provides four 'out of formula' teachers and
the French Government provides seven. In 1990
it is planned to extend this program to
Narrabundah College. to allow students the
option of bilingual studies in certain subjects ai
Years 11 and 12.

Italian programs. The Comitato Italian()
Assistenza. Canberra (CIAO) is responsible for
language programs in Italian in the ACT It is
partially funded through the Ethnic Schools
Program and partially through the Italian
Government. CRC funds Iwo part-time teachers
in schools.

Spanish programs. The ACT Deponment of
Education has entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Spanish Ministry of
Education and Science related to the teaching of

b
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Spanish in ACT (IuVernMent schools and in aver
school programs Plans include the exchange of
language teachers and or students with Spain
The Spanish iovernmeni provides three
teaching positions shared among several schools
and alter school programs. and a pan -time
consultant who works three days a week at the
O'Connell Education Centre and two clays a
week di the Spanish Embassy.

Teacher Training inservices, courses and
awards. A vanety of inservices. courses and
awards are offered by government sponsored
educational institutions. including, the Chinese.
French. Greek. Italian and Spanish Govern-
ments, the Goethe Institute and the Japan Foun-
dation. Recently the Australia Japan Foundation
and the Australia Indonesia Institute have also
provided generous support for teacher training

Special DEET Programs

PrOgrains lunded to 111101! MCI It the RIt101111 Polley
in Languages have inspired a number iii prolyelS in

ACT government schools and have significantly
lilted the profile of languages in the schools
Teachers morale has improved. although IA gr. has

VOX
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Projects funded under the Australian Second
Language Learning Program

The Spanish National Curriculum Project
K.12. A draft curriculum has been prepared for
primary programs. Stages A & B. which incorpo
rates suggestions for background speakers at
Stages C & I) This draft has been offered to mem-
bers of the national and local reference groups for
mailing Stage 1 high school is being prepared for
mailing. and Stage 2 is under way. A curnculum
lor senior secondary be drafted later in 1990
A list of suggested materials to accompany the cur
nculum is also being prepared. together with
resources from the Spanish Government.

An Overview of Lon Programs in ACT Pri-
mary Schools vi.as completed in 1988. followed
in 1989 90 by a Research /Survey of LOTE
programs in ACT Government Schools
This protect is designed to explore attitudes to
issues which are important m future planning.
such as networking. Conlinuitli in LOTE programs
and choice of LOTE File results are intended
pnrnanly in assist departmental officers in imple

elephant si Maui i,drionti I will Lymhdin Primary SLhoul 1010[0 COW IOS? at C.MCOIUM Section ACT
Devartmenr or Erlucavoni

Is
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menting the forthcoming ACT Guiding Docu-
ment on LOTE. Areas of concern for the 1990 sur-
vey will include providing a choice of Asian and
European languages of major importance to
Australia. and selling up closer links with after
school programs.

Professional development of teachers.
These funds have facilitated a variety of inservices
and activities workshops, many of which have
been related to designing curriculum along the
ALL Guidelines and to workshops on the
National Year 12 Assessment Frameworks. A
priority in 1990 is networking between pnmary.
high school and college in specific languages to
plan curnculum from K-12.

inservicing in Language Teaching Method-
ology for teachers and students of after-school
programs. teachers untrained in language teach-
ing methodology or new to Australian schools
This course was offered in 1988.89 in collabora-
tion with the Canberra College of Advanced Edu-
cation. Another course is planned for late 1990

Promotion of LOTE Programs in Primary
Schools. In 1990 support will be offered for a
new pnmary program in German. as well as for
the development of existing programs in Chinese
and Spanish

Projects funded by the Asian Studies Council
National Curriculum Projects in Thai.
senior secondary level. A draft curnculum has

been prepared for Thai. Stages 1-3. together with
a set of language teaching videos, a resource kit
on Thai songs and units of work for a student
work book. Tnalhng will take place in 1991)

National Curriculum Projects in Korean.
senior secondary level. A draft curnculum has
been prepared for Korean. Stage 1. together with
a student work book and other resources A set of
language teaching videos is planned for 1990
together with the draft of Stage 2 Mailing plan
ned for 1990-1991

Recent Developments in the Northern Territory

The progressive implementation of NT Policy on
Languages Other Than English is well underway.

There is clear evidence that school councils, pnno-
pals and senior administrators are viewing. in a very
positive way. the place of languages (particularly
Asian languages) in the school curnculum. The
recent national and territory publicity given to the
Importance of languages has given great impetus to
the demand for language education from parents
and teachers

There has been a significant increase in the
number of pnmary and secondary school students
learning a language.

In 1989. 7.849 students studied Languages Other
than English in 38 pnmary and 14 secondary schools
and colleges excluding Abonginal languages being
taught in bilingual programs and language as taught
in ethnic schools.

A Approximate number of Aboriginal students involved in bilingual programs 3 500
B Students studying in various ethnic schools 600
C Students studying LOTS (excluding A & B) 7 849

Total number of students studying a LOTS 11 949
Total number of school enrolments 31 597
Percentage of students studying LOTE 37.8%

6
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In the area of Asian languages. the Northern Ternt
ON is making a significant contnbunon on the
national scene. Funds have been allocated by the
Asian Studies Council for the development of the
National Indonesian Language Cumculum Protect.
This three year project made considerable progress
in 1980 and has won wide recognition.

National Indonesian project

The National Indonesian Language Cumculum
Project entered the second of as three year term. The
Protect team has the Task at developing
comprehensive cumculum support for teaching the
Indonesian language at all levels in Australian pnmary
and secondary schools. The cumculum is being
constructed according to the Australian Language
Levels (ALL) Guidelines

.1-he Protects National Reference Group. which
allows all educational systems in Australia to participate
in the Protect. met in Adelaide dunny March 1989 and
provided the Protect Team with useful feedback and
advice

The mmunty of Indonesian teachers in the Northern
Temtory were insoviced in Project matenals during
August. providing feedback and input into future
cumculum documents.

'et

VOX

A unique feature of the Project is the extent of
Indonesian involvement. particularly in the area of
consultancies and resource development. Project
team members visited different regions in Indonesia at
intervals throughout the year to obtain cultural and
linguistic information as well as teachingleaming
resources for inclusion in the cumculum. Ongoing
liaison was maintained with Indonesian educational
authonues and institutions regarding the authenticity of
language used in the cumculum and the production of
audio visual materials for the Resource Pack. Three
international schools in Indonesia agreed to tnal and
respond to the ProtectS matenals. to school in New
Zealand also expressed interest in being involved.)

The Nonhem Temtory Department of Education
has also gained Commonwealth funding for the
production of Indonesian language curriculum
matenals for national distance education programs.

One full -time writer has been appointed to prepare
an Indonesian Language Distance Education syllabus
and resources for upper primary and lower secondary
students. su-

Japanese is becoming increasingly popular at an levels 01
schooling. Primary school class learning Japanese in
Canberra (Photo courtesy of Comma "17 Section ACT
Dept. of Education)

-
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Professional Development of Teachers

With funds made available by the Asian Studies
Council in 1988. nine Territory teachers attended
intensive language and culture courses in Indonesia
(5), Japan (2) and China (2). During the Christmas
vacation, eleven teachers attended intensive language
courses in Indonesia (5). Japan (41 and China (2).

Without exception. all teachers involved in intensive
Asian language and culture courses in 1988 firmly
believe that their fluency in speaking Indonesian.
Chinese or Japanece was dramatically improved.
Their knowledge of the counties and the cultures
concerned was deepened and they feel that it was a
most rewarding and enjoyable experience.

Scholarships for Teachers of Italian 1989-90
Last year two territory teachers. with the assistance
of Comitato Italian() Assistenza Scolastica were suc
cessful in obtaining study awards- during the Christ-
mas vacation.

GreekAustralia Teacher Exchange Scheme

In 1989 the Greek Government allocated a qualified
Greek teacher to work as a resource person and io
assist with the Greek language and culture programs
at primary and secondary level. This generous oiler
of the Consulate-General of Greece is wry much
appreciated.

Australia-China Education Cooperation
Program: 1989/90Scholarshipsfor Australian
Teachers of Chinese
The successful Northern Territory candidate for this
one year scholarship is Kay Mitchell. Band 1 teacher
horn Nhulunbuy High School. Mrs Mitchell is a
SACE/ESL Mandarin teacher with a BA in Modern
Asian Studies and is now studying in China.

NT/Indonesian Teacher and Student
Exchange Program
A highly successful program involving the exchange
of 8 students for 6 months and 4 teachers for one
year between schools in the NT and the four eastern
Indonesian Provinces of Bali. Nusa Genggara Barat
(Lombok and Sumbawa). Nusa Tenggara Timur
(Timor and Flores) and Maluku (Ambon

The scheme developed from a series of short term
school visits to the province of Bali 16 years ago and
was expanded under the formal agreement of the
Memorandum of Cooperation between the two
Departments of Education In 1985.

Interschool Visits and Twinning Arrange-
ments
With the expansion of Indonesian language prog-
rams in schools and the proximity of Darwin to

8

Indonesia. an increasing number of NT primary, sec-
ondary and Aboriginal schools are arranging annual
school excursions to the eastem part of Indonesia.

Many schools have established strong ties with
their Indonesian host school. Driver Primary School
invited its twin school to visit Dawn to reciprocate
the hospitality it had received over various excur-
sions to Kupang and this event was a highlight of
1989.

Language Centre Alice Springs
Next year a language centre is to be established in
Alice Springs. As well as teaching students from pn-
mary and secondary schools in Alice Spnngs. the
centre will provide a resource base (or language
teachers in the Central Australian Region. The Cour
dinator for the Centre has been selected and will
commence duty at the end of January 1990

(a) The LOTE area is involved In liaison with and
serves on a number of National ReferenceCom.
mittees for the development of National Cur
riculum Projects. for instance Japanese.
Chinese. Thai and Spanish

(b) Links have been established with the Australia-
Japan Foundation. Australia-China Scholarship
Scheme. Italian Government eduLation and cul-
tural agencies. National Accrediting Authority
for Translators and Interpreters and the National
Languages Policy Programs

(cl Asian Studies Council proposals are aimed at
professional development of leachers and prop-
osals and at promoting the development of
leaching and learning in Indonesian and other
Asian languages in Australia. It is anticipated that
these will be first tided in the Northern Temtory
for possible implementation in other states.

Aboriginal Languages

Formal support for Abonginal languages now
extends to twenty one Aboriginal schools. Dunng
1989 eleven of these schools were granted accre-
dited status on the recommendation of the Bilingual
Education Consultative Committee (BECC) a sub-
committee of FEPPI. the N.T. Education Consulta-
tive Group. Currently fifteen bilingual schools have
become formally accredited as bilingual schools. The
BECC has also established an ongoing program of
moderated school-based sell-appraisal to ensure the
improvement of standards. Through working with
Regional Departmental officers, this program
became part of the Action Plan for School Improve
ment process.

A new industrial award for Literacy Workers has
recognised the importance of a career path Mr gm-
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category of bilingual specialist staff. Career advance-
ment is based on completion of accredited courses at
the School of Linguistics at Batchelor College.

The Abonginal Languages Subcommittee ot the
languages Other Than English (LOTE1Subiect Area
Committee. which is now based at Batchelor Col-
lege. is developing a resource book to assist develop
ment of Abonginal language programs.

VOX

1 National Conference. Across the Borders: Lan-
guage at the Interface. convened by the Austra-
lian Reading Association Australian Association
for the Teaching of English (ARA.AATEL and
hosted the Reading Association of the NT:English
Teaching Association of the NT (RANT ETANT1
and the NT Education Department. JuneJtily
1989.

Workshop on Assessment of English Proficiency
in Students of Non-English Speaking Back-
ground. organised by Australian Advisory Coun-
cil on Languages and Multicultural Education
AACLAMEL August 1989. in Canberra.
National N1ultrutiural Education Reference
Group Meeting. organised by AACLAME.
August 1989. in Sydney.
National K 12 ESL Materials Coordination Pro
led DEETI. wit., _ s lam .....rrliOnj representatives
on the National Reference group ineeting in Feb-
ruary 1990. in Canberra
Language in Education Confereace Murdoch
University. December 1989

It is too early to assess the full effect of current
developments Thee is. however. considerable evi
dente that the Northern Terntory is playing a man),
role in the implementation ot the recommendations
tit the National Policy on Languages.

reacning English
as o Second Language

The NT Educauon Department provides senores for
developing the English language competence of
students of migrant and Abongnal non-English
speaking backgrounds through specialist officers based
in the Cumculum and Assessment Branch and a
network of specialist officers and teachers in Schools
North Branch and Operations South.

For new amvals to Australia. two intensive English
units continue to cater for migrant students at pnmary
and secondary levels. and provide a comprehensive
learning program across all cumculum areas. Specialist
ESL. teachers. appointed as above formula staff also
assist ESL learners in mainstream classes in urban
schools.

Cumculum involvement this year has included the
development of an ESL perspective for the Approved
English Cuniculum being developed ESL officers
have assisted in wring sections of the cumculum. and
units of work with an ESL focus have been mailed in
mainstream classes.

The senior accredited course General English :1 was
Implemented dunng 1989 This course may be taken
by students as preparation for SSABSA (Senior
Secondary Assessment Board of S.A.1 ESL courses

Insenoce sessions for general classroom teachers
and specialist ESL staff have focused on whole-school
approaches including English Language Development
Across the Curriculum iELDACI. Cooperative
Planning Programming and Teaching ICPPT1 and
further inservice on the Social Literacy Protect.

At the national level. Departmental ESL staff were
Involved in

1 ACTA Ansa Summer School. Sydney. anu
ary 1989;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Aboriginal Education
English Language Development

Abongmal students in NT compnse more than a
quarter of the total school population Most abongnal
students learn English as a second language and a
significant proportion learn English asa second dialect_

As well as two cumculum officers. staffing includes
two regional Educauon Officers. and provision for 15
regional ESL Coordinators. Abonginal Education.
These regional staff members provide advisory
support for teachers of Abonginal students in urban
and Abonginal community schools.

The ESL cumculum for Aboriginal schools is

presently being rooeed and linked with the proposed
NT Approved Curriculum The development of an
ESL package for Abonginal schools will include input
from both Abonginal and non. Aboriginal staff: ESL
cumculum staff are also involved M ongoing liaison
with FEPPI. and Batchelor College.

Manx tasks for primary levels in 1939 have
included.

preliminary writing. ESL Cumculum Package for
Aboriginal Schools.
collection of texts written by Abonginal and non.
Aboriginal authors.
revision of Homeland Centres cumculum. School
of the Bush. Levels 1.2.3 (54 fortnightly guides
containing teacher mites and student activities!.
publishing 01 PeeWee Senes andJazz Chants. s-

9
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ESL staff have established liaison with leachers
supervising Abonginal ESL students enrolled with
the NT Secondary Correspondence School

For Community Education Centres. English Ian
guage development has been privammed for
Aboriginal students to upgrade skills in Iwo courses.
Foundation Studies Certificate Course and General
Studies Certificate Course Opportunities (or stu
dents lusher development will be provided In two
courses presently being developed. the Vocational
Studies Certificate Course and the Initial Secondary

Certificate. These two courses will be presented for
accreditation by TAFEAC and also referred to the
Board of Studies.

Inservice for 1989 has included TESL Inservice for
ESL Officers and Coordinators. Darwin LMarch).
ESL Curriculum Inservice. Barkly Region (May).
and Inservice for Outstation Homeland Centre
Teachers. TI-Tree (May). Regions have also con-
ducted their own inservice courses, arranged by reg-
ional ESL staff.

Funding for ASLLP* General Element in 1990
NT Department of Education

Brief description

The program is the continuation of the ASLL. Prog
ram which commenced in 1988 1989 The protect is
to expand and improve the teaching of the Indune
sian Language in NT Pnrnary Schools by continuing
to make available to each of live pnmary schools the
pan-time services of a fully qualified teacher ul
Indonesian.

Primary schools and teachers involved in leaching
Indonesian in these schools are part ol a network of
Pilot Schools that has been established to that the
National Indonesian Cumculum Protect currently
being developed by the Northern Temtory and
South Australian Department of Education.

The cooperation and enthusiasm which have
been forthcoming from parents. principals and
teachers of the pilot schools have been most
encouraging. As a result, the same level of lundingas
in 1988.89 will be allocated in 1990 to the Indone
sian Language. namely $54 000.

For 1990. the remainder of the $91 000 available
from the NT Dept of Education for ASLLP will be
used for the half-time employment of a teacher of
Japanese. the half -time employment of a teacher of
Italian and for curriculuMmaterials development to
support a range of languages (Greek German. Viet
namese. Portuguese. Chinese and French).

At present. there are Italian language programs in
a number of pnmary schools. but no opponunity for
students to continue their studies into secondary
school. The provision of a teacher o1 Italian on 05
basis to two secondary schools colleges. in addition
in normal staffing for a number of years. should see
student numbers build up sufficiently to create a situ
anon where the schools are willing to provide for a
teacher within their staffing allocation

10

For 1990 funds will be used to continue employ-
ment of a teacher of Japanese half-time. Last yea'
proviso,' was made lure hIllime Japanese teacher
This year the school is absorbing 0 5 of this teacher
of Japanew..e within its stalling allocation

The languages selected lot support through cut
nculum and professional development are those
which will benefit through allusion of 50111e funds hi
improve the quality ol second language programs. to
extend the courses and to cater for more students

The cost kg the programs in Ihr 199(IS

I $54 00(1 as pan ol 2 5 lull-tine equivalent
salanes and oncosts thr Band 1 teachers

2 $13 500 Band I. AI Category (1.5 salary for
Japanese language teacher

3 $13 500 Band I. Al Category 0 5 salary fur Ito-
has language teacher

4 Curnculum and professional development

Portuguese
$ 670Greek

boo
French boo
Vietnamese bob
Chinese

b)11b

German
10 (000t6)

The NT Department of Education accepts the
accountability requirements as contained in the
ASLLP Draft Guidelines for 1990 LOTE Programs

The NT continues to expand its own support for
second language teaching. The most notable expan-
sion from the beginning of 1990 will be the Alice
Spnnys Language Centre which will employ a total
of lour staff and offer a range of teaching in four Ian
guages to all schools in the town.

onunlit I ..... Haut. I earning Nowa!,
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Aboriginal children in the NT of ten have the chance to learn their home languages at school. Children at Yoninya School in
Alice Springs may learn Arrernte. Lunge and Wendt'''. (Photo courtesy ot Australian Information Service)

Future prospects

The NT Department of Education Is extremely
optimistic about the future of LOTE m NT schools If
the current momentum of publicity regarding the
importance of LOTE continues through the National
Languages Policy and the NT LOTE Policy the future
of LOTE can only improve across pnmary. secon-
dary and ternary education. Expected outcomes of
this policy are:

al The progressive introduction of LOTE into pm
mary and secondary schools such that by 1998
almost all students in that year will have studied
LOTE.

IA The provision of high quality LOTE programs
that provide for student entry. initially at years b
ant' 7 in pnmary schools and in years 8 and 9 in
secondary schools Once introduced. extension
co years below and above should be encour-
aged.

cl The promotion and expansion of the teaching of
pnonty languages - Aboriginal. Indonesian.
Chinese. Japanese. Givek and Italian

dl The development 01 rurnwlum restart( es
through participation I national LUI riculum pm
iects and department-initiated prowls

e) Provision of a competent teaching lurce to meet
the increased demand for LOU.

1l pus
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Language and Trade:
A review of the_LOTE* needs of the Australian economy-f6
a report design. and commissioned by AA.CLAME

by John Stanley
. \C.

This article describes the findings of a recent survey and reports which examined the importance of
LOTE skills In the establishment of cur export culture and the extent to which Australian companies
regarded LOTE as important for their exporting activities.

Future directions of the Australian
economy

It has become commonplace In regard Auto alio
major economic problems of Ow 80 s and 91h 6 MI
deteriorating balance of trade and a 111d66IVY growth
in external debt. This trend I as put in Jeopardy all
Australia's economic activity not to speak ol the
funds available for the public MiClOtb of education
health. etc.

Australia accounts for only l', nl World wade or it I
has a very limited penetration ul overseas markets

In 1988 Australia was supplying only
3.5% of the $33bn South Korea import
market, 3% of $43bn Chinese import
market, 1.4% of the $35.4 bn Hong Kong
import market and 5% of the Japanese

$128bn market.'

Australia's economic performance has been
limited by this failure to export. Its ratio of merchan-
dise exports to GDP at 13.5% is below that of com-
parable industrial countries, and according to the
Hughes Comminee report should be closer to 191;

Compounding the problem is Australia's depen-
denceon the export of agricultural and mineral prod.
ucts rather than manufactures and services.

It is a noticeable feature of the monolingual Angki-
Saxon members of the OECD that the last two dec
ades have seen a decline in their trade balance in
manufactures. Australia is outstanding in this
respect. An .Austraban Manufacturing Council
(AMC) report' noted that the list of Australia's 50(1
largest exporters contains only 200 in manufacturing
That are not based on mining or agriculture. Of those
200 only 12 have exports of more than $60m

'LMIgthigv nitivt than
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In the last decade the Asian region, most notably
Japan. has become the recipient of a higher percen-
tage ul Australia's exports. However there is little
cause lot congratulation. As the Garnaut report.'
emphasises, this trend simply reflects the high com-
plementanty between resource rich Australia and
resource poor industrial northeast Asia. Our success
in expanding our exports to northeast Asia between
1%5 and 1987 may lie in the fact that Japan targeted
Australia as a supplier rather than Australia looking
to Japan as a market. The commodity composition
of Australia's exports matched Japans import needs
mote closely than any other trading partner. The
value added element of Australia's exports to Japan
Is relatively low

In the important trade categones of
chemicals. manufactures, machinery and
transport equipment where value
added is higher - Australia's 1987-88
trade deficit with Sweden was $655m
and a massive $2181m for West
Germany!' As the AMC study noted. it is
Australia's failure to successfully produce
and export manufastured goods which is

-at the heart of the dada problem.

The Survey: objectives and method.

The major obiective of the survey was to establish
whether businesses actually saw LOTE skills as relev-
ant to their activities. Unless business itself perceives
a deficiency. an increased supply of LUTE skills may
not be taken up. Or it may be the case that LOTE
skills can only be absorbed into the economy if
embedded t nackage of other business and tech
nical skills

1 he sample chosen lor the survey consisted of
2 000 companies from AustradeS data base of 5 000
exporters. Companies were chosen from industry
sectors to include 1 200 from the manufactunng sec-
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for and St 10 companies approximately equally distil
bured among the 3 sectors mining. rural industnes
and fishing. and services Of the 2 0(11) 10 reborn the
questionnaire iyas sent. 451 I 'plied. of which 433
indicated numhei s employed While the range of
number of employees was wide I up to 51) 000 in I
Cabin. of companies had less than 51 employ
OeS. 75".% had under 200 employees and 90";. had
less than 50( In ;elms of annual turnover the quos
normally was do ected at companies within die hinge
$500 000 In $25 indium

Wink, ivy int changes ul me status of cr mina me,
nn AUSthitle, i.,1111g Made n Int (Kull to ensure that all
cr imprimis toll within the specincour nis given. it Was
considered important that the survey should he
weighted itmaids I he small alit medium sized end
the spectrum rhe .,,qamiation and operating stele
in large to rinpanies ale dii lore ill Iroin Ihuse in Sinail
and iniddle sved Eloquently they are controlled
from outside Ausnaha and are inn interested m
exporting nom their Australian base. Many of the
larger companies. such as Qantas and B [IP.
het: au se in their established International I inertia

ere
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non. already recognise the importance of LOTE skills
and have the resources to undertake stall training.
however Autarahan industry is dominated by smal-
ler companies. particularly in manufacturing. and it is
in this sector where the failure to export is most
acute

artrelli

The items on the questionnaire were therefore
designed to elicit the altitudes ul predommandy
-mall to medium sized companies to the need for
I.OTE skills. The survey results tended to confirm
that companies at this end of the size spectrum
iegard exporting as the minor pan of their operations
and case bindles ol successtul Australian exporters
such as the Australian Export Award Winners are
studies of an exceptional few

Thus. tit the 451 compares that indicated the per-
centage in their exports to non-English speaking
countries i NESC 20';, indicated ml exports. lust
river 5t1'';, exported less than 5";.. 70"6 exported less
111311 15';

Internationalization has been descnbed as a
tnadual process in which firms go through the stages

Language is no esseillia! IC01 inn successful baud 1-110 inpresnolalices 01 agl tuition' nailing LULAulnas meet in CasilS.
Queensland 'Photo courtesy of Australian Intormatron Syr vices,
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of 'Partially interested firm'. 'Exploring firm'. 'Experi-
mental exporter. 'Experienced small exponee.
penenced large exporter'." For the respondents to
our survey. the export percentages given above
would tend to indicate that many are still at the
Expenmental stage. This position tends also to be
reflected in their attitude to LOTE skills. Few com-
panies have had sufficient experience to be able to
correctly evaluate the importance of LOTE skills.

A frequent response to both our wrinen question-
naire and our telephone survey was that English was
the language of international trade and 'they all
speak English anyway'. This is a major fallacy Here
the distinction made by Holden' between languages
of market contact and languages of market value is
useful. English is the outstanding Irnguage for mak-
ing initial communication with the overseas market.
However, as our survey showed, there are for
Australia at least 9 other languages which. like
English. serve as languages of marketing value. By
marketing value is meant languages which have
value because they perform a number of functions
such as generating new scienhlic and technical infor-
mation and facilitating commercial and technical
exchange on an international or supranational basis.
The languages whicu the firms surveyed regarded as
most important for their present marketing activity
were Japanese. Mondani). Arabic, Indonesian.
Korean. That. Spanish. German and French.

Before examining survey responses m further
detail it is necessary to draw attention to the consider-
able methodological problems that were involved
even in what was an exploratory survey.

In this area Australia lags a long way behind other
OECD countnes The U K commenced its first
major survey on the language needs of companies in
1972.1" Such survey work is not in any sense
straightforward. Schroder." deploring the lack of
bilinguals in Germany refers to the field as rather
intricate, and Hagen's 12 year survey' 2 of the need
for LOTES in Northern English industry indicates a
task of considerable length.

Methodologically there are two main approaches
One is to estimate the number of personnel actively
using LOTE skills in the successful exporting com-
panies and compare them with the numbers using
LOTE skills In the unsuccessful companies. To a
limited extent this had already been done in the sur-
vey of Australian ExportAward Winners 1987. over a
relatively small sample of companies. This data indi-
cated that.

'Twenty-lour of the 35 finalists (68.6";.) employed
people who were fluent in one or more of Japanese.
Chinese. Arabic or French compared with o3
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(32.1 ".;) of the 196 non-finalists . The finalists
employed 199 people fluent in these languages. or
an average of 5.7 staff members for each company.
The non-finalists employed a total of 273. an aver-
age of 1.4 staff members for each company The
averane finalist therefore employed 4 times as many
people fluent in these languages as the average non.

The same kind of data is available from the U K .
U 5 . Europe and Japan. Why is such data largely
ignored by the Australian business community?

The attempt to answer this question requires an
elicitation of the attitudes of the businesscommunity
to LOTE skills. This provides the second main
approach and the one taken in this survey.

As has been found elsewhere. eliciting business
opinion on the value of LOTE skills is complex.
Reeves (19851' observes of a U K 1984 survey.

But rather more significant was the
persisting deep divide in all trade towards
the fundamental importance of LUTES
for exporting. The industrial and
commercial sectors represented by the
two groups were largely similar or in 0.
identical. Yet there were even cases of
rival companies taking dramatically
opposed views on the value of
languages. The second group which was
by definition committed to some form of
language training, regarded the resultant
capability without exception as indispen-

sable for their success.

The Survey: results

In the survey discussed here. among the main ques-
tions directed at eliciting company attitudes were

1 How often du you or your employees need
loreign languages in your job?

2 Has a lack of foreign language skills among
employees in the awes listed negatively affected
your company's trading activity?

3 When recruiting employees do you take into
account their foreign language skills?

4. When fixing employees salanes do you take into
account their foreign language skills?

All of the above questions were applicable to five
areas of activity as shown on the next page.
Responses arc indicated

1u
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Management Marketing

STAFF

Personnel Technical Secretarial

Percentage of companies returning questionnaire

Question 1
Noresponse 29 30 37 .,4 33

Never 27 21 32 35 47

Occasionally 35 34 9 25 17

Frequently 6 Ii 2 5 2

Continually 2 4 I 1 1

Question 2
Nuresponse 30 32 38 36 35

Never 42 38 55 46 54

Occasionally 25 27 6 15 9
Frequently 2 4 1 2 1

Continually 1 1 0 1 0

..kieei ion 3
No response 11 31 35 33 33

Nom 411 38 54 48 51

Occasionally In 22 8 13 12

L'Suelly I 5 1 3 2

Always 4 5 2 3 3

Question 4
Nuistpunse It 37 35 34 34

Always s 6 3 4 4

Sometimes II 19 7 10 8

Wear 52 17 55 52 54

nielo a a lest, 'tummy% in the ?Owns, rot, awes
One would nittutivelv espw t 11,11 itirmagemmil mu l
marketing II have Till Tit 1 is inserts 1/21/141114 illk111.1

Into acruunl the NIL i !Phil 1111111 111111% 112 11111 %mut*.

tended to sr.' expiating as a 11011111 limit V Hi in
Menne °relation i v the abalitalily aril%

liV requires rilailatellal III DIU,. Inn
enough firms haven sufficient exp. a I bus
mess to create a large drinand Inn bilingual It'l
rotaries It is possible Ilia) when espiale become
more 51911111c/1111 proportion ill the middle and 5111.11
ler sized companies' ar iiviiies as in Ilie L I X then
the findings of Morns119811i' and I lutman I I') 421.
of greater lob opportunities tut bilingual secrutal les
ihan for any other lob category involving language al
industry. might be confirmed.

From the data denved from the above questions
one might conclude that among the business corn

111111111V all huge die attitude toward the need fu
ton, I1 env of indifference. This attitude seem
wlaieil In ilw ielatwely unimportant role played by
°spoil's' their business activities and hence the very
Iunllvd pekeptions and experience businessmen
'lase of the impact 01 a lack of communication skills
on their activities A vicious circle seems to operate.

Lock of knowledge of
elleclof poor

communication

Experience of overseas
marketing remains at

a low level

Confirmation of
monolingual marketing

as satisfactory

Low performance
discourages
further effort
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As noted earlier the experience of oilier countries
runs counter to the low value attached lo LOTL skills
by Australian businessmen To give one example
from a survey of 115 foreign companies In Beijing

. .. the Japanese executive is given more
encouragement to learn Chinese than
any foreign executive. Indeed, 87% of
Japanese companies agreed that it is

important for the chief representative or
senior manager to speak Chinese wee

Examples confirming the importance ol LOU
skills in business and industry are numerous in Euro-
pean and U S management literature Generally
they have had little impact on the Australian scene
The results of the survey discussed in this article
would indicate that businessmen see only a tenuous
connection between LOTE skills and overseas bust
ness performance.

Business perceptions of the problems
of international trade

In the survey respondents were also asked to rank the
tems below as factors that would inhibit them expon
ng to NESC

Position

Lack of financial inoentwee 2
Distance born Australia 0
Lack of knowledge or Orton mantels 1

Leak of staff with knowledge ol relevant
language 9

Import dulls; 5
'fbo many rules & regulations 4
Packaging, elbow 8. distribution problems 7

Marketing and produareervioe promotion 3
Inadequate produoVservioe ta product

design pampered will i competitors

The rankings ale Intikalert on the right and cum
Wu In respect ul Ilw Importance ul Lan:51.01k find
Mils of a slim lai siliveo canted out by Pun
Weter louse I Thal Is to say. Inc k of stuff with LOTE
skills is regarded as of low elgnllrcuncv. huh Items rely
ing heavily oil Loll. skills such a. knowledge of
foreign markers. end mei kuling and product sena.
pmnionoil are ranked litgli
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This is the central contradiction of the survey.
Businessmen recognize that they have considerable
communication difficulties in gathering market intel-
ligence and effectively promoting their product over-
seas AI the same time they consider knowledge of
the relevant foreign language of little significance.

We can attribute this paradox to what is essentially
a weakness in Australian management education
Company management on the whole lacks the
capacity to sue the importance of el fective communi-
cations. As the Hughes report observed.'

Education lor managers is limited in
Australia and particularly limited in relat-
ion to export promotion. Few Australian
managers have specialised training in
exports. Few courses are available, par-
ticularly at a high level. Foreign language
training capacity for export managers is
lacking. Immigrants provide most of the
linguists for Australian exports. mainly

fortuitously

Future language needs

f he nets, ilmiiireliensivo %MVO: I it cdut elk mat lit t
vision lit 1.0TLs Ira. beet Thal undo Wiwi by the
Inglenun report''' That halloo though hinged to
Asian studies uilmsnitntivnlwealute.esitlbenu
ltI21117euVlbltill fin Lark unuuutf lit Ausii title I lic
remedies will tenuity nut iusl Ike IntiodUi non 4.1
mote ctiminunicalive moils itiolugles hid t Mit ill
institutional dungy lei enmity'', the hadilional
degree patio a ol 3 vedi nt 5 Iu A 1111L1111101 wevt. ie

nearly 5 1111Welilink IIIV level ul intensIllo unlisted I, .
achieve bask 1/1011CIWII.1.0 in Japallini, (111111/7t.

Rowan and Arabic As Iniileson fugues ihulit is n
'toting caste lei LOT!. 11(1111111W
being cul11131tiebutil 11111.1 I nine intensive Inuytruus
over shone' total pet XXII of Tune but nit luding up
n veal incouniiv Ant:thief radical charm!, woolil Itr
the development. ul courses whit II combo w L011
hauling with tuniung in business and let 111141100;
Binh the above imply a restructuring in Ile env tau
guage training departments function and 'claw
other discipline areas. and the way other discipline
peitiularly business perceive their international
communication needs.

In the last two or three years a numbet ul Attend
ban educational institutions have begun II I cluing,
their approach to LOTE training In the directions
noted above. Language courses my hang

10 C;
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Many countries exhibit their wares it the InIernationottiOle Centre irl MelbOut Photo courtesy el Australian Information
Service;

developed amity with courses in whet disciplines.
more students are spending tole in country and sit
ton h. Yin these processes of change come belatedly
io Australia. In Europe the importance of LOTEs in
!lade and technology has been recognised LI1 both
public and pnvate sectors for nearly two decades

It IS Interesting to note however. that tchdthec In
Europe. the U S or Japan the pnvate sector has
proved more able than public sector institutions to
provide the kind of specific. intensive language train-
ing requested by business and industry. It remains to
he seen if the public sector fit Australia can meet the
requirements of the Australian economy for needs
based language teaching
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tute of Applied Linguistics or Dnsbane College of
Advanced Education.
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Conference Interpreting
by Maga Berger

Australia's isolated geographical position has always
influenced its economic standing as compared to the
rest of the world. With international technological
advancement and the increase in iounsm to 'cowl
tries off the beater track', not to mention the greater
availability of air travel. Australia has become a
popular investment and tounst destination. Sam
tarty. overseas organisations and companies have
become increasingly interested in Australia as a coil
Terence destination and this interest has led to a
greater demand for language services at these lour
Lions.

Over the past decade the number of international
conferences requiring interpreting or translation set
vices has gradually increased to an annual average.
in the past five years. of twenty conferences. These
conferences usually require interpreting services for
a duration of one to twelve days. with the traditional
conference languages - namely French and. to a kis
ser extent. Spanish - still dominating the field. Occa-
sionally European languages are requested because
the Conference has traditionally offered these Ian

guages at previous assignments - which have been
held in Europe - and the conference host does not
wish to break with tradition. even though the actual
need may not be great. The demand for Asian Ian
guages - in particular Japanese- but also Mandarin -
has grown considerably in the past years and the
conference market shows that this real demand will
continue to grow. Languages such as Russian and
Arabic are certainly requested by certain conference
hosts. however they tend to be required at meetings
which directly or specifically involve these countries
le g trade negotiations between Australia and the
Sumel Union)

Australia's growth in popularity as a conference
destination has resulted in the birth of tertiary level
interpreting and translation courses as well as private
institutions teaching foreign languages. Organisa-
tions and Associations such as the National Accredi-
tation Authonty lor Translators and Interpreters and
AUSIT aim at defining the role and quality of all lan-
guage services. ranging from court to simultaneous
interpreting Proximity or rather, lack of it - to

Simultaneous interpreting facilitates communication between delegates at an auSltalia-Japan ministerial meeting in
Canberra. (Photo' The Canberra Times)
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reign countnes is no longer a hindrance to those
students wishing to learn languages Foreign ((min-
tnes have. so to speak. come to Australia in the form

nationals who have decided to immigrate to
Australia. An a multicultural society which now also
has excellent language education institutions, we
have the veal prerequisites for supplying the interna-
tional conference industry with locallybased.
trained interpreters and translators.

In 1988. the year of Australia's Bicentenary. we
have had the opportunity to put to the test the bal-
ance of 'demand and 3upply regarding interpreting
and translation services. Over seventy international
meetings requinng simultaneous interpreting chose
Australia as their conference destination.

Most of these conferences employed the language
services of Australian-based interpreters: however.
approximately five world conferences either brought
their own interpreters with them, assuming that the
resources were not adequate here. or. unfortunately.
were advised to 'import' interpreters from Europe
and Asia.

As an example of the greater workload the Indus-
try here expenenced. our company alone was
required to provide six language teams leach consist-
ing of approximately six Australian-based interpret-
ers) for one November week of conferences and
meetings around Australia. Two of these November
conlerences were the 7th International Congress of
State Lotteries and 13th Conference of the Interna-
tional Organisation of Securities Commissions and
Similar Organisations (TOSCO) in Melbourne.

The State Luttenes Congress took place in the
conference rooms of the Melbourne Regent Hotel,
There were approximately 500 international dele-
gates. over forty of whom came from French and
Spanish-speaking countries. Prior to congress com-
mencement we were requested to translate a
number of the papers into the official Congress lan-
guages. English. French and Spanish At the actual
Congress six simultaneous interpreters worked a
total of seven days from 0830.1700 hours. after
obligatory session and lunch breaks. this amounted
to approximately b-7 intensive working hours daily.
Ai 10SCO. two teams each consisting of eight
simultaneous interpreters were required for con-
current sessions over a pennd of five days. The lan-
guages required were English. French. Portuguese
and Spanish.

01 particular interest in Sydney in February. 1988
was the 2nd World Congress on Vocational Training
held at the Hyatt Kinysgate Hotel, in conjunction
with the 291h International Youth Skill Olympics.
held at various TArc Colleges and Darling Harbour.

a
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Interpreters deintinstralo Them equinhiOnt in an interprelinq
booth. (Photo courtesy Conference interpreting Services)

This Congress provided a unique loru in to promote
international awareness of skill development issues
and enabled vocational trainingpractitioners to meet
iheir internationalcounterpartsand contnbute to the
world-wide debate on the importance of skill forma-
tion as a strategy for economic and social develop-
ment. At the Youth Skill Olympics. 450 of the world's
leading young skilled workers from Europe. Asia and
the Americas gathered at the Sydney Exhibition
Centre. Darling Harbour io compete a i the Olympics
for four days. For the three days of the Congress our
company supplied between eight simultaneous and
twenty four consecutive interpreters. The languages
required were English. French. Portuguese and
Spanish. Our company supplied teams of translators
and bilingual typists as well as over 20 consecutive

derpreters for the days pnor to and dunng theYouth
Skill Olympics. The Ethnic Affairs Commission of
N.S.W also supplied a number of consecutive inter-
preters as their contribution to this valuable commu-
nity event.

This enormous requirement for. and supply of.
interpreter and translation services was an excellent
indication of the large number of local resources in
the language held which we have available here in
Australia. and the success of 1988 is certainly proof
that we no longer have to look to our overseas col.
leagues lor assisiai ice at this held.--- ---
Ms Katta Burger is the Manager of the Conference
Interpreting Service (Language division .Tour Hosts)

1 ".
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The Australian Language Levels Project
ALL Good Things Must Come to an End

The key issues in languages education are the issues of access. choice. and excellence It Is the thud
of these, the issue of excellence in the delivery of programs lin languages other than English and
ESL), and excellence in learner outcomes that the ALL Project has attempted to address over the
past five years.

This article takes the form of a report from a project which is nearing the end of Its life Tint ALM,
lian Language Levels (ALL) Project was funded initially as a 'project of national significance' by the
Curriculum Development Centre. Canberra. and the South Australian Education Department The
Project, currently funded by AACLAME through the national component of ASLLR has been in
operation now for five years. and is due to come to an end in June 1990. The major goal of the ALL
Project has always been to improve the teaching and learning of languages (Languages other than
English initially. and subsequently also English as a Second Language) in Australian schools. lb
achieve this goal, a set of guidelines sufficiently flexible to enable them to apply to all languages. all
year levels (K-12). and all states and territories was to be prepared. Their publication was lo be lot
lowed by an intensive Inservice program in all states and territories. As the protect comes to an end
It is evident that this goal and much more has been achieved.

The Australian Language Levels (ALL)
Guidelines

The ALL Guidelines were published by the Cut
nculum Development Centre in mid IL/KN. success
ful sales leading to a reprinting soon alio This has
almost sold out and a third prirting Is hong critim
detect The ALL Guide/mos commie a set of lout
books entitled.

Language Learning in Australia

Syllabus Development and Programming

Method. Resources. and Assessment

Eua/uatio t. Carney/tun keneieut. and Tenchei
Deueloprneni

They were prepared lor a wide audience including
not only classroom teachers. but also advisers. coil
sultants, pre- and inseryice educators curriculum
writers. educational administrators. and assessment
authonnes Australia-wide Since they were
developed within a strong structure of collaboration
with teachers and languages personnel (including
ESL) representing all educational systems, states.
and territories in Australia. the ALL Guidelines can
claim to represent a 'common basis 01 understand
mg' for the teaching and learning of languages in this
country. The Project is also attracting considerable
interest overseas

The ALL Guidelines also represent a synthesis of
current thinking In the languages leaching field The
wilting team has consisted of expenenced classroom
teachers who. with the help of specialist consultants
and the continual advice and support of a national
reference group, were able to Integrate their own
and others' teaching experience with the latest avail

11,-.-1.fraskaiMALS
I di

nimbi II bra. I
and Pin Oni.v.

able research In languages curriculum design and
applied The result Is an innovaiive
activities-bawd approach to language teaching and
learning. supported by a consistent and comprehen
sive guidelines document. written specifically lor the
currant Australian context
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Cave amnia

The work of the ALL Protect team has been well
received and has also been. by any standards. sue.
ltS$11.11 The team is happy about the contnbution it
It as Dee n able to make over the 'ast five years to the
teaching and learning of languages in Australia. At
the same time the team welcomes the healthy and
fundamental debate that has been generated about
the appropnateness of. lor example. its proposed
activities based approach or its organisational
haniework of Stages- The languages field always
has been and always will he a complex and con
stalely developing one. and the work of the Protect
team needs to be viewed in this context. It is doubtful
whether any single document set of guidelines.
method. approach. Or whatever can tn./et provide the
ultimate solution to The how. why. when. and where
ol language teaching and learning. Although the
ALL Guidelines hove been recognised as making a
malor contribution to the teaching and learning of
languages Ill Australia. their authors do not claim that
diet/ arc the -filial word on the sublect I I laligliag,
practitioners and administrators are debating proles
sional issues. the ALL tram takes heart in the knowl
edge that it might well have provided the raialvia Inn
some of the debate

VOX

National training and development

I nservice of the ALL Guidelines began early when
reactions to the draft materials were sought from
practising teachers, key languages personnel, and
specialist consultants The publication of the books
brought a (Miller wave of inservice activities where
the team provided seminars and workshops on the
ALL curnculum model. viz. syllabus development
and programming. method. resources. assessment.
and evaluation. to all systems. states, and temtones.
Literally hundreds of pnma.v and secondary
teachers in all parts of the country have expenenced
an ALL inservice program in activities which have
ranged from a short one and a half hour session to an
intensive inservice of five days duration. The
demand lor this training and development service
has continued io increase and the point has now
been reached where requests for inservice are totally
beyond the team's capacity to meet them. In order to
satisly Mese continuing demands in a different way.
the ALL team is currently developing an Inseruice
Manual which will be available later in 1990 for indi
victuals (Dr groups with the help of pre- and inservice
educators I ill examine the major principles of ALL as

lor reviewing and renewing their current prac-
tice A pmcVSS elf continual ionewal is thus estab-

Figure 1: Framework showing the relationship between language, language learners.
and syllabus development
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fished so that the quality of programs is improved
The manual will contain workshop guides covering
key curnculum issues in languages. viz

Planning the teaming
pnnciples to guide the teaching learning pro-
cess. and methodological implications
the goals of language learning
'activities and exercises
lessons and units
'modules and syllabuses
resources

Methods (the teaching teaming process)
principles
individualisation
classroom observation
mixed-ability and mixed-background classes
classroom techniques and strategies
classroom organisation

Assessment
issues. trends. purposes. a definition
what to assess
how to assess
judging performance
:cording and renoning

Evaluating the curriculum
developing evaluation strategies
evaluating the various pieces of the 'cut-
nculum jigsaw'
managing the languages department in the
context of curriculum renewal

A generic model

The ALL Guidelines have provided a generic or
framework model for further curnculum develop.
ment. The Australian context for language teaching
demands that a framework be able to cater for a
range of languages (there are currently 35.40 lan-
guages being assessed at Year 12 level. for example).
a range of language learners. and a range of program
provisions. In addition to the National Policy on Lan-
guages. each system. state, and terntory tends to
have its own particular languages policy. and each
classroom has its own particular context and its own
particular group of learners The ALL curriculum
model is proving to be successful as a framework in
this context of diversity because of iwo of its maim
features. viz. its flexibility and its provision of a
'Framework of Stages :

Flexibility: The model deals with cumculum
design in a consistent way. from goals through to
assessment. and possesses a basic integrity and com-
prehensiveness into which the needs and demands
of particular learners. programs. languages, and
policies can be built. The ultimate key to the model's

22

flexibility however is the teacher. who. with detailed
guidance from the framework (but without prescnp-
non), plays a pivotal part in determining and meeting
the needs of his-her particular group of learners
within the constraints of the particular teaching situa-
tion.
Framework of Stages: The ALL Framework of
Stages provides teachers and curriculum writers
across languages and in different contexts with a
common reference point and an organisational
model for the rationalisation of learner groups.

National curriculum and syllabus
development based on the
Guidelines

A range of curriculum protects is currently being
developed in the language area. all broadly following
the genenc model set out in the ALL Guidelines. The
ALL team itself has developed a set of Italian
Framework Syllabuses (K -12). covenng Stages A-C.
B-D.1.2.3.4. and 5 of the Framework of Stages
These framework syllabuses set out the 'essential
learning'. goals. and objectives for each Stage. They
also provide at each Stage exemplary 'modules'
depicting the content of the learning. and an assess-
ment scheme with critena for judging performance
The syllabuses were developed as a model to
demonstrate the application of the genenc cur-
riculum model to a particular language

ALL-based protects are developing curricula in
specific languages at both national and state levels
Key national projects include The National Indone-
sian Language Curriculum Protect (being developed
tomtly by the NT and SA). the National Japanese
Language Curriculum Protect (being developed by
WA and Queensland). the National Chinese Project
(Victoria?, the National Vietnamese Project (SA).
and national projects in Spanish and senior secon-
dary Thai and Korean (ACT) These projects
demonstrate the way in which individual states have
taken responsibility for national curriculum develop-
ment. This itself is something new and no mean
achievement, given the history of curriculum
developr..ent in Australia. In a developmental sense.
each of these protects is also 'bench testing' the ALL
Guidelines in a languagespecific context. Materials
from the key national projects are due to be ready lor
publication at the end of 1990. In addition, the
National Assessment Framework for Languages at
Senior Secondary Level (NAFLSSL). being
developed under the aegis of the Senior Secondary
Assessment board of SA (SSABSA). shares the same
fundamental curriculum design as that of the ALL
Project. The ALL team has provided consultancy
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Figure 3: Possible pathways for the use of the ALL syllabus guidelines

ALL Syllabus Guidelines

quo:lance an Stage ol learners
Stand gualanCe on Slam content
Goldoni- o 11,1 syllabus clesetepment
inotenluit,

System

Syllabus writers adapbexteno Or Mew
sySleili aria list wag specific language.

Schodl level

reacners as syllabus writers deve100
SvilabuSes in Muir specitiC language lot
use in Mew Seoul's sehom

Classroom level,
Teachers use the syllabus or syllabus gunleline5
as a guide to the selection ol goals. objectives
anti activities Tnes plan tunnel' learning adneilieS
resources. asseSSnient anti evaluation procedures
lor Mew DarScular learner grout)

supers! t 10 each ill these protects cis Well as It) the
numerous state curriculum initiatives which are also
based on the ALL Guidelines

The experience which has been gained through
the application of the yenenc ALL Guidelines to spe
elk languages will be documented by the team III
the shape of a Manual For Curriculum Developers
This manual tettl provide syllabus developers with
guidance on such curnculum design issues as select
mg. grading. and sequencing content: integrating
learning experiences. designing assessment
schemes, and other language specific issues.

The ESL ALL Project

me number of requests that the team has received
for 1115taillee training ii ESL is indicative ol the con.
timing interest that the ESL ALL Protect is attract.
log The team has taken advantage of these inservice
opportunities nut only to inform the field about the
ESL ALL nexus, but also as a means of testing ideas
with classroom teachers

Stage Descnptions Mr each of the K.12 Stages of
the ESL Framework ol Stages have been
developed. They outline suggested goals. al:weevils.
activities, and content Mr each phase of schooling

The detailed drafts have been disseminated widely
to all states. terntones. and systems. as well as to
practising teachers and ternary personnel, for reec-
ho)) anu comment The teedback received will deter-
mine the final shape of these matenals. Initial
responses are proving positive_ The ALL team
believes that national level ESL work needs to be
promoted and developed more strongly.

In SA the ALL curnculum model is being
employed as a starting point lor a formal state-wide
ESL curnculum development protect. Other systems
and other states are using the ALL Guidelines as a
basis for protessional training and development and
centre or school based syllabus development

In hindsight: some key issues in
national curriculum renewal

As the ALL Protect comes closer to its end. and as the
beam reflects on Its experience in national curriculum
renewal, certain issues have become evident

The need for flexibility. When considering the
question of national curriculum renewal in lan-
guages It was essential that the ALL Guidelines
provide sutlicient guidance to assist teachers, syl-
labus planners. policy makers, and teacher
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Figure 4: Australian Language Levels (ALL) project

`WhOt":the-A1.4,HatOOOtirtes..
Can Offer You

guidelines written by Australian language teachers for Australian language teachers
guidelines which are applicable to all languages
guidelines on all aspects of the languages curriculum (programming, syllabus design,
assessment, method, etc.)
guidelines based on the best of current classroom practice and the latest develop-
ments in applied linguistics
guidelines which tell you not only 'why' but also 'how to'
guidelines to help you evaluate your own curriculum/syllabus/program and make any
necessary changes at your own pace
planning tools to help you to plan a richer languages diet for all learners
a principled, learner-centred, activities-based approach which focuses on language
Use

an approach which is holistic and integrated from the planning level through to assess-
ment
at' approach which is designed to enhance learners' interest and motivation
an approach which is consistent for all phases of schooling (K/P/R/T-12)

educators At the mine tune it was essential
they be sufficiently flexible to allow for several
layers of adaptation. according In the needs of
particular languages (including ESL). systems
schools. and groups of learners

The Integration of professional and cur-
riculum development Since the key to 110,011
ity in the ALL Guidelines has been that the an
ncuiar skills of leachers are given prune input
lance in the delivery of programs at classroom
level. a major component of the development of
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the guidelines and subsequent ALL-based 50
labuses and programs. has been an associated
and concurrent program of professional develop
meat

a The concept of a framework In the develop
meal of a Iramework. however flexible. certain
decisions have to he made by the wnters. based
on wide consultation and a reading of the eyelid.
He literature Because of the writers need to lake
a stand. the curnculum model developed IN

unlikely to please everyone in the field While in
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011112 cases it Is the particular position taken in the
curriculum model which causes discomlon. nr
others it is the very concept ot a curriculum
tramework which can appear to be a problem
The ALL warn believes that it IS important to
appreciate this difference in any discussions and
consultations regarding the ALL curnculum
tramework.

Contextual constraints. In any educational
system programs in languages other than English
and ESL often have to he provided within a con-
text where ideal resources and expertise are not
always available. In Australia at present. tor exam
ply. the e nergent push lor the teaching of the Ian-
!triages o: Asia has in some cases resulted in the
employment of teachers who are not as vet par-
ticularly proficient in the language. and who at the
same time have to work math a limited supply oi
appropriate teaching resources- The ALL
Guide/Ines have had to take a position which pre
supposes and values the skills which the incivility
of language and ESL teachers IT-Australia possess
or will develop through professional develop-
ment. They also presuppose that a supply of
appropriate resources is already available or is
capable of being produced. Without these
assumptions the ALL Guidelines could well have
been compromised to such an extent that their
pursuit of the concepts of excellence and cur
riculum renewal might have become totally
irrelevant.

The need for consultation. Because ul the
opportunities offered to all states and terntones
(or collaboration with the writing team from the
outset. the team believes that the states and ter-
ritories have always felt a certain ownership of the

-ALL Guidehnes. The ALL team cannot
emphasise enough the need for consultation at
every level in curriculum development. nor the
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need tor cumculum development processes
which involve practising teachers.

National cooperation and
collaboration

An external evaluation of the ALL Protects achieve-
ments was recently undertaken under the auspices
.ii the Australian Educational Council's Standing
Committee (Schools) The evaluator's report high
lights the fact that the ALL Guidelines are already
hieing used extensively both formally and informally
by educational systems Australia wide The report
also emphasises the success of the training and
development activities Undertaken NV the Wan. and
it indicates areas for Wither research m particular
an examination pi the possibility tit creating a run
mency scale for school language kat ners

The ALL Protect has brought the language teach
lag field in Australia nova rib a high degree of
national cooperation and Ittilatknclik III III Improving
the quality of curriculum practice in a growing
number of Australian schools It is hoped I. rat when
the Protect ceases It) exist. n IlleChantsm Jr orgamsa
nun might be established to act as a 'clearing house'
lor developments in languages curriculum which can
be shared nationally. to advise on appropriate
modes of teacher development. and finally to carry
out the necessary development and research
associated with meeting the changing needs in lan-
guagesguages curnculum development Australia

National Al.L Front! Team Angela "warm° David Vale
Penny McKay and Kann Wichmann Clerical [amnia Bat

ALL Prrnecr. LAMC Curtner Ii4thsrn; & Mr mirk nue Hoods
I iectonalle 5073 Sonar AUSIlillid
Ph 10813371,470 Fax a In) O57 I
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From ALAC* to ILY and Beyond:
Facing Up to Human Resource Development in the 1990's

by Noel Simpson

The Major Issue

The marking of International Literacy Year IILY) in
1990 highlights the necessity for Australia to include
a comprehensive language and literacy base in its
planning for national development. Whether we
look at economic development. which will depend
much more on adding value to natural products
through human skills, or at social development.
where access to an increassogly complex information
supply becomes more important, the significance of
literacy competence is emphasized. Individuals need
teaming opportunities which can enhance the qual-
ity of their lives. The nation needs to maximize the
learning skills of the whole population. 1101 vest an
elite. in order to promote a productive culture 1-un
damental to a dynamic. humane and productive cul.
tore is the provision al quality literacy education
where reading rind wnling capacities are developed
throughout an individuals lifetime

The Context of Literacy for ILY In
Australia

Australian Government planning lot ILY to untied
on a lifelong literacy development approach. to
cover from 'cradle to grave I Murat v !vain ;gin oui
society has usually been seen as the province tit
intent teachers in armory schools Thew are at least
Iwo basic problems with dim view Thu first is that the
notion of literacy as a liked set ul isolated reading
and writing skills acquired once and for all at a certain
time is obsolete 11w second is that ilw must impor.
tarn Influences on children's dtwelopinui it. includmg
their literacy development. come Irvin home and
wider community life 1101 school Ile

For the mammy of people. lundamental literacy
capacities will become established during the early
years ol schooling and the imponance of teachers'
work at this time is critical However. for a signilicant
minority, basic literacy development will not take
place between iliu as of live and eight and, for a
significant number of these people. the question of
fundamental literacy development will remain an
issue in their lives over the next fifty or sixty years

Planning fur Australia's response to ILY In this situ
ation followed Iwo basic tracks First. the description
ol literacy which was adopted was much more
broadranging than literacy as a set of isolated techni-
cal skills

'Literacy is a relative concept which encompasses
a range of reading and writing skills In interne

Liman, Anon Lampag,
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tional circles. the term basic literacy is used to indi-
cate the ability to read and wnte your own name
The term functional literacy means the ability to
read and write well enough to accomplish simple
everyday reading and wnting tasks in your por-
tico/0r society For Australia the goal of functional
literacy in English is essential but not adequate

Literacy involves the integration of listening.
speaking. reading. writing and critical thinking: a
incorporates numeracy. It includes the cultuml
knowledge which enables a speaker. writer or
reader to recognise and use language appropnare
to different social situations For an advanced
technological society such as Austraha. our goal
must be an active literacy winch allows people to
use language to enhance their capacity to think.
create and question. t, . uch helps them to partici
pate more effectively m soaery

I bate No 2. 0.2 I

In addition, the National Consultative Council
(KC) for ILY went on to request 'the Government
to prepare a national literacy sit elegy in Ime wills the
LIN Lit:waves for ILY. State Governments should lie
encouraged to lormulate stow bloat v stialegies and
a national strategy should be develsied as a u.
operative exercise between the Cc tic noliwealili ai
Slate GOVOITIMeril5 HI CUIIBLIhallinl with lhr van
governinent sector Such a strategy it mid in Livid,.
for lifelong literacy learning and Lincompabe (IL liven..
wider than education provision Induct v and t 0111
munity groups should be involved c.eve.one Ig tl
literacy and numeracy skills of the notion 1W11h/elkI
of 1990. a plan of action (or a literacy decade
be developed '. IILY Paper No 2. p it I ill vinyl
words. the resources of society as a whole should ilt
tapped in order to promote ellective lllurdit.
development. We need to delineate a tenlistit vitt lei
tenon of the role of schools midllw edurnitini set n
generally in literacy development then lulu ta ci uLial
but unless it is supported, and unduisiiad Icy Or
rest of society. the necessary devotion of till tut coil*
munity energies will not occur 11w tole tit pmeni,
and other adults in supporting reading mid wining
growth M children needs to be promoted Indust it
has a responsibility to support the Ilkaacy sat avl 1114
workers through their lobs Community agent iv=
including the media. have a responsibility to fat think.
the development of literacy skills In Ilw now

Perhaps the most effective rale which the Acadia
tan Governments ILY operation can purloin' li ii.
attempt to place these issues on I he tuitional agenda
to persuade both Commonwealth and Stale (Hs
ernments to work togeihei on active lilt/tau,
development lot all as o national responsibility and
to exercise leadership by promoting ill operation
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through quality literacy programs. Government
programs play only one pan in a national literacy
effort The role of the non-government sector is
equally vital, Government activities need to build on
effective ideas and practices as outlined in forums
such as the Australian Animal of Reading. Worth
while protects are occutnny al state. regional and
local levels across the country but they need to be
harnessed to int rease the efficiency of the national
effort

Adult Literacy and 1LY

It was surprising to some that the Commonwealth's
program for ILY should give priority to adult literacy
activities. Yet, within the context of lifelong literacy
learning, this has been a neglected area in Australia
and currently needs extra attention. While it is true
that about 80% of people develop reasonable liter
acy competence during their childhood years. at
least 10":. do not. That 10% equates to over one mil
lion Australians. Near universal primary schooling
has existed in Australia for a long time. However.
adult literacy programs began to appear in any
number only during the 1970's Adults with reading
and writing difficulties have, until now. remained
largely hidden in our society.

One major reason for this lack of visibility is the
stigma which our society attaches to adults who have
difficulties with reading and wnting. If their difficulty
is revealed. they are often labelled 'dumb' or
'stupid. Bur for most. we know that the causes lie in
lost opportunities in their childhood. Consequently.
the ILY program in Australia must endeavour to have
the stigma of 'illiteracy' removed: this occurs most
effectively when adults in this situation can speak out
for themselves. In addition it must seek to have
appropnate provision made tor people to acquire lit
eracy skills at any age.

Some still assume that compulsory schooling
means compulsory learning. It is not possible to com
pel anyone. including a child, to learn. Children are
not only dependants but sometimes victims in our
society and it is surely not humane to legislate that
the opportunity to learn to read and write approp-
riately can come only at one stage in life. No matter
how good the schooling system, there will always be
a significant minority who pass through childhood
(which is the categorisation that should be
emphasised rather than schooling) without
adequate literacy skills. People are capable of learn
ing these skills at any age, just as they can learn to
cook or fix a car at any age. The principles involved
In good adult literacy practice are the same as those
Involved in good child literacy practice. A spectrum
of literacy programs for all ages is required.

From ALAC to ILY

VOX

In the 198788 budget It was announced that an
Adult Literacy Action Campaign would be one of the
programs to he funded under the new National Pol.
icy on Languages. The Lo Bianco Report. National
Policy on Languages. indicated that. in 1986.
approximately 17000 people were enrolled in adult
literacy programs in Australia, despite evidence that
over one million adults were functionally illiterate. In
such circumstances a motor campaign might have
been warranted but. in fact. ALAC was a modest
program funded by $l 96 million lor two years.

Since the early 1980's. the Commonwealth had
made a smaller amount of money available to the
states under TAFE particular purpose gredits for adult
literacy. In some states, the adult literacy effort
depended almost completely on these funds. How-
ever. during the mid1980's the New South Wales
government began to dedicate significant state fund-
ing for adult literacy programs through TAFE: other
states slowly began to move in a similar direction.

ALAC offered the first opportunity for a national
government focus to be given to adult literacy work
$250 MO of the funding was kept for national level
protects each year. the rest distributed among the
states.

The national protects have been significant.
including the first national survey of adult literacy in
Australia Another national project. a study of out-
comes of adult literacy programs. estimates that in
1989. 28 000 adults were enrolled in adult literacy
programs. almost a 65"1, increase on the 1986 figure
in the Lo Bianco report but still only something like
a 2% reach to the target group in need.

It was ironic that funding kir ALAC was scheduled
to finish on 30 June 1989 Just as planning for
Australia's participation in ID? was getting underway.
One of the first acts of the NCC for ILY in April 1989
was to request the Governmem to continue funding
for ALAC. flue response of the Minister for Employ
vent. Education and Training, the lion. J S Daw-
kins. was to ask the NCC. once a budget for ILY was
given in August 1989. to consider the use of some of
this funding for an evaluation of ALAC. Such an
evaluation was commissioned In September and
reported in December.

The evaluation recommended an Increased com-
mitment to long-term planning and funding by the
Commonwealth Government. It concluded that
expanded provision had occurred In all States
through ALAC, including significant Innovations in
program outreach, that additional State contribu-
tions had been engendered by the Commonwealth

t.
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lead, that public awareness about adult literacy
issues had been raised. that more professional provi-
sion had been facilitated and that the national pro.
Facts contributed significant'y to the development of
a national data base and to Improved national co-
ordination. Most of the ALAC funding was
expended by December 1989. although some will
continue until June 1990. ;hereafter. gains made
through ALAC are severely at risk. Victoria has now
Joined New South Wales in having a reasonable
recurrent base for adult literacy provision but
development in the other stales and terniorws is still
embryonic

Australia's ILY Program

At the same tune as the NCC was requesting govern.
mem to continue ALAC. it was seeking funds for
Australia's IL? program. The Council recommended
in Its April 1989 (Amy advice that funding go to four
pnonty areas. adult literacy (40"6I. child and corn
mu nits literacy 120";.1. international protects (20";il
and activities to "dbl. Rank: awareness of literacy
issues (20";;). The same policy directions document
set down eight goals and strategies tor Australia's ILY
program.

In the August budge) the C Ha/eminent announced
that $3 million of new policy lui 'ding would be made
available for ILY purposes $1. bin in each 01198(1.)(1
and 1990-91 The NCC had already decided that. in
the first financial war. it would recommend the bulk
of the funds be allocated to strategic la bona I protects
in the four pnonty areas which might contribute to
the development of long term literacy strategies
Those projects were subsequently identilied and
many were advertised for open tendering. they will
be implemented clunny 1990

One significant project in the adult hieracv area is
the development of literacy competency ratings
scales so that a common llamatat language about It
eracy achievements might be established. A second
major project Involves creating a workforce literacy
training package to address the literacy and numer
acy needs of workers consequent upon award
restructuring processes and retraining programs
Another project has set up a national 008 telephone
referral senAce (providing telephone communication
at local rates) for people who want information
about local adult literacy programs

In the child and community literacy field. tor
example. a Reading With Young Children Ka will be
developed for general use. in addition to an In -ser
vice Literacy Course or Secondary Science and
Mathematics Learning and a Training Video on Loh
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guage and literacy (or all Teat het s Slate and len it
ory authorities were invited kr submit for funds to
outline a framework for a vertically integrated lito
acy strategy to range from pre-school through pit
friary and secondary se;. whny to TAFE. adult and
higher education. Both the Victorian andIasmanian
Governments will be carrying out this exercise

Apart from the $3m of new policy funding. the
Commonwealth will make available over $2111 front
existing sources within the Department tit
mem. Education and Training lot IIY purposes
These funds will be drawn from the schools area.
from TAFE and higher education. Irian public cowl
munications and consultancies For instance. 114'111
schools funding for protects of national mendicant
will come a discipline review of kw her education
teaching English ($000(11111 nvei 1980 Nil and
199(1 -91) From higher education mane funding will
be allocated for a national C oonlinautig agency lei
adult literacy teacher training

Under international &twines most Wilding will
he allocated to a number ol framing and materials
production programs in Papua New S,1
omons and Vanuatu to be co ordinated by a MUIE1111'
sian Literacy Consortium drawn Iron I those three
countries and Australia in adcIttion a South Pat. the
Literacy Protect will he landed tlinnigli Allbild
11E111 Reading ,ii

A Public Awareness :strategy has boort developed
with a three-phase campaign over the year aimingai
an increase in literacy development options. a usw
friendly documents promotion and increased partici
potion in literacy programs The strategy will be
directed in six target groups the education sector.
industry. community and government agencies. the
family. decision- makers and the general public. Con
tact with the media will underlie all aspects of the
campaign. Some Wilding will be made available to
ABC television lor a 12-part series about the adult lit-
eracy experience. to ABC radio for a variety of new
programs and to the NSW Adult Literacy Through
Video Protect to assist in the distribution of an adult
literacy video series to every home video outlet in
Australia. In order to increase popular participation.
one of the UNESCO aims for two rounds ol
small grants for adult or child literacy protects (up to
$2 500) were held during the second hall of 1989

Beyond 1990

The United Nations has called for IL? to be used to
launch a plan of action to massively reduce illiteracy
by the year 2000 In Australia we need a plan of
action to promote the development of active literacy
tor all. Clearly this can only begin in 1990 Beyond
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ideracy Wien for adults is particularly el lective in one-to-one teaching. (Photo courtesy of Australian International Literacy
Year Secretariat. Dept. of Employment. Education and Training)

the provision of adult literacy programs available to
all who need them. a challenge for the ILY program
dunng 1990 will be to develop the elements of. and
framework for. an integrated national literacy
development strategy.

In pan this has already commenced through the
provision of a small amount of Commonwealth
funding to two State Governments to assemble the
elements needed for a venically-integrated literacy
strategy through the education sector. Such an out-
line could be adapted for use by other State and Ter-
ritory Governments which. of course, have constitu-
tional responsibility for education. Repons from this
protect should be available by May 1090. The Com-
monwealth Government has a role to play as well
because something as fundamental and important
as literacy development is clearly a national responsi-
bility. Co-operation and co-ordination between the
different parts of the education sector is not easy to
achieve and our record in this country is at best
patchy. Yet all parts of the sector have the same basic
goal in terms of developing the language, literacy
and learning competencies of the population.

Australia. in some ways. can learn )rum experi-
ences overseas. For example, through UNESCO.
Australia already participates in a regional education

program called APPEAL. the Asia-Pacific Program
of Education for ALL. APPEAL has three arms to it:
universal primary education. literacy for all and con
tinuing education. The latter two are seen as occur-
ring in the post-school environment in the non-for-
mal education sector. All three aspects are seen as
vital because basic education work with children and
adults simultaneously is the best way to achieve
progress. Australia lays behind a number of so-called
developing countnes in the region in this regard. The
Director-General of UNESCO. Mr Federico Mayor.
developed the theme of a comprehensive literacy
strategy at the official launch of ILY in New York on b
December 1989.

Similarly. the Organization for Economic Co-
Operation and Development (OECD) has now
launched a miter study of functional illiteracy in
advanced industrialized countries because of the sig-
nificance of this issue for future development. The
position in Australia is similar to that in other OECD
countries such as Canada. U K . France and Ger-
many. When Minister Dawkins requested the NCC
to conduct an evaluation of ALAC. he also asked
the Commonwealth-State Territory hnplementation
Working Group for ILY to carry out a review of all
Commonwealth and State expenditure on adult liter-
acy. This larger study is due to report by April 1990
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A literacy strategy which links and integrates the
various parts of the education sector is. of course.
inadequate because the work of the education social
needs to be integrated horizontally with other SUCIOIn
of society. To this end. the ILY Secretariat. as pan of
its preparations for ILY. in 1989 commissioned three
consultancies. One was to prepare a feasibility report
on how wider reading could be promoted in the com-
munity: this was carried out by the Reading 1990
organization. The second was a study of the implica-
tions for adult literacy provision of award restructur-
ing proposals, conducted by the Victorian Council of
Adult Education. The third was a report on the Social
Costs of Inadequate Literacy prepared by the Austra-
lian Institute of Family Studies which subsequently.
in November 1989. was published by the Australian
Government Publishing Service.

This latter study, for the first time in Australia.
examined the consequences of poor literacy skills for
society as a whole. Conversely, the social benefits of
active literacy could be promoted. In other words, lit-
eracy development ;se much wider issue than for the
education sector alone. Evidence exists that social
welfare agencies are now starting to see connections
between literacy skills and dependence on social
welfare. (John Tomlinson. Director, ACTCOSS.
Canberra Times. 3 January.I990. p.11

Similarly. the moves hi greater economic effi-
ciency through award restructuring and retraining
programs have important implications for all those
members of the workforce who have inadequate lit
eracy skills. Facing up to this issue represents a major
new development lor Austrelia Award restructuring.

has been said, over the next tun years will herald in
the largest adult education venture this country has
seen While Australia was 10111.1110W 1111U1Alaillo earn a
good living Irom Ins basic natutal resources, the cut
tiny edge of learning did not assume such largo prop-
ortions. Now the country's future Is seen to rest, lu
large part. on the application of its human learning
skills. There are ramifications of this for all parts of the
education sector. from schools io Wilber education.

As educators we have long been concerned with
individual learning differences in the schooling sys
tem. That concern will need to continue. particularly
as the literacy expectations and demands of society
increase and retention rates beyond compulsory
schooling rise. However, those responsible for edu
cation policy - making need to plan within the context
of the wider socio-economic environment and. in
this particular area. make provision for lifelong liter-
acy learning opportunities. The understandings of
educators about how successful literacy learning
occurs need to inform whatever programs are
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developed fit all institutional, industry or community
selling

A further aspen I of the broader implicationsof liter-
acy development hinges on what has been called the
Plain Lngllsh movement In effect there is little point
in assisting people to learn to read if public docu-
ments are not readable. Studies have already shown
the savings and efficiencies which can be made
through the use of plain English in public docu-
ments. Part of the ILY Public Awareness Strategy will
focus on this issue and is likely to draw the concern
of a wider section of the community about the impor
tance of readability and literacy.

Conclusion

ALAC was an important forerunner for IL? Work
through Australia's ILY program on the larger ques-
tions of literacy development has a time frame of
only one year. Obviously this is insufficient. The
Australian Government's ILY operation is starting to
build links with existing programs of the Department
of Employment. Education and Training: with other
national advisory bodies such as the Schools Coun-
cil and the Employment and Skills Formation Coun
cif. with other Commonwealth Departments: with
State Governments; the non-government sector
industry and community groups. Planning which
evolves through the ILY program will need to be built
into decision-making bodies such as the Australian
Education Council. In the end, the creation of effec-
tive long-term literacy strategies will empower indi-
viduals in society and the nation as a whole.
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The Australian Language Certificates
An Australia-wide initiative to encourage and celebrate the
learning of languages in schools

What are the Australian Language
Certificates?

1991) sees the launch of the Australian Language
Certificates. The purpose of these certificates is to
acknowledge individual success in learning another
language and to enhance the status of language
learnmg in schools by providing external recognition
1)1 achievement and a some ()I individual
accomplishment. Every student attempting the
Australian Language Certificate's listening and read
my tasks will receive a certificate that recognises and
records his or her level of proficiency

The tasks will be based on the suggested syllabus
Mr Stage I of the Australian Language Levels
Guidelines. The tasks will be designed in such a wau
that most learners will experience a degree of suc
cuss and satisfaction !nen participating. but them will
also be tasks to challenge the more advanced stir
dents.

The Australian Language Certificates protect has
been imitated by the Australian Bicentennial Mul
ucultural Foundation and is being co ordinated and
developed by the Australian Council for Educational
Research (ACER) and the University of Melbourne.
This mikative comes at an opportune time when the
teaching and learning of languages ,they than
English is receiving deserved attention from both the
Federal and State Governments.

Who can participate?

In 1990 the Australian Language Certificates will
be available to students in the second full year 01
learning Chinese. Er rtch. German. Italian.
Japanese and Minion Greek These students will
usually be in 'Years 1.1 to 10 However all students in
appropriate language classes are encouraged to par-
ticipate.

In the Iasi von a pilot study involving six lan
!pages will be undertaken in each state and territory
Oupentling on the stmcess of the 19110 trials, n is
intended that i he Lertificates will becoine available to
students in all secondary ss hods lmrn 1991 In sub-
sequent years. the Australian language Certificates
are likely io become available !nuttier languages and
at other levels of proficiency

What tasks will the students do?
Participating students will unclortalw both a listen-

ing and a reading task. The listening task will involve
a pre-prepared voice tape and ma Iasi about 10
minutes. The reading tasks will Include a variety of
reading matunals and will last approximately 25
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minutes. It is intended that both tasks will be com-
pleted dunng a regular classroom period. Instruc-
tions and essential information about the tasks will
be provided in English. Students will record their
answers on provided sheets which will be forwarded
to ACER.

The materials for the reading tasks will be
le signed to provide students with interesting andcul-

turally-relevant passages. perhaps in the form of a
short magazine which students will be able to keep.
Additional activities may also be included for stu-
dents to attempt at home or perhaps in a later Ian
gunge class.

Who will prepare the tasks?

The listening and reading tasks in each language
are bong developed by a panel of experts that
includes practising teachers of that language. Each
panel is chaired by a member of the Academic staff
ol 1Iw University 01 Melbourne's Faculty of Arts or
Institute ol Education. Members of the language
panels have been drawl from throughout Australia.

All tasks will have been trial tested on small groups
of students prior 10 their administration in May and
August ill eSitIbilbil that they ate of an appropriate
level of difficulty and that instructions to students are
rtes'

What will be expected of teachers?

Teachers will be asked to Ion-wird to ACER the
number of students participating and lo collect a
basic registration kV 01 T I per student They will be
mailed sufficient listening and reading materials lot
their classes. The tasks will be administered by 11w
teacher and the answer sl leek returned to ACER for
correction.

Dates

The listening al id reading tasks me beingatnttnt.
tend in schools on the following dates

Wednesday lb Mav 19911
French. Japanese. Modem (;reek

Tuesday 21 August NMI
Chinese, German. Italian

Further information
Accompanying ACERs Newsletter. which will be

circulated to secondary schools throughout Australia
in early March 1990. there will be an insert which will
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include sample materials illustrating the kinds of
tasks to be used

In 1990 the participating schools will be selected to
be broadly representative of Slate. Catholic. Inde-
pendent and other schools in each slate and territory
in terms of school type and geographical location.
However all teachers interested in participating are
encouraged to provide details about the languages
in which their school is interested as well as the
approximate number of students in their second

year of learning each language to the co ordinaior t rl
the Australian Language Certificates

Susan Zammit
ACER
PO Box 210
Hawthorn. Victoria 3122
Tel: (03) 8191400. Fax: (03) 819 5502

Australian Education Centres
Australia's international education organisation.

IDP (the International Development Program of
Australian Universities and Colleges). has
responded mil ilv to the Australian Governments
decision to establish Australian Education Centres'
IAECsI overseas The Minister for Employment.
Education and Tuning. the Hun John S Dawkins.
has announced that IDP and Qantas have been
approached to establish and operate AECs in the
Asia-Paella- region as soon as possible The
announcement !allowed the Government's adop-
tion of the main recommendation of the point Indus
try panel set up to advise on AECs

AECs will commence operation in 199(1 through
IDP's overseas office network with the support of
Qantas infrastructure. and will provide information.
counselling and assistance with application proces-
sing to overseas students. and support for the prom-
otion and recruitment activities of Australian educa-
tion institutions.

AECs will be fully operational in Jakarta. Singa-
pore. Hong Kong. Bangkok. Suva. Taipei and Kuala
Lumpur by 1 March 1990. An AEC will be opera-
tional in Seoul for the second half of 1990 and in
Tokyo by the end of the year. AECs in China are also
under active consideration. A decision on the estab-
lishment of an AEC in Manila has vet to be taken.

AECs will be the only such centres endorsed by
the Australian Government and all student enquiries
received by the Australian diplomatic missions will
be referred to the local AEC. They will pitied a
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strongly identifiable Australian educational present e
and will have as their primary role

to represent impartially and equitably all subscrib-
ing Australian education institutions registered to
offer courses for overseas students.
to provide high quality information and counsel-
ling on all aspects of study in Australia but not to
recruit students on behalf of individual institu-
tions: and
to provide assistance with English language of
other testing and with preparation of application
and visa documentation
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Australia: a Language Graveyard No More?
by Heinrich Stefanik

Language pervades all aspects of human existence.
and language policies are central influences in
human societies

Histuncally we have been at best careless at worst
paranoid about language matters, For much of the
two centunes of British settlement, Australia has
been a graveyard ul languages hundreds ul Abong
mil languages and dialects have disappeared. and
most of the languages brought to Australia by other
immigrants have been or aie bong lust III the second
generation ul settle' neon here. fits immense ailment
became a public concern only in the early 11)70's
Altitudes towards languages other than English grew
Mtge supportive, our many languages are increas-
e igly being seen as national resources as well as inch
vidual assns. A lung process of debate and lobbying
came to a head in 1987 toll the adoption ul the
N(111011(11 Policy on Languages NM) by the Federal
( ft 'wrinkle

The NPL and a spate of language policies by State
governments signal that Australia has evolved
beyond the idiosyncratic phase of language policy
making These advances should be further consoli-
dated by the newly established Language Institute of
Australta ILIA)

Undoubtedly. the progress over the past decade
in so has been underpinned by growing knowledge
Of particular value are the language questions in the
Census. as rudimentary as they are An important
contnbution came from the 1983 survey of Ian
guages m Australia. earned out by the Australian
Bureau at Statistics (ABS)

Much illustrative data. particularly on the question
.11 making the study of a second language compul
sort) in our schools. has also been gathered through
carmus public opinion polls. Increasingly einployers
in industry . commerce and tounsm are being asked
to quantity their language needs. here the Asian
studies Council has beeii instrumental in establish
mg a more rational approach

The Federal Government is now regularly publish.
Ing statistics on languages taught in schools and ter
nary institutions The Australian Advisory Council on
Languages and Multicultural Education (AAC
LAME), ul course, sees the dissemination of op to.
date information on language matters as one of its
tune ions

Each investigation anew ShulVIS Australia to be a
very multilingual society founded on the unques-
tioned consensus that English is our lingua franca
and national language Collectively. they also point
up that the community holds a number of clear views
r nn lauguaye and language policies in Australia

VOX

Now an important addition to our knowledge-
base on how the community thinks about language
issues has been made by a large-scale national sur-
vey conducted by AGB. McNair on behalf of the
Of lice of MulticulturalAI lairs I OMAI, The of lice com-
missioned the survey in order to have a database in
developmg the National Agenda for a Multicultural
Australia. The agenda was launched by the Prime
Minister in July. 1989

The survey relied on lour samples.

a General sample drawn from the whole coin-
munnv...1552.
a Second Generation sample made up from per-
sons who have at least one parent born overseas
in a Non English speaking country.. 823.

a NESB sample of aninig-ants from Non .English
speaking countnes who have lived in Australia
for more than I() years. _986.

and finally. a Recent Arnvals sample made up of
immigrants from Non-English speaking coun
tnes who have lived in Australia for less than 11)
years.. 1141

Altogether. the survey involved more than 120
questions. 312 vanables and 4 500 households. A
dozen or so questions are of particular relevance to
language policy. Much light is thrown on language
issues in Australia. However, because of the purpose
of the survey. attitudes towards Australia's Indigen-
ous languages are not directly explored.

In the following sections. key findings will be
reviewed and related to policy issues. The tables
drawn on refer to both language education and to
language services. For easier reference, the fre-
quency counts have been converted into graphs.

English

When told that a person who dries not speak English
has no nght to expect to get ahead in Australia (Fi-
gure I I. only a slight moionty in the general sample
disagrees Disagreement is more pronounced with
the other, groups. notably the second generation
This pattern suggests that English is regarded as
being central to getting on in Australia Disagreement
with the question probable stems not so much from
a view that English is unimportant as from a retection
of the draconian stance of denying anvone in
Australia the nght to gel on This is borne out by
responses to other survey questions. which suggest
virtually universal endorsement of the notion of a fair
go for everyone r-

1 r
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The broad consensus on the importance of
English for successful participation in Australian life
emerges specifically in Figures ? and 3. Across all
groups of respondents, the provision of intensive
English courses to immigrants children (Figure 21 is
lavoured. 'Strongly approve is consistently the most
frequent response. with 'strongly disapprove the
least favoured. The support for such English courses
grows even stronger among the more recently
arrived respondents. A similar pattern holds for the
proposition that intensive English courses shoulcl by
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conducted for adult immigrants at work However
across all groups. disapproval and strong disapproval
are somewhat more pronounced. reflecting a less
generous attitude towards adults who do not speak
English.

Overall. it is clear that the policy pnnciple of .F.ii
ghsh for all here as special measures to teach
English as a Second Language receive,
unequivocal endorsement. But what about Ian
guages other than English.'
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Languages other than English

Figure 4 clearly illustrates Mai the 011poi tunny 10
learn a second language in adchik in 10 I diglish In veto
solidly favoured across all populalmit groups It is
no!~ inlw that in all saiii0es those who think that
learning another language is ncif Nnponnnl lo lm on
almost negligible block. !wet all entliUbli191n.
MOreover. is not new II reflects WINO ha kltit'll a t on
sisktni leature of attitudes III AUfilTitild sun e the early

PM COY AVAII ARI F 1 :;

11171 Is. however. the translation 01 I his support Imo
educational pokey has been slow The recent
announcement by i he New South Wales Govern-
intuit. that language studies would be made compul-
sory for pan of schooling, Is therefore a welcome

I low then dues the remarkably clear endorsement
Id second language learning hold lor different
categories of languages Figures 5 to 8 record views
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on three groups of languages. traditional European
languages. Asian languages. and community or
ethnic languages.

Figures 5 and 6 reveal that, overall. support for
teaching European andAsian languages as foreign
languages is very similarly structured. The general
community views and ranks their importance almost
identically: equivocally and as neither overwhelm-
ingly important nor unimportant. Across subgroups
a minor trend is that second generation and NESB
tend to favour European languages somewhat more
than Asian languages.

These responses come perhaps unexpected when
we look back at Figure 4 They suggest manyAustra
Hans are not convinced that an economic or even a

traditional educational rationale should weigh
heaviest in language leaching

What then does this mean for ethnic ur cummu
nity languages that is. for languages such as Greek.
Italian or Arabic. which are now spoken in el consider
able number of Australian households? The 1%6
Census revealed that 15 per cent of the population
over the age of 5 lives in homes where another lan-
guage besides English is spoken.

Here the OMA survey is particularly informative.

The teaching of these ethnic or community lan-
guages takes two forms in Australia. One is through
self-help institutions. the part-time ethnic commu-
nity schools. These schools typically offer 2 to 3

INS
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hours teaching of a language and associated culture
a week. Teaching tends to take place out of school
hours, for example on Saturdays. Occasionally such
self-help efforts have led to the establishment of a
regular daytime school, which offers a full English
language cuniculum but is also committed to the
objective of maintaining the children's home lan-
guage and culture.

Figure 7 shows that providing money to ethnic
organisations to teach their language and culture to
their young people is received with mixed feelings by
the general community, with a negative view slightly
predominating. Interestingly this ambivalence gives
way to stronger support across the sample groups,
with recent anivals being clearly in favour.

Figure 10 !an a. isc.as an.% %Ow 4.,

col GI1174111 G.n.St NESS

=

13X

The second form of community language teach-
ing Is through regular schools. It has evolved most
strongly In Victoria and South Australia, and is more
common In Catholic than in state government
schools. The strong support for second language
learning, as shown in Figure 4, actually finds most
clearly expression in approval, even strong approval.
for teaching in (regular) schools the languages of
major cultural groups in Australia. Strikingly, the sec-
ond generation group is most in favour; their
responses may be shaped by the experience of hav-
ing their home languages devalued or negated by
the regular school system (Figure 8).

The message that educational decision makers
should hear concerning languages other than
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English is twofold. First, all sectors of the community
strongly support learning another language, and sec
ondly. the teaching of community languages is more
strongly endorsed than the teaching of other lan-
guages, whether European or Asian. taught as
foreign languages.

Looking at the reality of language education
across Australia. there is an oiwiaus yap betty. in
what the community would like to see and what edu
cabonal administrators have been able or are intend
ing to provide.

Language services

The OMA survey also adds to our knowledge on Ian
guage policy issues outside the education area

Figures 9 to 13 show up apparently contradictory
patterns. The proposition that all Australians should
be allowed to enjoy their own cultural hentage and
share a with others (Figure 91, receives overwhelm
ing endorsement across all sampled groups. This
may be interpreted as enthusiasm for cultural diver
sity in the Australian community. provided everyone
can share if they so wish.

However, patterns are far less unanimous when
comes to cultural matters that are not readily shared
Figure 10 demonstrates as does Figure 7. that ethno
specific services (that is. services run by and for On
ethnic oommunity) are seen quite differently by dil
ferent types of persons. The major factor Is how close
he or she is to the migration process. Thus language
specific nursing homes for the elderly are disap
proved of more than they are approved of in the gen
eral sample. However, among the recently arnved
group the endorsement clearly shills towards such
ethno specific services The outlook of the mote
recently arrived is of course reinforced by their daily
experience of how frustratingly difficult it is to
acquire a sufficiently good command of English to
function effectively and take pan in general commu
nity affairs.

Agreement is restored essentially when a comes to
providing interpreters or translators in hospitals or
courts to ensure everyone has access to general sei
vices (Figure 11) The same constellation is found in
respect to providing information leaflets about got'
ernment services in languages other than English (Ft
gure 121 Again and understandably, support lin
such auxilliary services in other languages is most
enthusiastic among the recently arrived.

Radio and television programmes in languages
other than English. funded by government (Figure
131 Mw anew solid backing across all groups. with
the second generation being most entliumasitt

CFA Senora' cr.tron NESB prra vats

ligures 9 to 13 suggest that the general commu
tiny groups support quickly weakens when -special'
services are offered instead of expanding generally
available English language services On the other
hand. language policies which see services in other
languages as auxilliary or complementary to English
language services are squarely based on strongly
positive attitudes

Summary

OMA surrey illuminates a wide range of issues
in language policy There is overwhelming consen-
sus on the centrality of English. In the education
area. the survey challenges policy makers to ensure
that their decisions better reflect widely held commu-
nity views. particularly on the teaching of community
languages in schools. Concerning language services.
the survey uncovers strong support for services in
languages other than English as long as their main
purpose is to make services already available in
Liiglish more accessible
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incilly. Ilit unclors«nes the pone that the
National I k v tin Lai etuages ilium be ilium I han ci
Iiingtidge rdut anon pulley

iliticians would be well advised kJ take all of
these pours mlo ninsiderimon as they deliberate on
how lo build on Ihe bundle 01 programs which gave
initial expression in Australia's National Policy on

VOX

I Anguages Failure to develop a follow-up program
could in fact be seen as signalling that. as a nation.
we are unwilling to learn the lessons of history. And
this lust at a time when we have begun. ever so mod-
estly, to eradicate the stigma of Australia being one of
the major language graveyards of all times.

Heinnch Ste/calk is a member of AACLAME

Melanesian Literacy Project

The National Policy on Languages (NMI has
always attempted, both in its initial conception and also
in its early implementation to be intemanonal or. at
least. internationalist. Languages inevitably are. The
NPI. attempted to deal with the external English
language education efforts of Australia. EFL for aid
and economics. Tins. however, 15 a vast area. wilt large
resources now devoted to it completely independent
al the NPI. Elsewhere Vox 4 reports on the major
achievement ul the completion of the IELTS tests and
the imminent establishment of the Australian
Education Centres overseas.

But Australian aid not lust economics. is also
strongly affected by language matters and often deals
with language issues English is a remarkably
important commodity in the world of services
development. Indeed access to technical literature is
one of the key motivating !actors in the study of English
across the world.

AIDAB provides support for English language
training in the region In 1983. a subcommittee of the
then ADAB Education Advisory Committee
commented that most of the entire foreign aid budget
for training could be deemed to English teaching.

AACLAMES second Occasions paper Illiteracy in
Melonesm. A Preliminary Report by D. T. Tryon of the
Research School of Pacific Studies at the ANU.
comments tompansons with the current educational
position in the ASEAN counmes ilndonesia. the
Philippines. Malaysia. Thailand. Singapore and
Brunei, reveal that proportionally the recently
Independent countnes ol Melanesia lag well behind
their Asian neighbours in terms of UNESCO's Karachi
Plan of 1960 in their efforts to achieve universal
pnmary education' (p.1). The report 'shows that two
other Melanesian states. namely the Solomon Islands
and Vanuatu share an illiteracy level similar to that

established for Papua New Guinea. and that the
problem in this region will undoubtedly become
gravely exacerbated within a short time by the very
high annual population growth rate which prevails in
the countries which constitute Melanesia (p 431.

The Australian National Commission for UNESCO.
through its APPEAL committee (Asia Pacific Program
of Education for All) has given birth to the Melanesian
Literacy Project.

This important project bnngs together the Solomon
Islands. Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea the English.
speaking Melanesian states. excluding French New
Caledonia. Vanuatu. of course. has extensive French
speaking areasi in a combined co-operative effon on
literacy. Following a penod of consultations with the
three countries. a technical consultation was held in
Canberra on 14-15 August 1989. funded by AIDAB
There was unanimous and enthusiastic agreement to
commence a project to combat illiteracy. The following
projects were agreed.

Solomon Islands

Indigenous Language Survey. The aim ol this
project is to provide the information base
necessary to develop a language and literacy
policy and the planning of methods for
implementing this policy.
Literacy Awareness Campaign. This
component of the activity aims to raise
community awareness of the benefit of becoming
literate. The project will especially set out to
encourage parents to send their children to school
and provide family and community support for
their learning activities in general and their
reading In particular. fr.
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Pilot Literacy Project. This piiiieu will enable
the Government and mieresied non governmeni
organisations lo explore illy possibilities ul raising
the level of literacy in the comui y through null
formal methods Ii will enable the 91min-imam to
ashen the inechaillsil is Which might be
til)Prolmale 101 Ille expansion in literacy work
thioughoul the count'',

Vanuatu

Warned* Illeracy. 11....le 111111 of ihis ploWel is I.
implummit <t pit 'grain of Minoru education
including Om litivelopinaiii ul intim lats. it, raise
the ivvia La bloats ill i vial villages in
Vailudiu lu a tutumunal luvul

Second chance for school dropouts. Tin
10101111 pun'il amts lo provide opptirtUllitles to
voting pimply who I itikiti dropped out of scl its a io
hove a second Chance at beColning bluntly in li
rointorce literacy skills already gained

Papua New Guinea:

National Literacy Secretariat. his will Alin
t I-Oltlillatiint arid planning monitoring

agency lu1 Iito and it iroughout the country
Training of Literacy Workers. This will Mien
site extend and improve the training of Wens t
education pal sotmel
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Materials production. Ibis pant% I aims lo
develop and evaluate basic teaching aids, incluii
ing promotional Ivy dra11111 ids and
ac deities lit Dilly' runlet Is

These prowets. welt developed m detail and hat
since been lunlivi Claboralril relined and ranted Ii
was proposed that a Melanesian Inmate I. mini ilk
sei tip as OW ru uuhnnlunl Mal implimioniiiiii
agency of the overall prole, si Ilse multi i unlink
co-upOraticM a nilci be laulunled

Subsequent to this Myelin% a Malnnratnn I Or!
act, Consortium was Crtialtit I 1.01111111%1IIII the limey'
slues 01 Papua Nv1c builitio the llnwelnnu ul Ili,
South Pads Wort l it based I'm ilk Language,
Unlit. the Soloninii L'A ill I Igll Ira Lout
poll. My Unnkiisliv of Neer l.uglal the
Natiuuel CoMMISSIon LINI.St.'0 and Me
National C'unsultoltia: Ilittirnalli Mill III
Chit V Veal Mi 1'4111%11V ill IA III

W him in i'r4(1 Was Lk% Idled Illy to ottlitiatol
McNeil will be based in Vint Moresby 'I II,
illain leatilTes 01 this pioltici Whit Ii have let) 10
rally Success Iwve boon Ilai 1101 Ili ipali IV ill Id toil
SUllativti nattily 01 Us tleVelopintilit find the Weal
degree 01 kit ill exiltirilm and loll il
goals Initial funding 011251111(1(1 Ilth here pnlvidml
1.1V the national Cons' limb ye Unlit,. II lit' 11.1" MI 1...
Blanco the protect lintialcn has bean nrgohauu'.1
With Ihv Australian Illitifilational I itiVtiloilinent
Assistance Bureau and UN F.SCIJ regal ding Hie
sable creaks] of an Australian hauls in 11th
arrangement with UN ESC'O to pit le .i ii veal
yuaranicrd support 1th the pitied
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Understanding Italy Language, Culture,
Commerce: An Australian Perspective

-A Recent Publication Relevant to Language Policies

ed by Camilla Bettoni and Joseph Lo Bianco.
Fredench May Foundation for Italian Studies. University of Sydney 11989)

This is the title of a new 243 page book. published by
the Fredench May Foundation for Italian Studies at
the University of Sydney. The book's contents are
revealed by the sub-title Language. Culture. Coin
coerce -An Australian Perspective.

In his loreword the Prune Minister. Ihe Hon R.1
Hawke says.

'Modern Italy is a mmor industrial power in
Europe. estimated ro be the fourth or fifth largest
econo ai the West h is a resource-poor eft,
nomy which has been built by high technology
transformation of late materials AustrahaS trade
with Italy grew by 25":. in 1987 making if a major
economic partner The potential ((a further
growth is great hi this 1)(Amit, die blirtho q. trod
trig. scientific and engineering adneuernous ul
contemporary Italy as well as the more con vem
non& cultural aspects are described and analysed
from the point of mew of Australians mid our rola
tuns with Italy'

Over one quarter of a million Australians ale Ito
ha mborn and at least anotho hall ulliuu AtisIMI
Irons are of Italian descent Italian teaching in
Australia will therelore have a long and sit tiny him w
.15 the language of the country's largest nun Bluish
isles ethnic grni ip. The vast impact which the Insioi
ci the Italian peninsula and as islands have had tin
the cultural. Intellectual. linguistic and political malw

VOX

up of the modern world through its ancient.
medieval. Renaissance and motion ages also
guarantees Italian a role in Australia's education as a
cultural* language.

But Understanding Italy also expressly sets out. as
the editors Becton' and Lo Bmncu point out in their
introduction. to give Italian. and Italy. 'a new linage
no longer that of a language studied only for
humanistic and huinanitanan reasons. but also that
()fa practical tool which can be combined with train-
ing and qualifications in professional and technical

The volume is divided into five pans. The first
deals with important economic and commercial
aspects 01 Italy and as relationship with Australia. It
attempts to give depth to the figures on the balance
of trade and Gross Domestic Product, as well as
-xplonng the implications of the formation of a single
market m Europe in 1992. utilising Italy as a bndge to
this market of 320 million people, the world's largest
The second part. dealing with cross-cultural rela-
tions. addresses some of the volitologicallan-
thropological study of politics] histoncal. legal and
linguisiic considerations which affect our under-
standing of Italy.

In the third part ol the book some of the main
ter understanding of Itakisareas in which a bet

achievements could he tit benefit to Australia are
considered. Besides Mg traditional humanistic
glorit'S. are some sumnsingareas for example. phys-
ical and mathematical sciences. In this century. the
school of physics which grew up around Ennco
Fermi in Rome over fifty years ago is still one of the
strongest in the world: in fact. I would rank it third
alter those of the United States and the Soviet
Union. In mathematics. Italy is rapidly overtaking
Britain. France and Germany and will probably lead
Europe by the turn ol the century (Cowling p91)
Cinema. literature. music, biological sciences.
engmeenng. biomedical engmeenng. among other
areas. complete this section. The fourth part addres
ses several aspects of the teaching of Italian language.
in several countnes and at different levels leg Busi-
ness Italian. Italian as a community language) whilst
the filth descnbes some active institutions. trusts and
foundations. both in Italy ton Australian studies) and
in Australia an Italian studies

Some contributions are bnef suggestive sketches.
Other are full length rigorously academic essays -all
in all a volume to update and expand knowledge
and understanding ol Italy from an Australian per-
spective,
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Centre for Intercultural Studies and Multicultural
Education at the University of Adelaide

In October 1989 the University of Adelaide estab-
lished a Centre for Intercultural Studies and Multicul-
tural Education with the aim of building upon a wide
range of cross-cultural research interests within the
University. Professor Id. Smolicz was elected as the
foundation director of the Centre. The Centre's
Board includes members of the University's Faculties
of Arts, Science. Medicine and Engineering, mem-
bers of administrative staff and its International Rela-
tions Branch. and a representative from the South
Australian Office of Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs
Among the Board's ten members are speakers ol
Modern Greek. Italian. Polish. Latvian. Arabic. Man-
darin. Cantonese. Hakka. Malay and Vietnamese.
The new Centre has received support from the Gov-
ernment of South Australia through an initial grant of
$20.000 which was announced at the Centre's inau
gural business meeting attended by people drawn
from a variety of academic. ethnic. linguistic. and
institutional backgrounds.

The Centre will pursue studies m cultural. linguis-
tic and racial pluralism from a specifically Australian
perspective. As its name suggests. it will have a dual
locus in that its work will relate both to multicultural
phenomena. which are to be found within the
Australian community. and to intercultural expen
ences which occur when Australians come into
contact with cultures from other countnes. or when
visitors from overseas (especially students) spend
time in Australia. In this way. the Centres interim:
tionist perspective is to be pursued both within the
context of the multicultural reality of Australian son
ety. and in terms of cross- cultural contacts between
Australia and other countries. including those within
our region and those with close heritage links with
the Australian population (such as Greece. Italy and
Ireland).

The idea ol the Centre first arose out of the report
to the South Australian government. Education fora
Cultural Democracy ISmolicz Report. 19841 which
recommended that both universities in the State
should take steps to 'provide courses and undertake
research in areas relevant to South Australia's multi-
cultural society which are not covered at present.'

The University of Adelaide already has considera-
ble strengths in the fields ol education. language and
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culture from Ex th multicultural and intercultural pei
spectives. The Department of Lducanun, foi exam
ple. has an international reputation for its work on
cultural pluralism within Australian society which has
been go,ng on for some two decades There are also
many examples of research collaboration and schol-
arly and student exchanges with universities and
institutions in England. Germany. Poland. Belgium.
Italy, Greece. Netherlands. Thailand. Canada. India.
Korea. China. Japan and Malaysia The new Centre
will provide structural focus for these activities. bnng
them together for the development of co-operative
programmes and approaches which will have a
greater impact on the University and the wider
community.

One of the areas which the Centre hopes to
develop is the education of teachers of languages
other than English through specialised strands in the
degrees of Bachelor and Master in Educational
Studies. The recognition of overseas professional
and academic qualifications Is another area which
the Centre intends to make a special focus. Three
members of the Centre's Board are currently
involved in this work - Professors RE. Luxton and
LI Smoke through their membership of the
academic panel of the National Office of Overseas
Skills Recognition INOOSRI and Mrs Beatrice How-
arth through her extensive experience in this field ai
the South Australian Office of Multicultural and
Ethnic Allays

It is also proposed to extend studies on ways of
encouraging and facilitating the adaptation of ovei-
seas students, especially those from Asia. to Austra-
lian educational institutions. Recent research in the
University of Adelaide's Department of Education
has revealed several linguistic and racial factors
which are of both theoretical interest and practical
importance There is now increasing awareness
within the University of the diversity to be found
among its students. as well as its stall. and the Centre
for Intercultural Studies and Multicultural Education
has the potential to play an important role in further
mg linguistic pluralism and the development of path
ways for social and cultural interaction
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IELTS A New International
English Language Test

A new high quality test of English language skills was
officially launched in Canberra on 22 November.

The International English Language Testing Sys-
tem IIELTS) is the product ol more than two wears of
collaboration and cooperation between the United
Kingdom and Australia. Partners in the development

di, the littlish Council. Ihe International
Development Progi(1111 111 ALIbIrahan Universities
and Colleges illWI and the University of Cambridge
Local Lximunanuns Syndicate. The new test has
been nulled on ilunisands of different types ()I stn
dents in 111,111Y LI/WIWI-15 throughout the world.
!Las is an I aiglish lost based on candidates study
needs It In particularly designed for the following
groups III ',Indents postgraduates. under-
graduates. in trainees. technical voca
iffinal Hawes and Ill mot secondary students The
test pi ()vides guidance 1..1 UllIVOrblIc and College
administrators. leachers and students. It allows bet
ter plat Hung III study pit ightins. saving valuable tune
and money Willi its worldwide acceptance, a cur.

At the IELTS launch /nun kill DI Denim Wight Mr Guam Vale
Prolussut OMB C,inJlm P10101001 Nun Such, Mt Gum
Deakin (Pluto coin fen ic as I
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rent IELTS result is useful for a range of study and
employment situations.

IELTS is unique among internationally recognised
tests in that it gives an accurate indication of ability to
use the four pnmary English skills: reading. wnting.
listening and speaking. Some of the other motor tests
such as TOEFL do not contain a speaking test and
generally do not test wnting skills - key skills for any-
one studying. working or simply living in an English
speaking country. IELTS is the least expensive inter-
national test of all four primary English skills which 15
readily available. There are different applications of
the test relating to English for academic purposes.
training purposes and everyday use. It has been
designed to reflect International English usage and
awl dote has the broadest possible application.

Many Australian institutions prefer overseas stu
dents or migrants with non -English speaking back-
grounds to have an IELTS result rather than other
English test results. Institutions can count on the
tenability. validity and informative quality of IELTS
results. An IELTS result indicates readiness to hegin
study training using English. areas of English which
may need improvement; and approximately how
It nig an English preparation course might need to be.
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The first IELTS tests were conducted in
Melbourne on Saturday. 2 December. with most of
the 70 candidates taking the test for academic
purposes. It is expected that in 1990 the number of
candidates taking the test world-wide will be in the
vicinity of 20.000. Around 100 people are involved
in the administration of IELTS in the Australian
managed centres here and overseas and many more
are involved in worldwide administration through
the British Council.

IELTS will probably replace other English
language tests currently used in Australia. Although
its initial application has been pnmanly in relation to
overseas students. the test is also expected to be
useful for some categones of intending migrants.
especially those proceeding to higher education
IELTS will also provide some stimulus to research
and development into language testing both in
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Australia and worldwide. It will also have a beneficial
effect in terms of influence on English preparation
courses for academic study and for other training
purposes. as the tasks set in IELTS are more realistic
than is the case with other n2adily available tests.

Administration centres have been established ii
Australia in Adelaide. Brisbane. Canberra. Darwin,
Hobart. Melbourne. Perth. Rockhampton. Sydney.
Townsville and Wagga Overseas centres are in
Bangkok. Hong Kong. Jakarta. Manila. Seoul.
Singapore and Taipei. Eurs is also available
through offices of the British Council in °diet
overseas centres

Further information is available through IDP
Canberra contact Grey Deakin. IELTS Manage'.
(06) 285 8222 and IDP offices in the overseas
capital cities listed above

t
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Contributed
Articles
The following articles by noted academics and
practitioners In the field of language policy and
education are Intended to provide, collectively,
an Indication of the broad scope of language
policy, and, Individually, an iniroduciion to
-some key Issues and concerns in specific areas.

The views expressed In the articles are not
necessarily those of AM:LAME or the
Department of Employmeni, Education and
Training,
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The Languages Of Spain:
LA Causerieera by Lynn M F Arnold

Spain is a country of immense linguistic interest. The
number of different languages spoken in that coun-

their origins and their relationship with each
other all provide fertile ground for the amateur lin-
guist like myself. Furthermore, the effect of politics
and education on the vitality of those languages
interests me for different reasons.

For many. 'Spanish' is a known language and
assumed to be the idiom of not only all Spaniards but
also many Latin Amencans. Yet, in reality. Spanish is
a second language for many in Spain or ar least
shares equal status with another. Furthermore. the
Spanish of Lauri America is very diverse. to the
extent that in 1900 Lucien Abeille proposed Argenti
nian (with its significant Italian influences ) as a sepa
rate language (Entwisile.255); and Mexican and Peru
vian varieties are quite different from Chilean. This
indicates the potential for a linguistic diversity in
Latin America two hundred years from now that
might mirror the breadth of the Romance languages
in Europe today. It should be pointed out. however.
That speakers of Spanish. regardless of then origins.
ha,e no difficulty understanding one another

Far from being monoglot. the lollowing languages
can be identified in the Spanish linguistic atlas.

Romance: Castilian. Asturo-Leenese tBable I. Gal
lege. Catalan. \Alterman. Ciascon. Lemosi.
Ladino. (NavarroAragonese)

Others: Euskera IBasque). Cale. Inuits'. Whistling
language of Gomera

Figure 1

Catalan

auskete

Gallego

Leonese

Valencian

G
Gasoon

Figure 1 shows the approximate present-day
spread ul most of these languages (Sable, Gallego.
Catalan, Valencian. Gascon. Euskera and the
Whistling language). Castilian. as the 'lingua franca'.
covers the whole country and. for reasons explained
below. Lemon. Ladino and Cato cannot he map-
ped Minna is spoken mainly in the mountainous
part of the Basque country

A number of these languages have living dialects.
for example.
Asturo-Leonese: Occidental. Oriental. Central &

Asturo-galaica
Catalan: Oriental - Rossellones. Catala Central.

Mallorqui. Menorqui. Eisnssenc & Alguerrus

Occidental - Ribargorco. Paliares. Lleidaia &
Tortosi

Valencian: General & Apitxai
Euskera: Vizcaino. Guiputcoano. Alit) Navarro

Septentnonal. Alto Navarro Meridional, Bap
Navarro Occidental. Bap Navarro Onental.

There are some implicit assumptions made in the
two lists above - assumptions that would not IleCOS
sanlu be accepted by all students of the languages of
Spain. For example. there is a vigorous debate
within Spain as to whether Valencian is a discrete
language or merely a radical dialect of Catalan I

haw. for reasons discussed below. given it the status
of the former Similarly, though less controversially.
I have ascribed separate language status to Astura
Leonese.

At the other end of the spectrum. I have not listed
any dialects of Castilian. yet some would suggest that
Andaluz of Andalucia or 'El Catsio' of Extremadura
would deserve such a title. As much from evidence
obtained from Andalucians as anything else. it
appears that Andaluz pnncipally exhibits only dif fer-
onus of pronunciation and a tendency not to have
changed as rapidly as the mainstream of Castilian
itor example the Old Castilian word for 'baby -
moo survives in Andaluz. while - a borrowing
train Englisl i - exists elsewhere in Castile). Then. arc
differences in vulgansms loch& the word for 'cock'
elsewhere in Castilian. is used in Andalucia lor
'mate' . at least a good mate who won't misintei
pre) the appellation!). Such dtherences, along with
some word borrowing from Call ifor example chin
for - to pinch or steal) and extensions of meanings
Ic.g 'guild. a small stnng in Castilian. meaning
'money' in Andaluz) do not seem to constitute sulk
tient differences from mainstream Castilian to iustif
the title of dialect The same reasoning can be
applies) to El Cable Otherwise could not 'Australian'
also deserve to be called a dialect of English tI

Ai Klatt& En IA GM() were so-called dialects ol Casti
liars '

13,,
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Similarly. I have not credited the Coruna. Lugo.
Orense and Pontevedra vanants of Galley° as
dialects. These have been referred to as 'centres ol
irradiation for certain forms' and no more Emu,-
de 3061. Lorenzo Novo Mier was more sindent in his
consideration of the two dialect. three dialect and
four zone schools of opinion with respect to Galley°.
when he wrote 'none of these thuones have been
accepted. at least not conclusively . though he also
wrote that the language. with no official status had
been "plagued by dialectisms. vulgansms. archaisms
and barbansms. And that erosion . conferred on
the Gal !cyan language a rustic and plebeian social
status. disposessed of all normalization. 'Novo
Mier 1:380

Navarro-Aragonese I listed in brackers. not
because I doubt its separate status as a language in
unpin (it ranks with Asturo-Leonese. Castilian and
Mozarabic as one of the ongmal post-Roman Empire
romance languages of the peninsula). but because it
has been reduced both geographically and linguisti-
cally From having been what I would term a
cluolece 11 V a twin sister language). that once was
the language at court of the Kingdom of Aragon. it is
now reduced to a dialect. dependent on its Castilian
twin. spoken by an every decreasing number of
people in some of the valleys leading to the
Pyrenees. W D Elcock wrote in 95().

In Aragon the persistent dialectologist mac
still coax from the oldest Inhabitants of the remo-
ter villages forms which sound very much as they
must have done in the mouths of tenth centun
monks of San Milan: it is their last refuge .
((tack 429)

I have also included Iwo languages that are not in
the literal sense vernaculars of Spain. The lust.
Ladino (not to be confused with Latin. a relative ol
Romansch. spoken in the Alto Adige region of Italy).
has not been spoken in Spain since the expulsion of
the Jews in the late fifteenth century The language.
which has been descnbed as 'medieval Spanish in
state of suspended animation' 'Entwistle 178), is still
spoken today by descendents of the expelled Jews iti
Thessalonika (Greece). Istanbul (Turkey). Oran
tAlgena I and Ferrara (Italy' amongst others The
archaism of the limited vestiges of Barossa Deutsch
are an Australian example ol an isolated community
losing the dynamic of a mainstream language.
Ladino has shown the same phenomenon to a
greater extreme such that its immutability along with
religio-cultural factors have enabled Its survival for
half a millentum,

The other. Lemont. unlike Ladino. has never been
a vernacular While it Is no longer used today. in the
Middle Ages and briefly again in the mid nineteenth

VOX

century. as the language of Catalan poets and
troubadours in prelerence to their own native ton-
gue). this dialect of Lanyue d'Oc (known today as
Provencal ur Occuan) is still 'alive' to modern read-
ers of such poetry and as such deservus inclusion in
the list.

Two other languages. while spoken within Spain
today. could also only be described as quasi-ver-
nacular - Irnntxi and the Whistling language of
Gomera. In both instances these languages ore only
part of the armoury of communication of their
speakers and they both arose out of geographic cir-
cumstance. Irnntx1. a language descnbed as a long.
wavering yell. something between a laugh. a shnek.
and a horse's neigh' (Gallop 441. was developed by
Basque shepherds in remote Pyrenean valleys so
they could communicate with each other across
great distances they also used lire signals at night).
Apart from some limited additional use as a means of
protecting commercial-in confidence matters in the
sheep sale yards. the bulk of communication
between these shepherds at close quarters has been
in Euskera.

Similarly, the Whistling language of Gomera has
been the means developed by shepherds in the
mountainous part ol that Canary Island to communi-
cate. while Castilian has remained (since it
supplanted the pre-Spanish Guanche language)
their principal. at close quarters. tongue.

Alter listening to a whistler introducing them to
whistlers across a valley and a reply inviting them to
share a glass ul sherry. Jean and Frans Shor com-
mented

'There wits nu mistaking that his whistling was a
language The tones rose and Jell there were
pauses and intonations and stresses.
iShur ez Slier Stith

II was their conclusion that while Gomeran
whistlers could not discuss abstract subtects through
that medium. They could 'convey must of the infor-
mation necessary for day-to-day existence.

Cal°. the Iberian vanant ol Romany. the gypsy
language, has survived through the centunes
because ol a combination of the chosen isolation of
the ()mantis Igypsues) and the indifference exhibited
to them by the rust of Spain (the Spanish Inquisition
that so ngorously pursued the Motarabes - descen-
dants of Christians who had remained in Moonsh
to Mond. the Christian converts from Islam and
Judaism and that Incited the expulsion of the Jews.
was myopic towards the gypsies) Still spoken today
as a discrete language it has also contnbuted to the
vocabulary of Andaluz. particularly In song.

lif,
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What then of the other languages?

Euskera has attracted the interest of many linguists
because it has been so difficult to fathom its origins.
Spoken in northern Spain and south-western
France. it is the only language of Spain apart from
Castilian that appears to have survived as a first lan-
guage or bilingual partner amongst entire settle-
ments of emigrant groups (vide descendants of Bas-
que settlers in western USA, for example Indepen-
dence Valley, California, and Scraper Springs,
Nevada). Its origins are unknown: even the exis-
tence of a language of vague similarity in the Trans-
caucasus is probably no more than a coincidence,
and certainly brings it no closer to according It Indo-
European status in origin. Likewise, there is a debate
amongst linguists as to whether it represents the last
surviving vestige of ancient. pre-Greek/Phoenician.
Iberian; but that debate is somewhat sterile, as virtu-
ally no records exist of the Iberian language(s). In
any event, CeltIberian, which has not survived save
for some words adopted by later languages and
place names, must have been distinctly different
from Euskera, if any of the surviving Celtic languages
offer any testament to the language spoken by the
Celts of Spain.

Charles Berlitz noted the possible neolithic origins
of the language. He pointed out that the Euskera
word for 'knife translates as the stone that cuts' and
'ceiling means 'roof of the cave as evidence of the
possibility. (Berlitz:11).

AN
'This enormous diversity of languages

within one country is worthy of
investigation in its own right.'

SMEZINEMISIIIMMIR

Complicating the analysis of the origins of Euskera
is its paucity of literature (one Basque told me that
the volumes of Euskera literature would cover the
table of the restaurant at which we were eating) and
the mutability of the language. Despite being
threatened by numerical odds (today ethnic Bas.
ques represent only 45% of the population of the
Basque provinces), Euskera has not retreated into
linguistic chauvinism lor Its survival. both its capacity
to diversify into dialects and its introduction of new
words as well as some Castilian orthography and
grammar have not brought about its demise. Unlike
Icelandic, which has rigorously resisted introduced
words for new developments (for example, thu
Icelandic word for - - Is denved
from that languages words for 'wheel' and 'horse l.
Euskera, which has a small basic vocabulary, has
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introduced 'alien' words without Isar te.g. erne
from rev - king - and bum from llbro - book).
Indeed, sampling the first 250 words In a 750 word
CastilianeCatalaniEuskera/Gallego vocabulary reve-
als 17% of Euskera words to be the same as or similar
to Castilian words,

Some attempts have been made at Incligentsing
new concepts, but not all have been successful. For
example 'airport' was initially expressed by the Bas-
que words for 'air harbour' (Alzekaia), but the
phonological similarity with the Castilian words for
'air fall' (aim caida) led Euskera to adopt airaportu
instead.

Castilian, for its pan, has adopted some words
from Euskera; as an example. izquierda (from the
Basque word for 'left': oaken), may have been an
attempt to avoid the ominous overtones of the lan-
guage's other option for a source word (Latin: sinis-
ter/re/rum).

'The eve of the post-Franco era brought
with it official recognition of

linguistic pluralism.'

Despite its limited lexicon, Euskera is noted for its
complex grammar, particularly its verbal structure.
Analysis of Euskera verbs, still incomplete after dec-
ades of study, suggest there are over 200 conjuga-
tions and 50,000 verbal forms. (Entwistle:20).

Asturo-Leonese (commonly known as Bable) is
an example of a language that 'might have been and
has been called 'the most direct hew of the vernacu-
lar as It was spoken at court in the Visigothic period
and the most faithful preserver of the ancient traits
(Spaulding:220).

In Figure 2. the span over time of the coverage of
Sable versus Castilian is graphically represented.

In the same way that a number of significant histoe
ical events prejudiced the progress of Leland Scots in
competition with Its sister language, English (for
example the dissemination of the Bible In English In
1550, the union of the Crowns in England in 1603,
and the union of the parliaments in 1703), so Gable
was disadvantaged by events of history. The union
of the Crowns of Leon and Castile in 1072, the coro-
nation of Alfonso VII in Castile instead of Leon in
1135, the recommendation of Alfonso X in 1253 to
the Cortes that Castilian should be the language of
Christian Spain. the union of the Crowns of Aragon
and Casale In 1469, the nomination of the previously
inconsequential mid-Castilian town of Madrid as the
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Spanish capital in 15o0 contributed to the erosion,
but not the elimination. of Roble.

Today. Sable is still spoken and has perhaps stir-
vived better than La lands Scots. As evidence of the
linguistic impact cg the boundanes of venous types of
power. an extreme dialect of the language is still spo-
ken in Miranda, Portugal. denying from its former
inclusion in the Babie-speaking Bishopnc of Astor-
09. notwithstanding an intervening national border.

As a inn cur image of the decline ol Bable. Castilian
grew from a Romance dialect spoken In remote Can-
iabria. and referred to by Americo Castro as 'a poor
linguistic divergence which J B Trend wrote 'stam-
mered sounds winch were strange to other speakers
in Spai iiiend 491 to a Neiman ol 'lingua franca in
Ole whole country By 1924. the Real Academia
Espanola changed the name ol the language in its
dictionary from la lingua castellana to -la lenqua
espanule A few years later. Jose Antonio Primo de

Source: Entwistle

Rivera. the ideologue of Spanish Falangism was to
summanse the political implications of this trend
when he wrote about Spauis regions.
Pomo de Rivera 741

We love Catalonia because it is Spanish. and
because we love Catalonia we want to see it
become ever more Spanish. like the Basque
country. like all other regions.

While a sister language to liable. Navarro.
Aragonese and Mozarabe. Castilian had some dis-
tinctive elements in its development Paul Lloyd
identifies three the personality ol the people ol Cas
file more rebellious. less stratified than other
Spanish kingdoms due to immigration lion a
number of other parts of the peninsula). greater
homogeneity of the language (again due to the differ
my angels of people who mixed together. minimis
Mg power of local detects to survive). and the ht.
ence of Luskin° [the coniunction of Cantabna with

1t,
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the Basque country resulted in a language 'heavily
influenced by Basque-Romance bilingualism'
ILloyd.177180.2731

Catalan has had a different history from the other
languages of Spain. Unlike any. save Castilian. it has
a national home being the olficial language of
Andorra. It is also spoken in France and Italy lin the
Sardinian town of Alghero). Within Spain. Catalan is
spoken in the northeast of the country and the
Balaeric Islands. It is a language of great traditions.
cultural and political As evidence of its influence.
though Cataluna was only a part of the Kingdom of
Aragon. due to its cultural achievements. Catalan
swept Aragonese aside as the language of power and
culture in that realm

'The creation of language academies
have had the effect of not only

providing status but also standardising
the various languages

Catalan has been accorded greater recognition
than many other Spanish languages Even in the
time of the linguistic oppression of Franco to Galician
who was. nevertheless. an ardent Castilian monolur
guist). begrudging acceptance was accorded It as a
patois. This was not the case with equivalent candi
dates for such recognition - Euskera. Galley° and
Valencian

Catalan is a Romance language that has simplisti-
cally been descnbed as half -way between Castilian
and French; yet some of its pronunciation finds
echoes in Portuguese. and much of its orthography is
unique to itself

Valencian. denves. according to its most noted lin-
guistic advocate 'Irom Vulgate Latin and was already
spoken before the conquest of the Catalans under
Jaime iSanchis (Ammer ltitit The language is spin
ken in 'El Pais Valencian6 and a small group of vil-
lages known as El Carxe in Murcia. Like Asturo
Leonese with Castilian and Lalands Scots with
English. Valencian is a 'cluolect. with Catalan It has
a literary history that spans many centunes. the Val
encian dramatists of the lifteenth century being pm
titularly noteworthy

C;aliego. a 'cluolect. with Portuguese. derived
Irom Muzarabic influences on the Latin of an area
that was inure Celtic in ongin than any other part of
the Ibenan peninsula. Like Bablu. with which it
shares more similarity than Castilian. it has been
resistant to change giving it today the sound of
archaic Spanish In the Middle Ages. lust as Lemosi
was the literary language of Catalan poets. so Gal
'ego was the language of culture at the court of Cas-
tile and Leon

Gaston. d dialect of flown-ital. is spoken in one
small part of the Pyrenees. near Vida in the Vail
d'Aran This oddity on the Spanish linguistic map is
the result of nothing other than the caprice ul cam)
graphers at the time of the Treaty of the Pyrenees
(they also created the env Catalan-speaking Spanish
enclave of LiIVIcl 111 lilt, midst of French temturs I

The Building Blocks of Spanish Languages

This enormous diversity of languages within one
country is worthy or investigation in its own nytu
Why should one country. admittedly the third largest
in Europe (but still smaller than South Australia'.
with forty million people. have developed a wider
range of languages than any other country in west
em Europe')

As an amateur linguist approaching this subtect, it
seems to me that there is some utility in attempting to
derive a formula to help explain language differentia
non. The formula I have arrived at is

50

La (S#C#M)xPl

where

L = the language
S a substrate or base languagelsl
C core language
141 x subsequent modifying language

Influences
P geopolitical circumstance
I x. identity, self-consciousness
x variable representing effect

of local lactors
# - variable representing interaction

as a result of language encounters
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Applying such a formula to the various regions of
Spain does result in a number ol different languages,
though it perhaps requires a somewhat arbitrary
overloading ol I lie value of A lOW(131.1111 the survival
of Basque.

The concept of core and substrate languages is not
unique though in is exposition It Is alien held to be
vertical lavenng Cnticism of this view succeeds
because seldom b a core language layered totally
over a SI bstrate base (this would imply the effective
death t a substrate language within one genera
non). However. if the core language is considered to
he the language winch determines the bulk of lunda'
mentals (phonics. orthography and lexicon) of the
final product language. regardless of the chronology
of its spread visa -vis the substrate languageta then
the concept ought to continue to hold validity It is
therefore unnecessary to accept the suggestion of
adstratum. or parastratura and 'superstratum Ian
guages dit.tyd.41)

I have introduced modifiers much in the same con
text as 'superstratum'. I e. a language of an invader
that influences but does not replace the original Ian
guage ol the inhabitants. However. I go further to
include other linguistic influences than simply those
of invaders. Replacing a simple chronological laver
my of substrate. core and modifier languages invites
the concept of a vanable representing interaction as
a result of language encounters t If in the lormulat
Lloyd hinted as much when he quoted Vogt

'Bilingualism is a universal phenomenon. stride nn
languages we know have been spoken over long
penods of time in complete isolation It is even
possible that bilingualism is one of the mafor fac-
tors in linguistic changes.' 4ri)

With this lormula. languages can still he consi-
dered different even tl their vocabularies exhibit a
high degree nl concurrence The quadrilingual
vocabulary referred to earlier reveals the following
matching of winds in Euskera. Catalan and Gallego
Guth Castilian Ifor 250 out of 75(1 words).

Same Similar Different

Euskera 3% 14% 83%

Catalan 12% 38% 50%
Gallop° 29% 31% 40%

Valenaan dues nut appear in this vocabulary.
however, using 328 words taken from the first sec
non of each lever ol the alphabet in a Valencian
Catalan dictionary and cross referencing with a Cata-
lan Castilian dictionary. Mu following figures are
iilltained
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Same Similar Different

Valencian to Catalan 58% 19% 23%
Valencian toCastilian 13% 17% 70%

This vocabulary analysis would incline to the view
that the Valencian 12 and the Catalan 'C are very
similar and that perhaps one is a dialect of the other

e denvativel. However. using the concept I coined
crlier ol 'duolects'. twin language relationships can
be conceived for such similar idioms as English,
121ands Scots. CroatianSerbian. CastiliaivAsturo-
Leonese and Catalan Valencian. As an example of
how it can be. I later in this article compare Catalan
and Valencian according to such a formula to indi-
cate differences in their respective development. not-
withstanding their current similanty m vocabulanes.

But first what were the building blocks of the lan-
guages of Spain? The following appear to have been
Important.

Substrate: Neolithic languages
lberic/Celt-lberic
Greek
Phoenician

Cam:

Modifiers: Visigothic
Greek
Arabic
Mozarabic

The contribution of some vaned from area to area.

Likewise Latin for example came into Spain in dif-
ferent forms. Some parts of the country I the Basque
country and Can tabnal received little Latin directly
in terms of Roman occupation. as for others, differ-
ent origins of Latin speakers resulted in different lin-
guistic outcomes. Entwistle has speculated that the
Latin speakers of the northeast were predominantly
retired soldiers. pensioned of( to estates. bringing
with them a 'debased Latin of the camps' (Vulgate
Latin) and with it a greater capacity for further
change compared with the rest of Spain where a
small urban Roman anstocracy. living amongst non.
Latin 'rustics' propagated a rigid and correct Latin
Pinguis. thiewistie 75)

Trend cited. but was not convinced by an alterna
hive view of Gnera on the subiect of Vulgate Latin
influences. That view suggested that In southern
Spain the version of Vulgate Latin was that which
came. via Sicily and North Africa, from souther Italic
Latin dialects; while In the north. via southern Gaul,

14 a
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the northern babe Latin dialects held sway. This view
is used to explain the big difference between Cash-
lian/Gallego/Piortuguese and Provencal/Catalan
with Valencian being somewhat astraddle the two.

Putting aside Euskera. which clearly survived
Roman occupation of the Iberian peninsula. little is
known as to the dates by which some version of
Latin replaced the substrate languages While stating

that some of the indigenous languages could have
survived in remote areas until the,Middle Ages, Gar-
cia y Bellido argues that it was not Pax Romana that
made Latin victorious over the native languages, but
the Latin of the Church that had progesswely con-
verted all tribes to Christianity (Lloyd.174). Though
even this gives nse to two versions of Latin. The
Church used a Visigothic liturgy (basically
Mozarabe) from about 550AD until the Council o

Figure 3

1
1

1

Iberian

Celt-Iberian

Phoenician

pre-Roman

Greek

post -Roman

Arabic
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Burgos replaced it in WHO with Roman Liturgy (in
Medieval Latin). tWoght 21)9)

An oddity on the Latin map of Spain appears to
have taken place at what is now known as Huesca.
This Roman administrative centre appears to have
been settled by people fmm Osca who spoke art
Italic language (from which Umbnan derived).
Huesca is located in what was a stronghold for
Navarroaragonese.

Greek appears both in the substrate and n her
lists because there were two distinct waves of Greek
influence in Spain. The first. pre-Roman. concen-
trated on the northeast and east coasts; while the sec
ond. Byzantine Greek. came after the fall of the West-
ern Roman Empire and before the Moonsh invasion
and focused on the south and southeast coasts.

The maps in Figure 3 show the extent of direct lin-
guistic impact ol lbenan:Celt Ibenan. Greek; Phoern
can and Arabic.

II is from maps such as these that a better under-
standing ol some of the linguistic differences can be
had The formula for Asturo-Leonese. for example.
contains less Arabic as well as somewhat more Celt
Ibenan and Latin than for the Cantabnan ongins of
the Castilian region against a base of more Celt-lbe-
nan. Likewise. Valencian has more Phoenician and
Arabic ungins than Catalan.

Turning now to the example of Valenctan and
Catalan. using the formula above, Figure 4 can be
denved. A number of the enines need a little expla
nation to indicate their contnbution to language dif-
ferentiation Firstly, the reference to irrigation agncul-
lure is significant because Latin had a paucity of
words to duscnbe tmgation technology. Therefore
this technology, that was needed in Valencia but not
Cataluna, drew upon Arabic words in the greatest
infusion ol that language other than warfare and
place names. Thomas Glick has identified words bor-
rowed which covered both technical aspects of imga .
lion le y owl from Arabic 'al sudd for diversion
darn and cranny horn 'schwa' (or irrigation canal)
and management issues (eubacegures from 'sahib
al-sand for 'master of the canals and albala from
'al barrio' for water ticket). (Oink 220621

Further denvations from Ilw grunter signifx... of
water in Valencia include the use in the past of rimes-
cement (which usually means refreshing in Catalan
and Valuncron? for 'provisioning.. and the medieval
Valencian phrase of lancer /ma yptia a pertio (to
throw water to perchtlonl for to waste water'
(ilick 2354)

The role of the Kingdom of Valencia in assisting
the growth of the language was of more significance

VOX

Substrate i Neolithic.
Celt- Iberian
Greek

Core Vulgate Latin
(northern)

Modifiers i Visigothic
Provençal

Valencian

Neolithic
. Celt- Iberian
Greek
Phoenician

Vulgate Latin
(southern)

Pinguis Latin

Visigothic
Arabic
Mozarabic

Political
factors

Rome: Rome:
Tarraconensis Carthaginensis
Admin. reg. Admin. reg.
Marca Hispansca Moorish

Occupation
Kingdom of Kingdom of

Aragon Valencia
Kingdom of Kingdom of

Aragon & Aragon &
Castile Castile

Identity 1907 Inst.cli 1915 Centre de
' Estudis , Culture

Catalan Valenciana
i 1983 Grup
' d'Accio

Valencianista

Local Reliance upon
factors irrigation

Figure 4

than might have been suspected of a Catalan king.
Jaime 1. who had newly expelled the Moors from the
Valencian region The monarch. discovenng a prom-
Valencian language upon occupying the temtory
'began a practice of bilingualism' so that Catalan did
not overwhelm the native tongue.
iFerre and Gonzalo. lieS)

The inclusion in the formula of (Identity) is not
irrelevant. The dynamic ol a language as a separate
entity in part relies upon a sell-consciousness within
a community about their idiom. As an aside. the sur-
vival of Bable alongside the near extinction of
Navarro-Aragonese might be the result of differ-
ences in language identity in the two communities

Returning to Valencian. it appears language !den-
tity has existed for centunes. Translations from Latin
in the fifteenth century were described in such ways
as 'de tali en valenciana prow' and 'explanat de Ian
en vale nciana lengua' tSanchis Guamer 35) .'
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In the twentieth century the relevance to 'Identity
of the Grup dAccio Valencianista can be summed up
in their own words in the preface of the Valencian
Castilian dictionary issued in 1983
(Toran I Navarro 39)

The cancer of Catalantsm has been gnawing slyly
at the roots of our language.'

The Languages in Today's Spain

The Spanish newspaper La Region Internacional
reported in 1988 on the level of knowledge young
people had of the language of their region

Understand Speak
Read
only Write

Catalan 96%, 76% 75% 66%
Gallego 95% 75% 56% 47%
Euskera 45% 31% 35% 32%
Valencian 75% 46% 32% 23%

I do not have access to detailed survey results for
earlier periods however. I have come across some
data on Catalan (published oddly enough in a book
on Bable). This information, compiled in 1975, the
last year of the Franco regime. revealed that of a
Cross section of people of all ages surveyed in
Cataluna. (Novo Meir.1171

61% usually spoke Castilian
38% usually spoke Catalan
31% could not understand Catalan

Thus to the extent that the surveys were compar
able, with respect to Catalan. the post-Franco era
has seen the percentage of people in that region who
can understand Catalan grow from 69% of all people
to 96(li, of young people

In the case of Euskera. the change in the level of
usage over time would be indicated by the numbers
of students learning the language in 1kastolasl (Ba,
que schools). Uri Ruiz Bikandi provides the following
figures. (Ruiz Mandl 4. i8.52

1965 596 pupils
1970 12 000
1975 26 693
1980 62 273

and the following for the numUers learning Euskera
by various modes lollowing the 'Basic Normalization
Law for the Use of the Basque Language in 1980

54

Thus the venous elements of the formula show
more difference between Valencian and Catalan
than the vocabularies evidence. Specifically, the '5:
shows a little difference, the 'C' a medium amount of
difference, the 'NI a significant difference. the 'P' a
medium difference: the 'I" indicates a high level of
language consciousness for each while the 'x' factor
appears to reveal a reasonable level of difference.

Model A 1979-80 53 820 pupils
1982-83 114 106
1985-86 145 892

Model6 1985 31 794
Model ID 1985 72 682 i

Thus by 1985. d quartet million Basque children
Wry UriVing l.uslirti in the Basque country com
pared In 591, iii 1965 and only about 27000 at the
end of the Franco era To this can he added nearly
13.00(1students studying the language in 1985 in the
area wider die control of the Autonomous Govern
mem of Navarre

I low had such growth in usage of languages other
than Castilian taken place.'

The non-Castilian languages of Spain that had sur-
vived the vagaries of politics and social circumstance
over previous centunes. encountered forthright
attempts at suppression dunng much of the Franco
era. Languages were either forbidden or (in the case
of Catalan ) accorded begrudging acceptance pro-
vided that they were not dealt with in the formal edu
cation system.

The failure of Francois' policies to extinguish the
other languages resulted in some easing of the legal
constraints in that regime's closing years The Gen-
eral Law of Education of 1970 permitted the use of
Euskara in education and the previously illegal likas-
tolasl (Basque language schools) were legalised
though remained outside the public edw:ation sector

Catalan. while not given such legal recognition.
grew ill strength by community action. Though
frowned upon, titles were published in the language.
and it challenged practitloners could take heart from
the monks of Montsr 't who wryly replied to inter.
rogating authonttes that they were speaking in Latin'

S.a. imlicain mu imoulamm ui tragindl rWa
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I rrendma But it would still not be mull 1978 that ilw
langc 'tge would be taught in primary schools

The eve ol the post-Franco era brought with 11 otfi
nal recognition of linguistic pluralism (on lo
November 1975 regional languages were legally rec
ognised. (our days before Franco's death). The new
national constitution of 1978 and the Statutes of
Autonomy provided the framework lor change first
at the national level and then devolved to the reg-
tons.

In the case of Euskera. a Royal Decree on the 'In-
troduction of the Basque Language into the educa-
tional system' In Apnl 1979 preceded the Statute 01
Autonomy for that region in December that year
Tint national statute provided that in the Basque
country Euskem would become a compulsory sub
wct and that it was henceforth permitted for other
subiects to be taught in the language

This start was continued by the autonomous Bas
qua region with the ley Basta de Norma/awn
del Uso del Euskara of 1982 that created dif fermil
educational models bur Euskara Furthermore. tI

determined that 'all pupils, on completion of their
education, will have a basic knowledge of both lan-
guages The models of education are 'A (teaching of
Euskera as a separate subiect from 2' 3 hours per
week). '13' Iteaching mainly Castilian speakers in
both their native language and Euskera with 12':
hours per week each) and D' (teaching of all sub-
jects done in Euskera). Rue Bikando

In another example. Gallego benefited from an
Autonomy Statute (or the region in 1980 and a reg-
ional Language Law in 1983. To date this means that
teaching in Galley') is a part of each of the eight pit
wary courses taught tostudents (Esteban Radio)

Valencian has proved an interesting example By
1988. almost all primary schools taught Valencian
whde 13011(1 pupils have it as the language ol
instruction. Something ol a Quebec sentinel' has an
sen. however. as La Region Internacimial reported in
July 19871 that the intent of the "C:onsellena -
line with its political aim of downgrading Castilian -
to remove the nght of children to receive instruction
in the Castilian language. has been holly contested
in various towns in the region Legal action by pro-
testing parents N appmentlu threatening the Ian
guage lay, of 1984 passed by the government of that
region i Strube!! i

Apart from the ellect of Ivymmistny Ilw status 01
non-Castilian languages in the education wstem.
benefits have also derived from oilier instruments
aimed at language lormaluation The creation of Ian
guage academies have had the effect of tint only pro

VOX

tiding status but also standardising the various lan-
guages Following the example ol the Real
Academia Espanola (bounded in 17131. the
Academia de la Lengua Catalan (19151. the Centre
de Collura Valenciana (1915) along with the Grup
d'Accio Valencianista 11983). the Euskaltzaindia
(19791 and La Mesa Permanente para la Normaliza-
non Languistica i for Gallego. in 1983) all bode well
lor the future of their languages. The Academia
Astunana de la Lengua IBable Institute) has now
been established and is working towards:

the adoption ol a standard language
expulsion of C:asoltanisms where local equi-
valents exist
adoption of new words from other languages
where local equivalents don't exist.
development of an mhomaphy
(-Tedium of liable equivalent ol 'thasiolas
developinetit of d prIlIVSSIUllal teaching corps
publiCalloll ul an audit acted dictionary.

among other things (Nowt Muir 154 51

With such clevelopments. the future lor linguistic
pluralism in Spain It nikS bright
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,

As Minister of Education in 1985, he initiated the LOH:
program with she Wm of ensunng that every pnmary
school child in S.A had the opportunity to learn a second
language by the year 1995. He also established the Sewn
dory School of Languages which aims to increase Ian
guage study opportunities for secondary students in a
number of languages
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Mr Arnold also initiated a complete review of multicultural
education in S A 'Education For a Cultural Democracy
(the Srnohcz Report)
He has developed a particular interest in Spanish culture
and language. which he speaks fluently He is currently
studying pan-tune for Master of Education at Adelaide Ihn
versify
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Language Retention
by Ancestry and Generation
by Charles A Price

Much of interest and importance has been wntten on
community languages in Australia and the number
of persons using them in the home: Leg. M. Clyne.
Vox No 1. pp 22-8). Some articles go further and. by
relating language use to birthplace of individual and
parents. estimate the extent to which first and second
generation immigrants are maintaining the use of
their ancestral language.

Such analyses produce many valuable results. But
they have three main drawbacks. First. they provide
only indirect and often ambiguous information
about the third, fourth and subsequent generations.
Second. they give no information about peoples
whose homelands do not appear in the birthplace
statistics: Kurds. Armenians. Assynans. Hmong.
Sikhs. Croats. Serbs. Gypsies. Maoris. and the like
Third. they are little help with ethnic groups scattered
through many countnes. For example. over 42"I. ol
Australia's foreign -horn Chinese population were
born in counmes other than China. Thiwan. Hong
Kong and Singapore. over 4017, of Australia's
foreign-born Indian population were born in count
tnes other than India and its South Asian neigh
bows: Ng under 50"k of Australia's overseas born
Russians were born in countries other than the
USSR. many in China and the Americas. Relating
language to birthplace in such cases not only distorts
language use by the group in question - by relating
far too many Russian users. say. to numbers born in
Russia but also that of other groups also. For
instance. over one-third of Australians born in Viet-
nam are ethnically Chinese. hence relating numbers
speaking Vietnamese to numbers born in Vietnam
greatly understates language retention by ethnic Vie-
tnamese.

VOX

Fortunately the 1986 census asked a question on
Ancestry and the answers published by thu Austra
Flan Bureau of Statistics not only give many in the
missing groups -Armenians. Croats and others but
also overcome the difficulties caused by ethnic
groups scattered through many countnes Thu pet-
centages given above concerning numbers of
Chinese. Indians and Russians born outside the ong
Mal homelands are, in fact. denved from lilt1641
Ancestry Statistics.

The Ancestry Statistics. when related to binliplace
of individual and parents, also give Information
about the third. fourth and other generations Wu
can separate persons of Chinese ancestry, say. into
hose born abroad (the 1st generation. or those
horn in Australia with both parents from abroad [the
2nd generation. or II's). those born in Australia with
one parent born abroad and one burn in Ausn elle
I the 2.5 generation. or 111 AI. those born in Australia
of two Australian born parents Idle 3rd, 4th and
111her generations. the III Vs) Thu proportions for
Chinese language usage in the home then appear as
181 91%. 11 6b.4":, 111 d 22 7 %, and III -t 16.615,

This seems d very likely and reasonable progrus.
soon but there are traps. First, as Clyne has observed.
because we have no information un birthplace of
grandparents or great-grandparents we cannot dis-
tinguish between the 3rd. 4th. 5th or subsequent
generations. or any language difference between
them. Care is therefore needed when company the
111+ language statistics of different ethnic groups.
one group could have relatively more 3rd generation
persons some still using the ancestral language -
while a longer settled group might consist mainly of

Table 1. Proportion using ethnic language at home (percentages).

Ancestry Generation Danish French Slovene Italian Dutch

53.2 66.1 64.4 88.0 48.9
II 19.3 39.8 55.4 70.0 14.7
111/2 1.9 6.5 9.2 31.7 2.5
III + 0.6 2.0 5.7 20.1 1.8

'111 4.5 4.5 6.1 22.5 1.9
IV+ 0.2 1.7 1.7 9.4 0.5

Proportion of III +s in whole ancestry group

III + 42.0 33.7 4.4 4.4 3.1

III 4.0 4,0 4.0 4.0 3.0
IV+ 38.0 29.7 0.4 0,4 0.1

= hypolhetioal proportions: other proportions are actual
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5th and 0th generation persons. me IVW of whom
EMU Usti the ethnic language table I illustrates this

Care is clearly needed when comparing the III
proportions for French and Slovenes The (linen lice
between the 2 6 and 5.7 in the III + group derives
mainly from the far greater proportion ol IVs and
later generations in the French group. when the
IV+ s are estimated and shown separately II iclo
be no difference between the two groups Con
versely the difference between the I rent ll and
Danish III+ statistics-0.6.2 0-clues represent a teal
difference in language retention. there being nuntet
ous IV and later generation persons in both glow.
The Italian III+ proportion - 20 1 - Is cleat Iv slyndl
cant; with a relatively low proportion ul port sons III
the III+ group it seems certain that language rem'
tion by 3rd. 4th and later generation Italians Is litgl lei
than in the other ethnic groups ul Table I 1 lie I Juk
have a progression very sundae In tutu of the I Mires
the 1.8 proportion of the III+ smietations twig
higher than the0,6 lur Danes besause the I hitt 11 III
group is predominantly 3rd generation with vett.
few 4th. 5th and later generations

In Table 1 the pattern kit eilins group. lay. the
Dutch and Slovenes. whichilcd WOW VCR/ small beIttlt
World War II and built up quit My dui it isj Ow l'tht I s
is for the III+ group to be about 4 ". the Whin genii
a110715 being I 08";., 11 25'7'. 11 . 1 Longer ester.
Imbed ethnic groups, such as Ole I ellid I lent I
have much uglier propurtit ills in Ilie III ' Ldregt t.
these reflecting the greater mita 'gill III the kiwi genii
awns As these proportions greatly help when asses
sing language retention amongst Wei genyialions
the relative strength of the III + gluon is IIIVeli in Ilk'
main Table 15) alongside the III language usath
proportion

The second problem lies in the coding procedures
or the computer working tapes Though the main
CVMDLIS tapes have all the detail. the ancestor tapes
created fur public use were much smaller. and could
only take !lie items we wished 10 crossclassify if cod
ing Lwow ws were cornbawd In the end we felt
obliged to put those Ni t Slating a birthplace or
pawl nage IIt with those born in Australia. This has lit
Inr ellccl 1.111 Ohl tit grumps with high proportions of
III h pet sons hue dues/Meet groups with high propor-
tions of hest genetanon persons. ie where enough
first snte:awn parsons not giving a birthplace or
pat011181V IlaVe spilled into the III+ group and dis-
lurks I it One way 11 mild this. apart from new tapes
showing the Nul Staled separately but reducing
(Awl tltatnelerlsths is to take the language usage
pluphnh,nuoltheIII , get let-alum - who are. In fact.
hall Ihni I and Iatei generation - as a guide to the
pit mortions ol the III ' group

Another way is in estimate. and then transfer.
those I h WIIIIIIV not slating a birthplace or parentage
have got Rim the III I category Examination

ll 5". and 1 5'';. of l's should
itansloord lot some groups In practice I used

Iodh methods i 'Impaling the IP: and transfer prop
ohms and dri itling visit figure. usually somewhere
between the lino seemed best tor that particular
lawn I his is an !Merlin. and fairly rough
melte oil h Ise used mail II 11. propel Not Slates Skins

ale avrelnlile Intik the results for
%ale'1 Alms MI nips %Ink !able 5 gives illeadIUSterl
11.11t, woe. lot all III

Ralik peoples ViettiamesuI .11 4U11111%
dpid different,.
I ionvoen III

Inv lopes rind 11.0(1111,111d Ili inllint kir the Ni t stated

Table 2. Proportion using ethnic language in Wu liuniu

Generation

Ancestry Group

I 11 1114

gibion
III'

Twofer null
Method SCRUM°

%Will 'a

In othnlo
group

Baltic° 63.3 39.9 I2 o 21 9 0.0 7 B :i II

Ukrainian 72.1 61.7 43 3 42 1 31.0 20,1 2 7

Croat 94.8 92.7 5.1 02.8 302 42 6 I II

Macedonian 96.2 91.2 64.5 01.7 76.9 40.0 1 ii

Spanish 84.2 76.3 6 u 8. I 2.0 3.5 n ..

Lebanese 92.6 82.0 27 0 36 0 20.0 MO :16

Turk 93t. 03.4 hi i. 83.0 06.2 06.0 0'
Vietnamese 94.9 09.4 414 70.0 61.1 38.1 0.2

Filipino 46 r 48 0 ;If, r 50.9 2.2 16.7 n
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Another necessary warning, about age. concerns
both and III's. Second generation children. living
with first generation parents speaking the ethnic lan-
guage at home. appear in the census as using the
ethnic language even though with school friends
and siblings they may well use Australian-English
only. When they set up their homes they often speak
Australian-English there: the proportion of ethnic
language users therefore drops. The same applies to
third generation persons living with second genera
tion parents who use the ethnic language. Recently
arnved groups. with relatively more children at
home, usually record higher ethnic language use
than longer established groups whose second gener-
ation children are all grown up and in their own
homes.

. . it IS plain tout some ..irouPS
display great ti.,nacity in retaining their

ethnic language.

Later, we will analyse these statistics by age but for
now must rely on knowing the immigration history of
each group. Table 2 illustrates this. Displaced Per-
sons groups - Battles and Ukrainians arrived
between 1948 and 1953 and have adult second gen-
eration children in their own homes: we expect. and
find. that they have lower ethnic language propor-
tions in the second and third generation than do
Macedonians, a great many of whom did not arrive
until the 1970's and still have children in the parental
home. Likewise the Vietnamese, like other peoples

VOX

recently arnved from Asia. have many children at
home and thus a high second-generation ethnic lan-
guage retention rate. But the Filipinos. even more
recently arnved than the Vietnamese. show a rela-
tively low second-generation ethnic language usage.
mainly because many Filipino immigrants are
women marrying Australian men of other ethnic on-
gins: the home language then is normally Australian
English.

Even allowing for such differences of age, it is plain
that some ethnic groups display great tenacity in
retaining their ethnic language. The Croats. though
many arrived with the Baltic and Ukrainian peoples
in the 1950's. are maintaining their language much
more strongly (see Table 21. So too are the Turks
most of whom arrived in the 1960's and have few
dependent children of the second generation. The
Lebanese drop their language more rapidly. partly
because early Lebanese immigrants were Chnstians
who mixed more easily than recently arrived Muslim
Lebanese.

Another matter concerns persons of mixed ethnic
origin: persons. say, with an Italian father and Irish-
Australian mother. or persons with a German
mother and Polish father. In the second case the fam-
ily has a choice of home language between German.
Polish and Australian-English. but in practice Austra-
lian-English is the most usual outcome. In fact. taking
all II's of mixed Polish and other origins the language
result is: Australian-English 82.9".%. Polish 7.5%. Ger-
man 4.4":, South Slav languages 1.2%. and Other
40'x.

Table 3 gives more detail.

Table 3. Proportions using the ethnic and other languages at home (percentages).

Generation

Ancestry Group

Is It's 111/2's

Ethnic Other Aust-Engl. Ethnic Other Aust-Engl. Ethnic Other Aust -Engi.

German 61 1 :, 9 36.1 27,3 0.8 71.9 3.7 0.9 95.4

Gorman Mix i I S 1:, 1 73.4 9.6 2.9 87.5 2.5 0.7 96.8

Polish 73 3 5.2 21.5 39.3 2.0 58.7 12.5 1.6 85.9

Pollan Mix 13.6 18.1 68.3 7.5 9.6 82.9 1.5 1.3 97.2

Greek 1., : :I 5 1 68.3 2.0 9.7 566 15 41.9

Greek Mix 14 J3 9 34.7 34.9 17.3 47,8 11 4 2.8 35.8

China. 8i 9 9.6 8.5 66.4 3.0 30.6 22.7 0.6 76.7

Chinon Mix 30.6 J4.7 34.7 13.1 9.6 77.3 3.5 1.3 95.2
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Just as interesting as Ow stimuli gauainh in tilt
some first generation immigrants til mixed ell nut oil
gins, notably the Greek and Chinese whew twei
one-third have a home language other than tin
ethnic or Australian-English With I nooks Ihe mho
languages are Arabic I 7%. howl) 3 I %, halm
4.1%. South Slavic 19.9'c,. various Other 5 I'S,. total
33.9%; this reflects the appreciable mixture of Greek
and other Mediterranean peoples below emigrant
to Australia. The main South Slav language is Slav
Macedonian, reflecting the fact that in Greek
Macedonia some persons reared in homes speaking
Slav Macedonian think of themselves as Greek by
ancestry: these. however. are fewer than those who
think of themselves as ethnically Slave Macedonia!'

With first generation Chinese of mixed ancestry
the other languages are French 1.2%. other Euro-
pean 1.3%. Vietnamese 8.9't;. other Asian and
Pacific 23.3%, total 34.7%. This again reflects the
fact that an appreciable number of Australia's
Chinese people have come from Vietnam. Kam
puchea, Malaysia. Timor. Indonesia. Papua-New
Guinea and other Pacific islands. with a sprinkling
from the United Kingdom. Europe and the
Amencas. Some have there intermarned with
people of other ethnic origins and use the non
Chinese language at home.

Because of the marked differences between per
sons of mixed and unmixed ethnic background -
especially in the different speed of adopting Austra
han-English as the home language - it is important to
keep them separate, as in the main Table (5) with all
larger ethnic groups. There is. however. the matter of
defining the term 'mixed' Some scholars show
mixed persons twice; for instance. a person of mixed
Greek and Scottish origin appears in both the Greek
and Scottish mixed columns. I decided to avoid dou

Illy counting by arranging ethnic origins in an order
oi pi natty. Australian Aboriginal at the top. That is. a
out son ul mixed Abonginal and Irish origin. whether
answering the census question as 'Aboriginal:Irish' or
'Irish! Aboriginal.. appeals in the Aboriginal Mix col
1.111m and ilinshere else. likewise a person of Ger
man Polish origin appears in the Polish Mix column
only. Polish receiving a higher priority than German
The final lisi of priorities was Aboriginal. Jew. Maori.
Chinese. Indian. Greek. Irish. Italian. Spanish. Mal-
tes. Polish. Lebanese. Russian. Yugoslay. German.
tut h. French. Vanish. Norwegian-Swede. British.
and so on

Finally d word on the Languages themselves
Those used in this analysis are Arabic. Chinese.
Dutch. French. German. Greek. Italian. Maltese.
Polish. Yugoslav languages (Slovene. Croat. Serb.
Macedonian. 'Yugoslay. I. Spanish. Vietnamese.
Other. and a separate category for those using
English only. all these being languages used at hour
by persons aged five and (IVO. This means. first. that
the statistics exclude Lluldren under live and. sec-
ond. that many ancestral languages are in the

category. This analysis assumes that all per-
sons of. say. Russian ancestry speaking an 'Other
language are in fact using Russian This assumption
may slightly overstate the number speaking the
ethnic language

With these inirodut u n C remai Its we can now con-
sider the main Table Table 5. at the end of this ani.
de. Apart from Aye and other matters already dis'
cussed the main conclusions seem cleat. First, there
is a general trend. as the generations pass. for the
ethnic language to he replaced by Australian -
English But the rate of replacement varies consider-
ably between the main ethnic divisions. see Table 4
showing the sub-totals set out in Table 5

Table 4. Proportion using ethnic language at home (percentages).

Ancestry l's ti's II lb's III+'s

West European 56.3 21.8 3.4 1.8

East European 73.8 44.0 '15.9 7.8

South European 86.6 73.9 35.4 22.9

West Asian 83.1 74.9 17.4 16.4

South Asian 46.2 26.7 13.1 3.7

Indochinese 94.4 89.1 38.0 35.6

Other S.E. Asian 74.6 43.4 11.3 8.5

East Asian 82.7 67.0 22.7 16.6

Pacific Isl. 41.4 32.1 8.5 5.6

Total N.E.S.B. 75.5 62.4 22.7 13.8
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Table 5. Language Retention x Ancestry x Generations
(Persons aged 5 and over speaking ethnic language at borne -

VOX

Ancestry Vs
% Nos

II'S
% Nos

1114's

% Nos
III'st

% Nos
(adjusted)

%111 *'s
In ethnic
grouping

Indigenous
Aboriginal 4.5 2 065 24.9 129 760 98.4
Aboriginal Mbc 3.6 3 360 3.1 23 690 87.8
Torres St Isl. 30.3 275 48.2 6 930 96.2

Celtics
'Celt' 6.3 2 265 4.0 420 1.2 665 0.4 5 210 60.9
Welsh 5.0 20 475 1.7 2 655 0.4 2 775 0.4 18 385 41.5
Scots 0.9 122 415 0.3 28 780 0.3 28 205 0.3 149 675 45.5
Irish 2.2 68 645 0.4 18 020 0.3 21 870 0.2 254 680 70.1
Irish Mix 1.4 33 825 0.4 14 015 0.4 60 690 0.3 365 155 77.1

TOTAL 1.7 247 625 0.4 83 890 0.4 114 195 0.3 658 105 60.7

West European
French 66.1 18 915 39.8 2 780 6.5 1 275 2.0 11 670 33.7
French Mix 22.6 8 180 13.4 2 525 4.8 6 415 0.8 28 170 28.2
Mauntian3 68.3 4 465 31.9 685 6.5 33 5.4 55 1.1

Swiss° 63.8 6 270 33.9 1 100 5.0 360 3.0 1 640 17.5
Austrian 52.4 17 015 24.0 3 515 3.7 3 515 2.0 1 095 4.9
German 61.1 91 340 27.3 23 865 3.7 8 815 1.3 100 935 44.9
German Mix 14.5 15 500 9.6 12 545 2.5 32 010 0.4 132 505 68.8
Dutch 48.9 96 460 14.7 36 855 2.5 5 730 1.8 4 425 3.1
Dutch Mix 13.8 7 840 3.3 8 255 0.9 27 900 0.6 8 825 16.7
Danish 53.2 7 970 19.3 1 355 1.9 1 125 0.6 7 560 42.0
Danish Mix 11.4 1 665 4.1 995 0.8 4 115 0.4 14 850 72.0
Nor Swede 45.6 6 375 21.1 880 1.2 1 380 0.8 6 740 43.8
Nor Swede Mix 11.2 2 560 5.5 1 110 2.1 4 430 0.4 13 080 62.6
Finnish 75.1 8 435 59.5 1 775 13.3 285 7.1 535 4.9

TOTAL 58.3 257 245 21.8 72 810 3.4 19 675 1.8 134 655 27.8
Total Mix 15.9 35 745 7.5 26 430 2.0 74 870 0.5 197 430 5.2

East European
Eattics 63.3 19 670 39.9 5 875 12.9 705 7.5 545 2.0
Russian 70.0 18 700 49.5 5 410 14.3 855 6.5 1 365 5.2
Russian Mix 20.4 2 935 11.9 2 565 2.4 3 505 1.8 3 360 27.2
Ukrainian 72.1 14 215 51.7 5 665 43.3 625 36.1 565 2.7
Polish 73.3 66 205 39.3 18 525 12.5 2 455 4.0 3 985 4.4
Pcltsh Mix 13.6 7 380 7.5 8 900 1.5 9 260 0.8 9 120 26.3
Czech 64.1 13 045 33.4 2 000 8.0 365 6.5 290 1.8

Hunganan 70.6 30 695 49.4 7 625 12.8 720 10.5 420 1.1

Others 70.4 7 885 45.6 9 560 14.0 180 10.5 200 1.1

TOTAL 73,8 182 630 44.0 54 660 15.9 5 905 7.8 7 370 1.8
Mlx 16,5 10 315 8.5 11 466 1.8 12 765 0.9 12 480 15,7
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Ancestry l's
% Nos

ii.5
% Nos

Ilia's
% Nos

% III . 's
In 4- in ethnic

% Nos grouping
(adjusted)

South European
Slovene' 64.4 3 635 55.4 1 230 9.2 110 5.7 190 4.4
Croat 94.8 25 680 92.7 12 205 54.2 325 42.5 405 1.0
Serb 91.9 4 700 91.3 1 300 60.0 65 43.2 50 0.8
Macedonian 96.2 23 050 91.2 9 560 64.5 550 40.0 335 1.0
'Yugoslav' 79.5 73 490 66.7 24 065 26.0 2 225 19.5 805 0.8
Yugolav Mix 59.4 7 920 32.8 7 775 5.7 6 695 4.0 4 035 19.8
(Total) (85.5) (130 555) (78.5) (48 360) (35.4) (3 275) (28.3) (1 785)
Greek 92.2 156 550 88,3 103 325 56.6 9 795 41.0 9 120 3.3
Greek Mix 31.4 5 440 34.9 8 285 11.4 8 655 3.8 8 785 28.2
Cypriot' 75.7 2 865 66.3 1 165 35.3 150 28.0 95 2.3
Albanian 77.4 2 740 73.5 1 245 36.4 230 26.8 270 5.9
Maltese 70.5 54 870 38.6 29 765 12.5 3 850 10.5 2 615 2.9
Maltese Mix 30.5 2 550 10.5 4 300 1.7 8 130 1.6 3 680 19.7
Italian 88.0 256 515 70.0 172 135 31,7 27 300 20.1 21 000 4.4
Italian Mix 26.4 9 890 25.4 15 775 6.7 27 405 2.4 27 090 33.8
Spanish 84.2 30 500 76.3 5 380 6.6 545 3.5 3 755 9.3
Spanish Mix 413 6 400 28.3 1 895 4.5 2 550 0.8 8 960 45.2
Latin Amer 89.3 12 885 84.2 1 105 7.5 40 6.2 165 1.2
Portuguese 83.0 16 760 78.2 2 660 15.0 115 10.2 690 3.5

TOTAL 86.6 664 240 73.9 385 140 35.4 45 300 22.9 39 495 3.5
Total Mix 37.3 32 200 27.6 38 030 6.5 53 435 2.4 52 550 29.8

West Asian
Turkish 93.6 24 325 93.4 5 695 il7 6 110 66.0 220 0.7
Lebanese 92.5 44 385 82.0 22 455 27.5 1 040 25.0 2 590 3.6
Lebanese Mix :4.4 1 590 53.1 1 325 7 I 1 395 3.1 2 065 32.4

Egyptian 79.4 9 245 65.4 1 850 3.9 100 4.0 130 1.2

'Arab' 87.8 15 080 87.3 4 440 24.3 215 22.5 860 4.1

Iranian 75.2 4 460 58.1 155 - 15 12.0 35 0.9
Armenian' 77.7 8 115 76.6 1 430 12.2 110 12.7 595 5.8
Assyrian" 91.5 4 530 82.5 615 5.0 60 6.5 110 2.1

Jewish" 41.7 16 195 16.0 5 185 d.9 2 705 6.1 3 055 11 3

Jewish Mix 28.1 2 840 11.1 1 000 4 6 095 1,6 3 295 405
TOTAL 83.1 126 335 74.9 41 825 17.4 5 185 16.4 7 595 4.2
Total Mix 44.8 4 430 35.0 2 325 6.1 2 390 2.2 5 360 56.4

South Asian
Indian 50.8 35 805 33,0 4 190 14.3 650 3.9 1 660 3.9
Indian Mix 10.6 12 110 2.9 2 595 1.3 2 565 1.8 3 120 15.3
Sinhalese 33.8 13 360 6.5 1 320 2.6 75 2.0 190 1.3

TOTAL 46.2 49 165 26.7 5 510 13.1 725 3.7 1 850 3.2

Indochinese
Viet 94.9 :52 515 89.4 1 695 41.4 30 36.1 125 0.2

Lao 94.4 5 335 93.7 190 - - 28.6 7 0.1

Khmer 91.2 7 230 79.1 130 - 2 35.1 37 0.5
TOTAL 94.4 65 080 89.1 2 015 38.8 32 35.6 169 0.3

Other S.E. Asian
Malaysian 75.1 4 915 60.5 200 6.3 111 4.1 270 4.9

Indonesian 79.5 5 065 59.7 305 11.8 51 10.5 70 1.3

Fdip;no 75.2 25 570 48.0 1 130 25.0 72 16,7 135 0.5

Other 68.8 7 180 26.0 645 3.4 58 8.t 85 1.1

TOTAL 74.6 42 725 43.4 2 280 11.3 292 8.5 580 1.2

Concnimo
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Ancestry Is II's Ira's ars t
% Nos % Nos 1..) Has 0/0

(adjusted)
Nos

Wo III 4,5
in ethnic
grouping

East Asian
Chinese 81.9 133 925 66.4 13 125 22.7 3 280 18.6 5 720 3.7
Chinese Mix 30.6 8 655 13.1 1 885 3.5 4 410 0.6 8 035 1.5
Japanese 88.3 8 015 77.2 200 18.0 111 17.1 125 1.5
Korean 90.8 7 710 82.2 365 2 25.0 20 0.2

TOTAL 82.7 149 650 67.0 13 690 22.7 3 293 16.6 5 885 1.9

Pacific Is.
Maori 18.5 10 105 7,1 410 5.8 240 3.0 805 70
Maori Mix 10.4 7 070 3.7 675 1 7 1 215 0.7 1 660 15.6
Other 67.9 9 720 46.6 710 1:".0 109 8.6 715 6.9

TOTAL 41.4 18 825 32.1 1 120 8.5 425 5.6 1 520 6.9

Other
'Other'16 56.4 48 050 19.6 '4 040 3.1 8 645 2.3 33 115 31.9
Other Mix 54.8 9 630 28.1 3 645 6.9 1 700 6.2 2 815 15.8
Unknown" 27.3 9 045 13.8 4 150 3.3 7 750 2.2 74 565 78.1

'Australian' 10.9 19 325 30.7 45 340 1.7 196 260 0.6 2 311 275 89.9
Not Stated 40.7 38 975 32.2 40 500 1.8 64 385 0.7 785 000 84.5

English Speaking (The ethnic %s here are non-English home languages)
English 1.1 915 340 1.2 238 625 0.4 493 040 0.3 3 582 040 68.5
'British' 2.7 78 525 1.1 22 420 0.7 38 915 0.7 170 215 54.9
British Mix 7.6 56 760 5.3 23 335 1 4 172 465 1.0 302 690 54.5
Nth. Amer. 6.4 15 340 7.1 950 0.4 930 1.7 2 170 11.2

Nth. Amer. Mix 9.5 5 815 4.7 1 650 1 5 5 990 1.5 5 965 30.7

N.Z. 2.9 35 495 1.1 1 790 0.5 870 1.2 1 390 35.2
Sth.African 18,4 10 395 7.0 475 5.8 '35 3.4 470 4.1

TOTAL*
N.E.S.B.'6 75.5 1583 645 62A 573 090 22.7 88 200 13.8 368 884 14.1

N.E.S.B. Mix 26.0 120 155 18.1 8 105 3.7 156 710 1.1 307 140 51.8

Notes:
I Numbers ',rept alum stnail in ale nedresi
2 Colt as an ancestral catenon, auludes (numb Manx Brehm dud Ca
3 l'Iteg111111C Idnqudtle Inc Mauritius is here 'awn to he Ftench
4 The editor idllqUaltitt hr the tsAls. are I umna I tench Italian and Rhaetian tin t 'Other ,,,, here dittled !myna.'
5 Rah I %Ionian I.alvsm Lahliththelit

Oilier I'd Loropean Bulgarian Itu minim n `1111V414
7 `,1..venes t icons Serbs and Marnhatranadwunnionally rash:nuba %min I WIglean In,Yell,te.1n file Unled Nall Ills and the Australian

Rotuma t it Statistics has put them unh southern Europeans su nu. T.shles does Ion
8 l'he ethnic language tut emu, m ( Limn' altesind is herr tooten an (meek another 14"., or in LA Cvpnot I SPORt I urluull at Prune
9 arnivnidiw I.me their aunt Pinter idnitudy, Annenian

10 Assonarts /1.11.411 using 1.14 %wins nil then church streets tumidity sprau Arabi( at home ...vend Iron Arab, n taken tulle Owe
Older language

I I The lew.h vihnir lanitudy. I biro, l Jail.° d0,1 Yiddish here taken heleiner 111,64111 iandust,
12 Vitro .trirviin, moudes stung NESH groupssun Efritildrls.134:11gdit, Roulette %Nes eh I
13 1 !oho. nun dile01111 includes Unknown Mixed and thirteen
14 N. 4th Anhs an 311s utrlude33tench Canadians about I 1MHI.ii whom in Ausi tabu answeted the nu oaes as I ton h L elheldlan

Condoler' httsu h 13tu.vvet II,. limn (Alwyn, ol North AMPflEn11.11111,111; UWIL From has limn hunt, maths',.
15 "onill, African int ludo MUM! I 11011 rM011.414.11111hOlf Mil 1,1/l/ as All1611111 am IA 'A Miginfrq litres AMMAN 1% S(11.1111Atnniti Because will

IVO tour mils in Ow 13 511111nIn1 uw oniubutinhat home. italtiding those ul the HI gymnasium they have bete liven placed with the I nolhh
I'Magq WOO,

16 N 913 1Noll !mulish strueldno hodonnuttdiexcludes t the huilish ;mum.' I Inkhnedi 411,1itti
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Speaking generally, western Europeans. Pacific
Islanders and South Asians there excluding Pakistani
and Bangladeshi who were small in number and put
with 'Other) have been dropping their ethnic lan-
guage relatively quickly, while southern Europeans.
West Asians and Indochinese have been maintaining
theirs quite strongly.

There is, however considerable vananon within
these larger divisions. Amongst East Europeans.
Ukrainians have maintained their ethnic language
more strongly than comparable groups while
Greeks, Croats. Serbs and Slav Macedonians have
higher retention levels than other Southern Euro-
peans. including those giving their ancestry as
'Yugoslav'. It seems here that persons claiming
Croat. Serb or Macedonian ancestry (eel more
intensely about ethnic matters than those of their
compatnots content to think of themselves simply as
'Yugoslav'.

Some say that ethnic groups with a
specific ethnic religion are more likely to

maintain ethnic values. including
language, longer than others.'

4117.......111111111

Some say that ethnic groups with a specific ethnic
religion are more likely to maintain ethnic values.
including language, longer than others This could
well be true of the Greeks. Serbs. Slav-Macedonians
and Arabs. But it is less true for Armenians. Assy-
nans. Jews and Hindus. some of these have great
loyalty to their ethnic religion but seem able to com-
bine that with a transition to Australian-English. This
is the same transition as that made earlier by
Australia's German Lutheran settlers; lor many dec-
ades some felt that true Lutheranism required the
use of German but in recent years these families
have discovered they can maintain their Lutheran
faith quite adequately through using Australian
English.

Table 5 also gives interesting information about
ethnic groups of English-speaking hackground. The
Celtic statistics show very low levels of Celtic lan
guage usage, but this is not because Celtic immig-
rants drop their ethnic language very rapidly in
Australia but because English has very largely dis-
placed the ethnic language in their homelands. With
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the recent strengthening of moves to revive the Cel-
tic languages and cultures. even in places such as
Cornwall. it will be interesting to see if there are later
any noticeable effects in Australia.

In the 'English-speaking' division there are some
families of English and British ancestry who use a
language other than English in their homes. Some
are the result of mixed mamages. where the person
claiming English descent has learned to use the non-
English language of the spouse or parent. Others are
persons of mixed origin Anglo-Indian. say. who
give English or British as their sole ancestry but in
fact use another language at home.

Additionally, there are persons claiming 'Austra-
lian ancestry who, by generation. are either l's or (l's
(2.5% of all Austrattansi Some are of old &lash-
Australian stock, born when their Australian-born
parents were working overseas. Others are persons
of non-English speaking birth or descent who still use
a non-English language at home but who so want to
identify as Australian' that they claim an Australian
ancestry. This is particularly noticeable in the second
generation where 30.7% use a language other than
Australian-English at home.

Close examination of Table 5 reveals many more
points of interest- These. however. are better left for
another time. as is any examinanon of the Abonginal
language question. This can be examined through
the returns of those identifying as Abonginal or Tor-
res Strait Islander in the direct census question. as
well as through the Ancestry question. and it is better
to analyse both sets of data together. along with the
localities in which the Abonginal people live.

Finally, we must remamber that theAnceotry infor-
mation is not perfect. in addition to difficulties men-
tioned earlier, nearly three million persons avoided
specifying a precise overseas ancestry by claiming
their ancestry was Australian. while just over one mil-
lion did not answer the question at all. In both
groups. however. the great mammy were of third and
subsequent generations. presumably of mainly
Anglo-Celtic origin. In this sense the ancestry infor-
mation on families of non-English speaking back-
ground is reasonably reliable and the information on
language retention, at any rate of the Is. and

can be used with confidence.

Dr Charles Price. now ranted. was a Sensor Profess anal
Fellow in the Depannieni of Demography in the Research
Schaal of Social Sciences tit the ANU. Canberra
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Language and Economy
in their Cultural Envelope
by J J Smolicz

The French economist and Nobel Prizewinner.
,Maurice Allots. 1 1989. p 141 wrote recently that it is
lunle to expect effective solutions to the many prob.
Ions lacing European economic union. if there is no
European cultural community among the partiop
anis 11, succeed economically the union needs to
develop a European pint which can override
hauvinistic and particulanst tendencies Such an

European overcircling value system or spin( Is 'the
preliminary condition for forging any real economic
ommunity. In this way he formally places economy

within is cultural envelope. But in doing so he does
not advocate some artificial or forced imposition of
ultural uniformity in all areas of life

If tee wish to forge a genuine economic COMMU
wry and the political community on which it rs

dependent. if we want to achieve a real European
Humanism based on a fair balance among the
various languages and cultures rather than on the
domination of one language and one culture over
the others. we will have to make sweeping
relorms in the higher education system of each of
our countries ( I The construction of Europe pre-
supposes an ability to handle several languages.
or al least three

VOX

While he acknowledges the growing predomi-
nance of the English language. especially in the
world of science and technology. he rejects the
notion of English as the sole common medium of
communication between Europeans I say. French
and German or Spanish and It since the 'lan-
guage of a people constitutes a pot t 01 its soul and its
loss tsould iseopardise it. culture t Kurt and above
the question of delenclnartILU lonquayes iii, really a
matter of puling kiqviliei lit defend out t 1.11ane
And the loss ul these t ulnae. would inevitably he
claims. depnve I:uitspe ail il. tit 'liked duttrnumv and
economic viability

AliclISS tears ul the hello-maw nl the English Lai t
guage as a lout la Anglo America', domination ot
Europe could be viewed as the ratify' petulant crier)!
a Frenchman disappointed at the decline of [french
as a modem international language Nevertheless,
his suspicion of linguistic unitotimtv as the prelude to
)SS of cultural automat iv and economic buoyancy

may well be Justified As ISULia 1198h. p 491 con-
firms. 'Language is far from neutral. but it is actually
a system of beliefs, values and Interpretations
emphasized and handed down in a Lertain culture

rub

European style aeticatessen In Melbourne Photo supple° by Centre of Immigration ana Mulacuautei SIUOICS)

4C31;0h1:,
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Hence the adoption of a certain language leads to
the dominance of that culture's practices and the sub-
mission to (its) other cultural values .

Recent events in Eastern Europe and the virtual
collapse of the economies of those countries show
the futility not only of centralised economic planning
but also of a ngidly controlled system that takes no
account of regional linguistic vanations or of the 'cul-
tural envelope of ethnic groups, other than the
dominant one. When the dictatorial political controls
in the USSR were relaxed, the subordinated
peoples, even whole nations, reasserted their cul-
tural autonomy. both for its own sake and as a neces-
sary step in their quest for economic self-manage-
ment. In the wake of perestroika. Estonia. Latvia and
Lithuania have all taken gradual but inexorable steps
to reclaim their cultural autonomy, with the greatest
stress placed on making their ethnic tongues the of fi-
cial languages of these Soviet republics. This
demand for linguistic and cultural autonomy has
even taken precedence over the declaration of a pol-
icy of economic 'home rule, with claims 01

sovereignty over the republics' lands. forests. waters
and mineral resources.

President Gorbachev could hardly oppose these
'Baltic reforms' in the face of the economic collapse
of the former Russian-dominated system. based
upon policies that took Lenin at his word by paying
only lip service to the multi-ethnic population of the
country, and giving hardly any regard to their vary-
ing linguistic, cultural and economic needs. In par-
tially endorsing the Baltic republics' proposals. the
central authorities are acquiescing in the growing
conviction that the economy flourishes only when
needless energy is now wasted on cultural suppres-
sion and, Instead, the culture of the people is made
to provide a spnngboard for economic activity.

When the dictatorial political controls in
the USSR were relaxed. the subordinated
people. even whole nations. reasserted

their cultural autonomy.'

In speaking about the need for a cultural and
economic balance among the nations of the USSR.
Gorbachev (July 1989) went so far as to say:

'The appropriate solution of these matters will to
a large extent defaming peace and prosperity of
our people. the fate of perestroika and - I can
put rt this way- the fate and Integrity of our Stale

Pears about the cohesion and resilience ol the
stale if its cultural and economic problems remain
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unsettled appear IusiUtecl in view tit the tensions that
are a legacy of the lormer period of suppression and
stagnation. as witnessed by protests in the Caucasus
and Uzbekistan. It would seem, dumdum. that there
are a number al very topical examples to act as a
warning against the homogenisation ol culture
through the 41,411111111 ol hegemony by the major
group within a political union. since such dominance
has pruvwd to he counter 'maim live both utunumi-
r ally and culturally

Language Policies In the European
Community and Australia
As it in partial response to Allais's wish for a linguistic
pluralism that would be internalized within each indi-
vidual European. so that heyshe could retain histher
cultural distinctiveness and yet be able to communi-
cate with others, the European Commtssion has
recently made important recommendations in rela-
non to language learning. It has been agreed that in
member countnes of the European Community
EC). all secondary school students should be study-

ing two EC languages, other than their own. The
British government's own Education Reform Act of
1988 falls far short of this goal. and Mrs Thatcher has
been criticized even within her own country and
party for its limited vision.

'It has been agreed that in member
countries of the European Community

(EC). all secondary school students
should be studying two EC languages

other than their own.'

INIMEMMEMli1=111

The British Act includes an Order on 'Modern
Foreign Languages (that came into force on 1

August 1989) with only one basic requirement.
namely that 'all maintained schools' offer one of the
EC languages. Although all pupils are obliged to
study at least one language other than English. this is
limited to years 7-9 of their schooling. This need not
be an EC language in every case. since once the
requirement to offer an EC language is met by the
school, It may then offer its pupils other languages.
which are selected either as being those of 'major
trading partners' (such as Arabic or Chinese). ur as
those 'commonly used In ethnic communities (such
as Hindi or Punjabi).

Although the Act has been criticized in Europe for
115 limited scope in comparison with efforts of other
members to foster linguistic pluralism within the
Community, Its provisions are even less favourable
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to Britain's own minonty communities which may
wish to have their languages included in the cur-
riculum. The Act 'does not give pupils the right to
demand' the inclusion of their home language in the
curriculum (whatever their proportion in the school).
while the school itself is only obliged to provide
instruction m an EC language (Department of Edu-
cation and Science (UK. 19891.

. . current policies may be viewed as
generally quite positive to the

notion of additive oilinguahsm at an
individual level.'

The situation in Australia differs from that of the
European Community in that while in Europe there
is no one single 'mainstream. language which Is
shared by all Europeans. Australian multiculturalism
Inds its 'piny reflected in an over-arching
framework of values. including a shared language.
namely English ISmolicz. 1984. National Agenda for
a Multicultural Australia. 19891. Since the last war.
Australian language. and culture policies have under-
gone a maiur evolution that have gradually taken
cognisance of the changing demographic. economic
and cultural composition tit society. While there are
variations between states. and fluctuations in the
articulation of federal government approaches. cur-
rent policies may be viewed as generally quite posi-
tive to the notion of additive bilingualism at an indi-
vidual level. Students with English as their family lan-
guage are being encouraged to acquire another lan-
guage at school. Most recently, special emphasis has
been placed on what has been termed 'trade lan-
guages. which are generally assumed to be East
Asian. particularly Japanese (Asian Studies Council.
1988). Students from minority ethnic non-English
speaking background can ideally maintain their
home language and develop literacy in it; opt for the
study of a totally new language - whether European
or Asian. or do both these things (Commonwealth
Department of Education. Lo Bianco Report. 10871.

The new language policy is still. however. only at
the embryonic stage. and it is already possible to dis
cern some unfortunate misunderstandings. such as
an artilicial cleavage between 'mother tongue
development for 'minority ethnics'. and 'Asia -liter
acy' programs for students from English speaking
background. A certain confusion about goals and
their erratic and uneven Implementation in different
States may also reduce the unpaid of such initiatives
upon the predominantly monolingual character of
the majority ol the people. There is a paradox guile
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fact that Australia is fortunate in having English as the
dominant land national) language, which links it
with the world-wide community of English speaking
nations while, at the same time, the maionty of its
people are 'disadvantaged by a general lack of facil-
ity in other languages' (National Agenda for a Mul-
ticultural Australia, 1989. p.39). Another paradox is
that, while almost 87"h of the population over the
age of live speaks no other language save English in
their homes (Clyne. 1988. p.22). some 370.000
people from among ethnic minonty groups are
grossly deficient in their knowledge of English.

Furthermore. there still appears insufficient accep-
tance of the need to make the study of a language
other than English I LOTE) a compulsory subject,
even though some states have formulated a vanety
of plans. such as an undertaking i, provide at least
one LOTE for all pnmary school students by 1995
(South Australian Ministenal Task Force on Multicul
turalism and Education. 19841. According to the
South Australian Director General of Education, Dr
Ken Boston (1989) South Australia 'seeks to affirm
.Ind promote cultural and linguistic diversity for all
students through the application of 'Culturally Inclu-
sive Education'. This includes the expansion of exist-
ing LOTE programs in schools that already teach
eighteen languages to one third ul the Statis pn
mary and secondary school students. This expan
sion is to be achieved through almost trebling the
number of LOTE teachers in 1990. It is also signifi-
cant that the chief executive officer of South
Australia's state schools affirmed as his Department's
'main prionty'. the 'mother tongue development of
students . as well as the teaching of the total range of
languages - including geopolitical. traditional and
community languages.

'Students from minority ethnic
non-English speaking background can

ideally maintain their home language and
develop literacy in it.'

These developments at a school level find their
reflection In higher education in an effort to improve
the current dismal level of language education. with
only about 4 per cent of undergraduates in South
Australia studying a LOTE. Under the preliminary
recommendations ol the South Australian Institute
of Languages Report (1989). all university and
higher education students in South Australia would
be obliged to study a second language (or at least a
year either at a University or during the twelfth year
of their schooling' (Donaghy. 19891. At the same
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time. South Australia's Second Report of the Enquiry
into Immediate Post-Compulsory Education (Gild-
ing Report. 1989) still shied away from making
LOTE a compulsory subtect for the South Australian
Certificate of Education. In contrast. New South
Wales seems determined to forge ahead and be the
first State in Australia where a LOTE course becomes
a required school subtect. initially starting with year 7
students, and in 1993 exploring us extension to
cover years 7 and 8 (New South Wales Department
of Education. 1989 p.14). However. the extent to
which such plans will be fulfilled by 1993 still remains
unclear. since at present in the country as a whole
less than 20% of school students study a language
other than English. Indeed, 'until recent Govern-
ment initiatives. the proportion studying languages
in senior secondary and tertiary education had been
in long-term decline. (National Agenda for a Mul
ticultural Australia. 1989. p.39).

The Culture-Economy interface in
Australia

Current Australian interest in the teaching of Asian
languages can be traced to a growing recognition
that the goal of economic efficiency cannot be
divorced from us cultural context. The appreciation
of the inter-dependence of economy and politics. on
the one hand, with language and culture on the
other. finds support in the popular press. as illus-
trated by a recent thoughtful analysts by PM.
McGuinness (1989. p.171. There is some debate
about which particular aspect of culture is of greatest
significance when culture is understood as encom-
passing a variety of systems, be they political. social.
economic or ideological (Znaniecki. 19681. Altars. as
a Frenchman, has nominated the French language
as the core of his culture. This linguistic core is seen
as necessary to sustain the nation's identity and vital
nowt's of creativity. as well as its economic well-
being. Others might query whether the 'soul' of
every nation invariably resides in its ethno-specific
tongue. although it undoubted., does in the case of
the Baltic peoples.

The theory of core values argues that some ethnic
groups are more languagecentered than others. and
that for some nations other cultural factors. such as a
spec;fic religion. social structure or racial affiliation
may prove of greater core significance than language
I Smolicz. 1981a; Smolicz and Secombe. 1989)
Whatever the core. there is a strong case for the view
that one way In which a nation can dominate over
others, or one ethnic group over other groups within
the same country. Is by obliterating the 'competing'
core values and reducing the subordinated cultures
to domestic. nonIlterary remnants.
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Such a conclusion is hardly novel for most of the
nations of Asia which have expenenced extended
periods of colonial rule and whose cultures have
been denigrated as Infena. 'old fashioned' or
.non- scientific'. and hence unsuitable to catalyse
economic development without the assistance of
some European lingua franca and cultural know-
how. The flounshing economy of N.E. Asia and the
rapid strides in the South-East part of the continent
;ndicate the ethnocentric error of such views. In the
early settlement days of Australia even more sinister
labels were applied to the Abonginal cultures. as well
as those of non-British settlers which were perceived
as a handicap and a burden to be shed as soon as
possible. The danger has been that it was the core
values that were being shed. in a way that
endangered the culture's integnty. its creative pow-
ers. and its ability to sustain the intellectual and
economic effort of youth (Smolicz. 1981b1.

How much of the current 'multicultural concerns.
and particularly the desire to arrest the wastage of tal-
ent of migrants. has been due to the increasing
appreciation of the social and economic benehts of
multiculturakm, a reduced demand for unskilled
labour. or the desire for social justice. is difficult to
ascertain. It is sufficient to say that 'multicultural
programs' could be viewed as a delayed 'reflex
action' to the growing realization that. at least in part.
Australia's current economic difficulties can be
ascnbed to failure to recognize new world demands
fur supenor knowledge and to arrest the wastage of
overseas-denved skills. A Minister in the South
Australian government described this delay in
Australia's response as. 'our cultural blinkers, a colo-
nial hangover which tied our ways of thinking about
and dealing with the world to Australia's English-
speaking roots. (Sumner. 1988. p 121. In order to
reverse the decline. Australia has to increase the role
of its manufactunng sector by placing greater
emphasis on developing its human resources.

. . in the country as a whole less than
20% of school students study a

language other than English.'

Another goal about which there is general agree-
ment is the need for a more successful and customer-
sensitive trade policy which can be supported by the
Intelligent use of Australia's diverse cultural assets.

Such shortcomings cannot be made good simply
by the recognition among employer groups and
trade unions of the real gains that can accrue from
'on-the-lob' English training. in terms of increased
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productivity, greater tub satislaction and reduced
tensions in the workplace. Vital as such English lan-
guage training is. and however vigorously it is prom-
oted in the name of multiculturalism, when taken
alone. it still fails to liberate and make use of the in
guistic resources other than English. which remain
locked within the multi-ethnic workforce. In fact. the
diversity of knowledge. which is inherent in
Australia's multicultural base, should provide the
best springboard for successful trading with our
partners in the Asia-Pacific region and elsewhere.
This is because Australian society Itself, where cul-
tures constantly interact and more than one lam
guage is spoken for the purpose of communication
and wealth creation. represents the best possible
training ground for dealing with a multicultural world
market.

11w view that if Australia neglects its 'internal
multi-culturalisin. it can hardly succeed in the exter-
nal pluralistic environment. has been most clearly
articulated by Sumner i1.988 p 12) when he
asserted.

'We need to challenge the insular view of hie that
Australians have retained for too long. Through

recognizing that Australia must play its part in
an increasingly integrated world economy, we
face the challenge of gunny life and substance to a
inulticuhural community within our own country
For how, ultimately, do we deal with a multicul-
tural world market and community. If at home we
fail to deal effectively in social. political and
economic terms with our own cultural diuersity?'

Despite such clanun calls for the full realization
and integration ol all Australians vanous skills and
Intellectual attributes. whether acquired inside the
country or elsewhere. there still remains a substantial
pool of immigrants. both tradespeople and profes-
sionals, who are not working in lobs for which they
were trained overseas. Furthermore. according to
the National Agenda for a Multicultural Australia
11989. p 20). 'that number is growing annually'.
They are prevented from entenng professions,
trades and lobs for which they were trained. by van-
OUS factors including language barners. lack of
opportunity for further study and work expenence
and the persistent reluctance io provide adequate
recognition of overseas qualifications by a variety of
professional and trade groups. Indeed, there is a
paradox in that present Australian policy assesses
potential immigrants on the contribution they make
to the country's economic development: at the same
time. it fails to ensure that those immigrants who are
already settled in Australia actually make use of the
skills acquired overseas for their own benefit. and for
the benefit of all Australians.

The solution to this problem is a complex one and
lies substantially outside the immediate reach of the
Federal ministers and within the competence of
State governments and professional organizations
However. In 1989. the Commonwealth government
embarked on a comprehensive program of reform
including the establishment of the National Office of
Overseas Skills Recognition (NOOSRI and of the
National Training Board to develop national training
standards. accreditation processes. skills training and
competence assessment The aim of these two
bodies. in liaison with the State authorities, is to
improve access to education and training. including
brieddgi. ng and remedial training for the overseas qual-

this way the governments efforts to fund a
senes ol ESL programs is being complemented by its
National Puha/ on Languages, which supports the
teaching of LOTE through Its Australian Second Lan
guage Learning Program This double-pronged lin-
guistic elfon and other culture oriented measures
might signal a new appreciation (hat effective
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economic initiatives are best planned within society's
multicultural envelope and its over-arching values
(Smolicz. 1984. 1989). For such reasons there is a
need to reassess the benefits (as well as setbacks)
which have flowed from the multicultural and lan-
guage policies that successive Australian govern-
ments have tned to develop.

Languages in Australian
Multiculturalism
Following the Whitlam years. multicultural policies
gained official acceptance through their personal
advocacy by Malcolm Fraser, (1981). when he spoke
about.

'ethnic cultural differences set within a framework
of shared fundamental ualues which enables
them to co-exist on a complementary rather than
competitive basis.'

The culture of each group was to be given the
opportunity to contribute at least some of its ele-
ments to the country's heritage and hence to exert an
influence upon the future development of Australia's
overarching framework of values (Smolicz. 1984).
There were also moves to take advantage of the lin-
guistic resources of the country. represented by
those bilingual individuals who. in addition to
English. spoke what has come to he termed as 'com-
munity languages other than English' (CLOTE)
(Clyne, 1982. 1988)

There are good reasons why former fears of
Australian bilinguals being divisive should lose much
of their former force. Objections to the continued
existence of languages other than English have stem-
med from misgivings that their purpose is to supplant
English. There has been insufficient recognition of
the real objective. namely a desire to foster additive
bilingualism tor even multilingualism). by enabling
young Australians to nternalise an important aspect
of multiculturalism within their minds and hearts. All
research evidence points to the fact that English has
been accepted as an uncriestioned part of the over-
arching system of values (Manoribanks. 1979. 1980)

a situation that has been previously noted as distin-
guishing Australia from the European Community.
where no one single language can make that claim.

Over recent years. other languages have been
gaining acceptance alongside English. In this way
people have been given the opportunity to partici-
pate in the mainstream of Australian life. while
acquiring literacy in other tongues. some of which
they already speak In their homes, but which they
can also use in their businesses In Australia and with
their trading partners overseas. This has given rise to
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a more positive image of Australian bilinguals. and
the role which they can play as cultural bridges that
link differen: communities withinAustralia with those
overseas, thus conferring important economic as
well as sociocultural benefits upon the country.

Economic benefits have seemed to be linked to
cultural and civic advantages as well, since. rather
than being frustrated due to illiteracy in their home
tongues. those who took advantage of the Increased
teaching of community languages in schools often
considered themselves to be the proud possessors of
two or more literary hentages which enabled them to
contribute creatively to Australian society in a vanety
of fields and walks of life, including trade and
economics. The image of the 'home language as
invariably a handicap, rather than as an advantage.
has been brought into question by the results of a
large scale quantitative study conducted by Power in
South Australia in 1986 and subsequently analysed
by Robertson. This showed that 'where a language
other than English was spoken by a parent. that par-
ticular charactenstic had a positive and strongly sig-
nificant effect on the propensity to apply to enrol in
a tertiary education institution (Blandy. 1988. p.34).

. Australian society itself. where
cultures constantly interact and more
than one language is spoken for the

purpose of communication and wealth
creation. represents the best possible

training ground for dealing with a
multicultural world market:

There exists yet another reason why Australia can
afford to indulge in supporting linguistic pluralism
with greater confidence than many countries in
Europe and elsewhere The reason lies in Australia's
unique position in the world as a continent governed
by a single political entity Furthermore. there has
been no suspicion that the linguistic and cultural
demands of any minonty linguistic group shrouded
political motives of separatism or secession. since
Australian temional integnty has never been in
doubt. This acceptance of linguistic pluralism as a
positive aspect of Australian society seems to repre-
sent an 'affordable tolerance" for the country as a
whole. In this regard Australia differs from the USSR
where the overarching Iramework of values based
upon Lenin's (let alone Stalin's) interpretation of Mar-
xist theory. Is Increasingly questioned (Kolack. 1987.
p.38). and where eihnolInguistic forces tend to be
centrifugal and carry with them an unmistakable ter
dtortal threat of whole nations seceding from the
Union,
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An Aboriginal Vier, of
Multiculturalism

Australia's growing sell-confidence and the gradual
acceptance of LOTES within Australian society have
also had its effect upon Aboriginal people. Many (if
not most) of their spokespeople have remained aloof
from the multicultural 'movement because of their
long-ingrained suspicion of the way even the finest
sounding govemment policies have turned out to
be something else at the implementation level. As
the National Agenda for a Multicultural Australia
11989. p.15) lormally states. 'unwitting systematic
discnmination occurs when cultural assumptions
become embodied in society's established institu
tions and processes - and it is these processes that
can impede even the most progressive reform.
Where attitudinal barriers are compounded by struc-
tural impediments, such as the lack of access to edu
cation and training - they discriminate against
Abonginals in their ability to study within their own
terms of reference. which include their own lan-
guages and cultures. Such educational handicaps
have limited Abonginals ability to influence the deci-
sions that affect them, reinforcing the unequal distri-
bution of economic resources and power (Gale et al.
19871.

Nevertheless. in the new climate created by
policies of multiculturalism. Abongmality. too, has
increasingly become more than a matter of race, by
extending its focus to include culture and language.
As Dr Eve Fest. (19881 Director of Koorte Research
Centre at Monash University and the first Abonginal
woman to hold a PhD from an Australian University.
pin it to an audience consisting principally of nom
Abonginal Australians of non-English speaking back.
ground.

'Before you came under post-war immigration
schemes. we were the only large group of peoples
who were seen to be different. Because we were
not English. we were made to feel ashamed. of
our languages. of our cultures. and we were
mdoctnnated into feeling ashamed of the colour
of our skin.

When you, your parents. and your grandparents
arrived. you dared to speak in public. a language
other than English. although you were the recr
ments of abuse, as we had been for decodes.

By your example of showing pride in your hens
age and ( ignoring) those who said that to be differ.
em to Angloculture was deficit, you made us
reconsider OUR position. as to develop in ourse-
lves a pride in being different. You helped us fa re
learn nor be be ashamed of our cultures. our lan-
ullage8 and to bu proud of biting Black.'

VOX

Dr Fest (1989a) has just completed a pilot project
on the teaching of Aboriginal languages in schools.
with the aim of reversing the trend towards extinction
which all these languages continue to display. It is her
hope that Aboriginal people (or Koories in her ter-
minology). will no longer be 'assimilated into becom-
ing second class citizens (who are expected to] pro-
vide a menial workforce for the settlers, or be
socialized into the white 'work ethic'. It is still the real-
ity. however. that in the few schools where Aboriginal
languages are being taught. these are often not the
languages spoken by the Abonginal children attend-
ing that particular school. Moreover. they are often
taught within the context of a social studies cur-
nculum by white teachers who tend to rely upon
Abonginal teacher-aids to help them teach the
Abonginal language components.

'Objections to the continued existence of
languages other than English have
stemmed from misgivings that their

purpose is to supplant English.'

Dr Fest (1989W sees as the greatest threat the 'aid-
ginisation of the languages, by basing their teaching
on the English word order'. It must, nevertheless be
a matter of satisfaction to see the National Agenda
for a Multicultural Australia 11989. p.371 declare that
the twenty Abonginal languages (which are classified
as still 'healthy') 'need to be accorded a pre-eminent
position Isincel it is through the preservation of spo-
ken language that the cultural integnty of Aboriginal
Australians can he maintained and developed'. No
other minonty tongue. not even German or Italian.
has received such unstinted official recognition of its
importance as an integrating function in the life of a
group of Australians. But the Koorie people. such as
Eve la will now be watching for the actual
implementation ill these line sentiments.

Language Education and
Multiculturalism

People associated with the Federation of Ethnic
Communities Councils of Australia (FECCA) wery,
rather like the Aboriginals. disappointed at the way at
least some of Fraser's multicultural reforms were
being implemented. especially in relation to educa-
tion. While there was some degree of Federal goy
ernment funding for part time 'ethnic schools'. as
community-sponsored language. teaching Institu-
tions iNorst. 1983). as well at an increase in lending
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for the teaching of some languages (such as Greek
and Italian) in mainstream schools, support for the
teaching of community languages throughout the
educational system remained rather half-hearted.

Some leaders of the majority group were never
convinced about the economic benefits of cultural
and. especially. linguistic pluralism. To them the
modest lunding of community-owned ethnic
schools appeared the cheapest way to teach these
languages. while keeping the minorities 'happy'.
This happiness was not universal. since there were
teals that such privatisation of language education
would lead to its margmalisation. What is more, a
suspicion lurked that restrictions placed upon the
teaching of languages in mainstream schools were
more than an economy measure, but designed to
leave the majonty group 'undisturbed'

The culture ot each group was to be
given the opportunity to contribute at

least some ot its elements to the
country's heritage

Iig!MISIe

This ambivalence toward cultural pluralism was
not a new thing in the Australian hentage. but had
shown itself from the beginning of the British settle-
ment. In this sense Whit lards and Fraser's espousing
of multiculturalism was a reactivation of the more
pluralist climate at the end of the nineteenth century,
when there was a flounshing press in languages
other than English (especially German). and over a
hundred bilingual schools operating (Clyne. 1985).
This efflorescence of pluralism was not suppressed
by any internal danger of ethnic fragmentation. but
rather by the imported xenophobia that was an echo
of the conflict between the nations of Europe dunng
World War I and later World War II (Selleck. 1980).
Even in the current decade this ethnocentric tradi-
tion has tended to demonstrate its continued exis-
tence, although admittedly in much more muted and
diverse form (Blainey. 1986. 1989)

Another misinterpretation of multiculturalism
limits il to no more than the preservation of 'ethnic
identity This approach fails to recognize that the
'feeling of belonging', in order to last, has to be trans-
muted to subsequent generations. in a way that
amounts to more than romantic musings on the past.
Tu perpetuate itself and retain Its meaning. ethnic
identity needs a solid cultural substratum and one
which only the cure of the culture concerned can
,upply In the as of language-centered cultures.
such as Greek. Polish. Latvian, Vietnamese - the
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communities concerned. in °Hui CO survive and con
Inbuilt to multi-cultural Australia. have no alternative
but to 111hIbi on the leaching and use ul their lan-
guages While it Is recognised that language educa-
tion is mom cushy than folklonc festivals. it 5 also
accepted that the elimination of linguistic cores
reduces the cultures concerned to ethnic remnants
or empty shells that lack creative potential or
economic value 15kutnabb Kangas. 1984. Smolicz
and Secombe 1988. 19891. Hence the ultimate cost
to the community of the less of cultural resources fol-
lowing assimilation is likely to be far greater than the
cost of education in community languages.

Comparative studies on plural societies confirm
that cultural assimilation instead of increasing social
mobility may actually be used to ensure economic
dependence 11 the minorities which, in turn, may
stimulate feelings of frustration. leading either to
separatism or violence Such violence was expen-
enced in South Africa in Soweto in 1976 'when
Black students protested against a requirement that
their lessons be taught in Afrikaans (Perlez. 1989).
was the imposition of the dominant tongue upon
unwilling subordinate ethnic groups that triggered
riots in which 575 people were killed. In Australia.
this sense of frustration has been fait most keenly by
Abongmal communities. Hence their current
attempt to escape their former economic and cul-
tural subservience 1988) by engaging in a
painstaking process of 'reconstruction as well as
adaptation'. As Jordan (1984) puts it. Aboriginal
peoples 'must sift and revivify the practices of the
Aboriginal Law. the authority structures and the song
cycles, and recreate an Aboriginal world of meaning
within which a secure identity may be established.
The European and Asian derived minority com-
munities in Australia would prefer to safeguard them-
selves against a similar late. and to maintain their
existing core values. rather than subsequently recon-
struct, their lost heritages.

'Some leaders of the maionty group were
never convinced about the economic

benelits of Cultural ana. especially,
linguistic pluralism.'

It remains the wish of ethnic organizations to help
minonty ethnic Australians to preserve their dignity.
to be themselves. and to enter Australian society, not
empty handed. but bearing cultural gifts. some of
them directly convertible Into economic terms
chief among them being their linguistic resources
Maintenance of cultural continuity makes economic
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sense be building upon Me languages which are
already being used in many Australian homes. and
thereby unlocking the bilingual potential of one
eighth of the nation tClvne. 19881

Australian Multiculturalism within
the Asian Context

( liven the federal structure of Australia and the differ-
ences among the States. one cannot speak of under
linty in multicultural policies. although policies

hinted by the Commonwealth can set the kyle for
the whole «alum; In 1988 the Prime Minister
I iawke. 1'188. September 10.1 acknowledged the
cultural ihmension oi Australian ethnic chyer4ty
when Ito called Ica I 'ass. rights of [W121.10171 I foal du

n11001111: 4 ,4)purILIIIIIV. the deVt4011
114 language skills clod the fostering nit the fit i.

ValIVIV .4 o11.11 cultural ;mations

chore is every hope that in the future such stet e
mons will be reflected now clearly at the implemen
taw in level. so that funding is directed to languages
spoken in the Australian community. as well as to
those languages which are labelled as 'trade. and
/ial I and which are almost invariably assumed to
he ion communne and foreign The narrowness of
this intemrclanon of economic relevance is based
noon the sunplistic Fich.4 in a direct relationship
between a smatarring of mine foreign language and
an automatic trade surplus w oh the country con-
, erned This 'trade asivef N often given as a reason
for diverting resources horn Asian community lan-
guages, such as Vietnamese or Khmer. which per-
versely seem hardly 'Asian'. in terms of the current
drive for 'Asia literacy To insist on regarding Asian'
as synonymous with Made, and then select Chinese
as a booty] language. is to ignore the presence in
Australia of sume 140 (100 Australians who use a
Chinese language as their home tongue. 1.1upp.
1988. p 071I, and lot whom it has a 'community'.
rattle: than foreign Ion simply Made) connotation
The significance it Cl mine for trade Is in fact partly
because it is also 'community' - a name that indi-
cates that the Australian traders concerned can read-
ily communicate with 0 tor twiner Asian homeland,
whose cultural envelope nit customs and ways of life
they understand iSitIMICL, Lee. Murugaian and Sec
oche. 19901

The particular label given to a language could he
dismissed as being of no particular importance. but
its practical implications become clear in the educa-
tional arena In this regard some higher educational
institununs ignore the pedagogic problem of distin-
guishing between the needs of those who start from
scratch and those who already speak a particular Ian
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guage in their homes (even if they use ins dialect form
and may initially lack literacy in 1E1 The approach
that is frequently adopted at a university level is to
organise the teaching tit Chinese as if all the students
were absolute beginners. furthermore. the 'foreign
language assumption ignores not only the native
speakers. but also disregards the probability that an
increasing number of students (from whatever
ethnic backgroundl have studied it at school. and
possibly haw matriculated in it. It stands to reason
that to ignore the c ultural resources which Chinese
speakers represent in Australia flies in the face of the
goals of economic development and an increase in
trade relations with Asia.

The case of foreign language labelling illustrates
the cimtennon that when economic goals are
stripped of thes cultural context. the goals them-
-wives are undermined in the process. The economic
and cultural losses are in this instance sustained
together. The cultural context of multicultural
Australia is being sacrificed along with the country's
greater chances ul economic growth. fur the sake of
satisfying tacitly held ethnocentnc forebodingsabout
permanent Asian residents in Australia. which are an
echo of some of the least attractive episodes from the
past that fed on fears of 'alien ethnicity (Selleck.
198(1. liarmstorl. 19831. Indeed. the denial of the
significance of the cultural envelope in economic
growth may he more apparent than real. since it
takes the Anglo Celtic complexion of that envelope
as a given. Indeed its normality is so all-pervading
that it hardly needs any explanation or mention. The
presupposition of a fixed Anglo-Australian cultural
envelope and neglect of its multicultural complexity
is detrimental to the needs of the economy, which
also coincides with the legitimate aspirations of a
large proportion of Australians from other ancestnes
who desire to maintain their cultural and linguistic
heritages.

Latent ethnocentnsm may be perceived as over-
riding the potential economic benefits of plurality in
the attitudes of those protagonistsof Asian languages
who are not overly concerned with extending the
hand of friendship to Asian Australians by building
upon their linguistic and cultural resources. Similar
subterranean springs seem to feed the attitudes that
have surfaced periodically dunng bouts of the so-
called 'migrant debate in relation to the ethnic com-
position of the Intake. In 1988 the Prime Minister
himself warned that the drop of applicants from Asia
especially from Hong Kong and Malaysia) under
the Business Migration Scheme, was probably due
to the negative overtones in that year's migration
debate. There is a danger that a similar, if unin-
tended. impression may be created even by such a
well meaning report. as that produced by the Asian

1 t .
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Studies Council (1988) This could be unfortunately
misinterpreted as implying that we are almost
entirely an Anglo-Saxon nation winch must finally
Waite up to being geographically in Asia and start
acquiring Asia knowledge.. in the form of foreign Ian
guages and other' sia related skills.

There is !Me doubt that Asian confidence in
Australia depends partly upon the way Australian
internal multicultural policies are implemented A
clear statement on the need to develop internal
resources in Asian languages and cultures, as an
important contribution to interaction with Asian
nations, would reassure our neighbours that
Australia is genuine in its relationship with them.
Australia could then set about implementing the
recommendations on developing Asia-related skills
with greater confidence about the success ol such
ventures. A request that some three-quarters tit
Australian company executives with Asian busines-
ses. together with most (r1 lieu marketing staff.
should have such skills by 1995-2000. could then be
taken in Ihe context of greater appreciation of the
skills and expenences of Australians Irom a vanety of
Asian cultural backgrounds.

It would seem that unless the 'internal' multicul-
tural reality is fully utilized as part of Australia s
attempts to come closer to Asia. the external. cul-
tural and educational efforts may prove inadequate
to meet the hopes that are currently placed in them
The learning of Asian languages as 'foreign' tongues
by whole cohorts ol pupils at an elementary level
may have less impact on economic development

South American enlebnoner5 ibt1010 by Geniis ,us
Immigration and klunicunnral S(udi0.5).
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and on the complexity of trade pathways than is
expected by the advocates of such a massive.
though only moderately funded program. Such a
program may in Dct prove no more successful than
former British efforts to master the language of their
much closer neighbour and trading partner -
France' In commenting upon the Ingelson Report
I Inquiry into the Teaching of Asian Studies and Lan-
guages in Higher Education. 1989. para 4 111. the
Chairman of the Centre of Asian Studies at the Uni-
versity of Adelaide. (McCormack. 19891. noted that
'the system which is to be hugely expanded offers
students an average of 504 contact hours of instruc
non lin Japanese) over three years. while the best
available evidence suggests a minimum ol 2 400
hours is necessary. i.e. approximately live times the
current practice.

1101M111.1111131

. . a language should not be taught
"naked-, stripped of the cultural

envelope which is so important in
understanding Asian society and

economy.

Doubts about an increasingly mass-produition
unented strategy which does nut oiler the oppurtu
nity of functional fluency in the language. and
divorces language from culture studies. have caused
McCormack 11989) to express his scepticism about
the effectiveness of some of the policiesadvocated in
the Asia Council and Ingelson reports. He fears that
only a tiny proportion of students encouraged by the
reports to undertake studies of an Asian language is
likely to achieve functional linguistic competence.
true literacy'

'The expectation of improved econonuc perfor-
mance flowing from expanded Asian language
programmes should be weighed against the pos.
sibitines of contracts bungled. treaties misun-
derstood arid diplomatic incidents occasioned by
incompetents pushed forward to Justify the prop
tumme. losses might outweigh goers (at she
front line- Sell.'

The Unlocking of Australies
Linguistic Resources

These cautionary comments should not be inter-
preted as an invitation to adandon Australia's drive
for increased language education. but as admonition
against hasty Improvisation. The danger is that
unless the program Is soundly based ((could become

1
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a fad. to be discarded atter the initial ethusiasm
wears oft. In the first instance. a language should not
he taught 'naked'. stripped at the cultural envelope
which is so important in understanding Asian society
and economy There is a need for properly qualified
teachers who are attuned to the various abilities and
interests of students - whether native speakers of the
tongue concerned. those who have studied the lam
guagt, from an early date. or those who are starting
it from scratch In this regard. Australia is in a better
position than mono-cultural societies that lack our
linguistic resources. which need only to be
developed in order to maximise the benefits of bilin-
gualism for each individual. and for the country as a
whole.

As Lu 131(111C0 1198q. p I21 points out. the educa
nonal task to achieve this vision of multiculturalism
must involve the telinenient and direct utilisation of
the linguistic resources and skills of students. came of
whom bring their bilingualism Irom home to school.
These resources could he of value to Australia.

'either as an enriched hose hymn which students
could acquire the specific cultural and language
.skills elan Lire in Llemand hue w-hich are not
widely orailuble cunt mg the population g
'Japanese). r rr they would be at direct use If they
coincide with mania et-mitaMr needs le it
Chinese. Indonesian. huhuit Spanish and C;e:
want

To achieve i he desired goal'. I .r ipp
151 advocates the cinisilut Ilen 01 a CUITICUIUM with
an internationalist °mutilation that builds upon the
existing pluralism of skills and laic *dodge over whit 11
students have mastery

'The repertoire of such Li r Limn/lam iiiiio/ues both
linguistic and cultural citations I / Students n nisi
he able robe laiguisticarly competent for the corn-
municatian demands of ate !node; ri world. ur the
region of the work) a with which their smaery 'den
plies. in Australia's case. Europe. and increasingly
Asia. This means the learning of at least one addi-
tional language IF I

For nun-English speaking background children
I the international perspective extends the

repertoire further It could do this by requiring the
learning of an Ablari language. Esperanto. or addi
Tonal mayor world language It ought to aim. how-
ever. to extend an eXishily repertoire rather than
replacnig cinnponents of it with a cknninont and
imposed langtlege By doing this it will be empow
eruct students with a linguistic "range- approp
rime to the lull genius of possible sotto cultural
contexts

From this perspective. school language progratns
are to be regarded in Hawkins: terms as an appran-

VOX

Spanish D.11101 courtesvOt Australian InlOrmalian
S3harei

uceslup in language learning since a bilingual
learner IS assumed to have an additional capacity for
successtully acquiring other languages which may
become nationally significant at mime future date
This also applies to bilingual's' n and hiculturalism
acquned in the home. since these at tnbuies can pry
dispose individuals am only io deepen ihe !corm]
edge thou alreadv possess but in go I art her and
acquit e additional linguistic and cultural ,kills that
society needs for its trade aitcl aeon, link' purposes

The loaner Suva, AUSWallan Minister tit Irilina
Allan (Sumner. p 121 offered a clear directive fur the
future development L II the culturJ1 and linguistic
resources Mai are cur ten ily kicked wit Inn Australia's
multi-ethnic populdlaill

'There is Mk, thildil taus the limn unemotional
phenomenon of the neat twenty wars and
beyond will be Inc reusing liner .depei ;deuce in all
its WOES this opit imnpuzinci the
social and economic advantages our nil ductdlurc!
community glues Australia All this means meg.
city In our cultural base. In nlainiclallna title hatflas
lie and cultural tilirensIN nautiall a liU11011111 lam

a !Heate 11r Paine 0guages and plat lig mi .I

developing our human capital resources In an

1
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increasingly inter.depencient world if you work
another language you haue an asset which should
not be lost Australia has that asset

Stunner's and Lo Biancris arguments that a pima!
cultural base already exists in Australia and is tunda
mental to Australia's economic. as well as social
development kids an echo in postulates advanced
by the National Agenda for a Multicultural Australia
11989). It lists the economic costs that can arise
where members of a multicultural society fail to corn
municate across cultures. a point made earlier in relit
non to the European Community. This cost may
manifest itself in the frustration of youthful talent in
the classroom. and in Inchon or misunderstanding in
the workplace'. An even greater economic cost may
he paid by a society where 'incidents of prejudice.
antagonism and hostility occur based on racial and
cultural differences' lAgenda Focus 1989. p.3) The
Agenda (p.15) acknowledges that any signs of pre-
judice and tension may have detrimental effects not
only inside, but also outside the country. since 'there
may be an immediate cost in terms of overseas per-
ceptions of Australia.. and hence an effect on both its
migration program and trade relations.

'The majority of Australians from minority
linguistic backgrounas are bilingual.
more than one in four 01 Mein being

Au stralian- boi n.

The National Agenda (Focus. 19h9, p 31 also
laments the long neglect of the multicultural context
of Australian society in that. 'The potential of two Intl
lion Australians (immigrants and their children, as
well as Abonginals i who already speak ri second lan-
guage goes almost uthecoginzed and ununlited
The maionty of Australians Iron mmonty linguistic
backgrounds are bilingual. mote than one in tour of
them being Australian born The Agenda 11989.
p.40) notes that. 'the potential national bt'netits 01
this resource are little understood land that( this cap
ital investment in language is (Alen dependent en the
family home and after hours ethnic schools. By neg-
lecting these languages in the cultural sense.
Australia has been harmed from an economic point
of view most conspicuously through the loss of
potential to facilitate trade with the rest of the world.

Acknowledging the tact that one in our members
(r1 the Australian workforce ate lit.11 and second gen
oration migrants Irons non-English speaking back-
grounds. the present government's newly declared
multicultural policy adopts a mole goal In this, the
right of people to maintain then cultural hens ode and
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wt ewe equel treatment and opportunity are finked
in the need or economic efficiency. perceived as the
<le velopment and lull use ol the skills and talents of
dl Australians. whatever their cultural or racial back-
ound

Hi then part. ethnic mmonty groups have them-
selves t untribuled to evolving a model of multicul-
lindlibillC0111Palible with the Agenda's goals, in that it
Is grounded in then own cultures, but also set in the
wider Australian social and economic context. This
seeks in ensure that ethnic cultural maintenance is
not used as a reason for disadvantaging the
minorities in the social and occupational fields.
Instead, it can act as a catalyst for the economic
development of the whole society (Federation of
Ethnic Communities Councils of Australia. 1985).

The policies advocated by the Agenda are most
likely to succeed economically and to satisfy the aspi-
rations of all sections of the community, they
release the full range of human resources that remain
encapsulated within the multicultural envelope of
Australian society.
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A Hard-nosed Multiculturalism:
Revitalising Multicultural Education?
ht. Joseph Lo Bianco

Introduction

A decade and a halt of concerted advocacy that the
cultural and linguistic diversity of the population Isee
appendix one should thematically pervade
mainstream curncula in Australia's schools has been
only partially successful. Although very creditable
advances have been made in the provision ol educa-
tional programs promoting bilingualism and bicul
turalism among minority children. the mainstream lh
still somewhat unaffected. Multicultural education is
(Men still perceived as a residual task and a marginal
issue unless it is synonymous with teaching special
ist English to immigrant background children, when
it can sometimes assume a central importance in
educational debates.

As a broader social ideology promoting a systema
tic reconceptualoation lit Australian identity. mul-
ticulturalism is now incorporating a more pragmatic.
'hard-nosed', national-interest rhetonc into its dis-
course "I his is an attempt to embrace and incorpo-
rate notions of national interest, and to become
associated with mainstream societal obieetwes. by
appropriating the current language of 'national
reconstruction' The limited success ot sustained
advocacy of multicultural practices for the educa
!tonal mainstream has led lo a lingering perceptiony
among some that inulticulturalicm I, nothing other
than an ideology construe led by piAntal Interests 10
assuage and get on ,11.10 Q1111111,111e hosed lOnne
!jinni),

Is me cultural and linguistic learning by
minority background children only for the
myara looking.' nui poses of heritage

aria tradition. or for more externally
onenteo and more societally yawed

purposes?'
11IMISS:11011. 111MS1=11

A sign Di tattle for multiculturaloni as a broad and
all encompassing venal ideology. attempting to
Isotonic the organising concept for linguistic and
si inn cultural education, is that it could not antici-
pate and was unable to incorporate other curriculum
change i novements winch followed it. or were of its

illien1110filre - e,penally ASIE111SitidleS. Australian
audios and Abonquial studies into 41 cc impretnin
siw pluralistic orientation kir educational policy and
practice. As Sinolicz has observed.

the rnmuntV gmup It MIR'S IC) c110111 Intirinn10.
lion of education along ethnic Imes. then it mina
recognise that a poky of residual muffle' illtiruhsin

the ntainsiretun schools. CO/Pi/mud with flue
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encounigernent ol separatism through the sup
pan of pantime or lull-time ethnic schools. MUSE
he htlnleCied 10 CI tundra:no1ml revision A full
scale r»uhicultural education program, involving
the application 0/ a national language policy to all
levels of education. appears as the only realistic
Su/Lao/1 for a plural society This represents the
most effective wuy to achieve a slate of stable mul-
ticulturalism in which (welt rclang et111JOS are given
an oppontallW to develop in harmony with the
()Palle Values 01 the constituent groups

ISmolicz 1984 22)

Thai the educational response to the existence of
a remarkably high degree of demographic pluralism
has not generated the hoped-for pervasive influence
on mainstream education I whatever other achieve
menis it might have accomplished/ is due to at least
three persistent handicaps

1 0 the utilisation of inadequate notions of culture
2 0 an inability to reconcile basic. divergent goals.

and
3 0 the public pnvaie divide

1.0 The notion of culture
The 'taken for-granted notion of culture which
characterises many policy documents on multicul-
tural education has been a hindrance to practitioners
in education. especially to teachers and curriculum
writers. The usual approach has been to attempt to
impart knowledge to students about observable
.ispecis of the cultures and sub-cultures which com-
prised the schools population. A major problem with
this is thin it doesici easily lead to d generalised
appreciation of the specific culture nor of a broader
socio cultural awareness But even when definitions
of culture were uttered in policy documents they
have nut always IwIped. As Sachs has observed

'Multicultural policy documents have weaknesses
in two mmor areas. the coriceprior is of culture
used lack a critical edge that might direct nu hicu/
(Lou! education towards socially transformative
actions. the conceptions of culture have a run.
flush) outdated feel to them so that there appears
to be a gap between the theoretical positions of
the documents and what is taken to be culture
theory in the 1980s. (1939:19!

For Sachs these problems derive from the utilise'
non ol notions tit culture in one ol two ways either as
being the equivalent of 'heritage or of omnibus del
Indians of culture i which ) focus on the way that cul
ture permeates every aspect of human experience
She agrees with Bullivant i 19H51 that to equate cul.
lure with lientage is a dangerous oversimplification
as it ignores the atlapiwe and evolultonary nature of

groupi culture tSachs 1989 201. For Sachs the

I 7.
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grab-hay a of many dein-Dam it culture in
Australian ahoy documents m ra. rh . these docu-
ments I is' undergo a quite radical rrpretive pro.
cess as n el) al pc.- into operatic), in schools and
classmon by-teach t !mplying tkelu. or al least
a possible.. ismax I between is conceptions of
culture. 'oi Hated 1:::.'eachees a . I that intended by
the author of duke., jocun.. is Int-testingly her
inuestigatic 'le' not a M15111d1Cl. but
a reasonabl c. ,e rum A, nco 0, %ler iretaiion
between the

11"°!- Tre nams"..ra
'A new version of multiculturalism

emerging it is evolving a new
oiscourse which incorporates a more

hard -nosed style.

Perhaps 0 more serious deficiency of the prevail-
ing notions of culture. whether explicitly stated in
policy of ILLSt implied. is the non-generative (Vain
which. I would argue. Is an almost universal feature
with the commendable exception of the Social Liter-

.icy Protect in New South Wales). Reduced either to

.1 tocus on 'observable phenomena'. and. especially.
on ma tenal culture only, or. conflated to include
every aspect of social life. the culture concept has not
been able to be used as the powerful explanatory
concept it could be in education for social aware-
ness. It neither assists students to contrast their own
background with the dominant societal values. in the
case of minonty children. nor cioes it get used elfec
lively with maionty children learning about diversity.
thereby restricting the generalised. broader apprecta-
non of why culture is produced. and what purposes
a serves. which could otherwise result.

This deficiency has depnved multicultural educa-
tion of the possibility ol becoming an organising con-
, opt and a source for addressing the now manifestly
input tani mainstream needs of Australian society. In
I ace i years. these mainstream needs have been
exemplified as Asian studies, Australian studies and
Ationyinal studies, The broader population may
have been convinced that cultural studies born out
if the linguistic and cultural pluralism of the popula-

tion was also lor Mein' if it could have generated
practical skills. knowledge. awareness and attitudes
which they could identify as meeting the nation's
ontemporary needs. including its economic and

external relations pnonties. This has been the longer
term effect of the inadequate notions of culture
which have predominated in multicultural policy
documents and, unfortunately, in some educational
practice. The more immediate effects have bean that

VOX

too much of the classroom practice denved from
such policies has been superficial. exotic to the gen-
eral curnculum and. ultimately transient.

2.0 Irreconcilable goals
A second obstacle. inhibiting a wider role for mul-
ticultural education. has been the inability of usadvo-
cates to overcome a constant oscillation between
two sets of seemingly irreconcilable goals. These
have been formulated almost as polar opposites.
one gives pnority to the needs of ethnic mmonues in
programs specifically targeted to maximise their edu-
cational attainments and overcome disadvantage
li e. an equity onemation I. and the other gives pnor-
ity to the cultural ennchment of the whole society. by
focussing on identity and self-esteem issues for
minorities tI e a culturalist onentationl The former
has been stressed by cnucs of the Left: the latter has
been preferred by conservatives.

An immediate effect of this has been a lack of
coherence of focus and methodology. and disagree-
ments about what constitutes the content and
defines the boundaries of multicultural education.
The longer term effect has been to contnbute to the
marginalisation of multicultural education and a lack
of awareness ol its capacity. as a concept. to carry
other internationalist-onented aspects of cumcula. It
would be wrong to imply that there have not been
policy statements. practitioners and curncula which
haue transcended splits such as these. A senes of pol-
icy c.-cuments In Victona and South Australia in the
early 19805 and the National Advisory and Coor-
dinating Committee on Multicultural Education
NACCME) document at the Commonwealth level

in 1987 as well as many programs in other states.
have developed rigorous. comprehensive and
pedagogically sound rationales The point being
made. however. is that the overwhelming impression
received by key decision makers has been of a
divided and ambiguous educational movement
This Impression' led to the abolition in the 1986
Commonwealth budget of the Multicultural Educa-
tion Program, the only federal government funding
activity for promoting a pluralist education in the
socio-cultural area ol learning

3,0 The publIc:prIvate divide
By this I refer both to domains of life and to the Ven-
ues of educational activity. Cntics of multicultural
education have often argued that cultural and lin-
guistic maintenance for minorities is predominantly
about effect and about life-style: to Bulltvant
1981.198131 this would render It of not direct con-

cern to the State. Schooling, according to this view,
ought to be predominantly about the cognitive
domain and about the life-chances' of Individuals.

81
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Pertinent to this discussion is the distinction
between the vertical and horizontal axes of state and
nation:

The stare is a vemcol structure of public authority.
It contrasts with the nation. which is essentially a
honzontal network of trust and identity'

(Enloe 1981.1231

The pnvate domain, the honzontal axis of nation.
is. acct ding to the views of many cntics of ethnically
pluralist education, the proper place lor activity
directed at cultural and linguistic maintenance lor
ethno-linguistic minorities. The vertical axis is the
realm of state and it is here that societal institutions
concern themselves with the opportunities of
advancement for individuals and the conlernng ul
power. In addition to this sort of debate thaw this
appropriate realm for minonty education which
deals with linguistic and cultural maintenance, there
is another, In Australian education there 's a high
degree of public financial support for pnvate schools
both full-time (including ethnically based schools'
and part -rime ethnic schools. Is the cultural and lin
guistic learning by minonty background h hailien
only for the 'inward-looking' or community directed
purposes of heritage and tradition. (Jr tor nee wetul
natty oriented and more highly societally valued put
poses? The question is both about the apptiamate
location for such teaching and teaming and about
the appropnate target groups Those issues c 'Imam
senous tensions and are the sublet.' of Cl/1111611d and
unresolved debate.

Exacerbating this issue has Wen the my dear eel
dance from sociolinguistic mean Ii that sr hist
cite Fishman. are 'unreliable allies iii language
maintenance.

Recent developments

A new version 01 nuke:until ninon IS WIIISIWII1Y,

attempting to transform thew three obstacles to con
yen the educational lace of multiculturalism ink, the
Nrvabwe 11111110 ity over Mall lel roam cumcula which
it desires Already it is evolving a new discourse
which incorporates a more hard nosed style To
establish the broader role will require reconceptuahs-
mg, land gaining widespread suppon Ion the
desired educational response to ethnolinguistic
diversity as being of direct benefit in attaining impor-
tant goals which the society sets itself Essentially, this
means convincingly establishing the interdepen-
dence between. domestic linguistic and cultural
pluralism, and the nation's manifest need for better
skills in these areas. 1.e treating pluralism as a
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a decade and a half of language maintenance
research has conclusively demonstrated -. in the
US. in Ireland. in Wales. in Israel. in Scotland, in
Friesland (Netherlands) and elsewhere - that the
school is a rather unreliable ally of language
maintenance leading appreciably and frequently
in oilier directioni (Fishman 1977:47)

Influenced by academic opinion that the pnvate
kffilc1111 was uhlmalely more likely to produce suc-

cesst ul heritage maintenance. many community
clic-inns in Australia have argued that the pnvate
domain is also the more authentic and genuine con-
text in which to nurture cultural learning and mainte-
nance

..11alftelln
CUIICILILtIng 5ULLOSSIL11 trade in high.

aluu-;10000 Manufactured products in
.( Jointers which overwhelmingly do not

use English. requires linguistic and
cultural preparation

II Uhl? three factors have inhibited the possibility
Mat a pluralistic orientation to cumcula would per-
Vale all Mill( atom as a result of the great cultural
divot611v of the population Added to the hears of
mainstream critics - admittedly a minonty - who
argue that social cohesion will be undermined by
promoting multicultural approaches to schooling,
these internal' handicaps have limited the success of
educational change aimed at reflecting demographic
pluralism HI education.

resource which assists the nation. Later I shall prop-
, ma some concepts that could assist this task. for now
I shall borrow EI concept from Ruiz which he uses for
descnbing venous 'language planning orientations.
Ruiz argues.

'language policy development is embedded in
one or more of three basic orientations: language-
as-problem. language-as-right. and language-as-
resource. Language-as-problem construes the
targets 01 language policy to be a kind of social
problem to be identified. eradicated, alleviated or
In some other way resolved.

Language-as-nqht often Is a reaction to these
sorts of policies from within the local communities
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themselves. It confronis the assinulationist ten-
dencies of dominant communities with argu
tnents about the legal. moral. and natural nght to
local identity and language; if refutes the notion
that nunonty communities are somehow made

tyre..
through the loss of their language and cu!

Language-as-resource . presents the view of
language as a social resource: policy statements
formulated in this onentation should serve as
guides by which language is preserved, managed
and developed.' (Ruiz 1988:10-11)

'This argument may be more applicable for lan-
guages than it is for cultural skills. It is apparent that
government leaders in Australia have accepted that
linguistic preparation intersects with the nation's
needs. especially in the area of inde. Multicul
turalism may be able to draw some sustenance from
these developments in the mainstream, but the case
still needs to be made. This somewhat sell interested
rationale for language teaching could well lead to a
revitalisation of the claims that pluralism in Australian
education. by responding to the needs and nghts of
the constituent ethnolinguistic minonties. in a practi-
cal sense. helps meet the nation's needs ton.

The earliest sign ol the emergence of this idea Is
the construction of a new discourse about pluralism.
utilising a (culture and) language-as-resource °nen
tation. similar to that identified by Ruiz. This stresses
the nature of the macro-economic and social Koh

VOX

terns of the society. and the talents and skills of the
population in cultural and linguistic terms. The inter-
dependence potential of these two is what is being
advocated. i.e the generative power of linguistic and
cultural maintenance and new learning. Even Bulky.
ant, a long time cntic of multicultural education. now
advocates a version of these new ways of seeing niul
ticulturalism:

A society develops, augments and evolves° prog-
ram of knowledge. ideas and conceptions needed
to cope with the environmental challenges it
faces. These constitute its -survival program" or
"bluepnnt- - in short its culture. In turn this must
be passed on to subsequent generations to ena-
ble them to survive, through the "enculturution
imperative- of which the education system is a
part. But the survival values must be encoded in
the cultural program in the first place: it may he
difficult to bring [hem into it at a later stage in a
society's evolution and harder still if the education
system follows alien traditions that do not match
the particular environmental challenges facing the
society It serves.'

He goes on to say.

In Australia's case. by following British educa-
tional traditions. the education system may well
be dysfunctional for aiding national survival in the
Asia-Pacific Region. which inescapably poses
environmental challenges for different from those
Britain and us inward totting Common Market
Partners face'. (1988:25-26)

Asia and the Pacific and the brain-based recovery

The recurring features of the present conceptualisa
lion of demographic pluralism arc the lollowing that
Asia and the Pacific are important to Australia's
national interests in a way probably unlike the
dynamic economies ol this region are for other West
ern or Europeamsedsocieties he. in Australia's
case they are neighbours too). and secondly. that the
revolution in technology (communications inform&
!ions technology in particular) mean that the tract'.
(tonal mainstays of Australia's economic prospentv
(abundant extractable commodities and rural pro-
duce) are no longer adequate to secure for the
nation the standard of living to which it has become
accustomed.

After decades ()I denial 1.11 AUSiTailcI.S need to
accommodate in its geographical proximity to A,Irifl
non-English speaking neighbours. the harsh realities
of severe terms ul trade imbalances and high it1V(iib

I if loreign indebtedness have led to many statements
like the lollowing. by senior government Ministers:

our future is in Asia. We will either succeed in
Asia or perish in ft. We cannot change the reality of
our geopolitical position and we therefore must
lace up to that reality and develop a positive strat-
egy to ensure our survival and our future prosper-
ity'. (Dawkins 1988)

And the Prime Minister.
It is no exaggeration to say that as we enter our
third century one of the most important and test-
mg challenges this country faces is the challenge
of finding our true place in Asia - of recognising
that our self- interest lies in our becoming an integ
rat pan of our region. . The assertion that
Australia's future Tres in Asia has become a coin
monplace of Australian political and commercial
dialogue. But we are still learning to come to grips

I"I t
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with the practical implications - the challenges
and opportunities - of that assertion'

and later

'Indeed. a is recognition of the importance of lan-
guages and cultural understanding in developing
cur export and hospitality industries that has led
the government to emphasise the economic sq
mficance of our multicultural pohnes.

(Hawke 1988.8,10)

line=1111

. the resources -looked up' in the
community could be released to assist
the nation in the urgent task of building

itself a new economy, one which is
internationalist and outward-looking.

Conducting successful trade in high. value-added
manufactured products in countries which over-
whelmingly do not use English. requires linguistic
and cultural preparation to accompany the inciustnal
restructunng in progress. Such a broad and urgently
expressed demand of the education system is
unique in Australia's history.

The need for lintustic and cultural preparation is
not solely for external trade. however.

The Advisory Council on Multicultural Affairs
recently produced a Discussion Paper. Towards a
National Agenda for a Multicultural Australia in
which it stated

The current policy of the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment emphasises three (aspects of multicul-
turalism: respect for cultural differences. social jus-
tice and economic efficiency' (p 5)

And later, specifying further the economic ele-
ment. the original part of this construction of mul.
ticulturalism. it states:

-The economic dimension of uraiisin
means that Australia should be able so make &Het-
twe Use of all the nations human resonices. This is
panicularle let OSSCWV in the clirwin ecommuc
environment Amoeba's future standard of living
depends on increased efficient-6.0nd compentive-
ness. To achieve this it iced to qtr the hest from
all members Olin it workfinre. whether horn heir
or overseas
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Multicultural policy embraces such issues as the
provision of appropnate retraining arrangements
for those rnanufactunng industries with large
immigrant workforces who now face the chal-
lenge of competition and technological change.
increasing the school retention rates of Aboriginal
Australians and certain ethnic groups. effectively
managing a multicultural. multilingual workforce.
making better use of the education. skills and
entrepreneurial ability of immigrants by teaching
English and recognising overseas qualifications.
and maintaining and developing the language
resources of our nation in order to advance
Australia's trade and tourism interests.

Such concerns go to the hean of contemporary
economic priorities. They recognise that the col
tural diversity of Australia is not a problem Rather
it gives us resources. provides us with assets. that
ran help to secure our future in an increasingly
competitive world.' (ACMA 1988.51

Despite later claiming that 'the emphasis on the
economic aspects of multiculturalism is not new: a is
unprecedented in both the degree of prominence
which it is now accorded. and also new in that much
of the economic flavour is that of treating cultural
diversity as a resource to be utilised in 'reconstruc-
tion efforts' rather than as an aspect of social welfare
costs. i e a cost in providing retraining programs for
displaced workers What is also new is that this
dimension is now explicitly included among the eight
basic goals for a multicultural Australia. compared to
a previously dominant formulation of multicul
tuialism in which such dimensions were notable by
their absence (see appendix 21

The equity rationale would also be
addressed since minority children's

backgrounds assume a new and more
positively valued role..

It is necessary to trace. albeit brief y. the evolution
of policies on minority education. stressing the lan-
guages aspect of these. prior in assessing the pros-
pects for the future of this more 'hard-nosed' version
of multiculturalism. and language policy specifically.
which is emerging Nee 1.9 Bianco 11)/40 lonhcom
'rig)

Continual
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Three phases

Dunng the early 1970s. as part of a more general
movement of renewal and social change, there
emerged the issue of social and occupational equal-
ity for migrants. and educational disadvantages
experienced by their children. In her book The Mig-
rant Presence in Australia. Martin has a graph plot-
ting the number of government reports addressing
this specific issue over several time penods. The
graph rises almost vertically in the early 1970s.

These reports ovenvhelmingly used the 'discourse
of disadvantage. They charactensed the 'migrant
situation as having several key, and seemingly per-
manent. elements: inequality equalling lack of
English. equalling ethnicity, equalling urban Inner
city life, equalling manufacturing industry. Inequality
through linguistic mismatch between the population
and the governing and dominant institutions of the
society was the overwhelming image communicated
about the place of migrants in Australia. The prog-
rams which were proposed targeted immigrants ur
Abongines only, the means for changing or
ameliorating disadvantage was a linguistic one. i.e.
the provision of English as a Second Language
teaching to children and to adults. There were other
elements but these were the dominant ones which
sustained the image of inequality and dependence.

The achievements of this penod were the estab-
lishment of the Child Migrant Education Program
and the Abonginal transitional bilingual programs in
the areas of Commonwealth iunsdiction in educa-
tion.

S
'But multiculturalism is yet to succeed in

developing a set ot goals. a discourse
and related programs which could place

a in the mainstream of education:

Evolving out of this by the mid seventies, and
firmly dominant by the late 70s, was a new dis.
course. This started by proposing cultural questions
as the explanations for the situation of migrant chili
dren in schools. and ended up by targeting not
ethnic communities, but the whole of society. A key
symbolic act ol this period was the renaming of
'ethnic' or 'migrant languages as 'community' lan-
guages. This was a device to connote the greater
immediacy of these languages to their learners. in an
age when immediacy and relevance were all impor-
tant In educational rhetoric.

86

This development revealed the strong anachment
that many groups have to their languages even
when they begin to be dysfunctional in comrnunica-
rive terms. they retain and even Increase in their syrn-
bolic value as emblematic of the groups' identity.

Social reasons for teaching these languages
widely were put forward. These held that such teach-
ing would lead to intercultural tolerance. to under-
standing and these completely unsupported. but
tenaciously clung-to assertions. were added to dog-
matic statements about how the teaching of these
languages as language maintenance would over-
come educational disadvantages experience by mig-
rant children. Although it is now possible to specify
sets of circumstances where these arguments hold
true. there was then some blithe disregard of the
need to qualify many of these assertions.

. . by tar the greatest activity in minority
education since the early 1980's in

Australia has beun .iilanquage education

Many of the groups within ethnic communities
land other groups) which had been part of the equal-
ity focus of the previous period. and which denved
their policy positions front class-based analyses of
the purposes ot the migration program. opposed
strongly this incipient multiculturalist ideology.

The trend to a more culturally conception of the
place of immigrants in Australian society, and of the
problem and potential of immigrant children in
Australian schools was. however. Inexorable. By the
end ol this period. this perspective had largely if not
completely supplanted the previous one. To some
extent. this was a conscious and deliberate process.
Part of the purpose was to depoliticise the 'ethnicity
discourse to separate it from the ready association
which was made with organised labour on the basis
of unquestioned assumptions about disadvantage.
and with the forces for change in education on the
same assumptions. This separation from the socio
political advocacy of nyhts was ultimately effective
k was enshrined in the key text ol this period. the Gal
belly report This document is the exemplar of the
culturalist explanation of the phenomenon ol ethnic
ity in Australia.

The mater characteristic ol this period was file way
in which culture becalm. a ,tinniale hit

I .)
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sotto-economic or class issues in the prevailing dis-
course. The key achievements of the penod in terms
of programs were the establishment of the 'self-help'
ethos through support for ethnic schools. grants-in.
aid for welfare to community groups. and the initia-
tion of the Multicultural Education Program
designed for all students in all schools..

A significant feature of the present phase of a more
economically focussed 'hard nosed' advocacy of
multiculturalism is the reduction in emphasis on
demands and moral imperatives in the advocacy.
The equality-rights phase justified public interven-
tion in a remedial. problem-solving welfarist mode,
similar in some ways to the language-as-problem
onentation referred to above (Ruiz 1988). The 'cut.
turalisf phase reflects the language-as-right onenta-
non. though of course cultural maintenance was also
advocated. The present phase is more functional
and instrumentalist - advocates put their case in
terms of the benefits available to society at large - a
sort of incipient dealing in which the resources
'locked up' in the community could be released to
assist the nation in the urgent task of building itself a
new economy. one which is internationalist and out-
ward-looking.

At the level of policy it is clear that a major
development has taken place. For this lo be reflected
in viable educational practice for minorities. further
detailed conceptual work - and subsequently cur-
riculum development will need to take place
Already this is in evidence The three handicaps
which I identified earlier are each having to be
addressed critically and rigorously as a necessary
precondition for enabling the new rhetonc of cultural
and linguistic learning in the service of national goals
to be achieved in reality. The first task is to show the
actual and concrete interdependence between the

Concepts

The critical concepts which I would propose as telev.
ant to employ in the development of curriculum with
an internationalist orientation. and which builds on
the existing pluralism. are the following Repertoire

Jcultural. linguistic and identity); Inclusiveness lof
knowledge. bases sources. of subject content
sources. of cultural perspectives) Thresholds and
Generativeness.

Repertoire

Repertoire refers to a range of skills and knowledge
over which students have mastery. A pluralist- infer-

VOX

maintenance of minonty languages and cultures
and. either. their direct applicability to trade, com-
merce and tounsm. or the ways in which this mainte-
nance enhances the acquisition of the socio-cultural
and linguistic competencies which ate required (see
Lo Bianco 1988a). In Victona. for example. the
Minister of Education recently launched a Lan-
guages Action Plan stating:

. we are witnessing a renaissance in the
appreciation of both the intellectual and cultural
worth of knowing more than one language on the
one hand and also the eery substantial practical
and economic benefits available to individuals.
and to the whole society. through such skills . . .

For all our students - those retaining a language
other than English of family or cultural impor-
tance or those adding a second language to their
English - languages offer much. To our society
and economy language skills overlap strongly
with our multilingual population. our place in the
Asian-Pacific region and our future os a trading
nation in a multilingual world.'

'Preamble by Education Minister in
Lo Bianco 1989b.6 I

The educational task involved in these new visions
and prospects for multiculturalism requires their
refinement and direct utilisation, in addition to the
valuing and retaining of the 'skills of language and
culture. This either as an ennched base from which
students could acquire the specific cultural and lan-
guage skills which are in demand, but which are not
widely available, among the population le.g.
Japanese). or their direct use if they coincide with
practical economic needs (e.g. Chinese. Indonesian.
Italian. Spanish and German). The educational task
is. however. very much more complex than its sim-
ple assertion. At least the following is involved.
expressed in a highly generalised way

nationalist curnculum would aim to expand the
repertoire which the regular curriculum of schools
Imparts: usually attempting to inculcate loyalty to the
nation by building on local and regional identities.
An internationalist approach attempts to expand this
process. leading to the creation of an identification
with wider identities, and ultimately with the globe.
The problem which this poses is that national iden-
tity. as with many ethnic identities. is constructed on
the basis of compansons which are made between
ethnic groups and nations. Such a process. logically.
cannot occur with global identity. It must. therefore.
be built from a comparison of what its absence
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would Involve. i.e the complete absence or interne
tional awareness and cooperation. inevitably pruvid-
mg no constraints on rivalry and intense competition
for economic power. territory and prestige, with all
the negative consequences such rivalry brings
about.

The repertoire (or such a curnculuni involves both
linguistic and cultural elements. The linguistic
requirement for ensuring an internationalist locus in
curriculum is clear. Students must be able to be in
guisucally competent for the communication
demands of the modern world. or the region of the
world with which their society identifies. in Australia's
case. Europe and. increasingly. Asia.

This means the learning and use of at least one
additional language. A form of linguistic repertoire
already exists for all speakers of language. and with
the addition of the internationalist perspective. this
may be represented as follows:

Li - L2
D1 St D 02 St D
R1 R2 Rst

a.-

Ll and L2 refer to the first and second language of
a speaker. LI being the mother tongue.

Lw refers to a world language which may be one
of the official languages of the United Nations sys-
tem. or in Australia's specific Case could be one(Aihe
maior Asian languages Chinese. Indonesian Malay.
Japanese or Korean

I.n means any other languages including 'dead
languages whose learning may be justified for ad
tural. intellectual or other reasons

01 and SID refer to the dialect varieties of studentsits
where these are dine tent It is widely accepted that
learners should be helped to ottani sonlrol sane Mali
lard forms of then language without stigmatising in
lenigrating Men uuytnal rhalei t WHIM: his means

all expansion ril then dialect lopertuns. with deal

Lw -I- (Optional Ln)

Figure 1

1

awareness about which is appropnate for what use.
to whom and when

RI. R2. Rst relers to the 'registers one, two arid
standard registers appropriate for formal use A revs.
ter is a stylistic description of language at a smaller
level than dialect. Schools have always played the
role of expanding and widening the linguist c regis-
ters controlled by students.

'In Australian education a good start has
been made in policy and also in practice

in responding positively to societal
pluralism.'

It is clear from this very bnel description that lin.
guistically, a student is assisted by schooling to
expand his or her linguistic repertoire at all levels.
Indeed. this happens throughout society in many
cultures by the induction of young people into differ-
ent activities as they grow older Schooling does this
in a more formal way although it is often not done
consciously or explicitly. For non-English speaking
background children the process is both more com-
plex and, usually, more difficult. Utilising pluralism as
a beginning for constructing an internationalist focus

curricula involves making the linguistic repertoire
expansion explicit and universal.

The following idealised. diagramancally presented
example, may serve to clarify the point. For Austra
han horn students of Italian background, say. from
the Veneto region these stages would be as shown
us Figure I If this idealised student attains fluency
in Italian and English. his her linguistic repertoire

look as depicted in Figure 2.

This notion of 'repsrued attempts to incorporate
the snow cultural range ui the individual's life This

I(' it) Cilital range 01 experience is marked by Ian
gUage VandliOnS

HOME LEARNING and SCHOOL LEARNING

L1

R1 D1
Veneto at
home

L2

R1 .1. 01
Informal
learning
of child
English

L2 as L1

Al + D1
Australian
English

Lr as 1.1

Rst + Dst
Standard
Australian
English of
formalised
registers

Li as I-2

Rst + Oat
Learning
of Italian
as a
standard
language
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ITALIAN
L I learned as 12 at

school but maintained as D1 at home

venero - Standard Italian the
the registers of Veneto formalised registers
used in family situations of the standard

language used in
formal situations

PLUS

ENGLISH
Australian English Standard Australian
informal varieties English formal

varieties

Figure 2

The into nationalist perspective emends the reper-
1, me Moller It ..ould do this by requiring the learning
If an Asian language. Esperanto or an additional
major world language It ought to aim. however. to
ertend an existing repertoire rather than replace
r imponents of it with a dominant and imposed Ian
ruage 13y doing this it will be empowering students
with a linguistic range' appropriate to the full gamut
, a pi Issible sic cultural contexts

continue with the above example this could he
represented as in Figure A

%At/EN/Wily multicultural education as preparing
for Australia's world and regional participation ought
in involve the expansion of the cultural and identity
epertoni" 01 students in a sandal wav to the 12wan-

-ion in their linguistic range descnbed above
Although this may be largely the task of the social
ducation component n1 the curriculum to be really
effective n will need to permeate the whole cur
nculum. indeed, the whole school The schools
teacher and student policies, administrative prac-
tices. as well as its rumculum and pedagogy, must

Figure 3

Vox

reflect its Ideals 01 being pluralistic. multicultural and
internationalist for students and the broader commu-
nity to perceive not only that it is desirable - but that
it is possible to aspire caustically to the ideals

Cultural and identity repertoire are. hosvever. edu-
cationally more du ficult toconceptualise than linguis-
tic repertoire and possibly. more difficult to bnny
about. Cultural and identity repertoire are more
abstract. amorphous concepts and Iherelore harder
to achieve in practice They lollow the same path
however the educational process is similar It
begins by strengthening the foundation which stu
dents gain in their lamely contexts and recognising
that, although these are appropriate and necessary
or some contexts. they are inadequate for others

The diagrammatic representation in Figure 4 may
express this idea

The lust refers to the cultural and social identifica-
tion of individuals to their immediate family or geog.
raphic group or even to a larger group or construct
but one which is smaller than the nation. The second
to the nation -slate. the third to any voluntarily
adopted additional cultural or social-identity learn
rig which an individual may do te.g. an Anglo-
Australian becoming an enthusiast for Chinese cul-
ture or converting to Islam or adopt.ng the lifestyle.
culture and world view of the Balineset. Po.sit re
though including such attachments in the lives of
individuals may be. it is not internationalism This tat
ter ICsv - het refers to the cultural knowledge. skills
and attitudes appropriate to the positive identifica-
tion with the globe It does not come about through
comparamg the -cultural uffenngs- of nations. rank-
mg them. and on the basis of an individuals prefer
ences or predilections. adding one or two to ones
own. It comes about. rather through realising the
practical interdependence t financial. economic.
strategic. cultural etc. I of nations in the modern
world, the impossibility and futilitY of ranking cut
tures in a ngid way and the senous need for inter-
nationalist identities to be inculcared In luture lead
ors. It comes about through realising the dire political
consequences of having no 'global consciousness

Veneto + Australian English + Standard Italian Ln Spanish/Japanese
local-contexts national contexts 4- extended contexts + World/regional contexts

Figure 4

local
contexts

C2 adopted
national + or extra +
contexts 12 contexts

C3 required Cw
extra

13 contexts lw

On
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And the positive benefits of promoting such a con-
sciousness In Australia's case it would tap the
immediately evident need for what has come to be
called Asia-literacy or Asia-awareness on the part of
business people, politicians and. even. ordinary citi
zens. by building on a general cultural-awareness
and positive appreciation o[ diversity in Australia.
Both would need to be steps in the broader inculca
non of s more internationalist consciousness

Inclusiveness

Inclustueness is easier to descnbe than repertoire. By
this concept is meant that. as far as it is practically
possible, the internationalist curnculum would
derive its sources of knowledge from a wide range of
pos. a lines. it would include cuitural perspectives.
perceptions and interpretations of phenomena hem
a wide range of sources: it would contain subject
matter content valued by a wide range of cultures. It
would not be so blind as to say that the only valuable
knowledge is that which derives from explicitly saen
tific processes. Ii would attempt to tap the stocks of
knowledge valued. not only by a range of cultures.
but by the different processes whereby knowledge
has been created. It would attempt to contain differ-
ent interpretations of phenomena, ideas, and 'real-
ity'. as well as to say things about how these -litre/
ences have emerged and what is negative positive
about them. It would shirk extreme cultural
relativism but should not be absolutist.

iamall.MIMPONN1111

This choice could well determine if the
new 'tiara-nosed' nxducuuw atism rill

note revitalise nit tt ['Cultural nem Minn or
he its swan song.

It ought not be the responsibility solely of the
social education component of cumcula that this
inclusiveness comes about. liar ought it be 'reduced'
nr contained in a new ur different sublet[ or unit such
as anthropology, or theory of knowledge. The
inclusivity of the curriculum must charactense both
the planned and unplanned learning experiences.

e. the explicit and the 'hidden curriculum as well as
the teacher employment policies. the administrative
arrangements, the social activities, the organisational
structures and so on.

Again, to prevent this becoming overly theoretical
nr generalised the educational ptinclples on which It
is bated are that the abstract and distant concepts are

derived and built from the concrete experiences of
the students. They are the point of departure. Mov-
ing out to encompass distant ideas must always
mean being secure in the point of departure. The
pluralism of Australia's classrooms would be among
the nchest possible of starting points

Thresholds

The third concept is the idea of thresholds. By this is
meant the general idea that to attain a target point
which the school, the student, or the community
may desire in new knowledge, skills and attitudes. it
is often necessary to attain thresholds of knowledge.
skills and attitudes. This idea is based on the belief
that there is an interdependence between existing
knowledge and desired knowledge The successful
learning of a second language is widely held to be.
and has been shown to be. greatly enhanced when
it is taught on the sound basis of knowledge of the
first language. The argument here is that this is likely
to be also true of cultural identification and of
attitudes. generalised socio-cultural awareness
emerging from biculturalism which is challenged to
go further For these reasons it is vital to reinforce the
identity of students if we are to then ask them to yo
beyond it

Generativeness

By this term I mean the idea of imparting knowledge.
skills and attitudes which can themselves generate
further skills in. and knowledge of. culture and lan-
guage. The curnculum must be able to impart knowl-
edge about how to acquire new knowledge so that
the students can themselves extrapolate. generalise
and hypothesise about the knowledge which is
potentially available to them. but which has not yet
been imparted to them In this way. a limited amount
of knowledge and skills ran generate the acquisition
of further knowledge and skills. This will mean work
ing with students to uncover the pnnaples which
underlie facts or data. in ask the 'why' questions in
response w the 'whets'. The linguistic and cultural
diversity of the population is again the crucial starting
point. The omnibus notions ul culture which have
heen a feature of multicultural polirt. along with
the static material-culture dvfnutir OS fall precisely in
that they are not able to generate brooder sociocul
tura! awareness. The purpose of such programs
ought not lust be to reinforce or holster self esteem
for minority children nor simply to Inculcate post,
nue attitudes In them and In masonry Children. but
rather to also Impart cultural knowledge which is
analytical and criticial

L /
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Addressing the obstacles

If it were possible for the newly emergent claims
about Australia's pluralism to genuinely revitalise
multicultural education then a more systematic edu
cational and curriculum analysis is needed This
would need to devise a generative notion of culture
in the Walls descnbed above. and link this to the
skills. knowledge and awareness children briny to
school In so doing the 'identity-self-esteem' goal
which was Important in the culturalist conception of
multicultural education would therefore be accom
modated. Such a conceptualisation would inevitably
respond to the more broadly socially ennching and
tolerance-promoting objectives of the culturalist per-
spective as well. The equity rationale would also be
addressed ,MCC minonty childreris background,
assume a new and more positively valued role Such
an approach would also assist in overcoming at least
some of the aspects of the public-pnvate
since the outcomes being advocated are clearly uiii
versal and would be properly included in the cur-
riculum of all schools

This conflict would be relegated to history's filing
cabinet since the prevailing assumption in niter-
nationalist cumcula. which builds on multi-cul-
turalism. is that the mainstream is thoroughly
involved in this approach. and any private efforts
organised to the same end merely reinforce the gen-
eral activity. The cultures and latruages of minority
groups. if seen as resources to he conserved. valued
and built-on become cognitive and attitudinal
advantages. allowing children the heightened pu.si-
Nay of generalising and expanding further to meet
the sell-perceived needs of the nation for a culturally
and linguist's ally inure adaptable, skilled and sop his
ticated ormutation Rather than merely having >pe-
t die cultural background, reinforced. the very con
opt 01 culture. including as universality and its adap

IIVE and functional IJh,uauer. would be stressed as
well This WI P111(1 have the viiptess goal of producing
,tudents who are awaie not only ol the surface differ
owes ui culture, but also of the deeper role which
culture plays in group 111.1 More competent and
adaptable nu livaluals would ho the arm 01 this mare
critical knowledge

Smoke/ has expressed similar ideas in the follow
lug way

Austin/la cannot adopt an isolationist stance ul
relation to its external or internal cultural environ
went Our geographical location in Asta and the
Pacific region carries with tt cultural, as well as
trade implications Otherwise we remain an how
tutted quest, never a member of this particular
grouping of nations The future of our economic

VOX

links with f.nr rpe lh clearly related to Australia
being regarded run as a stranger, but as a country
twill close ancestral end cultural links, and there-
fore deserving the status of a 'family member
This wolves reaugninon that the strands of
Australian ruhure still reach out to the countries of
our origin and that tic /IOW to build upon our
manifold heritage by moulding it into a uniquely
Ausi reboil tradition The crystallisation of such a
tradition 1s most likely to succeed iria resilient soci-
ety - a society which releases the fullest possible
creative potential of all Australians by trusting its
(warns to be Australians nor only in political, but
also vl cultural terms ISmohcz 1988:101

Multiculturalism conceived of in these ways
becomes a domestic 'modelling' of internationalism.
But multiculturalism is yet to succeed in developing
a set of goals. d discourse and related programs
which could place it at the mainstream of education.
Had it been able to anticipate and incorporate the
national need for responding to cultural studies lan-
guages which are important for economic reasons
I especially Asian studies) by regarding these as
interdependent with the response to pluralism
among the population: and to Australian studies as
the need for a distinctively 'national' ethos to per-
vade our education. and Aboriginal studies as a
unique and ancient interpretation of our continent.
important not only for reasons of social justice but for
self-knowledge too. it could have become the
organising conceptual framework for cultural and lin-
guistic learning generally There is still this potential
Indeed by far the greatest activity in minority educa
non since the early 1980s in Australia has been in lan-
guage education community language teaching.
bilingual teaching, Aboriginal languages. ESL and
related curriculum developments. The public agita-
tion for concerted government action on these mat.
;ins resulted in a two war investigation of the issue
by the Senate. the adoption of a National Policy on
Languages I Lo Bianco 9871 and complementary
stale policies in Vicinna. South Australia. Western
Australia and New South Wales, Queensland is in
the process of producing policies at present as is the
Australian Capital Territory Tasmania and the North-
ern Territory have less comprehensive language
sialenients. but statements which are supportive
Language policy has taken its own direction
although it too obligatorily genuflects before both
pluralism and the exigencies of trade and geo-pollii
cal Imperatives

Multicultural advocacy is now putting lanyard
sl language learning as an 'apprenticeship' in
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language learning in the way Hawkins (19811
argues. i e a keeping alive of the mental machinery
or language learning so Mai. as a bilingual. i he
learner can more efficiently and successiully acquire
Languages u e languages required by the society at a
later time but unpredictable eddied because as a
bilingual the student has an enriched capacity to

Conclusion

To be lurmulated and accepted in this way. language
and cultural programs for minonties lace at least one
motor difficulty and at least two risks The difficulty is
that the new way of conceiving 01 the issues may be
rather too abstract. indirect and long term to appeal
to governments and police makers who are some-
times apt to settle for expedient political responses to
the social and educational demands which confront
them It may also be too idealised The two risks are
that the cultural mmonty groups could repudiate the
ideas arguing that thee layour more the interests of
the state and less the interests of the society's con-
stituent groups. The other nsk is that policy makers
could appropriate the more hard nosed rationales
for pluralistic education and exploit the support
offered by minorities lor them to give excessive
emphasis to the economic and nationally deter-
mined outcomes. and make only token gestures
towards the role and needs of children of minonty
backgrounds

The alternative. unfortunately. is to believe that
there is little interdependence and that the pluralism
it the society is as much a problem as it is a resource

Appendix

Be origin. the Australian population comprises the
following elements

Abongmes and Torres Strait Islanders. cornpnsing
approximately I 'tithe total population.
People Irom United Kingdom and Ireland back.
grounds of three or more generations and com-
posing approximately 011":. of the total popula-
tion.

Australians horn non English speaking back-
grounds of three or more generations ago com
prising approximately 5'';, of the population.

First and second generation English speaking
background Australians rompnsing approxi-
mately the total population.

learn. having already learned how to master a lan-
guage A similar interdependence could be mounted
Mr cultural learning In these ways status is given ur
bilingualism biculturalism. but the curnculuin
teqUires students to go tuilua and generalise.
extrapolate and keep learning

Multiculturalism would then atrophy. and increas-
ingly become a 'sop to the ethnics - cultural
pluralism becoming a resalualised, occasional arkv-
ity pursued in education only lor atavistic purposes -
or become fully relegated to the pnvate domain.
because the economic and practical imperatives for
cultural and language learning are strong and
immediate.

In Australian education a good start has been
made in policy and also in practice !albeit to a more
limited degree I in resp Kling positively to societal
pluralism. A crucial crossroads is being faced - one
pointing wholly pnvate the other public unless the
interaction between the domestic pluralism and the
externally onented cultural and linguistic demands is
accepted and the interdependence descnbed. much
good work will be lost. The language used to talk
about the Issue will in itself signal the prospects and
influence the direction

This choice could well determine II the new hard
nosed multiculturalism will help revitalise multicul
rural education or be tic swan song.

Second generattn Australians of non-English
speaking background comprising approximately
817, of the total population. and

First generation Australians of non-English speak-
ing background comprising approximately 12
of the total population ICAAIP 1987 III

Despite being the sixth largest of n. sons. Australia
has a population of only lb million people which is.
however. highly urbanised. being concentrated in a
string of cities hugging the fertile south-eastern coast-
al strip from Brisbane to Adelaide.

Sydney and Melbourne alone. with a few of their
smnlhles. account Inr nal tar off half the iotal papule-
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non With a population growth law of 1 86");
1986. an histoncally low level which is declining and
further. Australia is growing, but only slowly corn
pared with developing nations. especially its nearc,t
neighbours such as Indonesia. but is growing quickly
compared with other developed nations such as the
Federal Republic ol Germany whsle 1 e populationlion
is declining in absolute numbers I width, estimates
are at about 1.87 births per woman. more than
below long-term replacement Relative w popula
tam size. the immigration 'Make 41 pioteewd
140600 new arrivals lor 19891 is the laigesi 111 any
country in the world Relative to population.
Australia has one ol the largest loteign but it comps
nents In 198o one in limy live Australians was born
overseas. as tar as the labour three Is concerned.
Australia has the highest !important .dove! seas horn
workers of any COUllind anti than 1,1 ad In absolute
terms the overseas born population .i 4 million is
the 111th largest 01 all countnes behind the USA 114 1
million): France (55 millionI. the Federal Republic
of Germane (4 4 million-. and Canada (3.9 Shan)
iCAAIP.passiml

Translating the population onyins into languages
first spoken. it emerges that about Mr) of the popu-
lation is native English speaking The remaining per
centage is divided among a large number tit groups.
the largest being Italian. followed in order he Greek.
the languages 01 Yugoslavia. German. Dutch.
Arabic. Chinese languages. Polish, Maltese.
Spanish. French and Vietnamese None of the 150
Abonginal languages still spoken commands mole
than 31E0 speakers. the maiontv are not spoken he
children iDILGEA. 1'487t

As Fest commented

'when the Shush first arrived Australia II IS valets-
fated that there were approximately 260 Ian
guages betray spoken bananas pat dialectal uwl
1111011 at between 500 and 600 The results of a
survey in 1979 (n( that only 115 in these kin

laws then remained The Inalonty had fess than
500 speakers and thane languages stood tin the
verge of earn uthon Ti e &wary al id f tale v of the
deaths of 145 languages el 186 years will be licad
to match elsewhere in the world t 1987 131

h is usual to descnbe Australian pluralism in Ian
(page terms - firstly because ol the nature ol the
1111M11410 lion or( agram which tias in the past recoiled
exclusively Irom Cluisuan white Europe whew a
tnalOr intergroup distinguishing leature has been Ian
(page. and secondly because of the cenualite ol Ian
gunge ur Aboriginal culture and spintual file Tins has
meant that language policies have been the duthin
ant feature of the multicultural policies which have
recently been adopted since the abandonment "1
essimilationisl polities In the early to Mid -107fls

VOX

A significant indicator ol the trends in cultural
behaviour are the trends in language use. They are.
in addition to the more extreme case of Aboriginal
languages noted above. very clear trends. The many
languages used daily in Australia by non-English
speaking groups can be grouped as follows.

15"))11 7 million people) of Australia's population
aged 15 and over have a language other than
English as their first language.

01 the 1 7 million people of non-English speaking
background. 85% were born outside Australia
Allot groups of non-English speakers and their
numbers are as follows

Italian
Greek

440 776
22/167

German 165 633
Dutch 110 540
Polish 86 016
Chinese 85 000
Arabic 77565
Croatian 65 882
Maltese 60 000
Spanish 56 500
Vietnamese 27252
Serbian 27000

Of these 1 7 million people. 90"), speak the first
language socially. 75":. speak it at home. 50Th
Teak it elsewhere. 35M speak it at work People
liom Southern Europe or MiddleEastern coun-
tnes or Vietnam generally use their first language
much more Imr. 90Th) than people f mi North
ern Europe 120Th .30";.1 or those of Chinese on
gin 130%)

01 all immigrants from non English speaking
background. some 95") are able to speak English
and 88";) state they have some acquired English
through English classes. one-third through infor-
mal contacts !socially or at world. one third
hrough schooling

()I the 1 7 million people aged 15 and over with a
In-English language first spoken

2 4"/. have not acquired any English and
have acquired no other language.

22.5"), acquired one non-English language.
75"/) acquired two non-English languages.

.14Th acquired three or mote non-English
cinguages

I or polok with English as a language first spa.
ken. the most popularly acquired non English Ian
guages were French. German and Italian tin tine
Met although over the last few years there has

been a surge in interest in studying Asian Inn
flimsies, principally. Japanese'.

OA
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Of persons aged 15 years and over. 9 428 800
spoke English only as their first language.

Of ilia total number people with English as the
language Iasi spoken:

10.2% of these people acquired one non-
English language.

2 4";, acquired two non - English speaking lan-
guages.

110% acquired three or more languages. and

86.6% acquired no other languages

Based un Ilw LingUage 7,1.11Veg conducted by the Austra-
lian &lean nl !valour-. Moo VMS quoted Lu Bianco.
1987 2425/

In comparing the trends between the 1976 census
which included a question about languages used
regulailY and the ing(7 census which sought infor-
mation about languages used in the home. Clyne
has noted that there has been significant increase in
the number of speakers of Chinese. Arabic and
Macedonian. Vietnamese. Filipino languages.
Spanish. Maltese. Portuguse and Polish. The shift
away from the use of minority languages has. how-
ever. accelerated from some groups. especially the
longer established European communities.

During 1987 the Commonwealth government
adopted a National Policy on Languages which has.
as a maior goal. the encouragement of widespread
bilingualism including the learning of languages of
economic and strategic significance. especially Asian
languages. and the maintenance of the languages of
the popubnion.

During 1988 the Commonwealth government
also strongly endorsed its multiculturalisl
philosophy. Although in 1947 Australia embarked
on its immigration program partly to deny its proxim-
1.9 to Asia. at the official level in the late 1980s both
immigration and economic directions are linking the
nation to Asia in strong ways.
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Asian Studies in Australia
and Some Overseas Comparisons
By Elaine McKay

Flow many Australians have really come 10 terms
with the significance of our geographic proxismtv to
Asia. to our economic dependence on trade with
Asia or to the cultural diversity and richness ol the
thought worlds ol Asia? Only in terms at military
strategy has Asia impinged on our collective con
sciousness. Aided to this area of military threats.
there is the legacy of the Cold War. even when the
perceived enemy then Was not in fact in Asia despite
propaganda to the contrary, but was the USSR

We have been touched by three waves ol k uncern
for teaching Asian studies and Asian languages since
the end of the second World War The first was in the
1950s when Indonesian language teaching was
established at Melbourne and Sydney universities
and in what was then the Canberra University Col-
lege Outer part of the ANU when the Asian Studies
Faculty was established) Ultimately Indonesian lan-
guage teaching found its way into schools_

In 1970 Professor Auchmuty in a report. The
Teaching of Asian Languages and Cultures. recom-
mended that Asian languages be treated with 'panty
of esteem' with European languages. Tne Common-
wealth created the Asian Studies Coordinating Com-
mittee and gave it a budget of Sim over five years. A
major Japanese language course for schools was
developed and other resources for tcaching about
Asian cultures were published. A scheme of trays,
grants for teachers to go to Asia was initiated. But
when the budget expired, new resources were given
to other pnonty areas in education. in particular. to
multicultural education. Many Psian studies teachers
in schools and colleges were then subsumed under
this rubric. many others slipped out of the systems.

WEIS Yelsam

'Not only does Australia conduct more
than half its trade with Asian countries.

.ve are losing a proportion of that trade to
more enterprising and skilful traders from

other Wester n countries:

It is no coincidence that this third wave ol Asian
studies should have arisen in the 1980s. Asia is now
the fastest growing economic region in the world.
Not only does Australia conduct more than half Its
trade with Asian countries. we are losing a propor-
tion of that trade to more unterpnsing and skilful trod
ers from other Western countries both from North
America and the European Economic Community
The rationale for the Asian Studies Council's
National Strategy Is based on this economic imperil
tive though there are signs that earlier purely
instrumentalist motives, attractive to the present goy-
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are being modified by the concerns of
educationalists who. alter all. must deliver the policy
in the classrooms

Despite these three waves of concern for Asian
Niudtes. we are All agreed that our collective ignor-
ance about the region is appalling. Yet on this occa.
'tom I want to make some international comparisons
to give us some perspective on the state of Asian
-,tudies in Australia These compansons throw light
on some of our at hievements and we may find more
energy in well placed pride than on a constant diet of
gloom and doom, energy on which to build a more
rounded education program

If Australia has been caught unprepared for the
rapid developments in the Asian region. so too have
other Western countries During his recent study
leave taken at the OECD Development Centre in
Pans. Associate Professor Derek Healey from the
Department of Economics at the University of
Adelaide was studying some of the changes in the
world economy as a result of Japan's emergence as
the world's major creditor and the UnitedStates. rele-
gation to becoming the world's major debtor. He
writes: 'That such a transformation of world
economic (and hence. ultimately. political) roles
should have occurred within the last three years is a
remarkable fact of our era. still not fully grasped by
academics or the world at large. Certainly in Europe
I found scant awarene a of the strength of the Pacific
Basin countries and of the economic and political
power shifts involved. away from Europe and North
Amenca. What did exist in Europe was a vague fear
of the 'Far East (yes. the Eurocentnc term is still
used even in the official documentation of the
OECD) and a determination to prevent imports from
economically more efficient Japan and the Asian
NIEs (the newly industnalised economies ol the
Republic of Korea. Hong Kong. Taiwan and Singa-
pore soon to be joined by Thailand and Malaysia):
(Healey. 1989. 7)

The conclusion Healey draws for European
societies' general response to Asia is naturally
reflected in their education systems. Almost no
schools in the United Kingdom. continental Europe
and the United States teach any Asian languages
One hundred and six schools in Victona alone teach
an Asian language.

This gives us a perspective on the study of Asia
and its languages in Australia

Although In 1987 only 2 2% of Australian children
studied an Asian language at war 12. this was prop
ortionately and absolutely more than in any other
Western country Although our teachers rightly corn
plain that their books are out-nf -date and their teach
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my resources are Inadequate. Australia has in its
leaching service more accumulated skills and wis-
dom on the teaching of Asian societies and lan-
guages than any other Western teaching service. No
other school system in the world has an exchange
scheme. of ficially recognised and financially sup-
ported. with an Asian country such as exists between
the Northern Territory and Indonesia whereby not
only teachers but students spend extended periods
of time in each otheri schools. Furthermore. the
scheme has been in existence for seventeen years
Education authorities in Canada believe the
-Japanese course produced in Australia by Professor
Alfonso is the best that exists It was written in the
1970s

This store of knowledge and practice takes Years
to accumulate It has been accumulated by a tar
sighted and dedicated few working for the most part
in an unsympathetic. even hostile environment.
often in isolation. Their work has received little or no
recognition between waves of brief official
enthusiasm

'Australia has in its teaching service more
accumulated skills and wisdom on the

teaching of Asian societies and
languages than any other Western

teaching service.

'fltdae. as the wave of rhetoric again rises in favour
ot Asian studies. we have an invaluable base of
people, knowledge and resources on stitch to build
In Asian studies terms. they represent 'national (was
ures' That they are so lew should not be a matter for
the condemnation too of ten targeted at them but a
matter For amazement and congratulation In fact. let
us set aside condemnation altogether and let us
reflect on the principles which should he drawn from
this expenence.

The first principle which must he learned is that
mconsistent and unsustamed government policies
are quite simply a waste ol money. A commitment to
the study of Asia and its Ifinguages must he a coin
'nullity and a national commitment it must be hi
partisan at both state and Commonwealth levels It

trust he a commitment which hoes deep into the
educational bureaucracies, it must is a be tied to
appointments which are political first and Asian sec
rind Of at Atli If this is not the case a change ol guy
ernment means a change of personnel or a blocking
s a sections work, and accumulated wisdom is lost
it frustrated again There are plenty ol experienced
teachers and administrators who saw the wave ol

enthusiasm for Asian studies in the 1970s and who
are reserving Judgement on this present wave
Rhetoric and brief. inadequate dedication of
iesources are an ineffective antidote for cynicism.

The second pnnaple Les in the valuing of teachers
and in the recognition that nothing will change in the
classroom without a combination of factors to sup-
port teachers work In the first place. Asian lan-
guages and studies must be given adequate time on
the timetable One or two periods a week or an
option against a particularly popular subsea will not
do The recent Inquire into Asia in Australian Higher
Education reters to Australia as a society of 'failed
language learners- II we look closely at the timetabl
mg ot languages in Glades 7 and $ in many of our
schools. we find only one or two pennds a week
devoted to any one language. though students may
he studying Iwo languages In some schools. a differ
eat language is offered in each term ot semester m
Glade 7 based on a rationale of tittering a 'taste of
more than one so that students will later make a
more 'informed' choice. If language is indeed what is
taught in these units. then it is a waste of tune
Rather, as suggested by Charlesworth 9S81 and
Neustupne 1198Fl. students would be more produc
Lively engaged if they were first to dip into the culture
of the group and to postpone the study of the Ion
guage until thee are -sufficiently motivated to tackle
with enthusiasm the task ot learning to speak and
understand the language and read and write the hiss
mum), as the 'code system- for probing more civet*
into that culture Currinlatet. on Foreign
yuages quoted by Charlesworthl

This ordering al culture and language sitidas
should not be read as either or. Effective studies of
other cultures should be comprehensive in their
embrace and involve mastering the language. a
thorough understanding of the dynamics ol the son
ow its politics and economy and first hand expert
nice in the country or culture of the study. All this
however is t he ultimate goal. along the road there are
many staying posts Only a few students will make
ynod progress towards mastery of the language.
although the number may be many more than V.t, in
Australia have come to expect. We have a picture of
ourselves as monolingual. lacking incentive and
somehow even lacking m talent Inc foreign language
learning We have a picture of foreign language
learning as di( ficult and of Asian languages learning
as extremely dilficult. Thus we find ourselves mile
unprepared for the recent enormous demand for
Japanese language lent ning both m schools and in
tertiary institutions

This bongs us to he third principle which we can
deduce hum t event c.speneery % MUM clank
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Increased business hints between Asia and Australia indicate a growing need tar Minn languages enacatinn in Australia
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intellectual satisfaction. Teacher incentive schemes
involving teacher exchanges. subsidized summer
school programs or in-country travel and study are
attractive rewards (or teachers. The well-known Bay
Area Global Education Program I BAGEPI in Caitlin
ma and a new and similar program. the Consortium
for Teaching Asia and the Pacific in Schools (CTAPS
in Hawaii have some of these features They also
work on the pnnciple of teachers teaching leachers
with academics (alter the initial training). playing a
secondary support and management rule

It has been tound in in-service programs that Ow
teachers' commitment is sustained when the pray
ram they are teaching is under pinned by an auk u
bated I not simply implied' philosophy of teaching
Part of the time devoted to in-service programs is
well-spent when either the program's philosophy is
explained and teachers are given time to come to
terms with it. or when time and discussion are
devoted to teachers informing, developing and
articulating their own philosophy of teaching The
conviction thus developed will sustain teachers
through the vicissitudes of school life and help to
ensure that a program does not simply fade away
under competing pressures of sports competitions.
AIDS campaigns and learning to cope with changing
assessment procedures.

In my recent inquiries overseas into intercultural
sometimes Asian) studies programs :his featu re - an

articulated philosophy of teaching - was usually not
present. In addition. in most places teachers did not
have a very sound academic background in Asian
uldiect matter. Some have had lust -hand expen-

e nce as volunteers abroad or as Peace Corps work-
ers. but unless this expenence is supplemented by
well-balanced reading. it may be no better than a lat-
ter day version of teaching about the natives.
Although I am sure there are many teachers in
Australia who are required to teach about Asian
countries without any academic background. there
are manv others who have had sustained study of
Asian history or geography in particular, in their
undergraduate programs. This adds a great deal of
-trengili to programs in Australia. Recruitment
policies in the future in all the relevant disciplines and
social studies should ensure that some members of
the team have all academic background in Asian
content

Let me turn now to content - the filth principle
There was a time in the seventies when teacher
educators were wont to say it s not the content that
matters. its the process' 01 course this was a reac-
tion tr, an earlier lime when all that seemed to matter
..vas the content In I he eighties. having decided that
t hildren should learn about cultures other than their
mai we must he explicit about the fact that the

Chinese culture. for example. is more important to
Australian children than the Nigerian or the
Guatemalan cultures At the same time, we need to
make decisions about what content is of most worth
The answer lies in the content which best informs the
understandings we want our children to develop.
these will be dillerent (or dil ferent age groups so that
in primary and middle school. family life, inter per-
a ;nal relationships. work and sex roles might be
appropriate while economics and industrial or
loruign relations would not be appropriate until
senior high school

'Today, as the wave of rhetoric again rises
in favour of Asian studies, we have an
Invaluable base of people, knowledge

ano resources on which to build.'

sMiNiNI .1ISSEMINSM

As in the past in Australia. so too in all Western
countries. culture studies dominate the few courses
which address Asia. Since very little time is spent on
any one culture the level of understanding is superfi-
cial in the extreme and the danger of reinforcing
stereotypes is profound. Only in British senior his-
tory courses and in certain British and European
development education units is a depth of under-

and.ng likely to be achieved. At senior levels in
some places in the United States. economics or
'economics in an international context has very
recently appeared, perhaps to add a hard edge to the
pap which too often masquerades as culture studies.

My recent experience overseas had led me to sev-
eral conclusions about Asian studies in Australia. We
are perhaps better placed than any other Western
country in the world to teach about Asia. to develop
an expertise in that teaching and to produce
resources (albeit modified) which could find a mar-
ket around the world. Considerable interest was
expressed overseas in my own protect. funded by
the Asian Studies Council. to produce computer
based resources for teaching about Asia in schools.
At the moment however. the United Kingdom and
Europe are preoccupied with 1991 and teaching
about each other There are only small pockets of
interest in India as a 'development case study or
South Asian and Turkish cultures as migrant or
refugee cultures in a multicultural context.

Schools in the United States. which have not been
good in the past at looking outwards now believe
they must cover the world Thirty -eight of the fifty.
Iwo status have 'mandated' the internationalization
of their curnculum but anart (torn Asia. they believe
that Africa. Latin America and the Middle East must
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also be seen to receive time. California lor twenty
Years. and in Hawaii -.caning in 1988. programs have
been established to improve the teaching about Asia
And these changes have stimulated political comer
vatives tocampaignagainst this policy as unpatriotic!

Canada is Janus-laced. one lace looking across
the Atlantic to Europe. the other across the Pacific to
Asia British Columbia is half -way through a three
year program he promoting N E Asian studies in
schools and fur the inseryfiring til its teachers.

1.Ve are perhaps better placed than any
Other Western country in the world to

!each about Asia. to develop an expertise
dn that teachina and to produce

i'sourres miler could find a market
around the world:

Enthusiasm is high C112m over three years has
been devoted to the program There is a rapid
Increase in the teaching of both Japani.se and
Chinese languages in some ways, the enthusiasm in
British Columbia has the qualities of malt qty evident
in Australia in the 19; Os But there are important fed
lures which will probably sustain thee efforts The
first is the amount 01 the resources being devoted to
their Asia-Pc-talc program Although money is not
everything. the sums Involved suggest a degree of
government commitment which is lacking in
Australia. The population of British Columbia is less
I han that of the state of Victoria Secondly, their poi
ice is being built on the mulncultural programs of the
19711s in a way which suggests matunty and a society
more secure in its multi- culturalism than isAustralias
II is outward -looking. building on its very sizeable
immigrant groups which come from all regions of
Asia It is unambiguous about its vision of its I ()wrens
Icing in the Asian region Sadly. I do not think that
Australia has such a 'ear commitment to its future in
the region Ii is Cliflilh ay not Vet reflected ants edJca
non sesions

VOX

I have concentrated on a companson of school
systems. I have done this because we must get it nght

the schools d this present wave in favour of Asian
Studies is to succeed in raising our understanding of
Asian societies and their languages in an on-going
way.

The schools are so important because there is now
a demand and an enthusiasm there which must be
met. Parents are now insisting that schools teach
Asian languages. Sadly, fi is more likely (though not
exclusively) to be in pnvete rather than in govern.
merit schools. One I know of is in the process of
establishing a study centre in Malaysia to give its stu-
dents Iasi hand experience and is encouraging its
teachers to take postgraduate studies to prepare
them for their work in the region.

The second reason why schools are so important
is that if we want an 'Asia conscious society we must
depend on the schools (and the medial to produce it.
and thirdly. if we want to produce Asian expertise
Irom our Universities we must have students at ter-
nary level who have a head-start in Asian languages
and familianty with the background of the region.
Only then can we hope that, alter 3-4 years of ter-
tiary study. we will have significant numbers of
people who are truly proficient in an Asian language,
( in the way to being truly Asia literate
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Languages for the Professions:
Linguistic and Cultural Presuppositions
By Anne McLaren arid Helen rabble

Fast disappearing are the days when a masters
graduate with a degree in loruign language could nut
purchase an icecream or make a telephone call in the
language studied. This is not to say that standards of
masters graduates were low but rather that the stu
dents' preoccupation with literary criticism lull them
no time to develop elementary social and corn
municative skills in the chosen language

As language courses in higher education swift li
from a focus on the study of a civilization through
mainly literary texts to a locus on general wm
municauve skills. Including those preparing students
for careers in specific prolessions. what do we gain
and what do we lose? The famous scholar of the Mid
die East, Edward Said, wrote in Onentalism that one
of the hallmarks of recent Amencan study of the
Onent was its stress on facts and 'singular avoidance
of literature (1978. p. 291). The effect of this omis
sion according to Said is 'to keep the region and its
pec ole conceptually emasculated. reduced to "a t-
tituoes-."trends-,"stalistics-. in short. dehumanized'.

A grave charge indeed: Does this mean that it a
student of languages with difficult scripts such as
Chinese and Japanese learns basic communicative
skills but never reaches the stage. which may take at
least five years. where he or she can read literature
independently, that these studies will be ipso facto
'conceptually emasculated' or 'dehumanized'?
Short courses in shall we say. 'Korean for Flight
Attendants or 'Mandarin Chinese lor Acupuncture'
are undeniably narrow and utilitarian in focus. Is this
equally true for degree language programs in Busi-
ness Chinese or Business Arabic? Do such courses
allow for general cognitive development or provide a
broad intellectual environment that one expects of a
university - level course? Is there a danger that these
courses will become mere training in particular
expressions of a language as opposed to an educa-
tional opportunity for significant intellectual growth?

The stall at the Department of Language and Cul-
ture Study at Victona College have been aware of
these problems for a number or years. The Depart.
ment offers programs in twelve languages. including
ma:ors for undergraduates and NAAFI accredited
courses in interpreting and translating. Four-year
courses for double degree students in Business and
Arts with language programs in Arabic. Chinese and
Indonesian are also available. A number of support-
ing cultural studies are offered studentsof a language
such as three-year programs in Australia-Asia
Studies, AustraliaMediterranean Studies and units
in the theory and practice of interpreting and translat-
ing The research tamed out by the academic staff
complements the programs offered As well as a
range of cultural and literary studies, staff members

are also engaged in broader language protects, many
id which have attracted special funding, such as:

the discourse analysis of the language use of pro-
fessional groups such as systems analysts and the
theory of interpreting (Helen Tebblel

evaluation performance in interpreting and trans-
lation 'Adolfo Genufel
language policy inAustralia. in particular. the poll-
nes of multicultural latiguawr learning in Australia
(Dr Uldis Ozolinsi

t: hinese language used in business communica
lion I see below)

Work commenced on the Chinese Business Com-
munication Protect al 1989. It involves the collection
01 authentic business or official material from the
Peoples' Republic of China such as correspondence
and documents. the taxonoiny and analysis of such
material in order to form preliminary models ol lint
guistic usage in particular situations. and the compil-
ing ol modules of such reek's for teaching purposes
The Victonan Education Foundation has awarded
Victona College $215 (IOU over a three-year period
to a multi-disciplinary team conninsing Dr Lin Li, Dr
Anne McLaren. Mr Andrew Endrey. Dr Gloria Davis
Ms Heien Tebble, Mr Andrew Treloar and Mr Leong
Ko. In the Bowater Faculty of Business. Mr Ron
Breth. the co-author ol A Business Guile to Gina,
has received College funding to study the negona
eon of Australian companies trading with
China.

In 1'189. the Foundation also awarded Victona
..:011ege $400 000 to set up a four-year double
degree program in Arabic and Business and acquire
malenals and data. This program is co-ordinated by
Mr Hakeem Kasem. A lurther $9000 was awarded
he Indonesian program. headed by Ms Roswitha

Khaiyath to establish links between Victona College
and Australian companies trading with Indonesia.

It has been our experience that the goals of mod-
ern language courses which aim at communicative
skills and understanding can be both practical and
intrinsically educational. In fact, the so-called 'utilita-
rian' approach to language study could well be more
a myth than a reality There is an extent to which
learning another language confers a measure ol cul
tural understanding, a point explored later in this
paper. More importantly. the process of acqumng
cognitive growth in language study is best done
through a systematic. complement ary approach.
The Department of Language and Culture Studies
seeks to develop these intrinsic educational values as
well as practical skills by devising a degree structure
with three main components. the specific language.
its concomitant cultural studies and linguistics. In this
paper we will consider the particular contribution of
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a study of linguistics to practical language courses.
explore the kinds of 'cultural models which underlie
cross-cultural communication and discuss the imph
cations of these linguistic and cultural presupposi-
tions to curricula in language programs for proles
;tonal purposes

The Contribution of Linguistics to
Language Programs

At Victoria College all B A students undenaking a
minor or major in a language also take a co requisite

unit in Linguistics_ The unit of Linguistics is specially
designed to

introduce students to concepts in Linguistics that
c4.411 help them In think about the nature and func-
Hon of language as a system of human communi-
cation

M sufficiently enculturate the students into the dis-
cipline of Linguistics so that they learn the
metalanguage for the !argon I that will help them
Think about language in an analytic way

to encourage the students to reflect upon and
enhance their own language learning 3.-
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Each week the students are challenged to think
about these issues:

What is language?
What is communication?
How do their answers relate to their understand-
ing of the culture of the language they are study
ing?

How is their increasing knowledge of language
and reflection upon it enhancing their corn-
municanve performance

In tutorials students of Greek and Hebrew mingle
with students of Arabic. Chinese or Indonesian. In
the Ins, semester. students are intnxiuced to the
basic concepts of linguistics. In the second semester
they are required to give formal presentations on sys-
temic or communicative aspects of the particular lan-
guage they are studying Discussion can range
across topics such as kinship terms in Chinese. rneas-
ure words in Chinese. forms of address in Indone-
sian. speak morphophonemic rules in Indonesian.
gender in Hebrew. the meaning of the word -tribe in
Hebrew. case in Greek congratulation routines at
Greek wedding, and analyses of the communicative
!unctions of dialogue in language textbooks. The
intention is to encourage students to take responsibil
ay for their own learning, to think abaet the ways
people of different cultures use language for corn
munication. and to ponder the nature of universals
across languages.

Linguistic and Cultural Research for
Business Communication

The first three years ol language courses it the Col
lege 41111 at a sequential introduction to the systemic
features of the language and. although specific pro -
fessional vocabulary may be included. the aim is to
produce graduates with general communicative
skills It is only at the advanced fourth-year level that
studies Chinese. Arabic and Indonesian for Business
Purposes will be offered Are language mators of this
type or advanced courses in languages for business
purposes narrowly utilitarian' Widdowson in Lam
gunge Purpose and Language Use suggests that the
difference between trading and education in lan-
guage teaching is that education provides a rationale
while !raining does not Education

'seeks to provide for cregayily u hereby what is
learned is a set of schemata and procedures for
adapting them to cope with problems which do
riot »nee n ready nude humiliate Sofution'
; l98 t 10)

Widdowson fUrthei proposes that there are two
basic levels of language knowledge. the systemic
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and the schematic. and that it is the second that
serves as the main source of reference it language
use ip. 57). Schemata are defined as 'cognitive
structures which constitute communicative compe-
tence (p. 40). Systemic knowledge refers to the
structure of the language. comprising its phonology,
morphology, syntax and semantics. !dental/mg the
schematic level of language within the registers of
communciation and interpreting rt along with the sys-
temic level into dynamic teaching approaches and
matenals is the challenge lacing teachers of language
courses for professional purposes.

Widdowson's interest in 'the cognitive structures
which constitute communicative competence finds
parallels in other disciplines such as cognitive
psychology and cultural anthropology. 1; a instance.
Jerome Brunet a scholar of human cognition. has
noted that 'learning a language involves both learn-
ing ihe culture and learning how to express inten-
tions in congruence with the culture- 1198b. p. 651
I le notes further that this 'illocutionary' aspect of lan-
guage (where one indicates what is intended) is the
research task of the anthropologist as well as the lin-
guist.

Since the pioneering work of Ferdinand de Sous-
sure, scholars in many disciplines have assumed that
in language there is no tine do-one relationship
between the word and the object it represents the
signilier and the signifiedl Some take this idea a step
further and argue that language actually plays a role
III shaping or even determining the way we view the
world and cur conceptions of reality tan idea known
generally as the Sapir -Whorl hypothesis!

Others stress that it is important not to exaggerate
this deterministic aspect ol language. Edward Said
reminds us that the language of a culture is nor cow
)(Men( to its society. history or intrinsic nature Learn-
ing Arabic is not the magic key to -the Arab mind-. in
fact the concept of 'an Arab mind is dangerous
reductionism. With regard to Chinese. Mr instance.
the fact that there are no verbal declensions indicat
ing time frames definite articles or plural forms does
not necessarily mean that the Chinese think diffe-
rently from Westerners or do not understand time
frames. definiteness and plurality Timothy Light
argues that lithe Chinese language did indeed deter.
mine Chinese conceptions of the world then

'it is highly unlikely' than the Chinese nice would
hove survived three or (our milleruo. since the
Chinese would always be in the wrong place with
the wrong objects and quite uncenain about
whether they were there or not 11983 p 371

He goes on to say. however, that the Chinese tett.
dency to indirection and vagueness is intlmatelle
linked to Chinese linguistic expression as In the use
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of negatives to express a positive statement (for
instance bucuo 'no error' to express the Idea 'right
you are I. Light concludes that such indirection is a
cultural preference which has shaped the linguistic
expression not vice-versa. We could add. with
Brown and Levinson. that linguistic indirectness is
not a uniqur. attribute of Eastern cultures. Even in
English. modal verbs and accompanying modifiers
oiler the speaker a repertoire of degrees of politeness
I Brown and Levinson, 19781

The degree to which ones mother-tongue deter-
mines one's conceptual framework cannot be
ignored but neither can it be over-stated. We can also
use language. either consciously or unconsciously.
to mask our true beliefs or feelings. People do not
always behave in accordance with the way they
articulate their cultural beliefs. Some anthropologists
consider that the beliefs or ideas expressed by a com-
munity reflect their matenal circumstances. including
power relations, and have the effect of rationalizing.
disguising or legitimating modes of behaviour (see
the discussion of Holland and Quinn. 1987 p.5). For
Holland and Quinn. a fruitful line of approach is to
try to arrive at an understanding of the 'cultural mod-
els of a society, that is. the models of the world that
are widely shared and assumed within a society. and

the way these relate to actual behaviour. Cultural
models are the mostly unconscious assumptions
which 'frame expenence. supply interpretations of
that experience and inferences about It. and goals for
action. (1987 p bl

The idea of 'cultural models' helps to explain the
commonly-noted phenomenon that perceptions of
reality are constrained to a high degree by our cultur-
ally moulded expectations One of the authors of
this article has had the experience of sailing down the
Yangtze a number of years ago with a group of fellow
foreign students in their twenties from Europe and
North America. The young men were quite hirsute
long hair scraggy beards and moustaches. We were
a colourful lot, too, with hair colour ranging from
Swedish blonde to platinum gold and honey brown.
A couple of local peasants got on board, eyed us with
great cunosity and began discussing our strange
appearance. We could lust make out the southern
Mandarin accent.

'Look at that one!' The first peasant pointed to the
bearded twenty-nine year-old Finnish male student.
'How long would a take to grow hair like that?'

'Oh, he must be at feast suctygiue'

'What about Ihose white-hatred ladies?' IA-

The new 'mere tory lor simultalleOus interpreeng all/Clore College Lecturer InArabic Haman Kabeel ear bOOth)GOneuCIS
a class !Photo courtesy 01 Vicrona College!,

tree "

"4-lk 4,41'

. swank Stang 11111 IIM r

1
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MombelF of the China Business Communication Protect at Victoria College- From lett to right Anne McLaren. Andrew Endrey.
Lin Nashua. bit Li. Helen Tebble cream Gloria Davis and Leong Ko. tPhoto courtesy of Victoria Collegej

'Well. that ones got the whitest hair. She must be
at least (mold'.

'Min. the others are nor quite as white. could be
forty or fifty gee rs old'.

The Yangtze peasants. belonging to a smooth-
skinned beardless race with black hair. who had
probably not seen foreigners at close quarters
before. assumed that anyone with long hair and a
beard must he of pannarchal aye and anyone with
'white hair' that a term used to cover a range of hair
colours in the West' must be of similar vintage. As
Bruner has observed. there is a strong tendency to
assimilate the unknown into a pre-existing ode of
perception t Mb. p471

The sequel to this story is that this writer had lived
with a Chinese room-mate for eight months before
realising that her black hair had a tinge of red in it.
'011, ces. I had a hutch ancestor'. she replied
'Everyone saps I have red hair.

This nicely illustrates the way that our expecta
lions. assumptions and mother-tongue play a role in
shaping our interpretations of the material world,
even for something as tundamental as the colours of
the spectrum
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II even colours such as red and white prove so
complicated when they cross cultural buundanes.
this is even more true for the symbolic associations of
the words we use. There is a danger in assuming that
an aspect of the real world such as the colour of
something has universal symbolic associations. The
anthropologist. Edmund Leach. for instance. has
argued that since palaeolithic times. human beings
have associated the colour red with blood and hence
with danger 11970. pp. 22-241. This is not the case
with Chinese civilisation where red is a life-Dying col-
our. Even prehistoncal bunal sites were daubed cm
nabar red. In the Chinese tradition red is associated
with summer. the south, wealth and good fortune
The use made by the Chinese communist party of
the image of the red sun, a red flag and Bed Guards
is an indigenous one. nor derived from European
Marxism.

Cultural assumptions thus underlie the use of
everyday words. and at a greater level of complexity.
everyday relations between people. Bruner calls
these relations 'transactions which are defined as
'those dealings which are premised on a mutual sharp
ing of assumptions and beliefs about how the world
,s. how mind works, what we are up to and how comp
inunicatIon should proceed 11980. p. 571. Relations
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across cultures. including professional or business
negotiations will work better if both parties are aware
tit the different 'cultural models underlying the
stance ol both sides. In doing business with the
Chinese. for instance. some awareness tit the
Chinese concept of face Inuanzti. courtesy tkegth
indirect patters of speech and official ideology for
Instance. the official concept of 'co-operation as it
applies to China-West relations; would be of great
Advantage to a Westerner. An Australian woman.
Helen Katsoula. who has successfully corned out
business in China. advises would-be China traders
to learn the language and to take a longer-term view
DI their sell- Interest than the Western model of corpo-
rate profit would normally allow:

Mary people who come here are totally self -
centred out only to bsne fir themselves. Most of
them we unable to hike. China and Amt welter
muuy Vitt, have to get involved outside oh your
("now obligation. eon hove to do things.
make things !kipper' Icited in I3ove de Mente

p

The Australian businessman who planted valu-
able bonsai trees for the enjoyment of his counter-
parts in China was obviously aware that the success
of his enterpnse depended on the building up of a
long-term relationship which would mature together
with the bonsai trees

The Implications for Language
Curriculum

The idea that underlying human communication are
diffenng 'cultural models' or modes of perception
shaped by ones society has important implications
for how one learns a language Vygotsky, for
instance. believed that in acquiring a language the
student or child must 'borrow the knowledge and
consciousness of the person or parent doing the
teaching (Bruner 19Ht) p 76) Unlike the pre-
school child. the second language learner comes to
his or her task with a wealth of predispositions and
assumptions. It is the task of the second language
teacher to instil in the student an awareness of the dif-
ferent cultural models at play in the process of lan-
guage learning and it should be the ultimate goal of
cumculum for communicative skills to reflect this
awareness.

In the case of languages such as Chinese. a great
amount of pnmary research into communication
across cultures remains to be done. especially with
regard to Australia-China communication. The
Chinese for Business Communication Project is a
beginning. It is anticipated that discourse analysis of
the linguistic data collected will reveal the linguistic
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and schematic nature of various genres of business
communication. Suitable teaching methodology will
need to be developed. particularly that involving vic-
anous learning. Students of courses such as Chinese
for Business Purposes will need to pay heed to such
matters as who pays deference to whom at talk. who
initiates talk. who has the last word. when and how
to use 'small talk. stylistic formulae as in letters. the
steps in each type of speech event. I.anguage studies
of this kind can hardly be construed as narrowly
unlitanan or dehumanizing If it is acceptable in the
academic world of Arts Faculties lot linguistics to
itudy genres and registers of language. then it must
he acceptable for advanced level language students
to analyse the genres of the register ol business corn
munication for the particular language of study.

Modern theoretical studies in linguistics. cultural
anthropology. literary theory and cognitive psychol-
ogy provide a developing framework for com-
municative studies in cross-cultural contexts. Each of
these disciplines is interested in the subleties of how
real human beings. with all their preconceptions and
prejudices. communicate or fail to communicate
across cultures. The challenge to teachers of lan-
guage courses for professional purposes is to corn.
tnunicate these issues to their students. to pave the
way for cognitive development within language
courses and devise linguistic and cultural courses
which will run in tandem with the language program
in order to provide an education ol an essentially lib.
eral, humanistic kind in cross - cultural communica-
tion.
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Plain English: Simple or Simplistic
by Robert i° Eagleson

Neither!

li may seem strange to accept to write an article
under a title that one is going to reject in the first
word. but in proposing the title the Editor has percep-
tively confronted us with the two prominent misun-
derstandings abou tun English or better still plain
language for the ame issues affect every language
as the dnve tor lain language is now occurnny in
many countnes

Simple

II is true that simple can mean unadorned. unat
timed. not complicated or involved., and to this
extent one could not obiect to its use in describe
plain language But for many it suggests especially:
in the context PI language. hi ;Milk bate. denim
tart. lacking in sophistication Some would see min
pie language as more akin to a type in Basic English
than to normal English Indeed thew have been a
new Who have misconceived the demand lin plan
language as a threat to the richness 01 the language
and a detenuration of standards Replying in the Vic
tonan Parliament to a speech of the Attorney Gen-
era' allIWUIIC mg moves to introduce plain language
practices n nu the dialling 01 legislation Pile member
at PaIllat110111 stated

I worthd nor like to think that the u as
attempting to lower the a:unclad ill the Encash
!emitter ;peseta ed ul our Acts of 1 In liamo it as
pan in a Master /Ilan to entire ate !011ie of ihe
mote beautiful curds iii oil ttntguage

I:heldTyre the same "nettling t i nnnientkid on moves
for phial Engle!'

'Thew shriek be na On entin to flier ski I idards in
infer to bh1I15ft: dinky Ow take a lazier approach

with language

his N to mininthil.tand the name in plain Ian-
quay', It is ilia she Pppastie tit rick elaborate Ian.
quage but instead the reverse ot obscure. comm.
luted expiessk in Plain language wnto !I have availa
hie to them all till I esourc es of a language and the
mill °lige it Mins. IIIev ale nut I:TNMed in any %WV,
Intl n't minty III)! reduced hi the lowest common
denominator as sonic tea Hie 'allowing crawl. t
from a tom on insects qualifies as plain even thought
many in the technical mein would be unknown to
most of us

interesting description of the Hanle, nous gals
of elpidopteious larvae is given be Welch 19221
who finds that each gill filament contains a
tracheal branch from the main lateral trunk of the
tracheal system. and that the inner surface ot the
gill is covered by innumerable tracheoles lying
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parallel with one another Nearly five hundred gill
filaments may be present on a single individual of
,1:vmpholo obscumas. The three terminal gills of
zygopterous larvae are borne by the epiproct and
the paraprocts. Usually they have the form of
elongate plates. but in certain species they are ves-
icular

We can conndently say that this passage is plain
because the technical words in it would be well-
known to advanced students of insectology for
vi horn the teal was wntten As well the syntactic
structures are straightforward and uninvolved_ Even
those ca us for whom the technical terms are unlamil-
lin can readily identify the subjects. verbs and objects
for example. and consequently can follow the dire(
lion of the sentences We could even answer ques-
tions accurately - for example What do the parap-
mas do? - even though we might not he too certain
ill what we illeant by these answers

'Plainness in language does not consist
of one immutable set of characteristics.
its mould in any given context depends

on the nature of the audience.

Plainness then is a relative qualify it depends nn
the audience. If we are describing a computer pi og
ram for an audience of novices then ix!. need to
include a lot of preliminary information This mate
real would be easy for experts to understand. but II
would be a waste of time for them to have to wade
through it to come to the advanced material than they
required. It could be a hindrance to then efficiency
and therefore is omitted In a text mended lei
experts

In a recent leaflet for the general public on rwstro
gen therapy the expert writers avoided the term
osteoporosis. They substituted loss of boot which
they presumably thought would he simpler for yen
eral readers. They overlooked the fact that
osteoporosis had become more widely recognised
through frequent use in the media. with the result
that general readers found if easier to grasp than the
less lamiliar loss of hone Indeed because of their
knowledge of osteoporosis. they came to Interpret
foss of bone as conveying something more. and in
particular had the 'ocular image of bones suddenly
disappearing or falling off Plainness in language
does 1101 consist of one immutable set of characteris-
tics. Its mould in any given context depends on the
nature of the audience I.-
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tholf return
add "and
stu/44.

(4)Delem ram
other.:
punishable
summarily.

To the aborena need defendant

::ERLAS the above information has this day been laid")

by 11w abovenameil informant before me the undersigned Clerk of a Magistrates' &art.
*Justice of the Peace for Victoria.

YOU ARE SUMMONED to appear on the day of

19 at ta.m./P-ni' at

before 141 such Justice or Justices as are then present
t') the abovenamed Magistrates' Court

to answer to the information and be further dealt with according to law.

Dated at the day of 19

Jusuce of the Peace
Cleck of the Magistrates' Court

(4) IF YOU DO NOT tPPEAR TO ANSWER TO THE INFORMATION. A WARRANT
OF APPREHENSION MAY BE ISSUED.

'Darns warrhend isMspplicable.=-1111111111, --,
What is the charge?

Are there more changes?

Type al chancels,

Who made the charge?

Agency and Address

Signature

No Yes - see Continuation of Charges attaches

Summary ellenceisi Indictable onenceisi

Agency Ref

Information about the court case

Where you must go

Address

r rae
When

Magistrates Chilmen s Court

Phone No
Day Menlh Yee

Information about the summons

Issued at

Issued by (Signature)

Dale

Clerk on Magistrates Cour

Justice of the Peace

Clerk of Children s Court

Summons Mims, before one alter the mammalian of plain English
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This is very much the point of the ftlatn language
movement. It insists on the right re the pninary audi
ence of a document to be able to understand the
document with ease. It reminds mews IA their
responsibility to be clear as well as accurate Both
qualities are crucial. It is not a question of olio being
more important than the other Writers tail as wnlers
and lack professional competence if they du not
communicate their message intelligibly no matter
how complex the underlying policy lit content

With this requirement in mind we recognise that
plainness goes beyond matters ot vocabulary - and
even sentence length. Ii encompasses organisation
logical relations. proper focus. coherence, rate and
amount of information. and layout. In short
reqes that a passage have all the charactenshcs of
good writing. does not place standards at linguistic
skill in ieopardy: on the contrary it is the t arelul and
successful use of language

We come to appreciate what plain language 15
really about if we look at the menu request that Was
handed out to patients in a Bntish hospital It

included the item:
'Patients wanting pancakes should tick 11w box
marked apple flan and custard.

None of the words here presents us with any cliffi
rutty. Nur is the sentence lengthy or convoluted syli
tactically. But the request must puzzle readers. espe
(laity it they would like apple flan'

'There is nothing new. novel or poculiar
about.plain language. It has always

existed.'

Again. what of this item in a recent questionnaire
.listributed by a higher education institution in Syd-
ney

Do you think that cigarette aduerasements have
no effect on teenagers? No Yes

What box do you tick if you think that cigarette
advertising has an effect Yes or No? Of course most
readers can eventually work out which box they
should tick. but it is poor writing to put this task
unnecessarily onto readers. We need them to con
centrate on the problem or the information we are
placing belore them; we should not be distracting
them from the cntical task of understanding our mes-
sage with the obscurity of our language.

Plain language then is not simple language In the
sense of homely, rustic. reduced language. Instead It
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has to do %oil) clarity readability. ease of understand -
my and these qualities in terms of the central audi-
ence

Simplistic

While diets have been documents produced in plain
language stai ling Iron, scratch, to date a lot of plain
language activity has been concerned with rewriting
di ocuments which had previously been composed in
officialese 111 legalese The plainer versions are Ire-
WIN 1111/11111 - often much shorter This has given
Ilse in the Impression among some that plain lan-
guage documents are simplistic or simplified ver-
sions al the originals. much as we often find In
annual reports at companies ur in the introductory
pant Ill piospectuses. etc

Again !here is a misundei standing. Plain language
protects do not have brevity as !heir goal. Plain lan-
guage documents seek to protect the rights and
reveal the responsibilities of their readers at well as
pteseriliiig those rights and responsibilities cl.tarly. As
a result they hove to be complete and accurate state-
ments Experience has proved that they can be
and are as accurate and complete as any traditional
document Indeed the very exercise of convenung
documents into plain English has often exposed
gaps in the originals and led to more satisfying plain
versions

If plain English versions of traditional-style docu-
ments turn out to be hneter it is only because the task
01 rewnting has eliminated verbiage and discarded
outmoded information. As evidence. consider first
this original wording of a provision in the Takeover's
Code

Extension of time for paying consideration
19 Nine Commission may. on application made

by an offeror before the time by which the con-
sideration specified in the rek vent take-over
offer is required by the terms of the offer to be
paid or provided. fix a later rime as the time by
which that consideration is to be paid or pro-
uided and. where a later time is so fixed. the
offer or. if the offer has been accepted, the
contract that resulted from the acceptance
shall be deemed to be vaned accordingly.

(2)An offeror shall ensure that the consideration
specified in the relevant take -over offer is paid
or provided not later than the time by which
the consideration is required by the terms of
that take-over offer to be paid or provided
if a later time has been fixed under sub-section
(11. not later than the erne so fixed.

Now compare Its plain language version:
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2.5 Obligation to provide consideration
unleso time is varied

(1) An offeror must ensure that the consideration
-specified in an accepted offer is provided on
time

(2) The Commission may extend the tone for
paying the consideration if the offeror applies
for an extension before the consideration is
due.

There is no loss of information as we pass from
one version to the other: both versions achieve the
same legal effect. The reduction that has occurred in
the plain version comes first from reorganising the
material. which eliminates repetition. and secondly
[milt using more familiar and readily absorbed terms
such as on rime.

Plain language documents seek to
protect the rights and reveal the

responsibilities of their readers as well as
present those rights and responsibilities

clearly.'

Or compare these two versions of subsection
112(2) of the Mental Health Act 1986 ( Victona).

original
Where a community visitor wishes to perform or
exercise or is performing or exercising any power.
duty or function under this Act. the person in
charge and every member of the staff or manage
merit of the mental health service must provide
the community visitor with such reasonable assist
once as the community visitor requires to perform
or exercise that pauqr, duty or function effec-
tively.

plain
Members of the mental heeth service must give
any reasonable help that the community visitor
requires to carry out these activities.

The initial clause in the onginal is unnecessary -
and especially if the context of the whole section is
taken into account. It spnngs from overcaution. and
far from consolidating the message serves rather to
conceal the central thrust of the subsection. It is ver-
biage that needs to stripped away to aid precision.

Simplified statements too can be - and should be
- plain. But they are different documents with differ-
ent purposes. They are intended to be shortened
statements, presenting a summary of manageable
overview. However, they must not be confused with
full statements, nor must plain documents be judged

VOX

to be simplistic or simplified lust because they appear
lobe shoner than the documents they are replacing.

Who Is the real audience for plain
English?

Certainly lawyers and fudges!

Once more this may seem a startling response
because the current demand for plain language
arose largely within the consumer movement and
had as us pnme concern the nghts of ordinary citi-
zens who for too long had been subjected to docu-
ments which were beyond their capacity. But it is
another serious misconception if we believe that
plain language has relevance only for these people.
It is Just as important for professionals. Indeed in past
centunes it has been Judges who have been among
the most vocal in their pleadings with their legal col-
leagues for comprehensible documents.

Recently the High Court ruled the regulations
under the Act governing stud° tit assistance obscure.
Here were the leading judges in the land being bam-
boozled by gobbledegook and admitting that they
too had difficulty with legalese.

In a test of lawyers in Victona in 1986. we disco-
vered that they could solve problems in half the time
if the relevant legislation was wntten in plain English.
We cannot alford to have professionals spending
twice as much the time on a task as is necessary.
Moreover there is always the danger readers may
come to a false interpretation if they have to snuggle
to disentangle the language of a text.

ll plain English versions of traditional-
style documents turn out to be briefer it is

only because the task of rewriting has
eliminated verbiage and discarded

outmoded information.'

In other expenments in Great Britain= and the
United States '. scientists and lawyers revealed that
they preferred overwhelmingly specialist documents
wntten in a plain style. They found the plainly written
documents easier to read. more interesting. more
dynamic. What is more. they had a greater confi-
dence in the professional competence of the expert
who wrote plainly. But the scientists also indicated
that they felt that the traditional style was more
appropnate for scieir.e. Not onl.' is their view irra-
tional. but it also means that in prepanng their papers
and repons they are labouring to produce a form of
language that Is not congenial lo them. This suggests
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that they are having to esamd time producing a style
which tines not properly serve the needs of science.
hues only enmeshed in the pursuit 01 status hi effect
we have our prolessionals involved ill :2 waste of time
both at the point of writing and ol reading.

None of this is to say that we should discount the
immense needs and rights of all citizens 10 have
documents in clear language. but it demolishes the
snobbery of the educated. many of whom cant to
pretend that they are above the need for plain Ian
guage and consequently dismiss n as simple or
simplistic.

Literates and illiterates
We have entered the International Literacy \ ear and
yet we need to ask ourselves why we spend so much
effort on teaching people how to read when we turn
around and present them with documents affecting
important aspects of their daily lives and parucipa
non in the community which are effectively unreada
ble. Should we be training them rather to read
gobbledegook since .1 is so prevalent and since
efforts to promote plain English so regularly meet
with opposition and ignorant misconstruction'
Should we be broadening our concerns with literacy
to encompass all those who have difficulty with corn
prehendmg official documents'

We should go lurther and ask who Mc illiterates
leak are. Are they only the one, who cannot read
and wnte? What of the producers La convoluted
legalese and officialese - writing that all. including
professionals. find hard to read" An.' we content wall
their clumsy. inadequate control of English" There
are some in our community who are so ready to tut-
minate against the lapses of the less well-edutated.
but who remain so silent about the dreadful abuses
perpetrated by the seemingly educated with snob
Kish. vet wise. notions of the language

Them is mulling nyw. novel In ilecullat about
plain language. It has always existed There have

always been pleas for it in ember centuries and m this
one Books such as (lowers The complete Plain
Words are continually praised. and legal writyrs such
as Lord Denning in GI eat Britain and Cardoso in the
United States are forever hrirlg lauded fVhlle we
praise great literature for as mimes; 44 vocabulary
and syntactic patterning. we also commend it at the
searrie time for its plainness and absence ol convolu-
tion and pitthrew It is time that we ceased h I pay only
lip service to this virtue of %entity4 and recognised that
plain is good. that it is serail-IS We should stop being
naively impressed by the inflated and high-sound-
ing. We should go to the ideas in a passage and not
be deluded by us words A document is good only d
as ideas are brilliant If says little. it is empty sound.
mg. art hides its ideas in verbiage. it is bad writ nig h
rests with the educated iii the community to put their
pnnople into practice II we vatic/ abhor
gobbledegook. we will Mil 110 found tolerating
the wnting of others. and delinnelv not in our (rem
wnting Ins not a question of being simple or simplis-
tic. it Is a question of our knowing how to use our pre.
sous language skilfully to CLIMMUTIICOIC our mes-
sage precisely so that out audience can understand it
clearly
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The Role of Mother Tongue Literacy
in Third Language Learning
by Merrill Swab), Sharon Lnpf an, Norman Rowel). Doug Hart

Introduction
The main question this paper addresses is whether
the learning of a third language is enhanced through
literacy in one's lint language To some. it may seem
sell-evident that being literate in ones mother ton
yue will positively Impact on the development of liter.
acy skills fit another language I lowever. educational
practices in many parts 01 the world. including many
parts of Canada. show nu hint of accepting such a
'defame' it as sell evident Indeed examination tit the
hehels of many parents. teachers, educational
administrators and policy makers leads one to the
contrary conclusion that learning a second or third
language is impeded by knowledge and use 01 the
first language.

As evidence (or this belief. consider the following
that many nnmtgrant parents in Canada believe that
by speaking or reading to their children in their own
language. they will seriously slow down their child's
acquisition of English. that initial education el a
child's first language (be it Tagalog. Urdu. Arabic. Ita-
lian. etc.) is seen as taking time away from the 'moor.
tent task of learning a second language that of the
school and society. that it is common practice for
teachers to recommend to immigrant parents of chil-
dren who are having trouble in school to use more
English with their children Such practices belie the
possibility of positive transfer from the first language
to another one. Similarly. many immigrant parents
believe that the learning of a third language te.g.
French) should be deferred until the second traator-
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inn language. in this case English. has been firmly
established.

This paper is organized in the following way: first.
we consider several research and evaluation studies
relevant to the issue which emanate from bilingual
education programs for minority language children.
Secondly. we descnbe a stud' we have recently
completed which involved grade eight children who
had been enrolled in an English French bilingual
program since grade five Some of the students in
the program acquired a Heritage Language (HL) in
the home before they began school.' and some of
those students acquired literacy skills in their HL
either at home or in Heritage Language Programs
(FILM' at school. All students in the program were lit-
erate in English before beginning the bilingual prog-
ram Our study examines their learning of French
with respect toil their literacy knowledge and use of
,m HL relative to those students who do not have an
It. and ii) the type of HL spoken (Romance versus
non-Romancel Furthermore. as it is possible that
our observed effects on third language learning may
be a consequence of socio-economic variables
related to HL proficiency rather than HL literacy per
se. we examine these relationships and conclude
that literacy in the HL accounts for enhanced perfor-
mance in third language learning. Fourthly. we
briefly explore the implications of our findings as
they relate to educational programs for HL children.

Bilingual Education For Heritage Language Children

Some of the most compelling evidence for the posi-
tive impact that mother tongue literacy has on sec-
ond language learning comes from evaluations of
bilingual education programs for HL children. In
general. it has been found that children who are ini-
tially educated in their HL learn a second language
better (and are academically more successful) than
those who have no such solid foundation in their first
language (Troike. 1981),

Different reasons why this might be so have been
posited some linguistic, others more social and
attitudinal, in nature. In the latter category fail such
explanations as 'success breeds success. It is not
Infrequent that children who are educated in a lan-
guage they intially do not understand and where
many of their classmates are native speakers of the
school language, experience failure or fear. Provi-
sion of HL schooling provides the opportunity for
children to understand their surroundings and

expenence academic success, self-confidence, a
stronger sense of personal worth and positive feel-
ings about school.

Linguistic explanations are more specific with
respect to the impact that first language literacy per
se may have on second language literacy learning. It
is argued. and there is constuerable evidence
(Ovando and Collier. 19851. that even when two lan-
guages use different writing systems, readers are able
to apply the visual. linguistic and cognitive strategies
they use in first language reading to reading in the
second language. 'Readers apply what they figured
out about the process In one language to reading in
another language f Hudelson 1987, p.839)

In wnting about the benefits of first language liter-
acy. Hudelson 11987) notes two in particular;

'The first benefit of o strong native language liter-
acy program Is that it develops in children an

.°.
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This classroom scene istypicalof many m Canada SArclic where (3-Waren at all races qc to scrmol togetrier ,Photo courtesy
National Flan Board of Canada,

understanding of what reading and wntnig are tor.
using the medium of a language that the children
speak fluently and that they have used to make
sense of their life expenences to this point in time

the rasa will be more easily accomplished in a
language that one speaks fluently. because the
reader will be able to make more efficient use of
the cueing susteins of the language to predict the
meaning of written forms Ip. 830). The second
heneht of using the tbildrena native language is
hat name language literacy provided the children
with resources to use as ,hey mooed into second
language reading and writing Ip 833).

CUIT1MIllb I P38 provides a theoretical explana-
tion in his 'linguistic interdependence hypothesis'
He posits that the abilities which underlie the use and
interpretation km 'decontextualmeS language lof
which many literacy attn./1111/S are prime examples'
ale crosslingual. Thus tor an individual who is aCtIl111
my a second language. learning in the First language
to use language as a symbolic system - that Is. ob a
means to gain and apply knowledge using language
alone. as well as a means to abstract. generalye and
classily - does not limit that knowledge. ur amount.
ti) only the language in which it was learned In rilittIl
%%mitts. spending time learning in the language one
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knows best may benefit both languages equally with
respect to developing those language-related skills
basic to academic progress in our schools.

Let us consider the results obtained Iron all omit]
anon of an exemplary bilingual education program

as itWe consider die program to he exemplary
involved instruction in the HI.. including Mersey
instruction. not only initially. but thiouglu an the six
years of the program The program involved Navin°
students in Rock Point in the United States These
students used In he educated Inlv mid
their performance I in standai dwell lest% of Litglitili
remained below the pet loi 'mince expected hit then
grade level through eleITIVIIIthlid 44 I II It ding In II/7I tl

progiam was set op in Much tending in
until gouty two aim hilEnglish tYcib 110 11111011UL VII

dren had lea: tied to toad in Navono I win gi &le lit. I
to grade six. the pl ogi dm involved imittuction admit,
languages 'iludento wane r1(11111111.1tIvii '14111411

:hied tests of I.:1411%1i at !nevi/mind awl the insults
weld tompined, OlntllltJulhel 141oUllt uilh 11111110

41 liork 11111111 V.1111 had
111111101.1.1101Utr111011 Iluout and I mono who
ovaltioiod ill TINt rim t inIrlude illdI

!)ala pleltrIlluirl anneal HIM all, eIIi i IN III I on
11111100 b1/1/14101 nuuutthnl hulk by eurnulolniv
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that while Minato students who have recently
2nd grade) Added reading in English to reading in
Nam() map do not better on standardized
achievement tests than Novato students who
began reading m English. they do achieve better
test scores each year thereafter. Nor does the dif-
ference seem ra remain the same. The students
who learned to read in Naucno and who continue
to learn through Navajo and English appear to
obtain scores progressively higher in English than
those who did not lo effect. their rate or growth
helps them to achieve progresswely closer to the
"national norms" in each grade third through
sixth instead of maintaining a "continuously
retarded" level of achievement (387-3881.

In a meta analysis of 23 studies of bilingual educa-
tion programs in the United States. Wilily 119851
showed that HI. students in bilingual programs u
HI_ English) scored significantly higher than students

undingual English programs in not only reading in

The Metropolitan Toronto Study

a) The Context for the Study

Toronto is a multilingual city over half the students
who enter the English %dux)! system in Toronto do
not have English as their mother tongue Many par-
ems of these children reel that although they would
like their children to learn both ol Canadas official
languages. pnonty must he placed on acgtonng the
language of the wider [0111111Muv in which they live.
In such a context. it has been suggested that a pro.,
ram which begins instructum using English and intro-
du.:es French as a language "I instruction around
grade fiRlf 01 five would be mow %tillable Than an
early total unmetmon plug am Ono such Minuet
prograln 1.4/h1111 110911S al 9111111: INV IISIS1S In the Net
ropolfian Syllabify tit haul 13/1/1111 IMSS/11
.161011I0

The MSSI3 in.uut t t luldivn 1'1111,111u Ibmugh

I.nglish. and then 111111.nin WO 1111. vonitirnill 11110 .1
1111111q1101 11111111t1111 1/411010 1.4 11411 1110 1111V 111111111111011

p.m I mithhil and in the abet brill ol 1111' 1111U 111121111
11011 1% Ill 1 -10n1 11 I 111111 ill atlt, ;M li; 11411 1110 .Iii

'louts III 1110 6111111,111,11 p/1/11/11111 had 011/111111111, C.

Fl°111:11 111111111111 111101 41111, 111'1114. r M.1 to 111

111111111014 III I i Lin Ii as r1 4111111111 141111141140 I WU)
101E111

Ilse 111.1111 111111111111 11111 sloth suullbl 111 111/SSS01

Wr1b S-11/11 1111 I ILO 11 1111111111q0 1111111001111 ul 1110

ils al ill 11111' mg!» 1k r15 like 'dative lu .111
skims tit ani,atly lotal I hem It turtnettiou (full am 1,1
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English but in language, mathematics and total
achievement as well. (For related findings, see also
Trothe 1978. Cummins 1981: Cummins. Swain.
Nakatima. Flandscombe. Green and Iran 1984:
liakuta 1986. Genesee 1987( Krashen and Biber
1988.1

These results are corroborated by studies of
immigrant students who arnve in their host country
alter having had initial schooling in their homecoun-
try. Skutnabb-Kangas (1979. 1981) found that stu-
dents who had taket, most ol their elementary
schooling in Finland before moving to Sweden ?id
better in Swedish after two years of study than Fin-
nish students who had been educated in Swedish in
Sweden from the first grade, Snnilarly. Troike 1986)
reports on an unpublished study by Gonzalez which
found that Mexican children who had had two years
of schooling in Mexico before immigrating to the
United States did better in English than those who
had nn schooling pnor to unmigration.

do this. data were collected in three other boards ol
education in the Metropolitan Toronto area which
had an early immersion program. (See Hart. Lapkm
and Swain 1987a for an account of the full study and
Ihe results obtained.) However, for purposes of this
paper we will locus only on data obtained horn the
MSSB students. because it is only in this Board ol
Education where the number of children whose
home language is other than English or French and
who were enrolled in a bilingual program is sufficient
to warrant analyses based on home language use
and literacy practices.'

Data were collected hum sixteen MSSB grade
bilingual classes involving 38(1 students. Of the 381)
students, 319 students completed the student ques-
tionnaire and language tests ol waling. reading and
!welling S14116111 1:1V/X11 "ICS is illVOIVIllg speaking to
French wet adminisleted Iv a latuluni sample ul
eight students III Veil It class plus any III. students
mu, welt, not Ili 1111C randalll bLIMPle tit ought. 'Ur a
knell 111 4111 111.1110111%

In Questions Addrussuti
As ws 1111V0 1111111 Ole 111101 wvww 111 1110 11101t1

11111. i11111111111111111 0;1111 .111011 1110101%1 11111110411110 1Ni

4011(0 it Inch 1111111 /1111 111/II 010 R1/4111111141 ol and
'tingling,: MOM( V 11I 11..1,% IS 0111111111'011 1111111101 hawnq
.10%4410011 4111 11 -kills In the In st languatle tii inn
Ion Iv tinkle iiiiwevel liWIO tilt Ill) studies who,
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atauunr the 111111dCi Id first language IHLI literacy
kill 11A ledge and List' 011 Third lanyUdge learning. par-
neural lv Lit the contekt where all those studied have
loaritet I to load in at least one outer language in this
raw t I wit lot iyuage of initial schooling. Fur
therm. tt as the third language in question is
I Lynch II is ol HtteIVS1 ill ask 11 there is differential
itimat t its 01A/15111011 depending on whether the
I II is a litnuance oi non-Romance language.

I in the Plimsoll study. we ale able to begin to
tease apoi I Ow impact or I IL use which does not
Include Ilittlat v at Minus Rom Hl. use which does
induce them In s, J thong. we are able to address the
IWItt ill the at IJtlonal inpac -II. literacy has above
and bowIntl that provided by the oral use ol hentage
latiguage

It is not inItequent Mar children who are
oducaied in a idnquage I heN, initially

tin not uncle! slant i ann where many of
classmatos are native sheaKers

01 MR school lanquago. experience
!dilute to lead.

tally. as loci v piatm:es in the home tend to be
acme lilted with socio-economic class. it is important
to investigate the extent to which out findings may
he t ontounded with socio-economic eanables II
I hoe are I hod language learning differences
'1W/tidied with IL literacy practices. it is possible
that Iilebe dillewnres relate as strongly to socio-
economic vanables as they do to literacy per w
rh,golore. we will extunine the degree to which HL
litelacv practices are associated with lieu Sono
economic status rSESI variables such as parents'
level or education and their occupations

c) Measures Used

The instruments used to collect Ihr I lynch language
and background data were developed Inc this par
Hadar study Tests which measured both receptive
(listening. readingI and pioductwe (speaking. tent
mg, skill areas were prepared and pilot tested pnor
to their use In lilt, main study We sought to Inge the
set ot tests as C011 1111litliCAtiee as pt,ssible while using
formats which would allow spilt ication
psychornetnc charactenstics This involved using
quasi realistic matenals and providing thematic links
between tasks where possible

The lest set consisted of a Test de Comprehension
Auditive tICAI for assessing homing compnthen
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,ion: a Test de Mots a rrouvo ermil .t test
measunng reading comprehenskm. open writing
,sit speaking tasks. and a sentence repetition task
The open wnung task immediately iollows UIr doze
test and is thematically Inked is it speak
mg task follows the sentence tepentiou exercise
both ol which are thematically linked 10 thlfereni
passages of the listening lest Addikt Ina Ily students
completed a questionnamr that asked. amt mg 'kiwi
things. for information Tel/MN 10 the OCC upanons
and educational levels U. Theo parents as well As II
information about languages other Own Lnglish and
French used at home and their trequeik rand type of
use

i) Test de Mots a Trouver (TMT)

TMT is a cute Il.%I based 111 a text concerning
the Abominable Snow man oi plapurlOdit,
residents in the Ilintaloyas Elie ontrulal nett was
drawn 40111 a Fleilth Dittetd at' tick'

The SCOTI111/ IMOCedUle Viehied .1
of 25. using the 'acceptable intuit it I tit %tiring I lie
acceptable response, Welt' banal on 1111 Pit' 1 1111,111wIl
from pilot data Mull unmet ton I Lissy. mid In kw.,
Quebec francopht me t lasses and ictutwed lit di
least two adult franc, iphtnies

ii) Open Writing Task

The context tor the willing task 'Ito kin Hales Iii
theme of Ow TMT ,Kitten', ale asked In 4111' uhdl
they thought about wilt tits:thinIt dhiliate
and specifically. their own open In alt, int wIttilliri
the 'Yen' exists and teasons lot Missive.

Several measures welt, ()biome,' 11101 the u 111111I1
of the students hist. the nunw Iei to %voids to iltith
were 1:01.111112d. SectMilk. an vnnl ill111 11..1% made Id

the non.homophonous grain:mkt al el ion I Mai La
''tiers which would sound int tined it spi own' I his
measure glues homy mJhauuu of the student, t oil
trot over the WIIIIn .Olalinw. Id gianuuanoll
knOWledge ThITtill./. a 11101 lilt 111114'1 1101 .11 iti 10d

;Aiming was made which involved Iwo 111111011%10ns
timnple may of sentence illL:Mitt and phiassm dthl
incidence 01 spelling, (kammant ill awl WIlicit tit
ill lots A wing ul It indicaied use tit simple SO1110111 1
IdtUtIalleb and a high number oil graminatit al emus
whereas a ratmy of dithedied Use ail cnuglle,. Sell

and WIdlIVVIc low quallimalleal
errors,

ill) Test de Comprehension Auditive ITCA)

The TCA requires tilldelliS do answer multiple
choice questions based tin 'MSS/WS It I Will& they
have kmt listened The passages are lecordillgs nt
actual French radio bioadcasis including. lot exam
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ple. a news items, a weather forecast and a segment
of an interview. A mix of male and female voices ate
heard. There are 15 questions in total based on
seven passages. Students listen to the passage twice
and then hear the question twice. The multiple
choice answer options are presented to the students
uI wntten form as they are listening to the yllet,11011b.
thus providing them the possibility of increasing then
comprehension through access to written text of the
questions.

iv) Open Speaking Test

The context for the speaking task is the last passage
of the TCA. which is an interview with a Quebec stu
dent of Italian home background regarding parental
strictness. In the speaking task. students are asked to
comment on the strictness of their own and or their
Mends' parents and to provide examples. The speak-
ing task was administered individually to a random
sample of students. always in a session following the
administration of the TCA. The speech samples of

3

the students were scored lin fluency. A four point
wale was used. with IF naming poor 'attack' skills
(debit). uneven thvthm. inappropnate stress pat-

and use of Itequunt and prolonged pauses
linen al Mapproptiale places nil top rating of '3'
ieflects nativeliku idle 01 speech. rhythm, stress and
intonation potfullib. use 01 liaison. and avoidance of
evenly lung NUM in appropriate places.

v) Sentence Hepention Task

111 11115 task. students first read a (slightly modified
lion the ouylnall text ul an actual French language
weathei broadcast The written Text was then with.
drawn and the weather bulletin was heard in its
entirety Next each sentence was played separately
and the student attempted to repeal it. Thus as with
the TCA, this task. which in order to reconstruct sen-
tences fur repetition involved comprehension of the
French spoken. Included the possibility of making
use of wntten text to support comprehension of the
spoken passage.

'emote Esk Imo and Inthan Children m the Federal School at InuvIk. Northwest TerrilOries. (Photo couriesyNatronat Film Board
or Canaan)
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Two scores were obtained from the sentence repe-
tition data which are of particular interest here. First.
a score of I was given if the meaning of the sentence
was conveyed even if the exact wording of the ong
nal sentence was not given. Otherwise. the student
obtained a score of (I The scores were summed
across sentences. making 10 the maximum possible_
This score was considered to indicate, along with the
TCA. the students understanding of spoken French.
tieconctly. correct reproduction ui specific syntactic
features, clisculswe features. compulsory liaisons
and scncopes Ithe chopping ot the mute in
speech) were counted Across all the sentences. 21
occasions of the permute' leatures singled out for
exact repetition tillUlred, thus making the luta) pos-
sible score 21 This myosin() was considered as an
Indication of the students spoken French prof'
ciency

vi) Parental Level of Education

As indicated above. students were asked to complete
a questionnaire Students were asked to indicate for
each (il their parents separately the highest level of
education that they had obtained There were 8
levels. elementary.some high school. high school
diploma. some community college or business tech-
nical school, graduation from community college or
business technical school. some university. univer-
sity degree, and graduate or professional degree.

vii) Parental Occupational Status

As part of the same questionnaire, students were
asked to indicate separately for each of their parents
what kind of work they do. Examples of home-
maker, plumber. nurse. bank teller and doctor were
given. The occupational responses (excluding non
labour force categories) were coded according to the
Porter-Pineo Scale (Pined. Porter and McRoberts.
1977) as revised to fit 1980 census categorization.
Both the occupational status and educational attain-
ment questions were sent home for completion with
parents.

viii) Heritage Language Use: Literacy

Students were asked a number of questions in order
to determine FL use patterns. To obtain categories
which would indicate literacy knowledge in the HL.
information from several questions was combined.
The questions used asked students to list what lan-
guages, not counting English and French, they
understand in written and spoken form: and to indi-
cate the main ways in which these languages are
used (for example, speaking to parents. writing to
relatives, watching TV. reading letters or newspap-
ers). Using this Information. four categories were
derived.
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I. no FL;
2. HL but unable to understand the written form

of it (HL non-lit);
3. can understand HL in the written form and did

not indicate any use of the written form (HL lit
non-user);

4. understands and uses HL in the written mode
(HL lit user).

ix) Heritage Language Use: Frequency

Our 'frequency of use variable is based on informa-
tion derived from asking students how often English
and any other language is spoken in their home. Stu-
dents then circled one of five categones for each lan-
guage never, hardly ever. sometimes, about half the
time. most of the time. For purposes of analysis in
this study. we grouped the responses into two
categories: I. infrequent (never. hardly ever and
sometimes) and 2. frequent )about half the time and
most of the met.'

d) Results

i) Impact of Heritage Language Literacy

Table 1 shows mean scores on the French profi-
ciency tests for the four categories defined by use of
a Heritage language (see above) Overall. the results
show that literacy knowledge in the HL. regardless of
whether learners are currently making use of those
literacy skills. has a strong positive impact on the
learning of a third language. Generally speaking
there is little difference between those who have no
HL and those who do have an HL but cannot read
or write it. This is the case, even though all students
have at least one language of literacy English.

The first five measures shown on Table 1 deai with
tests directly involving literacy skills. The nex. three
measures represent results from tests involving
primarily listening comprehension but given the
manner of test administration they involve the use of
literacy skills to provide additional information and
context to the task at hand. The last measure is
purely a measure of spoken French proficiency in
which the task itself involved no reading or writing.
With one exception inon-homophonous errors). the
differences are significant at p.002.

The results for the TMT Illustrate clearly the
pattern of results noted above for most measures.
there is virtually no difference between those stu
dents who have no HL and those who do but who
have no literacy skills in it. Similarly, there is little dif
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No HL HL non-lit HL lit non-user HL III

Measure X N X N X N X N sig.'
Reaoing
TMT(max = 25) 9.82 119 9.89 46 13.15 47 12.97 99 .000

Writing
Word count 57.66 119 55.70 46 72.11 47 69.96 99 .000
Non-homophonous errors 2.47 118 2.28 46 1.77 47 2.21 9B .128
Global (910'0') 29.1 34 34.8 16 12.8 6 9,1 9 .002
Global (0/0 '3') 5.1 6 8.7 4 17.0 8 15.2 15

Comprehension
TCA(max = 15) 7.92 119 7,63 46 9.62 47 8.83 99 .001
Global understanding
(max = 10) 3.35 49 3.93 40 5.67 36 5.66 85 .000

Speaking
Total Features
Repeated (max = 21) 4.82 49 3.65 4 5.39 36 7.21 85 .000
Fluency (0 -3) 1.07 44 .89 38 1.39 36 1.44 82 .001

antra on one-way analysis 01 vatfaate 1`0 all Meeehtee "Lent the global writing scores or the ballet. the significance level is for
Rio chi. square value for the cress tabulations 01 rho quithil mitten IIIIMSWO with ML groups

Table 1 Proficiency Measures by Heritage Language Literacy Groups

lerence between those who are literate in their FIL
but claim not to be involved currently in literacy
activities and those who are literate and make use ol
those skills. This pattern is also seen with respect to
the length ol the 'opinion" statements in French
(word count), listening comprehension iTCA and
global understanding) and speaking (total features
repeated and fluency). Subsequent analyses on
these measures comparing the mean of student
scores in the no HL and HL non-lit groups with the
mean of students scores in the HL lit non-user and
HL lit user groups revealed a highly significant differ-
ence (p.002) in all cases.

The fourth and fifth measures shown on Table 1
indicate that among those with no HL. 29.1%
obtained a '0' (write using simple sentences with
numerous grammatical errors) while only 5.1";,
obtained a '3' (write complex sentences with few
grammatical errors). Similarly. among those who
have an HL but are not literate in it. :34.8% obtained
a while only 8.7% obtained a '3' These figures
contrast with those who are literate In an HL. a con-
siderably lesser proportion obtain scores of
(12.8% for HL lit non-user and 9 I % for It hi user)
and a somewhat higher proportion obtain 30)1110 of
' (170% for HL lit nonuser and Ifi 2% fur I IL In
user) thus corroborating the pattern noted with the
other measures of French pungency

The exception to the pattern tuned ill with non
homophonous wrote The figures In bailie I Mite
sent error counts land then/lute tie loWal the

figures. the better the results). The results shown in
Table I are non-significant, indicating that having a
mother tongue in which one can or cannot engage in
literacy activities makes no difference to the number
of grammatical or non-homophonous spelling errors
the students make while writing in French. As this
measure would appear to represent the most 'sur-
face level-technical' features of written language
tested which are. in effect, language specific- it
may be that prior literacy experience has little trans-
ferability.

To summarize. it appears that HL literacy has a
generalized positive ellect on third language learn-
ing; that is. its positive impact is not limited to liter-
acy-related activities in the third language. What
aoears to be crucial is to be able to read:write in the
HL as opposed to be making current use of such
knowledge. Furthermore. our results suggest that the
effect is related to literacy knowledge (whether cur-
rently used or not) rather than oral proficiency in the
HL.

II) Relationship Between HL Frequency of
Use and Literacy Knowledge

One Issue In interpreting the above findings is
whether the results could be due simply to a general
high level of proficiency In the mother tongue, 11 or
whether they are specifically due to the impact of HL
literacy.

In order to tease apart general HL proficiency as a
variable and 1-11, literacy as a variable, we examined
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, Measure

HL
non-lit

HL lit

N X N sig.

Reading
TMT (max = 25) 10.39 18 13.14 96 .046

Writing
Word count 54.06 18 71.58 96 .021
Non-homophonous errors 1.61 18 2.07 96 304

Comprehension
TCA (max = 15) 7.39 18 9.11 96 .036
Global understanding
(max = 10) 3.72 18 5.78 85 .004

Speaking
Total Features
Repeated (max = 21) 194 18 7.06 85 .006
Fluency (0 3) 1.18 17 1.44 82 .193

' FrequOnCy of HL use in the home is abOul hall the time or 'most 01 me lane

Table 2 Proficiency Measures by Heritage Language Literacy Groups for Students Proficient in their
Heritage Language'

lest scores as a 'unction of frequency ol use and liter-
ate versus non-literate background. Doing so
involved making the assumption that students who
report frequent use (about half the time. most of the
lime) of an HL in the home are proficient in that lan-
guage Specifically. we looked to see if. among those
who reported their HL to be frequently used in he
home, there was a tendency for those who are also
literate in their HL to do better on test measures rela-
tive to those who are not. Results are Mown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that with the exception of non-
homophonous errors and fluency in speaking. differ-
ences between proficient HL students who are liter
ate in their HL and those who are not, are statistically
significant (p .05). Thus. it appears that HL literacy
has an enhancing effect on third language learning
independent from that of overall general HL profi-
ciency.

Table 3 Distribution of Fathers' Highest Educa-
tional Level (Polar Categories) Within
Heritage Language Literacy Groups

elementary or
some high

school

university or
graduate/

iii) Relationship Between HL Literacy and
SES Variables

Literacy knowledge and use have frequently been
found to be positively associated with son')
economic variables. That is to say. the more literate
behaviour a child adult engages in. the greater the
probability that the child adult comes from a high
SES home background. What this means is that, for
the most part, in studies investigating the relationship
between literacy and background vanables, SES
and literacy have been confounded. In such a case.
it is impossible to know whether the relationship
found IS due to SES variables of to literacy per se.

For this reason. we considered it important to
investigate the relationship between certain SES
variables and Ineracy among our students Our
approach to this task was to do cross-tabulations ol
our four-category literacy variable against a number

Table 4 Distribution of Fathers' Occupation
(Polar Categories) Within Heritage
Language Literacy Groups

semiskilled or managers or
professional

degree
unskilled
workers

professionals

no HL 13.4% 39.2% no HL 13.5% 31.7%
, HL non -tit 238% 21.4% HL 22.2% 158%

HL lit non-user 33.4% 25.7% HL tit non-user 34.1% 16.2%
HL lit user 31.0% 28.7% HL lit user 31.9% 19.1%
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of SES indicators father& educational level.
mother& educational level. father& occupation and
mother& occupation. As the pattern of results for
mother& and fathers educational attainment and for
mother& and father& occupant), e %mike:. only the
results pertaining to fathers are ,...ten in the tables.
Furthermore. only the extremes of the SES
categories are shown. as little additional information
is gleaned from the presentation of all the categories.
The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3 considers the highest level of education
attained by fathers cross-tabulated with language lit-
eracy abilities of their children Two categories of
educational attainment are shown: fathers who have
had elementary school and or who have had some
high schooling: fathers who have completed a urn.
varsity and or who have completed a graduate or
prolessional degree. Table 4 shows Lathers' occupa
'ion cross-tabulated against the language literacy
background of their children. Results are presented
for two broad polar occupation categories. inana
gers or professionals and semiskilled or unskilled
workers.

Tables 3 and 4 present data indicating the effects
we have thus far ascnbed to HL literacy are not. in
fact, the masked effects of socio-economic status
First, among students who have an HL. those literate
in it are not disproportionately drawn from high SES
families in comparison to HL non-lit students. There
is a broad similarity in the distributions of Lathers
education and father& occupation for HL lit and Hi.
non-lit students. The proportion of unwersityieclu
cated fathers is somewhat higher for HL literate stu-
dents 125_ 7% and 28 7" versus 21.4%. but so too is
the proportion of fathers without. a high school dip

Vox

loma 133.4% and 31.0% versus 23.8%4. In the case
of lathers occupation. the main difference between
HL literate and non-lit students is the somewhat
higher proportion of the former 134.1 "L and 31.9%
versus 22.2%) whose fathers hold semiskilled or
unskilled lobs. In summary. HL literate and non-liter-
ate students have broadly similar distnbutions
regarding SES background. Thus. among students
who have an HL. differences in third language profi-
ciency associated with HL literacy cannot be
ascnbed to SES.

Tables 3 and 4 also indicate that SES is not a cred-
ible candidate for explaining differences in third lan-
guage proficiency between those literate in an HL
And students without an FIL. In comparison to stu-
dents with no knowledge of an HL. a greater propor-
tion of HL literate students have lathers who lack a
high school diploma. a smaller proportion have
lathers with a university degree. As Table 4 shows. a
similar pattern appears regarding fathers occupa-
tion. Fathers of HL literate students are more likely to
hold semiskilled or unskilled lobs and less likely to
hold managenal or professional fobs than fathers of
students with no knowledge of an Ft

Thus. although it might be predicted that having
parents with higher levels ul lamal education or
more prestigious occupations and no HL would
favour d student's performance of French language
tests. as we have seen Irom the test results. this is riot
the case.

iv) Impact of Romance versus
Non-Romance Heritage Language

A reasonable assumption about the influence of one
language on the learning of another is that positive

Table 5 French Proficiency Measures by Heritage Language Background (Romance versus Non-
Romance)

Measures

Language Background

Romance N Non-Romance Sig

Reading
TMT (max = 25) 13.50 86 12.40 55 55 .201

Writing
Word count 74.51 86 65.49 55 .060
Non-homophonous erroi s 2.01 86 2.18 55 .584

Comprehension
TCA (max 151 9.48 86 8.56 55 .097
Global understanding
(max - 101 6.05 73 5.02 44 .048

Speaking
Total features
Repealed (max - 21) 7.30 73 6.45 44 .309
Fluency (0 - 3) 1.57 72 1.21 42 .013
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transfer will be more likely to occur between two
related languages than between two unrelated lan-
guages. We decided to explore this issue by examin-
ing the differential impact on the learning of French
a Romance language of having a Romance ver-
sus non-Romance "IL.

The students forming the Romance HL group
reported using one of the following Heritage lan-
guages. Italian. Spanish. or Portuguese. The stu-
dents forming the non-Romance HL group reported
using one of the following Heritage languages. Ger-
man, Polish. Hebrew. Filipino Tagalog. Chinese.
Greek or Korean.

Discussion

The research reported in this paper strongly supports
the claim that lireracy in one's mother tongue
enhances third language learning. It appears from
this study that there is an effect of first language liter-
acy per se independent of first language oral aural
language skills, independent of general level ol HL
proficiency and independent of the linguistic histori-
cal relationship between the two languages.

Four points are particularly worthy of note from
the findings of this study. First. it is clear that literacy
in the HL adds something above and beyond liter-
acy in the second language. This is to say. all the stu
dents in the study had learned to read in English.
their initial language of schooling. Yet literacy in the
HL appears to have contnbuted to a generalized
higher level of proficiency in the third language. It is
one of the weaknesses of the current study that we
do not know when the HL students learned to under-
take literacy activities in their HL: for some it is highly
probable that they learned these skills in Heritage
Language Programs (see footnote 21 at school This
means that. for them. HL literacy might not be their
language of initial literacy. However, it might well be
that HL literacy provides them with a fuller under-
standing of What reading and writing are for. using
the medium ol a language that (they) speak fluently'
thludelson 1987. p. 830). Additionally, it may give
them a feeling of success. pride and self confidence.
which, as we have suggested. may breed further sic
CUSS.

Secondly. It appears (ruin our results that know)
edge ol HI. literacy skills is as important as whether
one is currently making use of them. This finding sup
ports the notion of *linguistic Interdependence. So
fin does. our third point. that transfer appears least
likely 10 occur with 'surface level language speallc
aspects of language. What is interdependent is
knowledge and process.
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The results are shown in Table 5. The first point to
note about the figures in Table 5 is that in all cases
(here is a trend for Romance HL students to do bet-
ter on the French proficiency measures than non-
Romance HL students. However. the difference
between these two groups is significant (p .05) in
only two cases: global understanding and fluency.
Thus. although the results are in the expected direc-
tion. they are not strongly supportive of the
hypothesis that positive transfer is more likely to
occur when the first language is from the same lan-
guage "family- as the language being learned.

Fourthly. in the sample ol students We considered
in this research. SES does not appear in he con-
founded with HL literacy practises. This may be
because HL literacy has been learned by some at
school. Whatever the reason. it is unusual to he able
to unconfound these two variables. We therefore
place a great deal of importance on the finding that
third language learning is enhanced through first lan-
guage literacy. independent of SES variables.

Our results contnbute to the growing literature
which indicates that bilingual education programs
that promote first language literacy have an overall
positive effect on the learning of other languages
They represent an extension of the findings that
when the second language is required for academic
success and participation in the target language son.
ety. the provision of a sound first language basis
which includes liter ate dialVilleS Is a wise 111WS111112111
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Maori Bilingual Education and
Language Revitalization
by Bernard Spolsky

Ina recent book on language and ethnicity. Fishman
11984 45) cites New Zealand and its Maoris as a 'suc-
cessful case of iranslinguification% arguing that
Moon ethnnic identity seemed to be surviving the
reported loss of the Maori language.' A hundred
years after the educational system had started to dis-
courage the use of the languagr the stage had
finally been reached in which. as Benton 11981.17)
reported. there were only a few communities whew
young Maori children still spoke their language
natively.' By all accounts. then. in the late 1970 s.
Maon seemed to have become an excellent case or
scholars wanting to study the process of language
death. But. a few short wars later. it is now apparent
that the obituaries were premature: a sudden flurry
of community-encouraged activities.' with some
public and government support. is promising to
make Maori one of the few languages to rise from us
death-bed. revived and revitalized as a living Lin
guage.

The she away from the use of Moon started in the
middle of the nineteenth century after the European
conquest of New Zealand. but the process of loss
was at first slow. The strength of Maori resistance in
the New Zealand Wars. Bach 11986 310) argues.
served to slow the pace and mitigate the ellects of
subrogation. making it more possible for the Moon
people to preserve their 'language. culture. and idol
tity and providing a basis for the 'social and political
resurgence that came later. One early result of this
resurgence was a Maori insistence that their Lin-
guage be taught in secondary schools. There was
continuing resistance to language loss until the midi
die of this century. but eventually the pressure of
using only English from the earliest school years and
its growing use in the community proved too strong
Language loss was hastened when large numbers of
Maoris moved to the cities. and spread when some
Maons moved back to the country bringing with
them the city values (hal stressed the need for sped':
ing English.

hi the early 1970Is. the final blow to continued lan-
guage vitality may well have been the promotion of
the use of English in the pre-school Play Centre
movement. in which Maori mothers were urged to
speak English io their children. This was reinforced
by the spread of television. As a result. by the 1970's.
the youngest native speakers of Maori wee starling
to grow older. there were no signs of a new genera
lion of children growing up speaking the language.
and the prospects lor language survival were becoin
log dimmer.

The movement lor revival and revitalization
appeared in the early 1980.s. Graeme Kennedy Mei
sonal communication) explains the background for
the revival as follows:
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The U.S Civil Rights movement of the 1960's
and 1970's flowed on to New Zealand and com-
bined with the very strong onthopartheid move-
ment here iteness the Spnngbok !South African
Rugby Football] tour!) to give a background in the
early 1980s to mounting concern that Moons
were bearing the brunt of unemployment. prison
statistics. etc. The urban migration had depleted
'names Itraditional villages). and there tam Icor or
cultural death Many younger and middle-aged
Maoris expressed their embarrassment at not
knowing enough Maori language ro be able to
bury the dead with dignity at rangihanga (tradi-
tional wakes). for example. The pakella (Euro
peanI guilt at the possibility of cultural genocide
resulted in their being quite a warm response to
such tokenism os Moon Language )Akiek. the ofb
nol adoption by C' overmnent of standards of
Maon pronunciation for place name. etc

An example of what could be done was provided
by the Immigration to New Zealand of increasing
numbers of Pacific Islanders who had been more
miccest ul in maintaining their various Polynesian
languages which are closely related to Maim." For all
these reasons, there dewloped a simng concern lor
reaching the Maon language again In young chit

One possible model wee the hall Maori bilingual
prograi nines already in existence. but their impact
was local and they did nor seem io be suitable for
widespread innovation. because they depended in
large measure on children who came to school
pealung Maon or already bilingual In ilie inawrim
of other communities. this was not the situation. not
only young Maon children but also their young par

were by then speakers id English.

Initial efforts to use elementary schools lor the pur
pose of language revival appear not to have been
successful:

in the New Zealand situation. while the run nber
of native Moon speakers has been progressively
falling. government educational authorities OM
Maon leaders have sought to stage a revival in the
school use of Moon. The children. however, are
growing up in o predominantly English language
world . (Ritchie and Ritchie 1979 111( )

The solution proposed to this impasse was in start
teaching I he children even below they wen to

A meeting or Maori Wiles. siu my »el Lv
the Department of Maon Alters Ii I'M I. suggesnal
ihe esiablbliment of all Melon langur ay pie
groups. in which older K1E1115.1111010 weaker, of tilt'
language. would Lomita the in' wenines and
make up for the lad that ilw '11E111111N 1/1 M11011 ern
killtb could no longer spunk ihen language
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The first kuhanya reos or language nests were set
up in 1981.' The Department of Maori Al fairs pro-
vided some encouragement and financial support.
but the full weight of local organization and
implementation fell on any community that wanted
its own programme. There were lour experimental
centres started in 1982. two years later, there were
over 280 in existence. and by 1987 nearly five
hundred centres were operating The Department
helps fund these programmes. the allocations being
made by an independent trust. but control is essen-
tially local. The effect of the kohanga reos cannot he
exaggerated. where six wars ago a bare handful ul
Mitten Cattle tupnmary school with any knowledge

I It the Maur language. now each year between two
and thaw thousand children. many of them fluent
Witiyual.. hiaiI school after having already been
expt 'set I lit Jelly nee of the Mann language for three
ul MI Wean

ActAntipanuelq this educational activity. political
.nab legal [II 0Illte has heel I Brought to bear to sup-
Ptil I Ihe 111111111dge levnahmuun process Although a
1974 amondinunt hi Ilia Mao Allairs Act had recog-
'lied Moan as tha ant venal language ol that portion
d the populatinu ol New /.ealand ul Maori descent;

livnluu CM()) 1)0111th OW a number of court cases
established that Ibis had no 1 Illadleall meaning. How
ever in a landmai Is decision in 1986. the Waitangi

Animal held that the Clown had failed in its prom-
ise made III the Treaty of Milting! to protect the
Maori language ' It recommended (among other
things I that Moon be !node an official language.
available as a language of instruction m schools. and
watched over by a Maun Language Commission.

The findings have now started to be implemented,
Maori has been declared an official language of New
Zealand" and a Maon Language Commission. Tu
Komihana mo to Reis Maori. chaired by Professor
Timor S. Karetu. has been set up. In addition. Maori
is starting to become available as a language of
instruction in New Zealand schools. a move sup-
ported by parental pressure and recognized by the
Department of Education."'

Bilingual Education

There are a number of common misconceptions
about bilingualism including the notion that bilin-
gualism is unusual or a disadvantage..' or that it
means equal skill and ability in two language."
There is also a misconception in the notion that bilin
gual education somehow means equal use of two
languages. The realities are different. individuals
have a complex set of abilities. knowledge and habits
in several varieties of language. generally using one
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anety in certain domains and another for different
functions. Communities then are definable as com-
plex patterns of language repertoires. Studies by
scholars such as J A Fishman.' ' have shown how
varieties are divided in usage not just demographi-
cally (where various communities haw their own
languages I but also functionally (where within a
single community different languaues are used for
different functionst A critical outcome el this social
patterning is the complex interrelation bet up
between language and education

'There are a number of common
misconceptions about bilingualism.

including the notion that bilingualism is
unusual or a disadvantage.'

It is seldom if ever the case that children come to
school speaking the variety of language that is the
chosen goal of the school system Generally. they
learn at home a completely (Id ferent vanety. often a
different language. ur a quite different dialect This
tact serves to set up a language barrier to educa-
tion.' The complexity ol situations and the many
factors with which they interact makes it difficult to
we one's way to a simple polio). There are. I believe.
two basic principles. often competing in their applica.
non. that must he taken into account in arriving at a
policy for language and education that is both
responsible and feasible. The firstconcerns the rights
()I individual members of a society to equality of edu-
cational opportunity. the second concerns the rights
of individuals and groups in a multilingual commu-
nity to maintain. if they so choose. their linguratic
varieties. '` Each ol these principles applies, in difler.
mg form and at times with conflicting impact. to
Maori bilingual education in New Zealand.

Equality of educational opportunity has two parts
to it. The first is the nght. as far as it is feasible. to be
educated in the variety ol language that one learned
at home. or at a basic minimum where this is not feas-
ible. to be educated in a school that shows full
respect for that variety and its strengths and poten-
tials. It was the abrogation ol this principle by the
New Zealand education system over a hundred
years ago that started the process of the destruction
of the Maori language. It underlies growing concern
fur the possible maintenance of immigrant and
Pacific Island languages in New Zealand. The second
part of the equal opportunity principle is the right to
learn in the best way feasible the standard and offi.
eta] languages selected by the society as a whole.
This principle calls for effective teaching of English.
and now that Maori is officially recognized, adds sup.
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Iron to teaching it too.' In any case. one would
expect to see official languages have pnonty as at
least the major second language in an educational
system.

Tim second major principle recognizes the right of
the individual or the group to do whatever is possible
io preserve or strengthen vaneties of language that
have important ethnic, traditional, cultural, or religi-
ous values for them. A society that values
heterogeneity and multiculturalism will be prepared
to provide support for this initiative within the
framework of the school curriculum. It is this second
principle which is stressed in the recent New Zealand
Curriculum Review.

In practice. Bilingual Education may be seen ide-
ally as a result of the application of these two princi-
ples in a multilingual setting As William Mackey's
classic essay made clear. there is an infinite range of
programmes that might come under the rubric. for
the amount (and distribution) of lime and effort to
each of the two for more) languages involved
depends on the situation and rationales involved.

Many patterns are possible. In traditional monolin-
gual education, other languages are taught a few
hours a week. starting usually at secondary school.
The goal is seldom more than passive knowledge of
the written language. In bilingual communities, the
two languages may be used as languages of instruc-
tion throughout the system. In the Canadian immer-
sion programme:" English-speaking children are
offered full-time instruction in French for the first Iwo
or three years of school, then moved to bilingual
English-French instruction. In many British colonies.
initial instruction was all in the vernacular. with
English taught from the third year or so and used as
medium of instruction by the secondary school. In
many Indian schools, instruction is given. succes-
sively. in the vernacular. the local language and one
of the official national languages.' Bilingual mainte-
nance policies are followed with most of the official
languages of the Soviet Union.22 It is important then
to be clear that there is no one pattern, and certainly
no one correct model. Maori Bilingual Education
then is developing its own models. in response to the
special needs and situations that exist in the venous
New Zealand communities.

Maori Bilingual Education
The present development of Maori Bilingual Educa-
tion appears to be a result of the cornur.ction of at
least three different but related trends. One of these
is connected to the continuing attempts to teach the
language in the secondary school. the area of educa-
tion to which It had been banished by the decision
not to use It in primary schools. This traditional Maori
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language teaching in the secondary schools. partly
supported by an infusion of teachers a decade ago.
was of limited but important effect in maintaining a
minimal level of knowledge of the language and in
keeping the language in the curnculum. For most
pupils. it leads to knowledge of the language rather
than use of it. a pattern that has been remarked upon
as the main effect of Irish language revival efforts.
The teaching tends to be formal. and examination.
onented. In many cases. the teachers are not them-
sekes fluent in the language they are teaching. SO
that Maori is spoken only part of the time The contu-
sion between the academic goal and the ethnic aim
is often apparent: sensitive teachers of ten choose
therefore to emphasize the cultural rather than 11w
language aspect of the work.'

At Makoura College. for instance. the bilingual
programme in 1987 had completel new stall. as die
former head of department. M. Hollings, had left in
direct the BilingualTeachers course at Hamilton The
bilingual unit consisted of classes learning Maori 3-4
hours a week. The classes were nut conducted in
Maori: the teachers had no experience teaching in
the language. There was staff support for the goals of
the programme. but nothing was yet in place that
would deal with the anticipated arrival of pupils from
a bilingual programme at Masterson East primary
school. At Wellington High School. 28 thirdlorniers
and 18 fourth-formers were in a Maon bilingual
stream studying Maori a few hours a week and
taught other subjects by members of the bilingual
team. The Maori language class was taught mainly in
Maori; some classroom management in other sub-
jects was in Maori. At Nga Tapawhae College. the
Maon teaching appeared quite formal and tradi-
tional. with pupils learning to translate sentences to
and from the language. -" At Nyasa College. the
newly appointed principal. Amster Reddy, set his
Maori Studies staff fled by Blackie Pohatu) the task
of developing plans for a bilingual curnculum. which
seemed to be concerned only with the lour hours a
week for Maon. A major problem they were lacing is
the big gap in knowledge of Maori between the chit-
dren from Hiruharama who were fluent and those
from the other contributing schools. It should be
stressed that in each of these secondary schools. a
strong commitment to Maori cultural education was
evident. but the language programme had not yet
reached a commensurate level.

The second trend is represented by the early bilin-
gual schools such as the ten-year-old Ruatoki prog-
ramme''. Ruatoki was originally a last-ditch effort to
establish a bilingual programme In an area where
children at the time were still speaking Maori. Model-
led to a certain extent on US bilingual maintenance
programmes, n was given minimal resources"' and
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continues to have few resources even though now it
must deal with a growing number cif children who
are not native speakers of Maon. Ruatoki was the
first of the Maori bilingual schools. the programme
started some years before the kohanga reo move-
ment. and is the result of local initiative with central
Department of Education support. There are now
150 or so children in the school. 50 of them brought
every day from Whakatane. When the programme
started ten wars ago, the children generally came to
Ruatokt school speaking only Maori. but by 1987.
many of them (especially those from town) were
coming to school speaking English. The programme
is conducted totally in Maon up to Standard 2. and
thereafter is bilingual. There has been a great deal of
development of Maori curricular material. and the
infant teacher. Mrs Williams, is the pioneer in Maori
bilingual teaching There is a strong school commit-
tee chaired by Tulinaare Nohotuma. one of its regu-
lar problems is dealing with departmental staffing
policies which tend to post non-speakers of Maori to
teach at the school,

'The bilingual schools and units are
an attempt to cope with strong and

growing community pressure for
language revitalization.'

The third trend. and the one that is starting to have
a maior effect on the language situation. is the grow-
ing number of children coming to the primary
schools (and soon to come to intermediate and sec-
ondary schools) who have gained various degrees of
competence in the Maon language while they were
In kohanga reo programmes. Joined to the effects of
the bilingual schools like Ruatoki. this trend will soon
start to influence and even swamp the secondary
school programmes.

While there are great individual local differences.
the general pattern of this newest trend goes some-
thing like this: The parents from one or more success-
lul kohanga reo programmes. pleased that their chil-
dren are learning Maori and determined that the
learning be continuedn7, make approaches to a
nearby primary school, These bilingual children and
their enthusiastic parents are the first resource
needed to establish a bilingual programme. The sec-
ond Is provided by the local school: a willing princi-
pal, a not unwilling (or even better. a supportive)
school committee, and some available space.-4 At
this point. the key question becomes staffing. In the
schools that I visited In 1987. a teacher ready an will-
ing to teach in Maori'" had been found In the school
or had infiltrated through the appointment system.
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In addition, with the cooperation of the District
Senior Inspector and the encouragement of vanous
levels of the educational system. the appointment of
a fluent Maori-speaking kaiarahi reo (language assis-
tant) made it possible to set up the first minimal
teaching team.

Once the team was in place. the real work began.
as the associate teacher (usually with some previous
knowledge of Maori but not necessanly fluency ) and
the kaiarahi reo started to explore the nature of a
Maori bilingual curriculum. Working with minimal
curncular guidance' and resources. they were
developing their own curriculum model and maie
nals and their own method of teaching In most
schools I visited. the team had arrived at a decision to
teach everything (including reading and arithmetic)
m and through Maori, the approach was generally
labelled Immersion'. but the details of implementa
non varied widely.

Once the first Maori bilingual unit in a school is
underway. the pressure of new children coming to
the school from nearby kohanga reos and the avail-
ability of additional qualified teachers and free space
determines how it is continued. Many units I saw
have adopted a whanau or family system of organi-
zation. The children stay in such a unit for three years
or more. so that each unit contains a range of pupils
from new entrants to standard 2 or higher. This
arrangement allows for greater flexibility in organiza-
non, and those who use it are happy with its other
educational advantages.

At some time. Q English is introduced into the cur -
riculumand what has been an initial early immersion
programme becomes a maintenance bilingual prog-
ramme. "TheThe effect of the programmes I saw was to
produce children who have varying degrees of com-
petence in both Maori and English. but who expect
hand will be expected by their parents) to continue to
learn in both languages.

I visited a number of schools with such program-
mes: Pencarrow Primary School The children
from the two kohanga reo programmes in the
Wainutomata area go on to Pencarrow Primary
School. where. in response to community pressure,
a lull immersion programme was started. There were
15.20 children in the class, all volunteers. only chil-
dren who had had kohanga reo experience were
accepted. The teacher in charge of the class was an
older Maori woman with long teaching experience
and a deep commitment to the language. but until
this year. all her teaching had been in English. For
her. too. then. this was a first experience of !rimer.
51011 teaching. She was assisted by a kalarahl reo. a
woman chosen as a language assistant on the basis
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of her fluency in Maon. The two were supported by
a third adult. a 'nanny'. who was in fact an older rela
rye of the teacher All three adults and the children
engaged in free relaxed conversation in Maori. The
classroom was filled with material in Mauro prepared
by teacher and pupils. 1'

Waiwhetu Primary School - One of the first
kohanga reos was established in Waiwhetu. so the
immersion programme was already in its second
year. The children ranged from new entrants to Sian
dard 2. While most ol the teaching was in Maon.
arithmetic was taught in an English pull out prig
ramme. and Standard 2 children were taught read
mg in English. There was increasing demand for
extending the programme. hut plans were
threatened by stall cuts mandated because of falhug
enrolments in the school as a whole.

Masterton East (Rawhiti) Primary School
Two strong kohanga reo programmes ' were feeding
children to this school. where about 40 children were
being taught in an immersion programme. The class
had two qualified teachers. neither of whom was
fluent in Maon before they started teaching in the
language. they were assisted by kaiarahi reo. As the
teachers became more confident in their language
use. they switched the initial reading teaching from
English to Maori. and were happy with the results.
There was a shortage ol curncular material. and the
teachers were preparing their own on the model of
ESL books They had also developed some tests of
their own. Here too. plans for growth were compli-
cated by falling enrolments. The other major ques-
tion being discussed was what will happen to the chil-
dren in the bilingual programme when they go to
intermediate school.

Natone Park School - Because children were
coming to this school (with its supposedly Australian
name) with increasing fluency in Maori. the STJC
'infant mistress) and a kaiarahi rep were starting a
hiknyual programme. but the associate teacher still
lacked fluency in Maori so the teaching was mainly in
English They hoped to begin an immersion cur-
riculum in the following year or two. The area is mul-
titribal. The school lacks resources. and feels neg-
lected.

Wilford Primary School - On my visit to this
school. I had may first taste of the protocol of a lor-
mai Mann puivhin' in welcome. I was greeted by the
school Maori club (a hundred or more children) with
waiata I traditional chants and hakas (action songs!,
iwfore being escorted by some children to the biling-
ual class. Two European teachers and a kaiarahl reo
were operating a whanau type bilingual class for
65 or so children. One loom was kept for Maori only.
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there I saw the kaiaralti reo leaching reading. assisted
by her two unemployed teenage sons who were sit-
ting (mound reading to or with the children. In the
other rooms. classroom management and some
oil ter activities were in Maori. children were permit-
ted to use English in reply. The programme was
being led by live kohanga reo programmes. The
school also had a Samoan programme for one of as
classes a couple of hours once a week.

Richmond Road Primary School - This is an
111110WAIW? school Wlih a SCh001WIde multilevel
whanau system and strong emphasis on teacher-
developed curriculum. The programme is one that
has already attracted international attention. the
principal. Jim Laughton. is a charismatic leader with
.1 compelling vision of what elementary schooling
call accomplish While Maoris make up only a small
fi action ifl the SC hoot lull I the large maitnity of pupils
are Pacific Islanders). a Maori bilingual unit has been
set up' which has lour teachers two of them Maori
speakers) and a kaiarahi reo for about 75 children.
from new entrants to Standard 4. The children learn
in Melon about half the day Literacy is taught in
English. the emphasis is on oral Maori. Each child's
progress in reading and arithmetic is closely moni
toted. There is also a Samoan bilingual unit.

Clydemore Primary School The bilingual
unit was started lour years ago. and in 1987 there
were 1(10 or more children in bilingual classes. which
go up to Standard 3. If a suitable intermediate
school programme cannot be found. there is thought
DI keeping the children at the school. ) Most of the
teachers have learned Maori as a second language.
and they were working with the help of the parents
The classes I saw were conducted in Maori. with the
children code switching or using either language.
The school council has four ethnic committees which
meet once a month. The Maori committee discussed
(and resolved satisfactorily in the meantime I the
issue of dialect oiversity: there was some worry
because the teachers were not speakers of the local
dialect. The Standard 2 children were reading
material in Maori written for secondary schools.

Rakaumanga Primary School - The school at
Rakaumanga is developing into a full primary by
adding the intermediate levels. The Maori bilingual
programme in 1987 was immersion in Maori up to
Standard 1. with plans to extend to higher levels. The
class I observed was using Maon easily and comfort-
ably

Hiruharama Primary School - It was a little
surpnsing and quite impressive to find the greeting
speeches given here by Alex Hope. a police sergeant
and chairman of the school committee. The school is
a small one, but the Principal Oil Warul and her
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Kohanqa Rev Many New Zealand children attend pre-scnools. like the one pictured here. before beginning free and
compulsory education provided between the ages of ei6 and 15 This pre-school is deferent in that it is called a '<change reo
!language nosh where the Maori language is (aught and an appreciation of Maori culture and values is developed.
rAclure courtesy of the New lea/and High COMMISSIOrl. Canberra)

teachers were uttering a strong immersion prog-
ramme up to Standard I and a bilingual programme
after that. Considerable effort had obviously gone
into resource development. There is good commu-
nity backing fur the programme. the children go on
to secondary school with a strong basis in Maori.

Walkiriki Primary School - In this large Gis-
borne suburban school, the principal Don Sinclair
had encouraged the development of a Maori immer-
sion unit (through 21 with 25 children. Hannah
McFarland, the Maori associate teacher was being
supported by Toe Tulsa's°. the kaiarahi reo. and the
programme was fed by a strong kohanga reo. Mrs
McFarland wand like to continue the immersion
programme up to Standard 2. There had been
good deal of curriculum development. A second
Junior room had children tn It who did not go to a
kohanga leo. they weld ben ig taught some Maun.

These elementary schools I saw. and others like
them. were starting to produce children who are

IQ
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fluent in Maori and English and who have been
taught tn both languages. The result ca this will in the
next few years start to affect intermediate and secon-
dary schools. producing pressures that will need to
he met in the curriculum'' and in providing
teachers. '" This fact was dramatically illustrated to
the Waitangi Tribunal. Pou Ternara. an experienced
teacher of Maori. demonstrated the difficulty that a
fifth-form student (one who. he predicted. would get
a good grade in the Maori School Certificate exami-
nation I had in describing orally a picture in Maon.
and compared this with the fluency and volubility in
Maori of a five-year old from a kohanga reo. 11When
this five - year -old starts secondary school in seven or
eight years, his level of knowledge of Maori and
fluency in it will be tar ahead of the children complet
mg secondary school now. the enormity of the chat-
lewd Is obvious.

And there will almost inevitably he a second
source of pressure lacing the educational system. In
the Canadian French immersion programmes. once

21,
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dn suet ess of the early I first grade) programmes
I waffle clear. there was intense parental pressure
tlial ailed 1111 the establishment of middle (seventh
(a ale I and late )eleventh grade) total immersion
Programmes.'' The greater efficiency of certain
typo, of language learning with older children will
mean that such middle and late immersion program-
mes. provided they are properly undertaken, will be
luster than the early immersion.

lb sum up. the bilingual schools and units are an
attempt to cope with strong and growing community
pressure for language revitalization. The form of the
programme generally starts with a teacher-
developed immersion curriculum. intended to be
succeeded by an as(yet also undefined bilingual
maintenance curriculum. With minimal resources.
and working oilers against established administrative
patterns. the teachers are starting to build a blue
print, pioneering their wat alto a new area

Creating Maori Space

I mentioned the formal powhiri or welcome at Wil-
ford School. but it was on the trip to the Waikato and
East Coast that I really started to learn protocol.' My
escort (a Maori education adviser) had told me that
we would be met by some of his colleagues who
would look alter us. and while we were sitting talking
to the newly appointed Maori principal and his Maori
school committee chairman at Rakaumunya School
four women (education advisers and itinerant
teachers of Magni arrived to fill an important role in
the ceremony''

The greeting ceremony i» the Waikato and East
Coast generally followed the same pattern. Our
party would wait. in a staff-room or principal's office
or at the school gate. for a signal that it was lime lo
enter. Preceded by one ol the women with us, we
would then walk in procession towards the class-
room or building where the greet; 1 was to take
place. A local woman to teacher or a pupil). would
then appear and sing the karanga. to which our
escort would reply. We would enter the room and sit
down on a row of chairs. Facing us would be the
school, or the class, with at least two men (teachers
or school committee members) on their right. The
powhiri started with a speech in Maori from the
senior in Maori terms) local person -sometimes the
school principal or deputy principal. or school board
chairman. '" At the end ol the speech (which lasted
about live minutes/. the school would stand and sing
a watata. After a second speech of welcome and
waiata, the male'' education adviser escorting me
would give the first reply. after which the visiting
group would stand and sing its waiata. I gave the sec-
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and reply. skirling my speech (at the suggestion
my escort in Hebrew and then going on to explain
in English) something about Hebrew language rest
val. After a waiata. we would hand over an envelope
containing money as a substitute for the tittering 01
food that is a traditional part of the visitors role The
powhiri would conclude with the visiting party moe
ing along a row of the local group (the adults and a
few of the children) in order to shake hands and
press noses.

It took me a while to grasp the significance at these
iormal Maori receptions that preceded most ot my
visits In Wilford. it had seemed like a rather charm
mg display of Maori culture. but on the Waikato and
East Coast trip I came to appreciate that it served a
number of important )unctions In pan of course,
there was the traditional Maori concern lor showing
respect to a visitor. One important aspect (it this was
the reciprocal effect The more IMIlIeSSIVO the rare
mony. the more important the visitor. but the more
important the visitor. the more important the place
he has chosen to visit The showing ul flibc)ied to an
international expert in bilingual education showed
in its turn the importance ascribed by the Depart-
ment of Education to the particular programmes I
was taken to visit. The ceremonial then had a posi-
tive value for the local community. and served to
proclaim the Importance ol the bilingual pray
ramme.

The second interesting function performed by the
traditional ceremony was its definition and umlaut
log of the Maoriness of the bilingual programmes I
visited. The powhiri is the ceremony performed
when guests come to a marae-atea. the physical
space designated by a Moon group tor traditional Inn
mai activities. One might consider the analogy ot the
sign found in many American schools that says Vi,
Hors must report to the Principal's Office The put
pose of the sign is to make clear that access to the
school is through the administrative bureaucrat id-
like the special badges given to visitors to a building
with special security. they determine the degree ot
access allowed. These traditional Maori ceremonies
made clear that access to the bilingual programme is
under traditional Maori community control the deci
sion to admit a visitor is made not in an adrninistra
tive but in a traditional way; visitors report not to the
principal but to the local Maori community. and are
clearly labelled as visitors This was brought home to
me by the remark of one European school principal
as I was leaving alter a morning spent in his school s
bilingual programme. that he has a policy of requir
ing visitors to spend at least three days and look at
the school as a whole. I interpreted this as an expla-
nation of how my formal welcome by the IA handl]
had replaced his regulation.
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Obic111311%11111L'I 11 Id the Melt/11 bilingual program

Ines as Malin space WEI% ..11,1.1 01111311dbl/L'd by the
physic al sum amtlings r 1.1,04E111111s 'Wre deco

rated with Moral all, and a IlUllibtel had traditional
cal canto in them as mill Thus. the bilingual program
Ines me tvtabllelrug p tusk al and m m WI space Ito the
process 1)1 linguistic and cultural ivvival The 'club/1s
I visited we' u eldty ir titbits hill Uwe IwJ lutist %vises.
In Illo rise Ifl Ninon as sole Itilintiatie ail insh La In III
ell ILI 111 14111.11 111.1111111 111L Will" 111 1101.411V Milt iti sluice

a move towable the possible establishment 1a
1411UllElikl Maui in 11111'1 In 1111% W1111 El

Mann 171 1111 1111 11111Y

Local and Tribal Concerns

Stall b1011101 ha% planks I the 111,111111111 Hie

American Indian was essentially a I cm itivan styes
non. the vatit/us Native Ai lent till 11'111111)Y W1111 111011

many dil lereni 1c111EILIENO% 1 1111U1L011 and 1111411tIla.
came to 1111'111 a Arabi' I untl only In tit' Lives ol the
white colonists rile Ir.:W.11 III &lieu &minim'
ethnic identity in 10:11111 VL11.111i 110 uwulvtal t111.11 the
rediscovery ol I I I1..i..eters es 114111 Ilidid1111111 lb al

best seen as a V pulinr al 0111,11110 11011. t11112

signs 131 smitten local and Whitt I Ina oils m the Maori
language roc/tali/nth toot es+ I i /deli ol I fits Ivy In
concern expiessed over chalet I 11111U1L'Ill OE Iciest'
are tar from 'livid! it hail lulled an underlying
Issue 111 MOW 111E11111 111111111411K L'

The wink ail in toiling nil ki
redress gilevolires mei knit lunusnlnuns dating
hark to IN11 hos ivrla lor Lasing ntiyiltiull VII Ilio
unpunrnu I, III the what ill iWI altiliettim that estati
lishus the benefit tames 111 such ( identity
1111.11L 11.111 .1 111E111 /1 et111111lnlc 11111114111LY, Tilt 11115

gel explains WI IV I by Mtn /II L 1.1111.11 Ell renaissance

Is lendlint lit ellifas this tuition, rather than heingsalis
fled Well sullie gellehIllAirl notions ol the Md0(1
I11'1/1)111 rib a W111 Al' 1'llt1 local nature Ell We bilingual
pustirillillir's and Own uAiceiii he local control.
illushalwe this fat I this ItIL101 11, one that will add rich-
ness III the 1)1ntus, hut at the same time produce
pniUUla and pi at teal 1311111101116 such as agreenielli
tail 1111: use dialerlb in the fidingual programmes.
till 11111LIU that will show up in teacher appointments
anti I In (vigils publication

Revival and Revitalization

Thole have teen a good number of language revival
efforts in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
associated usually with nationalist movements for
which they proclaim both ethnic individuality (we
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ale a separate people because we have our own lan-
guage) and ethnic past our language associates us
with the Great Tradition ol our past as a people).
There have been efforts 1.0 revived !lumber of Celtic
languages, the Irish. Welsh and Breton cases proba-
bly being the must well known Another less well-
known but now increasingly well-documented case
is that ol Frisian hi must of these cases, the main
thrust ()I activity has been revival. by which I mean
an ellort to re-establish both the number of speakers
(usually by leaching in the schools) and the number
La public and of helot functions for which the lan-
guage is used. Au [inpatient side effect of this
increased functional use is the need for language
modermeancin, similarly. a necessary side effect of
the school teaching is the need for language standar-
lwation Another goal of these efforts is revitalize-
Ix III. die restoration ol lie vualuy of the language by
assuring a Mute supply til native speakers.

One of therms! ef lective cases of language revival
and revitalization in modern limes is that of Hebrew.
13y thy nineteenth century, there had not been native
speakers ol I lebrew for some seventeen hundred
years. and while the language was widely known
and used. there were severe iestrietions (in the
LIU111c1111b of use The important infect of the Hebrew
evival movement at the turn of tau present Century
was hull] to call for wider use in all wiiguage func-
tions. and to encourage a generation of parents and
prospective parents who would speak the language
to Iher children Since Me childton graduating horn
the I lebrew language schools In the IN/O's spoke
Hebrew butter than they spoke then parents' lan-
guages, 11 was natural that when they masted they
would speak I lebrew with Liar II other and with twit
hildren Within twenty iii flinty wean tin was hap

so 111E11 childien hot 11 in the late were
likely to be 11rIllye M111011014 01 I !Anew fhe evidence
1901 the I lebrew Lahti showed a combination ol lac
tors the two critical tediums seem to lie the use of
Hebrew its language i l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1lit the Pits nuts and
kindergartens. and the chwelopirwill ol sluing coinr
munity-wide ideological support ful I lebrew Ian.
gunge L11.1:1

This example suggests II tat the next lew years will
be critical tor Mann Continued support by parents
arid Government lot the kid langa nal movement will
keep up pressure tot the schools. Intelligent concen-
tration of I ebtlUICIlb Ill the educational systems' on
building strong groups of Maori speakers in the pri-
mary school, and developing their linguistic compe-
tence in the secondary school. will producz a new
generation al fluent Maon speakers who will be cap-
able, should they so choose. of being the parents
and teachers of the new native speakers. Maori then
shows good prospects for reVililligaliOn.
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FROM THE CHAIR

This issue of
comes alter the higiii
successItil emit:mince
Language is Good
liusiness - ilie Role of
Languages in
Australia'', Fa/In/Inn
Future and the
equally successful
011(11:1 Australian
Cunterence on
Education and

adult-al and Lingm-stie Pluralism . an AACLAN111
minim% e. organise. with the tlE(11) Centre for
Educational lit:seal:1i and Irimwation This
item atumal ti inlerent e was held in Nlarch 11/1)1
it the Sydney (Aimonion Centre. pan ul the

Conlermite the All+1 1.111.111 CAW snide% In ere
reheated. The% .tic published In Ole F.111111:1'
Press I 1/X S tuan !de% nil the it'll-MSC 11% the
ISSICral tit A linnieni 111 .1 (111:120 Pallier tin de\ WWI Languages. no called the

h.ltelat% and Latiguagt Mum The
apprimnate anti adequate planning

lur language etlutatitin is an %nal as e er

Another maim twent. reloant to [Ms smut- of his
is the ltirml opening lin the Pinot. Alinister. tin
'1 \i% ember II191/ the N.LIIII11.11 (inner \ of
Victoria. ui die \ [atonal Lmiguages Msumw ui
Australia.

In .niches III 10 m\ Ines such .IS these, the
regular disbursement ul grants to st hook. higher
cithicatiori ['Istituto ins and ['tiler bodies tattler the

Inseph Lo ii1.111C1 I

%allows programs of the National Policy on
Languages continues.

This fifth issue of l'ox contains articles of general
interest in the first section. as nen as knarteen
articles of a more specialised nature in the second
section. These deal wail our immediate region of
the world. Crowley and Nlangulthin on Melanesia
and the Nairn P.tcil is respectively; Spolsky on
sam0,111 in New Zealand: and Lun on the
singapore dilemma. On language issues further
[Meld. Tans describes new approaches to English
teaching in japan. klopnigge thscusseS the
migration and achievements tit ethnic minority
pupils m the Netherlands. ['two- SUIVeyS the
Rimarkably complex IInle% surnaintling language
planning in Alma. and Biqa analyses world trends
and issues in adult literat This is particulark
much as we close Internatumal Literacy Year.

)n the home trust we have articles dealing with
languages miler than English in Australia and also
tin the dillerent Mims ul Australian English

repots Oct SItalenI 01)11111 nth tin French
language inmlersaon In QUeellSkIntI,
writes about an interesting German pnigrani ul
south Australia. Can -Runer and C.i%allaro examine
the prospects low nummtv umnigrant languages;
Campbell estimates sedney s language resources:
Hirsch considers reading and thought in foreign
language ClaIti00111S. and MO twins of our
English are dealt with he Fades. on Aboriginal
English. and by Delbridge. ho tsilks about
Australian English inure generally.

I'lw state Rimmed In this 1,SIle Is QIICCIINIJIld.
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THE NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON LITERACY

EDUCATION FOR LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFICIENT

(LEP) ADULTS AND OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH
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NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE

FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
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IMMIGRANTS IN THE BUSH

A RESOURCE, KIT FOR UPP ,R PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Immigrants in the Bush presents four case studies
on life in rural northern New South Wales since
the turn of the century. The focus is on people
describing their own experiences and, in
particular, on people from non-English-speaking
backgrounds talking about why they or their
families moved to a country area and what it has
been like living there. The stories reveal much
about the mi,:rant experience and about ruml life
in New South Wales.

The stories are Loki through oral histories,
photographs, family trees. maps and illustrated
diagrams. Each case study includes notes,
resources and vocabulary in the languages used
by the interviewees. The case studies are A4 size
including A4 size photographs and are spiral
bound for easy use in the classroom.

Compiled by Janis Wilton with the assistance of
Helen Andreoni and Myra Dunn, all from the
University of New England. Immigrants in the
Bush introduces students to new perspectives on
living in rural Australia. Through oral histories.
photographs. sketches, maps, illustratec: diagrams
and family trees, students learn how country areas
have benefitted from the presence of Australians
from a variety of cultural backgrounds. They also
gain insights into how country stores have
changed, why people live In rural areas, the daily
routines of country town life, the rigours and
pleasures of farming, the unexpected variety of
lifestyles evident in rural areas and much more.

The kit consists of four case studies each focusing
on Australians from a dilTerent cultural
hackground and un different aspects or rural life.
The case studies arc:

Hong Yuen. A Country Stow and its People

The story of a ChineseAustralian. his
descendants and their tinnily business in
lnverell.

Hawking to Haberdashery

The experiences of some early Lebanese
settlers and their children in and around Glen
lnnes.

Cafes and Cafe Owners

The lives and livelihoods of five Greek-
Australians who worked different times in
country cafes.

The Pieper Letters, Tenterfield in the 1950s .

The story of a German couple who came to
Tenterfield in the 1950s as told through letters
written during their first five years in Australia.

Each case study includes notes. resources and
vocabulary in the languages used by the
interviewees. The books are A4 size including A4
size photographs, have fold out diagrams and
family trees and are spiral bound for easy use in
the classroom.

The case studies are accompanied by a Teacher's
Handbook written by Myra Dunn which suggests
strategies and activities for use in the classroom
and illustrates how the resources can be used
across the curriculum as well as within sinned
areas. There are also two posters and a sound
recording.

Immigrants in the Bush was funded by the NSW
Department of Education's Multicultural Education
Coordinating Committee (MECO.

The kit costs $60 (plus P & and is available
from the University of New England Publishing
Unit. University of New England, Annulate 4351.

For further information contact .1(1111b WM011(007)
734307/728079 or Helen Andrei=
(0671 734326.
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AUSTRALIAN BICENTENNIAL

MULTICULTURAL. FOUNDATION

The Australian Bkentennial gale
support Itl a proposal to est.thlisli the Australian
Bicentennial l'otmtlaticm the idea
%%as hilt proposed hr the I ederation
Communities ("mink ils ol Australia ai a National
(..onlerence to 1981

In 198(, the Fetleralum and the Australian Institute
ill %Int ultural Allah's itnnth Lon% ened a Working
Party %%Mill corisultec.1 %%idyls Loncernmg the
olgeets anti direttion lor the Fotindatitm

In June 198' the Authority imested S.1 million in
the Australian Bicentennial NItiluctiltural
l'itundation Trust ALL uunl. In September 1988 the
lunt.ls trariIerrt.I to the Fount.latum alter it

as legall% int.oriiiiratet.1 as an independent
irgarusation.

Ctirculit Maths: the h Rillt1.1114;11 Is intorpinaic4.1 as
Compam binned In t,uar.uut't' under the
Conpaines I \ kit Ina i I lick and registert.x.1 as a
hotly corporate m a l l 'gales and 1 mmuses

1 ht'' amt, said 111114.Iilt's III the Ft ailitialtifil ,Lre.

in t tamale in all Australi.ms a strong
it111111111111L.111 In 111%11,111a as 1114.

In fill 111.1111 t 1111111'+ Iii st, doing io
ah.int e Il,. it lid anti et.oni mut tell -11emg.

III inomotc an ay. armless among the people
Austialia of the thersits of tulwnr SS ;thin

.Xustialla and 111c tuntrtbuuun ill people front
all t allure, to Australia s tlt.8 lopment: and

II, +plead &ime undrstantimg
betv, eon all t Lithiral groups through any
appropiialc

file 1 4milt..1.Mull ill at hit, e Its aims

In alumni,' .111 Issue 111 ihiltonal sim1111.1CatiCe
Inr %1111111 ill int an annual hash,: .End

111111.1111111 11v liet Is anti progralils 111 .111v

(tilt He held ni AMIE

THE AUSTRALIAN MULTICULTURAL

YOUTH EXCHANGE

The Australkm Multkultural FA lunge I%,'
prtget.'t ol the FAhnit. Commtmities t 111111 11 ul V,1\

1l hilt gives Australians an opp01111111tS lu beitelit
from our nth LLIILLINII

The puiro,c 01 the Niultittilitiral yawl' 1.m.h.ingy
pnigram is to increase the understanding, ul
people. it11111res .1114.1 LIB ersity \\Olin AuNirali. In
111111110(11112, 111LIIIILL11111falislii 1I.1 a si nth tAt 11.111W,

The Australia Multicultural Y. nob I.m.hange.
through a 11.1E1011M exchange pp ograin ill

.SW.11411,111+ 11142 4.11.1114.e 14/ ,Ilan? Other

1111111i 11111 n11.111 1111villersolial LOMA( 111 110111es.

.1. III it /Is St 4.1 kplat. t's .1114.1 tl )11111111111114., NS here host

Loudly, reside around Australia.

I ht. ihnk "InlinillitieN ("Mid " NS11\s 11111:71 it'ol 111114.1ed 1114: JIM Mill J1 1.111/(1

\11,11.111.111 1Lit V111111111.11 ThillItt111111'.11 tu
;milt mike a Ira,ihlul ,Judi into the NIuluctiltural

nigh I ylhanµv Iholet1. pilot to piloimg the
1111/141.1111

o
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AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

not AT ISTRALIANUANGLIAGE. CEIT,111710UES;i,

During 1990. the Australian Council for
Educational Research tACER) coordinated, on
behalf of the Australian Bicentennial Multicultural
Foundation, a protect to develop proficiency
certificates in Chinese. French. German. Italian.
Japanese and Modern Greek. The purpose of the
Australian Language Certificates is to acknowledge
individual success in learning a new language and
to enhance the status of language learning in
schools.

Ms Susan lamina, a Senior Research Officer at
ACER. coordinated the protect together with Dr
Geoff Masters, Assistant Director thleasuremeni
ACER has considerable experience in managing
large scale projects like this. In 1990. ACER
undertook the full range of tasks. from selecting
schools to take part in the pilot study to printing
and distributing the certificates to be awarded

Barn. McCraw. Director

Tim tiNivERSITYIWIEKEISOULINUSEROLF.IIMMENWal3STRAL1419SWOLIAM:MMHOKTES

The University of Melbourne is pleased to be able
to play a major role in the development of die
new Australian Language Certificates.

For each of the six languages represented in the
I first stage of the project in 1990 (Chinese. French,
German. Italian, Japanese and Modem Greek). the
University is providing the Chair of the relevant
Language Panel. For Chinese. Italian and
Japanese. the Chair is a member of the
University's Institute of Education. The Faculty of
Arts is providing the Chairs far the panels in
French. German and Modern Greek. The task or
each Chair is to appoint other members of the
panel from within the teaching profession.
ensuring a wide representation from around
Australia. and to coordinate the work of the panel
in developing test materials for the relevant
languages.

The drafting ol specifications for the Btu
components of the test (listening skills and
reading skills) involves collaboration between the
University's new Language Testing Centre or the
Natant! Languages Institute of Australia and the
Australian Council for Educational Research
LACER).

The University welcomes this valuable
opportunity to encourage the learning of loreign
and second languages in schools. at a time w hen
the national need for proficiency in languages
other than English is so great \X'e look )onward
a successful collaboration w till ACER and the
Bicentennial Multicultural Foundain m in this
exciting :X11' VeratIr.

DG Perungion. Vice-Chancellor
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THE KEY CENTRE FOR ASIAN LANGUAGES

AND STUDIES AT GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY

by Colin Mackerras

Although the iinponatice (11 Asia lilt Atelltalla and
its suture has been ola IOUs tor .1 !num time it is
only in the List few years Mai this has begun to
bear upon the Australian iimmitinas at Inge 'all
only is Australia increasing's lei ogiliSed as a hill
neighbour ()I Asian LOL111111es. hilt hl Si Illit el ell
as part 01 ASIA itheh. made %allows Am.hi
LOUlltfles I1as expanded antl mac and
more Australian, shit Arlan t uunlnes . \,I.411
people have become a signilaani !hill .Pi

t)ealing with Asia on the stale and til the wits
government and 'alter t I I t Its alike think
afro: !ate IleeessItates that lilt as .1

lute N1101114.1 &Veit 1p all 'understanding of \ sia II

is all very 'ell liar Us to appititiale that Asian
peoples. including those Asians In ing in (\umiak'
as Australians. has e imp India tuhures hill .1 teal
untlerstatuding, and 11111 dealings. mean that the
Australian media must !disc more mime ill Asia,
the MO \ LT11111011 IIILISI tiekell, III a 1\ little 1.111ge

illtUral tnnlatts. Leasers IIIUSI tIlltierSt.111t1 hila
Lia operatea m Asian tiallalls. mow people
mull gain Limiliants Asian languages-1nd so
nil Ai the heart tit this development of
untltiistalidIng Asia and as peoples is the
et liltallu11 system.

The Australian Cu wurnment has 'mistiest luntbng
lor inithitives in 'developing cultural relations wall
ASla for sums 11111e. The N.1110,141 Poky on
I'dttlitUages has been a maim knitting source tor
the studs. of Asian languages at all levels ill
education. In 19-9 the Australia-China Counol
a as established a all the airn ol expanding
cultural relal1011s %%ail China. 111 Stay 1986. the

1211111112111 ;111111 the Setting Up f of the
Snakes Council Under the ch :inn :ulshgl .d

I )r This licitly has developed a
program and licen at tive in pushing

!lomat(' the studs ill Asian languages and Asian
quilies .11 .111 let els alltl Ill all seCtOrs 01 the

C0111111t1IIIIS

AUSII.111.111 11111VutsIlle4 tried III
tie the Stilth Ill Asia ha several det.ales. ntl
pokluictl slime uppressite lstilis as calk as the
VAIN. expansion has been 1.11)111 ill the 1.151 le \%

Witt% JaPalleSe 11111011eSlall are all

taught in min etym, in almost all slates
nowadays um the 'Mier hand. mho. (\mart
language, me still sin itittili in thew inlant s.
itscludirm mtpunanl Imes %nth am Korean.

7.

Vietnamese ,ind That The Asian StUdieS Council
has stit n as a 11:11101111 goal that 5 ol tertiary-
les el students Shill] Ili he learnIng
language by 109i.

In the set ondars and prlmary +chink. Asian
languages are still col well- developed in
clompanson tt ith European languages. The
trontrtilllier is Pp:Me:W. which has in the last
three to :r years undergone a gross th so fast
that a has been extremely difficult to supply
enough teachers. Chinese still lags somewhat
I ehind. but is making gimd progress Indimesian
is a idely taught in the Nonhern Territory. but in
the country as .1 whole. has Ulltor11111.11ely acwally
derlincd slightly in the last teW years.

At the heart of this development of
understanding Asia and its peoples
is the education system.

'p w rum.. other Asian languages have tended it
be tonfined to the relevant Asian community.
which means that those languages such as Korean
and Thai. which apply to peoples not well
represented in Australian society. are hardly
taught at prilllan and secondary level at all.

The Key Centre b)r Asian Languages and studies
a as established by the Department of
Employment. Edit main and Training in the
second hall ()I 1988..ballIly (Termed bent rill
Griffith I.niversay and The univer.it, of
Queensland. Nall in Brisbane. a Is M) far the only
Key Centre Lit:VC/led to ANIan languages and
studies. The Deparnliellt :1110CM:a :53i1/.1100 our the
first year. and slightly less for subsequent scars. to
be divided equally between the bv() programs. The
reason lor the drop is that mime Di the money was
allocated to the purthase id net essan' equipment
lilt Use o'er Vet eral years. This artlele li iiiks at the
fir( /grallis 01 the KC\ t.elltre IOC:dell at tirdfith
I nivcrsgs There Is C011sKierah/e till iperation
I in Cell the tWo I 111VersIlles, espeCially in the
area ill KiIreall %MOO,.

There are three 1161111 h1111 tins, ,!cubed lor the
Kin Centre lor Asian lAnguages and studies al
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UF11111.11 LICS,

development. Korean studies and community
involvement.

Curriculum development
The area of curriculum development is of crucial
importance in the development of Asian studies,
especially in primary and secondary schools. R is
also a controversial area and one on which
parents. community groups. government
departments and others hold strong views. The
Key Centre has approached its job of involvement
in curriculum development in Asian studies very
carefully and with concern not to intrude in areas
that are already well-catered for.

One of its earliest and most important projects
was the development of a series of twenty
Chinese-language television programs. each of
half an hour. Entitled Linigun's 7inigue, the series
has been produced by the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation in minium:tun) with Griffith University
and with the strong support of the Asian
Nludies Council, which contributed Si(10.000 to
the venture.

The basic aim ()I the series IS Ill prt Wide
supplementary Chmeseanguage teaching
IndlendiS. ul Wilk II there IS currently a Serilals
dearth II is not designed as standalone material
in other words students w III not be able simply to
Wain Chinese hum the beginning through the
series. \Om this mill he able to do is to learn to
speak and I timprchend t:///neS as it is
spoken in authentic latllaticIDS. They will be able
to gain an understanding of the sociocultural
surnamding, in which ale language is spoken

Language is clearly a crucial
part of the study ofAsict, but not
the only one.

Methodologically. the series is based on the
Australian Language Levels (ALLi principles.
which emphasise authemicny and
miclocultural goals.

Because it was so unportant that the language
should reflect the naLond and alfillentic usage of
Itching. I went with an ABC camera crew to
Bening twice, the first tune in september and
October 1988 and the second time in °chiller and
November 1989. ;Most of the Chinese spoken is by
background speakers. and in particular those
living in Bening with the natural accents and NO
language of inhabitants cif Bening.

The programs hicus on Panlellidr thanes. such as
family. daily routine, school. sport. health. loud
and so on. There are sonic eXplanailonn. In
English. or clanese life and aim) of the
devehipment of the Chinese language, but there Is
no demonstration ol grairmalical points Slog of

in particular a suapie' which deals with the
activities of a particular Beijing family.

Ten programs of this senes were screened on ABC
television for the first time from February to April
1990. With help from the Key Centre. the ABC has
produced a simple but very inexpensive hook
containing the scripts of the ten programs. The
Chinese-language segments are identical with the
television programs. and set out in three columns.
Chinese characters. romamsed Chinese (pinyin[.
and English translation. In addition. it has given
professional and financial support to the ABC to
produce audiotapes containing the Chinese-
language segments of the television programs
Although the speakers are not the same people as
in the television series. the language used is
identical. Tilts means that students can repeat the
texts and improve their comprehension by heartag
it several times.

Ten more programs are currentiy in preparation.
and the whole series of twenty should he
screened as a totality shortly. One feature of these
ten which departs from the ten already screened
from February to April 199U is the inclusion of
small dramas set in Australia and about the lives
of Chinese immigrants in Australia and their
interactions in our multicultural society. The first
program of the series is to he an laser:ice
program, designed to show teachers and students
haw they might make best use of the series ha'
leaching and learning purposes.

The Net Centre has also pnkluced its (Mil
VallAttalle 101" SChOtlIS and I alICT CdtICAI Iona!
institutions which provides short dramas locusing
on the lilt' ol a particular Chinese 'amity living in
Ausiraba. Prominence is given to the friendship til
the son with an Australian Inend Alan and to the
lanuh s relations with Australian neighbours. The
aim is to pit wide an understanding. in Standard
Chinese. of how Clumse people gel on in
Australia and to present images of peen with
ability to converse in Chinese.

Language is clearly a crucial pan ul the study of
Asia. but not the only one Recently the Km.
Centre has turned attention to developing
materials of use to semmdary and (ciliary
educational institutions for the study ul Asian
history. politics and other disciplines. There are
two specific projects here.

One aims to assist secondan school teachers and
students. if Will gather useffil pruned documentan
material referring to Asia since 19.15. Six countries
have been selected lor study: China. Indonesia.
Japan. litirea. Thailand. and Vietnam. but
considerable attention Is gn en also in
nitemauuitaI relations. and especially Austntha
relations with Asia. Particular themes have been
undated dh appropriate to the Asian experience
and for their value to the school curricula
in all slates.

caber prt FILM Ina I.irge -sc ale texibtaik or use
mainh by Australian teniary-let el students
cohering the lustorc of Last and southeast Asia
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e the sixteenth century. The same sixsuit
cialmnes haye been selected for particular
auention. Ina the design ill the book hill be
num' thematic. A special seem in (it the hunk
Ise devoted to Australia. including a locus an
Asians in Austridia. and relations halt Asian
maintnes. The alin IN to assist not (Mk those
uniwrianes which currently run courses in Asian
history. but to I'm-Mute the growth of tither
courses m the turning years. This book is ill be
ready for use by the beginning of 1992.

The introduction of Korean studies
Korea is a country tit considerable significance in
Asia. bush strategically and emmomicallv. Ninth
Kuria has become one of Australia's main trading
partners. set until now n has been almost «Halls
ignored in Australia's education ss stem.

The ill the Key Cemreh earliest at Innis Was in
a tonsUllaill to ads Ise on the likely

sot toss ill teaching Korean in Brisbane at Isiah
The t no ersite ill Queensland and Griffith
l'imersav I le s 'sued south and Isonh Korea and
explored h tut h as Impperung else's here III
Atisnalid dal Illy English-speaking world. On the
basis ol his ads tie. the tin Brisbane unnersilles
detitleLl to go ahead h ith the teat lung ii1 Korean
in 1990 'I he Kes Centre appointed Mr Knit
CliongWoon Is lecturer to begin the teaching ill
Korean in both unnersthes

In 1990. Griffith l nisersits took in near Is 3-11
students to !swn as Louise, vi Modern .AsLin
studies and Intel-1MM mil Business Re1.1111H1s. Ix OM
of %111th include learning an .1isian language Until
1989. three here uttered. Chinese. lush inestan and
Japanese. but with the addition id kthean there
are rum hair

Australia ignores its OUR Interests U'
It does not respond to the challenge
Asia will continuo to pose

SMOIDISIONNIMMOSIIISMannyanaplalkONMINIS

'Mutleni tli one, as lolltMs Japanese. Dr:
huic,u i. 811. I "Mew. Indonesian. I I.

I Hi this h cis. !bete is no dunk (hal Korean %%111
in lie taught in Brishane. The Kes Centre

has appointed additional staff hi cope %1111 the
number of shitlenis at tlr0lah I umvisite. 5' Inch is
%LT% MU; II larger Man originally expected.

irei is er. it is the lies Centre plan to expand
Ole leaching id language into more general
Korean shithes Ahead sillily let lures ciri

etunonis and satiety haye been
uurtxlut et! uuu Ille tirstVear Liairses. but the
eXpechition is 10 !BOUM Spec:1.11 courses dealing
halt Korea m the present ceratat and especially
as political monism' since the end at the Korean
War in 1953

Community involvement
lie Net centre he Asian Languages and Studies

has also undenaken .untie is (Irk in the area of
umnnunny insoketnent. h has orgarnsed and
paid for several conferences aimed ;a facilitating
the hork ill the Natuinal Reference Groups set up
by the Asian Studies Council for the various Asian
languages. ;IN 1.% el I as several working sessions to
plan and develop the materials on Asian history
and politics mentioned above. It has organised
insereice sessions lor the ABC-Griffith television
series Drapani's limietetliNcussed earlier. It has
mmtributed financially and pristessmnally to the
periodical Asian studies Resets. the iciurnal of the
Asian Studies Asyut maths of Australia. and to the
Conferenc of the same Association held in July
this sear.

lime Key Centres main at its up to now in the
held tit iximmunity ins olyemnt !MN been a large-
scale cilrilerence held at Griffith l'ruyersay m June
1989. The aim has la LILMAPIN the linpleinentalion
of a slibMantial tenon on Asian studies at ternary
level commissioned by the Asian studies CAMild)
and compiled by a [ea III headed hr Prolessiir John
Inglemin id the l'imersay of Ness maith Wales.
There has Indy discussion of many maim
themes. such as teacher witty to in. the Rile of
language in Asian Nikki1es. and i he Llilliculties
laced In in ercoming indifference and es en
hosulav in some pans of the community. The
Conterence resulted in .t range ill
remanmendations ss hit h here sent to relevant
government. induslry. legal and other bodies.

Conclusion
The Chairman tit the Asian Studies Council. Dr
Iniaierald. has spoken of resolution as
essential to increase ilw aharenes, C11 Asia hi the
extent %s Inch ss ill be nevessars to Australia in the
1990s and into the to emyairst century. The region

hkels to expand etommucally and become
more lininirtant pcilincally. and .AuSiralla ignores
as own interests it it diles not respimd to the
challenge Aria ssll continue to pose. Despite
substantial progress. I must admit to lying Linable
to see anything I himld describe as being
remmels like a resolution There is a hard rosy to
hoe ill in nu id us The Kits Centre Itir Asian
languages and Studies Lanr101. Id course. Jo
flinch FA itself. Inn I behest. it can claim sonic
stihstatthl .iyhlcs cntcnts w lb sa la short hie.

ProOmpf r t Itlit be/ITO r. (.1)//int/111 ri/ /h Kit
tiqUirierr..1../an lariktramo l''nllIidufluA
Prhjemcrir. hi the ()Wise n 14 ..Ialan and
Internattinicti Sleuth,. or'illilh f art snot' //chits
wingen .11nieke /PP./lima/Id tulltini. tlen1
A IntWIlecti the sera's on r .11111(%e G liglitine
arid hl I /ragt s mgtiv.
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TECHNOLOGY AND

ADULT LITERACY PROGRAMS

AROUND AUSTRALIA

by Jonathan Anderson

An extensive enquiry into the use of technology in adult literacy programs has
just been completed. The report (I) which was commissioned by the Department
of Employment, Education and Training was conducted under the auspices of
the Adult Literacy Action Campaign, as pan of the Federal Government's
National Policy on Languages.

Aims and purposes
The mann- aunt ol the enquiry has to report on [Ile
use of technokigs m lnerat y programs and
protects around Australia "hit'' cater for the
special needs of adults. Part of the purpose was to
describe some ol the wass nett er technological
tools die tam:idled not technologies are being
used in coniunctum Ifallnumal learning
materials to insist literacs. As a
guide to teat hers and adniintslruc Ws who might
contemplate their usu. an attempt has made to
gauge the &min eness of the newer approaches.
as well as to evaluate the pcnernhil 01 technologies
for literacy teaching.

What are the new technologies?
The term new in bniduelth Is COIllnumly applied to
those technologies ushered in by the
microprocessor. and is thus trequently identified
with CC/111p1.11UN_ The ulaquitinas miCrOprOcessor.
found in most (I ludas s tools. Brun ieleplunws 1.1
cameras, Innis Evict-Isl in receivers 1.1
plunonipiers. CM1111k underpins mut 11 current
educational techntdogy. including Imo!. printing
But to 1.1112 extent that let linologies are at some
stage new, a more appn mace term is winpzinct.
bused f(ctimilogies

The Brutish). Itt-imin I 19K9/ makes one tins
imptinani point : tout lcdmuIOg

Technologr rc MIMI than equipment if its
embraces the a nr In Whit h equipmoff and
MakrialC the limning; expenemcP
jingle/a/ r !Milian. I twit p

Adopting this hide %less. edut animal tea
includes the use of such tools 'Is the lannhar
book. blackboard and merhead prowttoi.
includes the use tit radios. tit Num. cassette and
video recorders. and telephone. together hall
associated radio and ielevisu81 pnigrams, audit
and RICO Wipes. and Met 0011:11:11l nig. It includes

10

ale use ul nanimirs, sideline, and optical laser
disc technologies. together with assrmated
computer software. CD-ROM discs and videtxliscs.
and it includes him: all these loth and materials
are used to help adults achieve literacy.

The approach a eclueatumal technology adopted
the report rs similarly broad it includes what is

commonly thought ol as low tech. as well in high
tech_ The use of pnni rush has nut specilicall%
examined. except in MP far as learning materials,
software manuals or courseware that accompany
specific etnupment are print lxised. The locus
throughout has on the use ol lea hnologs w
enhance learning. not tin technology as an abler)
of studs

A framework for evaluation
Since there was no readily available insuameni for
examining the range of technologies deployed in
literacy teaching. it has necessary first to develop
one. The LICVC113p111C111 01 a standardised measure
and us applicatnin to :I range of educational
technologies illit he among the inure useful
outcomes ol 11w report.

The generalised set 01 crnena adopted were set
forth in the lorm of questions questions dial
adminiStratiWs cacti 1.1' slundd ask about an
icciwicalogy. current or planned: questnms that
teachers can ash about the same techm nc)gy: and
questions that adult learners. tin/. can ask. The
questions are grouped under headings. these
constituting the esiduation criteria. and helms
eat h criterion and its associated questions is a
rating stale 'Ulm criteria and the associated rating
scales were designed to Nene as a lramework for
evaluating the potential ill chherent technologies
This Baines% orb has lound 111t1s1 USC11.11 III 111411 II

pros kled t minium measure against shit 11
range in dillerent lechra thighss in use in adult
Hiracy learning could be evaluated
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What's happening in Australia?
)lit 1111101 chapter Ii tile Ele.Illh .3011-page reii vi

it'CtltIfltS titIV teclintili )tV IS ht'i ug ttst'tI III

I ,rt 1111(11 C lttt'iIt .11 ft ifl :1 LIII I is III .ti I '-LLLCS..\
xi per In mi \Veser ii ALiM raI Ia u-pt1 ii_S I JIC CI.

ide ri ilt' Li! ted Inc ji t igi Cs iii LI se iii .111 Males.
I till tic ik Igles Inclu dcii ta ku 1.1k irs. t 'Ill le las.
t.I.ssette thiplirattiis .. cunputers. dqzita I Ut it ks,
ijtsiiiiile IIl,tc. hines. ititeijitti' C ' udei tapes.
LI tlltnatc irs. Liii tI.Ige LI liii flit )rtes. 1.i ngu.tge
I 11.15W F'. I ccl cnn g it iicIi IflL'S. t Viii it.ttl P iItt liii.,.
ilIt itt ICc 'fer.s. I ide -St )tl nil Cart iti.scls. teL'p1 It Hie
.11lS'i ertng tIl.ICitIilt'S. lcIct'pe" Filers. SeiCVIsit In,
u jn riter, nianti.tl. ekci nc. eli'ccrc 'nit I. itleci
C.IfleiU5. ItK'tI ptsvcrs. i tdco tapes. ,rtl

Pii%%I irs. I Oiiiiii prc 'peck irs :ind Iii ii.

Lieiirtiriic 1Q.IinIng (.entrcs .1CC J special taItlit' III

c)u Ce nsl .1 nil. 1)11 ,net'rI ncR 'Vi u-k iii I ciet culldli liii ljR

is Ixing ticnie in \iciciria: le\lpluuii is .1

lea riling s stdlil det-ek uecJ In stIncv nt 'Iii Still
\ii,trili.t t't,Ilit' repcurt ci? lttrnung iii.ils di
udec iii 1St .1 ii&i fla rrc (5 (dcv Isituli. jfl .1 SItU 111,1

.1 nil ii It' Ni ri hen 1 ,r FiLl WV iiulliput cis .uuii.I tIll kr
It't'hnc iii gitc are being .cpplii.'d Ui pni it ut I
let nfl hg imitenia is. II lest! 'I ri ti si .1 t\' cul lie
iiliitui,.ulivt 111CfltCI5 lieiiig tiiithcrc.ikt'ii ii die ILILIII
IItcI';tt' (cit1

"-a

4S
I.. a tic I li.i1c' hit/inc 'it/el :ils.st .st,,i/e,/rs Uivii a I

111/ it/cr if/cl t list /1/i I I v/' iilii lb/i. ii st iti'ii /111,11hIm,'

Case studies of technology in use
"hut 'I 1111101' purpose uI lie 'siLlily .t's ii? see
Ii iv let Iuitiliig vi, ,itcti.tIlv LIsetI .ini? Ic, seek the
p i1iIIlIcuils .intl re,uicIc 11% iii .udnhiji:sli'jciur'.. tt',iclit'i's
.111(1 Ic,irntr's. 'I series III iiltiejiIli t,ist situtlIes vi.,

I rid vi I i'd. iii .selct I lug v hit ii te hnt ik 'gte s it a

t'\.IIuiille In cRIt',llc'r tILt,IIi, uunsitler.iticuri as I,iI,ei
it ii w dilli' "lit grt lit p5 Ic Jr lit liii lie FJt

151011,5 neid iii lie it_ide nun t i'iigiisIi ;itIult
¼11t.Ikt'rs.;tllc )IIgIIl.Il .tI,itIlIN. ,itILIlts sILII
tlis,iliilitut-s, .IIttl .ithtilt's ri iii fit in-FIlgiuslu spcaIing
sit kgrc iuiiils

\ iiuitlirsgk SIX stp.uI.Iit' i.tst' sii:tltç's lilt iI't'tI I Ill

lIlt Ic,lhn IIupL ,Ire.I.s

IIlIFlLihtI's .1% liii il, iii iureieut Ii tlhIIsuiuu)il liii
ill ,ILILIIIS
It'ht'ti iulic_'it'u)t ing isa iItC,clis III teat Itiltu
i',iul,itttI ti lIiiIiILIiiiIIt's
narrcit-;u,t ct'Ievi',icin Iii' I.irgt'tinhl .iliiii 1t4111.II
t cililli 1111111 It's

l.eiIllIuciIi - .1 iits' liItr.it it I, il Iii II
tI'.IIIiIlig
Iallsinii L1IIIII1L1IL'I stiil liii
ll1It'r,tt Ii' t' ' idi'tir,icst .15 .1 it ltd hi L "I lt'.ii lit!:,

'l\ui Itinllit'r c,le situdies iticiusiil wire tlirettiv iii
11W Use ut it itupucers .i fiti tI 11111)111 cr still ''a Fe
stii[jliie or adult k'.trners.

Iii liii' 'p.Iie twrc it is nuul puissthte ci pro' itle
itt ire I ha ii .1 Iii' uti r cii lie It-a nit fig es I er I ellct

a ululil e Iii ni.i ii' .ud tilt learners .is 1 t'v i_'x phi ire

the ii se iii nt' er ciii I.s iii tIes e 11)1)1 fig htenac'
Fi'cuni lift' LII lie cisc situthe's tliflle, 1 lii Iii 'ILIl)
Si It it iii the it 1111 cii ii iI It Ill ISis tiiatht' .1'. .1 gi' iu p fl
.itltilts cc,rk .11 tIle Adult Luter,ucs L lilt uI C,iIks
iLl Ins hAUL v it h the in tutu at. I kin st reill p1.

/lic'/t' 'i/I' -sit S It s/i ic/c'? i/s it 'mu ,n hen' I' 'nw/'
//I'y /,rq5' iii'?? 'ccl ni';' U /h'iiint o/ Iiit'Iltt' IIlihiiiie,
sd i/;tc si/ti :14/it /n ,ii/ /11 jiLt I/i itt c/ tilt'!)? lcctt v task,c
hi qo tat nil/i. tIIUI 1)01/ lit/S Spell! so/lit' Il/itt'
/1'! Ufl i/IA' U U'4,P / jJ/ 1,/i/ti it lttc,1.c c:I it / met 111114:? 214

i/it' list' iii ,n,tieriril.c i,niL'iug ctnaliiul I/k' ii??:!. itt'
tic' tuii ,ritcic'ars sictmul,ni,' hi' //Pci li//c't' /I&ittimk'.
llflm/4?1IIM llhn,tn,'il ,sii'nt' /mrlic/,ih'/;lIuii,,c etitil
suit/i/n//i,' .sloi'1t2s ll)t'5' iii!! so,,)! 1110Cc' tilt (oilier
its Act, .ifc'ttnu'hilc'. in i/ic' .cctm,tc' n,r,,u. at (lit' 1/331
ttul li/ill h'. U '1(111 fl' it k', i_s /4 taki Ill,' I'// I/i jail l.a/i'
/1,;.s ,s/iu/c'i/i t.s /usy/inht/tin,' (Ii l,lr(t/)/itc'ciI'/i' /l/tc't'/itee/
'in UI F iiIc'rsc'i hi pit /in i!;/c'//t,c, at fl/li rn/i' 'en Is n/cl.
lit' u//it.' u/I/ct/i: t is to kit/ti li,c hid L'

iii i/It' u(/ut'ritrc'ci ti/ti I/itt ti/ins/It nn/ 1111cr it
,tUc/c//i I' ii,sl/l4 .I/,t'tu lilt ii, tti#lI/!/c'ia' an .wit'
/Jijs .5/UI (em is mu -/iujg f/i on /,er lu/lu/un lien. t?/tk'c/
/11(1, 1/itt it//i I tIc. tS'it i is li/i 1/li' -I I t.,t,tt ha tii
I/ic sin,' ti/t ts ti/li / lii i., Iit,t';i it 'sin ti/it', / to u/it illicit
nlcs/ / lucius?. hoT I ic'; till 'I I scat ks/cti'itc 'it. it 'i,/'? fl//IS

'iii, / i' it c/tm //tn/cuts 'I/It' lids, 1a / i/'t' /ic'//i / /
hi at. tier, sc it i'd /ic'/ tim,? L' /i ill? ct/lit'! 'Itilt.s In. taSil ill
itiii/ /iva link/i'll ii il,//:hs/ii in (Jst/ir in ti nIi/)/t'/t' ii
'Ii pint' c n,., t'Itc', etltitizg lin' ct/nyU / p /itt, / i/tim ic
Ii 'l't',, i/ic t',ssc, I I.' Cu/i//I/c 'it'd jill i/h b' / 'n nic'c/ ii nil
/lt't L't't/ /0/' fl'/it n'kui,t. tiii/' i/It' /Ic'//i ci/ i/It' it 'tic. lieU.

/ Id u ett'r. i/irnuA miii! the st'KcIt, II, I)iaui .'iin'tnp/ lit it
'vn cib/c' it, lie//i u 'it/i ti/ti - t//tt'J'IL25. /uiilic'U/c ti/i vi
nut him iq sd tnt' t!l i/Ic' 1w in/tm kti ti Hi /
il/itt iilt/4 spc'//://g.

A h'n' net'! nc it cacti in I/it' A t: ci 'ifif '(tic';'. ci ciii ileisi
/.'t lzii,L't//4 i/nvtii,i/i /,ctv. II (said ill' It ,n/.s U' hilt'
iiS,/?j4 i/pin dcli eniit/t' /n14141?tli/. f/it' ,si/ti/eni
i ,c'cct.crtnut//i' i/lies in/i, ti/il/v r ,/ 'elk i 'cii ('trig , a,itl
t/ic2cdihisiiscc iict\i iii i/it' t'cis?l/1itic'/ St'/ttis ti/i
ctp/nI./i/;ciit' rift' ct/tel nc/iuiu/s in lIlt' t'iini/Hiltr
/)iti/)/t'i/l .\ .jtt' ci, ul ai,'itti t ui/it'? .5//ic/c') u.s bet i'll/c'
ti/n i/tech up j is efl ins. cc, ul a t,n/ .c/wt,'es 1/is//s i/mu /
/i/t'( lit'! sin is ui/I/lImb. i/i (ti/itt/I I/cr il//it ct/p
ticytll/i p Icarn,:&c,' c/uin,/t?//c'iil.c

at / sn u/i 'ni.s tIfl i/It' - I/q/t' I/c' are mi it,q li ito tint il
/ bc in i,'ft'l'It'.c ti/il /,t'?t' i/i i/Pc' U c 'it / is I ,Uii/ut'i t 'gill
/)scIc' flits itilt 'c'I,inn' Qi//Ilt' /i,t,s ill iti/je, Intuit'
i/ia/I/ 5 lit ft /if/lc 'ii' /ic 'cii is it/ic / n't 'nfl/li' user
,niiiiittti /lii'i /iittt', /Ii,/i't'tl'/', uiili.''tt'tt'tl 'il/Il,'
use' mi i/ic' u/ton,' rninotl. lii' ni ru's i'/,cJ

ui/i it'iI/cutli Ii /11:/li i/li' t cilu/)i/llc'i nut! /n 'iii i/mi'
tic c rm/II/lttitl /1:44 it//its iou/i/Hi' /141! I' c's/iulIitsili'ti
ctuiuut' t!iIIIL9IIIJ sli'mi4'ttit's fail lI',4l/l I/it' t/i/ii,u,/ctiil?/
i/hi' il/I ''iI?ilt'l /11 /.tiL', l/uj ha cut I' cctilc'i- ti//c jill I/li'
IIit'ssiti4.'t i/I'j flit' iii i'tti//i 'Hit1 /ll ct.5L'iIt,q/rir itt//i
/tI'si/ i/i'll SUIt/i/li. I/itt littit' 'tic t,'t't/c'/ ill l/uctAJIltc4
sr ill/c' sc 'I/ti' n/I/li ,it 'st iOu '5/ 5 il//at/li a,! , il/i';' ctbti/t/
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program. Houmvr, the discussions over coffee wen'
influenced by their recent eapenence on Um
computer.

On an Apple clone, a student works through
Fractions. a drill and practice program. He has a
picture framing business. and wants to imprint, his
maths skills, panicidarOfitections and decimals.
as they am important to his work.

(Chat du the adult learners think of'complitem and
the way they hare changed many literacy teaming
activities? Hem is what one young lady. Tracy
had to say: 'School was the pas. I was stuck in the
opportunity class. It was boring . . . I couldn't sil
down with a pate of paper and study: it was no
challenge at school. Computem have made a kit of
difference to me. 'They're good 'cos you don 't put
pen to paper; handirruing is bad. ampule's
are exciting'

Pmt. too, finch computers use /id as an alit (ct tee
learning: lieceinseonhis language problenz,
:within 71x able to niancwe going into an
ordinary clan rt all gins pt flatted. In a situation
with lots of :Winn:alum. I can cope. I bait,
(b(fcaliy. But with a conipalc I Can rust walk
art the machine and come back later'

When asked about the benefits ()I' computer( and
whether they have a depersonalising elicit, their
tutor. Don Strt.nple. responded: 'V'e see as much
of the students as they need, but they can need us
less if they've got a computer that has an
appropnate program. Its absolutely manellous
when trying to look alter 6-10 students all doing
individual programs. While we talk at this
moment, we-ye got one student working on a
word proces.sor, to write and also 10 brush up on
typing. another working on the Penn State
courseware. a non-reader. and he's ohs musl
learning ... Learning does out ur.

An administrator's view ccinlirms that computeN
are pan of a successfitl learning environment at
Gilles Plains College, \ \e should be providing an
environment when:. having made the ecnirageous
decision to enter a literacy 'migrant. adults can
adlially see Wine progress. 'nuts not saying you
can't do thin without 0111111tileis you can But Its
easier if you hate tin your desk a 1001 that Is
usable 111 a very m ire (dual ,

In a subsequent issue of 11 is, we will halls On
Some 01 the other ex( lung uses ol teclintilogy
taking plait. annind ilia Loom) - such as. for
example. him a blind student used his new ly
acquired skills In lurm a assignments tor sighted
tertiary students, lam growls n1 slutlein% In an
I:SL clash dues, tnInnuanon Ili,lli ttleothst . of
huts an adult tool' \\hip tuuld balmy read his
name helped Ins Why lo add thtnuset1 speech
clues 10 a perm ratiliked sithw ale pat lug(' lie had
lumsell written

QmclutlIng comments
Thew are mans &sellMums that timid lie made
about the use ill tei.111101tig% in adult hter.u.
progianis I Imes eh the I Al:riding IllyllesSJOil

12
r.

reported here. is that in comparison with
developments in other countries, a very wide
range of technology is being used in Australia
The case studies focus not only on C011iptitelhilui
on television, video, satellite and optical laser dust
Evident in this locus is the transitu,n m soliwat
development from silent learning fisils to tools
with speech capabilities.

Another impression, almost as prevailing as the
former. is the way Ausualia is taking a lead in
certain developments in the adult literacy field,
Technology. like Lextphon. has been developed
in Australia. often on shoestring budgets. Dlcr,
too. is an Australian invention. Both break new
ground in providing literacy then ices lo adults.

Yet other imprmum.s from this national survey
are how literacy materials are being developed fill-
adult learners in ways that arc uniquely Mistrahan.
and how these are being employed by leachers in
mmwative ways. The Aussie Barbie ranks high in
comparison with videodiscs produced elsewheze
Tito sense of humour in manv of the film
sequences is pan of what makes this disc
particularly ellective with second language
learners, as well as peculiarly Australian
Indigenous software. such as that emphwed m nit
raking computers tor the blind. is smidads
innovative. while at the same tilne designed no
meet real needs. These developments. in s()Itwon.
and in hardware. need sum to be des eloped
further. to lie marketed and ex purled

Notes
ilL111.1CSIS Ito copies 01 OW HeplIrl Inn Ito wade li'
the EXeetit e I bre( i( i. IL1' Set tetanal.
Department of Employment. Edm.nym ant I
Training. GPO box 'MI, Latiliena ALI Anti!
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH:

NEW PROGRAMS IN QUEENSLAND

by Linda Apelt

The publication of the National Policy on Languages and the subsequent
distribution offitruls to Queensland from the Austrysilan Second Language
Learning Program (ASLLP) and the Asian Studies Program of the National
Policy on Languages, administered by the Asian Studies Council, hunt had a
significant impact in supporting the intigentuntation and the extenshnt of a
number of innovative programs design.. to increase student access to learning
a Language other than English (10TE) t to provide quality leaching.

ASLLP funding In the Queensland Department of Education has been divided into
five components: Pilot LOTE Programs, CurricuThm Development, Professional
Development, Policy Development and Strategic Planning, and Evaluation.

Front the initial stages nffunding Queensland has endeavoured to maintarn a
balance across languages of Asian and European origin and to promote
programs which can be sustained beyond the period of seeding monies.

The extension of LOTE ,rograms
through primary to tertiary education
hi. it IA In 1988 IN .111..1

.11111 10 L0.111t1 1,1010.1111s. Hun nett
',ingrains. yttrium. Lwow. niotlels oi program
dept tin and Dial innot .uttr itt. 'unities in
language teat lung and kilning flirt att.
pirtutikii 1% unpinLim m de% cloning nititItls IiI
111111114 tic tonunun) 11 12 mid 11110
education.

II Ilk 0...1e Ill 111e 11111111/I 01 III1111.111 11001,

%%tithing 10 tiller a Urn. itiograin Iii-, 111 11.10 1.2tll
sparked 1)% 11.01 t unlullum let t1011111V111
Queensland than Ill I.urrit Mum I laniett t irk
makes a t Iva stab:men( Amu! .1 111111111111111 prinnl

Tit I\\u L011...L'LlIll \ car, 111 la )11 and
at liantnient ewet latitnIS ii .411L11.111% lilt'
expansii tit pitigianis in ',minim st In nil%
has iheitiiiire bet i tine a MI )01%

C lusters I insist ing ill one tit 111002 Setnntial
t 11"11. and a tuailkii t PI lectlei molar st holds
/II links lietia evil a lit whirs and set ontlan st 111111
kit III)III P Illk ui
npei.III \ \ in designing. de ping and
Licht tiring nrogianis nitiseill the t ILisiel
1111111.111 11111k are Itetitiellth sun. It ell lit
teat hers troill the set ontlan st hoot itt-g1011, 11.0
1d:10111 0i .1111.1 o.Llhhnhed 1111111e1 t islets 1 Ill HUAI
nit 11 110111111%eM

%S COPY AVAILABLE

1111elltallt in etch a 11.111.111 1111k 11.0 otturres1
it Utmost .t stale I limit St hl ml s1 here graduates
Irk 1IIi Ike [moil t mil en extension
%%ink in Yarn 11 and 12 IA stall (ruin the
I h.11.111111ent of Item il. I IM enuc ol Queensland.

ULh Mc sunhat ,t1 A`.1.1.11 funding .i senior
Ninon lemur set outlet laingtiages other than
I nglisli >t Halms together tt all guidelines and a
stunt elluuk ale living del eloped lip
I et tilt pnient Nen Ices The Limit01m materials
ate nonianguag %nt tilt and arc therefore
appnglu.nc to all IS itiograms documents
that( upon the Australian Language Lock (ALL)
Violet 1 1.1111LIV1111.." JEW Ql.leellS1.111d N P-10

Language kithaion trainee, ork and atklress the
inn !loll LPI 0111111101% 11 1.0 n: .1..11.1.. tile P-111

tears

The use of technology in the teaching
of LEE
'clelcaming pnigrams hat c been nilrothicet1 in a
uunhcl ot languages and st hook ill 'no-tonic

thi PI ill tlltantt and ill \t11 small daises
Jill uI teacher slitPages Itilelcatning int ol%
the use 11 I icatinly Ines. tomptilers and lat's111111e
Machines.

In the hckl ol distant e clot anon, ytivelislantl has
wig .1 teat lung nat. kage It Years it.Itegen tk.t.tiliiI

lu lor Italian. tjuldenslantl has igilistquerilly taken
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Distance Education 111 Italian Years (1-12. plus the
- development of a multi-media resource package.

Queensland is panicipating in the national DEal.
Protect The information gathered in Queensland
will provide guidance for Distant e Education
LOTE (DELOTE) at the School for Distance
Education and Until a national (database is
established. information will lie shared tin a
DELOTE database, a component id a state-w
online information system being established In
the Department of Education.

Co-operative syllabus development
In additain to the primects already mentioned. the
development of a Japanese Language Curriculum
R-12 is being undenaken by officers in Currnuluni
Development Services together with officers (it the
Western Australian Ministry of Educatu al It is
anticipated that the syllabus guidelines lin Stage
One (upper primary lower secondary beginners)
and syllabus guidelines for Stage A and Stage Et
(lower primary and middle primary beginners'
will be mailed in 1991. Initial dralts for Stages
2,3.(i and 5 are currently being revised
Development of resources including cultural
activity cards and graded reading material is
underway.

Professional development initiatives
The maim thillla of the Queensland professional
development program has been up support the
classroom LOTE teacher

Professional devehipmnt 111111411Ves are utilising
various inservice models. including telensam
transmission using satellite (TSN-I I I. and a district
leaders network lin lacthiating 111Sell'IL
throughout the maw. Thu prunity areas for
11Theretee are LOTE proliciencs and LOTE
methodology.

In:it:nce activities w maimain and upgrade LOTE
proficiency skills and update teaching
methodology moult e the participation of native
speakers including the language advisers. quaint
LOTE staff and tertian. DDT personnel. The need
fen insereut Iur LOTE methodology has incnnised
with the expansion of LOTE programs into
primary whim's because teachers with sonic
LOTE proficiency but no hmnal I.C)TE method
training are being identilied LUTE methodologs
inservice .11%0 needed tt here the language being
taught Is nut Lateted lin in all teacher education
institutions

To hardier assist .tae hers to treale interesting
learning expert( me.. ASIA.11 and Asian hardly.
Council lands . at e ccintributed to the
acs elopment ()I a varlets ul rest airces. Thew
reSOLITIVN hat e heen and are tieing do eloped in a
number ()I languages. These include.

The !rench fir LS kn. Chinese videcr. \\ Ith
Itiltural inhumation and pronunciation exercises.
student worklicioks, song husks and reader,.

package produced at a teachers of Indonemar
seminar held at Griffith University; a German
junior Resource Kit (suitable for Years 9 and 10)
and a Senior Resource Package (Years 11 and 121.
Japanese videos on language and culture. story
hoc iklets and a tollection of authentic materials
I om Japan. Tip assist planners of programs a
11.11idlincik kir the introduction of a LOTE pnagram
is Icing developed. )laterals produced are
Imused at the Queensland LOTE Centre.

'I he int leased at it its in LUTE has resulted in the
establishment 14 the Queensland LOTE Centre. It
w ill At as a reference and resource library for
language teat. !ION as a clearing house for
interstate and IA erseas documents. which can
help unp. Walters resource their courses in line
tt ith it 'sung programs and provide seminar and
ttui kshop !notifies tor small groups. The advisors
teat hors w ill also he based at the Centre.

At present the Queensland Department of
fducnum employs lull -ante language advisers for
Hunt (Jer111.111..lapallese sell Chinese. The
Chinese advi NI WV Leacher was originally employed
pan -tout is an Asian Studies Council meats e.
The umlaut e was then taken up in full by the
Queensland Department of Education. The Italian
Got eminent currently musses an Italian Adviser
pan-tune

Three intensw e language LE ain't. for the retraining
na teachers have been lunded by the Asian Studies
unwell to address the demand for more Japanese
teat hers in our schools.

The Queens Laid Depar/Illerli of Educaucm is
intestimating ways of offering ongoing insert we
and formal recognition o1 studies in Japanese.
( Inc in Ma tit e taken is a Program in Language
'leaching (Japanese) ai llnlliiii l'nwersay tor
iwrinaneni lull -time teat hers already employed lit
the Department to take place in 1991. leading hp
the award of a cradliale DIp10111a.

With co-management and co-fund ing of a numbei
of Initiatives in the areas of professional
deselopinent and resource deVekipIllellt. there
has been mcwased interss co-operation to
the benefit ol all panics

Evaluation
In 19119 the University College of Southern
Quensland %%a,' gBen the task of evaluating the
151(it LOTE programs and pnitesmonal
Jes elopment activities whith have been
supported In AS11.11 funding. The 1:Yalu:thin, were
asked to

decribe the sty qt.. range and essential
teatures cal the Pilot programs. teaLlii
des eltipmnt 1:U111(1111.1M des 1011111011

.IC11% mes, and evaluate their Lontrilitition to the
adnetcnlcnl ul A.S1.1.1i goals.

identify liitormante indiction relevant i I
It strategies and goals and utilise these

intlicatcw. in assessing the pnigress tuts-and.

lY
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at hies ement of ilu)Se SUMS. 1111. Si I megies and

.uses the ellectiseness vi.ibilits 01
arious models nl service tickers lui It)IT.

programs and teat her din clopinciii.

et explore the iinplhations for tultin: planning
nl current initiatives in LUTE in tthieuttslantl
schools. and

establish a itrticess for the tin -goln
csaluation tit della nmental Lc)li mmalies

The results of this recien hat e not set been
presented by the evalusittm.

Planning for the future
to ensure that good practice and programs in
LUTE can be sustained beyond the time of
seeding turn's. Queensland has conducted
statewide conferencing process to develop a
ioinprhensive action plan for DOTE through
sollaboration with Regions and Divisions. A than
plan of action has been developed and refined
into a discussion document as a basis for ongoing
planning.

]l net criteria fir plot programs have been
developed. Together n uh regular timnal and
informal evaluation it Is line DIU that these
programs will provide examples for future
planning.

lax)king to the future needs of schools. the
importance of LOT T. in pre - service studies kr

15

pi num% teat hers WAS A protect has
been uutdut led al the Brisbane College or
ALI% dm ed Education, to study the provisions for
leachers of LOTli .1h pan of primary pre -sea ce
Li HAW:, Din included experimentation with
teat fling Ililllikkdogy through the target
Ifingtifige

siwufitant development in 1990 W...111 the request
In the Minister lor Education, Mr P. Braddy, for a
Res 10% ul I Foreign) Languages and Cultures by
the centre for Applied Linguistics and Languages
at Griffith University. The findings from the review
here presented to the Minister in late April. The
Minister has recently announced a substantial
state Government commitment to supporting
languages in Queensland SC110015.

Conclusion
As Can be seen from this overview. the support
given under the National Policy on Languages has
significantly boosted the position and recognition
of languages in Queensland and has supported
and or complemented the many activities already
in place.

:11 the lime of untang. Its hut Apolt MIS the
Queensland f://a/T/N011 of the Australian Seem&
Lingua/4e tearnum Progruni.
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THE AACLAME CONFERENCE
`LANGUAGE IS GOOD BUSINESS'

4-5 OCTOBER, 1990
granyul Pr rInA tullinfeereil hp.thiran Alniumni /riving mhos. (null

(n,11THIntnil (Ind I:illjut Afitun I, cl 3Penher ill Cainfert'lke

X1 hall hippens vi hen \I al pill el lot Of leg business
people III .1 Reim gull at along's. language
1/11)1CsS11/11.11% 31141 I etlfeallef.lis? INws this
like a Kcipe Inc an li)111 ht)11111 or a s%% et:I soothe:

1 le make ht worse. AACLANII: iarefully spiced the
even! ilash erseas language program
exist:itemes staid lir noi ?aid?) a ?duffle of
Australian iescaiill H111/ lit/sine's expon and
language usage I lots ot research uI 111111 hide
usage i; and all (a this gas sorted tap tcuh Ming In
agree tin %%hat are the langtiage needs ill business
and him multi %iv ansii yr those needs.

For the first time in Ili 11141 . I had a chance to
attend contewnie that aitempted to break ilic
'chicken and egg syntirt fine and inlet I It/ tint! .1
variety 01 arleett els (0 t hat had alga?. been toil
hand a glIt.41011. \V11.11 1111X 10 5(1 le going around
in circles claiming that it weld he -el lh tad 11 011ii

else 1001:

The prolslrns wen. obvious. Australian ha edgily,
could pi-tail:11M uxpantl tit el seas 11 filet w tat
more lingausucalls :immune and t apahlu. This
%%mad imprint: the balanie 01 track

I log ei cr. businesses on the %%hole

la till :due language capallifines: and uI

e are not ag ale 01 (hi he1111S la/ blISIlleSS.

Or. arc mine but ilissatislicil with language
training in Australia that is aiaileingall
tin rimg Ina languages and stiles ihai il0 not
meet their needs.

or. ha% 1.1 had Mahe hall eXperlent %%all

either innate ill pulthi set for language lit:
Idlers t% kelt' Eitel It'll die %elle': w.ls not

'mai...stoma' in it s presentation or impriNgh
11110 111111211%t 111 till:Hal .111d Lick ell
spec 1,111/4 knowledge .1%

1111s///leateN (ha( hat t'
It le11111 let their lallgtlage need. alld asta th e

1101 Ita%o the 111.110(1Se Lei lhu es In pru%ldc
'raining not Lkr the% 'late CAS% elite/0e Ii
outside courses 111.11 (het leel ale (11111r1 1111flelle
ha their fetItlIftMC111,,

Nome illatle1111C 11111(1.1111d11% held 111I'll.lth begun In
reiognise Mal language skills .111: 111 a enough alld
halt. begun Ill e01111glie to (legielik es. lirellItrlet

other (nurse degrees %i rill languo4t,

liusinesses t lea Hy %% Ninwi °mist, `emir
academics melt' imams' the tile' Iwiatisia 01 h it

low Ie%cl 01 laIlgaldge ell gill \ deal t Ill1111 he
attained m such a iourse liusas. that
though language oils% uuglu he Inn It

intrenIckst.1 diva stall it,
generated cunt1111 nls gouts It 111 01;11 %%lint a slat'
member was 0111 \ al Ill' Io sat (1 101 moms

ill 1.141Pete. there %ids pieta% nt wont nil aigInnera
NIan amlienie gen. trauslattas and ca
interpreters Tie' 1111dels1.1111.11th hill deltelllelte
ghoul the tflIalay of seri a es Lt ma . sonic

1v11 Ilealle/eSS 1111011.111%e In trut..

tAlitelt cook' onli wore 1111/»
at aderllie gUtl) Just almiut meriime It.h the

(le A eminent should du neer -
though exactly %ilia' and bog
was the SlIbleta 01
some dehalt:

a
id

t

/11' %ea/ 1/11/ 1///tiewe /eel input. Neveille1111.1
Mr filifinio It slop/ I

air lurlhlflrnl i I6 hilh I MINI if
hilt MIMI° inninlin,,1 ohr Illllnirr n hat .finln,,

urlinuunil ini o I void.
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1h Awe alknno of Ills Aga ))))) laynnurge.% Insfind ufAmtrnhu. lit pine Gamin the I nnenin of Meihoirme
and Prokssor tan Mao( the florid Lam Centre for International a»niniiinearion. Simon Fraser l'utrerstry,

ProjiMstor 'Rails spoke az the Conference

be, Ohl \ lotus
It% the end ol the In ely In tleis. stunt' at tallies
lor exploration

1 11 translator and Interpreter businesses Decal
In lie !Ho at Cl' e ill their marketing to

)(pc gall( 3115,

2 Ills Ucp.l rancnl ul Trade I :11 NH:11)1i should
eontinuc W support and plat' MORI C11111161%1%
Ill All lie in hOsillusses oil the 11111/011.111LC ill
languagu. shoat al trade ant aril Ion
onipanies 111.11 Ilene thstentired the IN:oilHs

linguists. skills Ill sllatlsllll Siltirt
elealingsit

3 V.advinit s slunk! ci ;Mimic to

epli hat .11r the .111[110111 1.0v languages II I
hosillss needs Vistralia

rt:r111,111. N1.1111%11. riellill.1.11).1111:SC

1. KIS Asian languages n ere 11101111/111.11]

delClop .1111.1 market Alma t nurses Mc
husinesss

()Mints: Lo push ItIr amble thIgrees
language plus agricultuie. business studies.
es. (moms. s. engineering eu. and

haat\ IN ithin the eLlutiltion,11 ilistittitiolis kir
language Lipurses not to he marginalen.4.1 or
stn as
1-iiimmige St.?", RC prof 'tiers shook! Li nitinue dr
push Inc (Malay. ci111111Slelle\ (Ind MIK Illless

.IS .Is Conlinue to lobby tor government
to nuintain the impoilance u1 language in the
m.hools and acenleinta.

The last point male me !el that 1)1LCEN,
investment m the upgrading ol their language
sen'keh INAS .1 SlrOke 01 11111(4111es%. ThIS L11.111111;
is a 111111 'Allen the tt hole prolssloll Is el.
their drvelnpmem no iIr and preparmg
themselves for the lutuw

nas litely debate. nunh tint usnum anti
inan plat is where all parties agreed to disagree.
I loft it cr. there nen. some 0111trle enhances in
iiriderstantling a kin IliellashIpS lurmed and .1 lul
I II t.0111.1ils !Mlle I chilli I think it %%talk' all he

ell Ill tttn dais MIL! nn dualll. set eral
meetings sue li as this one vi ill lit needed.
Ntt ertheless. I RaIlt think that AACA.A.NII: made
an important start to 55h.11 L0111(111 t !lase been all
east task

It %aids a n N el idea .11112 pediaps nulesunie lor
ilie poilession. I mitt gelling 111.1111.11,11.1lin:IS

1.1ailik11111. +I. lilt. supplier Ipn ate agenties I. Plc
sell lie IIIIICilll cicn and .111(1 Illy

collMillirs I businesses I tallong to cat)
other! \That 1 rational place Ir I start lir design the
language sill It is Austialia tai nerd in Ille 'Mire
\Veil
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FRENCH IN AUSTRALIA:

NEW PROSPECTS

by Joseph Lo Bianco and Alain Monteil

Centre d'Etudes et d'Echanges Francophones en Australie and the Australian
Federation of Modern Language Teachers, Canberra 1990.

This recent study of French in Australia describes the new and continuing roles
of the French language in Australian education. The primary goal of the book is
to trace the relevance of French in public affairs and in intellectua4 cultural and
commercial endeavours. The French language is given a contemporary visage,
so to speak, in the Australian context with its unique geography, economic
directions and cultural-historical background.

FIVE PUHENSIONSVOIWENCII-XLACIIING IN AUSTRALIA AREIXPLORED

First of all. French still remains (lit languag
on which the maftinty ol Australian students
cut their linguistic teeth. Because of us
closeness to English and the great array tit
resources available. the authors agree that
education planners can [fleet the goal of
having a second language learning experience
for large numbers of Australian students more
easily with French than with tt.. ny other
languages.

Aspects of this issue are tackled by the
authors by pointing io ways (i1 providing the
best instruction 14 the most students m
variety of environments: in ordinary schurils
with moderate levels of resources. and in
schools which are generously endowed with
teaching materials and human resources. The
authors suggest that this can be extrapolated
to other language learning situations.

Secondly. the study of French is discussed in
relation to its siblings within the Indo-
European family of languages, and the many
benefits available to a learner of a Romance
language Frain the knowledge of another
Romanic tongue. When you consider who the
brothers and sisters of French are, and the role
they pl.ty in Australia. this aspect of French,
the authors Ild ieve. is vital to its standing in
Australia.

Thirdly, the geopolitical or strategic
significance of French is stressed. I:remit is a
Language with portability: a lot of the %%odd
uses it works in n, writes science and

Itl

literature in it and negotiates treaties.
agreements and accords in it. The starus of

language can certainly still he
attributed ti, French.

Ftrurally. the authors delve into the worlds of
business. work. trade and science. It is here
that the past advocacy for French has been
sadly neglected. When people say that
Australian companies use French words to sell
their products. they refer to the 'cachet' of the
language. that is. u) its attractiveness. But
there Is a tar more mundane, perhaps. but
very pragmatic reason. which has to do with
the grim' size of the economic machine whose
principal language is French. The authors
discuss such issues as trade negotiations, the
economic integration of Europe in 1992 and
science production.

Fifthly. the book deals with aspects or cultural
prestige, and how it can he a motivating torte
for many students.

The authors agree that Australia's language needs
and pnorities encompass many languages, such as
Japanese. Indonesian, Greek. Vietnamese and
Italian. but among them French Limonites to
occupy a central and ;ruminant plate. The
authors. explicit purpose in writing this book is
enlighten readers as to why this should be mi.

roich or eltwtruhrt ,Vca. Prospects is as arable I rc
of charge. Iron) the French Embassy, 0 Perth
Avenue. armluinla. Canberra
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NATIONAL LANGUAGES INSTITUE OF AUSTRALIA

Launch by the Prime Minister

On Wednesday .11,4 of November 19911 the
National Languages Institute of Australia tNLIAI
%vas officially launched by the Prime Minister of
Australia. Mr 113 L I lawke. in the Great Hall of the
National Gallery in Melbourne.

More than Dill people attended the launch. Those
present included politicians. representatives of
prolessional organisations and government
depanments. academics and specialists in many

The Prime Minister. Mr Hawke and the Director ul
the NLIA. Mr Joseph Lo Bianco. addressed the
guests. The speeches thcused on important
language ISMICS. such as the contribution that
language proficiency may make 0 !luccessful
trade negonattons.

Mr Ilawke said Australia increasingly earned a

ti

large part of its export dollar Irom towlines that
did nut +peak English. This left Australia

shallenge - the need to Inman e the was.
Australia interacts with markets ss here languages
other than English are spoken. With the inevitable
enwrgence into the global Cl'l )110111y 01 the
towlines that (ince «wined a bloc ul centrally
planned nations - the Siniel Gluon and Eastern
Europe - Australians sell need «) ensure tie can
Lompoe in these new niarkets on thew lingtustic
terms.. NIr links. said.

The Research and Des elopment Centres of the
NEIA ()um:II-used exhibitions and demonstrations tit
materials and programs in the Great I lall. Guests
at the launch %sere given the opportunity to see
and test the eshilms. The 1l menu Quartet
provided musical entertainment m the form of
banique and romantic pieces

LANGUAGES

INSTITUTE

The nos address (4 National Languages hisniutc nl Ausualia Is
Level 3

112 Well mg« in rat Ade
EaSi NIelliourne VIC 3002
Telephone. (1)31.1 lb 2122

Fax. tO3i i 100231
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Contributed
Articles
The following articles by noted academics and
practitioners in the field of language policy and
education are intended to provide. collectively,
an indication of the broad scope of language
policy, and, individually. an introducticin 10
some key issues and concerns in specific areas,

The views expressed in the articles are not
necessarily those of AA CLANI E or the
Department of Employment. Education and
Training. The Following contributions are the
opinions or the authors.
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WORLD TRENDS AND ISSUES IN ADULT LITERACY:

INTERREGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

COMPARISONS

by H S Bhola

To make an objective statement on world trends and issues in adult literacy is, of
course, impossible. A subjective statement may nonetheless be useful, especially
(fit invites reflection from a feu, others engaged in adult literacy work in
International literary Year, 1990.

Diffusion of literacy around the world
The a Vallahle Slatrales Oft literati. Macaw s.
indicate a clear trend towards the unit emit's:mon
of literacy around world. That is reason dui
optimISM. but y thy*. of euit 10n. The
wicirly1 is indeed destined to he lillh literate (Bitola
198'1. However. we need ui 'Hake deep
commitments and take hold act Itills 10 eliminate
illiteracy lw the year 20b11

Table I in presenting .1 general trend in hterac)
dilTunion around the world, fails to bring Ina some
imponant laps. FINE most of the guns in adult
literacy have resulted from the expansion of
primani schooling world-wide and not from
campaigns. programs and protects exyluswely
designed for and threded at the adult learner. This
indicates that policy makers in most parts of the
world have been unwilling to make the required
policy choices and resource commitments to adult
literacy. They have followed the gradualist
appnxich of letting primary education do their
work. The trend of the slowly but ever-decreasing
illiteracy percentages may reverse 'hell. as the
economies of the developing countries plunge
deeper into recession. and more resources are
withdrawn from primary education. Both
enrolment and retention of children in schools in
the Third World lune been on the decline during
the 1980s.

second. the demographic explosion in the Third
World has resulted in increased absolute numbers
of adult illiterates even as the mutts of
have gone down. This trend happily will correct
itself the population bulge works itsell out of
the system.

Third, educational statisticians now think OW the
estimate., and protections used in the table heir cc
may hate grossly underestimated the magnillide
0f illiteract since thew statistics are often base.:
on sell-rein-med data

2i

WI1111: talsparilles in tileratc aCtillIslI1011 In
sex are olv. low. Wiwi the table. sums other
disparities aria nil. There are. lor instance. Sf1011s
disparate, zn bloat acquisition In urban and
rural locations. and I,l age cohons. Rural illiteracs
ratios in.n (awn be Inc unit, the illiteracy raUUs
in urban areas of the 'Mud World. Illiteracy ratios
int ream: as we go up the age ladder.

Ninety-eight per cent of the illiterate
population of the world lives in the
Third World

liTth. the must glaring exist relative
world regions. [.yen though illiteracy has been
leillsCoVered in the unItistruliseti cialllirleS 01
\ unit Amenca anti esters Lump:. these
t (ninnies are ,till %LT !tell oil in relation to
unnersal iterate 'I Ile Slit 1.1111 et 01101111eS 110 C

Ilea acs 11.11t1 t onsitleraFile anenti, lit to adult
literat 'I he adult Iaeratc tampaign ol the USSR
Irum 1919, Ill i9 bait seney1.1, the mother of linos!
}teed, t sitilll'ingns of the hccnutlh t entun
Ibbilai Ict the Last European socialist countries
hat e slightlt higher kit els ill 'littera) than
count TH.'S 0/

El le Third \1 odd ts the wins' all in athill literat
\ally-eight per tent of the illiterate population ol
the world Ines in thy .1 odd

All the tililltIleillS Made MIMt are based 011 .1
workable 110111111011 of lib:tact and on the

tilllet atA.O. g u.
sot It a tle1111111( in Rocs tit LI, duimatonal and
statistical idles 11:111.1111 whit Iii 1111'lle serious

anti 114111t1111.11 ul dill.'
kaki tun let hnigucs tut building tlepentlaltly
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Illiter ;lc) to the world and malt ir regions In the age group 15 and me,-
Iron 19-11 t. ih

rrlairatted;11ZU

I 1111 millions
10-ti 1980 1985 1990 2000

ORLD

Population ME 2309.8 214N.2 3203.2 35.157 -12-11.-

lliiei.ncs -'60 2 Ii.: 1.1 85 .2 882.1 911.9

32.9 28.6 20.8 21.9 215
hate I _ . 23 3 21.5 19.8 17.0

381) 33 0 32.0 30.0 26.0

my! 1.1)rn) corcrHIEN
-8-1.5 889 931 11 On-. I 10397

111111.1.1t I 2; 2.1 1.8
Rate AI in 2.1) 17 I I

i i i9 2.6 2.2

DIATIs MING Cot 7c11111.:8

Population SIP 1525.3 1989.5 25-78.3 3201.9

.1111v rat S
511:. 18.11 Illy 319 33 5 280

Rate r' I 39.11 32.2 29.1 26.3 21.9
566 18.5 1-1 8 10.9 31 3

data haws In) adult literacy. Inn %%mild warn
against exaggerating the problems related to kith
dein-11110n and data. Delinimms of liter:Lc\ . are
fillrx Hunt. Ina a universal clehnituon of literacs
which maintains at mats all languages or all nations
speaking the same language. 1a impossible.

Related to the alx we Is OW (Illeta 11 In of counting
Igerales and diacritics even w ohm the Imines\ oak

\ oniextual di:litigious of literacy. Ilere. again.
sell-repcmed data still have I() he U.Sell and good
esIllnales matte. Mailable 51.1INICS. et en as
immense t111.1111111es. hate a dear cilialnalive
Message for 115. illiteracy 15 lug problem. which
With. ir11111eillate attention.

The ideology of adult literacy: from
charity, to radicalism, to pragmatism
\ duli hierao work Ludas is nm longer an act 01
mere t /Luau. or of noblesse oblige. It has also
otagrown the plillompliv 01 helping pet Alt' to
help tinsel \ es or of the prolessionlisalion of
Lillian' A new unmistakable ideologital trend \\ .1
%el in the Dtlaration 01 Persepolis of 19-5
Balmily 19-6) that. (aiming Paulo Hein: 1 19'01.
onsidered Inerau 10 lie II( II lust the pr.H.esS ul

learning (he skills III naatling. writing .11111
.111111111e11c. but .1 tontriblilitlil ai the Hieratic in oil
man and cil his 1 dU.. ..tteaptinl.
Mem\ \ t reales the conditions lin- the a-quisling\
III .1 trl1i411 ttinsc81USiless 01 the tontradittions ot
koelety m w bleb man Ines . 1111% 1 milt' of lilt'
111051 iillportant and the 1111151 11111tlennill

. I d

itleoloyat.11".1.11enients on adult 1111.1.1%% oil Illy last
1550 decades.

The ideology ill Mess for libeialton has not of
.Lholl,lied all other Rio ilt Wes B111,1,1

pililiC.11 Model of literate primp lin in 119881
identifies three clillerent point\ al t ohm Cit
(gradualist, relbrinist. and h.\ opium man I with
tliffrennatet1 ldculupcs and I Orel.
thrlerent approaches co hterat \ on mown
(pnrieti. program. and I

In et011oillieh 01 Ilie n.t
was ids\ ays an Ideological limner The tIlaerate.
said Lenin. stands 'mishit: politits lateral y Pas a
sine qua non lor t reating a son lalist 1.11111.1re At the
pcat.Likai level Iterate \\ as linked \cull It clincilogy.
Le. "1111 the Proit'smonsilisation III labour and high
produths as. PoltliCal edlitalloil 1/41/4.1s taught in
groups and then grim!). 5\ cre sot. 1.1115eLl m Ili
new itletolog Ihniugh all structures - sot Lad.
politic al and et tali/111k. the 01/4 erndmg theme was
tit desalt. In 'ill cohort' ;Mil technology.

In the \Veia as acll. tilt' plaint ill literacy are
now mu \ ersally under-01ml by scholars. and es-en
the prat litiOners .11: be)41111ung It understand the
mantis inwheti rhos,: 55 ten timin in be
I\ Lunt \ ale acquiring 1)11111. al \Ism.
!bey art- adding .15\ anmess lit hint 11011,111(y.

In !Ile add. Itleologital literacy produces
More IS 'lent than reality While .1 lew piptilat
groupst ern inn C111.111.,g .11e 1X91.1111r Iiterary
pfole519. gln eminent programs tend tithe laniv.

2Li r.
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irrespietive of official rhetoric. Ideology is
overwhelmed by hunger. Most often it is the
ideology of modernisation and higher
productivity, nut of freedom and fairness.

A new trend may. however, be emerging
combining freedom with bread. What we see is
the emergence of 'functional literacy' built upon
the concept ol a generalised functionality which.
while teaching critical consciousness, also teaches
health care. family planning. protection of the
environment and productivity.

At the most general level there is the issue of
ensuring that literacy for liberation. while being
pro-people, is nut necessarily anti-state. Where the
stale is indeed responsive to the aspirations cif
peoples. the question is: How to ensure that
critival awareness does nut become equated with
propaganda on behalf of the governments
bureaucratic' plans and initiatives?

An important issue remains in relation to the
concept of dominant literacy (provided by the
state) and ideological literacy (through
spontaneous organisation of people on their own
behalf). Sonic analysts go so far as to suggest that
only popular II lenity Is worth attaining and all
other literacy is dominant literacy. However. that
negates the rule of leadership in the agents of the
state, and in the Third World countries the state is
a very important agent of social change.

There are additional issues. Can awareness he
taught by those who themselves lack critical
awareness? Can functional literacy help outside
structures (lc) not change? Will the middle men
standing between the des elopment elite and the
pour ever let benefits flow to those for whom they
are intended?

Scope and substance of literacy
policies
UNESCO'S program of .Education for All'
encourages all member nations to develop
policies encompassing universalisation of p11111:113
education and RI conduct programs of adult
literacy commensurate with needs. The World
tainterente on Education for All sponsored 1w
l'NDP, UNESCO. UNICEF and the World Bank
held in Jonmen. Thailand. 5-9 Mardi 1990
advocated 11141 all countries consider the following
planning targets by the year 20Uth

['mats education eilth strive it)
1:11S1.11t di ii in least Hirt, of all la-year old boss
and girls attain a ccannum les el of learning
adileventent for pninin'y education. set by the
respective national authorities.

Adult education, access la basic skills and
knowledge lor all

Literacy: masse e reduction of Illiteracy wvh
targets t i be set by each etiuntry prioritised In
age and sex.

The Cunlerence agenda recognised 'the universal
aspirations for literacy' and linked eLtucational
notate', with disarmament and world peat!. 'there

was a special policy focus on the literacy of
women, not only for reasons 01 equity and basic
justice but also for the pragmatic reason of the
total effect of women's literacy on
intergenerational literacy, fertility, Lundy health.
community and society.

Over the last forty years, the policy now
articulated by UNDP. UNESCO. UNICEF. and the
World Bank has had varied manifestations in
different regions and nations. Adult literacy has
been a part of socialist policy agenda tor a long
time. In the West. it has been more recent.
Universal primary education was supposed to
have eliminated the problem of illiteracy.
Industrialised countries were slow to admit ft)
problems of illiteracy in their midst. The p(MCIV%
on adult literacy promotion are recent.

YlainMOSSMWS=resamlnilayidiaalS4

Literacy has become central to the
processes of development, both for
democratisation mul modernisation

In the Third where adult Murat s is most
needed. many minims es have been absent IN nut
lulls C afilinenStiratll wall needs This situation is
now changing UNESCO S umlaut e on 1.1.1W,111011
lor All has locused attention tin adult education
Since adult education has Ser101.1h 1111111h SS/11/01.11

literacy. attention has shifted to polio. making in
adult literacy. The trend is increasingly toward
policies of adult education with adult literati) This
has also put the ntle of media in proper
perspective. There is pokey consensus Mai media
cannot cam the whole burdei Null ellUta11011
and development communici .41 Iedia [Men
assume some literacy among listeners and viewers
and media depend a great deal on the written
word. Illiteracy Is thus a disadvantage in learning
from media. Undoubtedly. literacy has become
central to the processes of des chants:M, built ha
democratisation and mistermsation !Bitola bffrial

There is a disquieting possibility m the otherwisc
hold initiatives 01 the World tanament e on
Education for All. The cleadt stated 'nitwit. al
targets for primary education it 11.1.1S1 HIM, of ill

boys and girls to recent. !Inma n. cidut anon In
the year 2000 will 'oust Wits lie wad as
normative. On the tithe' hand. quahlitine
aspirations tOr 'JUL'S!, to INIIt skills and
knowledge for all and rebut% e suggests a Is Ili
regard to '111:ISSIe reductions ul dlnel alt tomb
targets to be set by eatli tuuntn and Anti itised
hs age and sex mat lie read as downplaying
adult educata in and adult literacy

An unponant challenge Iles in leannag d I vutbed
adult literacy policies within tickw.nitinal pont les
and to embed educational policies. in inn). %%Kinn
development

An important pt day issue relates to the inierldt
to lie developed between primary (Alta adult
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VLIIIC.111011 and adult IlieraCe l% thin the context of
Education for All'. Will primary schooling be
punkin. and out-ol-school adult education and
literacy be secondary( Will adult education
isupete w ith literacy? Or will adult education. at

least in developing countries. be construed as
adult education with literacy? Will there he an
aneillpi 10 allocate fixed ratios of resources to
each of the three educational initiatives to ensure
attention IS given to all three within an overall
educational policy context:

Theory and research: the
professionalisation of literacy
Adult literacy policies have found persuasive
sisolicanons due to the prolessionahsanon of the
field of adult literacy. V'hile some continue to talk
of the 'dispossession of speech'. and 'denial of
narration' to the people through the diffusion of
literacy, there are now clear theoretical findings to
the effect that:

all cultures today are print cultures. and that
there are no fulls' autonomous ond cultures
left in the world

literacy today is assumed by all social
structures secular and sacred

illiteracy today Is. by definition. a
LIISLItharuage both for 1116%1(1u:dr, and societies

literacy may nut have generalised cognitive
consequences for the individual the
technology of intellect hypothesis may not be
as general as first assumed) but literacy is
certainly 'potential added' to the individual in
making transactions with the usal
erm)nmenti and even rudimentary literacy
has significant consequences for the new
Simla! definitions of individuals

literacy brings to the individual liberation trom
dependence and is necessary for any
accumulation of the knowledge capital

literacy and development connections hold
both at the individual and the collecme
Vhile literacy is not determinism.. and without
help In ant surrounding structures is not
ellectit e. n shows unponant results tt shin the
locus of control of the individual.

di developments 11.1%e conic
Irom the West. The Third World has made
contributions by tieing the testing ground of many
of these theories and thereby promoting therny
deceitT[1m. Substantive thersetwal contrilmisins
hint the n1 World .1112 the dependency diets's'.
the theory of critical ccWISCRaisness and the
Gandhian conCept oI .\ftr nuns uten (ath:8110n
rooted in a new philosophy of tt

The sues here are essentially organised around
the knowledge hegemony of the North over the
South. Ninety-eight per cent of the world's
illiterates live in the South. but most or the theist
and research on Ifteracs comes out ol the North.
parftcularls the North-Vest.

27

Mobilisation for adult literacy
It is understood now that adult literacy work
requires social mobilisation. Practitioners,
however, seem too often to wait for the self-
motivated to come to their doors seeking help to
become literate! Motivations have to be
mobilised.

In the market economies more is done to sell
Pepsi and personalities than to sell literacy.
Illiterates are supposed to conic to literacy classes
sell-motivated.

In the Third World mobilisations for literacy are
seldom planned, and rarely executed. Some Third
World countries. among them Ethiopia and
Tanzania. have adopted the idea of mass
organisation from socialist countnes and used a to
mobilise lor literacy work.

Issues of social mobiliSatkin arise wahm a set of
questions such as: What is the relationship
between telt needs and fashioned needs? Is it not
the role of leadership to fashion new needs and to
leach new motivations? Is it not a misunder-
standing of the process of social change to
depend on the already motivated individual alone?

When does fashioning of new needs I iecome
manipulation and when does mobilisation become
coercion( Where does the literacy worker as
mobiliser of mouvahon stop so as not to impinge
upon personal freedoms and individual privacies?
What should be the combination in messages hir
mobilisation ol the educational that reasons, and
the emotive that seeks to suspend judgement,

In the market economies more is done
to sell Pepsi and personalities than to
sell literacy.

Mobilisation does not merely seek participation in
literacy programs. It also seeks to mobilise
people's resources. Is it fair to take even a little
from those who already have so \cry little? When
does the sacred cow of vuluntarsm become
exploitation of the voluntan' literacy teacher
doomed to live in the rural areas without
:thematic es, Sneed or economic?

Institutions for the delivery of adult
literacy
There has been considerable innot anon ui
institution-budding and organisation it literacy
tusk and «insider:dile burrow mg and adaptation
across t allies and countries. The opposite
tendencies of centralisation and decentralisation
are resolving into 'democratic centralism' where
national direction of 111155K ins is CI HIlbined with
local initiative and Implement:1min. A realistic
divisicsi of labour between the government and
non-gin eminent agencies is emerging.
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Governments .ire placing literacy sometimes in the
ministries of education (as literacy is seen as
second chance formal educationi, sometimes in
the ministries ca culture t as literacy Is seen as a
generalised cultural enrichment). and at other
times in the ministries of labour or mwial }vellasa
(as Ineracy a seen as reducing it deficit anumg the
disadvantaged). Few countries have organisational
stmuures liar the planning and delivery of adult
literacy through provinces to districts and
localities. At the field lend. literacy organisation
depends on %-oltinuty work.

Combining the teaching of literacy code and
economic Ii through coordination of two
ministries or depanments has often failed. A trend
may he emerging Involving the teaching of
generalised functional literacy in an maul stage by
the ministry of education. and then handing Cr

a well-formed group to an extension ministry that
can effectively teach ads arced luncnonal skills

MIMEO, SI!Meal',

Organisation for literacy can
become the focus for general
community organisation for other
development work

Non-governmental orgaimuums I NGOs) are
taking more and more interest in literacy. There is
also the tendency for Vic), to min regional and
national associations. Unlortunately. inn man}
NGOs are revel% mg their funding horn
governments and are thereiy lasing sonic of then
traditional freedoms

Different approaches to the deli% ten tit literacy
continue at the same !UM Iran large-scale
national campaigns and programs, typically run In
governments, to small-scale literacy programs and
projects run by non-governmental agencies

The organisation of literacy at the field level has at
least three modes: an instructor teaching a class.
or instnictor teaching on a one ti one basis, and
teaching a whole Dimly. treating illiteracy as
mtergeneratumal phtinnenon.

It is recognised nun that the organisation lor
literacy can become the locus liar general
community organisation lor tither develOpillent
NS irk. Thew are esomples !nun Zimbabwe that

in incomt generatum project.
collapsed when the find organisatam of the
literacy lass tiled

An in1Dortanl olganisain Ind IsLIC i, liiis I luny tit
Make adult filerat% .1 Nil tit the imunition,11
airman of all extensum agent iv,. !low can into
agency ctlindinanon hr at Mott! and Made
tuntuun VII a lien I. al 1, basis? 'I he %MIA' issUi
appears in the need lot !Herat Nl1111, 11111c

c umlauted will media institutions

.1 he title ul M a h. NltIIS OW State in hulk
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remains art unporunt issue, as does the division of
leadership and labour. The problem o made mire
complex by the fad that NGOs in the Third Wild
(Awn find themselves seeking funds :rum the
state. Flow to ensure that ntm-governmenlal
agencies are not coopted he the t uniting agenuc,
and thereby lose their I reedtme

Another issue! Can we 1011111Ine the IlallIres nl
the campaign. the prillrfalll and the prOleCt In our

tc get the hest ol all WOrhis
the enthusiasm I/1 the campaign. the steadiness 01
ilw institutionalised program. and the local
reit:V:11We of the small priwar Also connected
with the :thine Is the Ware Or VOillnlanS111 and the
conceputm of the rifle of the livid worker as cadre
l'efIALs huuiic,oa %. \\hit il one (10 %NU Want'

Curricula, constituencies, methods
and materials of adult literacy
An understanding has developed of the
wlationship between the ideology and the
technology of literacy. Curriculum choices are. In
course. ahro/ogical. 10 teach the exercise tit
lreedom or production of food, to empower iii
teach how w cope? There is an increasing
emphasis tin the content of literacy materials
Either or choices are being aNtnded in la% oui 01
'generalised ilInetamality. that seeks to naltle die
new lc literate to make (Alcune transacuorn n thin
the total cultural and technological environment
'Mat dues not mean. however, that this [lend 1.
universal. In the West. w orkpiaar literacy is being
enthusiasuc-ally ptuntutcd. CA11111nlier-bilSell
literacy is flualr trend in lOuntries where
computers are beumung pail ol the clectionic
gadgetry of middle-class homes.

Methodology may be marginal
to the success of literacy promotion.
Context and commitment may be
more important.

The disadvantaged. the politest id the pool
reltigees. migrants and immigiants. NN0111C11 .11111
0111111. 11111101111Cs ,re 01 Wet Id! unmcrlt 10 Meta.%
worker. ;11113 spcu.d (Unit Ilia ale bong cleceloilett
Itlr them Filmic% curocula for MA11111:11 -.red men
- will ha% I: to tiCireell the LS1111111 IMIL'Inallsalkni
111%114111011.111%allinl anti ',anthill. allin1-1 1111.111s.1111.11

in the StliltIrthIldle MMUS 01 wanton PIUSail:111 III
ill lllitIlre% WIII101/t LALVI)IIII/1 Mill !hell
reilet:/e 1112M is in%nted tit:limo ins id sell
concepts. mutualii% Ili inalc
Irntll-ill'i 111%150ln of Litman. allinitainc
institutional noon, and Ilattellls and Icnrwcd
ttlitIllai nacho! ins IIShuld PM!»

c 1.111 with lilt' 1111:11100 110}0 01 11...11.11111//*

Used iii hr 0114SSI1 illt uncici.Lincling
is UM% emeiging that inelliodolog% 111.1% he
marginal to the suet Vs's in Menu 11101110ln III
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context and commitment may he more unix/mut
.Alphabetical methods Italie been releCtecl in
1.1lOtIr of holistic methods. The sight words taught
ill primers or thematic charts are ideologically hue
xueli as 'hunger anti 'pot city!

An important issue is 110W Milt 11 01 the
curriculum xhould determined locallt .mil how
much of it globalls? Should:11 there he a clialut.ltt.
between C01111111.1110V need, and national
development needs? 1 hlw at shook! the .1111.111
literacy worker go in challenging traditions that
hat e clearly 1>ecoille ilysItillt Clonal?

Adult literacy work is being
professionalised all over the world.

In ille teaching tit generalised functionality. the
',sue of integration of literacy w ith skills training
and with conscientisation arises. Vihich should he
die mum of heguirung? The .nett era of course. Is
%Imply. It dept.m.1st' Litentcy slittukl Ix: Central
because it M.111 Make t %Illscielltisation and
lunctionalitt high more potent. but It will depend
tin the particular context limy the three are w men
together Ill tilt' lahric of the curriculum

Should conscientisation. furictionalitv and literacy
all be embedded in instructional materials in
t l add integration lie (Implemented ihrtiugh
at puns outside tile inatenals? It items Mal tr-Villg
III 'It hle%e lull integratiOn through materials alone
mat be an inpossthle and an unnecessary
1.1111t111)11.11 literacy pitmen and materials might
well stay al the level tit intrigiticm reletzini sight
wilds and the micas they represent. Speaking out
the unspoken ran lie enough. Integration
bent Lien literati an/1 !Lint non tan and should lie

hieted trom the fact ol the halite group
paim 'paling III (lie literacy Class .is %%ell as III
lilt Onie.gelleralulg proteits .11111 tonintlinitt
..igaills.111011 Integration %%unlit emerge also Illicit
the literals teacher. the cignimmity at mixt. ihe
[vatic' (11 the income generating proiett talking lo
each .tiler. talking the same language, anti
sliiiiiiig t 01111111 111

Me language (it hiern remains an issue. !Akira(
likels .1e11.1112 the think es lielttecil Ille Itlulher

tongue. lingua Yawns. a national language and
.111 inicrnatinnal language of litelact Illiterates in

I 1"11."1111.1. InoSpe. of their mother longue.
want to team lnelan% m stitsttaila h i t Mist' Mal is
I he language polint, and economics in the
I gum% In Nepal. illittibils %tanl to acquire
littgat in the national language and not In then
I ulls I Sag% Hewes in limbalitt,...itt gaining

Shuns In 'Nab:belt% %%Mil 10 learn
I liglish

Training and recruitment of adult
literacy workers
At the %ay top. the need a 101 'the education of
the literacy educators . sometimes policy makers
seem hl not Wily understand the centrality of adult
literacy in the tact elopment processes. resulting in
a crisis of conviction. Such policy makers are
nI musty' unable ill argue lire the allocation of
rest nines to literacy 1111mgal/in. An important role
ix being plated m the education of the literacy
e ducators by a timely of donor agencies which
specialise Ill promoting discusision and dialogue

sl'ullwrIng prOless1011.11 networks.

\chat literacy work is being pngessionalised all
of er the world. In the \Vest. training tor adult

ill has been concentrated in the
unit endues. Ilowever. fete tit these university
tenures oilier Clairses in adult literacy. In socialist
countries. adult education has received attention
in specialised institutions outside the universities.
I ler again much less intention has lice II paid to
adult literacy training per se.

Tim! count rtes hate June quite well in
training middle let el personnel in adult Memo.
programs. Several universities in Africa and Asia
hate college prtigrants hir training of teachers that
include adult education and literacy work as pan
of the Curnet111. St mat cenres and institutions

development sector train personnel for
literacy programs. including field level workers. In
the nielliothilogy ()I' tratrung. a dialectic is
emerging between training by obit:cove' and
traming by parlicipautin .

The question 1)1 training is linked with the issue of
credentialing. Do only the credentialecl have 'the
right to leach? Is the pre-occupation with training
inhibiting conirthution to adult literacy work by
the committed and competent but not
(tech.-muted? Wham slitgild lie the
liett% cen let 1111R al training and ideological
training, between competence and commitment in
our training programs

An important issue relate, In the !raining of
orkers al 111 1111 11110 silk':

teat hers are 01101 tuhuwccls. ginviiiiiients ate
!elm Lint III lines( in limning them. especiallt
when such Ildilling reStills m 11141111 Ilirlitner A
!elated issue Is. \\ben do we gel a 1101111111e
Incr.!, t worker 01 the 1111.1111l UP at 1 .1, .1 litsI1.11e.

proltissional w Ito w dl he able to integrate
at% arelless. I lint tionallIV and Iterate III the
leaching 01 ail .1111111 t laNs!

For inailpiMer al Ille 11111-kik higher let els ol
policy making and programming m steins. training
is Mailable (ink in COMMles sot Ingland.
Canada. United State,. and :lc:111611dt id. II% ell at its
!lest, such training does not relate lulls to the
realities in the home (milli; and LanniII be
resp011sn'e RI the need:, OI 1Minevs.

The t lass ht,is of adult liking% workers 1,m also
Ile a Writ urs IsStie There may lie nur;11 Ices
st nip:1111V brit ;OUR 018..111011 and adult IntilaCe

ohm the gouty making Whine% anti W 1111111
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systems III 1111)111:411elltd lit J0 I In .11.4M; of the i Li
hlaS or those who Me In Lonliol of making pull.,
and programming than ink

Evaluation In adult literacy
Until the 19h0s. program lt 410.111, Ill tt as .11111IN

unknimn, and lueritt winkersiesractl the idea
of sill-Heeling adult leaMel s w 11:110111g Mill %tiling
tests.

WO the current 1.0111pC1101311 lot stoat rest nut es
Inc racy toaken Have been Iuteei to demtneatalt
that literacy programs give acceptable levels ul
returns on um eminent.

Two trends are visible. Literacy campaigns.
programs and protects are developing elaborate
pencil and paper Management Inlitrmanon
Systems (MIS). and are using these in policy
de.elopment. program planning. and day-to-day
monitoring of their

Impact evaluations are being conducted. which
make use of both quantitative survey data and
qualitative ethnographic data. The demand lor the
so-called scientific and objective data is being put
in perspective.

The most important issue in literacy evaluation is
at the level of allocation of resources between
implementation and evaluation of programs.
Donors particularly can sometimes distort
priorities. They can spend relatively generously on
evaluation and relatively less on programs in
trying to learn systematically from experience.

There is also the question of evaluantls, those
who are being evaluated. NOM: can lie 'milli:nett
to evaluation against their will. Others can be left
out of the evaluation protects thereby being
denied allocation of resources to their
communities because they are nor part of the
experimental design

The testing of adults has not been universally
accepted and remains an ensue. Mule the need for
collecting MIS data has been accepted. the issue
of a balance between numbers and meanings
remains.

A variety ol issues dealing with the utilisation alt
results remain. Who cum nils the intormation and
what uses are made of a? Finally, here is the
question of criteria. What impact should be
looked into and what standards of satisfaction
should prevail? For instance, too mans
evaluations seem to be looking in the wrong
place. looking tor gains in productivity in the
lormal sector and almost completely missing oil
on the Ultima] sector within the locus ol control
tit the new literate

Nlillla

I MN Whit I, dtkgned lit 41i .51101111al and

of/ lag 14,11 1./ tam anon ill die Slink/. 1,160
PO: Mat UNI 41( ( 1. I9h1

Ste also I f rs/ 11/ illilefilt I.
Pao. '11,1,M tit )iiir 14 S141 mln.s. 19H8

Il1/11/1111ulli

hatallia, 1,1 lima lor I newt I
I'uneetluuis til the hnonwhuudl MIMIOsnini Iii
I Het& s Pinny( 11P, Ilan thlottl Pergilition

Ilhullh 111 Si 11111 Id 1. ialitifiallainiti Ira fitenit
lUght htlettfelfieA of hiratwat
COMM'. Wan d Menionillthini to 1k'. mionniakei%
Pails I 'NI.SLA

11110111, II S I 11.18.111/, A Polk% Analirtas of Adult
Liteztit s Promotion in the Thlta orld. An
At counting ol Promises %lath! and Promises
Pullulleth hirtirarriina/ Mg 'ieu' of lidiecarkin.
XXX. No .1 pp 29-2011

H S I 198' Petained lig Literacy.
trarcaartned forbmm. V(11 00, No I. pp. 9-12

H S I 1 988), lte Politics 01 Adult Literacy
Pronuaton. An International Perspective, jonnial
qr !leading. Vol. 31. No. 7, pp 667-671.

6hola, H S (19891. .Nott'SInna a Discussant. Thy
1989 hympositini ol the Nordic Associanim hir the
Study of Education in Developing Countries al
Ilasselby Mott. Stockholm. june 8-10. 1989.

Freirc. Paulo 119'u1. l'dirgoRy cf the Oginitatt/
New Volk. I lerder and Herder.

This paper was presented at the session tin
Literacy in developing and industrialised
countries: Common issues in policy and practice.
June 29. 1989. under Me aegis of the VII Vi;orld
(.ingress of CtunparaiNe Education.
bereitopoult. (ummunicaram and Lanwariw.
held a' t niversne de Montreal. Montreal. Canada.
June 20-30. 1989.

The main title tit this paper and many at the ideas
discussed here are taken lam) the author's recent
book, h nth! /mud.. and Issues in /WO Edikanon
(London. UK. Jessica Kingsley Publishers and
steno a. Switzerland. UNESCO international
Bureau of Education. 1989)
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THE SAMOAN LANGUAGE IN THE

NEW ZEALAND EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT

by Bernard Spolsky

In July and August 1987, I carried out a study of Maori-English Bilingual
Education for the New Zealand Department of Education and submitted a report
on my findings which has been published by the Department. At the end of the
1987 visit, it was suggested that I return to look at some of the language issues
concerned with the education of Pacific Islanders in New Zealand. After further
discussion, it was decided to concentrate on the Samoan community. While many
qf the statements in this report may be generalisable to the other Pacific Island
languages, it is not my intention to snake any wider claims,

fills 111UNI2111 rept III h II.thett Oil hit In Samoa
and New /.ealacul rri hilt arid August I')HK I am
Amick!l for the 1111W and chi al ant hided me In
members of stall of the New Zealand 1,epannient
tit Education. the Xlinistry nl Filthmini in Western
sainisi. the National I 'tin ersity of \mum. the

01 Education. Aut Maud Limeisity, the
Wellington Multicultural Resimice Lent re. the
Ministry u1 Pacilic Islands Allays and the
principals. staff members and pupils I %Valet! in
Nanloa and New Zealand

I also acknowledge wall gratitude the leave nom
Bar-Ilan UniveNitV .1111.1 Its hind tor internammai
,tuck that made this much possible.

Underlying assumptions
Inumgraticin sets a nuniher of challenges to hush
COUntry and immigrant alike. l'ntlerlying
attempt to Int:et these Is .1 seemingly bilian. t hula'
between complete assimilation in the new sot iety
and maintenance of (radithmal and original t .dues
ind culture. In language terms. this is seen Own
as a hated choice between the new language and
the old immigrant language. Just .is bilingualism
shims that the torced nature of the language
choice is illusory, so multiculturalism AIM'S IhaI It
is possible to find a way to avtnil the pain Of
making an irrevcicahlc decision to assimilate. This
report starts from it number of astlInplita/s: the
IlfSt Is that It is in fact possible to be bilingual and
bicultural: indeed. that 1r the normal state of

people master and Else nu are than fine
language and variety and particitsue in 1111,re than
tine culture.

A second assunnual is also Levl 10
equality fit oppontinns hit new immigrants
depends. among other things. tin their being
assisted to oterconte language ha men to

education and rnlplut meni, in other words. on
their being assisted to acquire lull Use Ell the
standard language 01 their new ctiontr. But, as Is
,hewn by worldwide research. the SlIteeStalli
acqUis111011 01 second language does not
necessanly depend on giving tip the first

Language expresses culture: it is
difficult for a culture to survive
language loss.

Three related principles follow from these
assui wuons. First. it Is evident that an immigrant
or tidier mmority group that maintains the
strength of Its traditional cultural. social and
ailigmus values Is hetter equipped to meet the
maim chtllenges of modernisation and
immigration. The modernisation takes place inside
the group as it whole. with provision of mutual
support during the difficult transition. The
alternative. when: the lull weight falls On
individuals who have lost connections and
identity results in anomie and social disharmony.
In simple terms. the intact ethnic group provides
high shelter from the trauma of too rapid a
change and a method Ell gradual integration 01 the
new YallieS 11110 the tilt!,

Second, there is strong evidence that the
maintenance Ell an ethnic language is a critical
factor in Inainhoning ties to a great tradition anti
so 1n traditional ethnic stiwd, mhpaous and
cultural values. Language expresses culture. a
language is shaped by the society that uses it and
the language to turn passes tin stn. ViltLICS to die
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children who acquire it. It is difficult for a culture
to survive language loss.

From this, it follows as a basic educational
principle that Immigrant groups should be
encouraged to maintain the use and strength of
their home languages while they and their
children are learning the new language. The
advice that some teachers give to immigrant
parents to speak the new language with their
children is tragically misguided. New immigrants
do not themselves speak the standard language
well, so that their attempt to do so results in
children being brought up in an impoverished
linguistic environment rather than in the richest
one their home can provide. Switching languages
shows the parents In a poor light, as limited
communicators. It denies the children access to
traditional knowledge and values and builds a
dangerous harrier between generations.

Bilingualism. then. is not a problem but a
solution: it provides the most effective model for
an immigrant group in a new society and the
most effective model fur successful integration of
such groups.

Enwnealmainal.

Bilingualism, then, is not a
problem but a solution

From these assumptions and principles. a will be
apparent why the approach of this report has
been to look for evidence of the maintenance of
Samoan language among Samoans who, in Nem
Zealand. are acquiring English. Others have traced
the difficulties of assimilation. the problems with
education and employment. the social problems
faced by the community, my focus here is on
steps being taken to deal with one fundamental
aspect of the underlying causes of these problems

Samoan-English bilingualism in
Western Samoa
The importance of the Samoan language to
Samoan culture and society is clearly appreciated
by Samoan leaders. Just how closely society and
language are interwoven has also been shown in
recent studies by anthropological linguists. The
richness of the varieties of language that Samoans
use, the significance of the Samoan language in
learning and understanding social structure, the
ruin importance of rheioncsi skills i :moan
village and national political life, the universality
of Samoan literacy and its central role in church
and religious life. all these set a strong role for the
language and explain the recognition of its
importance at all levels. At the same time. since
first contact with Europeans in the nineteenth
century. as a result of German and New Zealand
colonialism in the first halt of the twentieth

century and of the opening of Western Samoa to
international cultural and economic influences.
English has come to play an increasingly
influential role in Samoan life. A sociolinguistic
description of Western Samoa. then. must include
English and while there is nothing like the serious
loss of Samoan language use and knowledge to
he found in American Samoa. there arc
nonetheless signs of serious erosion.

The Samoan language is primarily the
language of the home, the extended
family, the village, the church.

The ',airman language lh ascii supported by a
number of traditional factors. II is primarily Ow
language of the home. Ills extended family. the
village. the church. It is further supported by us
use in political life, both at the local and minimal
levels: village and district councils and parliament
conduct their business in Samoan and awns..
oratory is basic to political awns e II ix the
language of the radio. It is also the languagu tit
religious education the main wading matter in
home and church is the Bible in Samoan 'thew
are several newspapers that ale Wiwi
monolingual or bilingual in Samoan

In contrast. the spread ol English is vac 'nudged
by a «rmunction ul modern and external 1000% 11
is the ptelurred language of omanvitial Ide it is
used in basalt:SS dill ilillallelLe.11ISth as the
language of fiterat y receipts. lithe. accounts,
business letters, c tint rat tsi at id nl Linn errand) 11
1, the Lingudge stud 111 mlutlac v %Salt external III

eXpalrlale !Mors. 1111:1,100,11{C m 0111l1 Wilds of
nixed marriages. Eli IA dealings with
primarily. the language 01 het 1.11,11 uducaium wink
teadlers. use Samoan. their main task /1..SLVIT as
the teaching of English and thniugh English. of
the school curriculum. English is the language of
the overseas countries New Zealand. Ausfiali.i.
the United States that are seen as the place firm.
to go to complete an education and sec ond. as a
place for gainful employment Samoans who have
been overseas then show a tendency to use
English as a mark of this valued experience
English is the language of television and video
and of some of the newspapers. While Samoan is
the language of parliament and political life.
English is the language in which government
conducts most of its written Inc. All these factors
meet in Apia. the capital. which thus is the focal
point lot the spiced or thglish.

A sociolinguistic study of Samoan would reveal
not lust the complexity of Samoan Varieties
(manta leirga bad language used in
conversations with peers and in normal daily hie.
tautala fele 'good' language used in church and
educational settings. the special registers of church
and political life. the requirements for addircsing
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superiors. the rhetorical rules of oratory. to
mention some) but the developing interface with
English. The Billowing list is not intended to show
absolute Jet isions. but the preferences associated
with the contrasting ladors:

- - -
Supporting San loan

illage
lurch

speaking
reading Bible
radio
religious ethic-Mu)
honu.
horn in sainua
sanium
lull 111(xid
puhm s
pastor
!natal
Calanet

supporting English

town
school
%%ruing

reading brxrks
Tv and %idea
higher ethic:Mon
overseaS
born merseas
P.11.1g1

hall-Caste
business
teaLlIer

depaninent letters

front general ollsen anon. I would sac IlLit the
balance is still truth in lit our (it Samoan
language inaintenant.e. huh the nu reasmg strength
(II pruhtientt in English is also accompanied bs
some .hilt towards the language. Education in
ktha ui particular shows this force and there are

who W1111 Weil' thddmn educated only in
English. smidady, there are main child-cm in
st hurl with a w eak know ledge tit Samoan.
has been a start on correcting this erosion by the
leaching ol Samoan language and culture in the
schools, but Ibis tt dl need consideralth more
resnintes than are a%ailable at present. The
establishment of the National Unitersily, a alt its
emphasis tin a strong Department ol sam(3.111
Language and C.-Whin:, Is another step in this
direttion. but it MUM be noted that there are
people who argue that the main purpose ol the
university should rather he to prepare students to
duly abroad. in English.

The Samoan language in New Zealand
Clearly. the forces in Byour of English are
enormously stronger in New Zealand: rag lust
school and work life, but also the general social
envinsinient are mainly English. The pull ol
usxlernism and the weakening or traditional ties
tonthine with the natural pressure that then: Is on
immigrant parents to use the stilts)! language.
This is made even more serious because ol the
fact that tor most Samoans. (lie main reported
(and In litany cases. actual I resin for t timing hi
New Zealand ts as and is to obtain dll ellUCd11011.

English was first brought into Samoan hones In
the children going to school. but now that Man%
such children are themselses parents. it is

hetonung the main language Of MOM IltlinV4 and
them is an increasing number of Samoans horn in
\ew Zealand walk Sited ktuns ledge ill Satinsin
or !linty at all. I might mention a number td
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people I met. I think in particular of a New
Zealand-horn Samoan girl learning Samoan in one
of the two sixth-form classes offered in the
language: she would like to he able to speak the
language. but is not ready yet to risk the social
problems of speaking to more fluent classnates.
Or a number of Samoan pupils participating in an
interschool speech competition for Pacific
Islanders who spoke eloquently in English about
problems of identity chose more recent arrivals,
who spoke in Samoan. had other topics to talk
about). Or a number of well educated Samoans,
Intellectuals with the highest command of English.
who said they could not easily participate an
public hie in Samoan.

alaUnWeSelerleiMaillTamen.yinsaelielleda..0.118.711.....el

There is an increasing number of
Samoans born in New Zealand with
limited knowledge of Samoan
or none at an.

There are two main forces working lor Samoan
language maintenance in New Zealand One is ihe
connection with Scums. new annals or return
pots prt wide opportlindies to int.MINC and enrich

knowledge and use of the language. The second
the church, which has become the Maior

structure kir Maintenance or the St illoan
it)111111UnIty anti die main f(s. us uI Samoan social
and cultural lilt' in New Zealand. While there has
been some falling away !rum the nearly IOU%
figure of church lumber:1111p in Samoa
(partic) larly in the villages'. I was told that about
-0 -fiats of sampans remain dCLIVI2 lhUrch menthes
in New Zealand. While !Aline Samoans belong to
Nellie Island churches. tt luch use English in
some of their services, ritual belong to churches ol
t.abous denonunations that use Samoan in
services, sermons anti Bur all the other religious.
educational and social activities associated with
the churches. For many families. religious life
includes not lust attending church and week-day
classes and choir practices but also daily evening
services in the home, where reading from the
Bible in Samoan Is a central function.

Increasingly, Samoans in New
Zealand have come to recognise that
there is a threat of language loss and
have started to work against it.

But theie is clear es ideate that these limes alone
base not been enough to prevent the man of it
shill Boni Saillistil to 11.13,41S11. Increasingly.
S.I1110,1115 in New Zealand have tome to recognise
that there is a threat ol language loss and have
started to work against it. I learned of a number of
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-5)
parents who were taking individual steps: by.

a insisting on use tit Samoan in the home. by
making the Bible reading a regular activity. by
arranging visits to Santini. But others are
uncertain. wondenng whether n is not wiser to go
along with the flow towards English. It is
important theretore to spell out die reasons En'
aiming at Samoan-English bilingualism in New
Zealand.

A rationale for Samoan-English
bilingualism in New Zealand
Ever since the Tower of Babel. the world has had
many languages. but while there are some
disadvantages in this. such as difficulties ul
communication, there are advantages. the most
inthortam of which is the possibthic ot using one
own language to keep traditional culture and
identity alive and dean

The pull in maim world languages like English is
strong and there are lew !topple whip wind(' lie so
ostrich-like as Iu inigge%i that one sliotiltl it ti du
one's best to master such a language, but ant
group that acquires tnglish Ito giving up its ow
language runs a sell ritilis ash ul lumng

Kieran% and traditional %alum as well

Individual efforts at language
maintenance are seldom successfkil,
unless they are supported by
community action.

Samoans coming hi New Zealand are natty:ills
tempted to speak only English cc ith their children.
lor the recognise the importance of English to
educaiiim and wink This has a number c it
damaging eflects First. because arrived
Samoans di) nil themselves speak good English.
they expose their children to an impoverished
linguistic environment. All evidence shows that it
is the richness of the linguistic environment that
counts and not the specific language: it is better.
for the child s cognate and linguistic
development. It/ surround limn or her w ith good
and rich SitnIcian than with broken English. There
will he plenty 01 opportunity lor the learning of
English.

Second. 12v denying their children enrichment in
Samoan. they are aft the same time preventing
them Iron learning their own traditional (cilium'
and social (alum: they are cutting them (Ill Irvin
their background and making it much harder lin
them to make connections with slum hi and their
lanuly there.

Third, when they speak broken English to their
children. they show themselves in their wars!
ligia. as unsophisticated new mmugrams. rathei
than .bowing the strength and richness of the!'
((pupil in their own vulture and language. In a

14

statement made at a time m hen the Hebrew
language was no longer being spoken as a mother
Ravine. the Talmud asserted that. when a lather
did not teach Helm" to his child, it was as
though he were burying him. Children who do
not know the language of then- own people. IAN)
cannot read the Bible in their own language. mu
cast adrift. with no' way (I grasping their Klemm

These and similar arguments iffy leading mans
Samoans in New Zealand to to u, stem the tide ot
language shift. But. as research has show II.
individual aims a: language maintenance are
seldom successful. unless tics are supported he
community action. And this Is slaning..is I will
detail in the next section

Educational activity for Samoan
language maintenance
In a rather striking image that cam proposed. I
was told, by d Samoan woman to .1 go( errinienT
nnnistcr Illy language tuainfenatice vtion man he
compared to .1 Inh tith a litiad..t haul and a Ink
1 lie heat" is ramified by the leadership oI simian
religious and iittelkt mid leaders at numbei ail
coungei church ministers. academic Emile',
ISainthins hate lust lil appoitittAl to important
hail's at Auckland and (..iiverlitiry t nic endues

and appitintilleill lo .t let itire%lip ni sainthut
lailgtiage has I wen ads: raised .n Vic tut
I incerpic I, gmermuent otlicials 1 he existence Id
this gim). with its understanding of the
requirements of 'with modern and traclithaial Idr
is (animist( a key element in dcselt11)1.1
,fletilitalls \eV. :unman hdmgualnm .mat
culture

The tail tot, has re(enth begun wi ILq, «till flit
start ii a signituant ol a I tU(I 11/1/11,11 an

sinnoan language pr-scliool nrogiains Ulnae in
\mum there is a strong tradition id ptesc Ig a .1
religious education. pie-school scs Mai ph
are more recent hit this and matt callus leastin%
there has been little intolvement du Island
duldren m formal press hold prinnaitis hit
mauling; tit Neu /.edam(' ethic died allelic( luau
and ol younger church ministeis and then k% RI
licm.tAer. there 11.1 ben cllnit, ai i t Itauut

stittaitt in and putt tie illt. %. hind Inugout-
Fullttng the Stilt VS./ LII rape Wilt t x11'1 till 14,1

levy years DI the Slat Aio/urroth rtvi I i.1111411.1141

ileSiSI. a number of rt (ago dmohr11.1111(1.111
language nests I hat e been esialilrawd wit nth
the earliest in Tokama and lithos ill Auc klaith
Vellingtott and (Mush. li

"I yptall. thew language nesis any iii .1 c
a school building In 101111.' lolSt,
prod idea) , .1 flaS(i II «tic. aclapting In the \ ew.
Zealand continual. with an established tont Mil I it
the pile IP cult d Inklhood education In some
eases too, the persons in charge hate had
boning in !minim in the pre,c litmil Moveintan
the% are then equipped cc oh the skills. Ow %Nig,
the daunt 1.-%. the olhra nh.uenal and WOW ledge
iequiret1 lin a suttesslul PICY. haul pn 'pun lit
other cases. the people tri charge am Island
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trained immary sclusil teacher+. In addanal.
parents and grandparents are Insulted. +illumines
being trained and paid thnnigh the Access
program.

I am not sure how many' programs there are. lof
unul now there has been no central government
Wilding nor formal recognition( I Visited lour and
was told of at least half a darer other Samoan
programs. Their stall shows it alums: Its did Ike
smular seam of the Isar language nests) ul sitting
community support. tor not tail inenia but man+
specific problems had to be osercome: finding
space and teachers. the lack ul finance. the
difficulties of winking parents st ahota hilly to
take children to the nests, the long distances Man
home to the program sae and the Lick of material.
However. the existence of the present Bush and
the strong comma nity support (I was present at
most impressive fundraising evening for one nest
show the imponance attached to ans aspect ul
language maintenanee.

The New Zealand school gives the
most minimal recognition to the
language and culture of a large group
of its pupils.

wraereesnasia.rnareassatainendrMs....

The central concern tit the nests I t paled was h.
provide. in ',annuli. prepazation Inc .0. hind
Samoan was the language III All and the
enrichment of Samoan and the t ognaitc.
conceptual and physa al del ell Ville:II It! the
children went hand 111 hand

There have been two recent des elopu
allytUr well for the continuccf suength die
Language nests. A grant Irtiill the Vail Leer
Ftninclatam will, it luiped. develf 1p a home-
based munention program for early ( Iiddhutnl
education lor Pat it IC Island oimmunities in New
Zealand. While there was some cOnCeril
expressed at the full community understanding ill
the protect. it hopes to be able to pro( ide
unp(wiant slInxirt at a critical stage in the
development of pre-school activities.

1. lore sinking has been a government decision.
the midst ul a penod of tight educational budgets.
In allocate titer SlOotKin for ow rest of this fiscal
year and over S911),110 !or the next to direct
+(ippon of Pacilit. Island language nests. These
hinds will provide vital practical and MOMl
support to existing prognuns and encourage the
realisation ul plans to establish a number or rum
'Hies. The tail, then, looks to he in good shape.

'rimy the hailltran Wollian sagely
reminded the la Welt illent. the (Ilk:Atm ul the
hods.. namely Sanichin programs in elementary
and secondanf schools. Ilea'. existing activities
are north less well established and much remains
In be thine +aincian lecognised aN a possible
finked lor the sixth -loch cenilicatc, but nut for

the lathaorm certificate which essentially defines
the high school syllabus. It Is taught in at least
Iwo ',chinas in sixth forms: there are +Lane classes
at tither levels: there is some use of Samoan fin
English as second Linguage classes In elementary
schools. There are Samoan culture groups in a
number of schotas. But, essentially. one might
sac. there ts no flesh on the body: the New
Zealand school gives the most nununal
recognition to the Linguage anti culture in a large
group La its pupils. The, mecums lw the school is
clearly part ul the reason that the pupils
theniselVes retell school: it is tragically mime that
a culture with such a high value for educatiOn
should Ilae such a small proponion oft as
hadren continuing beyond the 111111 form.

There has been recognition of the problem.. a
muse on PaCilic Island educantm, meeting at the

end (a June 1988. called for Urgent steps to
d% elup MI11011,11 syllabuses for Pacific' Island
languages. including prescriptums for fifth and
sixth I(Inn certificate courses. There are people
apable nl del eloping These courses: there are

leachers qualthed ul not equipped with the
(inlet I tenth ales) to teach them: there are ptiptls
walling to study in them, and there is a
iimmunat whose tale is told up in the decision.

1 he teat hers rank inning III the course set out an
est ellent rationale tin the teaching of Samoan
language+. (a hall I lulls endorse. It is crucially
iimumaill. I Jill Lonytrited, that the New Zealand
idle J11U11,11 sYstein move as his( as possible to the
lukilgilit ion ul the relevance and value of teaching

Some specific issues: the place of
minority groups in 'tomorrow's
schools'
( hie tit the izilptinarit features of the planned
ietorm Id education adnunistratam in New
Zealand ts the provision for direct 10e111 parental
control of schools. This will have clear advantages
tot soffit. groups. by assuring much more
isponsit eness to Iota) needs. In my report last
t ear on Maori-English bilingual education. I
argued liar alternative school models and for loCill
willful id schotils hi the rase ul the NlaOrt
11111110.11 schools I 'sited last year. I expect that
the changes will be for the better.

In the Pat. lie Island lase. restills Will not
.11.110111aUCalle be sat islaclopT. It II' there is a .I rang
tendency fir Paola. Islanders to !eel distanced
from stlitiol administration and even when in the
matority. RI prefer a how profile. Atli e steps will
need to I taken to ensure that groups like the
samoan community kid an appropliate way to be
invoked in the new strticlUres

Tillie Will also Ile a deed lit consider carufulls the
place of appropriate Samoan educational talker,
in the new adminiStrialce slrUCLUre. dhow
entering into details. the proposed structure will
need to laid a plate lor the Santo:Ili advisors who.
at national and regunial let els. ate providing
essential leadership and support lor programs like
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Samoan language maintenance. It would make
sense for them to be represented both in the
Ministry and the Review and Audit Agency. The
Ministry will need officers fully qualified to assist
in setting those parts of national curriculum
objectives that are relevant to minority language
groups and of overseeing the contracted
curriculum development and of advising on the
protection of language minority concerns in
school charters. The Review and Audit Agency
will need team members with appropriate
linguistic, cultural and professional qualifications
to assure the fulfilment of equal educational
opportunity goals with respect to language
minority groups. In :Addition. the schools
themselves will need qualified and effective
advisers if they are to deal effectively with the
special problems of Samoan children and partners.

All evidence shows that it is the
richness of the linguistic
environment that counts and not
the specific language

In the complexity of the transition to the new
system. considerable cane sill need to he taken
not to damage such existing initiatives. as yet tar
from established, as the activities for Samoan
language maintenance described in his report and
to make the full pros ision needed for them
continuation. The development of a Samoan
language syllabus sets Sc WW2 special problems that
have been clearly identilied by the group referred
to earlier. Usually. in a school sulaect, one
assumes that all students in a given academic level
start at more or less the sit file level and mine at a
more or less similar pace through a syllabus. 'We
expect, in other words. that all students stun
learning a foreign language at the same time. m
the third form: in a pnipiised syllabus tor Spanish.
for instance, it is assumed that level I w ill be
accomplished in the three year, from forms 3 to i.
level 2 in the sixth form and level 3 in tlw
seventh. In the eibe 01 San10.111. however. one can
expect to find in each limn students with quite
different language backgrounds. some with no
expenence. some Avail some home language use
and some with formal education. In a Sanucin
sixth form class. lor instance. I obsenrd some
children who were absolute beginners and others
who. having arrived recently from Samna. wer
capable of working at quite advanced levels. The
syllabus will set very special demands then lor
flexibility: its development will call on very +pis lid
skills and understanding: teacher training and
centric:4=m.
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There is available a valuable pool of fluent
speakers of Samoan with formal training as
teachers. These teachers. trained in Samoa. often
need runner training to suit them to the .special
conditions of teaching in New Zealand schools.
but it is both inefficient and insensitive to assume
they need to he retrained. Various models of on-
site and in-service training am likely to he both
more efficient and more effective.

A commendation and some
recommendations
It would not be appropriate to Man without
commending the Slogs to date of the Samoan
community.. of the Government and of the
education officers and schools involved. in the
present efforts to assure Samoan language
maintenance in New Zealand.

These recommendations simply locus on how
existing activities might he maintained and
strengthened.

continue support for the language nests. by
new grants. which should go as directly as

possible to the pit grams themselves.
encourage local autonomy. recognise Samoan
pm-school staff training. develop appropnaie
pre and in-service career training for new and
existing staff.

implement as X matter of urgency the
recommendations of the Pacific Island
Languages Syllabus Development. group.
establish a committee and [mimic funds lor
syllabus development. recognise Samoan
land. its appropnate, other Pacific Island
languagestlOr the School Certificate: establish
national fifth and sixth form course
statements,

enct/Urage the leashing of Samoan in all
schools w here there is areasonable numbca
ul prospective pupils, and

Assure continued representation of
appropriately qualified Samoan staff in the
Ministry and the Review and Evaluation Unit
and pr, evade kir schools to receive :Wyllie on
the education of Samoan children.

Philessor net-thud ApolskySpnilesstonal inttesh
hr rn the meth or bilingual education and
language and he his published widely on thc'c
//110 Aeie Zeakiad /Nll. he works at brad s liar
Wan I iurvraid.n .POCItlifSlikt; err Inc'

roams his uttered:, in Itelnignal
Zealand
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STUDENT OPINIONS OF A

FRENCH LANGUAGE IMMERSION PROGRAM

by Michael Bertholcl

In 1985 Benowa state High School on the to lid
Coast. Queensland. launched a French Immersion
Program. Initially this program was envisaged
simply as a one-year enrichment program lor the
more talented students entering high school.
During that first year however. the potential of the
program became evident to students. parents and
teachers.

Due to parental request, the Program developed
into a partial late immersion style program
covering the first three years ol secondary sc Mad
with fit e core sultieets mott ul the stinmi
timetable/ being taught entirely in French. These
subjects were mathematics. science. physical
education. soctal science and French. The students
were to complete approximately 1.600 hours ul
lessons in French during the three years. A noire
detailed description of the experiment was
published in the Ins[ edition oi WWI for 1990.

Towards the end of 1988. after Fan years ul the
experiment. I surveyed the students who had
taken part in the program, those who had
completed tt and those who had withdrawn at
various stages. The 29 question. ii page sun ev
covered three main aspects of the experiment.

reasons for mining the French Immersion
Program

reasons for remaining in or leaving the
Program

opinitms Jung their French Immersion
experiences.

The survey was t. tuned out on current and lonner
students and the results have been tabulated with
respect to the groups involved. The Year 11
respondents were the group w ho began the
experiment m NHS and had the most exposure to
the system and the most vanatitin in sulgeos and
teachers a six p. The Year 8 group were those in
their lust year ol Immersion and had only
experienced two teachers,

The first two clan:millets Link Oiled We students
reasons tor volunteering he' the ukase The
students were presented with a e hoite 01 23
possible answers. plus space In add ath others
which !night have applied to them.
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Why did you choose to join the French
Immersion (Fl) class?

Read °innigh the list ol passable reasons and
inckne luny wlevant each reason was to you by
writing 1.1 ur,i I or each reason.

I very relevant
(the reason applied strongly to me)

2 - relevant
3 Irrelevant (the reason didn't apply to me)

I .111. pumas encouraged we
2 I wanted to Mull' Manta! UniverSac.
.4 / thought ct k»owledge r>J the language limits,

help 88, to der ei,188811oh.
I wanted to be able to trait,' oierseas.

5 / thought studying Fisnich limb, help nz
English

6 thought it would help me to communicate
awl) my family.
1 Panted to twiny !Herman,

' lust scent along win ?friends who wanted to
pen the Fl class.
I thought it armlet assist use in obtaining a
0e/ter oiterall score pc ntifionew rip Sensor
Certificate.

/0 French was recommended for a fatten,
tertian course.
/ wasted to be able to speak to people whose
name language I tca. learning

/2 I thought it would be naelleaually
Cbealengmg and thettyin interesting or
seacsfying.

1.3 / thougla rt ablacl Rae we ail appreciation of
nor onto culture and that of rakers.

ly A teacher or guidance officer advised me to
do the l7 course.

/5 / a tIntect to be able to read magazines and
newspapers in French

/6 / bad studied a Jinvign language lit pnmeiri
school and Weal a

I" Howl, is spoken in my home.
18 1 intended lo use French in milimor Cattier
/9 / bleed the idea of bong al et LAW that acts

clafrrent .
1 Mora& that it tiuuld be an honour to be
Chosen fin' this class
/ thought that I would gam pluctige ur
tinponaiwe 4r being in the El class

9

vU

21
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22 expected to halm, only good teachers.
23 1 expectes'ct, be in a class whew all of the

pupils wanted to flunk.

077-1ER REASCW? PLhASE LIST

2 From the above list, write down the
numbers of the 3 reasons that were the
most important or relevant for your
joining the Fl class in the first place.

In question I the students were to mark all of the
responses which were appropriate to diem. and in
question 2 they were to mark the three most
important or relevant reasons. In assessing the
frequency of responses lor the lour classes. onl%
seven featured signilicantly. namely

3 1 thought a knowledge of the language math'
help Me (0 pa a loll.
I »MUCCI to be able to Ina to ofVfnUfs
I thought rt aerie nu' in Obiell Wilk
better or wall score for nil' Pont ir or Sens II
Certilialte

I I I warned to be able hi speak to people whose
name language I nrcs pow at Miro

12 I thought d uould Iie nitellestuaRt
challengzirg and Ihrnybre tutorsting or
satisfying

/9 1 Irked the idea ofiretttg tit a class that was
4Werent

23 1 expected to be um, a class When' all of the
pupils wanted to UM*

it
9

The pattern of the frequency of responses vaned
slightly from year to year, though there was a
strong sorranonalit figures w nil a SlaNII
between them. such as 3 1. represent an equal
ranking kw both responses

linking! rover,

South Scar 10 1e.le I I

12 In Ls 12 2s 11 12. 124

thin /ilium mon, 4, I IJ 12 12 Ls II 2

Question 3 Li:Unlined their reasons lor staying in
the program.

3 Again from the list ht Question (1). list the
3 most Important or relevant reasons for
your decision to CONTINUE in the Fl
course. (This question Is only for those
students who are still in the VI course, or
who stayed whit it until the end of Year
10.)

1 lit resin plestis \\ tit(' !Villa! Uhl\ 111111.11 Intl gall
In Iwo allt11111111.11 least111s

2 I wanted Ii :quill Item /I rf/ HMI era/

3N
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22 1 expected to hair Only good teachers.

Year H 5 ear 9 Year fear If

Sing al =Infos, 9 .1 122i g 1.1224 9 1.23 2 12 2:

Questions 4 to H referred to the student', who had
withdrawn from the program. Untortunately.
one sense. there were too few students in this
category to produce reliable data and those who
dui reply exhibited a wide range of reasons midi
as. I was advised to leave the program by the
teachers: I was perlorming badly. I lust didn't like
French. I didn't like feeling different from txher
students in the school.

Although these students had lelt the program.
quite a few had continued with their studies id
French through the traditional French classes.

N.Vlien asked:

In I» »bleb Older Ingt&I lent fig your language
skills from I Lstrongcst) to v I weakest 1.

1.1sIFNIM, SPI:AKINt ItIADINc; NX1tMNt

The four groups perceived their acquisition of the
lour language skills difierently. but there was one
cimukon (bread. MI four groups stated that
speaking was their strongest or second strongest
area of competence. These students exhibited it
competence and at confidence to express
themselves orally in French. something that many
language students lack even alter profonged study
of a language thl uugh traditional approaches. The
students rated then skills as !ohms.

1 ear H Sear tear I' Sear li

It

ealv....1

It

it

cpuaking I listening It wailing S.% is iii

When the students welt. asked lo vvaluale tIis
(WM tilt% id ea h hulled taught in [wilt l the
difterent lasses QS:1111111n! a %%sic range tit
opinions, Not unh did Lids lass

of the dilliculnes at the same car Its vi. 11111

they also Modlhed their views into veal lk seal
lahle ranks the Malteds 111

decreasing (Hider of perceiwd ail hudq Ulu
venial columns represent the subieLt sill k's el
and any the students ranked the sublet is w
they bad dime at that year kw el

2x.1.
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11 indicate the subjects where you found the
greatest difficulty in coping with the
sublets through to the easiest. I (most
difficult) through to 5 (least difficult). Do
this for each year that you have been in
the Fl course. List in order of difficulty.

- - - -

rra n

luar rr 911111rm.

I r

rill 1,11 a1111 Trull

lee.] filth fill

',nisi alibi-ilk

rill

tear In /punt In. Nta r HUN difficult
'Ma I r INIrt

I i

is is lb
'F rlr rr least OWLtilt

\ ear I It \ la I r
II

s

n.1

%IA NI.itlitriunr.
Nr. sr lent,
n Efnt

!Ming in Sr N. NI% is. Kul It wilt 0,1
Pl. .11 bath. al. in

III I 'him
Equal Finking.

,h 111,4 Lilt

I
dithr till

_ .

Alien the alioNe rankings here cross rclerencet1
ith the student., degree tit satislaction %%itli the

teat lung of each slaked. ,t strong tonviation %vas
lound twit% een the teatther ot a ,tiliiett. the
perecivetl difficulty and the satislactu in of the
students

'the human fat for plays a signilk ant role in the
cesslul teaching Ili the relevant sublet ts and In

,cadent 111(41V:fin HI The Rile of the 1111111enfinil
teacher is t total to the slit cess of the
Progranthecause it depend, upon his her ability to
ommurilt ate the mil-lett t ontelit ti rough a

loreign language. This uniimunicathe ,lulu)
most critical at the Year 8 level %%here the students
arrhe in class with no knoh ledge of the language
it instructkin and begin their study (8 certain

stillietts uniquely m the loreign language.
Prouty...slat:1. as the ,ititlents atquire a
itimpeiente in the language. this communkatne
nibe bellImes less t noel. although 11 remains an
essential skill til the 1111111enfil In teat her.

1111: litt1110111S %%ere 11 111% stinted% should
emoted 111)111 the a Hine The t 01111110h npuuoII
ha% (nrongly Ni %% all a slt;11111Callt thnerellt e in
it:sponse lor tilt' Year M group. in whit II almost
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one third ol the students recommended the
dropping of either laths or science. This
response has due to their dissatisfaction 1,Vidi a
(Amain teacher who %%as unable to successtully
c.numunwate Wall the students and Inns they felt
strongly that their learning had been significantly
hindered in the SUhleCtr taught by him.
SUI1SetIllently. that teacher was removed from the
program

learn 1 erir lir ear In 5 ear II

.41 I

I hie of the most pOsillSe aspects Lit the survey
v6 as the students responses to a series ot
questions relating to their %ilisuction h the
program in general. They Were asked to respond
%%healer:

a they were pleased that they had
taken the course.
they %%ould do it again if given the
mponunay.

they %%,11.11d reConlnlend It lo Others.

The bfibin't ing Emmy. highlight their degree of
MISIall11111. It MUM he remembered that these
Ilgures also ahided those alto had lett the
program lor one reason 'Jr another.

- - -- --_--
Yaw n It ear teat I I I 1 erif I I

It% pronilthilt "'Om 11!

.tai 1 Jur 01 I

r wand s, N- 1st N Nrre

410

( )11e Iii the negrlIn aspet. IN 01 the sunny %%.1s that
the inaloriit 01 .indents lilt that they hail !alien
behind to sonic extent in the ,ulnetts sullied m
l'e'ntil respect to die other classes %% ho had
time their studies in English. It %ads interttslmg to
note that the l'ear I I ,indents %alio had !mishit'
the program the ilrevious year had one 111 Ole
hi IN% I'M rates I I I this area Si 5" a 'they %%ere the
only Ones rcall% trfillpeleill 10 Make this
asessIlle111 as Ille% had entered the normal stledill
At the beginning of l'ear I I and hen: able to
compare thenhelaes nNt students a In( had neaci
been in Ole mwlt'rsum program

- -- - --

2f.):;

\ err rat tt 'Prat Ill 11.11 II
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ks au corollary to this question, another two
questions were posed to the Year 11 students only_

18 a For those of you in Year 11, do you feel
that you were disadvantaged in any
subjects In Year 11 because of having
done your previous studies In French?

b If so, which subjects and by how much?
(use the 1 to 5 scale from the previous
question).

- -
Scale:

is very much
2 a lot
3 - enough
4 - little

none
The students replied a resounding 'NO .72.7%,
Of those who replied 'YES'. (i% cued science at
an average score or 4.2; clinle to none) and 33%
claimed a disadvantage in mathematics of 3
(enough/. This translated in real terms to only
7.I$ ot students sun'eyed who felt that their
maths had suffered as a consequence of French
Immersion. with 25.6% believing their science had
been vew little affected and the remainder
believing that they had not suffered at all.

As a postscript to this point. these students hate
now completed Year 12 and the din )1 achieved
the hest ever results :II this level in the scluairs
history. Of the six students who achieved 990 in
their TE Score (Tertiary Entrance Score - 991i
being the maximum possible sone I. five were
former French Immersion students.

As voluntary guinea pigs in an educational
linguistic experiment. these students needed
support to enable them to deal with and
overcome the myriad difficulties and problems as
they arose. and to give them the confidence to
remain in the class. doing a task far more difficult
than the other students in the school. These
students had voluntarily taken on a fiir greater
workload than they needed to

When asked.
. . .

17 How much support did you feel that you
received from the following? Use the 1-5
scale below.

-- --

Scale:
I very b
2- a lot
3. enough
4 ante
5 - none
A PI leachers
B Caber teraben.
C IMO' in general
n other slUdenti tit the sthurd
E .Schoul aChninIStranon
p Family
G Glassonar,
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They responded as lc/11(ms

Ye.ir vat

- _ - -
u.a Im

- - - -

Year II

host,

ChnUle

Three, :
tamon
kilnInDintopr.

ixherwsiv..

Earn.

RM.,
inwmt,
kammnru.r

2:

2

,1

/M
[heart',
Liman
dmuwinult

K.M.
Lammunn

UM AM*

,

I.

it.

Fon

llivamt

OUld ware,

(annum ,
(Aller view'

(10

When the total responses are calculated the rank
order Is as lullov.s.

Family
Fl teachers
Classmates
Administration
Community
Other teachers
Other students

1.4

2.4
3.2

3 5
3

Two very relevant points arc highlighted 1w these
results:

/ 77w support fit In the sliidnls fitn» their
janilhes. F7tY1rh linnierynn Written [Ind thou
classmates. and

2 77w alums: total fat A' of xupprif py11 the other
:ancients in the School

These results were hacked up lw turther
questioning.

21 Do/Did you feel rejected/isolated by the
other students in the school because of
being in a French Immersion class?

22 Do you feel that you developed a closer
relationship with your French Immersion
teachers (in general) than with your other
teachers?

21 11, -Mini tont,

Yearn ier ,1 1 rill kJ II

wilt (Art

22 II, - re 1. re nits Hi If- -- - --
The isolation retection sensed particularly ht' the
lint lUt/ lininerSion classes had its positive and
negative aspects on the negative side. the
siticleius had tl) tolerate a great deal of criticism.
leasing and et en abuse by certain elements in the
si 111'1 As Ihr pn'grant do eloped Liver years
and Ole In nterslun qudnts had more contact
UM' the other students in the school through
mixed L Lbws and spin. ilus discrimination
!ended hi do. rese and subsequent classes litre
lek this antipallit much less. Thb progressne
decrease L.111 be seen in the alxn figures and the
Rend Ihr. Lima awed site 1911H. according hi
111101111MR thlel.1111.1.1 through discussions with the
subsequent classes
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The positive side tit the discrimination W.Is the
development ui a very strong class spirit among
the immersion students. They had to rely much
more upon one another. and to give each other
suppon. They also realised that the success of the
Program depended upon their efforts and they did
not let the Program. Or themselves. down.

The role of the family and the Frrncl), Immersion
teachers was critical to the co ...raw. In of the
students. II these MO .utallS COW n provide
the necessary su then there wow, Be
been very hut. ancentwe or enco rim It for
the students ) continue. The fact that t y
recognised t vs suppor and sensed a aser
kinship with virslramt rs.f.n teacher wiped
them through I. ddhrt it times - a a difficult
Lanes there wt e. for ail if the stud

The criticism I instar' icvelied gainst the
Immersion Pro). , This
word was use,' ii nano:pip,. It, %sere

also comments that :rg a Illerprn ac,

Immersion class conlerrec. int tie
upon the student and that then- into
snobs. The students found that they were nut only
feeling rewcted by certain other students in the
school. but also by adults who for one reason or
another resented the concept of an group.
or considered such an emphasis on languages :I
waste of Me and resources. To find the students
attitude toward their membership of these classes
ihey were asked.

19 Do you feel a certain pride in being a
member of the Fl program?

23 Has being a member of a Fl class given
you a feeling of prestige?

- -

-- - - -
Year n Year 9 12a 10 1ear 11

19 Pride 1115 'iv%
23 l'relige 1 is {i W. g 5". 04r.. So iv,

There is ample evidence of pride in what they
were doing. but little sense of prestige. The Year
I I group. being the initial group. had a
heightened sense of prestige as they saw
themselves as an integral pan of an moot alive
educational experiment whose success depended
yen- much upon them. if they had failed. then the
Program would not have continued and
developed. For them there %vas pnde in being. to
our know ledge. the first and only state sect
schoi4 language Immersion Pitgram. rather than a
type of language maintenance program which had
preciously exiled. This %% as a program basically
for anglophones

Al

Fhe students did not always find the going eass
When asked:

20 Did you, at any time, consider leaving
the Fl class?

They replied:

Yts

Year h lea 9 Year 10 "Jr1 II

43.5% buil% n3 (1%

The final questions referred to their future plans
and what role French would play in them.

28 Do you intend using French in your future
career or studies?

29 Do you intend studying French at
university?

Year n 1 ear 9 Year to Year

28 Yrs 13 Ilin
sa) 4111'. Io Di 2 ""
l'sst'RE 41110^.. C.1 i-9

29 1ts
sa)

25 te,
11 I

21111,. 9 I%
ni 0%

I \ SI RI 2 (.9 a- 3%

liar
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This suney, %Ilk clarifying a number of
questions about the moueauon, reasons fur
eon ding. and attitudes towards the program and
the ieat hers, leaves a vast field of re1UarLI1 10 be
done which could assist in the introduction ol
sumlar programs elsewhere Tii Queensland and
throughout Australia. I shall leave the last word to
the students.

'Ifeel sufficient satisfaction in my progress
at the end of Years a 9 and 10 osier as my
academic achievements went. However, I
definitely felt socially outcast by many other
students within the school.' [Year I, age 15]

'Ifeel that Nubile Abe Fl is an excellent
opportunity for academic achievement awl
for Improving language skills, it could be
improved in some ways. The program has
fostered the development (flood
relationships wills students and teachers and
by so doing has Increased sor esteem In
students,' (Year I 1, age 16]

7 liked this course and it has helped me in
my academic studios. Nothing beats
competing with a brain like "K''. The course
has adjusted me to accept defeat, which
usually 1 never bad.' /Year II, age 16 ]

The only problem with the class is that some
people get sick of being with each otberfor 3
years, but overall I feel that it has been a

41

success. And If you are prepared to work
hard, any above average student should he
able to handle It.' (Year 10, age 15]

7 think the course is great! It has taught me
heaps and I am really glad that I took
(Year 9, agel4 ]

The French Immersion Program has
developed my motivation and organisation I
needed a challenge to get me used to high
school.' [Year 9, age 14]

7 get a lot of support from Mr X and Mrs Y
(Fl teachers). I think without support,
especially from teachers, this course would
be afailure/ Near 9, age le]

'1 think it is great. It should be started in
more schools and there should be more
advertising about it because a lot of people
don't know about IL It is great to leant
another language even if you don't plan to
use it out of schooL' (Year 8, age 13]

'I like iff' (Year 8. age 12]

Ifr Michele/ Berthok/ is the inituttor of the Frond)
UnntetNott Fragrant at &tutu a .Sictle School
and a teacher of Maths. Sel(MCO. &oh, . Lityllt.111
.Soctetr will insIttly rtl Ihe fill,g/t1111 annum as liar
fire year,
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PIJIN LONG MELANISA TEDE -
MELANESIAN PIDGIN TODAY

by Terry Crowley

Plis yu no mas karem basket i kart insaed long stow.

No askem !won long pies in.

Mifala Igat kava biong salem long nakamat IVan set, nokaotf

It you %%ere to stroll the streets ol Vila and look
beyond the slum front Signs aimed at the l'igeign
di &tr. these are the kinds ul signs you tt ill come
across. The lirst asks customers not to Ming bags
into the shop. 'Fhe second 'Morin). customers Mat
all sales are cash (Ill the knocker. And th last
one. which you would normally rind by a lighted
kerosene lamp or a diesel tick hung by the
roadside. tells people that inside stimeliodys back
yard vial trill find a makeslull - Ina properly
licensed - bar selling kat a and that in tin, Lase.
too only need one emonut shell of the liquid to
set you Boating.

These signs are in Bislania. the language tll.0 ale
constitution tit Vanuatu declares to be the
minimal language til the coumry and along Stith
English and French. one of the three 'caw!
languages. Being an official language means (hat
it is one of the three languages in which ru-
V,IfIll.tal las citizens of Vanuatu call themselves)
can expel( lo recene the services Of the
l40 eminent. It would in tact be rare Mr a nr
Vanuatu to choose English or French when
dealing w uh end mnsunts. You would almost
invariably buy a postage stamp. query your water
bill. renew your %elude registruium. Ile
ccimplaint ttalt the police. or answer charges in
Limn m Bislama.

This is nut to Say that people in Vanuatu don't
speak English or French. Alnuira all schirol age
children in %%umlaut today spend six years at
primary school. in Much either or the two
languages is the side nit-hum ul instruction. list it

Bislama tor line ol the hundred odd local
languages) that people Kendall) led Mist
dunlortable speaking. English and French are the
Languages ol humidity. Ifislama Is the language or
'Normality and friendship. bile the local
languages are the languages Mai lie kwal
communities together as distinct Irian other local
cc immunities.

43

As a language. Iiislaina has a wcabulary that
ilent'es predinninantly From English. but with a
healthy infusion also 14 winds In1111 slime (lithe
It /ea] languages. as it ell as l'rench Thus, while a
vow' is a huh& circuit Me English word 'bullock').

limn an tree is .1 MIllangltallrum a word that is
loom' in .1 number of local languages) and a
'grapefruit is a ptimp/mutx thrum French
pailiplemotINW) As pidgin language. its
structure is NIMBI:1y east tor the nett Loiller to
Attune. though it is (crumb mutt more than
simplilied or broken English. as slime native
speakers ul English night like to believe. Shiny
aspects ol its stniclure are In tact dearly derivable
Boni .Melanesian rather than Ilungvan stmctural
patterns.

Bislama was readily settled on as the
national language as a way of
avoiding the divisive choice between
English and French

It is essentially one language that is spoken 1w
about I40.000 per)* in Vanuatu. by about Twice
that number in neighbouring Solomon Islands,
and 1w a UM* ()I' a million in Papua New
Guinea. It is known by different names in each of
these three ciaintnes. St). people will say that they
speak TM: Pisin (or simply Pisin) in Papua New
Guinea, while they speak Pilin in the Solomon
Islands. and Bislama in Vanuatu. Being the largest
language in the Pacilic. Pidgm tas ice
can refer to n generically I is MA completely
unilimn. Papua New Guinean), .Solomon Islanders
and ni-Vanuatu can easily ntognise each other
when they speak the saline language frinn the
many local words. grammatital constructions and
intonation patterns that characknise each vaneo

ell,!
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ancl large. however. mutual intelligibility is not
impaired by these dillerences.

What is perhaps inure significant are the
differences in the way the three languages are
used in each country. In Vanuatu. the Prime
Shmster's speech to the nation on Inde.pendence
Day is always in Bislama. In Papua New Guinea.
It is almost always in English. Public servants in
Port Moresby answering the phone will speak in
English while in Vila. they speak in Bislama. In
Honiara, even the signs asking people to leave
their hags outside before they go into a shop are
almost always in English rather than Pam. nhereas
in Vanuatu they are nearly always in Bislama- In
Papua New Guinea. you will find a mixture, with
some stores putting these signs up in English.
Some stores in Tok Pisin and some stores perhaps
in both languries.

Sonic tit the reasons fin this are [Mt tin, dthlell It to
Mid. In 'Vanuatu. you caning tell by looking at
somebody whether they have been to an English-
medium school or a French-medium school and
the only language that you can assume you have
in common with somebody is Bislama. In fact. the
division between 'anglophones' and
irancophones. came to represent a major political
dichotomy in the country lust before and :titer
independence and Bislama was readily settled on
as the national language as a way of avoiding the
divisive choice between English and French

Despite being the national language
in Vanuatu, Bislama is still really
a kind of second class
national language

In Papua Nen Guinea. however. there are actually
two competing lingua francas apart Inns English -
Tok Pisin (spoken mostly in the area of what was
originally known as 'New Guinea', and Ifiri Motu
(spoken in parts of what was originally known as
'Papua.). Around the time of independence in
Papua New Guinea m 19'5. the question of I
national language also raged as it did in Vanuatu
in the lead-up to their independence in 1980. In
Papua New Guinea, both Tok Pisin and Flirt Motu
had their proponents and it was English that won
out as the compromise national language. (The
constitution in the end trickily avoided saying
what the national language was, but the tact that
the constitution was made available at the tune
only in English suggested that g wasn't Tok Psis
Or Hin Motu')

Unlike elsewhere in Melanesia. the Solomon
Islands did not have a controversy Over the status

ofPMn at the national level at its independence III
1978. People in most parts of the country use Pain
in their everyday lives in much the same way that
people do in Vanuatu and Papua New
but when it conies to anything 'official'. Pign

seems to give way fairly rapidly and consistently
to English. Of all the three countries. Melanesian
Pidgin undoubtedly has lowest status and
narrowest range of uses in the Solomon Islands.
The reasons for this are not quite so easy to find.
Perhaps it was the purely British colonial
experience of Solomon Islanders. with a stress on
The Queen's English. that left Solomon Islanders
with this particular linguistic heritage. Plan was
not the absolute necessity for national unity that it
was in Vanuatu. Still. this doesnl really explain
why Tuk Pisin has more status in Papua New
Guinea than Pijin has in Sc)kamon Islands

But is it wont' pointing out that mime younger
and well educated Solomon Islanders these days
are beginning to react against the accepted
wisdom about the position of him. There lime
even been proposals. as part of a constitutional
review currently underway in the country. for Pign
to be tonnally Written into the constaingin as the
national language. The New Testament of ilk'
Bible is also currently being translated into Pign
and this may well end up increasing the status of
the language in the eves of the ordinary person in
the villages and the towns.

Even in Vanuatu. where Melanesian Pidgin is used
most widely and it has been declared to he the
natulllid language. a is certainly not a national
language in the same sense in which Bahasa
Indonesia is the national language i)I Indonesia.
Jr in Which trench Is the national language of
franc e. To use a new idiom. Bislama could almost
be described as a Clayton's national language.
While [wittilc use it verbally an a national
language, when it comes to the written language.
it is delmitely English and French which
predominate While civil servants will conduct
meetings in Bislama. the minutes w ill probably he
in English ur French (and of these two, it is
English that is 1711)re likely to be used these days.
rather than French). Parliament normally debates

Bislama. but the written laws the inenthers
debate are in English and French and the
summarised records of proceedings are also in
both English and French only

There are several explanations for this. One is that
with English and French being the languages in
which children are taught to read and write at
school, it is :amply easier for people to use these
languages in this mode rather than Bislama.
despite the tact that they feel much more
congonable speaking Bislama. Another
consideration is that English and French are seen
as being much mitre powerltd languages than
ligilania. They are the languages in which people
arc used to seeing books and movies and whgli
gtc pettple act ens 10 higher edLiCalitm and highly
paid lobs that require contact wall other countries
So. despite being the minimal language in
Vanuatu, Bislama is still mall a kind of second
class national language The same kinds of
.1111ILIdes also hold in Papua New Guinea and the
Soloilain Islands cis-a-cis smiken Pidgin ;Intl
written English

4.1
,
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1.111% ,'%anti t lass status for lelanesian Pidgin has
had a number of unlortunate side effects on the

the Linguagv s being used today. As I have
Illennt Hied. mane younger Melanesian:, are

n icruaningly mining to see the unponanet
Pidgin as a (to' ul expressing a Slekmesian
itlentin. an chnunct from an identity us colonial
sublet In speaking a European language. Pidgin Is
increasinglt aiming to he seen in some quarters
as a genuine Melanentan language. cvith this being
the language ihniugh whidi national cultures will
clThilang rtiluir than English.

14%1S31.1%_alansinin

roomer Melanesians are increasingly
coming (o sue (be Importance of
Pidgin as a way of expressing a
itlelaintslan idantily

I low do we icier 10 a \ irus in Ithslama. to
intercropping. or to clear-telling al Ibrests and the
subsequent erosion that this psx.luces?

What tends to happen in the case of Melanesian
Pidgin Is that people gel a little lazy. The people
who know what words like ',hums intercroppina

and 'erosion mean are of cotirse
those people who have been relaticely well
educated and tt hose educata in has been in
English (or perhaps Frenchi. For these people. it
is easiest simply CE1 incurponue these womb,
directly into Melanesian Pidgin. ni ith some
phonetic Ian well as onluigrapluo adaptation In
make them look and sound like NItilanl:SLIII
Pidgin words, lience. onn/s. tutalimpUIR,
klierfelmg. erosen.

Rut this does not necessarily help people Ili the
tillages in the outer islands II the 't dil not 'Muddy
have the let el of English that ttnukl tell them
what the cognate 'units 14 thia41; %\l/11113 Ill 1:11ghbIi

"JO u

Mo

L ()NIG \'AN

SELL

MS 'kta tVA
VaNk "r
ben *I.

NXMA rr.

iortlatUi 11911 outside a kenro bar uses both Dislama and English, Iwo of Vanuatu 's tha normal Wimps

['oink: are rommg mine and more to see the
need to In Pidgin ellei1141.6 .1% a Wit% in
1111111r1111111.1111111 111101111.1111111 111 .111 kinds In 1t, rtlle
ail .111 lekri, lets IIIII .omptni d, ncople In;
to 1.11k allow Ants prevention. the planting al
nevi i41 gl"111.11.1112 11111 /1/11.1. 111111111111M1111.1111.11

.111t1 yowlmut pion and 11111% 111 Inggutg and so
Ern. Iliac lad that then air Lining the language l''r
things 111.11 LI h4.01 used tor in the past

4i

actually mean. In laa If tic ((SW .1104.1111C Ihal
village people %could autulliahtally Kin% \11,11
ilwse wird% mean, then there ninth! he no voila
trying to put material across in inelancsun Pidgin
in the lirst plate! There is a peal danger that in
Lining this kind ill flu' toklok magniloquence . the
educated elite will CUMMUn.alu malting other
than that they speak English much better than the
(mirk in thew villages back 'home . Perhaps an

2''
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even worse danger is that instead ill com-
municating nothing. they will unnmunicate
sennedung. but something quite different to what
was intended For instancc. sine got eminent
economic planning document in \ .111L1,1111

attempted to translate the English phrase kola l
land area as WW1 la ma. One elderly nun in
\ anusIu completely nusinterpretcd this to mean
wpm/ Iry oh /rosary rum(ir) /imp, said blunt;
dpnbgibit from we /Old I slap Minim etll AMR bent
Ie land unsuited to agriculture because It IS used
h turtles for laying eggs.. (The word row/ in
linilama means lurtle.1

There are some countrws whIt Ii. -.sten laced with
OW same kind ill problems in their uw n naturnal
languages. has e established special minipills:es to
deal with the question of terinins)logs
development. Indonesia. Dewan Bahasa Ls as case
in point. Borrowing !min historically dominant
languages is LI case in point. Borrowing from
historically dominant languages is lust one m ay ill
expressing new meanings. but other optums
include taking existing words and extending their
meanings to cover new concepts and taking
existing words and compounding them to loop
new words. In Indonesia, policy it the Dew all
Bahasa is to bOITI words I ill/In pla(11/ undo as .1
last resort and to utilise the internal resources ill
the language LIN tar as piwcsible. 'Illus. the linguists.
term oral cavilV. Is expressed in Bahasa Indonesia
as /7///,1013/1/1111/ ( 'LIMOS' 1101V-IlUillill I, rallies
than a term domed Iran hotly

Although none Of the Melanesian countries has ,ill
olliciall is:cognised committee id this kind. the
WIC 1)1 the 'Menial resat:Re.. of the language has

been happening spontaneously in the language.
alongside direct hi grill% ing horn English
French). For instance. SOIIIC people, when
speaking Anita viruses. use the word /whet in
Ilislaina r ss hitt alines 111/111 the French %%URI bel
',castle I Originalb. this lira referred to insects.
but hats now. LOOK' nI 11.1%e a new meaning of
germ. aml irises I nae nut et heard hot
people might talk about the (Jean-Idling ill Figs III
B1,4.1111.1. hill nnc logisal possilmlits %could be to
make up .1 sompiniiist t erh katenifin ,. iw J. tin the
pattern of laerktepinsun clecciur (Mod i. /eaten,
khown clear I Must) I chopping or &item :potent
c I It /11 L something Iii tin it clamaging it
auppound also used. New Sri:ask',

talking about missiles, Mr instance. °hll use
new is tinned word roke-Mmr Instead ill Ilk- ducat
i /MAW/

these kinds ill %%Olds eXpreSSILH1S

unduuhtcdh stake II easier Mr lesser educated
people to understand inhumation about new
things as pesplv are encountering w otcls dui arc
pp-lulls familiar anti or which the context %%III
hopelull pro' isle eon algil as to the cssas
meaning The ploblm in the vase ill NiCialICSIAII
Pidgin n thin these processes sire not hying
.IL tit eh encouraged in all% l.1% .1 his Is 111C kind
ill %%.1 irk that timid he undertaken l, w n.1114111.11

lornittluet, ior %II .1 R44101141

1.01111111111:12) Mr the deselopment ill is:m1:1(44%c

setting up such a ht: tI Ito
CLIO It till in Lilt III 1 MAUR' Kist Li 10% Sums .Igo. a
&MUM blollg lfulanui did so itch tip Ii ti insisted

jumple w how work agularls uwtlt ed Muni in
translation wink into Bislaina anti ins ides!

aG
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representatives Iron) the radio station. the kx'al
newspaper. the government translation
department. the churches and the Pacific
tanguages Una of the Unil'ursitv of the South
Pact tic. The committee met regularly and tried to
deal with terminology problems in a variety it
semantic areas, as well as trying to tackle some it
the Mlles relating to the standardisation of the
spelling system. However. the major problem that
the committee faced was that it had nti
status. They had no way of a-thinning the public
tit their decisions and the reasons fur them.

The request of the committee to the government
for official recognition of their work. a.+
request for a small budgetary :illocution to allow
the results of their deliberations to be
disseminated went unanswered. Alter that. the
committee simply stopped meeting and now
Vanuatu is back to square one with regard to
terminology development.

Despite the fact that Bislanta is the
'national language' of Vanuatu, it is
officially banned from schools

one thing that mould lie needed it ccxt abulan:
development wen: to lie fulsome!) en( ouraged
would he alleSS lit the Ramat education s) stem.
At the moment, despite the tact that Iiislaina IS the
'national language it Vanuatu. it is (Annan)
banned from .st hoots and students are in man)
+t howls. penalised km speaking it in school hours
or on nt Bout groulkis. (MC constitution makes
this possible 1 stating that there are only two
-principle languages id ladlICalum in the criuntry
le English and French.)

Tills makes at extremely difficult Al the moment to
think cut carrying out any meaninglul program of
language dvehrpment with regard to Nielanesian
pidgin, as the most ellective )t ay of disseminating
)otahulary cs I Mkt he to make the language all

perhaps at seLondary level.
w here students %%Ladd be taught how to read and
w rite in sinne kind of standardised Bislaina. Pum
nr Tok lido and be examined and graded at the
end ol the year. along with all other subjects. At
the minium. students in Melanesia are taught sit
that they hone good idea tit what is good English
and what Is !kill English, Init ntilxidy has ever
tried to teach them what is good Pidgin and what
is had Pidgin. Thus. it English which matters,
while Pidgin dues not.

Whin Is needed here Is NOM.: kind ()I political will.
While Papua New Guinea has to grapple ))1111 the
IllaSSIVe problems of balancing the interests ol
multinational crirporations. local lanck)wnerx and
its own national budget, the fact that nik Pisin
does mil have an accepted word tor 'erosion' dues
11(11 seem to bother ha) many people in power.
Similarly, the Vanuatu and Solomon Islands
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_governments can see the short-term financial
rewards to tome from tourist protects. or from
logging the forest resources ()I' their islands, but
not the longer term pnililems of people who have
only limited access to inlonnation because their
national languages do not have generally accepted
ways of talking about 'clear-felling'.

In lifts- years time. will these Issues no longer he
issues., Will everybody speak such go(xl English
that it will no longer be necessary to bother about
translating into Melanesian Pidgin:- And will the
foreign logging companies in the meantime have
Ien able to completely denude and erode large
areas of Melanesia because local landowners did
not completely understand the documents that
they were signing at the time?
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN THE

EASTERN SOUTH PACIFIC: FACT OR MYTH?

by Francis Mangubhai

In the cal It set cnues. the talk!' phrase in the
Notith Ix as it-k- .int t orrictilimi 1 lir
'rely% ant ...unkOwn that clee/upcl remili of
this tlille.1111 'nil lennent largek 'ginned the
%ernak Oar languages Aclinittt.11. nth,

rderreLl It, ii it. g(341, )I
pnkluting tat leaq) InImmual but Folk it.
anal pra«kk militated against .11,11 a huge.
artick. 100ks al the nature 01 bilmktualran that IN til
ht.' 10111111 III .hr `..c/l1111 .411.12CSIS .1

tilfek to HI 111.11 ../1111e 111 Ille tot1111rle, in the nab
Pauhr inn.thi take III order tt1 mole mil,. .it 1110 I:
the gnat 01 bilmgualisin in then Nikki% lielvieme
v. ill he male innh to lilt: C.INIC111 s0uth 1'.1t.
%met the 11.111111.. ul 1.111g 1.1.12t.. 1110111L'Ills In I he

astern pan is twat. I. ample

Official pronouncements referred
to the goals of producing (at least)
bilingual citizens, but policies
and practices militated against
such a hope.

Tile husk ill l'lhlt.111n11 Iii WC 1.111111 P.It lilt II I
teen file hnbm ul 1.111141.111 IA1111..111011 %10I lilt
.111%I.11111 01 the 111,1 Iit++IOnarlts m illy Si mill Ili 111,
in the 4.1.11.h 2.111 111 the 111111.1021101 t 011111A. 1/11.1.1.

ft RIM (.3.1 into prcluoenc silt lcues .111,
1111....1011.111es `WI 11 1 111.1µe stlluuls ah1e 11 !aught
reatling and some mistier" 1 he 11.1,1t. god! .11
Ihn 1111..1.2C ate Mat tt,ts Ill enable pet pie b. 142.1,1
the wunl of t mkt The rhuhu 111 1.111)411.114C II 11

Teat ilIng 1111..11. %.1% the 1 erruculm w hilt.
0111% 1.11121.1.114e. 111 1nx ul thy 1110i,

1114211g1011 t.11.110.1%. .1% In lilt. t Ili

The rise id iln-s skin nil. anti the t out 111111.1111
m11111111..1 lut .11 11.Ish 11 Wailers .is U111%11111111 11.01.

h/01 n7,11114.3.1 in ..114.111 Ih.11 1.1.1st 11111.i.

1/.11..1..1111.1 111.11 used We 1 1:111,1t 1.11.11 1.1111.111.1ge as

1111.31111111 ul //114111( lllill

The heg111111141 ill Ole 111 cnurlh t.t.'111111 sa- an
1.M...11er 11111-4 /11111.11011 ul I 11210.11 111 1 iit

e hnul t. 111T1t11111111 the I.011)111.1i 1111 elllInenl
W.111 II. etell .111 VI St II( IUI +skills

ngtibli.11 I'M I Mill [lie ."1.1. I dill N).1111t1 \\ .11.
1.10 vl qunrnLd ISMil !rid .1 tit.% C14 .pnitili.i

-at

".

ollt..111.311.)11 let.' III .01 Ilk It 1,1112 .AC111.111.1 1..1 .1

1111.1t.. skIiied 1111i nth...Hell lahniii I. qt.. :I

.111.1111Cli 111.11 Lk:keit /11111111 heti h. vdw an. 10
lilli11211 English The 1.0'11.1(111.11 1111211.11;e ..11111.1%

htll 11..1 1.1,"\Cli is Illg t.. 11111111h

:::111:1:11:11 II: 1TE hi::111111.711111:::: :1:11111:1:: :%711niNtlit

hp's! IllIssii in n1es t.tillt 1111111 ,',steins %%ilk 11 legal.
%%nil Ille Use iii tcu lit 111.11' 111111111 illg11,11 11111i1

v1111 Ob. heti 111 the s\s.....iii..1111.1 .11 lilt a If ref itri,
131 st ilt 1011112. kit )111111.11eti Ole t 1111k t1111111

.1 ill; hi si 1.1114. stile 1111 IL1111111i let Irk !fallen! in
ow %intuit P.Rii, 1.11115511 ual din nlyh I \

hm.1.1..eti .111 I 11141/.4) suture
ICIll C anti %up let lillIt.ai %UHL, - in I huh,'

.1 fie nuµluti rat Mu te111a.t11,u 1t,n 1 1111 101Is 11

..annul he gainsaid that unit 111 tin In, .1111.
IA 111%1.11111% 1111:11111 filed the 111111n161/7te IlIC
1(111.11.111 II I.111211.12r. 1111 a11111..1111.11C CUM MD ill .0

ptilli.11S ttclo 11.1 till Ned 111.11 W. Rill il".1.i
IC.IIIS.1(1011 ill Ihesc In hits 1 he ennillasi...it
1.tigh.h. and the t onet. aiding Lit Is eitipb.rq
cat tht ulna, 11.11 ha, had .1 duinintntal I

2110e.111 01 Ihr tenl,n liial .1111011w,1 du
Iminto1.111% the mull inhanin..1 not

Nii.0 hulk. u.r this ikgkm i nit it 111.111111-4 111.11i II.
1110 tv.Ic lei 11.11111112 111.411111 I. i 1111i Is 1k t 11 111.1

.1\ .11.1,1 1110(11 nucnl,.l !I 1 itl t I.

ildiMing It-%l Mel S III n.111111114 Will 4, I.

I HAW! it 11.11111112 le.lt Ilels 411 I lit:111, t-N/ it

Hawing .foie io Iluilt el le. l It r 11.111i Ili.
%%Rich LI.L.t1 I t )1d I .1111,1 Intl hill.
. 1 1 1 C 1 1 1 1 . 1 .11 a% I l l a t i t 11 1 hill 111111.11

IA ell .1 11.1. 11.111.4 1111.111 11111. no 11.1111111e .1

VI 11.e. 11111 led. he/ of le 1111. ,

111 ht. 1.1t .1 I ir I Mink,. OR
1.111111i.12r hi she 11 II elh. ill ch

I Ills 11'1111 \r 111.1211t I lilt Co net 111.11 1131 11.

-111 Iset111011 flail/1MM ill 1111% in.mk. I is rthleer
i n n i i the h.11..n nig 1 t 111;..11.111.. Ihr 111%1 11.1, 111.itt.

1,1 111:1111....t %WIWI of Link!, I ill% 11,1/

Mill lilt .1 1 111.111 Vi.1111111.11 III .1 1.1111 L. Ile I

u. It R III 111111

111E11' ha, Ofithel Cr heel/ su 11111. 1. 4

1.11)411.0. alb/ V: War 1111 Fgl,w 1..1 ,1111111111 1rd,,
/hal tile #11117111011t C, iel,' dor Pilo Ill,

pivilA an III Ica 1111,0/ /H.
101.11 111111,

KII111..11 I 11.P.2 .1 11.11 Ise. A111 st,', "11%1.0 \ Piot. it .n

I M. 111 ills .111..I.Tt s It .1 I n. si MP: u
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/ twist openrffileue the ihmstm njErluLarlori
curd eta owl:eon Erlucatron D( /roes alio aut-
hrhrL¢ Iht, pIlLse Cu f 11)11e aura tire filth'
1131(liThltalltION tlrr ?Wed aILI :ruminant... of
I moral. IrlarN HI 1,'Ie si./.1md CHITICId1011 Nt rte'

The lust quote gams of the dangers to the Fijian
lailguage of continued emphasis on English in the
st hotii system and the corresponding lack of
doncern for the ernacular language; the second
ignite suggests some optimism about a change in
the attitude «march) then ernacular by the
educational hierarclw.

.\ nmuiar Concern to Professor Miner s. but to a
lesser degree. as e% Went in Tonga. This tont em
led the Director of Education in 1982 to propose
that English 110I be introduced until /ear
Adverse public reaction led to no huffier
Jet elopmet in tits area. Parents perceived this
1110(C as an attempt to deprive their children of an
)9ponunny to learn English and thus deco them
the opponunthes liar better paid lobs.

\Vika is the language situation in the eastern south
Nolte, English is taught in all schools Mini the
very I ear of printan,-. The dernacular is used
as .t Inetill1111td instruction at nisi IL is .160 the
language to tt luch 111111.111111.1.1C1 IS doeloped But
the English language exerts a pm erhil influence.
hi Fin. officials. the switch nom then ernatular as
a medium tit Instruction to English as the medium
lit instructuni takes place Iron Year 1. in Fonga
and Western samtki. the Mt itch is made mud h later
in the printari s% stem. kt g hate% yr let el the so net
is made. an increasingly greater amount ot English
is used in the st soul system Us students gar into
higher grades. because the source of printed
intormaig on is in that language. The dernacular
liecomes and. in a (01.1111rl like F111. not a

IIIMMSI IIN 'Ali/lett either.

Phis el111111.1Sis In the St110011s relict led in the
nit too - tor perhaps it might be more nue to

sal than M. hook, reflect the t ;dues held by the
...id lett. at large. In Kiribati for example. the
Englisli language exens a strong influence titer
parents as it is seen primal-11i as a language ol
.ids ancement It fur their children. Parents belied e
that their diddles gill pick up I-Kiribati naturalli
Inn need to be taught the loreign English
Language !limbo& Moore 1989) The English
language as kin to lob importunities and
.1 more tonnorublc life.

Parents' attitude unsaid. English in Kiribati is not
peculiar to that country Earlier. 111111On %Us
Made cl the icatmnn ul pal-CMS Ill .1 pi Isslik
!hinge in language in etlucmnn policy in Fong.'

ks a result nl these perdepuons about (he Maine
importance (a languages. educational polities
hate tended to staid) that the learning 01 ones
11111111(.1 ti niguc Is (11 II11111/11.1111 Inn generallt
line not di Intl( h about it little .111C1111/1

11(.01 Made Ili pursue Ole 1111%11111.1S of FeSearlil On
etillt'a11011 or to 't( up ren'anli prowt h

(111111111e 1. i1111111V that gtinkl wek hi identify the
issues int olt Vtl 111 nl.tkuig all ellIni1110flai 1,1011
nuln 11111111.11611.

An el.en more serious OnlissIVII has been the
apparent lack of realisation that initial literacy in
the jilt 1her tongue IS not sufficient and that
quality materials are required for post - literacy
development. Unlike "ropsy. literacy cannot lust
grow. In fad. there Is ample et 'fence that disuse
of literate skills leads to a diminished level of
literacy (see. fur example. the 1987 issue of
/Prospects- a Quarterly Renew of Ecluctrutriu. Even
in those rases where there has been an
acknog ledgeent that literacy must grow through
the provision of appropriate literacy JCIIVIlleS. no
snarls had e seen taken to orovide such activities.

prInC11111 reaMm fin this has been that there
have been few books g nuen in the vernaculars in
the South Pacific. there is no tradition. for
example. ui (( ming stories for children tor, for
that matter. .tdultsI. This has been a serious
prObleM. Mill attempts to grapple g ith this
situation hat e not been highly successful lor a
number tit reasons. not the least of g filch is the
difficulty ol getting materials published.

The vernacular becomes a subject.
and in a country like Fiji, not a
compulsory subject either.

raIMIMMISIIMINNINIMIMIRMOVIn

Children first learn to read and then later read to
learn. If ample materials arc not a(allallie In the
ernacular languages then children cannot read to

learn. Their learning has to take place either
tin nigh the medium of English -,ice ample
books .tie Znaliahle In it. li countries ,arc willing to
spend money on this resource or alternatively.
the teacher processes kmag ledge t vritten in
English) and then transmits it through the
lerna(Ular 10 the students. thus creating a teadher-
dependent learning system. While there is
therelor giken gesture towards bilingualism. the
system is minimally mi.

For educators in the South Pacitid to mode awas
Irom platitudes about bilingual education. a
t(meerted elhin must lie inside to determine
realthbeally \\ hat areas III life 111.1 (01.111111' are
served b viltich language At the y
level. et en though English is used in only linuted
domanis. n exerts a subtle influence in the
wwetnment liureaucracy so that ads ancement is
lied up largely with proliciency in it I higher
education s unulud led In English anti therefore
those gall paper thialilitations are ithdriably
beller in English and generally get promotain
much faster and easier. The value pinced tin
learning the English language by parents is
undeisiandable, collet:1.11h m light ol Itrudner
(19-2) research tt huh suggested that II lobs
required it parlk ular prolidenci in a particular
language. then individuals niter) Mine likely to
lir:urine Inc ilicien1 in that language.
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Two conflicting tendencies are apparent in the
countries 01 the South Pacific. One is the felt need
to retain and expand the use of the vernacular
language in the society (and in the educational
system) and to enhance as value at all levels of
the society, not simply at the social level; the
other is the tendency to valorise the second
language since it offers access u) higher education
and better social mobility. The problem is u:
reconcile these two aspirations by devising
language policies that are practical and realistic in
the present context. Such policies may nut aim for
a completely balanced bilingual population, that
is, speakers having the ability to use two
languages equally well in all domains. Rather the
policy would aim to produce a society which has
a linguistic repertoire in each language for
appropriately using it in a particular domain. Such
a policy would aim to produce a diglossic scam:1y.
By diglossta is meant the use of two or more
languages (not necessarily dialects) where each
language is used in a clearly defined context. such
as school, village. lec at system. social (unctions
and so on. This is likely to be a much more
enduring societal arrangement' (Fishman 1980).
than trying to produce a populace that is able to
use both languages equally well in all domains( I

It would seem that cciumnes like Tonga and
Western Samoa pannularly. but other
monolingual countries like Kiribati. Tut alit and
Cook Islands also, et !Id begin to Ionnu late
language policies. the goals ol which are to
produce a chgkissic society. not by default and in
a limited way, as at present. but by conscious
direction. It needs to be a 'societal arrangement in
which individual bilingualism is not only
widespread but institutionally buttressed' (Fishman
1980, p.185). Mere lormulation or a polity %stalld
he insufficient, commitment ui Mich 11 1.01Irse has
to be matched by pledging human and monetan
resources to make this policy work.

One very obvious candidate to begin with in
educational contexts is social science %chub tan
he both taught in the vernacular and examined in
it. The use of the vernacular as a medium of
instruction for some of the subiects. at least until
Year 10. alter which there is generally a
suhstantial dropout, conveys a hidden message Ili
young learners that the vernacular is valued also
in the educational system. It ripens up other
domains in which the vernacular Is used -
particularly in the domain of education

Such a poky can he extended to include the
teaching of a subs. ct m lx ith the vernacular and in
English, as has been tried out in Wales and
Canada (Lewis 1978: Swain and Larkin 19821. Any
such extension of language in education policv is
informed by current research and hacked by
adequate resources to ensure its success.

Without a conscious elfin at inhumed languagl'
in education policies. language development in
society is tell to loft eh usher 1111111 cultural. to a
large extent tied up with real or perceived
econtatut advantages. Stank Paola snoeues ate
small and thus potentially inigile. Nuturai Unties

so

may not serve these societies well. without careful
language policies, Milner's concern about being
cut off from one's roots may begin to apply to
man} countries m the Eastern South Pacific.

Notes

Both diglossia and bilingualihIll 14101.1111 he seen .1,
continuous variables. where either can he
toseussed fin terms of degree of as evidence in
society. and which, Over time, or under special
circumstances. can change.
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TOWARDS COMMUNICATION-ORIENTED ENGLISH

TEACHING IN JAPAN: THE INTRODUCTION OF

NATIVE ASSISTANT ENGLISH TEACHERS

by Yasukata Yano

Teaching English in Japan is typically that of Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (TEFL) in that English is not taught to be used in daily life as a means
of communication. What is unique about it in this country is that it has been
distorted by the so-called `examination-belt which all students must go through
to enter high schools and colleges and universities. As a result, the main
purpose and function of TEFL at schools have come to be a means to teach
'English for examination' so that students can pass a series of entrance
examinations to high schools, colleges and universities.

English entrance examinations are mostly grammar-oriented written tests due to
the insufficient facilities and manpower on the side of those who give the
examinations and the need to select the top 3-20% of hundreds of thousands of
applicants in a short period of less than a week. As a result, English teachers at
Junior and senior high schools have to cram students with detailed grammar
rules and a disproportionately large vocabulary which is unfit for daily use.
Hence, entrance examinations have come to be regarded as the source of all
evils that have distorted the English teaching in this country.

The time seems to have come, however, for English teaching in Japan to move
from a grammar-oriented Iowa; ds a more communication-oriented teaching,
since that is what Japanese society has begun to require.

Factors for change
This mav he retle,:tum of insular mentality. but the
Japanese like w talk about their country's
internationalisation. It is true. however. that Japan
depends tin foreign trade and war-avoiding

tar her sun oval. and iheretore. her
interactions with foreign countries have greatly
mcreasud in politics. economy. science.
techntilogc ans and spirts. As a result the
Japanese people have increasingly conic into
.4 Intik( with loringn people at home and abroad.
They has e to interact with people From dilkrent
cultures. logically arguing %salt expressing
themsels es and persuading. in English.
Communicative skills in English are in great
sletnand. English being a language of international

munutucation

11nnr business lotus used to cinplop college
graduates and train them In lie international
Igisinessmets With litimisemi asinine% rapids

growing on a global scale. they can no longer
afford the lame to train einpk)yees. They have
started to turn their eyes to returnees from
colleges and universities in America, Britain.
Australia and other English-speaking countries for
their communisation skills in English and training
in logical thinking and sell-presentation skills.
Malin business firms have also started to employ
Japanese graduates of American universities'
Japanese m hoots kir the same reason. Graduates
01 Temple Ihiversity l.ipan. liir example. were all
employed in tip.ranking business firms despite
the last that the Ministry or Education has not
accredited those hireign universities in lapan and
then:line Mt Pa: graduates were not regarded as

hrilders. This made college students who
wanted hi get employment in big business firms
nish to Il.nglish language schools while in college.
Iln% came to by known as the .double school
race plienlmienon.
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LI The Council on University Education Reform
recommended that English lessons he taken at
language schools and certificates of various
English prolicwncy tests to be counted as
substitutes for English courses at the liberal arts
curriculum of colleges and universities.

It is desirable that the learners of
English be exposed to people and
culture of English-speaking countries.

These lacers 11.1%t: Lei-Wink atelerated the MOW
canard mire ccillinatilitallim-Linclited Elighah
teaching to tins comm., at all lecels It is desirable

the learners ol English be exposed to petiple
and clililire tit English-speaking countries. 'rib
dinft we ask Milne English speakers to help us
[mil Engles!' at ginun and senior high schools?
In this «0 a program started which brought in
native English speakers on a large scale to English
t lassmonis <d puhht tumor and senior high
%dumb, in this t ninth) The program is called the
Japan Exchange and Teaching (JED program and
name English speakers are called Assistant
langhsli leachers (AlTsi. Rehire talking about die
JET Program. however. let us have an overview of
lam. native-speaker English tcachers are helping
TEFL in this countly.

Native-speaker English teachers in
Japan
We can divide the Japanese schools %%here nam e-
speakers teach English roughb into three
categories. colleges and unnernues. tent it and
senior high scluxAs, and special schools What is
meant by 'special school' here is English language
schools. English language program tit private
corporations. universities continuing education
centers. and so-called culture centers.

In the English departments of Japanese colleges
and universities. we bane very few nazice-speaker
!acuity members unless the institution is Christian-
founded. We are fully aware of the mere at
having native-speaking English teachers as our
colleagues. but thee are required to have a near-
native command of Japanese to sent' on va
committees and carry out achninistrafive work as
well a.. research and teaching. This has made it
very hard to have non-Japanese scholars as
tenure-tracked full-tune faculty members. In
order to get name-speaking English instructors.
therefore, national and public cidleges and
inn enures have set up the 'It reigner teachet
ptismon. which is a IA year cc MINCE Nome
private colleges and uniVersilles haw
followed suit

At !unity and senior high scluiols in Japan. there
arc no full-tune native.peaker English teachers al
pubic schoOls (MR a small number of Christian.
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founded and other private schools hate them
either on a full-time or parmull basis. Lath the
Government has started a program in which
native English speakers and Japanese teachers (it
English Team-teach' at schools. This is the above-
mentioned JET Program which will be discussed
later.

At special schools. we find mitre name-creaky'
English teachers than in the abuse tut) categoric,
It is these English language schools and English
language divisions of private corporations and
culture centers. not colleges and universities
where qualified native-speaker English teachers
make the most of their training in TEFL. Ilcre lull-
tim teaching staff plan curricula. develop
teaching matenals. and do atlimmstranct uork
such as supervising and recruiting of language
teachers. Most ()I the teachers. however. are part
Lime intructors. Nevertheless. they have lima
teaching conditions than those who teach al
colleges and universities: shorter class pemids,
more frequent class sessions per week. smaller
classes and grouping of students based on their
pnrtnacncy. Moreover. students have a clear aim
of attending the aiss. 'to learn English.. Nrturalk
their motivation is kept high. UnIortuna telc. nons
of this can he expected in English classes at
colleges and universities.

The JET Program and AETs
The idea of having native-speaker English
teachers as advisors and super (stirs has been put
into practice since the 1960, Illn nigh the Fulbngla
English Teachers Program and the !knish English
Teachers Scheme.

In IT. the Ministry of Education s med the
Australian Mimbushii INlimstry al Ethic atimni
English Fellow Program. It Is a program hi
dispatch at name-spedker English leacher or its
to prefectures (Japanese cqunalent of Male
their request ni help Japanese teachers ol English.

The presence of a native-speaker
English teacher in a class has a great
impact on junior and senior high
school students.

Sm4///100sta./. SPOW"7", Poll 7-

In 1987. MonEnisho l'cilou Program Is

expanded to the Japan 1-.Nellanae and leaching
(.11;71.1 Prograni 1 he Program has .ati gr. 'ups al
native English speakers coordinators lot
International Relations and Assistant English
'I cm hers, called AEI s The tunnel' work al
prefectural or 11111110.111.11 unites lor International
exchange The hailer visit publit jtillior and ,emu it
high schools and help Japanese teachers ul
English tinting!, team-teaching

The Al I' Program has tn genctal been tescmcd
tacoutalib 1 he presents itithe-speaker
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I nglith !cachet in t 1.1,, ha, .1 weal mutat I till
!Munn' anti ,C11101 111411 Nt 11111d NUM...111N I IIVN ate
etintuskrait .11,4,01 11.0 ill ail \ I I in then
.tilt' ale eV Hud al o .11111,1 ill 1 111111,11 a 01

4C1111111e -.11CakCI ill 1 11411,11 I hex 11.1N e t 1 )1110 do

realise 111.11 t 11111111111111.4111. skill`, .11 v 1111111111.nit.

hale %Indict! VIIIHINI1 and 11111S 11.INC tIVN eloped
their oininitinit Any 'lull,

I lint et yr. the nunibei of \I I is mutt but milli'
I et. tuntpanti IA Oh the diet

aktigned to I nit for wain teat !ling In Pni"
there were M.01 Arts In the h 4% ing 1c.ii file
nuiliber increased in 1.1 I t. anti ui 1049. Ihr
nundwr further int rea,ed in lunil the
number 55 as appnouili.ilek 19,11 Ito
\ will lake part in 'It: st twine

In Japanese schools the leaching of
English is conducted with a view to
passing arcane and complex entrance
examinations rather than with a view
to communicating.

. \L hit. ALl's were ton lett in numItthr to he
engaged in team-teat lung . and had lo du %il-
kJill:1J 01112.S1101 is. an AFT w 'stied a
schun 1 Nt hind the next
(la). mid in this %%.11. kept %imung thtlertmt
St MIS in LICA nt Cr L11111111,4 hack In the
same shin' again. \\ hat he or she did in the one
slum %nit %%as In introtlute himself cif herseli. talk

hit altnut the lily and t &cure id In, or her home
C111.11111-1'. 1)1.1\ 501111' gimes or sing some litgirsh
song.. in read some passages in the stlymol
leXIIIH)ks as a he ow she %%ere a tape tetortier.

\VIII, die number int leasing. pit Imre.. has
horn made in the direction nl 11 mgt.!' %ray. At cat It
st hod and inure in- depth tztrut wanori m .t tool
Me the ,o-cillt.1 regular t lsn st.irtetl. that is. an
\ ET went in set eral -t hook in the dparit t
week. the same still lnl on the +mile tin of the

eek

\X lilt a limber int 'vase IT imither.... ,,,anther
,,stem. bail' st 110111 FILM .1111C pu.sihl I hat is. an
\ I skit s Line st iii ltd I. )1. the entire ear and
tunic Tait, 111 111.111111114. it:.1111 42611 lung and lesson

tn dilution flinugh it 1. t IIINCNI Io ille 1 IrIlli/1.11 a1111
.4 Ole AFT pu lgr.ull. niarit prelet hale, ales
otillmile !lie regular Nit and 'base st lund

st stem. hat ing an Al. %tat 1111t. st 1111111. hill .11,1 )

ill era! ta hook in the thisintl every week.

Problems in the JET Program
\ lily rwmr,m, uto, Lug., pruhkrd,
me% yaw% anti I Inc oI !hm is ilk ip..tialtIiions

Al i Al prevent. antOne t an appl% II he nr she
is .1 Wine ,peaket id 1.11411,11 and a
0.r Dinah' nl n tApet ILO it I uradttale Nap ietitliniu
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expel tenet. or prillitientt in Japanese i, required
\s a remill. 111111U a AU:I's hat e applied nut
her.ILINC they u Anted to teach English but I
they were IlliereNICti in Japan as a tourist. t.koud
Ian I, another re:emir' Is hard it) 11111.1 .1 1011 I

'month) (about A:s2.nuin a month lust he
leak lung one. 11V, n language. The maturity of the
preent AEI% are young name speakers of English
"alt hilly iii no wathing experience.

\ nigher piohlem I. the difference iwiween the
wather-tentred let lure type teaching of

lapin and the siudent-centret.1 pant icipatoiy (Nye
IV.1111Ing of the English-speaking etninnies. Tin Ise
\1.1's eaget to hr ill hell) get Irusdated because.
as .in inexperient.titl newcomer. he or she t annot
encomage the silkier. more experiemetl Japanese
teat hers (it English to try tlifferent approach.
I urtherny ire. the last rernams m Japanem: schools
dial the wit lung ill English t. tundut ted with .1

it:Vh il I pa,,Ing arcane and t ompleX entrance
iNa111111.1111,11S Lulier than m.1111 a %ltt lo

japtineNe teachers of English are
it...idling all planned points of

English foi examinations "Inch are st hedtded in
the t UrrIC111l1111. 111.1 du 110i ANN ;Ins

'IC.1111 Wilt 111111J; het cruse (het are afraid 01 getting
!whim] schedule I Irte AFTs not omit Hate
thIncultt in merging English Icor tt nunuuut,u inn
"nh 1.1i)411,11 hit LA.1111111.1111 His hill 11.1; let:11114

ill lug hying :mitre( kited

In it 11) sit I i ICNLP t tit twalittnal I. T,
late anttlher kind nl Iniquity in I )tiling thy initial
I trierlialy in. people urn.. st ny lalhcut .
encoulaging and ICNIU 111.0N C .mil N1111itt English.
Elien ALF, "cry Neill it) their ''spelt % tliICS .111d
slarleti uI Ile dicer I IDA had &1 t 1111C "nh the
lb% .111-11.1% 1/10111V111, t ail 11111C t11 nu knot% ledge
of lipanese language. ulture and lay-isle People
%NCR' uuhllwent lir itlt) bus' Ili hell 1 illt.PN
new t I 1111CrN Nttrt 111101 Liken it i Sift lal
CN C111, 11111 "nh 11111l. 111 Ili) !cal t' )11111111 nit .Inuit

reS1111. N. Hilt. Art, gratluallv alicnatet1
themsel'is troll the %%iirk .iiitl !nun lilt, sit wit'
ilie I1N Oil 111 ern hook.
'hell initial aspiration t rushed. ;IMO tlIN:11111t1IrliCti
lt 1111.1.11%W anti with the sstelli 111 "huh they
told' 111)1 t10 :null 111 help students. antl "all
strung 11C4.111NC it:C11114, .11101.1i Jap:111 allti as

11C01110

Some proposals to improve the
situation
Japanese are Inntl nl things genuint. . Etc''
are vaitei to learn English Ida the genliille
tealter (II English no 111.1liCr his" poorlt he or
she mat he imahhed as an English il'atlit2r, I this
\ET. hat t, .1 great 111111.1t 1 1111 1.111.111CNt .ludenls a,
well as I Cat hers, rho; An: gualindeeti

PillIonsible plat v an English teat. her Besides.
IIIC demand is intie.1111 ,Ill' a mnticrn %oriel%
requires file Japanese In he etp.ilpFleti "1111
It Pr 411111111111111 MU 111

II n untormilito. slimes All. tie' et
luain latiant,t language, illy and tulturc. Pitt chi
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not realise that staying a monolingual and
monocultural English speaker is much io their
disadvantage. In a sense. being a native speaker
of English is unfortunate because one doesn't
have to learn other languages. English being a
means of international communication.

AETs ought to learn as much about japan as
possible her language. life and culture. and
through the contact with various Japanese in so
doing. env'v staying in this countn% Moreover.
they will he better-qualified teachers when they
learn their students mother tongue. way of
thinking and hehaviMr.

OC.M...00112.11=1M.

The majority of the present AETs are
young native speakers of English
with little or no teaching experience

The initial orientation for AETs should include
seminars on Japanese language. lite and culture
fiff a smnather admstmem to the new
environment. Certainly Westerners should remain
Westerners because that s pan of the educational
exchange along with the language. However.
there are occasions when they must exercise
appropriate cultural restraint and some guidance
for this must be given so that AETs can effectively
communicate and work within the Japanese
culture.

Another orientation seminar or workshop should
be held locally where AEI+ and Japanese teachers
of English gel to know each other, receive training
together. and plan their team teaching together
Japanese language lessons should also be made
accessible locallf so that Ali f+ can continue
studying Japanese.

The mid-year seminar workshop should be
expanded so that AFfs and Japanese teachers of
English can interact socially and prolessionalls.
exchanging opinions and experiences.

Lastly. an evaluation seminar should be organised
so that AETs and Japanese teachers of English can
pintly review the year's program and make it
available to the planners of the folk ming yedi

Conclusion
The JET Program has had a great impact on
English teaching in iunua and senior high sc110(
and in general has very well been received.

The JET Program should be expanded lunher so
that there are enough AffTs for each to stay at a
school for the entire school year. Then AET.s and
Japanese teacher, of English can plan the yearh
curriculum and individual lessons together, teach
c(x)peratively as a team, and evaluate lessons
together. AETs can feel a sense of participation
and both Japanese teachers of English and
students will gr.tfuly benefit from closer
association with AFT), in and out of the
classrooms and we can expect greater
improvement in their communicative skills in
English.

If. furthermore. AFT.s return home after a year or
two of teaching with Ic)nd memories of Japan and
a feeling of saoslactain that they contrthuted to
English teaching in this country. and stay as our
Inends. they will Ix invaluable assets for Japan

In latatkaitt lane prulessot. of Ithgltsh and
I:U.1411141LS ui the Schurd of helm:anon. ltahvgla
I nu o Ile N .Screte' General (ph,

Japatt Assucatimi I ul Applied Lauvasizes and
Lierrenlly a l'isaing &Mae in the Institute to
lalacattint. I 111101111VgibInCifIll
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ABORIGINAL ENGLISH: AN INTRODUCTION

by Diana Eades

The majority of Aboriginal people in Australia today speak one or more of a
number of language varieties which are related in some way to English. This
paper deals with Aboriginal English. the narne given to dialects of English which
are spoken by' Aboriginal people and which differ from Standard Australian
English in systematic ways. And in explaining the origins of Aboriginal dialects
of English, ibis paper will also briefly discuss Aboriginal pidgin and creole
languages, which have held a place in the development of Aboriginal English, but
which are different from Aboriginal English.

Origins of Aboriginal English
From the very first white contact. Aboriginal
people lijVC llsed Millie English in their
communa at. with English speakers. Thu is
hardly surprising, given two [tell -knots n lath.

the extreme Anglo-centric views of English
speakers during the whole period tit
Australia's lustirt including contemporary
times.

the tremendous linguistic diversity of
Aboriginal languages at the 111111: of what.
contact (Dixon 1989).

In the initial stages of the British settlement.
Aboriginal people and whites used a simplified
amalgamation of English and Aboriginal languages
in their attempts to communicate. In linguistic
terms this early form of communiation was not a
language, since it had fluctuating rules, and thus it
was not systematic. In many areas. this early
communication developed into stabilized
language systems. called pidgins. Much are by
definition used only for inter-cultural contact. and
never as the first language of any of their
speakers. Contrary to popular belief. pidgin
varieties are rule-governed. and effective systems
of communication in the social contexts in Much
ihey are used.

Within a few years of the first British settlement in
1-88 at Pon Jackson snow syclneyi, a pidgin
English developed hetween the colonists and Its .II
Aboriginal people (Tim 1990). As the settlement
grew. so did this contact language. Its growth
throughout Queensland in the nineteenth century
has been documented by Dutton (1983). Ilarris
41986) traces the development ol Aboriginal
pidgin Englishes in the Northern Territory.
beginning from the Raffles Bay settlement iii 182--

on the nonh-east of what is now known as
Vrnhem Lands But this setilement. like a number
4 tither earl. settlements in the Northern

RR

Terraory. was shun -In ed. and it was not until the
tirst peonanent settlement at what is nuts Darwin
in 1869. than pidgin really took hold in this part of
Australia.

It is not clear whether (here are illy Aboriginal
pidgin English varieties still spoken in Australia
today. That is. there is not clear evidence of a
reduced contact language used only for inter-
cultural cominunication. and not as the lirst
language of any of as speakers. so what has
happened to them. and what are the language
varieties which Aix)riginal people speak in many
places today Why don't linguists call these
language varieties pidgin English?

From the beginning c f the twentieth century. the
Aboriginal pidgin varieties which were spoken in
contact, mainly between Aboriginal and non-
Abongmal people. developed in one of two way,.
they became creole languages. or they developed
into Aliongmal dialects of English.

Creole languages in Australia today
In remote areas of nonhern Australia. the pidgins
became widely used kir contact between
Aboriginal people speaking different indigenous
languages. The Government and Chunk policies
of establishing reserves where people from many
different language speaking groups were moved.
were a considerahle catalyst in this proccss As
Mese pidgin Linguages hail: on this wider
purpose. their use increased. and !hey developed

all areas - sound sysiems. grammar.
vocabulary, and use The Iirst such Aboriginal
reserve in the Non hero Termory was the Anglican
mission which IA as established at Roper Rivet
(now Ngukurri in 1908 Willun a decade of ns
estalflishment, this pidgin had becrime taw first
language of children on the Mission I I lams and
'uindelur 198-1 At Ibis stage the varrtily Is known

trcult. language.
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u As it is used increasingIN 414 the first language lit
its speakers. this t rode language has di:synth...I
and exixintlutl ltngtustit this AN 'inhibit
1:1101e language is k1101/2111 a% hnol. 11111 11
spoken NS 'tidy Ihroughotii nonlwin An 'III,
growth Knot has been well di IL bt
Harris 19}40. and Nantlltir Ins;

Another creole language. itIrre t Jet dt
spoken throughout the Torres Stint
CSImukal 19Pf9i It is thought dim there ale
consitleral)lc and complt.t relatitosliips bete run
these ut it ere( de languages

Aboriginal English in Australia today
In the Iss allude area nl Acistrtilitt.
a nUlither of tattt o. hat e
in the Aboriginal Use 01 English
both as a lingua Irani.' it g
Alxinginal peopik, .1' well
as the first language of the
maionty til them

l'rhaps the most significant
lontrilmiting faun- has
again been the mixing of
Aboriginal people
speaking mien
languages on
Got t. rnmt nt
rt. +en c and
Uuutli nussions
from tht. ',gunning
of this 'Armin
is will is in
oun1n towns
Intl (lily,

r.

I lige .1 11111111.1 11M1..1 T In! .\1101114111.11

pet lily 11 lie mt. 11,1.1(1010A farlomagc (1,111,

+110.11. 1 1111, hilt can. ',yawn ilenkll if
t hinge I, I roil It..41t..ikeit. U t n11111111111.11%; 11,4

1,1.1 11111I 11111It 64144st's Ill Is +u nlrJ.<,mc'\h. Nil
sk 1111 M101111111.11 111.11411110111, m.111111 range of

I ill. ay slit .1. flu'
Th001111111 11101,11' 11.01 ilk 0..1,1111.1 t 1 0111.01 Asti 1%111.

111141 4,0.1144cl, ui 11101,11 Iktl. Oh
h um ilhingt.t1 n II 111%1/4.101s .1 a u4111. 1.1111.111402c.1s

nl Illi 11111011' .110.1s lull 111111r donut'', to
I Ins pit a0., n kJ/0101

1111A1114111 4111 Is iiiii/111.1111/Siii100/

The development of Aboriginal
linglish Is thus quite complex, with
alai. different historical. social and
linguistic factors being involved..

-mama

atilt"

J

.

F

/44.41//t1tieltIIIMII110111 /ilk #17)411101 1.11,1111.111,11111' l'101161.
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Itto ma all caliche. ot Aboriginal English ha% e
Jet eloped tlirough clepolgunsation In mane areas

original pet plc bane grim n up speaking
I nglish as mbar Ms( language. and they hate

Iranginalised this English. viii inlluences tram
idler Aluinwital t aneties incluchrig Alionginal
English and Kroll. The development of Alxraguial
English is ihus quite temples. g uh many /hilt:rent
11151oricl. sot ial and linguistic !actors being
inc.( tit ed

\ mailer import.mt factor in the der elimment uI
borigmal dialects al Lnglish I IN been Ole

tt IlleSpre.11.1 111,1111 nachtional Ala mgmal
Languages. particularly in the less remote areas (it
thstralia (Dixon Pitti)I

Tod.iv tlw maionly of Aboriginal Australians speak
arienes ot English as their hist language. In

linguistic terms. Ills is not lust English. but
Aboriginal English. That is. it Ina disclaim':
t11-let t cit English ghich reflects. maintains and
(ontinuall creates Aix raginal t ulture and identity.

Is there only one dialect of Aboriginal
English?
In linguistic ternis AlMinginal English Is .1 dialect of
English that Is. It Is 1111.110.1111. mlelhWble gob
Siandard English. anti it is rule -gut cried or
ssstematic In lac! it is an tit ersimplitication It)
speak of one dialect ul Alxraginal English. 111%1 a,
It %% oulcl he to speak of one tlialetI ol British
English (tie, the differences in grammar. mound
ss stems and t °tabula* between laic k new and
Nest tast le English). There are a number of
Abiraginal English dialects. or more act (irately .1
continuum ol inginal English clialet IN. ranging
Irons dose to standard English at one end (the
ranitect). to close to Aboriginal Knol al lilt other
idle ha:110M.

Where is Aboriginal English spoken
today?
.boriginal English Is spoken throughout Australia.
as either it Iles! or second language of die great
maturity tit Aboriginal people. It is thought to he
lhe lira language ol most Aboriginal people in the
areas where irachtKinal languages and Kriol are
not spoken. As there Lars been 110 II:111011AI 111r112%
III ,k1I1 inginal English it is not pi issible to lie
purse IliAvner. linguistic studies ul Alranginal
English hat V CI IN (Jet! the icillog mg rep Ills.
West n Australia (Kaldor and \Lilt:oral I') I.

QUel.11%1;111(1 (Alexander I965. Praii and
I hoton 19051, Sc nitlicast Queensland (Fades Itigri.
Racklv I On I t..\lice Springs [Sharpe P) . Harkin.
19891, ssdnev I Laglem in 19831. and %lynxnote
Iles1

57.4

I mini ',Atha and %lilt ulna (karat nnun,gI wr tall
Nee that Aboriginal English gall the more
hamlet tad leatun..s is spoken m ihe more re1110Ie
areas. g hurt: It is induent cid In KM II. to 1111e Ille
more acroletwi leatures are in the Aboriginal
English spoken in urban and metropolitan areas.

Atm! as in pre-C011iall lilies Aboriginal people
spoke a number (it languages and dialects.

internist wary speakers (a AI rurr,gnal English are
wiles bilingual or bidialettal. In inure remote
areas many Aboriginal people speak Alan-mina!
English ui inter:grains lN nh IA 11111:N. .11W minim an
111WRICII011N with other Aboriginal people. And in
the less remote areas many speak more liasilecial
Aboriginal English in Aboriginal interactions. and
Inure as rolettal Aboriginal English. or even
Mandaft.1 English. in Intern( Innis %%oh %s hoes.
Thus. iginiAbi ovum! people win, hat e dealings
gull Aboriginal people in onitia l domains such as
einplin talent or v(111(411011 mat riot .11%.:1. s he
aware 01 their List? of Abut-win:LI %alrICIICS 01
English

Aboriginal English is a distinctive
dialect of English which reflects.
maintains and continually creates
Aboriginal culture and identity.

Features
The delinmun of Aboriginal English 1111.151 take ill
all ,specs of language. that I. phonology Inc
sound st Sit'ill 1. morph' /IOW. (o1. lilt grammar (it
%% ORIN and parts al tvort.Isi. syntax lin the
grammar iii sentent.esi. seln.inlic, Iur 550111 and
SerlIellCe MeaningI. !exit on fin' SoCalgilan, I, and
pragnialns I or the speakers inuanulg
sociocultural context). In this SI.11011 I give
examples to illustrate these different aspect is int
\Irangmal English

I hat e explained abut e that inginal EllglIS11
mammy .1 (011111111IIIII fl ilia lets (:e11.1111 leatures .ere
.haired eel-% tt icicle throughoui all ol these
dialects. tt bil other It...tittles are localised g ohm
ertam regions. Or .11( )11g the I I 1111111101111 Irnm

11:1SIICI. ill II I tux %lel c.11 t Thews lilt cvnitples al
Ilion( )I tigy anti Olt 1)111 111.IX gm en helot otuar

nine III the IlaMleltal t,Inlucs. tt 11111.' the
exanples ace IIIIllttl ninth inure +Atilt:Iv.

Through acrolet.ial %armies as well

Wen:stet! readers are Ielerred III hall101. anti
\l811.01111 I 1 9145111(.1 [frill( u111111.14/ 11 ir inlormalion

ahnut 111 6'4111 )1111011 Id lealures
English

2
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Phonology (sound system)

Many aneties of Ahninginal English hay c no word
initial -h. This leature is a remit? tit ale influence tg
traditional Aboriginal languages which had no -II
sound. and it akt ctiincules yvith st tine other non-
standard v.inelk nt English

A/mita:nal lofelish

Arn s at

Mandan! knadnb

I Urn , hall

Morpho-syntax (grammar)

To express possession. many S anent!, ill
Alionginal English simply. nixtapose the possessor
and the possessed In sOntrast. to express
possession in Standard English. Mc possess' ii
noun ft:Lewes the suffix -s

Aboliginu! English

I Lan I see that
ran car
Where -nwil

I van t sue the
man s car

Where is Ti1111
1101.1s1"

Note that this grammatical ccinstruy 114,1) parallel
the expression of possess 4,l to Alm Inginal
traditional languages. lz is inaecurate To describe
this linguistic feature of Aboriginal English in
terms at speakers 'dropping tilt the Mandan!
English possessive -s suffix .

Lexico-semantics (words and their meaning/

In the area of lexicon there is often specifu
regional variation. So. for example. the word tor
'policeman' in much of NSW and Queensland is
'hultman'. This word is one of the most persistent
items of Alxinginal English Ylicaltulary

kaldor and Malcolm ( Wit'd give some exampls,
of English words used with dillerem meanings in
West Australian Al original English:

Aboriginal Anglisb

tar (iarlp
dust r eels

big mob

Mandan/ Eggittb

scold

overtake car Cm
clust road
many mut Ii

SN

Pragmatics
(meaning in socio-cultural context)

The area of pragmatics. or meaning in Its sot R..
cultural context, is where we irquenth s the
most persistent leMores 4,l Abtinginal English
Than is. even in Urban and nainipyilitan areas
where Alletriginal speakers use linguistic him],
which are yen t and often Idlifitl, al It 1.
Standard English. there are significant aspects 01
1110.1nIng which ay not shared with speakers I )1
standard English. because et imponant sock I-
cultural differences In other words the same
utterance map hate different meanings in
Aboriginal English and in standard English.
because tit the signiikant cultural ddlerences I. h.

Aboriginal speakers mat- use English in dalefenI
ways, as is frequently the case. liar examplv
where they want to Iind out inkwin:Mon

Aboriginal English has been
recognised by linguists and
educators as a valid, rule-governed
variety of English

Direct questions arc used to seek certain
information. such as clarilication of details about a
person tug 'where's he lash,' I ISin in silo:num.,
where Abongina/ people want to Ind out
signilicant or personal intormation. they do 001
tic direct t111S11011%. It is important for Munn inal
people 11(11 r4, embarrass someone by putting them
on the spot' NI people yolutkeer some of their
own mlonnation. hinting about what they are
trying in Ind inn about. Intormation is sought as
pan tit two -way exchange Silence. and waiting
till people .tic Wally to gne inlonnahun. are also
central ut Aboriginal ways tit seeking any
substar inorniation

This indirect Was' ol seeking miormation is a pan
iii the Aboriginal socio-cultural context. Aboriginal
societies in Atistrilli.i arc based on .szliali.st ale
interaction hers teen people who lin(0.% eat I) oilier
and are °gen related to each other Inhumation or
knowledge is onn rug Welt actessible Lenain
people haSe rights zit certain knowledge Sc.
Information is sought as part of an exchange
between people who are in a recipokal, tin -going
relationship

Auliougn people in mainstream Australian StiCltt
Can recognise InCse Ways 01 seeking intOrIllanOn.
itley tISC them only in sensiine situations In
Aboriginal interacticins these .ire the evencli
strategies used to seek substantial inlonnation

Mainstream Australian si Alen . on the other hand
is a large Stale soy ion where inlormation is highly
y std where ;Inuit gilesinms are I Millenal
used In Ivo we ha\ v insiduutmathed the
question in out linen less tniestionnalrv
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llpe truleprearl Use r f Ihnnmoral Minch haN c1114149,

so. Mere is a signil want differme m the .t
English b used beiffcen Aboriginal sot HAW, .11111
mainstream sou cues in Australia lo Like tine
exanwle here. ',dente in Allorigmal 1in% ct

is Irequenilf a sign ol a um lim.lhlr inielaf iv di
and iN nOt interpreted a, tin lintinit anon
brealo.lonn. as It NI/ 1111111 IN III NI.11111.11t1 Austialian
Frighsli

But isn't it just uneducated English!?
fu pvopie no( tromefl ni linguom and
sociohnguistic anal% sr,. It might +(dilemmas appeal
that Abongmal English IS 11111111 .111 11111.1.111/.111.11

anetv ol English. itX hile Mere ,a

features. particularly gtaiiiiihimal Jeanne., whit li
Ahongmal English shales ff ali of tun thabstanflahl
tilde%is ol English. there are man% leattin, of
Aboriginal English h are dist:nontl
Aboriginal. In our examplf.. ff t' `We
l crlap tt ith 41111.1.114/ Ingli1/211 uI 1111./

1111011010g) I..11111/112. 11111 1110 111 1111: Idler

examples.

Implications
11 is ilidc since the lent, that Aboriginal English
lws been tat ognisad ha hngwsls and (2(1m:tuns as
a %and. rtile-got mitt t ariety id English ff Inch
diners signilicantlf Iron Standard English in a
11111111M ul )1.1ys menu is Mull a %%tilt-pre:id lack
.11 aLeaplatlie ill Aboriginal English. %%Hell Is
'Men based on Ignorance In areas %% here
kboriginal English tkie, not south yen' dillurent

59

Iron similatfl I nglmli In 1111 Alkinginal and non-
\thingtnal %peahen me often unaware ol the
%WIMP 11111 t Ilit tat flaterenf es ben. een the two

lenity. many Aboriginal EnglishMak% is I 4111/Will

hpraluift ilisfultantaged In Mew dealings with
mainsucani insnitiiions. such as educaiion.
pmplof ;nem health and the law, because of
ihr turn 11111111111111.1110111 .inning Irons the

dimwit' es Item cell their dialect ol English
and Standard I tiglish

1 Ins c iriginal Inglish Is truh accepted as a
fp:mum . and f alid ninety of English. and the
+lgnlItapt till Icy:lice., hewcell it and Standard
English are ref ogniscd. then there are some Very
imponani t 1111.trio CIICI2S for language policy In
dos tI align'

hie MIL II Is the recognition of the
need for Aboriginal English speakers to have
.11.1.1:NN 10 inirpielrs, 'kink ularly in the legal
hf swim I Jere. an inch glual s rights Irequently
depend on their ability io participate In complex
interviews. As are have seen ;Move. many
speakers uI Aboriginal English use questions in a
arty dillerent ..IV Mini mainstream Australian
speakers id English. Thus they are disadvantaged
by the complex questioning used in police, lawyer
and finutroom interviews. ru n her. pragmatic
dillerttnces may lead to misinterpret:limn.

For example. hilence in answer to certain
questions in mainstream iniemewh Is interpreted
as either ignorance or adiniminn ol guilt. In
Aliorthunal English however. as we have seen
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Agri e. silt-me should mit lie interpreted in 1111,
tt as pi mint e 11,1' IC etimnion Ill
Aboriginal interat Lit ill'. Althotigh legally silence is
not to be taken as aLlnirantin til guilt. it is dillicult
Inc polite °Pit el,. legal prolessional.111 tutors to
set ,vatie strong t ultural intuitions about the
meaning ill ,demo. (-suet \\ bete me not
att aie of tultural dilibmi es in the use and
interpretatit tit silent t. I hits this prammatit.
Llitleient v hem ten English and
stantlaid English Marl hate driastiotts legal
Lon)iutptent es 1111,1,m1L I. .list 11,40.1 11.11111LT III
Lades 1lurlhu ming I

Another important issue is the right
iyAborightal English speaking
children to bare education in their
own dialect.

Ant niter iiiiiionant issue n 111' light id Ahnngnl.d
I nglish speaking tight:Am Its hate etlitcatit in in
die' ott al thalet I. and op learn hi %peal, standaid
English a1, .t second Limit:Li I Isalth n and 11.11i aim
19145o \\ line mink. st huol, tee glus': and t met It .1
this right. inan Llo not

Tin, issue parallels a 111,111L1 A Ilk II het 'lilt' Olt
..1.11AL'L1 01 .1 Ltndn.nk torn Lase ID 11It. 1
In Ann Arhoi. Nis Inman Rink parents at an
elementary ,bind in a lot\ -mu )11K- Ili 'using diva
took the School District Board In Lour( 1i,r Luling
to recognise the language dint, Lillie, tat eti
their children. and u, edutae them at tortlingl
The t hittlren \\ tie all speakuis tau d BLit k thaleti

n a' 111,1,1. English wit Hai. to
tt hid1 like Aboriginal English. is

signibcantlt Oltenia thalcc) of English The
children. tt hit \tel at I ALA trig )01 IL al
SLI1001. \'ere LLISNIIICtl be the school a, learning
disabled. Of III need ul Teeth therapt Eke
parent, Lase depended nn tt bether BIN tads
sullinntly (hilt:rent Iron Stantlard 1 nglisli 111
constitute a barrier to learning NN till the help nl
linguist,. the parent, \\ err mitt es,' ill The tulipe
ordered that the siitoid thstutt intra rt.
BEN. mist IILIIOF .1 program to help teat hers to
recognrie u. and must ..1Iei teathrn methods of
using that knot\ ledge in leaching black i.hilthen
Mandan! lingh,h «.hambeis 1983. Tilt.
mmlicalit ins til 1111, AIIIII/L.1// Lase are signitit ant
fur cdtit ait irs 1)1 Aboriginal English-speaking
,Indents in Mush alai

Other areas I,I language planning and pi tilt
tt lilt It need it, athlres, the largest language
spoken people Lilt hide the meth 1.
health anti tt ellare

Conclusion
The depressing scene of the idespiead death t
traditional Aboriginal languages is onb one pan
of the story of ANIngin,t1 language in Australia. In
this brief paper. ixe have seen that Abongmal
lra 1 01 IMT:Ming and coimulinit. ming are mg.
viable and persistent. Such is this strength that it
has created Aboriginal :mows of English tt Math
arc used tt idely thnilight an the count n . and
which continually -.cite to remlort e and creak'
modern Aboriginal culture and identit
Itecognint in and undetqanding tit mginal
English Is all L'SNCIAlal prerequisite to elleeut e
Lommunmation hilt. Lien A/iongmal and non-
Ahongmal Au:alit:tans
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ETHNIC MINORITY PUPILS

IN THE NETHERLANDS

by Jo Kloprogge

The ethnic diversity of Dutc h society has
increased considerably during the past AS years
Alter World War II. Moluccan families armed and
people of Dutch Indonesian origin emigrated to
the Netherlands. Dutch-Indonesians were
absorbed quickly into Dutch society. Moluccans
came to the Netherlands mostly because they
were pan of the Dutch army in the conflict over
Indonesian independeno They perceived their
stay in the Netherlands as temporary and started
to participate in Dutch society on no more than
an individual has], (Eldenng 1989). From the
1960s onwards. greater %vac es of immigrants
started to come to the Netherlands. One part of
these %%L,: Loreto workers. coining from
Mediterranean countries. such as !tab. Spam.
Yugoslavia. Greece. Ponugal. Turku). Mc wow
and Tunisia. Another pan consisted of immigrants
from what now are the former Dutch colonies in
South America Suimani and the Dutch Antilles
More recently. refugees Man several parts of the
world hace come to constitute a new categfiry ul
immigrants. Since the opening ol Eastern
European frontiers. the influx of people From
these areas seems to be increasing as well The
largest groups ot immigrants arc the 1 urk isli
Moroccan and Surinamese. The ore rail prupunun
of ethnic minorities is now about 0,i). which is
relatively small in comparison with other \\ estern .

European countries.

Educational policies toward ethnic
minority groups
Before 19Th schools than %%ere having special
problems. such as an llux ()I immigrant (Michell
could apply tbr support even though there did not
yet exist an explicit policy I rainecc ork %cull regard
to the education of immigrants In 19- the first
official ckwument laying thus n educational pink%
towards ethnic minorities was dratted This pith('
aimed at improving the educmuinal opportunities
(il Dutch working class children and paid specific
attention to pupils Imm ethnic mutant% groups
111e term guest %corkers children mas still in us
at that time The government death expected that
many of these guest worker would eventually
return to dux home countries. It therelcut
introduced Mother longue and Name Culture
Tuition to facilitate Mc eCentual return of the
children to their home crumb-% In aJJnunl..1
in( ire a onsistuill stein in Ali I% ming extra tea% net s

OA

CO schools which large proportions of at-risk pupil
was introduced

I.)u ring the pen 19B0-19bo a spec me
educational policy on ethnic minorils pupils %%as
m forte. Then. In 1986. the nec% educational
primal programme. or OVIS taller its Im lt
initials/ %%as introdlitcal From that ilionivin on
this policy has been the main tritiumink Ii
dealing with children at-risk. both children In ni)
low socio-eCOnonlic status I SES i groups and
children from ethnic minorities 111u pi Mc% ant. .11
reducing the disadvantages o! these children in
nit h area, as basic skills. ()amid careers. and
relerral iu special education In this &Inuit; I %%II;
concentrate on the policy toward, ethnic minoritc
pupils 1 lie poht% lotuses on prini.ifl cduc no in
rather than on seconclan. or preschool ;migrants
A system tit eightings was intrialuced in notnan
education in 198; lien parent, enrol a child in a
primal-% stilt Kn. the% are asked amain their own
education. their gibs and their (minim (II bird)
This information is used to assign cceigliting
II IC pupil the 111.,t important weighting, are

I o fur DLitt. li middle t Liss pupils

.2 for Dutch %corking cLt.s pupils

1 9 Icor eninia milli nit% pupils

These weightings are used to determine the
number 01 teachers that san be allocated to .1
sc hi nil This Means Ih.tt (hoop with
pivdolliinalth ethnic minorii% pupils 11.0e unit
timer pupil-Leather ratio than sic to logs %%iii in
Dutch pupils

Multicultural education should
improve the relationships between
pupils of different cultures.

there are regu lm where atrisk Inc gip
are toncenuatecl - such as the Inner tit% .leas
Amsterdam. 1 lie I lague. Itotterdain anti t truck -
an :nacho( mal pith; % has been drawn up In
regions c% here at-risk gri Rips art )inn unlink
net%%tirlas I II ( hook 11.1%t: liven lorineil I ha,'
networks ieceice additional subsidies that an
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Used fora number uI al Wales A imirdinator
(often win-king In the woad ado ISOry service!
plans the organisation and !inducing III the
activities Fur ethnic minim pupas tU o sIVCIIIC
add111011.11 posies htl e been set up. tine is a Riled
.11 intnxIUCIng nudurultLiraI education 'Dutch
publications Use the tens Intercultural) in all
schools. NIulticultural education should imprint,
the relationslups between pupils of different
cultures. There has been a constant debate 3110U1
what multicultural education should actually
consist of. and daily practices in schools have
been criticised as being too folklonsuc. A problem
Is that ,C11006 with only a small proportion of
ethnic pupils do not scent to be very keen on
working on the subject.

The second policy concerns Mother Tongue and
Native I.:WEILC. Tuition IMTNCTI which w as
introduced in I9Th. Initially. MTNCT was
considered useful mainly liar preparing pupils I.
the return to their home country. Teachers were
cinnacted in such countries as Turkey. MOMCCO.
Yugoslavia and Spain. Ify 1980 it was clear that
renugration WOLIIII take place only on a very
limited scale. Nevertheless. MTNCT was
continued. However. it was reduced to 2.S hours
a week within school time (with an option to add
1.4. hours outside school time' and its purpose
became to foster the well-being of the children
and to prevent them Rom becoming alienated
from their parents and their Wilily. :.rrxcr cannot
really he seen as a type of bilingual education.
Nevertheless. research has shown that proficiency

the first language improves in NO11112 CaSeS.

Dutch mane class

Dutch yanking class P

ti

Moreover. most children emoy MTNCF lessons
And there is no negative effect on second
Language t Dutch) proficiency. NITNCT is still a
highly controversial subject in discussions about
education for minority pupils. both among
minority organisations and among Dutch
politicians and educationalists.

The school careers of ethnic minority
pupils
A great deal of research has been conducted in
the field of ethnic minority pupils in education.
The results are quite consistent in showing the
seriousness of the euucational disadvantages of
specific minority groups. The situation of Turkish
and Moroccan pupils is the most problematic.
After primary school they enter the lowest streams
of secondary education and often leave secondary
school ck ahout qualifications. The drop-out rate is
estimated to he high. especially among Turkish
and Moroccan girls. Even though school careers
have recently been seen to improve to some
extent. it is to he feared that it will still take quite
some time before greater numbers of Turkish and
Moroccan pupils attain higher educational
qualifications and enter the universities. The
situation of children from the Caribbean area is
less dramatic. if far from haustacton.. In contrast.
the school careers of children from the Northern
Mediterranean countries. like Greece. Italy and
Spain are developing relatively favourably. These
children went to have surpassed Dutch working
class pupils and are now approaching the level of
Dutch middle class pupils.

Position in Secondary Education

Greek it
Chinese

Italian lemea

Portuguese

Spanish

Surinamese

Yugoslavian

Moluccan

Antilhan

Tunisian

Turkish

Ca an

Moroccan

0

Girls

N Boys
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Li]
in Table 1 the position of several ethnic minorat
groups in the third year of secondary education is
sketched. Other research protects support the
in [dente presented here, with only minor
de% mutts. Much atternum bat been pawl to
glentdVing the variables Mat can account for thise
patterns. The sotio-enincimic status ISM of the
parents appears to hat u the most important
influence. It 11.is even been six wen that the
concept of -scx-m-ec<mcmut status of the lama !.
can be reduced hi educuumal le1/2e1 cit the
parents'. The influence of 8E8 is !gull
tint ern groups and within groups. For instance.
most Turkish and Moroccan parents in the
Netherlands have Ion educational quahiications.
certainly much km er than Northern Nleduerranean
parents hate. Within the Turkish and Moroccan
groups It has been proved that children from
relatively high SES groups Txrform gnat.' well in
education and hate a tar butter command ot the
Dutch language than kluklren ol parents in low
SF.8 groups. It wuu ld. however. he unit se In
overestiMate the itilltiem of SES. betanse Ihr
w;iy parents raise their children and the
Unportance they gut h ui edutaIRMI is also
determined by t ulture and relgui in lioligli
'cultural di...tante may lie a sonleW hal %ague
concept. ill n Clear that the -tullural gap beineen
the naln c and the 110%4 culture I, Muth greater lot'
Children !rum the Rill area in Morino than tor
children Man +pain and halt In programs set up
to improve th dutational chances of minornt
pupils, More aid More attention is paid vii stond
language learning. het :why pit tit it le% in DLitt It is
a key to Will-Mona! qualilliation,

120 -

100

80 -

60

40 -

20

Second language learning
The system of alkicaung extra teat-hers to schtiol,
ugh many minority pupils scene. to hat e laded u
produte a high level of command of Dutch
among minority pupils. In flush schools the ektra
teaching facilities were used to reduce class site
There is ample evidence Inun research all over
the vs ,,rail that pupils tint' benefit !rum a
reduction of t lass size it the at erage sec Of the
ChISSs becomes really ten small isec Mal an.
karweit & Madden I98)). Only recently was it
recognised that teathing setond language
requites a dillerent approach than teaching a lust
language or a foreign language. In 1989 special
second language programs were introduced in
Dutch st lit nits. sewed language Methods Were
de% eloped and made available and courses were
organised lin teathers in the field nil second
language teaching.

The disastrous situation tit. m imniClilar. Turkish
and NInrucc ii pupil, with regard to Dutch
language prohcienct presentetl in Table 2.
%%Inch is based on the result, of tests measuring
)itch language milk:env . mathentaut+ skills

and intelligent e tpanIt terbal. pant' nun -t erbali
The tests tt Ch. .0/ 111171'4CW d In Swim, pupil. in
8011 prmurt. st Innis

able 2 show. the result, of the tests e.1 pupils in
primart group 2.4 dual beton: Ille Minster II I

settOrilla IA ell tit .111111)) St.X it's are
garidardised. lit tat n he wen that.

7:.:17thAbiEV,

Test Scores Group 8 (12 year olds)

Dutch

Maths

10

Turley Morocco Surinam Antilles Moluccans Other Dutch me
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the acerage score of all minority groups is
below the national average of Nth

the scores of Turkish and Nloroccan pupils are
extremely low: and

the differences in test results in Dutch are
much more pronounced than in mathematics
and intelligence.

Ii Asti became clear that when these test results
are used as indicators, the educational
disadvantages of minority groups are much
greater than %schen school careers are used as
indicators. The average score of Dutch working
class pupils on the language test was 98. which is
higher than the score of any minority group. In
contrast. Table I suggested that the educational
Pittman of pupils from several ethnic minority

groups was even better than that of Dutch
working class pupils. The explanation or this
remarkable phenomenon can be found in Table 3.
in which the test scores are related to the advice
pupils receive as to the type of secondary school
to which they should transfer. It should he
mentioned here that the school's advice is of
major importance for the children s school careers.
because it is usually followed by the parents.

Apparently, schools advise different groups (A
pupils differently. Pupils from minority groups
who are referred to higher forms of secondary
education have much lower test scores than Dutch
middle class pupils who are referred to the same
form of secondary education. It is not vet clear

hether this is common practice at all schools, or
whether the advice patterns are related to different

120

Language Scores and Advice

Middle class Working class

school tiopulations. A crucial question is whether
teachers are right in using this strategy. By
monitoring the pis pis after leaving pnmary school
it will he possible It) See 'Whether or not they
succeed in secondary education.

Bilingual education
education is a rare pherkintemin in The

Netherlands. In some alit it IS Ixing tried me
,is an experiment. The regular practice in sc hauls

numolingual education. revently enriched by
the introduction ul SpeCille St-Wink! language
methods. From the research evidence presented

GS

Ethnic minority

Preuniversity

Higher sec gen

Lower sec gen

Lower eon

here it might be gathered that the regular practice
is sufficiently effective or some nunonty groups.
but that this cenaink is !kit the case for Turkish
and Moroccan pupils. In December 1989 the State
Seal:lacy id Edukanon stated chat he intended In
Mat MlUte liiii l uaI et.illeaLion on large suds: the
current pn wont out id be (hanged into a
system id bilingual education These nitunikins
remised a satin deal 01 attention in the media and
were immediately (billeted by a nuilli)Vr of
opponents a ho argued than lime spent on
learning the lust language tit as 'list link: which
was littler used lor learning the second language.

2.
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Research evidence is not conclusive on this
score. Evaluations cg bilmgual programs often
conclude that.

the programs are positive for the motivation
and the well -being of the children.

the programs help to maintain (Pr improve the
command ol the lint language. and

the pupils in the programs are not perlorming
better or nurse in the second language.
compared to pupils in monolingual pmgrams

This evidence can he used in two na)s. It man
argued that a is not gut rd enough to lustily the
introduction tit 1.1"14 bilingual programs On the
other hand it ma) he argued that it is good
enough to u-y out hilingual pit 'grains In Si Want WS
where the current practices clearl) lad. An
interesting contrast with the situatunt m Austraha
is that maintaining the nrst language Is in useh not
viewed positively in Dutch language poke)
Teaching the Best language is only accepted as a
shortcut to unpnwing second language teaching
This Mat seem surprising Imr a country with a
lung Indult/it tit foreign language teaching. some
ptissible explanations tor this sic uauun may he
mentioned here. First (WA,. Dutch is not an
international language. That is »In English is
taught In primary who'd and secondab stluud
Consequent!). introducing nun/ witv languages
Wl /LI Ill in fact not result m bilingual. but m
trilingual eduCill It in. Another explanation may be
related to the fait that Dutch emigrants are not
sew attached tit then n language. The I tgurus
presented in I nx `so 3 (Dyne t 1.u:tiding. 1989
illustrate dice enormous thlterenees in language
slug among immigrant gawps. These ligu ICS Ina \
11.1% e great relevant c tor the satiation in the
Netherlands perhaps the Dutch sunpl) tannmi
understand th.a tahei pimple may be less inclined
In grte tip their first language in another worm%
than they are.

Again. another ext./Ian:num ma) he too nil in the
Mall% sly Ion status that Is attributed to M /m
languages \\ hereas English. French and Spanish
are %/titled as important. this is much less the case
kw several other languages Though at might be
argued that a nide saintly of languages is ml
immmanie fur Sala II country with many inter-
national contacts. this view does not gain much
support. A len Dutch linguists hat e delended this
point of view. hot they seem to stand alone. It is
not to be expected in the loreseeable I1111.1W than
the retain el) Ion status 01 mmonty languages in
Dutch language policy ss ill change.

Minorities in society
VS1e111 Eu R Wean C0111111unities seem mit to adapt

Cast' uI the present).- of people of dnerse cultural
I sit kgrounds. 'rho; have less expenence
dealing null this haUJI1101 than countries that ate
11'4.11 In large stale mmugratkin. The motes" of
/Swett ming i multecultural society &ecru:nil)
1111u t n els s aloe conflicts and n caknesses that
were nut seen below. The nature ot these value
llught to and MeaknesSS Ma% lie scn LIIVCIN: In
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France. the question of how to react to Islamic
girls wear ng headscarfs in school became the
subject of heated discussions on a national scale.
In the Netherlands two quite diflerem problems
have become a topic of debate. One is what has
been called 'Whitt: flight.. that is. the tendency
among Dutch parents to take their children Iron
SCIUMIS that hate. in their eyes. too many 'ninon!)
pupils. The freedom of choice of schools is a
highly valued principle in the Netherlands.

Because parents use this freedom to avoid schools
with high proportions ul minority pupils. the
pupils of several hundred Dutch primary schools
are all from minority groups. This development Is
seen as a social problem even though the qua'[)
tit education in these conientranon NINAas Ullen
scents 10 he quite high.

Another recognised problem is the unemployment
rate among nunonb adults. The unemployment
rate among Turkish. Nloroccan and Carildwan
adults is 33-3o compared to 11".i lire namt:
Dutch adults. Even when educational
qualifications and variables such as age. place tit
residence and length of stay are taken into
consideratum. the unemployment rates a lllll ng
minority adults should not exceed 13-16... For a
society that has a tradimm cd tolerance and in
nhidi open racism is not twit:pied these figures
are embarrassing. se) era' economic reports hat e
stated that discrimination on the labour market is
the most pnbaltle explanation tor the high
unemployment rate among minority adults.

The Dutch (internment has an, .noised ilta n n III
soon introduce new policies to inihrove the
situation of ethnic mutant) groups. The ligures
presented here ioncerning the educational
situation and the labour market situation td
mummies shun that new non es are math
needed \Thaws er these ma) be. one ma) said)
prophet') that the road leading to .1 multicultural
Dutch sot wt) m nhleh ethnii mammies lime
equal chances is still a long one
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AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH

by Arthur Deibridge

The National Pcik y on Languages (1987) gives full recognition to the national
character of Australian English. But what is Australian English? Who are its
speakers? Is it the only English among the languages of Australia? When and
how did it begin? How different is it from other Englishes? Is it any good?

Approaching such questions I resort to the
linguistic argument that the name 'English'. or
-English Language. represents a highly abstract
language system which is realised in different
communities in different nays, in the Form of
dialects. 'English' is the sum total of its dialects.
and there is no community. no region for which
the 'English language is the dialect. no such thing
as pure English. but only London English. Oxlind
English. softtIsh English. °riff you lump a
number of these together) British English. which
at this higher level of abstraction is in contrast
with Amen'. An English. South African English.
Australian English. and so on. Australian Enghsh is
the one that conved here. out of some dialects fa
linush English and under the pressure of the
distinctive physical and social forces which have
shaped Australian culture and given n its identity.
tones which have included some tit the other
Englishes. Australian English may he grouped with
British. American. Canadian and New Zealand
Enghshes in that they are all native %armies: the%
all evolved through at relatively undisturbed
successum of native speakers lor whom English
has been the mother tongue.

There is no such thing as pare'English

Lucked at this way, Australian English may he
defined as that dialect of English spoken by
native-born Australians. But unlike British English

has too be called a transported native %anety..is
dues American. in that it began nth the
transportation ol British people to a new ofuntry,
in which as evolution has gone tin more or less
mullet ted 1w other languages already established
there. The pattern fa settlement in Patient a. in
unit. and space. produced a reastakibb large
numlwr of dialects within American English. Ihit
the settlement and %level( fpittent ul Australia has
resulted in only line dialect Ice the w hole country.
a homogeneity fa language that is often lellitirked
nn by dialect scluilarS.

The word dialect is used here in its technical
sense. of a regional. temporal or si Kral twisty of a
language. and not in that more popular 4ense of a
low. uncultivated. usually countrified variety
much lower in prestige than 5011b2 supposeu
standard form of the language. Any 'standard'
tanetv of language is simply a distinct. soCially
!avowed dialect. all dialects to a language are lor
their time and place camally good

Among the lira settlers in the new oilony in 1-88
there w ere doubtless n any dialects spoken. with
laindtm English preckiminating. and possibly two
I a three smut-ifs c in ering the range of 'high'
and low usage But the shock fa the new
envirtmmem certainly began to slum up in these
dialects in the liffin ul 110% words to express the
nut clues and Mirrors of life in Sydney town and
the grim ing iulunv nsportaiitin thus changed
the transponed Linguage ininiediately. and by the
time the number id children horn in the colony
title currencv cluldreni began to exceed the
number (11 those brought in by ship it-ailed
sterling.). a was !Ica lug the new nab that
marked the emergence ol the Australian dialect
was flie accent hat. 11%. about 183(1 visitors to the
onony had commented on the distinctive speech
of the native-born Australian population.

Australian English has been dot eloping steadily
since then. Ii r most ol the lime not ennairaged
by the educators. and inhibited by the cultural
cringe: yet spurred on by the positie forces oi
naticatalism. the indigenous arts of literature and
painting tutored and supported as they were by
European influences). by urbanisation and the
imellectual growth of the cities. the popular press
especially the aufkf fn. and unit craw education.

In 1898 there appeared a dictumary with the title
aluantilEnigisb. edited by Edward E. Morris.
Prolessor of English French and German
Languages and Literatures at Nicht Anne
I'myersay. Ills intention was to show what new
words and new uses of old words had been
added to the English language In reason ol the
tact tlfai those who speak English list%,e taken up
their abode in Australia. Tasmania and New
Zealand (pAii tie followed the fliSloriCal
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principles and scholarly practices of the Oft,rd
English Dictionary. and gave full accounts of the
naming of Australian flora and faun,). geographical
features. and convict system. land use.
uctupations. and (co a degree) social strut:wits.
Not much. on the other hand about Australian
idiom, particularly colloquialism. And the
emphasis was on what had been added on
sense not defined) to English. The notion that a
new dialect had emerged was not even
considered.

The settlement and development of
Australia has resulted he only one
dialect for the whole country

For that we had to wait till a mum:dist. Sidney
Baker. whose book 'The/Iirsindum Language
(19-ii, echoed 11.1.. Nlencken's Anjenctill
Language( 19191 in !eating the word English right
out or the tale..lnd plumping for the autinioni 01
the national ithimi. in a vigorous. unatademn
style. Even more me had to ".ill kir I'it lest'
A.G: Mitchell. of Sydne L nthersat. to thallengt
the conservame held in the
community that any dung': Inim standard Itraish
English must be a change lor the %tone. and that
if there is such a thing as Australian English
must be a pretty crook sort 01 English hl it hell
threw down the gauntlet 'Thew n nt tuning
with Australian speech . and nas bruised by the
force of the outrage his challenge prticlut ed in the
community. That was in 19.12 But his patient
work in establishing Al mr.dun English as a
subject fix university reseanh and teat lung. !us
advocacy 01 Australian English as the natural
language of our literature. education and
broadcasting. his mantling as a scholar %vita
achievements m many fields of literature.
philology and linguistics had International
recognition. all these helped Australians to
acknowledge the legitimacy of Australian English
as the natural medium fur those who had received
it by mother-tongue transmission. to Ix used in all
the main streams of Australian life. both private
and public. and confidently in international life as
well.

But ho" different is it from all thirst. oilier chalet is
of world English? That seems an important
question for us. but a Is not the question xve luxe
most anxiously asked. 'lion different from
standard British English?" For as A.A. Phillips
wrote in 1950 in his Atectioni paper tin IIR cultural
cringe: '11w core 0) the difficulty is the last that. in
the hack of the Australian mind. there sits the
minatory Englishman.

American English has never been the sidnect of
any such anxious question here, in spite 01 the
thunder of as pcpulatain numbers. 1.ive aims
those 01 the United Kingdom and at least 1 dwell

GB

times ours. For Australians tend to I-whine or sat
they believe - that any linguistic influent e truer
America must be bad. Ben though Australian
English. like British. [mums rather heavily nom
Amencan. any usage that Is apparently American
in origin has a strike against it fix
consenanve Australians (which is most (11. us':

Sc i the primary quesuon. though not the best. as
'how different th Australian English Intl British
English?... that is. the sort or English represented
in. say. the Concise Oxford Dicuonan%

An answer can come only partly in terms ill what
a concise dn. 'man. might tell. for dictionaries are
only word-books, and there is much more to a
language than as words. It is the Australian accent
and voice quality that has attracted aura attentxm

the past. and caused so many Australians to
Wel ashamed of their own speech. One stereotype
of the Australian :ictamt has from early on been
sharply criticised in terms that convey either a
mond or an aesthetic judgment an awful nasal
Mang'. 'harsh. unmusical and unpleasant to the
ear', lip laziness". 'slovenly in speech.. -ugly
st 'this Australian monotone'. 'maltomwd
vowels'. 'missing consonants.. 'mumble'. Mra tx .

'ffie mina brutal maltreatment that has
e'er been inffwted on the mother-tongue of dn.
great English-speaking nations'

Thy litany is never silenced. though It has had its
L test endith and tinsmith). None ill as phrases
relate to the language system in ninth as n meth
and speakers convey their messages. but rattle'
only to the informative Function 01 uner.unc. that
I LindKul by whICII a listener lea Ms Munettring
about Me speaker. gardless ill whether the
speaker intends this to happen: Tim really team
me lor illy had speech. dun t %Inf s,1%
Linnel-say student when invited to lie tape.

tonled as part ill an athernsurg sun et

It is the Australia?: accent and voice
quality that has caused so many
Australians to feel ashamed of their
own speech..

All the thakicts of English. even the most
prestigious. have had their detractor!, mhos':
contempt is bred from Emilia rite. (w untamiltino_
envy. thstain. shame. or ignorant e. Australian
English has had more than as share ill theat
especially since so many hate themsel.CS been
speakers Of It even teachers tit u. lir in it Isince
lor our schools it Is tic mimed Medium of
instruction h.

14u1 d ant. lucks mon: ohlecti%h .it the language
sysle111 'Dell. in Us plioruiliigt. syntax. total nilan
and idiom. tc hat is there that is clistinclixe
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Phonology
The vowel and t onsoriants tiI spoken Australian
English are sumlar to those fimnd in the Recen VJ
pronunciation ill English. but the realisations of
them are dtilerent. The t oat els are systematic:11h
thlterent. being honied. relative to those al the
Recened pronunciation. But there ts pattern of
t-anation within the Australian Invel system itself.
usually characterised In the terms Cuhivated.
t ieneral and Broad. huh a range ol interesting
orrelation-i with personal and sotto-economic

characteristics ol the speakers. All native speakers
of Aliso-akin English Ind a place h ohm the
spectrum. though most ill ihem tan shin their
vowel range t. ohm it to Meet the apparent
requirements ol particular social snuanons. Then
are no gross regional taltillOns throughout the
land. in spite ul its great site Enghsh.speaking
migrants speak either anothet JuletI aI English.
native or non-name. cir mime Iurm of Enghsli huh

liwenin atceni as they nuns ihrough a series of
tmerlanguages tint ants a plat e 111 the spettnim of
Australian English

There is an inevitability about the
distinctivevess of the Australian
lexicon, for it simply reflects the life
around it

There are some 111111. 1111110f 11.1.111.11"es aI Australian

phonology: tenderuy tbnIlianth pan Pilled III
tine/ to omit. assimilate Or neutralise some
.noels anti consimants. and some intimation
features. esnectath the high rising time on
declarative clauses asset lined Iatcurding to
I Ion ath. 19H$I huh the sia lad eharatternUcs-
teenagtr. female. lower hawking Class. and either
Greek or Anglo-Celtic_

Vocabulary
T.yn hundred years of Australian have not lust
added Itical words. Ii, cal 11.1111es 10 111e %101.-1: of
world English. They hate in marked degree
changed the lexical Lamy through and 111T1Il(gh.
The lanular a ords au the core 01 the English
lexitiin get redefined under Me influence ot
tonchtions. himung Mations h ith hithenci
unrelated semantic networks. Thus 'station got
Itself thslinttively linked huh limns. pnmenies.
holdings. ranches. etc. thnnigh its colonial use in
relercnce 10 a industry mafiosi established lor the
einnItivinem ol convict lalumr. A MitlUer has
Inginally one. espettallv ex-tonvict. h his

otcumed iimun land hulling legal ink% laic[ n
got mixed up with class. health. responsdnlas.
and die squanocrac A muster has an AO 01
assemblmg convicts kir 111%1 leI.1 IIIIII anti
itlenubicatiun. hub before long a has thstint Melt
applied w Il. estock

'Mere I. an Mel 11.11)111W .111(1111 the distint tiveness
ot the Australian lexicon. 101 it simply reflects the
Ile anaind n. So he make up Words to sun.
lugtoin-oi-the-lurbour. bikeway-. medliralld
migaming. I \ en "lien it comes to borrowing. we
bumph only some of what is available. Australian
English has powertul neighbours. and has but 13
million speakers. compared with about ii million

Britain. 2-C Million in the IMited States. We
1 /LWOW fiords and phrases From these. lust as they
borrow. Juan each oilier. but in our own way. For
example. he make our nun set of retain ins
bent een -thinned 1101.1Ineh . 'ptgato difpaa. dups.
and -French Inc;.

!Mini the start he ve taken fiords and names from
the Ahonginal languages. and we di, It again nom.
wall hunts hem the ruin-English communa
languages liniught here through recent migration.
The (Wan grilhth of the lexitography of
Ausnaltan English is a response to the expansion
ol its %nobiliary as 1.% ell as 1 1W distinctiveness of
it

Grammar
(.11;111111W IS likely to he adapted ua kith methltill
and register. The grammar used in an Ausiraltan
monograph on an atademst sullied Is nix going
Iii look distintin eh Australian. cliir ..niters and
editors possible tonsLlIt lint ler i I9-2I and the
chic-ago stile Manual (19821 LA en sore than the
stileMan/rid published In the Austrahan
Government t 19881. But in less kirmal registers
Australian English tam attommtklale non-standard
usage lust as other dialects do. especially in
speech. Mini lit our U mummer nun - standard
features. like multiple negain es. duplication of
sublet t. depretaied tense limns. ett., are also
louncl tommonit in tither chalet is.

Australian English is most distinctive
when what is being aaten or spoken
about is itself close to Australian
social experience.

Some speakers and %%niers use non-standard
gramma In halm. itca knu.. mg that it is non-
%landau]. But um welters oI fit min I among others;
use stem . especulls in dialogue that
develops t hank ter (II" inknins the wailer ;0x/tit
set lab Ilatkgrounds. Allsiralian English is most
disinictite h hen "11.11 is being ix 1"111e11 ur %110k1:11
.11 1001 Is !bell tluse 10 Australian sot
esnenent. and there the a Ktorrent e

and non-siandartl grammar shoukl
III:CasaIn no summit., ,red LISIL.1111. 110 regret.

Idiom
kin am mamcm, the lexuml and phrasal
peculiarities ol a dialect. and the abundance ol
thew in Aintralin English Is reflected in how
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ready observers are to comment on them.
especially those in the colloquial repertoire tit the
Minkum Aussie'. like spmebash . crack lards .
'shook off. 'Jue Wakes'. 'Noalts.. 'mad as a cut
snake'. 'shoot through like a Bondi tram'. 'poke
borak'. mossies'. 'fiat out like a lizard drinking. to
give a very random sample. Listing them. and
using them to give local linguistic color have long
been Favoured occupations ol lexicographers and
novelists respectively.

Style
For those of us who can't be said to have a
literary style, the word relates only to que.ons of
choice, in yelling. puncfuation. capitalisation and
hyphenation. and more broaclly to the choice of
words and grammatical hymns Is it 'gaol'. or
'organise' or 'organize', program' or -programme'.
'honor' or -honour'? Which is right? Which should
he preferred, and when? Such are the questions nl
style. obviously important to writers and editors.
fa school-teachers. gmrnalists. broadcasters.
actors, perhaps to anyone who wants to he
judged a good speaker or writer ill English. But ill
Australian English? The question has cerminh
been asked. and there are several lasts that point
to a positive answer

since 1966 the Australian Fs nom ten( has
publomed its 504/e.tfanual. now in its luunh
edition. setting standards lin Cagnmonw ealth
government publications and ha the guidance
of authors. editors and printers whether in the
service of the government or not

even' maim' Australian newspaper has us iws 11
sale -guide for its journalists to lulls .

the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
mamtams as own standing LA 011111110,2 t
spoken English, to advise tin %isle and hi
recommend pronunciations to be used by its
broadcasters. All questions. whether tit
pronunciation. usage. or style are referred for
a first opinion to an Australian LKtannin-. nit
a British or American one

These arc but three of ni.u facts %%WI suggest
that Australian institutions gas e full recognition I.
Australian English as the national dialect 11 Me
purposes that they sen e, and that there alreads is
a distinctive style or set of styles adapted to the
full range of uses and situations throughout the
nation.

The sources of information
The assertions of this paper could only be made
because there has been a gixid deal ol research
dune cm English in Mistnil a, with dozens ill
postgraduate theses completed. learned papers
written, conferences held. and monographs
published. The two principal linguistics
associations recognise Australian English as one id
their research and conference concerns. along
with Aboriginal languages. Aboriginal English. and
the National Policy tin Languages
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what about the interests of people who don't
hate reads access lo the prolessional literature.
but still need sou rtes ul inlormalion about
Australian English'

Aboriginal and migrant writing in
English is adding not only to the
traditional literary images of
Australia, but also the the life of
Australian English.

From time 10 time there We 1100ks ill essays
published. presenting discussion ol recent
research 'I'I e latest ill these is Austrahan EngliA
The Language (la Art .Suclort19149. edited by
Peter collms and Das id Blain. with 21 essays bs
s trios .11.11100, 01 style manuals. na:re are at
least lour generally available. The :tole aktnual for
Aulhon. lahical and Pruners Ifounh edition.
19rini is the best-selling publication of the
Australian tiffs eminent Publishing sermce, and
clatill in is Fix-ins-twit that 'it has long been
regarded .is the standard work of reference for all
authors. editors and printers in Austral ia' I psi. A
peramal view by a great Australian may be lound

stephen Murray Smith's Rig!' limas. A Grade in
1:10.11ft6 1 sage in Au:undue 1198'I. In 19112 the
Alt published hatch Your fanguage. a collection

OPInil ms tin aspects of usage by members of
the MX: s Standing Committee on Spoken English
And in 11019 there appeared the Macquane
%union It mg\ Citadel l'am Peters. General
.1.111(0 h, which psis ides such a writing workshop

and an MI. guide Its language and writing.

Australia is now well twinkled with dictionaries
Itsussed tin Australian English, as well as a
nuttily] of lit NAV, mending the Lotion, English
Int/town I PA04. set chid edition. 20 yl dames 1.
Whit ii record acid WWI 11e10% 01 Australian usage
es en though their mutt locus is British or
.American Ualuml has also publishes' its

groban (.010.1.4,12y/ord rhatonarr 19W, ed
lurno i. and most imponantly W.S.

Ica neon s A usinairm Aalumal Ihmonag. 1 1914111.
a large cilium dealing with some 6(1(1(1
Auslialninisms and their ongms 1w the familiar
historical pnociples that SO distinguished the
(won/ hughsh I)rciumary

The 3/a«prarie Monnunt last published in 19111.
a the tlrsl 01.111.111.111. Ito quote my own words

!nun its prelaton pages) ever to present a set ol
enures for a comprehensive word list in whwit all
die pronunciations. all the spellings. and all the
dennitions iy1 meaning are taken Irony the use ol
English in Austraha. and in which Australian
English becrmies the basis id comparison with
other tutu mat s antics of English.' By now the
Nlacquane stable includes a mator and
reVOIUMman7thesalIRIS, and a set 01 Matching
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volumes. dicuomr and thesaurus. cash designed
tort the needs in different types of readers -
Concise. Pocket. Junior. Little. Aly First. and
Budget. Its acceptance and endorsement within
the Australian community has been gratifying.
reassuring the editors that their notion of an
Australian dictionary for the Australian people was
not only sound but certain to succeed if it were
but well nude. 'is 1 believe it has been iudged
he.

The tolloquial side of Australian English had been
patty well explored long lx-fore there was a
dictionary for the whole language. It was
prominent in Baker's Austrrthan Lang,uage 119 ti r.
and since Baker's time there have been a number
of descriptive hooks leg Bill Hornadge. 1980. The
Austmlian Slanguaget. The best dictionary
account of colloquial Australianisms is by G.A.
Wilkes. in his Dictionary ((Australian
Colloquialisms (19871. richly supported with
citations mainly drawn from Australian literature
and arranged in historical order. The .1/acipine
mailman. qpirstrahan Colloquial language
11984 88) is not restricted to colloquialisms that
are strictly Australian an origin. but lists and
defines colloquialisms that are current or known
to hate heen current in Australian usage.

It has nut escaped the attention of scholars in
tither parts of the world that Austrahan English Is
by now pretty well documented. The
strengthening of English as a language for Europe
has meant that scholars and teachers of English in
Germany. France. Poland. etc are not content to
hat e studied first British and then American
languagcs and literatures. They look for others to
take on: the Englishes of the Commonwealth. the
literatures in English written by non-native English
speakers. here in Australia Ui>r example) by
oodgeroi> Noonuccal (Kate Walker,. Nludoonxi
Narogin tColin Johnsonl. and by first generation
immigrant authors from cienuany. Ih,lLmd. Korea.
Greece. Pciland and others. Aboriginal and
migrant writing in English is adding not only to
the traditional literary images of Australia. but also
to the life of Australian English. so that however
well documented it might seem to he now. these
and other forces are constantly at work on it.
renewing. adding, subtly changing. complicating
the images. blumng the distinctions between
native and win-native. disturbing the wereobpes.
and ensuring that linguists and lexicographers san
never say ef their work. It is finished
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LANGUAGE PLANNING IN AFRICA

by John Povey

The Alrican continent is multilingual to .1 degree
Mai challenges the undgmation. Perhaps Enid the
known languages tit the world are hnind there
dery mg Inns lour ;morel% distinct linguistic roots
This induces a 1.11111pleXily 111.11 Lan only be
rnalld. though in I,ir more limited way. I))
Papua New Luray some ()I the languages are Sc)
resort RAI that MLA an: likel to be chromed to
extinction Others are spoken by inillitHls and
extend widels as lingua Iralica across trading
regions This du ersits presents a Li nishient
problem to the independent Alrican gove mnients
who wish to intxlcmise The need to centralise
their administrame auilionts..1 process that
requires the adopt!' ol an di ic lent. tangle
language tit nationwide acceptabilit. The atieniiii
Iii at Mese .11th a Matti% is a source ol tension
within societ. Ans choice aniongq the
available language °plums brings unlair
balance ()I advantage or disadvantage to some
peoples.

The backgnmnd to this hes in the lustor) cil lilt
continent. The present -Jan Atrican stales still
reflect their colonial (Lavin. In Africa. the natural
process ol nation budding by abscirpticin.
conquest and population 1114 ivement. that had
generated European countries. was not allowed ro
occur. Empires such as Benin. cdian.i. and
hongliai were lorged In lateral expansion in an
east west extenswin whit h made the mu we logical
direction at gniwth across the centre of %lest
Alma. This pattern was dramatically internipted
be colonialist intenention. mutinied Mini the sea
coast. The obligation ul trade with sa-laring
outsiders led the peculiar and eccentric designs ol
the border. 01 most Alrican %lair,. %%Rh a mita
port and an incrusts': and explonam nonli-south
railway into the interior. East-west anus einem wa.
minimized beca LISV the change ol trading Rime.
focused on the coast. The awkward. resulting
boundaries were established by compelitne
Europeans, ignorant ol geography and indillereni
hi cultural logic. Peoples with long c(inIniunal
butanes were separated be admiral-) lines largeR
determined m Berlin with the signing ol the
Convention in 1885 and subsequentb ratified .it
the Treaty of Pans 111 189- Within these oallpleti
WITItOrleS the accepted practices or the canoes
conquerors were imposed. at least upon the lot 41
elites.

Independence brought no ct indeninant in ui thew
irrational Ircintiers and thew were no expectation.
that they might be nitKlil led and hinned !Lithe!.
l owed Namur. f )rgarnsation /I and
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organization lit .111 I inn it )' \I
prof lainatullh tool trilled it lal the Intleillett
territories would he cleeineLl sat Nall% at isms the
continent secessionist rlic11811 such as Mc
battle ol !clung.' pros mite against Zane or the
state Bialra against Me Nigerian go; eminent weft
in part aimed al recasting compound nations I hit
separate terni(ine, la greater legitimacc Their
challenges were stern's put ckm 0 with specific
internamIna! supp. in The status quo. though
recognized to be unsatislat ton U..1%. It I he
permanent. The complicatitms deriving Iron]
extensise readiusiment would require a total
res isic al Ili the 111.1p and %,v41% increase the
ritunlwi la small separate countries. olten with
even Iess %utile economies than those al reads
existing t0Aernments determined to secure their

n Leintinuing autlionis new forced to
,Ittummnt their multilingual and multicultural
populatit ins in their ellorts to establish and tillsidin
a L1111131) a illtellIptifary state.

In Africa multilingualism signals
divisions and exposes to a far
greater degree. the ever-present
threat of separatism within the
nation.

The problems in Akita were nu ire Ilinclamental
than those 01 other multilingual societies such as

mviizerlancl nr Inc11.1 which had !ringer
beatifies ol micgratic'n anti .1 111( ire ream "nal)lc
get ?graphic structure. In such Lases the duel
dilliculties were lilac more that) RI lilt' .16.11t1(Mal
t. (Ns (It the clot awful and achiimistrans-e
duplications whnh would not lie rquired a
nionolmgual Stale Concessions Illttde
mills what sot 'al WI Rip% as pall 01 the normal
practice ol balancing FMgait:al needs :mil
pressures

In Africa where the stales h,n e onls recent and
linen questionable legaincic. nudtihngualum
signals Lin isums anti exposes uI a far greatel
degree. the es er-present threat of sertaratisin
u Orin the nation II would not lie too lanciltil u.
sa that a counts such as Nigeria original's
existed as ,I concept I )1 the lint icli Colonial )118.c
rather than a. a product 'it cci African lit run
I iir this reason. the gnu:rimier)! calmot assume
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any ready sense tit national identity and arm well
see the variety of languages as much as a political
threat as a cultural resource.

Several theoretical options could be suggested.
The most obvious one was the forcible impositain
of one of the local languages. either the twist
widely spoken or one that had some prestige
Status perhaps by being the language of the
caplul or the mother tongue tit the president This
has been the policy a the ''silt towards as
nunonw territories. In sonic cases this was
attempted in Alrica. Amharic. the language (il the
...Taal was imposed in Ethiopia. Lingo u. the
Language of President :Llama' is given special
preference in Zaire. In Togo. President Eyadema
seeks to stress Kabiye in the schools. Ben "here
such a policy was introduced by authoritarian
regimes [Imre was both passive and acme
resistant C. Ethiopia suffered a lull civil war. lust
Alrican governments realized that they were
directly related only to a mummy of their lughb
tragmented population and realized that the
remainder had to be reassured that their claims for
equal attention and equal immix would 1101 be
inerlooked. The recognition tit their languages
Was one (a the most obvious signals tit their
continuing political manila:way and thus
sustained thew acceptance 01 .V1,430.10011 wall the
present scqem.

Walk undying language was all inn a necessity
and few ktitintnes could see an African one
lullilhng dus Rae. Tanzania and Zimbabwe were
timunate tin ha' mg Inherited relatmel simple

situatuins and were able to establish the
matoray languages. Swahili and Shona. as natainal
Languages lit education. Put even these countries
pretended a greater degree ol utulomuly than
was actually present and several minorities.
though ignored. remained disgruntled cum while
their 'null numbers did not permit express in ol
resentment. Evidence of thew existence
tiinsinuted a potential challenge. In other Lases.
the predominance of a single language was seen
as threatening rather than convenient. ft was
pwasely the size of the Gikuyu inatooty that
ter. 'erect their language unacceptable and
explains the unexpected Kenyan decision to
employ swahm lir nut mal communication

In other cases, the predominance of a
single language was seen as
threatening rather than convenient

The search for a functional lingua franca that did
nut. In is 'cry existence. signal prudice and
preterenual bias brought about the consideration
of a hiropean language lor this minimal purpose

new IL independent states. Initially filth mat
seem strange. After all. the old Roman adage had

that the language ol the conqueror is the
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language ill a slat c I fukc \\ alum ul .101.11lillith
thesis w the English' The tormal

renunuati ul all cwidemeol the ippressit e
colinualism should hate liven matched by an
equall' determined extirpatum ol the E)mign
language that had been an accompanying
imposition. In !act n was seen to be essential for
the maintenance ol a united country. It Was inure
LulturaIlL neutral than anv other. meaning that it
was in practice no intim Latenswe to one group
than another. It WaS 511111.11lalleOUNIV hireign
e' cm me and vet also lamiliar to all since it had
been in use for a century and was learned in the
schoins. It had .dread' demonstrated us utility
Nall inside the country and kir external relations.
These advantages outweighed the stigma of its
origin.

In most cases Om ex-colonial
language became quite simply the
national language.

strict'' speaking ally eatertlat language might hat e
fulfilled the Airican need. II ".as pn noble that the
ex-colonial language would he selected since it
was alitady deeply "men into the structure of
the stair It was the means ut tamninunwanon
within tit government and the Limns. n had been
ih vehwle lor tonnai education. and it was
required for access into the privileged ranks and
advance into the cash et.onomy. 'Those who could
use the Inreign tongue were immediately
ad% ed 11110 posnums tit c(imparative pa mar.
and were relied upon by the c()Ionial
achnimstrators ho made little attempt Ill acquire
any competence in the local tongue

Language competence became the mark ol an
elite. They were often educated in the mother
country and absorbed. along with other formal
skills. mime appreciation of the colimtal culture.
These were the natural recipients at the handing
o'er of power. They were equally MOM likely to
aff inn the advantages of maintaining the
predimunance of the colonial language as the
chef means of communication within their new
countries.

The connections between the new COMM'S and
the past occupiers were rarely lUllalled by the
changed political status at independence. Links of
trade and conimunication remained. The greatest
potential for aid and investment came from the
colonial tamers. For this reason. in intim cases the
ex-cilium:LI language became 11111112 Simply the
national language: Spanish in Equatorial Gilliam.
French m Galam. Portuguese in Nliizambkille.
English in Ghana. The constitution ol l'ganda
states quite unequivocally 'The national language
of l'ganda is English.' This attitude was recently
realfirmed by a sandar dot larahon from the
recently installed SWAPO government of Namibia
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Such a continuin. of Referent e was maintained
even when logic seemed scarcels son led In the
decision. In Angola. Portugues was unlimited ,is
the national language although the &Limon was
hard to lustily in other than historical terms Few
had acquired that tongue since-ea-en elementan
education had been most grudgingly provided
and illiteracy predominated amongst the
['copulation. It Was those few Ponuguese-educated
who constituted the new power structure al
independence. Schools were required to embrace
Portuguese. although Portugal was too
impoverished and at least temporarily
antagonistic, to be courted for assistance, and the
language would isolate Angola born its
neighbours.

Colonial language, were so entrenched that their
retention could not be regarded as a transitory
state during which sonic altername but
indigenous language was being developed
Obviously it is tir no means impossible lor any
language to develop and so encompass new
social circumstances. This is a conventional
pattern of gnmill With sufficient political will.
vast changes can be accommodated. as kir
example. when 116111..11 Hebrew was inixlerrized
to Income the language 01 a tillitenipiiran
economy. Ti, sonic extent. du, is happening was
Swahli IlecillINC (A the Most n ignmus 1mrimy:nu
in publishing and education by the lanzanun
government

Nowhere else in Alma is this mikes, tic I. taring
For hoth educational and a ultural seasons saes eral
giwernmentS are 1)1,Innow ur am-mining Iii
provide mother tongue schooling at the
elememary pc ilk% is Ix limnint a and
has been proved to aid cogs learning. but the
advantages are not absolute

Implementation has been ternatta e bet Jose sic
apparently attractive options scent to remit
separatism. It IS most re' ealing that anis south
AtriCa has persisted in requiring nsithet tongue
education kir all groups throughout the Lounux
In that situation the iknenttal kir separatism I,
sought to prevent black pulttital Unin - a Lase cot
doing the right thing for thew rung reason'

Colonial languages were so
entrenched that their retention could
not be regarded as a transitory stage
during which some alternative but
indigenous language was being
developed.

In general. Alncan languages ae nod expanding
into newer runcinins because allernaln es are too
readily available. It Is easier. for eXailiple. it I
conduct discussions about 117 engineering pones I
In a European language common ti all t ink erned.
than to adapt the lisal one to the required

purpose. Alter all. their negotiations arc likely Co
assume that the engineer, learned their pis Ammon

the European language which Met- share lnes
have no need to resort to a local I.Mguage_ even II
it were mutually klumn and capable in
Incorporating the context of their prrneass in

African languages are not expanding
into newerfunctions because
alternatives are too readily available.

For the last two decades the lormula outlined
alxA e constituted standard practice Alm all
mutinies were united Internally be the use col an
ex-colonial language tor binding communicantin
while the hical languages Nattered n arymg degree,
col acceptance is- neglect Within each young's. it
was dear that most of them no longer depended
for useful suns al on gin ernmental planning %mac
so little national action ahreetls Innis:meal local
usage. A case in point is the attitude to Pidgin
which is ignored as a tiselul medium hetause
ha, IX* (Alicia I slat us It is nevertheless used as the
prini Means iit communication :thing the whole
'ust while at the same time being masted a, a
innential nigh is pr sent' is ids loos
his tunct101) is .Prallhd h I ht pruilitne and NI I it
publidt %Logical ankle and s tap'. Now .1
completely new Lonsideram in rquin . iresh
equitation or the linguistc a oiliestthe
reaognmon in the phencinemon that English ha,
beat Hilt' a world language and Sir the last tuna. .1

single tongue is Ninualh a netessin for
imernatumal interatmcm

The dcmuna lit status id English dein Cs !nal'
British kolonkilislii. altmunion settler .rit and
American hegemona This explains it geograplik
spread but there are other .ispetts II is
Unsclailarlv to imagine there is a hierarain
amongst L111341.1.1)25., II is taught that cat /lone
idealh asses the Nuclei% 11 is pan cot II . Lnglish
nuist etteCtIVeh senes imidern capitalism and
then: mare be inlay than hiskincal reasons lur in
present primiinenae :duali global conununsais in
IS conducted In that language Considerable
cliscussum might elucidate the (irons and nature
col this phenomenon. but its existence and its
'knits-al and techmilogual results ate
unquestionable. (hit e minds an equal amongst
other languages. the predominame col laugh %h i.
now reathls apparent urged on pedlar,s by the
incorrigible mom dingualism col its name slact.
In the past. French m as the language in Minimum
but A bas non last that prestige I 'en Russian
power at its height made little linguists
impression other thim nn its reluctant satellites
Lipanes continental expansion has not liven
atcompailled he the imposition col the Japanese
language.

The enormous grciwth of English usage dery es
less Irian its use by mother tongue speakers il LW
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Imo The more recent expansion of its rule as a
second language throughout the world. Business
between managers who do not share a common
mother tongue as Most likely to he conducted in
that English which They have hoth had to at (mire
through Iormal !earning.

If one applies Ellis perception ui Attica a funher
difficulty develops for the new states. It can
readily lie agreed that any European language
solves a dilemma within a countty by pawaling a
means or national communication. For this
function there is no hierarchy of utility.
Portuguese functions as well as French. But it a
need for a language of wider communication is
required. then a clear hierarchy presents Itself and
priorities appear. English. for that purpose. Is
essential as is recognized in countries as diverse
as Korea and Israel. In such countries the
educational solution is or some measure of
bilingualism. This may only achieve a degree of
full cEnnmunicauve function for sonic of the
pipulatitin but English is still a compulsory
sullieu in the schools. This may seem roughly the
situation in Ghana or Zambia but there English
serves simultaneously as the national language of
the country. A closer comparison would he w rah
the lusoplume ur frailimphone African countries
such as Angola or Togo, where the natumal
language i Portuguese and EitncIP no longdr
provides an adecitiate means ol communication
with trading sources other than the ex-colonial
partner. This bin Its !heal it, bilateral coinmenial
relationships at .t Line when any developing
economy needs access to the widest ixishiblc
cycle of trading. With increasing European
reluctance to commit'. subsidizing the deficits of
their old colonies. these countries are forced to
seek assistance from international agencies which
conduct their business predominantly in English.

The result of this situation adds yet one Maher
layer of difficulty to the education of the Alrican
student. Ve are not contronfixt here with the
comparative luxuny of llilingualism; quadn-
lingualism. even quintilingualism. becomes the
cEnnmon expectation. There is an awesome
sequence of mother tongue, local language,
capital or trading language. French or l'onuguese
.red now the obligation of English.

The dominant status of English
derives from British colonialism,
dominion settlement and American
hobemony,

The prospect seems the rune daunting because
none ol this list is likely to he eliminated. I !Non
precludes the substitution of English for another
iulunial Language which would in principle be the
most logical dectsuill.

l'ew have yet recognized this new dimension 01
linguistic. (inutile:Thy. and so have hardly begun to

7,1I

mitEwate solutions to the costly consequences it
imposes on the educational system. Vet the need
for English becomes increasingly clear and it may
well he that as presently designed the existing
school systein cannot accommodate further
responsibility.

Strictly speaking any external
language might have fuelled the
African need

Perhaps the most cost-effective solution must he
constructed outside the classroom. to abandon
expectations of any universal training and
concentrate upon an upwardly mobile elite for the
iniMediate luture. This program would draw upon
the popular methodology of English for Special
Purposes. This technique. by limiting the sulliect
matter and thus the range of vocabulary, provides
for accelerated focused language acquisition.
Overload in the classroom would be reduced by
whetting English for post-school training. Costs
could he passed on to employers or fees would
he acceptable if the new knowledge was going to
translate directly into increased salaries. Areas
with essential international connections like
banking, air transport. freight and communications
would be priorities. Ntultimational corporations
would also assume English competence for all but
the most menial positions.

As a transitional stage this may be the most
adequate solution. indeed the only one that has
the meat of being a practical possibility. It is by
no means ideal since it fosters and magnifies the
old colimial aberration of the linguistic elite. [n
providing for the advantage of scmile. one may
well he causing the disadvantage or many by
creating a non-English-speaking proletariat
divorced from financial upward mobility by lack
of access to the language of profit. Language
competence can alter the hams of the class
structure with all the social imbalance That this can
bring.

As always, language is at the heart of all forms of
human organization and the paiblenis laced in
this regard by the African stales et month,: to retard
their advance into self-stiltiCiency and secure
pit tspenty.

Or Jahn Purer winks cit the (Mil:ma id.
Las Angeles. m (lie Department ry.

Applied l.rngmsuca and the center few:Urn:an
Studies. lie has published widely nn the new
African hteratures in thighs!, and under aken ri
seven soctu-linguraw studies in Somalia.
(Minimum, and no.
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VOICES OF THE GENERATIONS To COME:

WHAT FUTURE FOR

MINORITY IMMIGRANT LANGUAGES?

by John Gatt-Rutter and Francesco Cavallaro

The appearance of the National Policy on Languages in 1987 (Lo Bianco), and its
endorsement by the Federal Government, have transformed the nature of the
debate on language policy in Australia. though this has not been immediately
apparent. The sharp focus on language issues goes well beyond the previous
vague and unsatisfactory notion of multiculturalism. Issues of language account
for a large part of the multicultural debate identifv those, and the residual
areas of multiculturalism also become easily identifiable and negotiable.

The present paper concerns itself with minority immigrant languages that is,
all immigrant languages except English, and therefore will not touch on many
other important issues addressed by Lo Bianco. The National Policy on
Languages divides the policy agenda regarding speakers of languages other
than English neatly into two hemispheres: one is the provision of English for all;
the other is for mother tongue support services in the minority languages.

\Vt w 111 nut LIWCII here on the undinthied
Importance of enabling all Australians to master
English its a means ulwards lull participation in
the Australian polity and ION'ards ensuring
national cohesion and a SOM. ul collect rte
identity. Nor will we dwell on the magnitude of
the task yet to be dune in this respet t Lynam
researchers have recently drawn .mention In the
equity INI111111111,1 all Austialians
linguistically tor kill sews.. lu L'111110V11111.
service:. and the pointy it pn ices+ t sec J.11,15(1115 a
1988. 1989; liullivani 198(1. DIM I. 1982. dilwards
198.o. and the Lo Mani o kirkoment dying., this
area well.

Minority languages also vet 121112 PIVIII% I /I attention
in the National Policy tin Languages The need is
indicated for further development tit translattu
and Interpreter services lor dealings wdli
administration in the law courts and the health
and welfare services. The language Implications
safety at work and of taw and vompamonslup lor
the aged are considered. Language maintenance
tor all Is recommended.

The arguments for this last policy tither: me -
language maintenanve - ate diverse. and are also
germane to the central thrust III this paper. which
presents a case tor malthaining the language ol
origin not merely ill Australians now Its ing. but of
future generations also. 11 is therefore worth
rehearsing these .a/W1111011, here

It wasn t too long ago that researchers believed
that being bilingual meant dividing ands brain
bent Lien two languages and therefore halving
tine mental abilities. "The opposite is !um the
avcepted v iw and Is welt supponed by research

'dente.

'there are numerous cognitive advantages to he
gained Irom being bilingual ism Lambert 11980. p

and I lakuta and Diaz lin a recent review of the
areal 'Iowcver. a distinction has liven made
between immersion in a second language leading
io additive bilingualism. and stdimersion. leading

t see Linthen and
1,n for 1981. in I lakuta and Diaz 1981 bunt Mon'
detailed discussuint there has lieen stink
ev glence that II' a child is submerged Ina new
language envatinment before he has a t haute to
develop las language skills in he. II101111.1 tongue.
the vlukl's cognitive gniwth could be negatively
allected. 'Ibis is tie situation must children ul
non-English background hod themselves in when
they wall stlu hit age and Ind no mother tongut.
support. .1.1112 C11111.1 s cognmtt des eh patent

die maim huddle:1110111 Ulf IIIIIIIILI1011.14012
111.11111ellalnl: education through the mother
longue.

Nlother tongue Is AIM 0 a key criterion lor
membership of an ethnic gnaw. tither criteria
alai include 4111l1+1/). rchlaun. filivmugnumy and
main. aspens td Stahl! tullure anti 111211:1V101.1i

ri
'J..,
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Irishman 19. in Wu% Johnson 1981, p 202).
%lost ethnic groups have a distinct language or
dialect and these linguistic characteristics can he
neuessab attributes for membeisrap of the wimp.
tides. Taylor and Bourras (1973) and Simi licz
t1979) propose that ethnic group members
identity More Clow ly with those who share their
language than with those who share other maior
aspects of their cultural background. such as
religion. Giles and Johnson (1981 p 203; 1987 p
-2) stress the fact that even when there are other
strong and dear criteria for ethnic group
membership (such as skin colour). an ethnic
language variety often remains a criteria! attribute.

Many language varieties may be viewed as
acquired characteristics rather than inherited or
ascriptive (that is. determined by birth). Therefore.
language is praoundly a stronger cue to an
individuals own sense of ethnic belonging than
inherited characteristics in the eyes of others.
since acquired characteristics may be attributed
internally rather than externally. In other words.
while paternity (inherited characteristics) may lx
the key to ethnicity tor the individuals themselves,
patrinuMV (acquired characteristics) may be the
guide as to how ethnic others perceive them to be
Giles. Baur lus and Taylor 197-).

Mother tongue is a key criterion for
membership of an ethnic group.

Since language is generally a salient dimension of
ethnicity. and. with religion. is the most important
anicularam of identity both liar an individual and
for an ethnic group, communicating in a language
(slier than that of ones own group may lead to a
sense of cultural aniume and thiyaten or subtract
from one s sense of (Slink' identity; this is
particularly likely lor groups occupying a low
power posit w lien using the dominant groups
language iiiaml)en Ir). 19141, in Giles W Johnson
1981 p 2131. Because 0f this. many ethnic groups
consider the loss of their language as the loss or
(heir identity as groups. Wardhaugh (1983 p 18i)
goes as Lir as saving that when language has a
profound symbolk t.aiue w the group hind some
groups make it a clear mark cif national idenuty).
its lass is seen as the loss ol their most precious
asset and may be lullowed by coniplete
assimilation. One of the questions lor this paper -
perhaps its key question - is whether such
assimilation is a desirable income.

We may remark that most ethnic groups deny the
possibility that one can still by Italian. Greek.
Chinese. Vietmanese. etc., uithout speaking
Italian. Greek etc.. The strongest argument saying
that this is possible is the case 01 Welsh, :Scots or
Irish. nie argument here is that these ethnic
gnaws have remained distinct Iron each other
and In sit other speakers (yen though they

speak English. However the history of these
groups cannot be compared with that of
immigrant minorities such as those in Australia.
The 'ethnic' differences between them are also far
less than between Anglo-Celts and say, Breton
Celts, let alone Slovaks or Sikhs. Moreover. insofar
as the Welsh. Scots and Irish have kept a distinct
ethnic identity, this is reflected in the many ethnic
markers in their use of the English language by
which they have created their own distinct and
characteristic sanenes of English. By the same
token, it is notable. that the notion of an
Australian national identity is invanably associated
with the English language, and particularly. of
course. with one specific inflexion of the English
language. There is plenty of evidence that those
who do not speak English with this inflexion are
not readily accepted as fully 'ethnic' Ausuralians.

Losing an immigrant language can mean for its
speakers to lose touch with their cultural heritage.
It seems evident that a person cannot function
fully as a person outside her culture. Just as an
Australian requires contact with Australian culture.
a Scots Australian requires contact with both
Scottish and Australian culture, a Ukrainian
Australian with Ukrainian as well as Australian
culture. and so on. Anil Australia indeed provides
considerable support and encouragement for
cultural maintenance of this kind. The National
Policy on Languages also calls for the possibility
of cultural development through the mother
tcmgue at all educational levels - a provision
extremely difficult to deliver in languages as
diverse, say. as Slaltese and Estonian. There are
further implications in this argument about the
maintenance of minority immigrant languages and
cultures. and these will he pursued below. It
seems clear, however. that maintaining the
individual's sense of ethnic and cultural identity is
another strong equity-based argument for
language maintenance.

For the aged. language maintenance means the
presence of mother tongue speakers to provide
care and companionship to those who
progressively lose their ability to communicate in
English. if they have acquired the language in
adulthood. and revert to the language learnt :n
childhood. Changing patterns of immigration -for
instance, the slowing down of immigration from
Europe - may lead to a shortage of mother tongue
speakers to care for these people. This is another
problem apparently not easy ti) overcome. and
another reason for encouraging the maintenance
of minority immigrant languages.

languages as a national resource
There are three main areas of need then.
involving the languages of the ethnic minorities -
the cognitive development of the child. the
cultural integrity of the adult, and the care of the
aged. However, this paper seeks to present the
language issue not lust in terms of problems to be
solved. of needs to be luffilled. of sen'ices to be
provided - in other words, not lust. or not
primarily, as a burden cm the mama] et:on/any.
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Australia s [whining y of languages need not be
seen as a liability at all

There is no reason why g should nut be seen as
an asset. a eery valuable asset. Indeed. 1.0 Bianco
presents Australia's languages nut only as a
parhlem fur government and social adnunistratain.
but also as a resource: not merely in terms Of
social need. but also in terms of opportunity.

This wealth of languages holds many benefits for
society. one of which is the richness accruing to
all Australians from the presence of many ways of
looking at the world represented by many
different languages and cultures. In terms of
multiculturalism Australia has already benefited
enormously in colour. variety and sophistication.
Some of this increase in liveliness has had as
correlative linguistic benefits. but so far these has e
been all too small.

These 'Australian' languages are all
actual or potential resources, yet they
are allowed to decay or perish.

This is at a time when the imponante of usable
language skills and of informal (that is. personal )
as well as formal links lor Australia's international
political relations with other countries and for its
overseas trade Is becoming increasingly evident.
Ingram f 1989 p at reports a situation where
business and Industrial enterprises needing staff
fluent in Japanese bring Japanese nationals to
serve these needs. Or take the message OF a
German Trade Minister to Britain which is also
wry relevant to the Australian situation.

'if jou U131710 bllyfrOlII US. there IS HO acrd rte
speak German. bra if you apt to sell to us . .

(Kinder 1989, p 78r

These considerations are represented in National
Policy on the Languages in the obiectwe of 'a
second language for all

The present emphasis tin List Asian languages lor
commercial purp(ses partly obscures the need Iii
other languages. Alter all, Japanese and Korean
are nut significant settler languages in Australia
However, n would lie shrinsighted u, overlook the
immediate or potential value ol other languages
which are strongly represented in the Australian
community. 'lb take gist one random but
important example, Vietnams economy is ailing al
present. but it might he flourishing ten or went)
years from now. and Australia may bawdy regret
its present neglect ol Vietnamese as a language
resource. As for Spanish. French, German. Italian.
Arabic. Greek. etc.. their importance lor
commerce. science and culture cannot lx
overstated.

Ermim and Halevi (1989 p tin stress The need 'Nu
Australia' to diverbily. They argue:

'A better knowledge ni Bah tin general. and q/ ib
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economic strength III relation to Europe in
particular. can help Australia s policy makers to
due:wife not anti their fracture; bonzons. bra also
their b011ZWIS. 111.1i1C1 a ISJUII'M Say Mal
in A ustnitia radar thew is a direct relation
heaven the Mari dniersificatum Vas nude and
the round malThellinlISISIJI al as business and
polnical classes. both a legacy Vas dependency on
Great Brawn..

The case for contemporary Italian has been richly
ilununated in a recent hook. Understanding Italy
- Language. Culture. Commerce: An Australian
Perspective. (Bewil and Lo Bianco 1989). This
burg: highlights the European Community as one
of Australia s minor trading partners and the recent
increase in trade between luly and Australia
(Rossetti) 1989. p 251. With the imminent opening
up of Europe and the creation of the European
Monetary Union it is essential to establish a set of
agreements with those European countries which
can provide support for programs in Australia
aimed at translirming its %teak industrial base into
a more advanced one tErnuni and Boleti 1989. p
2r I. Indeed. Austraaa stands to gam by improved
contacts of all sorts with Europe. It is nut
generally realized. lie instance. that in the field of
mathematics Italy is rapidly overtaking Britain.
France and Gemiany and will probably lead
Iturctite by the turn of the century. The school of
physics in Rome can be eon:Ade:rod as third m the
world tatter the USA and USSR). Contact with
these Italian schools is clear') advantageous for
anyone who wishes to keep abreast of
des ektpments world.w ide (Cow hag 1989. p 91;

We have illustrated SeVeral mums wah Italian
examples hut there are allabguus cases to be
made lor other languages which may appear to go
ht delault lor the simple reason that they do not
entity an academic establishment as well
let doped um Australia the Italian one. A
language - Sednan. Turkish or Dutch - may he
more or less important on the wtirld scent: 17W
1114 still Itat e an important role to play Hi and It a
Australia. These -Australian languages are all
actual or potential resources. vet they are undo-
used and. instead of Irving cultivated lor use. they
are allowed to deco or perish.

Generational language shift
The lundamental paradox as regards language
issues here um Australia is that the Liiimiry counts
a veil high proportion users til languages other
than English and yet manages to deploy rather
ION% levels. IX/Ill ClUalliaanvely and qualitative!). of
useable language skills compared to many other
trumnes. Its ratio of as little as one in ten people
reaching suruval pngitienc) in a second language
'Ingram 1989. p (11 ranks It as one ol the mint
equipped linguistically among the advanced
industrialized countries

Ont. reason lor this %hunk' Ii now be (An ions
Children born in Australia or those wino mined
here earl) in their school cawer. ss hatoer then
language nl unum. shdt in tit ern I whiling
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proportion to the use of English as their dominant.
if not their first language in Australia. This is tied
up with the use of and knowledge of English.
which holds the highest status and prestige. This
means that within two or three generations at
most. Australians of non-English speaking
background have become native speakers of
Australian English. In most cases, they will have
entirely lost their language of origin, or at best
have retained a very rudimentary knowledge.
totally inadequate for any real and sustained
communication in that language. This is what we
call generational or transgenerational language
shift to the majority or socially dominant
language, in Australia's case, English. The
evidence is all around us: we hear at with our
own ears. All the research evience corroborates
this (see Clyne 1988a. and with Jaehrling 1989. for
an in-depth discussion of language shift in
Australia; and Betroth 1981, 1985, 1989 for the
case of Italian in particular).

In Australia, non-English speakers
have been perceived and defined in
terms of disability, and thus disabled

Similarly, the experience of the United States
(Veltman 1984: Fishman et al. 1985: Hakuta 1986)
and other countries, such as Canada (see O'Bryan.
Reitz and Kuplowska 1976 and Wardhaugh 1983).
show that this transgenerational language shift is
the established pattern wherever mixed
immigration, thinly sprinkled among the receiving
population, has taken place. In other words, there
is a sort of generational bridge which immigrant
families cross en route from their language of
origin to the language of the host country (Gan-
Rutter. 1990h). As long as there is no
overwhelming local concentration of speakers of
any one minority language, the shift to English is
assured, and is only a matter of time.

Analysis of immigrant populations in North
America shows that in the absence of coercive
legislation to assimilate, the first generation's nib is
usually one of entrenchment, the second is
characterised by bilingualism and an ever-
increasing passage across group boundaries. and
the third generation is essentially anglophone and
culturally assimilated (Edwards 1984 p 278).
O'Bryan. Reitz & Kuplowska (1976) have
remarked that, for this third generation in Canada.
the issue is no longer one of retaining the original
language, but of acquiring it.

We can sum up the situation as regards the
immigrant minorities in economic terms: firstly
(since language and social culture are the biggest
single investment that anyone ever makes in life).
in terms of language economics and acculturation
economics; secondly, and more obviously, in
terms of migration and labour economics.
Immigrants themselves, if they belong to a

linguistic minority. hear the main cost of
immigration - in terms of language disabilities
and, in effect, language stripping, de-culturing.
discrimination, prejudice and educational. social
and economic disadvantage. Workers in the host
country also bear snme of the cost in terms of
restraint on wage rates and bargaining power (the
argument about language economics and
migration economics is more folly developed in
Gan-Rutter 1990b).

What is not generally realised, however. is that
despite language shift and de-culturisation among
immigrant minorities, a culturally impoverished
ethnicity still persists to a great extent, a sort of
negative ethnicity, especially where It is marked
by physical characteristics. Its hallmarks are
negative self-image and low self-esteem, a sense
of heing discriminated against, feelings of
disaffection and marginalisation, of not belonging
to mainstream culture. Not surprisingly, these
features are coupled with relatively high rates of
unemployment and delinquency. There is a
general tendency for social stratification to harden
along ethnic lines. most visible in the case of
Blacks and Hispanics in the United States (Martin
1976; Ayala and Dixon 1979: Torres Trueba 1979;
Kringas and Lewins 1981; Castles et al. 1984). The
concentration of ethnic groups within the lower
strata of the population in turn contributes to the
negative image )f belonging to such an ethnic
group. One way out of the grip of this vicious
circle is suggested by Tajfel (1978, p 17), who
states that official recognition of an ethnic
minority language is one of the most evident and
powerful confirmations of identity, giving that
ethnic group dignity in separateness and a
positive self-delinnion.

Thus two problems are involved in language shift.
One is a generational problem. affecting the
generational bridge from the first language to the
second language. The other is the
transgenerational problem of impoverished
ethnicity and incomplete enculturation into the
host society. Ethnic stratification is likely to be
associated with both.

In situations such as that in Australia. non-English
speakers have been perceived and defined in
terms of disability, and thus disabled (Galt- Rutter
and Mercer 1989). They have been defined in
temis of needs and because of this attitude they
are placed in a position of need. This need (fir
language instruction in English and /or mother
tongue) has always been translated into a need for
funding, and therefore has been often seen as a
burden upon the ethnolinguistic majority. Tills is a
limited and static sociological perspective. for a
number of reasons. The most important of these is
that it is fixed only on the mmoray immigrant
generation ( M IG I) and their children (MIU2) -
that is. the generational bridge, and not tin Mu
sociological cunUnuutn 1A. the Inimigrant
community. the lune cianmunity and relations
between the two. Both have concrete language
needs; Ihe immigrant community in terms of
mother longue instruction Icir Ile clignitive growth
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of its children. cuaural continuity, positive identity
and self-image and for the care of its elderly
members; the host community in terms of
interpreting/translating services for trading and
political reasons, cultural expansion and cognitive
growth through the advantages of being bilingual.
The case for dual language provision for both
communities is well defined by Lo Bianco (1987).
By investing appropriately both communities can
employ the 'enabling strategy of using the
language skills of NBC' and MIG2 to service
their needs. The language assets arc there. in
the c-ommunity. The question remains. how Di
realize them.

Minority languages are being eroded
by the submersion of their speakers
in a predondnatly English
environment.

'Foreign' language instruction lever; When the
language is actually the learner's mod1V1 1011wito
is ineffective without high iinestinent Lusts and
attitudinal change in society. IA) BUM 0 I I SW
61) has recognized this and .stiIIe Ihal the
intervention of public authorities, especialk
education, is unlikely to lie mina ieni an maintain
languages when social factors art
strongly in other directions. For instant e. the
difficulties facing Italian in Queensland mu
presented in Gan - hurter f 990). Slowly but stitch
attitudes within society at large are t hanging hot II
is obvious that more than lust attitudes 11111%1
change. Minority languages are being ended I is
the submersion of their speakers
predominantly English envinnuttein
19881. The Special Broadcasting hers a c. Ohms
radio and newspapers arc not enough to
compensate for the sheer bulk and pervams mess
of English language media.

The school environment can play a masa role in
language maintenance. Must children ul
immigrants reach kindergarten ar sclupol alwads
fluent in their mother tongue. This fluency is
wasted unless the children concerned me
provided with the necessary linguistic. ',unison
There is opportunity, as yet unperceived. lo
schools (at least some schools) to train children a-
bilinguals. When there is a concentration of
speakers of one minority language, they can
impart that language to non-speakers. In return,
their acquisition of English will not be impaired
but enhanced. as the evidence shows (Lambert
1987).

At present, much Lime. effon and money is being
spent to provide language support in Australian
schools. Them are numerous different types of
language programs and so-called 'bilingual'
programs in use (see Di Blase and Dyson 1988) all
with very modest results. On the other hand, the
experience of Canada and elsewhere shows that
even a small number of 'immersion' type schools.
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if well conceived and well orpinisech can produce
a much larger number of balanced bilinguals than
can be produced by conventional language
teaching in schools. This would benefit Australian
students whatever their language of origin.

Language maintenance "Ind planned bilingualism
and multilingualism would be much better served.
Own. by num well organized immersion
programs. Exponents of this type ul instruction
have referred to It I w different names: 'bilingual'.
'mother tongue . 'heritage' and others (see
tatinnuns 1080 and Swain 19811 on the Canadian
experience, lksirdmiliore I980 on the European
%Issas and Fishman 1971 on the US). It is also
true HIM dlllenau people 11,11e used this type of

urpines, s withfib' nit Min lot tl there'll p ome
language kit 1111111 their fibs:dives.
Ihr 1!`s eitpvilentt lids Keen 1)111111ga programmes
used fill d Irdi hl11ulldl arlangellients to speed non-
latglgat tmcahn, In total Imituthut araamilation.
t Men. ( es en In Misilfilla 1 tiny have been seen by
sonic manna' wimpy purely as token gestures
bismuth. language mantle

II would take a ftepantivii::::r to expand on the
tiihantages to lie gamed Inuit immersion teaching
and the yam.% int ilvet1 the than pnnciple
helimil this type DI inhiruciani Is ID immerse the
ltsiirnti.t% in the new language they wish to acquire

Huma ifin ',mitt ge they wishwish maintain)
giving tit, language the sante role land

11u:10111e lilt s,nnv maws) as English in the school.
'I his is done lis. !along the language Out of the
lailAtiage 1.1.101 and using it in the same way as

Obit is. a. the medium through which
Mier %Milts:is are taught

Immersion MB:11111A IS nut new to Australia. Clyne
i198tild Ibis shown him bilingual or mother
tongue medium utItitat it In was widely practised in
1911btenturs Atistialia 'I hen. 'lase also been more
its out suss. essItil programs in Australia (see Clyne
MI6 rut tietnin and Polite, in Sexton 1987 for
t lied,. both in Melbourne: litibichi 1983 for Italian
in South Ausualia. Ille Lvtee la/nth/net in Sydney.
and Berthold 191:19 ha 'lent li in Queensland).
'Dun Iasi LAM.' 15 'Una Marty interesting. because at
Belie it I ugh ht lwul the program was 11113IMICti
is en though !hely was 1111 significant local
1.111111111.1111(S u1 French speakers. and yet has been

highly sulAssItil is testimony to min tact that
muneianm loathing does %vials when
unplcnecntrtl toirtallS .

Language ghettoes or language
gardens
111 WM111+11111. MC MIA:ILI like III answer some ul
the trans ul Immain language maintenance.
There have been suggestions that successful
language maimenance will lead to language
'ghettoes linos! notably by Blaine). 19811). or that
pursuing this coin ern will distract migrants fnmi
aChICV VIA "11111111, hialtlh and offPciflumb'
through acquiring 'mulish We do not agree! Binh
these critiques ate answered in
1199libi The answer clues not he in the (filen
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imsaust as asmindation of immigrant gnaws
lug in educating those whose attitudes lime
teakd the situation of inequality. that is. the

Englinffispealong mammy. We support smolicis
1 19133) dist:wagon ig pluralism. in which it Is
al glad that it society which supports an ideology
ul t ultural and social diversity encourages the
let VIOIMILl ul bicultural individuals who can
pan icipme in the activities of more than one
ethillt group while silll maintaining their ethnic
identils As ( [ICS and Johnson (1987 p 95) report.
Ihlx t an only' happen in situations where minority
gioupn have attained it certain equality in status
and 1111Wel with the dominant group. They
I lnqu th niat hanmious intergroup relations may

mainiained when group members focus on
alumi dillmentes and relationships between the

gnaws Australia Is III a good position, with its
illy NW', u1 languages. to transalnll itself. into a
nut its I Min ul a possible new world order
halm lerved by greater personal and social

mobillit nil (Nth' at ross distances and
ittsiglaphit Li I and piditual fninuers. but across
language+ and allures as well. The opportunity
musts Iii Anteralad ill reach inwards new

hiSli AA a trading nation and as a
as a member Or the world

outlining) and an a tut kv country' and a 'clever
angry lit it+ own tight.
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THE ROLE OF ENGLISH IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF

A NATIONAL IDENTITY IN A MULTILINGUAL

SETTING: THE SINGAPORE DILEMMA

by Catherine Lim

The dominance of English in
Singapore
The adopted child, the changeling who eventually
superceded all the natural ehikiren and assumed
control of the household. The concubine quietly
let in by the back door. who rapidly rase to
become Empress Dowager, enjoying supreme
power at court.

You will allow for the imaginative excesses of a
writer of fiction but though these analogies for the
dominance of English over the other languages in
multilingual Singapore may be a little overblown.
the truth they embody is certainly not.

The role of English in Singapore is unique in We
world. One of the Third World Countries which
were once under British rule. Singapore is the
only country that has officially adopted English as
the working language. While i he status of English
in the post-independence Third World declined or
was reversed vis a vis the native languages, in
Singapore it went cm from strength to strength.
until today, it IN the language ihat enjoys highest
status and support ainong the nation's 2.0 million
two*. There am liar official languages in multi-
racial SingaporeEnglish. Chinese. Malay and
Tamilbut in practice, English dominates, both m
the institutional and private life of the nation. It is
the language of government. of administration and
employment. It is the medium of instruction in all
the schools and tertiary insmutrons. It is the only
one of the 1.01.1r official languages whose informal
use extends across all ethnic groups and socio-
economic levels. Hence by any indicatorofficial
scans, social prestige. extent of use, number of
speakersEnglish is the dominant language in
Singapore.

On the level of day-m-day life. it is the constant
surprise of the visitor in Singapore to hear English
spoken everywhere and by everybodythe news
reporter. the shop assistant. the bellhop, the
taximan. the cooked food hawker.

Reasons for dominance
What frictors have given rise to this unique role of
English in Singapore? Why is it that while other
former English-speaking colonies. such as Malaysia
and the Philippines, have relegated English to

secondary position. Singapore continues to nurture
We growth of a language that histoncally and
culturally must have been both alien and alienating
to its mixed immigrant Asian population?
Although in the final analysis, the answers will be
seen to lie in a complex of historical and
sociopolitical factors. it is very tempting to identity
the one, single factor against which all these can
be explained. This one factor IS 11w unique
usefulness of English to Singapore at every stage in
the history of its development. right Mutt the time
of its founding by Sir Stamlind Raffles in 1819 u)
the present day. In the early years. the usefulness
of English was merely administrative: the provision
of an English educancm meant a local supply of
clerks and junior officers lin- the [Mush
administration, In the later years with the
increasing unponance ol English as the language
of world trade and scientific development and with
Singapore developing as an industrial and service
centre, the economic value of English made
immeasurably Mtge unminant [ban any of the
local languages. This was well recognised by the
people in Singapore as Was seen in the increasing
ennilmcni in English-medium sclurols and the
corresponding decrease in the Chinese-Malay and
Tamil-medium schools.

Indeed. the etU11011111C usefulness ul English has
been and continues to be as rowso d etre in
pragmatic. achievement-onented Singapore.

Strategy for maintaining dominance:
depoliticisation of English
So firm was the belief of We government in the
need to promote English fin the in survival of
this small island state of no muural resources, that
the history of English in Singapore has been one
of total and uninterrupted %unpin. This nununng
has continued even during those periods when
political exigencies necessitated an opposite
stance towards English. Thus tor instance. during
the years when Singapore was pan of Malaysia
and the call to replace English with Malay as the
sole official language reverberated at every public
forum, the official suppcm of Frighsh simply went
underground. continued quietly Were and came
out in the open again as scum as Singapi ire
separated from Malaysia and was lime more Iree
to work out its own future plans.

9 3Uci
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It will not he necessan to go into the many
strategies by which English was promoted varied
and ingenious though they werebut it will be
useful to examine the one strategy by which the
government in one fell swoop, did away with all
hostilities and antagonisms against English and
thus cleared the way for a smooth. untrammelled
path of growth and power of the language. It is
useful because it was precisely the success of this
strategy that has resulted in the present problems.

The problems ensuing from the dominance of
English were certainly severe in the early years.
The dominance had created very serious division
among the reople at almost every level of life. At

The economic usefulness of English
has been and continues to be its
raison d'etre in pragmatic,
achievement-oriented Singapore.

tic national level, an English-educated cite who
held better lobs and had higher 'aim-economy.
standing were resented by the others who save
them as pseudo-western. and betrayers of their
Asian linguistic and cultural heritage. 'English-
' lucated' came to be used as a derogatory term,
associated with a flamboyant. hedonistic life-style.
At the level of the family. English-educated
children could become tienously alienated from
their uneducated or Chinese-educated parents.
Even at the level of the individual. there could be
trauma if a sense of guilt was felt for having
abandoned ones mother tongue and cultural
Paclilums

In the 1960s and 1970s the issue of English
continued to he a potential time -bomb to blow up
the fragile bonds so laboriously built up between
the different ethnic groups. The government's
main concern was to remove the hostility towards
English, but not English itself, since as use was
necessary for Singapore's ven. economic survival.
It was a seemingly impossible task.

The wit/eminent rose to the challenge by adopting
what must he regarded as a political masterstroke.
It depoliticised English by the simple expedient of
assigning to it totally uneinotme. utilitarian
functions: English became the language for
economic and technological development, and nil
more. The mother tongues. on the other hand,
were assigned the nobler functions of social.
moral and cultural development. Thus English
became the language valued purely because it
was useful Ior making a living in the world. there
were no sentimental attachments to H. whereas
the emotional and spiritual needs of the people
found expression and fulfilment in the mother
tongues. This policy was effectively translated mto
action in the schools through the policy of
bilingualism by which every child must take as
one of his subjects his mother tongue so that

8.1

while he learnt sciono.. or geography or maths
English, he iinb>bcd Cradumnal moral and cultural
values through his mother tongue. that is.
Chinese. Malay or Tamil. With the stark Onyelhan
simplicity of 'English for earning a living--Yes'.
'English for developing character Soo the pohc
of bilingualism ccaupletely nemmhsed and de-
politicised English.

Henceforth. with English out of the way as a
political issue. the government felt free to
concentrate on the lob of raising the standard ol
English through improving teaching in the
schools, because the global nature of Sang:tram. s
business. technological and other interests
required an internallOnally accepted standard cal
English. So great was the concern that English in
Singapore should meet this standard that yen
elaborate and sustained programs for error
eradication. improving writing styles. Improving
speech. etc. were mounted in the civil service and
in the scluxils. Through the 196tis and 1970s
therefore. English was officially the language ol
purely utilitarian value. To reinforce this
impression, the Government made provisions 101
the study Of those other foreign languages v. hide
also had utilitarian value. especially as a means (11
acquiring technological expertise: French.
t ;Inman and Japanese were offered as third
languages kir students who were interested and
competent.

English as an obstruction to the
development of a national identity:
the present problem
tinder such favourable circumstances. t was WI
surprising that English. once an adopted language
became the most imponam language. outstripping
the others and enatying a s(MOSiructural support

strung that ii ty( add he impossilile to dismantle
tie ultimate tillpporl for the continued U irninanuc
of English in a success-onented hooety lake
Singapore must he in the continuance of the
Cambridge-based examination system. by which
the prospects lor higher education or lor a career
are almost solely determined. The CX41»/Thlillin
system is such a powerful tome for control that no
innovation in the SCII(X)is is likely to succeed
unless this lorce has been lust taken into account
and accomanalated.

Given the tar-spreading. deep-reaching influence
of a language that is ',Lien as tied up with
economic survival itself. the [whet that the
influence of English could he restricted u) purely
business concerns and could he prevented from
extending to the social. moral and ma cultural
aspects ()I an individual's development, was
unrealism. lit say the least.

As long as Ow primary aim (vas ecommln
advancement. them was no trouble. But in the
1900s, having more ilum achieved a reasonable
sto ndard ot material prosperity, Singapore v. as
ready to grapple wall the problem Ca 4 national
identity. the problem of bringing the (Munk
diversity under the tinny ol a Singaporean people
While political intletiendence had lwen auluewd
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2.( years ago. a remained to translate the
instrumental political conditions of nationhood
into the SOCIli-CultUnd reality °I peoplelumick 10
translate the merely physical entity ol a state into
the spiritual principle of a nation. And hem it ran
smack into problems which it Is beginning to

The use of English has brought into
being a whole generation of
Singaporeans who are more at bonze
with western-oriented lifestyles and
value-systems.

consider more intractable 111,111 ,tut econonuc
problem it has ever lacedthe pniblems t Waled
by that very language that it 11.1s pnimoted and
nurtured tor so king. Fur rightly or wrongly. it
perceives English as largely responsible for has mg
created tremendous obstacles to the development
of a national identity. The use ul English has
brought U110 being a whole generation of
Singaporeans who are nufre at home with
western-oriented lifestyles and t clue- systems than
with the traditions ol their parents and
grandparents.

Suddenly the alarm bells are ringing everywhere.
The Confucian Ideal of filial piety. the traditional
respect fin the old, the beauty of tradaiimal
dance, ans. crafts. literaturewould all these
buckle under the c(mthined impact of 'Dallas' and
blue leans and hamburgers and pop music and
western egocentrism('

This is the crux of the present national
expressed at discussions. public kmans. Meclback
sessions, etc, as Singaporeans fry 10 hammer out a
national ideology based on minimal -core valor's.
that is. nines Identified ,IS Wilnh preserving and
prInntling and presumably. caikible of counter-
acting the not-so.destnible western values. Once
these cum values hay' been agreed on. IlleaSUres
1.1/1' teaching and pnimoung them mill be formal-
ised and implemented, beginning wilt the schutils.

Meanwhile, SingapPres leaden, cOntillUe hi Wilily
ab011t an emerging scfciety that is at 'neither here-
nor-there' society. neither Western nor Asian. but
an indeterminate congeries ill nut neltiitiarill the
best elements of each.

A possible solution to the problem
At the Centre of the dlleinilla is the (101.1141011 ul
110\V to handle the immense power of the
language that had bn sight (ilk KO all these
undemitd %%lines: htA to keep this power kw the
o munumg tethnulugual advancement to V.111(11
singaimire C0111111Ined. and at the Sallie 11111e.

pnse 100S' I."cn111 its s1It IA and cultural content
and replace that with traditional o intent! In at

way, the dilemma is no daft:rent Mint that
encountered earlier. witch had then been st Aced
by the neat policy ol bilingualism. Only this time,

the exigencies °I nation-budding call lor more
than a Minitee pulnlca solution, they call for
tidal cultural re-budding, for a total cultural
paradigm shffi.

For this cultural re-building. there are two 'givens'.
ONO existing C1)11(.1111EMS that Kaye to be
Incorporated. The first as we have seen. is the fact
that English is the only common language and the
wesiem-oriental lifestyle the only common
lifestyle among Singapor's diverse ethnic groups.
The second is the fall that each of these ethnic
groups is too distinct and exhibits too strong at
cultural tradition to warrant any hope that the
traditions would merge into a single cultural and
national identity. This observation was made as
long ago as 1972 by two sociologists. Chan and
Evers (1972 p15).

True. there are now effiirls 10 blend the cultures
by 11.1%Ing .1 national costume 1 in the saint' way
iliac AlalaySia. Thailand and 111(.101112Sla have (heir
distinctive natsmal usatunes) or a national dance.
but this kind of blending at best It L1CheS the
(11.1lMIOn 01 a common Cann! .11 its periphery
only, rather than at its core.

Ilene. the new paradigm %yin have to incorporate
these (wo 'givens.. the dommance of English at
die national level and the separate distinctiveness
(a each ethnic culture at the community level. In
view of thee' Itco COnStraillIS. it Is not difficult to
envisage %chat the paradigm of cultural re-building
will be like. Indeed, there appears to be only one
pcissible moiled. It is a kind of two-layered system
-din the top, a common philosophy based tin
universal social and mutual values comprising the
best ot East and Westin the words of the Prime
11immer. a blending of Confucianist ethics. Malay
traditions and Hindu ethics with western
scepticism and the open discus:aye methods of
scientific inquityand below, the co-existence ol
the three separate Asian cultures. each with its
own linguistic and art lomm. A. mixed framework
of this kind has its inherent c(mtradiemons and
undergoes, belore long, the strains and stresses of
internal adjustments. It is likely. however. that this
framework is the only. one available. Histtmeal
and geoixilitical hrces have brought it about and
will continue to shape it.

It is likely also that since the already strong
iciostructural support that English ersoys wad

have to be kept intact, the not-sti-strong suppuns
Id the ethnic languages will have to be
Lonsiderably buttressed 10 achieve the balance
That will keep the framework viable. Indeed, the
work ol bumming has already started; for
instance, the mother tongues which were
previously only second languages. are now being
°tiered in certain selected scrum's as first
languages, Chinese literature is being encouraged
as a st sublect, six primary sill ails have been
LIB nen as 'seed' sellouts 10 try out special mural
education programs, and outside the schools, the
anous ethnic cultural organisations as well as

the mass media have peen mobilised 1(1 create
greater awareness °I traditional values, etistonn
and practices.
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Implications for English language
teaching and learning
How will all these exercises which are aimed at
the development of a national identity affect
English language teaching and learning? What
implications for the future role of English in
Singapore will the developments have?

Prognostications for the foreseeable future are nut
difficult, since. barring any change in the existing
international status of English. the present
entrenched position and role of English in
business. education. administration, politics and
private life will continue. What could happen is
that an increased emphasis on the teaching of the
mother tongues within an already crammed
timetable in the schools could mean increased
pressure on teachers and students. It could also
result in less concentration or( English. leading in
turn to declining English standards that would be
sure to spark off another round of corrective
measures similar t() the one in the I9Ths. What is
most likely w happen is that while the diflerent
cultures are preserved via the respective mother
tongues. the universal care values that all the
ethnic groups share will have to be imparted
through English. the common school language

This will have unpile:aunts lin curriculum
development. in panic:War on materials
development. NI:nen:11s are produced centrally in
the Curriculum Development Institute. a division
of the Ministry of Education and the content of the
materials often reflects national policy and
ideology. The core values identified tor the
building of a national identity will be incorporated
in. say. stories. reading passages. activity and
guide books. etc. It is possible that the original
ethnic terms for (Aire values will he presen ed but
explained in English: on a long term hams. the,
may necessitate corpus planning as an essential
part of language planning. some linguists arc
already speculating that as a matter of cultural
pride, certain idioms in English muld actually he
localised or indigenised. for instance bread-and-
butter' might ix changed In lice-and-curry'. and
any Tom, Dick and Ilan' could he any Ali Nutt.
Muthu and Ahmaff.

This leads me to a point which. as a writer in
English. I am pamcularly interested in. but which
at best I can only be speculative aboutthe role
of Singapore English in the development of
national identity. Singapore English (sometimes
lightheartedly or disparagingly referred to as
Singlish) is a localised Form of English that is ium
a distinct variety or English. in the way that Indian
English and Caribbean English have become
distinct varieties. It is the inevitable result of the
widespread use of English in Singapore; in as
must Ira:Wised lorm, it may be umntelligihle to
visitors from other English-speaking countries, and
in its most educated firm, it is heardly
distinguishable from native-speaker English.
except in its phonology. The linguists in
Singapore feel that Singapore English lb
reflection or a growing sense of national Klemm
among the various ethnic groups and will
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ultimately be the common language and the basis
Of a common culture. In this connection, it is
helieved that the potential of Singapore English
for the development of a truly Singaporean
literature and theatre. is vast and exciting. Already.
waters like myself arc exploring the use of
Singapore English for its literary value. and
playwrights and dramatists are seeing as
enormous potential for theatre. A Singapore
culture based on the use of Singapore English is
therefore a possibility. but it could only be part of
a larger socio-cultural reality. mainly because
English is valued chiefly for its utilitarian value
and for contacts with the outside world and hence
standard Enghsh or the English of international
use. will continue to he the most valued variety.

In the final analysis. it will he remembered that a
national identity means a shared psychic frame-
work by which differences arising from ethnics).
language. religion and socio-economic stanthRg
among the people arc submerged under a
common cure of deep and abiding values that
nuke them think. feel and behave as one thstinit
group of people. It can he seen that the develop-
ment of .1 national identity is an organic.
I'Vtilutionary process. and evolution takes a
long time

Ni, matter Wm long it takes. singapore's leaders
aa committed to its realisation. as they view this
as the vem condition lor Singapore s sumval in .1
complex.tolaule region and world. And English.
Muth bus played a signilwant role in the
dint:lop:nem of hingarnne right from the

ol as history. is likely to go on exerting
this intlueniv. in on turn or another. to one
degree or another

The climgeling child grown up to take charge of
ihe 110LIM:11011.1. the 1.1MCLIbIlle Riffled IlIllpfeNS
I )imager it) preside finer the Liam: she will
continue to he listened t(I. looked up ut with ;MC.
adnaratum or even some resentment, but she can
never he ignored.
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EARLY GERMAN AT RIDIEllr

by Roger Wiseman

This article summarises a study (1) of German-as-a-second-language program
in a South Australian junior primary school. However, the concerns for which
the particular study was undertaken are general concerns in the policies and
practices of many second language programs for young children in Australia.
Very little comparable published material was found relevant to the
contemporary Australian situation (although see Clyne 1986, SA Ed Dept 1986)
so what was considered and some of what was found is a useful, novel
contribution to practical considerations in present and future Australian second
language provisions,

'the School
Ititilev Grin v !mum Priman si hw 1i ,env, an area
in the north6esto n of maink
public housing ct uh about hall die lannhes
depending on some stir) of got et ninert ttellare.
The area is mixed but tlimunatet1 Iw the
tradinimal Bruish-Australian inaiiiiitt wnh,a
dnersltt of other small cadmic minorities
I low et er. partly due to people nun Mg out man
the migrant hostel in an atliatent suburb and
partly due to gottrnment housing ludic% 0%0' file
last lily ears there has been an reast in south
East ANI:111 Illt)),11% 1 l(11.11111.2sc nil

rettigees

.1t the tune ul di about Pr., ul the tumor
priman chiltIreo wire !Foul these lamilics.
komprisizig most td the retognistt111111. children in
the scluxii.

In mid 198. hir a nuxunc of OAR 111011,11 WasollS
(2). the Printil).11 anti an uspernntecl
speaking teacher dm 'deli to introduce tierman
.1 ,you'd language through the ,thou' 'this was
clistusset1 ith the tither teachers. the school
t itincil. 1/vpartitiental ieintsvidatit vs. and
etentuallt . x1111 enthusiasm school council
hat king. the Mlutation Depaitmnt suppoiwil thv
11111tIt all1)(1.

A German (.1.1),),1111)111 %la), set III) %%VIOLIN 'Limo)

Wild), resources giants. 111111i110.1iltlfal 11111(2),.
contributions Inuit the kathr and !rum contacts
in Germany funded the thrmail program.

Al the beginning ol 1985 all the children in grades
I and 2 anti all the Itecepikm children then
starting scluud commentm.1 c ;Lman lessons, the
44111.1 Itetephori thddren labuul hair) .Ind others
(inning into the school during the year
Li amok:al as they tame Hi. In 1985 the R-2
t 11\11-age was emended to grate 3 as the 1985
wade 2 children unwed into the prinutr school.

I hectic unc,l d al 1110, Slag() the Principal
"ass looking hir assistance in describing. analysing
and reponing on the Limeloping program.
Including tiling to get some 11101.4101IS ul
anstters to questions (3101 polit y and pratAlle.

The study
This report on ers the period Iron) early in 1986 to
early in 1987. At the beginning ul this period the
German program was one year old. When the
study started the children were in grades
Reception bust started school at age 51 to
beginning grade 3 and when this stage id it ended
the tildes! had moved Into grade

(Myr tune. the program changed and one ul the
intentions of the study was to re pan on !)use
t !hinges. The ',Way included close ObSCIVal1011 ul
several ICM011!, of cad class in the German and its

(00111 1.1) (both generally and also focusing
In a teacher-designated 'quicker . 'average' and
slower )alident and an ESL child in each class).
structured clISCUSS1()11:, with
questionnaires for teachers at this and at another
nearby school tritium a second language
program IS). some inkirmal and mime MOD!
101111allesting. ctrl children s omipetencies an
()MIMI. It tt.ls intended as a case study id an
early stage in a Ciennan language pR)}413111 Ili a
ituor primary !About in Australia.

The program
Tile German program inviiived tweil5 Minute
1(:),),011s week for each class. mainly in the
mornings 6 ith at least nnc of the two early in the
day. All lessons were in the German classroom. At
this stage the program was based closely on the
South Australian Education (19791
PrIlllilly German Curriculum (including suggested
1110101101(4.ty and materials arranged in a tight
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sequence of units). It gradually evolved :Mat
from this through minor vanamms while
remaining Similar.

German and English
It was noticeable that. at this stage of language.
many elements 01 the German involt ed were
similar to the corresponding English - lexically
and syntactically (h).

Receptive decoding of German into English.
therefore. could be frequently eased by
'Anglicising' the German into the approximate
English while productive coding from English into
German could be by trying an approximate
'Germanised* form of the English. However. the
second process is likely to require far more
knowledge about when It Is I /1' mss 1101 appropriate
and, if it LS. what Germanising' entails in that case
as there are apparently no generahsable rules
which apply.

Competencies
There were very clear differentes between
competencies in reception and production of
German.

Reception involved working out adequate
interpretations of German - olten in a situation iii
non-verbal clues from context and gesture. and
restricted choice between provided possibilities
Production could involve the construction ol new
utterances by using an adequate mixture of
previously possessed lexical. syntactic and
semantic understanding - or could require only
the repetiticin of memonsed lormukte on request
or in response to a scripted exchange.

Of course. 1111111s to the Ger1111111 a Irish clnldrell
received were set directly or indirectly by the
teacher (In her continuous decisions ccinsinuning
but gradually expanding whin was considered
appropriate to their existing competencies). Lunas
to the German which children produced were set
directly by themselves (dependent on their
perceptions of their own comptencies.)

in at least the formulaic language relationships.
receptive competencies were normally (and
predictably) much greater and mine secure than
productive ones as in much language learning.
'they can understand tar more than they can say

After two years ol entity:dile GefIllall lessons lure
minutes twice a week even the (teacher-

designated) 'best students could independently
produce very little German themselves - ant .hat
mostly in received formulaic Ionic Given the
contact time available this should lie expected,

Content
As already inentumed, the content (denved Inau
the set curriculum) was largely lormulaw
expressum and est hanges and some noun i with
wore verb and adiectivall !ISIS. As well as direct
use ol these some new structures and IlinCiiltriN

till

were constructed trom them by the teacher
and children,

II the early content included more verbs with
some simple firm. second and third person !onus
then more could be said. asks d. and reported In
children. Perhaps some simpliheamm fa the
German teg. more use of 'general purptis verbs
such as 'to be' and to have') would witlyn the
range of simplified ciennan expressions. luncitions
and notions that t hildren could interpret and
produt

dire discussion and unwrapping of patterns in
the German they are learning. as pan ol a no rat
integrated language .Irts program. could pnwitle
!or nu ire Ilexibilitt In recombining vocabulan. and
grammatical elements of know n and new
eXpreSSIL MTh. I kill ever. 1111% IS .1 Mattel' Ior ILInher
Investlgalll

Pronunciation
i's1.1.111y Ole teat lung appfl hat II taken was
arCeptani ol In rt lad attempts. then 'middling ol
(0110.1 cestnn. S ituc dilikult ur nowt sounds
were demonstrated with a lucidly hands on. teel
where the sound Is 1.0111111g 1 ft /11I approach

(it annum Aught twit iinnitinciaticui errors were
being %waliv lightened tip tit iermatie.ed I and
ens OWLIgelllent and j3/.//w were given to t occeci
sitiirgling but Were tc,IS III Lents-al or demanded
emphasis (ill intinediaielt til itlucIii

'Plus seemed kiwt allt appropilate as it is
linguisutallt mole important to emphasise
pronunciation in Lases where it is signilitant in
providing for stiniatth semannc iticognisabilm
and distinciums

Teaching methodology
Discussions about the trust ap111111111.11e age al
Whiell to Stan the teaching ol a second language
are lutile unless they include some spec tht anon (II
the usual metluxloktgy. the logic of priKedure. In
lie used. Particular Inetluxkiktgies stem Reit lit
lie more or less appropriate kJ Students at
particular ages. previous experiences and existing
competencies m panictilin learning strategies - um
learning second languages as in [mist areas ol
cultural learning. 11

11ie melluidology lullhtved (as / allied out in the
hint:11y German c.urntLiluml Inv, 'Iced north
aunkluction, doll and prattlk 6.. Id. IISItath but
always. accumulating tOcalitilary and snttinici
structures. ()hen the sentences were pans ol
quesuon-answ er -scripted' discourse pans Thc
drill and practice was largely through at in ales
which provided kir many 11110111111IS uI We cargo
StrtIlillies 111 sensible. realism or pseud) realls11/ .
and emoyable ways

At ilus stage in the curritultim little attention was
WWII RI analysing each wind tit the largei
sentences - t Inkken memorised the sei pattern.
and the word lists set up in nit pc or fore I

learning exercises
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\Ilan Inun teaching learning of some common
elements tuse of question mark. physical
Lonstruciam of sentences from word cards....
and menutin of a fen vocabulary gents or
responses from other German lessons. the
learning of English and the learning of German in
the .scluxil appeared to go on separately and
independently 17).

There did nut appear to be an overt integration in
the curriculum of the language learning in
German and in English which could be possible in
a combined 'learning about language .

This could be used as a vehicle to develop closer
attention to and skills in subtleties of language
use. It could provide for both a wider repertoire,
as a doubled source of culture, and a doubling of
:variable ways of making and giving meaning
within this. There are thus simply more
possibilities of becoming aware of and competent
in using distinctions in language the basis °I
language arts.

This possibility could be one ItiS1111CalltIll tor
teaching a second language at an early st huuhng
age when children are to he taught about
their first language and about language in general.
It IS :also at this level that the relative dillerenc es
in competencies between English as a hrst
language and German as it set ond language are
least. These differences are Important as they call
be used by learners as a basis lig tiinsidering the
apparent practical value of SIAI/IILI language
learning tthe longer and clearer 11w gap. Ihe more
disinclined the student mat lie to use the sound
language, a given a t hincet

Homework
.Xsuglivr suggestion is to add homework
assignnwills It) give more lime and Oppliftlinny
tor learning and practice. to invoke Ipotentially)

In' people in working till Gentian wish
children, and hi extend the practice and
consul...ration of 'Gentian' outside the Gil ratan
lassniont. Probably Mile Call he expected from

teaching a second language in :whiml a' the only
Irate cluldrot spend tin 0 is the couple of lessons
a weak they spend with that particular teacher.

II die program liecomes more a pan of the
general language arts 'migrant of the school the
mint t al illy there Can he In homework activities
and lite greater relevance these LAO hate lit the
lidthen ri wider schooling.

Individual differences
Mt. imp omit L. oi Individual student thlierencus
55114 rellIalikahle The Dude of learning land non-
learning] ill tiiimin. as with their other class
Ant 1111.11t.liett Witte 1111 lilt, of
attention. engagement and under4puulutg in the
rixituieitivimi of German usage tasks.

Winkel leitrIlerM appeared In I le MOW Hearst
cud more tonststently gistfig attention to many ill
the tasks required ul Other children, tel these

out pm:Judy, monitoring the others' performances
and evolving understanding by actively searching
for and attempting to use patterns in Gemon.

To some extent this active learning of the 'why
and 'how' of German rather than the 'what'
involved a reconstruction by the children of the
set curriculum. The course its set tended to
emphasise the 'what', the learning of words and
formulae. At this stage me SI tasks could be
satisfactorily carried out on the basis of
memorisation or itilltaiion t8) with little
understanding.

The presenting of a sequence of partly
accumulating fixed phrase structures with
variation by substitution from a noun-list readily
lent itself to such a learning land immediate
performance) mode. It would be interesting to
observe whether more explicit 'language arts',
including articulating the grammatical or formal
principles Or 'patterns' involved, might provide For
the 'middling' and 'slower' students more of what
the 'quicker ones were trying to work out for
themselves. This could make these latter attempts
more effective or even redundant. leaving them to
work on further aspects of the language learning
and use (9). However. this is only hypothetical
this stage.

The teaching mode I 10) appeared to reduce the
differences in chiklren's performance land
probably ecimpetenuest at this stage.

I he teacher suggested that this was partly a
t (ins:Nut:nee of the even sharing of her attention
and other teaching wsources available. She
expected that differences would be greater later. It
will be interesting to kaik for this as these
children continue in the program. The ethical
issues involved in this relate to wider issues of
schooling and society and cannot he answered by
mere consideration of second language teaching
and learning.

English as a Second-Language (ESL)
children
Given the relatively simple and slow nature of the
German language involved, and the general
representation of German as an ()Meet to be learnt
and used like curricular 'facts (including 'rules) in
other areas. it was probably not surprising that
ESL children appeared to be little disadvantaged.

It seemed to be less their English competencies
and more their individual learning and social
styles that influenced their German learning. What
they have learnt and are learning in English is of a
different order than what Is presently required in
their learning of German.

Most of the language used in the German class
was English III). Much of the new content the
children had to recognise, understand and learn
was simpler than in other areas of the curriculum
and the changes suggested In the mOhothilogy

would emplliedhe even more the value of learning
a second (or subsequent) language in general
language leurning and use).
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Them toe. apart Iron the very beguining English
language learners. there does not seem to he
inure convincing masons for keeping ESL children
nil of German lessons for extra English than for
keeping them out t l any oilier lessons. In fact,
given ilw relative simplicity or the German lessons
and ilia tit )he attention to language, mostly
dinitigh English. it could be argued that, if ESL
children should haw extra English instead of
maimaream lemons. there are several areas of the
curriculum that could he less injuriously missed
than German!

Children with learning and speech
problems
Ohsenation and analysis of the German program
in terms of specific tasks required and individuals
performances suggest that it could he beneficial to
children with some learning and speech problems.

Adding German versions of sounds, spelling and
structures to English ones can make
discrimination. recognition, understanding and
production of knowledge and speech more
complicated.

However, there are other Matures distinguishing
the classroom processes of the program which
make it likely to provide advantages over purely.
English classwork. These features are.

the fact of children having to give close
attention to phonetic details of what is said.

the acceptability of slower oral delivery than
in English:

the normally close teacher control and
support;

the Do of all children liming difficulty and
requiring this close attention, correction and
support.

the limiting of 11w range of public Is
recognised and required comptience and
performance.

the low level ol task conthlexay rdat we to
solely English language tasks,

Given the usual combinations of these features.
the children with sonic learning and speech
handicaps could (and did) readily receive
appropriately focused tasks, guidance and support
from the teacher without this obviously
distinguishing them from other children. They
were required to perform on tasks which were
more within their competencies than many of
those which they were faced with in solely
English curricula.

Cultural aspects
Culture, as a way of giving meaning to the world.
obviously includes and can Ile earned by.
language so the teaching and learning of
German language Is pan of the teaching and
learning or German culture.

The language involved was mostly carrying
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everyday. Australian culture indicating that the
life the children knew could be lived through
using German as well as through English lit 'as
much' German was learnt as English!).

The children in the German classroom were
surrounded by pictures, children's books. tourist
posters and other images of an attractive.
interesting, prosperous society. The activities may
have seemed more varied and the general
standard of living higher than in. at least. the
immediate neighbourhood of the children's
school.

However, the scenery may be different, the age of
some buildings and the past life they speak of
may he older. local animaLs may be different,
houses double storey. climates differ. some foods
different but a general impression the children
could construct was that life for ordinary German
people is recognisable as a variation on the sorts
of lives people live in Australia. Features differ but
the frames are similar and familiar.

Understanding of others
The impressions of German people provided by
the program could he gained Iron the implied
personalities. concerns and thinking of people
who would use the functions and notion of the
language the children were heing encouraged to
learn: the concerns and thinking of the characters
in stories they heard or read or in the pictures
they saw; and what the children could interpret
from the person of their German teacher.

Front all these to would appear likely that
impressions were picked up of 'Germans' as being
ordinary, pleasant. active, cheerful friendly,
relatively affluent. 'modern' people much like
'ordinary Australians' but living in a different
counts. The lade that was elicited in the
discussions with children supported this
interpretation.

'German' activities, cultural references and persons
were related to Germany. If and when these
images of 'Germans' in Germany are transferred to
German-Australians. in Australia, the inter-national
understandings would he extended to inter-ethnic
ones over a period of time. What actually happens
and what influences any such transferrals and
'extensions would set a-useful-pan of it later study.

Relations with other parts of the
curriculum
Displays of work from Genytan lessons were put
tip in the administration area and elsewhere in the
school and occasionally there were short.
rehearsed, presentations at the Friday school
assembly. It appeared that there were no other
significant working relationships of the German
program with the general curriculum enacted in
other classrooms. Children, particularly younger
ones, greeting or being greeted by the German
teacher in German in the playground or
occasional use of such greetings by one or two
other teachers whit their classes were the only
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cases observed or reported Of German extending
beyond the German classroom.

Homework would pnwide some extension in
time. space and in physical and social setting -
but minor pnmary school policy at this school and
in general was against it.

Testing
As is discussed in the report. valid testing of
young childrens actual understandings and
competencies in German is difficult and likely to
compete with preferred teaching' learning
methodology, running counter to the pattern of
teaching and learning activities (12) preferred and
expected by the children and the teacher.

Nevertheless. it seems important to develop inure
Iiirmal ways (13) of describing (probably a
concept with less negative connotations than
'testing), at interils. what children actually can
do. This could give a more realistic and
educationally valid picture than the common
reports describing what the teacher did or what
the intentions were that the children should have
learnt as embodied in particular activates they had
been involved

sic 11 dent flpuuns would he dif ficult for a teacher
in carry nut alone particularly if no examples or
usable loons 411 Whig to look for. how to look for
a, and lam to describe it are provided in the
unit alum. It is suggested that urgent attention be

gis en hi the development of .1thice. examples and
indict WIN tilt the eass, guiding. systematic, non-
Almusge and %Aid describing ill children's
Littman «aniietcncies.

Records
Reuniting the do clopment ill cluldrens
iimpuenc les 'rather than the more common

roercdmg 11I loldwn s and act vanes)
logical's !lase to billow the evolution and
institution of descriptice measures. It Is the
domino and magnum use of the results of these
iced suit's As slit h. n slit Kdd lie investigated at the
sante time. as pan (d the MOW process.

Conclusion
Tins stage ill the conumang Sillily has shown
some ill the complexities and Issues of the
ierman language [engrain Irian the beginning of

as second to the beginning ill its Omni year of
extension, through the ileum primary and into the
pommy grades ot schooling. St ane inIcirmation
has Iwen presented, static suggestams made. and
mune intended !miller study foreshadl wed.

It is clear that answers lo sonic 111.1eS11011S

are lain 11111 Ilea 1111.1 1,11111111 yet he provided.
Further investigation of these will be included in
later stages of die study.

(An unlortunate note is that there has been a
minor alteration in the intended development of
Ihe pmgrain clue to a change in Departmental
policy such that new pnigrams will not now lie
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Supported 11In)ugh all the j1111101' primary and
primary grades. Thertilore this program can he
extended through the grades only by dropping a
liven earlier grades. This. of course, will change
the content. acLIVILleS. and expectations of the
program/

This study is only of a German as a second
language program. Other line - grained studies of
other languages are needed to show how far any
results are generalisable across all second
language teaching and learning.

Careful study of the day by day activities of
children and teachers in second language
classrooms. the ways in which these activities are
related to the other strands of their schooling, the
actual real-life competencies which children
develop, and. very Importantly. the variety in what
they do - is needed, in other situations. with other
languages. with other methodologies. befbre
second langauge teaching in Australia can be
understood or planned on non-naive or non -
theological bases. Many pronouncements and
opinions are still based on rhetoric or hopes. Only
through systematic and. often, dogged. study can
these he replaced. or at least reinforced. by reality.

Notes

The full report. with the same tale. Is available
Man the author.

2 An account of the initiation. setting up and
lirst year of the program. 'The German
Programme at Ridley Grove schools'. by
Barbara Nloellner and John Almond. the
teacher ill German and the Principal. can he
obtained from the school. I am most grateful
or all the discussions, help and advice I had'
[min them, but the descriptions and
interpretations in this report are my.
responsibility.

3 These included what should be done with
whom and at what grade. w hat was
happening. how It could be unproved. how
the children and teachers interpreted what
was being done and what influence n was
having on the schooling ()I- ESL children and
children with sanous learning problems.

4 In fact it appeared that children's learning (or
non-learning) strategies were remarkably
similar in the German and home class rooms.

5 Questionnaire answers indicated that the MIMI
apparent thderence between opinnins Irian
teachers in this sellout and daisy in the nearby
one, as yet withc)ut a 'IMO Ild language
program. was a continuing slight tendency Inc
the former to put more emphasis tin the
teacher invoked. apparently partly
personalising their consideration of the
program. It cc sold also be noted dial
experience and ohservatam not apparently
linked to a diminution in acceptance and
enthusiasm - there was more support id the
()I/served practice than 1.1. hen II was St in
expected principle.
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6 Examples int hided: \Vas \X hat: I her Ilea
Du you. Ban Bread; Katie Cat: (Jas That.
Wintlig V.111(1%; Lila Or le: Sc. 1m ester Sister.
la Yeah. Schuh Shoe. flier 1st mein . Here

my: Das 1st the 'That Is the

7 That is. at 11111 stage Of the program's
development. Islore integratiim has since been
developed

8 the teacher considered that the acme
construction or reconstructufn can normally
start only Liner the children has e a basic
lifundation ss hick %vas still I wing lOrmed at
this Stage %% ith these }nut ,g children

9 It was considered by die teat her that dillreni
children Wart 11 for these .1).itterns. w hen thus
ask for them and are reads ii' ciimprellentl
them. This w ill lie ins esugated lusher Lava

10 Involving mainly whole class working or
observing. closely specified tasks and
language. list. to Minot 01 who responds uI
performs publicly then warm and strong
encouragement Lo a guaranteed silt tesslid
pi:dormant I:

11 OnIs a small part of the talk ss as in t
Most dist tissiiinh and ins1ruc tit HI were 111
English. with all the English learning this
involves. (Incidental leaching ins ()Is ed hurt l'
4110111 111c sot (11 relations ill classrooms in
particular and the wider world in general'

12 C:onsisient control (through pommy
enttiuragemen1. reinlorcement. praise. ads hit'
and nut itlelling \ as Kent (t1 et' Chi/drell
anthills responding ss hen asked to do sr' :,4

cases ill negatise sancta HI, %%cit. uhscrt ed
I tank-, tontinuing pressure and inging ui
present as ifidance and a maintenance id
silence is del ined as 'negame a (.1iildren welt
OWE niraged. lidped (lilt and t Oat lied b111 \
had fu alls%% el or perform when reque,10..1
the co.whing cifuld lie word li word but
ante it child had been chosen he or she
ss ould be helped through Unto helped to
make an atceptabl response. the child ssa
then publicly praised. sometimes with the

others called On to applaud when a paniculai
effort appeared to hair been made.

Also praised w ere the occasional Cases ill
originality isuch as hl. usually. quit ker
children producing an as yet untaught new
titint0nation or words or structures or
planting t Mt a pis:able pattern

13 In this study Use \\ as Made 111101111.0 testing

With children w caring lapel radw 1111 kes and
then transcribing the terman used in
panic ular set tasks (reading aloud. taking a
pan M protons's. reheaNed sCrIpled
dialogue. talking about a plume w nit tilt'
Ica hen. written tests requiring drawing line,
lietM ern words and pictures or circling of
chosen sententes (given the limited English
reading skills ill younger children only the
(titter. wade 3 1 or children were eXilecled
10 I read sentences or Menisci% es while the
()Unmet ones had them read as they lolkm ed

on their sheets. children being gin en 3 picture
cards I pre% Handy Used m class \\int a and
having to point to which of them ss as hieing
I'd erred ti in an oral Malillein Or LitiesnOn
In MI the teat her. The results tit these w ;Lys of
eh( iting the production of Littman language
1110111 !hest' young Children are described in
the report
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TEACHING COGNITIVE SKILLS IN THE FOREIGN

LANGUAGE CLASSROOM: READING AND THOUGHT

by Bette Hirsch

The American lugh school classroom has been a
locus of intense concern during the 1980s. Test
results of 17 year olds suggest that the mammy
cannot apply w hat they have learned to complex
intellectual tasks. and they come to us in higher
education with the same cluster of deficiencies.
One recent study. Crossroads in American
Education'. led to the suggestion that emphasis
lutist be placed on methods that promote effecte
thinking int: kingly! 1989).

At the national let el there is profound interest also
in preparing todav's students kir timuirrow's
global cultun: and global economy. A recent
report. Ammar in Transunni: The 'mental:oiled
Frontrer discussed the consequences ol
globalization for the VS workforce;

Viber-opric networks shun the continents. Whom;
dollars mom in seconds front Milan to Thkyo trr

New Ibrk.Gctods nunv around the world In a
matte day. An oiditidual product mar commit
parts trtanufeictured lit Jitv dillenott connines and
be assembled in a sixth.'

educators analyze the need for the nation's
education system to respond to these currents.
Claire tlauchani. president of Connecticut College,
suggests that schools must start 'meeting the
needs of people who will operate in an
increasingly internationalized environment et en if
they never leave Duluth' (Fiske 19891. In this
groping towards a global perspective in
education, foreign language classes are perceived
.1% having a major vile to play.

Partially in answer to these national concerns. the
College Boards Educational Equality Protect
published in 1983 a book, Academic Phymiratron
err Ci 'kite What Slude»ts ;wed To Knott And Be
Able To Dm and in 19W% a second series of books.
one in each ol the disciplines. the foreign
language botik entitled Academic Preparation m
Provign tar:gnaw Teaching Ii». Tiansmonfrom
111,0 t.011gto, It hiCLIWS on the hireign
language curneolum and basic competencies
students need kW denoted academic outcomes.

In 1989, the College Ihurd began publishing a
third series ol short books discussing specifically
thinking skills and reading in each the

"l'he lust one riff English. Reculmg
Reconsidetvd. hat, appeared. I tynne the foreign
language book langtubles of Thought:
dead11114 and hangliapvs IIIirsch 19891,

The longn language elassnitall lh perhaps of
necessity a place where thinking about what
reading is must be part of a successful reading
process from the earliest days til level one.

How can one mad nutiztlit&P Perhaps (be most
hazantuus aspect of this problem is that students
often do not tvcognize a. Reading as maul'
studenis prticlicy the tiettbstr simpoe memos miaow
to learn what the sou ire says in a rekitittibt Tote
limbic»), wallow transliwinutg a. relating It to
whet' nuatea. or nerving it critically.' ( Perkins.
1987p.771

Adolescents are w Ise enough and old enough to
have developed some strategies lug successful
reading in their native language. Yet et en hl this Is
indeed the case kir many of them, in the loreign
language class they must begin anew in an
unfamiliar language. Because la' this. the
successful reader is (penning in very complex
ways, right from the beginning. and the instructor
needs to draw on this interaction between the lust
language and hie foreign language.

flow night we classify or define (he higher limier
skills we wish to develop in seconclan and post-
secondary loreign language students? Lauren
Resnick I 1987. p.31. suggests an interesting
approach to the delingnin of thinking skills. She
lists some key features of higher order thinking.

-Higher (Infer Marking is nonaljtomMinc. that is,
the path Macron is not Jidly shLvtlied m alt tutee

Higher older Mtnkuitt tends to tumbler
total path is not 'risible' 1' mentally speaking &from
any single tanuote pour!.

Higher order thinking 'Oen fields muftiple
solutions, each with costs and bencjits, rather than
unique solutions.

Higher order thinking intohm 1ma need pidgnieut
and intopirlation
nigher valer thinking flunky:. the apphcalion
multiple croon. which sometimes conflict With
one another.

nigher 'mkt' thinkout (glen tmulte., uncertamtv
Not eft/gibing that bean on the !usual band is
known.

Wither order thinking hurdles sull-nwilation of
the thinking process. We th not acs otwitze higher
order annlanti4 err an inchndtud when sonntWle
&se 'calls the phow at Owl! slip
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/ lwhc'r CISC (Cl I/IS it/ti iig !i!Ii I/i VS I Ill/Ic IS? I4 III CU

/iuc(IUA' SlIt it111fl In iqqkatIu cftscjn/er

/ uglier cinic'r t/',nk:ng i.s c'thiIiftil. 7 lien' ,.
t,i,i.cic/t'itihlt' IIitllldl ?itII'A i,u',i/ivct ill F/It kiIli/.' 0/

e/ahu,'cuzun. (152(1 jIll /.Rutnt'll r. tt'i'/I i EIt' /

lilt fl t' tItlgt ii 1.11 ii it'.t' I' i4i it' tnt kr 'in hi
nc't'tl Iii .iss,IIL the .iti'.iiittti Ic' ti iii t I.t'. iii

tiic lliirtt VL';Ir ill tliiit3it t,r lilt' itnirtii 'L'.IF In high
iii. litil 111.11 I'. ft ii nttt.siriIv sti. Rtsiiit l

I)S, Pt)) 'tiggcsrs ilk' lollownig

71't' 1111 I.! I I U/Il Il 'IC 1111 MI 1/4/C I1?LNIL 4I( (if flit it(Cal
n,(at I, a,: the tam it' ii/ i/un/ti ,,g '.s i/Itt, The L'l Ut I'

ia/ acts? imn.c lIla/Il ill U il/i ti., it ia!,. I nit!' i/un/ti, ,;
(ill Ii,,! /IIIIiTC't/ iii iig/i'CiUtc'tl /t'?t'/.' iI/tlI'it'/iIfilIlt'?li
1?isrt'gh/. flIt"t' tiLtIl'IlIlt' till' ill! iIllIIIUiiI' /1111'! (1/

elI'?! t'It'Ilnnh'ifl frttl.' (1/ ,t'.uIi,,.tm :l'/',',j
/t'(iI'Il I1 IS /V?tt tt'thI!,I4 ill 'I! II! /tli I. i/lI' li'i'ni
/) wl.'r cut /tt 3/till '. /'ii I/li I III I J? "// '/ii,i, Ititi it
Iii Islea/i I / II' it -'I iQtL'.'i.' f/if I dl ii 4/¼h1 Cf / '/t//
fill ciiiiici/ili' tal/er/ /i'ilt'I ('It/ti'. ?!I't'I/.' It I L c,siI,'

/ u?t. 7/i 1.' US.'!l Ill/Jill ill I/it iii) 't'lt 1.' U i ,;/iwI?c I' Ill 1111

lint 't'i Itt ti tIC 11111 lC'3 Jilt!! C/ti Flat !l'r/tI ill 11111 t Ii

ilk fc'/i( ia lent ii,: nh,, ('I /1st llic'iii it, Ii IJj?)c 'I' let i/

IJ1?IS I/Jill (1(1 to/ian. Ill::, Ii '(/1(1 ant,iuil i/Inn') tllf,1
fir IC! itt /ni/'ht i/li I? It', is! I/fl till/i, i hi Iit! ii'ti

nit ii ¼' Ittilt lit/i ,I) I/Ill ihi in,' ill id /Jli 'h/ti,!
Sli/llIiR (ill' t/I'IlI(iIIt/Ct/ C i'5,'JliI!tc' )V,c'rllt Ii 'pit I/it
lw/lire (i//itf.' ,c/td/.s u, Ii u.s Jvttt/tlI,I, /Iliil it /t'
ti/il ia/ann; hal lIt i/li! i/li Iii !/JI.i ,("Itl il/U '(ill
/!i(/C't'C/. IX'3C'I I It II 31 t,glit't.' ii It ti/in/HIt Ii, t is/lit tilt
/.)u4/lC'r rn/er 'hi/I.i HIUI lit' f/i1' 'hull C cii thU/Cal

lea riling i/Wit ia/tie'

'/ hefin aCt I tim/i 'I iHial, I, .,t an ill/i 'I! 11%! a,c Ii

t'ii!C'i7tt I!! t!il7l'1?T /''Ii Iii'Iyi,'k ill gill,! glIli/'clgil
IIlItlligt'ticc' 'It tcaIlnli p. '''a' in u/ia/i ii
Ir.cL'' (I tiHh?llII!(Ul(iIl ip/iii'ii/i,' li?'ilftl? 1(11(11/k 0I

cl'e a/null;' hitcH, s ,tn,li tiii''?i' gc'Ilt'lcI//na.Ict%n'.s
't: ,ii.ih'ing /H/g'a'llt ,'. !lillIlg ,aiIlhctH'i!.'
tl't'ck:'i,q iiiiil i.ljaliI!lij,'.iit.ngaiit lii /il,?li,',thlc'
It/IIi'31'IItCilIiIII ill Ii liIiI lI't' suu!lni /nl'Hinial'Ii' Int'l
Ill 111111(1

ii,ti kinti'. iii 'kills tiI I V liii iii tIlt I llir,lgV'
lit tiiI)ITIiITLiIIIii) ¼' illi lt''i,I iiiljihit" lilt' Tii,Iililti III

'Ut Ii sttittt'nis ,illiiii l.ltii it. tliiiik us mi ,nid
tiistiiss ii iitiiiiig hit titling. intl "hit hitS t .Iii'

ii ,liIt'r lilt it.ithiiig i )ii II .i,uii,it hi 's iii
the' ,iw alit ut 1,1 teatl tli.i" iil nil 1,151

eXlhieiItts I ill ilk' sl.uitI .ilith iii rt'.itliiig I anti
rt'atls I' irethti hum lilt nile iii iit'tt cii Iitlmiui
,,r lilt' 'ii ii' i'l ,iii ,iti iii timut'i.ih'ie. sshi.it Ii \\ihi
iiimsl lmktis hit' .ml,iinm' -\it tilts iv.itis hi t.thit' iisk'.

.111th iit,iist' iiiit'iligtili gtit'.st'. ,ih,iiiui 55 'ntis cii itht.is
\\ ithiin hid mit' tiiii.mniili.mi' in, un's l,i,,k I it

I).hhlt'cil' iI,Oi lilIgtllstlt Jilt1 tiicitigiii iii') lilt
rt.ltiiilg' As stilt Oli.t mliii'. it'.ltIt'i' tic. lilt's like
nc)lt, ,ittti lt'.li ii lii ¼ ,lhtit hiitim it',ithic us Intl
iJflIliilili5' 1)1, lilt'S tiig.tIli/t' intl lii,ikt' t uiiii'ttt iic
" 1111111 .tnti hit'uss tell \\I tik.i i I'i II it'\ tl)I)ll).lit' .IlltI
t-clnlr.lsi t'h'iuic'iIIs 1,1 .1 s,,rk, lit LII ni.ti t harzlt ieis.
mlnmugiii'.' t..iii iht'\ st'i).ii.lLt' (Itt Iront s ipillillil'

(.111 ti1t' lliht'i riD; the "'t irk. tisintz II .15.1

itniipiiig oil )iuhli lii iilltltlst.iilti .hilIIii)t'T \sI)ihtl
tit.it ith lilt' .itlthliH. 111.11 uih lilt' ,itillic,i ttihltiit''
Vs ham thi lilt's' tiiist'rst' ,litti liii till Otes ret ,iil'
\\ ii.il is i'ting ni ipiiss'tI is hhi,it t I lilt ii thinking iii

;iji

viewt'ti ;i oft' cirgilmiizing pnnt'ipht' Ill tile It irvign
Li ngtuage CLI SSF( It )Iil . tI i.IL lii IS ei,ts,' ri it 111% I it t flit' Iii
' hit'i I SI titlent sire C ill pi iWt'rt I LU Liii i k a ft i Ii.
reati ci! t'etiei,

it na" aiso lit. the ti.w (liar hit' itnetgii iangtu.t.it'
ti ,tsru it iiii hi ut is Special t H iPt ill Of di ts it I r.I liii Il1
sltithenis 10 reiti aiiti think seil. Lit hu th.'t p111w
t'tnhttiits .1 uniqtit' ' ,n iii thiiiiktng anti pri d,it'ni'
SolvIng. 'Ike i,iti that 'li'Iti.lUV .Ili sttitleiil.' tililic' lii
Ike it 'reign i,i Igli .Ige Ic xl as ,LJI.SMIt 'f'. .4'. lift'
s In, CIILIs( I,rt'ah both nit ti,ikiiiit n lingtuisLit ,Illti

tiulttnai Ciit,it's. Ciit'ii,. die pcissilitlitv cii e.x:iiiiiiiiig.
atipt'r.itis't'iv ties tic 'ping. ;li'itl strecigthit'nnig

nt'nt.ih iiah,il'. Lhi.ii tIll kid hi '.titctss. 1 ilu i,Itl
.iii I,ltt' lie s,llnt' h.ingtl.Igt' I,arrit'r ma' lit' a

Lit iii I,Ithn In flit,' Ies't'iluig ii t'iiiiu.irr.is,.nit'iit
lick ut hit' iinkn, ,s' II th.n t.in titn is I' i hits

lt''ei tii it'.irnim ig. A iiinsl inlrlgulfg hi11ssii1dit
t',xmsls thu till'. lvpt' ml mm;IiillIIg in liigiter clrtiei
thiiiiking skills tin lit' st'I in InI,lii,ii iroiii lilt' tail'

t't'k'. i'I it's t'i I cii i.uiustuagc' t lasses. anti then
i$nlllltlt' Vs t' tit't'ti scuiIit'iici Ill tittlop till'

pc iitntiai iii hit' iciit'igii laulgti.Lgt' ei,is'.rc,u,ni 'iS .1
silt' iii: hllciughl

The foreign language classroom

holds 5J)eCi(il opponunitiesf(fl'

training students to s'ead and

111,ik well.

'l1,i t mii ' t' n issui il 5tlt't'lt' 51 ,niei 1111111 tist'
Intli hit .11rt'.lti\ iitittit'ntth t tuiilt 11110W iiIltjhI ix'.'
itigital lint Jt.It tHeft lit 1111' stuggesliifil. Ili i Pt'i1t1
sc I ritit it Iiiiit,' irs ing km I it'ii l sititiemit'. learn lilt'
h.iiigui,it' i it',,. ii .iliti it hiit't' mont t'nt vi ii
((I .ltltl ill ill' gI iii'. st't'iIis l,uihit'.Ihstit 'I nit uhd

lit' ,i ill.iiu'i m'Irihult'iit it hat xett' iit'iig Prl5l54'th
l't'iiit'st'iimt'ti .1 stftii.ilt' Isulls iii hitci ietlgt' ci hit'
it'.11iit"i Vi ,itLIiIll iii III t'\i5Ltli '.tiiiut't I hil,ItIt'i iIiis
.tt'n' his hit'til thit' ,iilx,.tlis ii' til tht iiiiiii'
tm.ltiliioil.il it',n liti ,imit'iiIiling III lilt t)lllii.ilt'
tliiltt'iiis iii it',it ilUIM iii pii)hit it'iIt Iiihui Ihit' tl,iss
ilL ii Ihim 'shin p. tint mi IkuIli t,i'' is liii? a
itilioukitug t timimt ,iI,ii gisils ih,iI cut Ifiuii.Issc,''.
he punt iiilt'" lii t1tit'siliiil illIlilit lent uT ihiirlhiii
skiilsi llit,Iii'. liii si iii .tii .1 '11111 ii un' 5' .i'
ill,ilt'rial Is iiic'stntetl ,Iilti the iiiit'iitit'ti l ills ui
it (is lilt'' r,itiit'i luau iii ,ttithLtcihlii isti ii
iii,itt'il.uls iii lilt' , 'lint ciltiiti 'lilt' itit ii'. sililts ml mitt

1lltt'55e5 iii hht' t i.is.icituiii. .11) I hi hit'

tng.Imti/.,illIIli cii ', kiss hilly lcissarti lhit'st' tiltis

A'. 551,' .IIltilii)l It, iI.iiil gim ti llllriktis 'lilt1 it.itltt
ILII t I,isit's " t' sliuih iltt'tI hi ties ist' ".1' Sf,'

ilic itltI " hat tin eli.' Cis t' Ills! lhititigillltil i't'.itltl
th,n's " ht'mi l,itt'tI ss ii it'.ithmig 'I iit'"t' hillit t';,.,t's
,iltt'n rt'nu,iun iii' i'.iliit' Ic, flit less intlnhls t.. it'',',
t'xjit'rtt'hltt'tl. in It's'. skimht'ti sltitit'ilu 'ike
nitnit'liiiig, aitith lilt i .it lit t' t,tri'\ iuig titii phI'. it
tht iii' ,tit'h, s' ii tILl, 5t' 11,iS III iit'. iii 'ill
lhICt'rn.lh'.,iti,til ili iiltttt'ss ,iiiti .1 nt'tc ittiiitItiit iii
ssli,It iit'lI,us it air'. .mrt' .qihinciiinl.iht' .0 ' .irit iii'.
illi illlt'liis iii ilit' tithing .it ifl IS U .1 sltitit'ni
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throughotit Ut %val. engages 'email) at Males
beta rl'. during and aller .1 111,4 Watling tit loiel12.11

language text. it seems hkch Ih.0 lN hen assigned
reading in .1 Whin, t Liss. %\1111 01 %%ilium! the
suggested at alt ", lie or She ippniat.11 the
assignment krio \Sing a ill111111er ul 11.15 II/
acct lliplish it elletlit

soille 01 die 11.w yr text% ill Itlawn language ha% c
begun .u.k.lressing !tics and du ct ling
students in more etlectne leading. Ilia Mc
inalority assiiille this VIII happen 11.11ilialh I will
sketch, out three eXaliples til this skill building lit
the loreign language class:

the approach w a%arerit.,s.
tormation as Rails in act.ess

problem ,irking ul reading: ille inter iiay of 1.1
and 1.2

reading in .1 culturally-caned may

spet 1.11 Milortimilies hl chlahlish a .lagsruoill in
111C11 %Indents Will sticCeet.1 and strengthen
dunking abilities through thouglaltal reading exist
.11111 . an be %el ill !notion before the reading
atucuc acitiallt begins. HI, .11.111enge is to
establish a siee,ible repertoire tit thinking Irani.,
his slink:111% - shategts and pnit vs...., the.: ',an

ing.1111Se their dunking .mil to prepare
them thouglalid

I he map it dull 01 all pre-wading w ark in the .lass
is to assist the student ill bringing Inlurnl.lu In 10
the text Ifaling theorists haw shown
deimident on ...irk! 1'\ periilt.t. and pr% loos
I.now ledge readers are in untlersiantling what
They read. Stiatlems may Mink chap the meaning
lilt''. deritA1 1110111 leX1 clime, Iron) 5%11M Illeir ees
see oil the pige but open mut h id this nwaning
.0111L's loan pit eileriellt.e I I mill %%11.11 i5
their healsk A brainstorming prows Lan hang
ikist expertenc hr attive t onsciousnes, and mak..

mote teatlil% usable during the at tual re:aline
fhis (.111 also int:an iillintling of past language
learning It tan then sent. as a lxisis Ire predittion
anti antitipat gin n1 LcIntent. two thinking
pis gesses whit. Ii tailgate thmking.

An example of text approach
e tutld sit ill oil Ille ils

a Spanish leather in Nlan Lim!. soy wouldgilt! I a Neil.:
hrainlurillii)g in her sound year high %thrall I lass
pilot In reading the poem that inspire.1 the sting
cmanlanament Minims has students think
% kJ( n %%otilt.1 lie like II %01111:111111)0.11.111get.1 ill

their go. eminent: II perhaps it w as lakeil I% er

another power and they hail to le.ne. How wrath.'
the.: atlidhl to ant filler cultlire? %% kit kintl ul
. flanges their Lunde hint' to make? I low
1AI nikl they I eel al 10111 Illehe LIM/Imes? What wilt'
they 11115s I MI they know anyone %%1111 has Iled
ant diet caul trt tO 1.0111e lo Illy

Humus gi% es II IOn11.111011 :Omni Jose Slar11..1
nineteenth century poet typo Wilde .1151111 gaining
Ireetloin In au Span). usludcnls hme ahead.
%niched Spanish colonizatirm of the Nev Wraith

9

she explains also that his poem was illade Into a
mular I lispann.: song that has 1/ccorrie it Sy1T11101
lretx.loni. especially for the Cubans stra.:e it is

ill. kit Cuba. students listen to the song sting by
It ran Baca and frillow the %%taxis in Spanish from u
ditto lias prepared. The prediction
'tridents ha... matte alum! political change. and
their general brainstt inning. kit prepared them
n. red..1 this poem more slit cehsitilly than Willit)tit
this prot.

Problem - solving in reading: the
interplay of LI and L2
Lt en though beginning language students must
look closely at groups of w EIrds, this need not be
.1 useless. boring exeruse The student who has
been prepared to approach the text with cunosity
and CE/Illidente 1» his or her capat ity for
mielligent guessmg. as we have lust .vitnessed

tit the Marti poem. is already on the way to
del eloping u,rl tit approach skills. This student
11111 also need matt!. e %%1111 proteshes 01 dealing
with a foreign language text during a first and
subsequent !tiding Mat enhance the likelihood of
tits or her attaininent ul ./ deep le% el 01
IlliderStanding 111 the reading.

\\ hat are the stir!, 01 strategies 111.11 the diluent
reader (wings hi .1 reading in .1 lira languager
Suille 01 these strategies InvolVe treating the
passage III .1 global manner, using skimming and

itt.liniques. I tillers Imo!. looking al
pc fientiall% troubling wants and drawing on LI
knowledge and pre% wusly learned 1.2 %yards
Lognates. laindies ta words. gIrkssesi. All involve

intelligent guessing and the willingness to take
risks w all unknown material. let s look ai one.
...ntextual intereming.

Contextual inferencing
'Elle word that 1, unknow ii and lin stenotis in
isolation 'Men he. times .1 word the meaning of
%%lilt h can be guessed w lien nad in context.
Intelligent guessing is one apps lack to reading.
and an element of good thinking thai is to be
ncouraged. sit:dents tali he tralned to 1001. lor
dues to meaning m the words that surround the
unknown word. and in the general
%entente or paragraph.

The lulluwing paragraph Lc/111.011s It Jur 1.1 011sellse
Annis. ducadedo/p//..flty). Agent and ../e.thi: (hit
of context it ...gild lie illipossilge to .1 451gil
manmg ur these words. 1.' en a one Look'
pronounce them. As one reads the passage.
equivalent English meanings het tune dear

I it' 1101 tilt (1111111111.1.! 1111111111, 'vatIced the lop of

I A aiglechnplr. Ile II rl., Nuchlenli. coptlfimI hi. it dense
gem h i .1s the Irwd .thrleci if a n'a no flaunt/
hitaw/fgaring urn cunt el I/nig/Mak:IN
111111t, Nifrnat nuts/ hum some with /1/(111'
,htt munting to he %Men (71 on awn' porn
the kit'111 rr NA rl derll him emit eivittnitimsivitioil
If %11(1thge n. the 'WWI! situ 11111111111th,1171 A. be
linker! rliarti into the tidier hi..4111 if lit f 'rya(
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Nap ambling along the nivr bank. It iraS the most
unusual one he bad Enter seen. but be was sun. it
leas a glefp Ile wondefrd abut a glee') um doing
in a doogledimph area. 7.kiy usualk inhabited
only desert auras.' (Aklialder. 19n5. p 991

Atist readers recognise that the wt rdx mean
Intaintain' 'camel. A)'. and 'don't. I low much
easier such words became when -cad m tonwxr
Of course. not only context. Intl knowledge 01 the
world is brought into play in the guessing pint UM
here. We might imaginv that this eiihiLWI wtxdd
be of little help to students who had neve, 11:01
picture Of or read a description ol 1.111110 Then
world experience would lug pun tile Ihe
information necessary to guess what illy humped
animal was. As instructors we {Men insist nniMdvi
whether or not the past experwino nl inn
students will allow then, it) Ind meaning
contexts we show them This is sled UV tut
cognates: if the word is not Withal ul 11w natit y
language. pointing out that it is a Iv guilt' III a
ward in the studied language will twit he
In reading. what goes tin !low evil illy /AVM anti
the head is often more important than that whit
goes on between the L'SLS and page i Pltilhps
19841.

Reading in a culturallytuned way
We base discussed how the Linguage kiunes
brings a knowledge id a lust language and Id the
nature of reading in that language to hireign
language reading. anti ways of enhaneng these
already existing ilbill/ICS. 11», anemia% ol It and
L2 needs also to be duct led hm.arcl the learinn
awareness of decoding a cultural text eat It Itnt
1w or she reads authentic materials in the kaogn
language. It is not merely the words and tilt'
syntax for Mew English (Aims ;dents that need he
examined. but a 't Whimd script. that must Ii
unravelled as well.

The experience of the emigre whose sluff Lit
country has hnitight with it uprinaedness and loss
and the shock ol living a bicultural. bilingual
existence. points to the underlying cultural text id
language. Listen to the experience ()I Eva
Hoffmann. a Polish woman whi, came to the US
as an adolescent.

'Irehibtxm iming/if mciasses fluff WV prof Wet/ 11'
lbe got ntment m ankh lanflisb m nenVoiliers
77.11$ MOM Inn ref !be fluky-that, artodett barracks
where Mc classes tin' bold. us, iv at guard new
mimes. Mini, L'Intnge into its mitt'
equivalent in English. Ewa' ,I/1' Sian' S name-
Alma.-pOSCS Mon, nta plableint, but ogee a
Moment AMON% lilt' leflaler (let Ides that illanle
la dust unuanb air MAW find / bang 441 bead,
leurdleS.S4' lank? Ulla tanik.V14111.1111 The kaaler
then inlauliferS 11. ln an. Cif eSS, lili.vmanatncing
our last name ll v make our [turfy a bowl, al the
back Waits room. nothing 111110 has bappolad.
angle a :email. sigInit 111011lid shift The mild in

wines takes them a lint' distai t elhoit us -
but it s a gap inhi iamb the infinite holtgoblui of
abstraction tin /rear (Iter Immo air /r1 rehT

to us: tber It as suivh us as our eitis or bands
These new appellations. winch ur otirSeh its can't
yet pitman twe. are nil lis. nevem! identification
lags. disembodied signs punning obras that
happen 10 be nty sister and myself We walk In our
seats. into a mini/al qf unknouw faces. Wial
nanieS (bat make us straugum to onnehts. I' 1989.
p. /0/

miramensumiSraaamaavas."..04.ea Suinnestwar-

We treed somehow to develop this
potential of the foreign language
classroom as a site for thought.

Al quit mg file 55 lints ol .1 t% language. one at a
clue, nil lead MII/1111.1l1L'ally to the

at yulnluun ol the -inner life' of that language. And
some wtatIN convey a 101.111y different world
'ikon tilling Penn). a girl with whom she spend.
Much Ian&

11 r like eat h nlher 1101. though I In nun mini
thin Whin a Ingtnil as r,c ii.rendship - a itywil

b at 14,11,41 hrts conitolatiow rdstrotig li.41111'
(Intl filInt ',melt Inatlering tin tiny At first. I try to

the Min hernial, :friends and
is AL MP/1/0/1.1/1'. because lrJeels /TAW I/

soled! hr It I sal' 111/1//1/ wheel rut (10111 orally
1110111 n wink. I nun 11 Up '14701(r. It
I limbs& LI oat // a Windala1111111. raSivanng sort
10.11. OH kind, n1 larriloly. and
at gniunhult r rs Mailraniin rue uptight simians')
kind y1 pr,(! ?Min sqr .1111nirell1A. InarePer
nal5n 1111141 theinialli4n1 fGr liable. and 11'0101
adInWillth. 11411.1(11h r h, linnii1Nilt 100$011e.S.c,

lilt all / //0/1//1.. know '1,11

at quituilant v -I//. Its ///(7//1/ II erill(al.
at (punalam. rrs NH)

III seletting authentic. tests 11%811 011e culture.
whether a ticket. a Melt LI. of a lityrat passage.
our t oncern is that sve inmart a true impression ul
thy (0111CSI tit 11w lest II this Is clone. then even
the simplest [wee of wall.' will he analysed as a

altural anitact and be integral to the developing
cultural proficiency ol the learner.

. (airman Malin IN indeed an authentic. text
. The cailliflal alialenllca of menus demo front

their being enihmlditl in a host ((social and
simbolw relations in the (.2.-riarget cultitro priLe
q/: /boll, 'axes and lips. restaurant-going babas o/'
cusioniers./wd and chug regulations. wailers'

tada IIMOM. Standard ti Pflug. the rallab
and HILaphon ni dining era -lbal all ban, thew
counter-pads Ii the natinv culture' (.1os:rand
/ 989 p./9. quoting Clam. knonselif

I low and Nostrand agrees with the syistkini ml this
approach versus the anecdotal treatment that
culture receives in some km-vigil language
textbooks. And so sve need to place the authentic
leSi in a ccmtext him students and add intimation
about that context. Only in this way can we hope
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«) avoid the cow:thin e approach 1E) culture many
students naturally see as an end in 'bell.

Nostrand suggests that as We guide students III
their contact with authentic materials we sluitild
.11111 to impart the central code of the Culture
lying studied, This includes customs and
proprieties and above all the culture's 'ground ot
meaning: its system al malt ir values. habitual
patterns of thought, and centun prevalent
assumptions about human nature and society
which the foreigner should be prepared to
encounter: ( Nostrand 1989. p.51) 7,

We can help students see how what they art
reading his in with the halm:wink of a culture that
Is logical and makes sense. even it it Is different
fruit our own. In this way. we can guide studenls
10 the desired goal of empathy for another culture.
rather than a fairly common reaction of 'they're
different and so they're weird'. And so even
though we may use the skill of comparing and
contrasting during this process, our attempt as
instructors is lo show the logic of the system of
which Ildti cultural p1120: IS 8 part as well as us
new ch .acteristics.

Acquiring the words of a new
language, one at a time, does not lead
automatically to the acquisition of
the 'inner life' of that language.

Students begin to establish a pattern of reading in
another language as a curious outsider to the
culture of those who speak that language,
certainly an important element in thoughtful
reading in the foreign language. Indeed. the
realization that one lives in a culture, and that this
is only one of many cultures in the world. is one
of the important insights reading in the foreign
language class can impart to a student.

The goal in all that we have examined is one of
teaching all students not lust the bright and
privileged) how to think rigorously, wisely and
imaginatively, even in entry level foreign Language
classes - thereby making good thinking the
substance ()I the most basic classroom activities.

In this kind of class students are empowered with
effective thinking processes as they read in a
tOreign language. Item they feel success and learn
to read with increased awareness of their
un pona nee as reader. To the extent that we can
accomplish this in our class, we have t reateil a
special «If 11101.1ght. and au' idler raison Inv
considering lorelgn language study bask to the
secondary and post-sc( utility) c un it ohm],
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ESTIMATING SYDNEY'S LANGUAGE RESOURCE:

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF Font YEARS OF

COLLEGE SELECTION TESTS

by Stuart J Campbell

Background to the data gathering
process
In late 1985. 1980, 198' and 1988 candidates for
prolessumal language c(turses at Slacanhor
Institute of Higher Education t now University of
Western Sydney. fdavarthurf were invited to sit a
bilingual selection test. The test was pan of a
wider selection procedure, and was designed to
assess &undid:nes' proficiency in English and at
least one other language in as cost effective a
manner as possible. The same battery nl tests Was
used over the four years. The data kir I985-1988
forms what is called for cons emence the
Islacarthur bilingual candidates database. The
database. now comprising nearly HOti candidates
and around 3.600 individual tests. will he
augmented with the test results lor subsequent
years.

In 1985 the test was used Iur Candid: Ile.. kw a
Bache kw of Ans m Interpreting and Twist:num
and an Asian:late Diphnna m GommuniB
Languages (Interpreting and Translation
Specialisation). In 198u. there were candidates lor
the Bachelor of Arts in Interpreting and
Translation. In 1985 and 1980 each candidate Was
tested to English and one of Arabic. German.
Italian. Spanish or Vietnamese. Candidates were
invited to sit for the test by applying first through
the Universities and Colleges Admissions Centre tit
New South Wales in response 0) courses. The
publicity kir the course stated that candidates
should he Bilingual. in English and one of the
languages mentioned ;Mow.

In 1987 and 1988 the tests were used lor the
Bachelor al Arts in Interpreting and Translation as
well as a Bachelor o1 Arts in Community
Languages and at Bachelor ol Arts. Diploma ui
Education (Gammlunay Languages 1. French was
introduced Into the test lor the latter two courses,
candidates Itlr w Inch were advised in the
t;nnersaws and Colleges Admissions Centre
ItAC.1 publicity Mal they needed to be 'fluent in

English and one of Arabic, French, German.
Italian, Spanish and Vietnamese Since the Later
two cilurses invoked study ol two languages
It& English. candidates were advised thin thus
could he tested in a anal language II they desned
While there were no kimm non, till combionions

9H

of language for the BA Community Languages. fur
the BA. Dip Ed course. multiple-language
candidates were advised to be tested in French or
German and one of Arabic, Italian. Spanish or
Vietnamese.

To sununanse the language test combinations of
the candidature:

1985 and 1986: English and one of Ambit.
Gemun. Italian. Spanish or Vietnamese.

1987 and 1988: Bachelor of Ans In Interpreting
and Translation candidates: As 1985 and I 980.

Bachelor of Arts (Community Languages)
candidates: English and one or mu ot Arabic.
French, German. Italian. Spamsli and Vietnamese

Bachelor of Arts Diploma in Education
(Community Languages) candidates. English and
one ul Arabic, French. German, kaftan, Spanish
;Ind Vietnamese: or English with German or
French :red one oi Arabic, Italian. Spanish and
Vietnamese.

In all years where more than one course was
offered, many candidates applied for more than
one course.

Given the vancins course requirements and
language restrictions, the minimum died ()I the
test procedure was to have the English and one
other language tested of candidates who
professed to be Amen! or bilingual in those Iwo
languages.

Test procedure
The components of the test battery were

a gal-nein modthed C.-tem in English.
comprising three passages. each wall the first
stiller/iv immunlated and the last half deleted
In an even- alternate word in the run:under of
Ilse passage: where the complete word
ciintamed an odd number ot letters, the
uninublated pan elmiained hall the leueN
plus tine:

SO11011111thalilell 1.--lesr on the model of the
English test to each ol Arabic. French
carman. Italian. Spanish Lind Vietnamese

Jig t
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a 100-word tape recorded dictation passage
in English

a 100-word tape recorded dictation passaged
in each of Arabic. French. German. Italian,
Spanish and Vietnamese

a battery of tape recorded questions in English
on candidates' education, background.
personal aims, language use, etc.; a battery of
similar questions in each of the other
languages. The questions were answered
orally and recorded. This part of the test is not

TABLE

discussed conker here since the data was not
retained and the scoring procedure was too
impressionistic: to be used as research data

Results
Note that in the following sections reference is
made to, for example, 'Italian candidates' and
Vietnamese group'. In each case, the adjective
indicates the language other than English In which
candidates were tested, and not country of origin
or ethnicity.

Combinations of languages taken beside English

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1985-88

Arabic only 39 30 32 44 145

French only 11 18 32
German only 15 I4 12 19 60
Italian only 38 32 50 33 159
Spanish only 5 611 48 57 210

Vietnamese only 10 26 28 33 129

French + Arabic - 8 8 16
French + German 0 1 1

French + Italian 7 3 10

French + Spanish 5 2 7

French + Vietnamese . - 0 I 1

Italian + Spanish 5 1 6
German + Italian 1 0 1

Total Candidates 177 164 216 220 777

TABU 4

Mean scores (out of 50)

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1985438

Arabic C-Test 17.87 18.93 20.75 20.67 19.69

Arabic Dictation 46.53 46,48 97.97 49.41 47.81

French C-test - 18.74 21.82 20.25
French Dictation 19.80 28.86 29.26

German test 26.53 2880 30.46 111.90 25.42
German Dictation 31.83 37,75 40.96 31.35 35.79

Italian C-test 22.42 2175 19.75 20,00 20.74
Italian Dictation 41.95 42.13 36113 36.39 311.80

Spanish C-test 26.22 20.03 22.37 26.05 25.12
Spanish Dictation 32.60 33.58 29.85 31.87 32.01

Vietnamese C-Test 38.88 1.43 39.21 37.41 39.12
Vlettuunese C-test 47.83 8.43 47.04 40.20 17.39

English Cest 23.29 27.02 20.70 21.53 25.40
English Dictation
(all candidates)

41.43 12.64 11.97 42.9.1 43.10
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Table 2: Mean scores (out of 50) (cont.)
Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1985-88

English C-teat 16.64 19.13 17.48 1881 18.01
English Dictation 39.82 42.80 40.54 42.84 41.53
(Arabic group)

English C...test 28.56 27.58 28,07
English Dictation 47.29 47.44 47.37
(French Group)

English test 33.47 39.50 36.77 34.25 35.77
English Dictation 44.97 49.57 49.27 49.10 48.29
(German Group)

English C-left 31.24 30.53 30.42 31.86 30.92
English Dictation 47.70 47.48 48.67 47.85 48.07
(Italian Group)

English Otani 25.07 28.29 28.59 25.23 26.89
English Dictation 42.03 40.65 45.34 43.84 43.01
(Spanish Group)

English Glatt 16.08 22.46 20.43 15.97 18.36
Dinah Dictation 34.90 37.89 38.21 29.78 34.92
(Vietnamese Group)

TABLF. i

Stronger language
'Stronger Language' In defined is the language in which the candidate's totalled standardised scores for C-
LeSt and dictation went higher.

language of Test

Arabic
French
°ern=
Italian
Spanish
Vietnamese

% stronger

In English

24.36

67.19
78.12

72.73
52.75
21.43

% stronger

in language of test

75.64
32.81

21.88

27.27

47.25
78.57

I %DLL 4
,

Correlation of dictation and C-test in the seven languages
C-test

Dictation
Arabic
English
French
German
Italian
Spanish
Vietnamese

p - .001 In 1111

Ar. Eng. Fr. Ge. It. Sp. VI

+.58
+.69

+k10

100

+

+.70

3213

+.71

+.69
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TA nil 5

Correlation of English dictation and English C-test
according to other language taken

English C-test by other language taken
English Dictation
Arabic
French
German
Italian
Spanish
Vietnamese

Ar. Fr,

+.65

+.63

Go. It. Sp VI.

+.30
+.55

p ... .001 in all cases except 'Gelman'. where p - .02

+.58

Arabic Dictation
French Dictation

Correlation of English Dictation and C-test
with other language dictation and C-test

English English
Dictation C -test

-.09 -.12

+.10 +.04

German Dictation +.34 (p- . .01) +.22 (ow ... .10)

Dictation -.04 +.19 (p. ... .05)

Spanish Dictation -.06 -.02

Vietnamese Dictation +.28 fr .01) +.27 (as .. .01)

Arabic C-test +.04 +M7

French C-test +11 +.U8

German C-test +.15 +.30 (p- . .02)

Italian C-test -.08 +,20 . 05)

Spanish C-test -.U8 +.06

Discussion
Number of candidates

Fishman (1984) has discussed the extent to which
languages can be considered a resource. while the
notion of Australian migrant languages being a
resource underlies much of the current rhetoric
about the exploi'ation of these skills, especially to
meet economic goals. (See Lo Bianco, 1987 for
numerous references to languages as a resource).
To my knowledge there has been no published
discussion of the real size and accessihility of this
resource. Linked with demographic data. the
database can be used to estimate the extent to
which languages spoken in the community are
available as a resource.

Statistical data on Languages spoken in Australia is
still patchy and Indirect. For example, the
Australian Bureau of Statistics Languages Survey,
Australia, May 1983 (preliminary) gives figures for

101

+.61

major languages for the whole of Australia but
does not give a breakdown for statistical divisions
and subdivisions. An indirect source is the Ethnic
Affairs Commission of New South Wales Local
government areas ethnic population survey as at
1981 census, which although it gives place of birth
rather than language analyses' by statistical
division and subdivision. Establishing the number
of speakers in a particular city is, then, extremely
difficult.

if the numbers of speakers of languages other
than English (LUTE) Australia-wide given in the
Language Survey are In approximate ',ruminant to
the numbers in South West Sydney. then the
availability of the resource vanes enormously (rum
language to language. For example, as
percentages of the total of NI/Olken LA ltd11101.
German. Spanish, Arabic/Lebanese mid
Vietnamese Australiawide, l6dtan cutika hightem.
followed by Gummi Afthicaubilwoud,

4
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lint whiamese. Tin, ranking is rather dilletent
Into the tidal Nlacarthur candidature over
knit years

speakers (based on OS) Macarthur candidates:
SH'iu)

t tennati Urn)
Atilt lel lam:se hr..)
Spat psi
Vietnamese 3)in I

Spanish I MP./
Italuhn I2tni
Araby. 1210..1

Vietnamese 11-114
German tH"Di

t leads. questions need to asked about the lips
tanking 01 t wrinan ...id the high ranking ist
Spanish tit out tandidature the explanations mas
Int luded uneven disinbutains of speakers of
tyrlain latiguages Iron) city to city. and
thsptoportionate Imre:1%s in the numbers in some
Intiguage speaker, sins e the survey 'Pas carried
inn But tiles imp also have to do with the
aiallabilip III the resource for each language It
appeals, lin example. that while vanish has
rehonuly few speakers, a relative's' large
proponain of them Lonsaler their bnguage to Its
a usable resourlt.' German. on the other hand.
WS I elan% ely 111:1111 %peal:ITS RUI fel allVeIS Ice
V.I10 consider (.erns a % .I usable 11(KIR

Statistical data on languages spoken
in Australia is still patchy and
indirect Establishing the number of
speakers in a particular city is. then,
extremely difficult.

liinhplate statishis lo' sydnes derived from the
Local him. eminent Anus Lthnit Population !mine%
As AI 19H1 Census rank Italians the most Lopunon
non-Linglish speaking Limon of birth lor
residents of the Sydney statistical dB ision.
hillinved by Wbaniin and Egypt Gemkun and
Austria. and \lclnem tlellanon Egypt and
Germany Austria are Lonitimed here kir
comparability with language). However. in the li-
2-4 age bracket ippiliably ektser to Ow age profile
of candidates' the ranking is Lebanon. Italy and
Vietnam, with Germans. Austria and Egypt run
ranking at all. This correlates much num
convincingly with the Nlacanhur candidature.
ahhough the suney does not capture figures of
Australian -born ul overseas -horn parent, who are
likely to make tip a considerable priquinuip of
pans of our candidature.

Focusing tin the south West Sydney Malistical
Subdivision. where Nlacarthur is It wined. the
ranking ol count', or birth for all age groups is
Italy. Germany. Viet tam. but Fur the age
bracket a is Italy. Vietnam. Germany. Lebanon
Again, the focused age bracket correlates mitre
convincingly with the candidature

The rather small numher of candidates 19.1 each
year on average) Is perhaps worrying. fur
example. taking the Arabw-speaking population of
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Sydney .is between ittaillit and 1011.11011 (the 198i
Language mines' muses the numbei iii Arab:,
speakers in Australia as ain one NC.II
only 111 iiitlivicluals. or heti% ern 0.in, and
canclidates. The analog% it (Ili real testi:me% is
insirtictne. even though oil usitt kJ he drilled tint%
tin do land there o Ile still %.1%1 amounts unity'
the tit Can num There man null Es- a Lug,
untapped language remain.e in a cat `IN tint
howeier. Mani' Littois preterit that resoint loan
being AtI:Y.4111U Rif prolcssit 'nal limning Num. td
these may be. Apr' priale age. leiel of vtliit alit in
need I, if a I'dleel 01 the !at k therein. 1111.111(1,11
(''peon) Hi Much :Whit Menem. 01 olheryilst
of iourses. the allrat I n iles% I If 011101% Ise lel
satyrs in languages and the geographical
liwantin ot el1L1%.111011.11 Wed1111111111%

Year by year variation

t)vvr the lour seal% 01 WC %Intl% al 1.111I In III

lantlItlahlre Iron, %Val lit vr.n appeal% 1104 n. Ix
large, twt cpt in one (Ir ton taws
speaking candidates %%vie high in 198; and
levellotl till in subsequent years. %%Ink tht-re ma, a
surge of Itakm-speaking cintlitlates in 198-
Arahx -speaking L anil;Llaics nit reasutl III 1988 The
%Ludy has not ill) Io 191i14 LIMO-ICI data Illal V.0111,1
explain these fluctuatins. and a ssinilL1 be
pointless over a inert- It air years it) in to matt li
tire variations against. lot example. if:11%11S 1.1.11.1
1)ehplle till' IlLICUI,11111114. the patterns re% veldt

enough lor COUNC administrators it) plan
stall and resoort es

numbers of tantltieius li,Bc nil %dried gicath.
from year to sew. either has tplallh. ext Up! III lilt
littinan group. ohi 11.2 Catb.lilltitIlle Is bin li %Mall
oUnxn IS emit itaI I and t,nlctl ::: Its
tontuumnun 1:111111 our 1111(4111A Ibsen .11 Inn% and
.111111Spel11011 ul t ant111.1.1te% 11.111w%. Iho (Rnnall
speaking group t onsisis ol a ' \nglo- \tnuah,uls
ohs Ildn: suItlicJ l R1111.111 at si hula to inn (mil
generation cerniati.Australian. s I hist gencialion
UermanAustrallan,. di tithel nationalities sot 11
I Iiinganiins antl Iranian, v. ho hair attitured
Gentian as a set (Intl tit thud language l tic:

ontlitions mean store, Iron! Seal to %ea'
Can be easily intluent et! Ina ILA% %en gt Hid of
VII) pool talliddilale%

Professed trilingualisrn

In 198- and 1985. cantlidates lot the
Languages tlegrees %%ere gii in the orptinuno of
sitting a lest III L.0 languages uthei than Inglis',
Course organisers prefix ttt a nudge numk of
eirainc+Frencli candidates beta 051 cit the
prvalente ol in Slane SC101% 01 IIK'
Lebanese etlutath in system. and totputlet1 son"
Vietnamese-I:lent li candidates among older

0:1/1.1111VM2 applicant, 1 pietlit Lion
certainly borne our. ith nil 14i allphi.intS Ini die
Me% gun prtilessing trilingualimii 'then

not. lion to. et helm .1 not Al cut vkliah
1.nnt I) nanann-4.. linglish Inlinguals fuming ilk
tither language,. PE- %honed an 11141411i
enCOUrag111,1 ntainher 01 prolesset1
%%Inch n nt11 reptialtl in 198/1 It is 111.11
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mist of the nun - Archie andidaileS pnatssmw
Mem h had studied French at Australian lugh
stipAds,

Variation across language

The tests kW each language are. of cootie.
independent; strictly one cannot make
iompansons between a 1:-test in French and a C-
test in Italian. I lowever, the dictation test is
perhaps possible to compare: since all the
dictation passages were taken from general
sources it can be assumed that art educated native
speaker 'coold get a perfect score whatever the
language; there is at least an upper benchmark.
Un this basis. the languages rank as follows:
Arabic candidates did hest in their dictation
!allowed by Vietnamese. Italian. German. Spanish.
French. Average scores of 40/50 for Arabic and
32:50 for Spanish give an idea of the range: -17 .50
indicates that there were b words in a 100 word
passage with at least one error: 32/50 indicates :SO
words with errors. The French average score is
even lower than Spanish. butt should be recalled
that for many French candidates this was a third
language.

Variation in English from one language group
to another

Quite large variation in English sv ores .cross the
language gnmps was ol tserved. with the greater
range in the C-test. Arabic speaking candidates
were the poorest at the English C-test. followed by
Vietnamese. Spanish. French. Italian. and German.
The order for the English dictation was slightly
different with the Vietnamese speaking candidates
the poorest. followed by Arabic. vanish. French.
German. and Italian. The change in position of
Arabic and Vietnamese is doubtless due to
Vietnamese speakers' characteristic phonological
problems an decoding spoken English. The
sequence is virtually the inverse of the Percentage
Stronger in English order. The three rankings are
set out below for comparison:

Best English Best English Highest 010
C-test Dictation stronger in English

German Italian
Mahan (Icarian
French French
Spanish Spanish
Vietnamese Arabic
Arabic Vietnamese

German
Italian
Trent h
Spanish
Arabi(
Vietnamese

Brief observations on the test battery

An analysis of the test batten is ma sv Mum the
scope ol this paper. 111,M-her. some Mel
'Ibsen ations can he made. Ear all languages, t-
iesl stores and dictation scores correlate highly
Nevertheless. there is scam- inter:sung satiation
among the Languages. Al one end id the exl wine.
Amble C.teras unrelated mall Arabic dielata ins
with a clielTicient of .514; at the other came lienth
at .HO. The choice ol C-test and divtation Was
Made so that a spread of language ummetenve
could be measured in at least two senses Ii mas
thought that the two tests mould measure Milt:mint
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aspects of language competence in the same
individual: and n was hoped that the dictation
mould discriminate well among weaker
candidates. and the C-test better among stronger
candidates. While the Arabic tests appear to he
measuring different things to an extent, the French
tests are perilously close and may need
overhauling. A suspicion is that the dictation
passage is recorded too last and contains more
proper names than the other passages.

There may well be a large untapped
language resource in a city like
Sydney; however; many factors
prevent that resource from being
accessible for professional training.

Perhaps more revealing ih die %dilation in
c-IrelatitIns it English tests by language groups.
Our all groups except German speakers. the
English Cmisis and dictation,' ciwrelated highly.
NH' dentin speakers. hardy more than a trend
was tdmerved. The strength of the correlations
ranks fairly clinch' lit the ranks we saw earlier for
the English tests, so dm the Italian and German
groups !lime a lower correlation and generally
better English, and the Art bit and Vietnamese
groups have a high correlation and generally
polirer English. This is almost certainly due to the
plateauing of dictation scores in the stronger
groups so that many candidates are achieving near
perfect scores: the poorer groups have a hetter
spread of dictation scores to correlate with a
spread of C -test scores.

Slum:St hat tip a puzzle is a group of correlations
Mat appear nut to he leasable at first sight.
Coirelautats were valculated between the English
tests and the tests m the other languages. In the
iase of the Arabic. l'itinch and Spanish groups.
the lat k id signilammt Gil-relations between
English and IA TIE tests showed that the
compete:ices tested were quite separate: in other
monk. tine timid lie sure that candidates are
wind tne bad at French I it English, rather than
good in bad at tests ill general.

The u irrelanons hnind milting the German. Italian
and Vietnamese groups are dealt wall tine by one.

a There Is a high simulation between the
English and C ;minim didations. This may lie
partially explained by the high numlx:r of
candidates kir whom neither English nor
t ;cumin is a First language; lor these
candidates tilt Mtn lit May be a Measure of the
ability to immure a saxond language had
learners leant both languages badly. maid
learners team both languages well. It might
also reflect some among
%mind generation German candidates. 'The
same ladors might underlie a weak
orrulation between the tierman dictation and

110 rs
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Ur
Inv Lnghsh C- Lest and between the German
and English C-ICSIS.

The English (..-test correlates signilicantly both
with the holism dictation and the Italian C-test.
The Malian cantlidature is predominantly
seoind generation straight Inns high school.
in hist generation Itahans who have I1111S11I
st haul in Australia. These correlations ma)
reflect a benefit of language maintenance,
where Italian is well maintained. English
benefits too. The latk of a correlation with the
English dictation is probably due to the Italian
wimp ranking highest in English dictation,
plateau tit near perfect scores precludes a
correlation with a spread of seines.

Finally, the Vietnamese candidates reseal high
correlamins among all linir passable

Of English and \ letnamese tem
This puzzling phencanunl seems at lust sight
to reflect an extreme example ill test-
st iseness', d the candidate Is gout .0 Julep
tests in English. then diet are }anal at tests in
Vietnamese. But j comparison will the Italian
group suggests that the language 111.11111C11.1111.0
phenomenon is operating Het all that the
English diciatilln ill Ration emthtlatcs did not
correlate with the Italian It sts probahlt
because ill the plateau Oleo in the English
dietations. The Vionainese tantlidates English
dictations plateaued much less
imean=3-1.92 it compared to Iii
eandidatest and therefore permits a laitier
correlation coeflicient. Ilut we ale tillisidering
a different kind of language 111.11114:11.111le h1:11.
- possibl linked wall a general edutation
factor for Vietnamese candidates - snits
unlike many ilail.111 Candidates they are
generally first generation migrants our whom
English is not the stronger language \\ lila na
lute beneht of tither intormation our lemony
Ii) pothesis is that VICI11.1.111v,12 tanJld.tes 11 hu
acquire English well also maintain their
Vietnamese

to

Conclusion
The Macanhur bilingual cantlitJaws databasc
comprises C-tests and diciations in English in at
least one ill Ambit. French. (Airman, Italian.
Spanish and Vietnamese tit neon). Hots Ca
ha degree-let el pnolessional language ciairses
titer lour Years uI tests. (men adtlinonal
demographic and sock ilinguism data, the
database Lan be used to establish the vailabilgt
01 die language resuurtC in South A I:1i Sidney
t,omparna in with limited demograplut doll
suggests that .1 I el) S1114 nu numon - perhaps in
the order tit a twentieth uI one per tent - tit
seiond language speakers make their language
as ailahle as .1 fest/LIM our pinlesmunal miming
There also appear It I be &Isere:ties I runt language
to language in the readiness (). speakers to We
il tor language as a resourt e. also
suggests inherent degrees of language
maintenance Irani language III Pram
itaya onwards, the Lest batten is to he
supplemented with a question mire tin language
Inc and education, gentler. age and pitsicode.
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